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PREFACE TO VOLUME II.

At last, witli the publication of Part iii., the second volume of

Moulton's Grammar of New Testament Greek is brought to a

close. The reader may be reminded that before sailing for

India in October 1915 Dr. Moulton had finished the MS of

Parts i. and ii., and had already written the important chapter

upon Word-Composition for Part iii. His intention was to

complete Part iii. with a chapter on Word-Formation by Sufl&xes,

and to enrich the volume with an introductory chapter on

New Testament Greek, which would lead up to an Appendix
on Semitisms in the Greek Testament. In writing this Appendix
he counted on the collaboration of his colleague the Rev. C. L.

Bedale, a Semitic scholar of real distinction and great promise.

Dr. Moulton died in the Mediterranean in April 1917, a victim

of the ruthless submarine campaign. Mr. Bedale died in a

military hospital at Cambridge on 8th March 1919.

The editor, a former pupil of Dr. Moulton at Didsbury

College, who had also worked under his guidance as a research

student in Hellenistic Greek at Manchester University, was

entrusted with the responsible duty of completing this volume

and seeing it through the press. Part i. appeared in 1919,

Part ii. in 1921. Meanwhile death had removed another

worker whose tireless industry and unslumbering vigilance were

well known to other toilers in this field. How sorely the editor

has missed the help of Mr. Henry Scott may be gauged by

comparing the number of misprints in Part ii. with the few

corrections to be made in Part i., which owed so much to his

careful reading of the proofs. Beyond writing the last thirteen
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pages of the Introduction, the editor's responsibility in pre-

paring the first two parts for publication was limited to the

verification or insertion of numerous references and the less

important though exacting labours of proof-correction.

It is in the third part which now appears that the reader

will recognise the immeasurable loss which this Grammar has

suffered through the death of its brilliant author. Happily

the chapter on Word-Composition can be printed almost exactly

as it left the writer's hands. Every student of New Testament

lexicography will be grateful for this last gift of a great philo-

logist. In passing to the chapter on Suffixes, the reader cannot

fail to notice an abrupt change. No one is more acutely con-

scious of the reader's loss than the editor himself. In all

matters of comparative philology. Dr. Moulton wrote with the

authority of a master. The editor can only claim to have

exercised the diligence of the scribe. He gladly acknowledges

his debt to two writers in particular where many might be

named. The late Karl Brugmann's compendious Vergleichende

Grammatik has been in constant use, and his Griechische Gram-

matik (edited by Albert Thumb in Iwan Miiller's Handhuch der

klassischen AUertumswissenschaft) has been a close companion

for years past. Grateful acknowledgment is also made to

Professor Albert Debrunner, formerly of Bern, now of Jena, for

his useful manual in Max Niedermann's Sprachwissenschaftliche

Gymnasialbibliothek, as well as for his contributions to the

Indogermanische Forschungen. Other debts are freely acknow-

ledged throughout the chapter.

The discussion about the Semitic element in the Greek of the

New Testament has passed into a new phase since Dr. Moulton

projected his Appendix in conjunction with IVIr. Bedale. This is

chiefly due to three great Semitic scholars who have challenged

the accepted theory regarding the original language in which

the Acts, the Apocalypse, and the Fourth Gospel were written.

Professor Torrey's brilliant work on the Composition and Date

of Acts appeared in 1916, but the editor first met with it while
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on a visit to America shortly after the war, when the first part

of the Grammar had already passed through the press. Arch-

deacon Charles had already impressed Dr. Moulton by some of

his arguments in Studies in the Apocalypse, but the exhaustive

examination of the grammar of Eevelation came before the

public with the issue of the International Critical Commentary

upon that book in the autumn of 1920. The lamented Professor

Burney's Aramaic Origin of the Fourth Gospel appeared in the

summer of 1922. These books have aroused learned discussion

among both Hellenists and Semitists, and the time has come for

a critical survey of this entire field in its bearing upon the

Grammar of New Testament Greek. If some readers are dis-

posed to lament the long delay in completing the publication

of this volume, others will be thankful that it has been possible

to take full account of the most important literature since

Wellhausen's Einleitung, including the revised edition of Eader-

macher's Neutestamentliche Grammatik and the valuable linguistic

studies by the eminent Semitist Pere Lagrange, in his Commen-

taries on Luke (1921), Matthew (1923), and John (1925).

Another feature in the Appendix deserves special mention.

When the MS had already gone to the publisher in the spring

of 1927 the editor had the good fortune to read a thesis by

Dr. E. McKinlay, dealing with Semitisms in the New Testa-

ment in the light of later popular Greek. It is to be hoped

that this valuable work will soon find a publisher. Meanwhile,

by the kindness of the author, the editor has been allowed

to insert within square brackets an allusion to this work

wherever Dr. McKinlay has proved that an alleged Semitism

is an established construction in either Medieval or Modern

Greek. The actual evidence will be forthcoming when the

thesis is published.

A word may be permitted with regard to the Indices. Limits

of space forbid the registering of every Greek word that occurs

in this volume. But prepositional compounds will generally

be found by consulting the index under the prepositions, and
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ABBREVIATIONS.

The abbreviations for papyri and inscriptions are given in Index I (e)

and (/), pp. 503-512 below, with the full titles of the collections quoted.

References are to pages, unless otherwise stated.

Abbott JV=Johannine Vocabulary, by E. A. Abbott. London, 1905.

AJP=American Journal of Philology. Baltimore, 1880 ff.

AJT=American Journal of Theology. Chicago, 1897 ff.

Allen Comm. Matt.=A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Oospel

ace. to St Matthew, by Willoughby C. Allen. 3rd ed. Edinburgh,
1912. (See ICC.)

Allen Comm. Mark=The Gospel ace. to St Mark, with Introduction and

Notes, by Willoughby C. Allen. (The Oxford Church Biblical Com-

mentary), London, 1915.

Archiv—see Index I (e).

AudoUent—see Index I (e).

Bauer HNT—Das Johannesevangelium erklart von Walter Bauer. 2te

Aufl. Tubingen, 1925. (See HNT.)
Bauer Lex.^=Griechisch-Detitsches Worterbuch zu den Schriften des Neuen

Testaments und der vhrigen urchristlichen Literatur, von Walter

Bauer. Giessen, 1924-28.

Beginnings of Christianity^The Beginnings of Christianity, Pt. I., The

Acts of the Apostles. Edited by F. J. Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp
Lake. London, vol. i, 1920 ; vol. ii, 1922 ; vol. iii, 1926.

Berl. Phil. Woch.=Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift.

Bl-D, or Blass-Debrunner=i^n'edric^ Blass' Grammatik des neutestament-

lichen Griechisch, bearbeitet von A. Debrunner. Gottingen, 4te Aufl.

1913, 5te 1921.

Blass Gr.=Grammar of NT Greek, by F. Blass. English tr. by H. St J.

Thackeray. 2nd ed. London, 1905.

Blass Philology=Philology of the Gospels, by F. Blass. London, 1898.

Blass Pron.=Pronunciation of Ancient Greek. English tr. by Parton,

1890.

Hois&cq^Dictionaire J^tymologique de la Langue Grecque, par Emile

Boisacq. Heidelberg and Paris, 1907-16.

BonhoSer=Epiktet tmd das Neue Testament, von Adolf Bonhoffer.

Giessen, 1911.

Bornhauser=Z)je Bergpredigt. Versuch einer zeitgenossischen Auslegung,
von Karl Bornhauser. Gutersloh, 1923.

Bousset—see SNT.
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Brugmann Dem.—Die Demonstrativpronomina der indogerm. Sprachen,
von K. Brugmann. Leipzig, 1904.

Brugmann Dist.^Die distributiven u. d. hollektiven Nvmeralia der idg.

Sprachen, von K. Brugmann. Leipzig, 1907.

Brugmann Gr.* or Brugmann-Thumb=(TriecAisc7ie Oi-ammatik, von Karl

Brugmann. 4te vermehrte Aufl., von Albert Thumb. Mlinchen,
1913.

Brugmann Qrd.^—Qrundriss der vergleichenden Orammatik der indogerm.

Sprachen, von K. Brugmann u. B. Delbriick. Strassburg. 2te

Aufl. I., 1897; ii. i, 1906; ii, 1911 ; iii, 1913-16. (For Syntax see

under Delbruck.)

Brugmann KVQ=Kurze vergleichende Orammatik der idg. Sprachen, von

Karl Brugmann. Strassburg, 1904.

Buck Or. Dial.=Introduction to the Study of the Greek Dialects, by C. D.

Buck. Boston, 1910.

Burkitt Ev. d. M.—Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, collected and aiTanged

by F. C. Burkitt. Cambridge, 1904.

Burkitt Gosp. Hist.=The Gospel History and its Transmission, by F. C.

Burkitt. 3rd ed. Edinburgh, 1911.

Burkitt Syr. Forms—Syriac Forms of NT Proper Names, by F. C. Burkitt.

London, 1912.

Burney Aram. Grig.—The Aramaic Origin of the Fourth Gospel, by C. F.

Burney. Oxford, 1922.

Bui'ney Poetry—The Poetry of our Lord. An Examination of the Formal

Elements of Hebrew Poetry in the Discourses of Jesus Christ, by
C. F. Burney. Oxford, 1925.

Burton Gal.=A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the

Galatians, by E. De Witt Burton. Edinburgh, 1921. (See ICC.)

Cadbury AJT=Luke—Translator or Author ? by H. J. Cadbury. (Re-

print from AJT (see above), xxiv. No. 3, July 1920.)

Cagnat—see Index I (e).

Capes Ach. L.^^The History of the Achaean League as contained in the

remains of Polyhius, edited with introduction and notes by W. W.

Capes. London, 1888.

CBE=Cambridge Biblical Essays, ed. H. B. Swete. London, 1909.

CGT=Cambridge Greek Testament.

Chandler=yl Practical Introduction to Greek Accentuation, by H. Chandler.

2nded. Oxford, 1881.

Charles Asc. Isai.=The Ascension of Isaiah, translated from the Ethiopic

Version, by R. H. Charles. London, 1900.

Charles Enoch=-The Book of Enoch, ed. by R. H. Charles. Oxford, 1893.

Charles Revelation^=A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Revela-

tion of St John, by R. H. Charles. 2 vols. Edinburgh, 1920.

(See ICC.)
f'-harles Studies=Studies in the Apocalypse, by R. H. Charles. Edinburgh,

1913.

Charles Test. XII Patr.=The Greek Versions of the Testaments of the

Twelve Patriarchs, ed. by R. H. Charles. Oxford, 1908.
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Charles—see also under OA.

Chrest.—see Index I (/).

CI. Phil.= Classical Philology. Chicago.

Cobet NT Vatic—Novum Testamentum Graece ad fidem codicis Vaticani

restitutum, ab A. Kueno et C. G. Cobeto, cum praefatione Cobeti.

Leiden, I860.

Conybeare and Stock Set.=8elections from the Septuagint, by F. C.

Conybeare and St G. Stock. Boston, 1905.

CQ=Classical Quarterly. London, 1907 ft".

CR=Classical Review (London, 1887 ff.). Especially reference is made
to J. H. Moulton's collection of forms and examples from the papyri
in CR XV, 31-38 and 434-442 (Feb. and Dec. 1901), and xviii, 106-112

and 151-155 (xMarch and April 1904).

Cronert Mem.=Memoria Graeca Herculanensis, by W. Cronert. Leipzig,

1903.

DAC=Dictionary of the Apostolic Church, ed. by J. Hastings. 2 vols.

Edinburgh, 1915, 1918.

Dalman Or.^= Chammatik des Jildisch-Paldstinischen Aramdisch, voa

Gustaf Dalman. 2te Aufl. Leipzig, 1905.

Dalman WJ=The Words of Jesus, by G. Dalman. Eng. ed. tr. D. M.

Kay. Edinburgh, 1902.

Dalman Worterbuch^Aravidische-neuhebrdisches Handivdrterbuch zu

Targum, Talmud und Midrasch, von Gustaf H. Dalman. 2te Aufl.

Frankfurt a. Main, 1922.

DB^Dictionary of the Bible, ed. by J. Hastings. 5 vols. Edinburgh,
1898-1904.

Debrunner-Blass—see Bl-D.

Debrunner Wortb.= Griechische Woribildungslehre, von Albert Debrunner.

Heidelberg, 1917.

Deissmann BS=Bible Studies, by G. A. Deissmann. Eng. ed., including

Bibelstudien and Neue Bibelstudien, tr. by A. Grieve. Edinburgh,
1901.

Deissmann Pa Christo—Die neutestamentliche Formel "in Christo Jesu,"

von G. A. Deissmann. Marburg, 1892.

Deissmann LAE= Light from the Ancient East. Eng. tr. by L. R. M,

Strachan. London, 1910. 2nd ed. (4th Germ, ed.), 1927.

Deissmann Paul=St Paul, A Study in. Social and Religious History.

Eng. tr. by L. R. M. Strachan. London, 1912. 2nd ed., Eng. tr.

(of "4th Germ, ed.) by W. E. Wilson, 1926.

DeXbxviCik^Vergleichende Orammatih der indogermanischen Sprachen,

von K. Brugmann mid B. Delbriick. Bde III-V, Syntax, von B.

Delbruck. Strassburg (i) 1893, (ii) 1897, (iii) 1900. (Large Roman
numerals indicate the volume number in the whole Grammar ; small

Roman numerals in brackets give the volume in Delbriick's Syntax.)

DLZ^=Deutsche Literal urzeitung. Leipzig.

G. R. Driver Orig. Lang.=The Original Language of the Fourth OospeL
A criticism of Dr Burney's thesis, by G. R. Driver. (Reprinted
from the Jewish Guardian, Jan. 5 and 12, 1923.)

h
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S. R. Driver Tenses=A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hehretr, l>v

S. R. Driver. .3rd ed. Oxford, 1892.

EBi=Encyclopcedia Biblica, ed. by T. K. Cheyne and J. S. Biacl.-.

4 vols. London, 1899-1903.

EOT— Expositor's Greek Testament, ed. by W. Robertson Nicoll. 5 voIp.

London, 1897-1910.

Eranos=Eranos. Acta pkilologica Suecana. Upsala.

Expos=The Expositor, ed. by W. R. Nicoll, afterwards by Jame.s

Moffatt. London, 1875-1925. (Cited by .series, volume and

page.)

Exp T—The Expository Times, ed. by J. Hastings, aftenvards by A. W.
and E. Hastings. Edinburgh, 1889 ff.

Field Xotes=Notes on the Translation of the New Testament, by Frederic

Field. Cambridge, 1899.

Fraenkel Geschichte d. Nam. Ag.=Gesr.hichte der griechischen Nomina

agentis auf -r/;/), Tu>p, -T>;s(-r-), von Ernst Fraenkel. Strassburg,

1910, 1912.

Fraenkel ZVS={1) Zur Geschichte der Verbalnomina auf -mo-, -(t'ui.

(2) Beitriige zur Geschichte der Adjectiva auf -tikus. Gottingen,
1913. (For ZV8 see below.)

<i and H—see P Oxy in Index I (/).

<jr€S-K (or G-K)=Gese/iM<s' Hebretv Grammar, ed. hy E. Kautzsch. Eng.
tr. by Collins and Cowley. Oxford, 1910.

Oildersleeve Studies=Studies in Honor of Basil L. Gildersleere. Boston,

1902.

Giles Manual"^ =^A Short Manual of Comparative Philology for Classical

Students, by P. Giles. 2nd ed. London, 1901.

<joodwin Gr. Gr^=A Greek Grammar, by W. W. Goodwin. 2nd ed.

London, 1894.

-Goodwin MT=Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Verb, by
\V. \V. Goodwin, 3rd ed. London, 1889.

Gregory Prol.—see under Ti.

•GuiIlemard=^e&ra'iS;/?5 in the Greek Testament, by W. H. Guilieniard.

Cambridge, 1879.

Harnack Luke^^Luke the Physician, by A. Harnack. Eng. tr. by J. R.

Wilkinson. London, 1907.

Harnack Spriiche—SprikJie vnd Reden Jesv, von A. Harnack. Leipzig,

1907.

Harnack Sayings=The Sayings of Jesus. Eng. tr. by .J. R. W'ilkiiisun.

London, 1908.

Harris Codex Bezae=A Stvdy of Codex Bezae, by J. Rendel Harris.

Cambridge, 1891.

Harris OPJ= The Origin of the Prologue to St Johns Gospel, by Rendel

Harris. Cambridge, 1917.

Harris Testimonies=Testimonies, by Rendel Harris, with the assistance

of Vacher Burch. Cambridge, pt. i, 1916
; pt. ii, 1920.

Harsing=Z)e Optativi in Chartis Aegyptiis llsn, by Carl Harsing. Bonn,
1910.
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Hat/Adakis^^Einleitiing in die neugriecMsche Orammatik, von G. N.

Hatzidakis. Leipzig, 1892.

Haupt=Z)ie Gefangenschaftshriefe (Meyers Konimentar ii. d. NT), von
Erich Haupt. Gottingen, 1902.

Hawkins HS=Hor(e Synoptirce, by -T. C. Hawkins. 2nd ed. London,
1909.

Heinrici=Z>iie Korintherhriefe (Meyers Konimentar), von G. Heinrici.

Gottingen, 1896.

Heinrici Studien=^Neutefita)iientliche Stitdien Genrg Heinrici dargebracht.

Leipzig, 1914.

Helbing Gh: ^Orammatik der Septnaginta : Laut- nnd Wortlehre, von R.

Helbing. Gottingen, 1907.

Herwerden Le.v.^= Lexicon Graecum suppletorium et dialecticum. 2nd ed.,

2 vols. Leiden, 1910.

Hirt Gram, or Hhd.=Hnndhnch der Griechischen Laut- imd Formenlehre,
von Herman Hirt. Heidelberg, 1902.

Hobart= 77iP Medical Language of St Luke, by ^^'. K. Hobart. Dublin,
1882.

HNT = Hnndhurh -um Xenen Testament, herausgegeben von Hans
Leitzmann. Tubingen, 1907.

H-R=^4 Concordance to the Septnagint, by E. Hatch and H. A. Redpatli.

Oxford, 1897.

HTR=Harrard Theological Review. Cambridge, Mass., 1908 If.

ICC^^The International Critical Commentary. Edinburgh.
IF or Idg F=Indogertnanische Forschungen, ed. formerly by K. Brug-

niann and W. Streitberg. Strassburg, 1892 ff.

IG, IGSI, IMAe—see Index I (e).

James Lang, of Pal. = The Language of Palestine and Adjacent Regions,

by J. Courtney James. Edinburgh, 1920.

Jannaris Gr.^A Historical Greek Grammar, hj A. N. Jannaris. London,
1897.

JBL=Journal of Biblical Literature. New Haven, Conn.

J^5—see Index I (e).

Johannessohn Kasus u. Prdp.—Der Gebrauch der Kasus und der Prii-

2)ositio7ien in der Septuaginta, von Martin Johannessohn. Teil i.

Berlin, 1910.

JTS=Journal of Theological Studies. Oxford, 1900 flf.

Kaibel—see Index I (e).

Kautzsch Gr. — Gramniatik des Biblisch-Aramdischen, von E. Kautzsch.

Leipzig, 1884.

K.Bl. and K-G—see Kiihner.

Kennedy EGT=The Epistle to the Philippians, ed. b}' H. A. A. Kennedy
in the E.cjj. Greek Testament, vol. iii. London, 1903.

Kennedy Sources^Sources of XT Greek, by H. A. A. Kennedy. Edin-

burgh, 1895.

Kieckers—see p. 9 n.^.

Knowling^The Acts of the Apostles, ed. by R. J. Knowling iii the Exp.
Greek Testament, vol. ii. London, 1900.
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Kretschiuer Einl.^=Die Einhitung in dif Geschichte der griechischen

Sprache, von P. Kretschmer. Gottingen, 1896.

Kretschmer Entstehung=Die Entstehung der Koine (Sitzungsbericlite d.

Wieu. Akad., 1900).

Kretschmer Vaseninschriften=Die g'-iech. Vaseninschriften ihrer Sprache
nach untersucht. Giitersloh, 1894.

KiJhner or K.Bl., K-G= AiisfilhrUche Orammatik der griechischen Sprache,

von R. Klilmer. .3te Aufl., Elemental-- und Formenlehre, von F.

Blass, i, ii. Hannover, 1890-92. Satzlehre, von B. Gerth, i, ii,

1898, 1904.

Kuhring=7)e Praepositionvm Grace, in Chartis Aegyptiis Usii, by W.

Kuhring. Bonn, 1906.

KZ=Kuhns Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachforschv.ng. Berlin and

Giitersloh, 1852 ff.

Lagrange S. Matt.=Evangile selon Saint Matthien (Etudes Bibliques),

par Le P. M.-J. Lagrange. Paris, 1923.

Lagrange S. Marc=Evangile selon Saint Marc (Et. Bibl.). Paris,

1920.

Lagrange S. Luc=Evangile selon Saint Lnc (Et. Bibl.). Paris, 1921.

Lagrange S. Jecin=Evangile selon Saint Jean (Et. Bibl.). Paris, 1925.

Lake Cod. Sin.^Codex Sinaiticxis Petropolitanvs. With Introduction by

Kirsojjp Lake. Oxford, 1911.

L&w=The Tests of Life. A Study of the First Epistle of St John, by
R. Law. Edinburgh, 1909.

Lewy Fremdiodrter=Die Semitischen Fremdivorter im Griechischen, von

H. Lewy. Berlin, 1895.

Lietzmann HXT=Handbiich zum NT, iii. 1. Romerbrief, I. u. il.

Korinther-, Galaterbrief, erklart von Hans Lietzmann. Tiibingen,

1906 ff.

J. Lightfoot Hor. Hehr.=Horae Hebraicae et Talmiidicae, b}- John Light-

foot (1658). Oxford, 1859.

J. B. Lightfoot Ep. Ign. ad Polyc.=The Apostolic Fathers, by J. B.

Lightfoot, part ii, 3 vols. 2nd ed. London, 1889.

Lightfoot Fresh Revision = On a Fresh Revision of the English New Testa-

ment, by J. B. Lightfoot. London, 1891.

Lightfoot Notes—Notes on Epistles of St Paul from UnpvhUshed Com-

mentaries, by J. B. Lightfoot. London, 1895.

Lindsay^TAe Latin Language, h\ W. M. Lindsay. Oxford, 1894.

Lipsius Gr. Unt. = Grarnnuttische Untersuchvngen iiher die bibl. Grdcitdt,

von K. H. A. Lipsius. Leipzig, 1863.

Lob. Paral.=Paralipomena Grammaticae Graecae, by C. A. Lobeck.

Leipzig, 1837.

Lob. Phryn.=Phrynichi Ecloga, ed. C. A. Lobeck. Leipzig, 1820.

Lohmeyer HNT=Handbuch z. NT, iv. 1. Die Offenbarung des Johannes,

erklart von Ernst Lohmeyer. Tiibingen, 1926.

LS=^ Greek-English Lexicon, by H. G. Liddell and R. Scott. 8tli ed.

Oxford, 1901. (The new LS=a new edition, revised and augmented

throughout b}- Henry Stuart Jones. Oxford, 1925.)
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Margolis Gr.=A Manual of the Aramaic Language of the Babylonian
Talmud. Grammar, Clirestomathy and Glossaries, by Max L.

-Margolis. Mlinclien, 1910.

Marti Gr. (or K. Gr.)=Kurzgefasste Grammatik der Biblisch-Aranmischen

Sprache, von Karl Marti. 4te Aufl. Berlin, 1911.

Mayor Comm. James=The Epistle of St James. The Greek text with

introduction, notes and comments, by J. B. Mayor. 3rd ed.

London, 1910.

Mayor Comm. Jude and 2 Pet.= The Epistle of St Jude and the Second

Epistle of St Peter. Greek text with introduction, notes and com-

ments, by J. B. Mayor. London, 1907.

Mayser Gr.—Grammatik der gr. Papyri aiis der Ptolemderzeit, von E.

Mayser. Leijizig, i. 1906 ; ii. 1. Berlin u. Leipzig, 1926.

^lc]s.m]&y
= Semitisms in the New Testament in the Light of Later Popular

Greek. Unpublished thesis by R. McKinlay.
McjSTeile Comm. Matt.^=^The Gospel ace. to St Matthew. The Greek text

with introduction, notes and indices by A. H. McNeUe. London,
1915.

Meisterlians^=GVammafiA; der attischen Inschriffen, von K. Meisterhans.

.3te Aufl. von E. Schwyzer. Berlin, 1900.

Melanges Nicole—see Index I (e).

Melcher=Z)e Sermone Ejncteteo quihus rebus ah Attica regula discedat, by
P. Melcher. Halle, 1906.

Merx=:D?'e vier kanonischen Erangelien nach ihrem dltesten bekannten

Texte, von Adalbert Merx. Berlin, 1902-11.

Meyer Gr.=GriechisGhe Grammatik, von Gustav Meyer. 3te Aufl.

Leijizig, 1896.

Milligan Selections—see Index T (/).

Milligan Thess.^=St PauVs Epistles to the Thessalonians, the Greek text,

with introduction and notes, by G. Milligan. London, 1908.

Mitteis Papyruskunde.^Grundziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde,
n. i., ed. L. Mitteis. See under Wilcken, also Index I (/).

Moerh =^ Moeridis Jjeocicon Atficutn, ed. J. Pierson. Leiden, 17.59.

Moffatt I('G=A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the

Ilcbreios, by James Moff^att. Edinburgh, 1924.

Moffatt Introd.=Introduction to the Literature of the NT. Edinburgh,
ed.2 1912, ed.^ 1918.

Moffatt NT=A New Translation of the NT. 3rd ed. London, 1914.

Monro Horn. Gr.^^A Grammar of the Homeric Dialect, by D. B. Monro.

2nd ed. Oxford, 1891.

Moulton Christian Religion=The Christian Religion in the Study and the

Street, by J. H. Moulton. London, 1918.

Moulton Einl.=Einleitung in die Sprache des Neuen Testaments. (Trans-

lated, with additions, from Proleg.^) Heidelberg, 1911.

Moulton Prol. or Proleg.^=A Grammar of NT Greek, by James Hope
Moulton. Vol. i. Prolegomena. 3rd ed. Edinburgh, 1908.

Nachraanson Beitr.=Beitrdge zw Kenntnis der altgriechischen Volks-

sprache, von E. Xachmanson. L^psala, 1910.



xxii ABBREVIATIONS.

Nachiuan.son Magn. = L(H(te imd Fonneti der Magnetischeri Inschriften,

von E. Nachmanson. Upsala, 1903.

Nageli = i>'e/- Wortschatz des Apostels Faulus. Beitrag zur sprachge-

schichtlichen Erforschung des Neuen Testaments, von Theodor

Nageli. Gottingen, 1905.

Noldeke Beitr.—Beitrdge z. semit. Sprachivissenschaft, von Theodor

Xoldeke. Strassburg, 1904.

Noldeke Syr. Gr.-=KiirzgefnsMe sijrisc/ie Gramrnatik, von Theodor

Noldeke. 2te Aufl. Leipzig, 1898.

Norden Agnostos Theos=Untersuchiingen zur Fon/tengschichte religioser

Rede, von Eduaid Norden. Leipzig, 191.3.

Norden Ant. Kunstprusa= Die antike Kunstprosa vain VI JahrMmdert v.

Chr. bis in die Zeit der Renaissayice, von E. Norden. 2 Bde. Leipzig,

1915.

0{.vford) A(pocri/pha)^The Apocrypha and PsemJipigrapha of the Old

Testament in English, ed., in conjunction with many scholars, by
R. H. Charles. 2 vols. Oxford, 1913.

OCT (Oxford Classical l!exts)=8cript()ru)n Classicorum Bibliotheca

Oxnniensis.

OOIS—see Index I (e).

OHL (or 0.rf. Heh. Lex.)—Hebrew and English Lexicon of the OT, ed. by
F. Brown, 8. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs. Oxford, 1906.

Ottley lsaiah= The Book of Isaiah ace. to the Septuagint, trans, and ed.

by R. R. Ottley. 2 vols. 2nd ed. Cambridge, 1909.

Oxford Stiidies=Oxford Studies in the Synoptic Problem, ed. by W. Sanday.

Oxford, 1911.

Parry =jr/ie Pastoral Ejiistles, with introduction, text and commentary,

by R. St J. Parry. Cambridge, 1920.

Peake's Commentary=A Commentary on the Bible, ed. by Arthur >S. Peake.

Edinburgh, 1919.

Pelagia=^ Legenden der heiligen Pelagia, ed. H. Usener. Bonn, 1879.

Petersen Or. Dim.=Greek Diminutives in -ION. A Study in Semantics,

b}^ Walter Petersen. Weimar, 1910.

V. d. Pfordten=Z«r Geschichte der griechischen Denominativa, von H. F.

von der Pfordten. Leipzig, 1886.

Preisigke Ostr. and Sammelb.—see Index I (e).

'Pve\Uvit7.=Etymolngisches Worterbuch der griechischen Sprache, von

Walther Prellwitz. Gottingen, 1892.

Fsichari =Essai stir le Grec de la Septante, par Jean Psichari. (Extrait

de la Revue des Etudes juives, Avril 1908.) Paris, 1908.

Radermacher Gr.—Neutestameiitliche Gramrnatik {HNT i. 1), von L.

Radermacher. Tubingen, 1911. 2te Aufl., 1925.

Ramsay C. and B.—see Index I (c).

Ramsay Paul—Paul the Traveller and Roman Citizen, by W. M. Ramsay.
3rd ed. London, 1897.

Ramsay Teaching of Paul=The Teaching of Paid in the Terms of the

Present Day. London, 1913.

REGr=Revue des Etudes grecques. Paris, 1888 ff.



ABBREVIATIONS. xxiii

Reinhold=-De Graecitate Patrum, by H. Reinhold. Halle, 1898.

Riddell=.4 Digest of Platonic Idioms, by J. Riddell (in his edition of the

Apology). O.xford, 1867.

R, McK.—see under McKinlay.
Roherts= Introduction to Greek Epigraphy, by E. .S. Roberts. Cambridge,.

1887.

Robertson Gr.—Grammar of the Greek Testament in the Light of Historical

Research, by A. T. Robertson. New York, 1914. 3rd ed., 1919.

Rossberg=i)e Praepositionum Graecarum in Chartis Aegyptiis Ptole-

maeorum Aetatis Usv. C. Rossberg. Jena, 1909.

Rouffiac= Recherches sur les characteres du grec dans le Nouveau Testament

d'apres les iyiscriptions de Priene, par Jean Rouffiac. Paris, 1911.

B.\\&hQYg~Neritestamentliche Text und Nomina Sacra. UjDsala, 1915.

Rutherford, Gram.=First Greek Gram,mar, by W. G. Rutherford.

London, 1907.

Rutherford NP=The New Phrynichus, by W. G. Rutherford. London,

1881.

SebJiders =Facsi7nile of the Washington Manuscript of the Four Gospel?

in the Freer Collection, with an introduction by H. A. Sanders,

Michigan, 1912.

Sandys and Paley=*S'eZec< Private Orations of Demosthenes. Cambridge,^

1875. 3rd ed., 1898.

Scham=i)e?' Optativgehrauch hei Clemens von Alexandrien, von Jakob

Scham. Paderborn, 1913.

Schmid Attic. =Der Atticismus in seinen Hauptvertretern von Dionysius

von Halikarnass his avf den ziceiten Philostratns, von W. Schmid.

4 Bde und Register. Stuttgart, 1887-97.

Schmidt Jos.=De Flavii Josephi Elocutione, by W. Schmidt. Leipzig,

1893.

Sch.ra,de= Reallexikon der indogermanischen Altertumskunde , von O.

Schrade. Strassburg, 1901.

Schuhsirt=Einfuhrnng in die Papyriiskunde, von W. Schubart. Berlin,

1918.

Schulthess Daf< Problem=Das Problem der Sprache Jesu, von F. Schulthess.

Ziirich, 1917.

Schulthess ZNTW (see helo\v)=Zur Sprache der Evangelien. Giessen,

1922.

Schwjzev=Chrimmatik der pergamenischen Inschriften, von E. Schweizer

(since Schwyzer). Berlin, 1898.

Scrivener Codex Bez.=Bezae Codex Cantahrigiensis, ed., with a critical

introduction, annotations and facsimiles, by F. H. Scrivener.

Cambridge, 1864.

Scrivener Collation=A full Collation of the Codex Sinaiticus ivith the

Received Text of the NT, by F. H. Scrivener. Cambridge, 1864.

2nd ed., 1867.

SH=^ Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans

(ICC), by W. Sanday and A. C. Headlam. 5th ed. Edinburgh,
1902.



xxiv ABBREVIATIONS.

Sharp Epict. =Epictetus and the Netv Testament, by D. S. Sharp. London.

1914.

Simcox—T?ie Writers of the New Testament, by W. H. Simcox. 2nd ed.

London, 1902.

Smith L and L of Paul=The Life and Letters of St Paul, by David Smith.

London, 1919.

SNT=Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, herausgegeben von Johannes

Weiss. 3te Aufl. Gottingen, 1917. (Gal. 1 u. 2 Kor. erkl. von \V.

Bousset. )

V. Soden, Die Schriften=Die Schriften d. Nenen Testaments in ihre

altesten erreichbaren Tcxtgestalt, hergestellt von Hermann Freiherr

von Soden. 4 Bde. BerUn, 1902-1.3.

Solmsen Gr. Wortf.=Beitrdge zur Griechischen Wortforschung, von Felix

Sohnsen. Ite Teil. Strassburg, 1909.

Sophocles Lex.= Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods, by

E. A. Sophocles. Boston, 1870.

Souter Ltx. =A Pocket Lexicon to the Greek -New Testament, by Alexander

Souter. Oxford, 1917.

Stahl Synt.=Kritisch-historische Syntax des griechischen Verhmns der

klassischen Zeit, von J. M. Stahl. Heidelberg, 1907.

Stephanus Thes. = Thesaurus Graecae Linguae, ab Henrico Stephano

constructus. 5 vols. Paris, 1572.

Stevenson Gr. = Grammar of Palestinian Jewish Aramaic, by W. P..

Stevenson. Oxford, 1924.

Sutterlin=ZMr Geschichte der Verba Denominativa im AUgriechischen,

Ite Teil : die Verba Denominativa auf -aw -e'co -ow, von Ludwig

Siitterlin. Strassburg, 1891.

Syll.
—see Index I (e).

Thackeray Gr.^A Grammar of the OT in Greek, i, by H. St J. Thackeray.

Cambridge, 1909.

Thackeray Schweich Lectures^The Septuagint and Jewish Worship.

London, 1922.

ThLZ=Theologische Literaturzeitung. Leipzig, 1876 ff.

Thompson Palaeogra2ihy=Handbook to Greek and Latin Palaeography, by

E. Maunde Thompson. 2nd ed. London, 1894 ;
3rd ed., 1913.

Thumb—see Brugmann GV.*

Thumb Dial.=^Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte, von A. Thumb.

Heidelberg, 1909.

Thumb Handb.=Handbook of the Modern Greek Vernacular, by A. Thumb.

Translated from the second German ed. by S. Angus. Edinburgh,

1912.

Thumb Hellen.=Die griechische Sprache im Zeitalter des Hellenismus,

von A. Thumb. Strassburg, 1901.

Thumb Sp. Asper=Untersiichi(ngen ilber d. Spiritus Asper im Griech-

ischen, von A. Thumb, Strassburg, 1889.

T:i=Novum Testamentum Graece, by C. Tischendorf. Editio octava

critica maior. 2 vols. Leipzig, 1869-72. Also vol. iii, by C. R.

Gregorj', containing Prolegomena, 1884.



ABBREVIATIONS. xxv

Torrey CDA =The Composition and Date of Acts, by C. C!. Torrey. Camb.

Mass., 1916.

Torrey, C. H. Toy Studies=The Translations made Jrotu the original

Aramaic Gospels, by C. C. Torrey. (See C. H. Toy Studies.)

Torrey HTR=The Aramaic Origin of the Gospel of John. (See HTR.)
C. H. Toy Studies=Studies in the History of Religions presented to Crawford

Howell Toy. New York, 1912.

Valaori=i)er delphische Dialckt, von J. Valaori. Gottingen, 1901.

Veitch= Verbs Irregular and Defective, by W. Veitch. Oxford, 1887.

Viereck SG—see Index I (e).

Viteau Etude snr le grec du Nnuveau Testament, par J. Viteau. i, Paris,.

1893 ; ii, 1896.

Vocab.=The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament illustrated from the Papyri
and other non-literary sources, by J. H. Moulton and G. Milligan.

London, 1914- .

\'ogeser=Znr Sprache der griechischen Heiligenlegenden, von J. Vogeser..

Miinchen, 1907.

Yolkev^Papyrorum gr. Synta.vis Specimen, von F. Volker. Bonn, 1900.

H'^, W^—see Wellhausen.

Wackernagel Hellen.=Hellenistica (Einladiuag zur akadem. Px'eisverkiind-

digung), von Jacob Wackernagel. Gottingen, 1907.

Wackernagel Vorlesungen^Vorlesungen iiber Syntax. Erste Reilie. 2te

Aufl. Basel, 1926 ; zweite Reihe, 1924.

AValde Lat. Etym. Wort.^Lateinisches etymologisches Worterbvch, von
A. Walde. Heidelberg, 1906. 2te Aufl., 1910.

J. Weiss =i)er erste Korintherbrief (Meyers Kommentar), von Joliannes

Weiss. Gottingen, 1910.

We\\\iaMfien^=Einleitung in die drei ersten Evangelien, von J. Wellhausen.

Berlin, Ite Aufl. {W^), 1905 ; 2te Aufl. (IP), 1911.

Weflhausen Das Evangelium Matthaei. Berlin, 1904.

Wellhausen Das Evangelium Marci. Berlin, 1903.

Wellhausen Das Evangelium Lucae. Berlin, 1904.

Wellhausen Das Evangelium Johannis. Berlin, 1908.

Wendland=i)ie iirchristlichen Literaturformen, von Paul Wendland.

(HNT I. 3.) 2te Aufl. Tubingen, 1912.

Wernle=Z)ie synoptische Frage, von Paul Wernle. Freiburg i. B.,

1899.

Wessely Studien^^Studien zur Palaeographie und Papyruskunde, heraus-

geg. von C. Wessely. Leipzig, 1901.

Wessely Zauberpap.=^C. Wessely, Griechische Zauberpapyri von Paris nnd
London. See Index I (/), under P Par 574.

Wetstein=A''owMTO Testamentum Graecum, by J. J. Wetstein. 2 vols.

Amsterdam, 1751.

WH—The New Testament in the Original Greek, by B. F. Westcott and
F. J. A. Hort. Vol. i. Text (also ed. minor) ; vol. ii, Introduction.

Cambridge and London, 1881 ; 2nd ed. of vol. ii, 1896.

WH ^^/9=Appendix to WH, in vol. ii, containing Notes on Select

Readings and on Orthography, etc.



IX\i ABBREVIATIONS.

W ilamowitz Ltsthuch^Grifchisfhts Lt-<(h<irh, von U. von \\ ilauiowitz-

MoellendorfiF. i. Test : ii. Erlauteningen. 3te unverand. Aufl..

1903 : Tte unverand. Aufl., 1920. Berlin.

Wilcken Papi/ru-s:l-unde.=Grii»dzuge und Chrt-^omathie der Papyruskvndt^
I. i, ed. U. Wilcken. See under Mitteis. also Index I (/).

Wilcken—see Archiv and UPZ in Index I (t) and (/.)

Windisch=i>er ziceite KorintherbrUf (Meyers Kommentar), von H.
Windisch. Gottingen. 1924.

Witk.—see Index I (/).

WM=.4 Treati-^ on the Grammar of Xetc Testament Greek, regarded as a

sure basis for XT Exegesis, by G. B. Winer. Translated from the

German, with lar^ additions and full indices, by ^V. F. Moulton.

3rd ed. Edinburgh. 1SS2.

Wright Camp. Gr. Gram.=Comparatire. Grammar of the Greek Language,

by .Joseph Wright. Oxfoid, 1912.

WS=G. B. iriHer* Grammatil des ne\U€Stamenilichen Sprachidiom-s. Me
Aud. neu bearbeitet von P. W. .Schniiedel. Gottingen, i. Teil, 1S94 ;

IL Teil, erstes Heft, 1897 ; zweites Heft, 1898.

ZaLhn=Introduction to the XT, by Theodor Zahn. Eng. tr. of Srd ed.

Edinburgh, 3 vols., 1909.

Zahn JJatthaus—Das Eivngelium des JIatthdus, ausgelegt von Theodor

Zahn. Leipzig. Ite Aufl. 1903, 4te Aufl. 1922.

ZXTW=Zeitschrift fur die neutesiamentlifhe Wissenschaft. Giessen

1900 ft.

ZVS=Zdt-schrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung auf dem Gebiete der

indogermanischen Sprachen. Begrundet von A. Kuhn. Gottingen.

^^lgns:

For T see pp. 225 and 334.

For , T, I see p. 292.



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA

Page 10, line 11, after Luke, insert (1228).

„ 16, line 14, read Aramaic.

„ 19, n.2 line 3 ah imo, read Lietzmann.

,, 22, line 4, read 1 Co 15^^.

,, 22, line 17, after Ephesians read (429, 5^).

„ 44, § 25, inset title, under Consonants, insert Mutes.

,, 57, line 8, before Moeris insert See p. 209 n.^ ;

„ 70, line 20, after \YS 47 f., insert also Charles Rev. (ICC) i. 21fi.

„ 82, line 2 ab imo, for indicia read iudicio.

„ 91, line 10, for § 53 read § 52.

„ 99, n.i line 2 ah imo, first word, read that.

„ 100, line 6, for § 76 read § 77.

„ 103, line 13, read Grd.^ I. 827.

„ 103, line 18, after Xr^nxj/o/xaL insert (p. 106), after acf)v8p6v (p. 112).

„ 121 C. (b), read "iXews- survives in NT only in the nom. sing (but
see Clem ad Cor. passim).

„ 130, line 5 ab imo, for (=i. 109-88) read (=i. 166-88).

,, 131, line 10 /or -vs read -tjs.

„ 131, (3) (6) line 2, read association.

„ 135 [h) line 4, read
(
=

-?i- m).

-,, 135, line 10 ab imo, read wStv.

172 [b) Arrangement should be in italics.

173 (4) line 2, for ^^-^ui^es read xt^'oSff-

175, line 11, /or Teaa-apLs read reaaepis.

-,, 176, line 3, after Appendix, insert p. 439.

,, 176, line 8 ab imo, Fractions should be in italics.

„ 177 (b) last line, read Tob lO^^ B.

,, 192 7. line 6, insert comma after (oTroAoyoj).

,, 192 8. line 2, insert bracket
) after ulcus.

„ 192 n.«, line 2, read Jer 43(36)3".

„ 193 9. line 3, read epp.

,, ins, line 8, read Hermas Vis. iii. 10'.



xxviii ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA.

Page 199, line 3 ah imo, read <})i.Xu)fx€9a.

,, 204, line 8, insert 3 under 1 and 2.

,, 207, line 18, for ti6i) read ndrj.

„ 210. Subjunctive. In 2 sg. read Sois, So is.

,, 219, line 16, after see insert p. 216.

,, 223, line 22, after Hennas insert Maud. xii. .5-.

,, 225, line 10 ab imo, for -otra read -va-a.

,, 226 alpe'u, 3rd col. read y\piBy\v.

„ 231 pov\opai,/or (II. a) read (I. a).

„ 232, after Seofxai insert (1. a).

„ 234, *Ffi8, last col., /or T]itiv read f(8€iv.

,, 235, *FfiK for present read perfect.

„ 235, IXavvo) CoiMP.,/i9r air- read air-.

„ 238, line i, for epcoxTiOu read cpcuTTio-w.

„ 239, after t,oiypio> insert (VII.).

„ 242, line 15, after Kudi]fiai insert (For flexion see § 87.).

„ 242, line 20, after KaBitu insert (VII.).

„ 243, line 10 ab imo, after K€pdvvviJ.i for (I. (3) read (II. /3).

„ 246, line 3 ab imo, read -XTjfiirTos f.

,, 247, Xeiirci) 3rd col., read £X£i<|>6T]v

„ 257, line 6, for pr\i,u} read pii|w.

,, 259, line 12 ab imo, read turn.

„ 262, line 5 ab imo, for e^ava read l<J)dva.

,, 266, line 3 ab imo, for -e'o><ra read -euo-a.

,, 276. Good examples of K.D. cpds. are TrpcoTonoXiTrjs P Oxy i. 41*.

and TT
po[BaTOKTT]i'OTp(')(poi. P Rvl ii. 73® (33-30 B.C.) and note.

,, 470, line 9. Possibh' we should add a third class (c) tVa for 6Vi

(=T). >So Archd. Allen attempts to explain the hard saying in

Mlc 4^2 i^Comm. Mark, p. 80). But it is simpler, with Lagrange,

to take 'iva as equivalent to Iva Ti-Xyjpcodjj in introducing the

citation.
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A GRAMMAR OF
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Ht tbe Classroom Door.

r ORD, at Thy word opens yon door, inviting

Teacher and taught to feast this hour with Thee;

Opens' a Book where God in human writing

Thinks His deep thoughts, and dead tongues live for me.

Too dread the task, too great the duty calling.

Too heavy far the weight is laid on me!

O if mine own thought should on Thy words falling

Mar the great message, and men hear not Thee I

Give me Thy voice to speak, Thine ear to listen.

Give me Thy mind to grasp Thy mystery ;

So shall my heart throb, and my glad eyes glisten,

Rapt with the wonders Thou dost show to me.

JAMES HOPE MOULTON.

Bangalore,

February ai, igij.
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PREFACE.

The first volume of this Grammar of New Testament Greek

was publislied in January 1906. Almost before the last

sheets of the Prolegomena had passed from his hands Dr.

Moulton was at work on the second volume. From that time

until October 1915 when he set sail for India, the preparation
of the second volume had first claim on his leisure hours and

was also residuary legatee when the insistent demands of the

pulpit, the platform and the committee room had been duly
met. Three times only in those ten years was this task laid

aside. In the autumn of 1 9 1 1 he undertook a visitation of

the Mission Stations of his Church in the West Indies on his

way to the Oecumenical Methodist Conference at Toronto.

The following year the delivery and publication of the

Hibbert Lectures delayed his work on the Grammar. A less

serious interruption was a brief visit to the States, just before

the outbreak of war, to give a series of popular lectures at

Northfield. With these exceptions the work went steadily

on, as the dated entries on the MS bear witness, though the

issue of a fresh volume of papyri, or the appearance of some

German monograph, or an event like the discovery and publica-

tion of the Washington Codex, meant the re-examination and

sometimes the revision of the portion already written. In a

letter to his publisher towards the end of this time he writes

sadly that his college and university duties only leave him a

few hours daily for the Grammar.

At last, when the long toil was almost ended, sorrow

invaded the home. The sudden death of his wife over-

whelmed him. Then in his hour of grief a door of hope

opened, and he responded to a call from the Y.M.C.A. to give
a course of lectures on Zoroastrianism and Christianity to

the Parsi community in Bombay. Eighteen months were
vii
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spent in India and Ceylon—months of breathless activity

which brought healing though at the cost of much physical

exhaustion. But there was still another heavy blow to fall.

During his stay in India news reached him that his elder son

had fallen in action in the Somme campaign late in the

summer of 1916. Dr. Moulton was far from well when the

City of Paris set sail from Karachi in the following March.

The story of that voyage and of its tragic close has been told

once for all by that dear friend who joined him at Alexandria

and was with him to the end.^

Eeaders of the preface to the first edition of the Prolego-

mena will not need to be reminded of the cruel irony that

such a doom should fall upon this passionate lover of inter-

national goodwill. He fell a victim to that frenzy of hate

which broke with every sacred tradition of the sea. We
know that he toiled like a hero, and kept a cheerful courage

through the three days and two nights of winter storms in

an open boat until he succumbed not only to bodily weak-

ness, but to
"
superior spiritual attractions which he felt a

long time before the ship was struck." Who that knew him

can doubt that in his heart also there went up the prayer,

Kvpte, fiT) <Trri<Trf<i avTol<i tuvttjv ttjv a^apriav.
• • • • • •

It has fallen to other hands to prepare the Grammar for

publication and to see the sheets through the press. The

second volume consists of three parts: (1) Sounds and writ-

ing ; (2) Accidence
; (3) Word-formation. The first and

second parts were complete ;
the third part was left unfinished.

Shortly before leaving this country, however. Dr. Moulton

decided upon an important addition to the original plan of

Vol. II. An introductory chapter was to follow up some

questions raised in Vol. I. and to prepare the way for an

Appendix dealing minutely with the vexed question of Semi-

tisms in the New Testament. Writing to his publisher

(September 7, 1915) he says, "The Introduction will not

cover the ground of Prolegomena but will be supplementary,
and will also include discussions of matters which have been

in debate since the book appeared nine years ago. Chief

^ See letter from Dr. Rendel Harris to the Rev. W. Fiddian Moulton in

Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, Manchester, vol, iv. No. 1,
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among these is the question of Semitism, and I want to deal

with this in a double way, which will make it one of the

most conspicuous features of the book. The Introduction

deals with it generally, but will refer to an Appendix which

is to take up the whole matter in detail. There is nothing

at present which tackles the question at all systematically

according to modern lights. For that purpose I need to

have the help of a skilled Semitist, and I have asked my
colleague the Eev. C. L. Bedale, who takes Hebrew at Dids-

bury and Assyrian at the University, to collaborate with me
in this matter. He has very gladly consented, and he will

be gathering material while I am away. He is an extremely

sound and able scholar, and, of course, we have the great

advantage of being neighbours and able to consult constantly.

I propose to put his name on the title page for the Appendix
in question. I am sure that it will add very considerably to

the value of the book."

Dr. Moulton at once began to write the Introduction

currente calamo, but some interruption disturbed him in the

middle of a sentence when only two-thirds of the chapter

had been written. The editor must, of course, assume sole

responsibility for the remainder of the Introduction (pp. 22—

34), but he believes that what he has supplied is a faithful

representation of Dr. Moulton's opinion on the questions under

discussion. He was so fortunate as to track down a paper

(written with great care only eighteen months earlier than

the date of the Introduction) of which large use is made in

§14 and from which a few sentences are quoted in later

sections. Some further extracts from Dr. Moulton's contribu-

tion to Cambridge Biblical Essays (by kind permission of

Messrs. Macmillan) and many jottings from Dr. Moulton's

College and University lectures made it possible to complete

the chapter according to the author's design.

The difficulties in the way of printing and publication

have been, and still are, very formidable. But for the

generosity and enterprise of Messrs. T. & T. Clark, the appear-

ance of this book would have been delayed indefinitely. As

it is, Vol. II. will be published in three separate parts in paper

covers. The second part will follow closely on the heels of

this portion, and the third part will be published with the least
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possible delay. The editor is now at work on the chapter

that will complete part iii. Mr. Bedale's work on the

Appendix has been interrupted for the past three years by
service abroad as Chaplain to the Forces.

In acknowledging obligations one thinks first of those

friends of whom the author would have rejoiced to make

grateful mention. Not even the war could have silenced his

tribute to those two friends who had spent happy days as his

guests at Didsbury not many months before the storm broke

—Professor Albert Thumb, who died on August 14, 1915,
and Professor Adolf Deissmann. His debt to many conti-

nental scholars is sufficiently indicated in the footnotes. But

personal gratitude would most certainly have been expressed

to such friends as Dr. Eendel Harris, Mr. H. St. John

Thackeray, Professor Souter, Dr. Eouse and other specialists

with whom he was in constant correspondence.

The editor returns most hearty thanks to Professor

Milligan who has not only read the proof sheets with closest

care, checking references to papyri, but has given the benefit

of his counsel again and again when difficult points called for

settlement
;

to Professor Peake for valuable information and

advice in several matters
;
and not least to Mr. H. Scott,

whose name is by this time so familiar to all who are interested

in the minutiae of Greek Testament grammar. Not only has

Mr. Scott gone through the proofs most carefully in all stages

to their great gain in accuracy, but he is also preparing the

Indexes for the whole of Vol. II., and will fulfil a promise

made to Dr. Moulton ten years ago to provide an Appendix

elaborating certain principles that are lightly traced in

part iii.

Something more than formal gratitude is due to Messrs.

Morrison & Gibb for their share in the production of this

book during the most difficult months ever known in the

printing world.

W. F. HOWARD.

Wallasey, Cheshire,

Christmas Day, 1918,
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A GRAMMAR OF NEW TESTAMEKT GREEK,

VOLUME II.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. A BOOK which has already offered Prolegomena at con-

siderable length and furnished with plenty of detail does not

seem to need an Introduction when the systematic presenta-

tion of grammatical material is at last about to begin. But

there are very cogent reasons for procedure which may fairly

enough be charged with cumbrousness. To begin with, my
Prolegomena appeared in 1906, and much has to be added

from the accumulations of a decade. The papyri and other

sources have provided abundance of fresh material from which

I could now enlarge the book much beyond the scale of

the latest English or German edition. We have now the ad-

vantage of discussion upon the views of New Testament Greek

grammar which Deissmann's pioneer studies in the vocabu-

lary prompted. Without repeating what has been examined

at length in the first volume, I may now apply the results to

subjects which must be placed in their right light before we
can fill up the outline of Hellenistic grammar as it appears
in the New Testament. I shall not tai'ry to repeat from Winer

the history of eai-lier research in the subject : there is enough
to do in delineating the conditions as we read them to-day.^

1. New Testament Greek as a Unity.

§ 2. That NT Greek is in general the colloquial lingua

franca of the early Eoman Empire has been made clear by
the facts presented already, and we need not even summarise

1
Many of the subjects discussed in this Introduction were sketched in the

paper on "NT Greek in the light of modern discovery," in Cambridge Biblical

Essays (ed. Swete, 1909).

VOL. II.— I
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the case. With all the difference that there is between the

writers of the NT, we can say of them collectively that they

stand apart from literary Hellenistic monuments, the LXX
excepted, in eschewing vocabulary, grammar and style which

belonged to the artificial dialect of books, and applying to

literary use the spoken Greek of the day. Their differences

are comparable with those we notice between English speakers

of varying degrees of education. Except for literal, and to

some extent conventional translations, the NT contains no

element which would strike contemporary Greeks as the

archaic English of AV or RV strikes us to-day.

§ 3. The first impulse to this use of the lingua cottidiana

comes from the LXX. The Pentateuch, earliest and most

important section of the Greek OT, quoted in NT so

frequently as to show us at once how commanding was its

influence, consists generally of good and easy vernacular

Greek. In the day when it was made the tendency to

Atticism had hardly begun to taint Greek literature. Literary

Hellenistic was not colloquial in style, but it was no artificial

dialect. Despite Aristeas, the LXX was not produced for

learned consumption. The Greek OT, like the NT, was

meant from the first to be the people's book. When, there-

fore, evangelists began to write down their story, or Christian

preachers to compose informal pastorals for their Churches

when far away, there was a precedent ready for their use of

the popular speech. It was vital that they should write in

language which would enable them to reach the widest

audience at once. They could have used the literary dialect,

some of them, at any rate. But Paul used the tongue of the

unlearned for the same reason as John Wesley did : simple

language is very easy for men whose one desire is to be clear

and get their message home. Two centuries later Clement of

Alexandria was Atfcicising for the same motive that made

Paul Hellenise. Cultured people then would not read a

book written in the vulgar tongue, and Clement was eager
"
by all means to gain some." In the same spirit the apostles

wrote as they spoke, that all might hear and understand.

Their Greek represents, from the literary historian's point of

view, the greatest of those revolts against artificialism which
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have recurred through the ages and kept true literature alive.

Just because Attic was the finest instrument human thought
has ever played upon, the Epigoni tried to honour it by

destroying the reality that gave it tone. The living daughter-

speech was with them, tuneful and rich in all resources of

expressiveness, though the foreign strain in her parentage had

brought in some new intonations and lessened the delicate

refinement of the mother-tongue. The taste of an age that

could not understand refused to listen to the fresh young
voice, and preferred to grind out ancient records on a gram-

mophone. The Greeks are doing it still to-day, garnishing
the mummy of the past instead of cultivating the rich

resources of the present. Against this and every other such

outrage on the spirit of literature the New Testament makes

its protest. Only nature can give the touch which stamps
the highest literature, and every book of the New Testament

bears this mark beyond cavil. The Apocalypse is perhaps
the extreme case. Its grammar is perpetually stumbling, its

idiom is that of a foreign language, its whole style that of a

writer who neither knows nor cares for literary form. But

just because the weird dialect is the native speech of its

author, if he must use Greek, we accept it without apology ;

and no anthology of the rarest gems in human literature

could be complete without contributions from its pages.

§ 4. We shall have to differentiate presently between

writers of very unlike culture and style, but a few summary
words must be ventured as to the fitness of the Hellenistic

vernacular as a medium for expressing what evangelists and

apostles had to say. How does it compare with the languages

which lie nearest, by nature or by circumstance ? Take first

Semitic, in a dialect of which the NT might so easily have

been written, since all its authors (except probably Luke

and the author of Hebrews) counted Aramaic as their mother-

tongue. The narrative parts, and such a book as the

Apocalypse, would have suffered little. Lost Aramaic

originals lie behind a fair proportion of these documents
;

and if these treasures had survived, those familiar with the

language might well have found them no less simple, forceful

and vivid than the Greek which has supplanted them. It is
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in the hortatory and doctrinal parts that tlie special ad-

vantage of Greek appears. Eiiiially capable of simplicity, it

is capable of subtlety and precision beyond any Semitic dialect,

and has a far wider range. We cannot imagine the founda-

tion documents of Christian doctrine expressed in Old

Testament Hebrew. Comjiaring Hellenistic with classical

Greek, we may fairly say that the greater simplicity of the

former gives it a decided advantage over even Attic for pure

narrative, although the Ionic of Herodotus may claim equality.

And it is fair to assert that what the Koivrj has lost of

subtlety and grace, as compared with the Attic of the golden

age, has been of little moment for the uses of the Christian

writers. These elements are comparable with the more

elaborate vocabulary which we find so highly cultured a man
as Paul deliberately avoiding, as over the heads of simple

people whom he wanted to reach. The characteristic

strength of Greek was unimpaired—its wealth of significant

differentiation in verbal tense system, its simple but adequate

cases, made clear by prepositional resources which are no

longer over-complex as in the earlier language.

I might repeat here some words written in Canibridge

Biblical Essays (500 f.) upon one significant instance :
—

' The delicate precision of the use of the optative commands

our admiration as we see it in the great writers of Athens.

And yet we may remember that, except to express a wish,

the optative has really no function which other moods cannot

express equally well, so that by practically dropping the rest

of its uses, Hellenistic has lost no real necessity of language.

Indeed the fact that all the Indo-European dialects have

either fused these two moods into one (as Latin) or let one

of them go (as post-Vedic-Sanskrit), is evidence enough that

classical Greek was preserving a mere superfluity, developing

the same after its manner into a thing of beauty which

added to the resources of the most delicate and graceful

idiom the world has ever seen. But we are not belittling

the masterpieces of Hellas when we say that their language

was far less fitted than Hellenistic for the work that awaited

the missionaries of the new world-faith. The delicacies of

Attic would have been thrown away on the barbarians whom
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Paul did not disdain to seek for the Kingdom of Christ. If

much of the old grace was gone, the strength and suppleness,
the lucidity and expressiveness of that matchless tongue were

there in undimmed perfection. They are recognised still

when travellers master the unschooled "
jargon

"
of the

peasants in modern Hellas, the direct descendant of the

Greek of Mark and Paul. As one of the most accomplished
of them, Dr. W. H. D. Eouse, well says :

" The most abstruse

and abstract ideas are capable of clear expression in the

popular speech. The book-learned will often hesitate for an

expression, the peasant never. He spends all his days in

talking, and has plenty of practice ;
and his vernacular is

not only vivid and racy, it is capable of expressing any

thought. . . . His language has the further advantage of

being able to form new words by composition." Assuredly a

language which had all these characteristics three thousand

years ago, and has them to-day, is scarcely likely to have

lost them awhile during the great period when Greek was

spoken and understood by a far larger proportion of civilised

mankind than it had ever been in the period of its greatest

glory, or has ever been again since East and West parted
asunder and let the dark ages in.

2. Contacts with Literary Language.

§ 5. The general rule that NT writers do not make use

of the artificial literary dialect has one partial exception to

prove it
;
and there are naturally degrees of approximation

towards this dialect according to the extent of the writer's

education. We may take the exception first. It is a book

which stands apart in many ways, by general consent

decidedly the latest in the Canon, and the solitary NT
example of pseudepigraphic writing. 2 Peter is written in

Greek which seems to have been learnt mainly from books.

Greek proverbs,^ Greek inscriptions,^ and Greek books which

we can no longer handle, contributed to the writer's vocabu-

lary, and moulded the fine sense of rhythm to which Mayor
bears effective testimony. It is to literature rather than

to vernacular inscriptions and papyri that we go when we

' See J. B. Mayor on 2^^.
^
Deissmann, Bible Studies, 360 ff.
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seek to illustrate rare words in this little book
;
and the

general style is far removed from the language of daily life, as

any tiro can see. These traces of elaboration are as much in

keeping with the character of the book as the well-understood

convention by which the writer shelters under a great name
from the past. Only a shallow judgement could find in

either the justification of disparaging views as to the Epistle's

value. The presence of a fair crop of solecisms is natural

in a book so composed. If it was written, as generally

supposed, early in the second century, we may note that the

development of a language proper to books had advanced

greatly since the age whence most of the NT writings come.

As has been remarked already with reference to Clement of

Alexandria, at the close of the same century,^ the motive of

this artificial language may well be that at the time of writing
it commended a book to readers whose taste was no longer
satisfied with a simple and natural style.^

§ 6. It is a long step from 2 Peter to the Lucan writings,

but we take them next because they and Hebrews alone

show any consciousness of style. Hebrews, indeed, may be

summarily dealt with as a composition into which admittedly
^

nothing artificial has entered, though the writer's culture

prompts a style decidedly removed from the colloquial.

' For Clement's Attuusing see the monograph on his use of the optative by
Jakob Scham, and my review in Deutsche Literaiurzeitung, 1914, 1503-6.

- On Atticism as a literary phenomenon, reaching its clima>: in the second

century a.d. and almost justifying itself in the hands of the brilliant Syrian

Lucian, see especially Schmid's Atticismus (Stuttgart, 1887-96). Its theory is

seen best in Phrynichus (fl. A.D. 180), with his fine scorn of d/^a^eis who (for

example) could use yXwcTcrdKOfiov instead of yXuTroKOfielov, and applied it to a

box for books or clothes instead of restricting it to the mouthpieces of flutes.

W. G. Rutherford's New Phrynichus (London, 1881) edits the old pedant for

us, and adds thereto many like words.
'
Blass, indeed {Brief an die Hebrder, Text mil Angahe der Rhythmen,

Gottingen, 1903 ; cf. Orammatik der Neuteslamentlichen Griechisch^, 304 f.),

argued for an elaborate system of rhythm in Hebrews, which would have trans-

ferred the Epistle into the literary category very decisively. It may be very

seriously questioned whether prose rhythm was consciously elaborated even by
the Attic orators, from the study of whom Blass derived his theories : it is

probable that instinct alone trained the ear to rhythm, even when analysis can

formulate rules. That Blass could discover orthodox rhythms even in Paul might

fairly count as a reductio ad absurdum of his theory for Hebrews.
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The absence of the potential optative is a primary test of

freedom from artificialism, and this is complete in the Epistle.

The best analogue will be the pulpit style of a cultured

extempore preacher, or that of his letters to the religious

press. The test just mentioned needs further inspection for

Luke, the only NT writer to use the potential optative, in

indirect questions and conditional with dv. The latter is still

used in the epistolary formulae of Ptolemaic times, when the

writers are well educated, and it can hardly be called

artificial, though in i/A.D. it must have been almost confined

to book language. Since the growth of the Atticising

movement was bringing the optative into greater prominence
as a literary usage, it may be safely said that the presence of

this survival was by this time essential for any claim to

style. We are left then with Luke as the only litUrateur

among the authors of NT books. (I make no apology for

speaking of
" Luke

"
: those who prefer

"
Lk^,"

"
Lkg," . . .

"
Lk„," are, of course, welcome to their opinion. I would only

observe that in grammar and vocabulary and phraseology

Lkj 2 • • • n have an astonishing resemblance to one another.)

In using the term we are not suggesting that Luke capitulated

to the growing fashion of going back to archaic models as

alone suitable for literary composition. A page of Josephus
would disabuse our minds of any such idea. It is only that

Luke as a Greek fell by a native instinct into the habit of

style which would make his narrative tell. It would be

hard to find ancient parallels for the variation of style he

shows as his story changes its scene. A modern novelist

will see to it that his country yokel and his professor do not

talk the same dialect
;
and he will often try to make a

Lancashire weaver or a Cornish miner approximate to the

speech actually current in those areas. Similarly, Aristo-

phanes makes a Megarian, a Boeotian, a Spartan woman

speak their own dialect fairly correctly. But this is only

partial illustration : it suits Luke's accurate reproduction of

the reported dialogues that came to him in rough translations

like that we postulate for Q. But it is not going as far as

Luke when he steeps his style in Biblical phraseology, drawn

from the Greek Old Testament, so long as his narrative

moves in Palestinian circles, where the speakers use Greek
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that obviously represents a foreign idiom—like Shakespeare's
Fluellen with his Welsh English. That Luke should do this

tits in well with his presumed history. A proselyte who
made his first acquaintance with the Old Testament in its

Greek version was likely to feel for that version as no

Hebrew could feel, accustomed to keep all his reverence for

the original. His imitation of the translation-Greek of his

model—e.g. in the construction koX eyevero Kai with a finite

verb, which yields to the ace. ct in/in, in Ac ^—reminds us of

the Biblical style of John Bunyan, and other English writers

whose education it was to be homo unius lihri. That Luke

instinctively departs from that style when his subject takes

him away from the Biblical land and people, is equally
natural. It is mostly in these parts of his work that he

makes what concessions he does make to the book style.

We are sometimes able to distinguish between the Greek of

his sources. Compare the masterpiece of Lk 15 with the

parable that follows. There is absolutely nothing in the

story of the Two Sons which suggests translation from a

Semitic original : the conjecture rises to one's thought that it

never was translated, but spoken in Greek to an audience

that knew no Aramaic—a point to which we shall return.

§ 7. There is only one other writer whom we might

expect to show contacts with the literary Greek. A highly

educated man like Paul ,2 who spent his early years in a great

centre of Hellenistic culture, might have used the book Greek

as to the manner born. It is very obvious that he did not.

The exordium of an address to Athenian philosophers

survives to show us that he could use the language of the

higher culture when occasion required.^ But his letters,

^SeeProleg., 16 f.

2 Professor Deissmann's brilliant work, St. Paul, seems to miss the mark

altogether in describing Paul as a working man, largely on the strength of his

big clumsy writing inferred from Gal 6". If this interpretation of injXiKOLs

ypd/Mfiacnv be conceded, such writing does not nowadays imply illiteracy, and

we have no evidence that it did in Paul's day. The Apostle's tent-making is

completely explained by a well-known precept of the Rabbis, and his exercise

of the art by Ramsay's most reasonable supposition that a bigoted Jewish

father had cut him otf.

* Of course Luke is usually credited with Paul's Areopagitiea, and it may be

difficult to prove completely that he wrote his report from full notes, given
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addressed to churches into which " not many wise were

called," are studiously kept within the range of popular

vocabularly and colloquial grammar. Nageli's monograph
^

shows this conclusively for the vocabulary. As to the

grammar, it may be noted that Paul uses the highly

colloquial types <ye'yovav, and perhaps TrapeXd^ocrav
^

(the

former also Luke), also Kav^daai, l^rfkovre and ^vaiovade as

subj., vol', e(ji eXirtSi, etc. In the use of popular forms he

and Luke go as far, with rare exceptions, as the least cultured

of NT writers. These facts are the strongest possible

disproof for both Paul and Luke of any charge of using book

Greek : no author who could favour the Atticist rules would

fail to purge his pages of vernacular inflexions. If, however,

the two friends keep company in their inflexions, they part

again in vocabulary and in so typical a matter as the use of

the optative, and in both Paul leans away from the literary

style. What Paul might have done had he been writing

"treatises" (Kcjol
—Ac 1^) like Luke, we cannot say. What

has come down to us from him is all of a casual character,

open letters to communities, for which permanence was

never contemplated. There is a good modern parallel in

Wesley's Sermons, addressed to plain folks in simple

language : even when the Fellow of Lincoln preached before

his University, he took care, in republishing the sermons in a

volume destined to be an informal manual of doctrine, to

keep their language within popular range. In them as in

the Pauline Epistles
"
ignorant and unstable men "

might
find hvavorjrd riva, but it would not be because of their

dialect.

him not long after by Lis master. But when we find the Lukan Paul quoting

Epimenides (Ac 17^^*), and the Paul of the Pastorals citing the very same

context (Tit 1^-), with the Aratus-Cleanthes quotation (ih.'^'^) to match the

Menander (1 Co 15^^), we may at least remark that the speech is very subtly

concocted. Paul was, moreover, much more likely than Luke to know the

tenets of Stoics and Epicureans so as to make such delicately suited allusions

to them. Luke's knowledge of Greek literature does not seem to liave gone
far beyond the medical writers who so profoundly influenced his diction. He
no doubt shared with all educated Greeks some familiarity with Homer : the

obsolete word vavs in Ac 27'*' was acutely traced to Homer by Blass {Philology

of the Gospels, 186).
1 Das Wortschatz des Ajjosfels Paulus (Gottingen, 1905).
^
Prolog. 52 : I have modified my view with the accumulation of evidence.
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§ 8. The remarkably good Greek of James and First Peter

will engage our attention under another heading, but we may
add here one or two points which suggest themselves in

another Palestinian writer, the author of the First Gospel.
In spite of Harnack, there seems little doubt that he alters

the language of his sources very much more than Luke does,

so as to make the style of his work decidedly more uniform.

He shows the artist in his genius for compression,^ and in

his fondness for Hebraic parallelism ;

^ while he frequently
substitutes literary flexions for popular. Thus where Q ap.

Luke has afi^idt^ei, Mt 6^*^ shows the obsolete afi(f)ievvvaiv,

where it has avvd^ai (Lk 3^^ ^^), Mt 3^^ dexterously brings
in the future avvd^ei^ as in eTnavvd^ai, Lk 13^*, mended to

€7ri(Tvi>a'ya'yelv in Mt 23^'^.

The degree of literary flavour attained in all these

amounts to very little. It may be compared, on the one

side, to our literary avoidance of colloquialisms like don't and

can't, which everybody uses almost exclusively in conversa-

tion, but instinctively replaces by the lento forms in written

style, except in private letters. On the other side, we have

a whole vocabulary which has its perfectly natural place in

written English, with the same exception, and in the higher

spoken style of serious oratory, but strikes us instantly as

pedantic or affected when brought into conversation. Greek

words of a similar type are avoided by Paul, but used by
Luke and the auctor ad Hehrceos. The mere fact that no

NT writer thinks of avoiding the flexions which conspicuously

distinguish Hellenistic from Attic,* or of using the dual, the

final optative, or other Atticist hall-marks, is enough by itself

to show that even though NT writers might sometimes take

some pains with their style, the better to achieve their purpose,

they would never allow themselves an archaism or affectation

* Cf. 3" where ^aardcrai, take off, expresses the full content of four words in

Mk 1^ and 11^ where iircyivdxTKei exactly represents yivuxTKet t/s icxriv of Q, etc.

2 See my paper in Expositor, VII. ii. 97 f. (reprinted in J. H. Moulton,
The Christian Religion in tlu Study and the Street, 47 ff. ; cf. ih. 79).

' See Camb. Bibl. Essays, 485.
* Such as the types airdp-q^, vo6s vot, rjfiiaov^, direKarecrTdOr], iXeXvKeicrav,

yivovav, 8oi, dSvpacrai, (pdyecrai, \v4Twaav, ofSas o'iSa/j.ei', ij/Mi}v, iXrjfKpOrji', etc.

There are, of course, some which only Alark or the Apocalyptist would admit,
such as \4\vKei or iXvcres.
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which might endanger their being
"
understanded of the

people."

§ 9. One further point needs to be guarded. There are

some tests of literary Greek which have been applied in

misapprehension of the facts and have produced results that

are wholly misleading. Such is especially the assumption—
treated as axiomatic by Harnack—that compound verbs are

an evidence of cultured Greek. Harnack ^ builds upon it one

of his working principles in reconstructing Q out of Mt and

Lk : where either of them (which usually means Mt) shows

the simplex, it goes back to Q, which is assumed to be written

in rude vernacular. The axiom fails to survive so elementary
a test as the counting of compound verbs in Mk and Lk. It

is found that the two evangelists have an identical percentage

per page, while their Greek notoriously differs more widely
than anything else within the limits of the NT. Mark has

actually 5 '7 compound verbs per page (of WH), while Acts

has 6*25, Hebrews 8'0, and Paul only 3*8. Reference may
be made to the statistical investigation in Camb. Bibl. Essays,

492 f., where it is shown that illiterate private letters among
the papyri employ compound verbs as conspicuously as Mark.

A fondness for compounds is fairly enough noted as a

characteristic of an individual style : for example, the

contrast between the figures for Paul and for Hebrews (SB

per page and 8"0) is enough to discredit the Pauline author-

ship of the Epistle, were there further need of witnesses. But

Harnack's test must clearly disappear from our critical

tool-box. The real history of the matter is that the increased

use of compounds was one of the features of the KoLvq as

compared with classical Greek,^ and applied to literary and

vernacular language alike. Writers like the First ^ and

Fourth Evangelists, who markedly prefer simplicia, are in

this regard aloof from a prevailing tendency.

^

Sayings, 150 ;
see the German Spruche, 106.

^
Compare the fact that ^alvcj simplex is very nearly extinct in Hellenistic :

see Vocabulary, s.v. Mark uses compounds of iropevo/xat, the simplex
never.

* Note as a typical example Mark's dvefiv-qaOr) in 14''^, which Mt 26^' reduces

to ifivrjadri, while Lk 22^^ varies it to virefiv-^crOr).
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3. Semitic Colouring.

(1) Lawjuage Conditions of Palestine.

§ 10. There is a large bibliography on the problem of

" the mother-tongue of Jesus." We cannot discuss the

problem here, but summary statements of results are

demanded. It seems to me higlily probable that some of

the contradictory data may be reconciled by making more of

the difference between Jerusalem and Galilee. The Holy

City was in our Lord's time a metropolis of aggressive

nationalism. The Hellenising high priests, who had filled

the city with Greek customs and speech, were no more
;
and

a fanatical hatred of all things foreign was limited only by
the hard fact of a Koman Procurator and soldiers at his

command, within striking distance of the Temple. Under

such conditions it is easy to see that a knowledge of Greek

would be reduced to a minimum demanded by the necessities

of intercourse with pilgrims from the Dispersion and officials

of the Roman government. Galilee, on the other hand, was

notoriously "of the Gentiles." There were towns there,

such as Tiberias, where Jews and Judaism were invisible.

Two centuries before, there had been a general clearance of

Jews, and the consequences were sufficiently lasting to give

a cue to modern paradoxists like Herr Houston Stewart

Chamberlain, who would fain convince us that as a Galilean

Jesus must have been of Aryan blood.^ The swine of Gerasa

(Mk 5^^), when all is said, do not approve themselves as

belonging to Jewish masters. The question really is what

language or languages did the Gentile majority in Galilee

speak in the first century, which the Jewish minority were

compelled to use if they had any dealings with them. Now
Aramaic was not only the special language of the Jews : it

was in rapidly growing use as a lingua franca in Western

Asia, its rival, of course, being Greek. The realm of Greek

as a world-language extended far beyond Palestine at the

time of its greatest influence. Greek inscriptions are found

all over Asia Minor and eastward up to the borders of India

1 Foundations of the Nineteenth Century, i. 210
; cf. Paul Haupt, Transac-

tions of the Third International Congressfor the History of Religions, i. 304.
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—as far, in fact, as Alexander's arms had penetrated.^ Two

parchments have been published lately^ which came from

Avroman in Media, dated respectively B.C. 88 and 22—1.

They are tlie title-deeds of a vineyard, and are written in

good KoLvi'i Greek : with them, however, is a third in a

dialect unknown, the document being still undeciphered.
In his notes Mr. ]\Tinns calls attention to the fact that

the tide of Greek language supremacy began to ebb from

Western Asia about the beginning of the Christian era.

Aramaic or Syriac would be the natural tongue of

Gentiles as well as Jews in Galilee a very few generations'

later. But it does not appear that Greek was expelled,

or near expulsion, in the early part of i/A.D. We are at

liberty then to reflect on the notable fact that three NT
books are traditionally assigned to Galilean writers, viz.

1 Pet, Jas and Jude, and that their Greek— especially that

of the first two—is of a remarkably free and idiomatic kind.

On the other hand, Mark was a Jerusalemite, and his Greek

equipment is very meagre. The John of the Fourth Gospel
and the Epistles is also on very strong grounds claimed as a

Jerusalemite, and his Greek, while correct enough, is very
bald and destitute of idiom. May we not infer that Galileans

might be expected to use Greek freely, as having been

accustomed to it by living among Greek-speaking people ?

This does not mean that we should question the usual

assumption that the bulk of our Lord's teaching, public
and private, was in Aramaic, the language from which

Palestinian Jews were not likely to deviate except when

speaking to people who only knew Greek. But that He
and His disciples were thoroughly familiar with Greek seems

altogether probable. It is evident that if Mark's indifferent

Greek may be credited to his Jerusalem upbringing, we
have a contributory item which may be useful for some

critical questions.

^ See Dittenberger's two volumes, Orientis Grceci Inscriptiones Seledoc

(Leipzig, 1903, 1905).
^ Ellis H. Minns,

" Parchment of the Parthian Period from Avroman in

Kurdistan" {JHS, 1915, 22 ff.).
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(2) Aramaisms and Hebraisms.

§ 11, The past decade has produced much helpful dis-

cussion on the burning question of Semitism in the Greek
Bible. Nothing has emerged, I believe, to shake the general

position taken by Deissmann, adopted with some develop-
ments in Prolegomena, but there are some applications of the

principle which I should myself admit to be too rigorous.

It will be advisable therefore to restate the central thesis of
"
Deissmannism," albeit, alas ! without the advantage of Pro-

fessor Deissmann's own judgement, to seek which was in happier

days as much a pleasure as a duty.

Semitism in the NT will be defined as a deviation from

genuine Greek idiom due to too literal rendering of the lan-

guage of a Semitic original.
"
Semitic

"
for this purpose

means either Hebrew, as the language of the Old Testament,
or Aramaic, as the mother-tongue of many NT writers. The
definition omits intentionally the case in which literal render-

ing of Semitic produces Greek which is perfectly idiomatic.

The resulting sense may be (1) identical. In that case it

might have seemed that we were spared the trouble of discuss-

ing Semitism, unless we felt ourselves bound to find
" Latinism

"

in the sentence
" Balbus built a wall," which is an undeniably

literal rendering of Balbus murum cedificauit. E. Nestle,

however, a first-rate authority on Semitic subjects, stoutly

claimed eco? irore ; as a Hebraism,
" even if it is still used by

Pallis in his MGr translation," and though it
"
may be

quotable from early Greek, and have spread in later times."

To this declaration, put forth in a review of my Proleyomena,

I replied with the question whether the Emperor Hadrian's eV

TTore ; and our own till when ? were likewise to be branded as

Hebraism.^ Of course, all languages when we compare them

show multitudes of idioms in which two or more of them

exactly agree. The generally similar structure of the human
mind secures this mitigation of the translator's otherwise

intolerable lot. But beside this case, which really does not

deserve detailed investigation, there is the more difficult case of

approximation not amounting to identity. A literal or nearly

1 Ca7nb. Bibl. Essays, 473 f, ; Proleg.^ 107.
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literal rendering may give us a phrase which is moderately

idiomatic, but of decidedly restricted use in the language
of the translation. The result may be a very marked over-

use of a rare locution, as representing exactly what is common
in the language from which the translation is made. Thus

the very rare preposition ivdoinov—the adverbial neuter of

an adjective found in Greek literature, though seldom enough—
figures in legal Greek papyri to represent coram, without a

case expressed, and in some NT writers to render ''?Qp. It is

quite genuine Greek, but it is fair to call it a Latinism in the

papyri and a Hebraism in Luke, since it is most unlikely that

either would have used it except in reference to its original.

So again the relative frequency of IZov in James—compared

(Froleg. 1 1 n.) with the Welshman's " look you
"
in Shakespeare— may be reasonably enough called Hebraism if we only mean

that its prominence is to be connected with the writer's familiar-

ity with a language in which an interjection with this mean-

ing was used much more frequently than it was in native

Greek. While, however, we are justified in considering all

such cases of
" over-use

"
when we are estimating the language

of a particular writer, it would be well to restrict the term

Semitism (Hebraism, Aramaism) to cases where Greek idiom

is violated or at least seriously strained. We will add the

adjective
"
secondary

" when Semitisms of the milder kind

are in question.

Then (2) the resultant meaning, when literal translation

has produced idiomatic Greek, may be something different

from that of the original. In this case, of course, the trans-

lator must have misunderstood his original, or else failed to

realise in what sense ordinary Greek readers would under-

stand his phrase. A good example of the former was pointed

out by Thackeray Mn Lk 1 4^^. It is clear that when we

meet in a NT book a phrase which makes good sense as Greek,

we shall have to treat it as Greek : we may sometimes

suspect that the writer was really thinking of something

different, and we may have evidence from his lapses elsewhere

' JTS xiv. 389 f. Here the reading of B preserves the recognised translation-

Greek of the later LXX for the familiar Hebrew phrase for salutation, which

where royalty was concerned acquired the special connotation of tendering

allegiance, or, as in this passage, of making unconditional surrender.
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which makes the suspicions plausible, but obviously the Greek

readers for whom the book was intended never suspected

anything of the kind. Except in the Apocalypse, where we
have a writer who simply did not l«iow the grammar of

Greek except in shreds and patches, we shall hardly care to

allow that the readers of the book on its first appearance had

no adequate equipment for understanding what the author

meant
;
and even in that book we shall only admit the

assumption very sparingly. We may take as an example
Wellhauseu's treatment of Mk 2^ :

^ XaXel ^Xaaclyij/xd are to

be taken together as a blundering attempt to represent an

Aramaic construction which would be accurately rendered by
XaXel /3A.ao-^?7/ita<? (Lk 5^^).^ Whether this is the most prob-
able Aramiac original we need not inquire : it is enough to

reply that no Greek reader could possibly suspect any other

sense than that which the EV represents, and that Luke's

paraphrase is no warrant for making Mark guilty of a wildly

impossible Greek combination, with no second offence to create

a presumption against him. The fascinating pursuit of

Aramaic originals may lead to a good percentage of successful

guesses ;
but they are mere guesses still, except when a

decided failure in the Greek can be cleared up by an Aramaic

which explains the error, and this acts as corroboration.

§ 1 2. True Semitisms in the NT are of two kinds. First

come imitations, conscious or unconscious, of the Greek OT,

where the translators had perpetrated
"
translation Greek."

Secondly, there are similarly slavish renderings of Semitic

sources, oral or written, which lie behind the NT documents :

we may here stretch the term " sources
"

to include a writer's

native Semitic in which he frames his sentences in his own

mind, and then more or less successfully translates them into

Greek. Of course, in the OT the Semitisms only differ from

the second class just named in that they are Hebraisms,

while those in the NT are Aramaisms—Aramaic originals in

OT and Hebrew possible originals in NT may be left out

of account. Perhaps we should add the difference due to the

1 See his Einl.^ 22,

^ Matthew characteristically abbreviates : ovtos ^\acr(f>r;iJ.(i (9^) practically

contains the sense of ri oOtos outu XaXet ; /SXaa^TjiUet
—see above.
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fact that the LXX is a definite translation of a series of books,

long current and highly authoritative, while in the NT we
have free composition in Greek, based frequently upon Semitic

which had no fixed or authoritative form. The NT Aramaisms

accordingly will be unconscious, and due to defective know-

ledge of Greek. The Hebraisms of the LXX were very often

conscious sins against Greek idiom, due to a theory that words

believed to be divinely inspired must be rendered so that every
detail had its equivalent. It was this which gave birth to

Aquila's iv Ke^aKaiw eKTiaev o ^eo? avv top ovpavov koX avv

TTjv jfjv: no Greek could imagine what the avv meant, but

the Hebrew HN must not be left without an equivalent. It

must be admitted that our own EV was as unhappily con-

scientious when it gave us "
By hearing ye shall hear," or " who

also have been in Christ before me "
(Rom 16''). Translation

of this kind is, of course, an outcome of conditions peculiar to

canonical books. In the LXX we find very little of it in the

Pentateuch, executed before this theory of a translator's duty
was framed, and very little in a book like Tobit, which only
became (semi)canonical in its Greek, or rather in one of its

two Greek forms. In estimating the effect of the LXX
upon NT language we have to note carefully the very
different degree in which its various parts influenced NT
thought.

If we count the separate verses cited in WH to make a

rough test, we find that the Pentateuch accounts for a quarter
of the New Testament quotations and allusions, the Prophets

(and Daniel) for nearly a half, and the Psalms for a fifth,

while all the rest only amount to 6 per cent.^ It may be

added that Isaiah claims two-fifths of the proportion credited

to the Prophets. Putting aside, therefore, the relatively

negligible historical and poetical books, we have two forces

acting on the NT writers from the Greek OT. On the one

side is the good Koivrj Greek of the Law, the work of men
who understood their original thoroughly, and aimed at

expressing its meaning in plain every-day speech. On the

other, there is the often inferior Greek of the Psalms and the

Prophets, where the much more difficult original was frequently

* Camb. Bill. Essays, 475.

VOL. II.—2
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misunderstood, and the misunderstanding often veiled by
slavish literalness, while the development of the more rigorous

theory of translation introduced yet more of this Greek that

was no Greek. Since quotations from Prophets and Psalms

are between two and three times as numerous as those from

the Pentateuch, we might exY^ect to find the stylistic influence

of the latter altogether counterbalanced by the linguistically

mischievous eftects of the former. But the NT writers,

except probably Luke and the author(ess) of Hebrews, knew
the Hebrew original too well to be at the mercy of a defective

translation. We very rarely find quotations which seriously

violate Greek idiom. The "
Biblical style

"
which influenced

pre-eminently Luke among NT writers was that of the Penta-

teuch. It came first in time, stood first in authority, and

being very largely narrative was more calculated to affect

narrative books than the other books, which mostly supplied
isolated phrases for quotation.^

§ 13. We proceed to remark on the extent to which

Semitisms and secondary Semitisms may be observed in the

several writers.'^ Let us take Luke first, both as the largest

individual contributor and as the one who exhibits specimens
of Hebraism to an appreciable extent. The most typical of

Luke's many imitations of OT Greek is the narrative
"

it

came to pass
"—to represent it by the Biblical English, the

appearance of which in one of our own writers would produce
almost exactly the same mental association. How far this

locution approximated to vernacular Greek idiom has been

discussed in Proleg. 1 6 f.
;
and the significant fact is noted

that in Acts Luke reverts to the form which least diverges

from that vernacular. Luke often goes further in imitation

of the Hebrew by writing koX eyevero ev tw c. injin. Koi . . . :

here, also, there are cases elsewhere, as in Mk 4*, where both

Mt and Lk agree in omitting. Apart from these imitations

of the Greek Bible, Luke shares with others certain

Aramaisms which arise from literal rendering of vernacular

sources. Whether Luke himself or his own immediate

^ For some further remarks on LXX Greek, see my already cited essay in

Camh. Bibl. Essays, 475 f.

* The details will be reserved for the Appendix,
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sources in Greek were responsible can hardly perhaps be

decided dogmatically. Neither Aramaic specialists nor

Hellenistic have the right to decide whether he had any

knowledge of a Semitic tongue : what we really need is pro-

longed collaboration of both, till a joint impression is formed

which may have elements of authoritativeness. Much de-

pends upon our opinion as to Luke's antecedents. If he was

an Antiochene, he might very well speak Aramaic, as a

language already beginning to dispute with Greek the position
of general medium of communication all over Western Asia.^

If he was a Philippian, which seems to me very much more

probable,^ he would have to learn Aramaic in Palestine,

which he seems to have visited first in 57 a.d. His." two

years
"

(cf. Ac 24^'^) in the country were doubtless the oppor-

tunity of collecting material for his Gospel and the earlier

part of Acts. Did he trouble to acquire Aramaic for the

purpose ? It was in any case not essential, for in Galilee

Greek-speaking people abounded, and even in Judsea—if

Luke's researches were really pursued there, of which there

is not much evidence—it would be very easy to find inter-

preters. If this is true, all Luke's Palestinian material could

come to him in Greek, and any Aramaisms or other phenomena
traceable to defective Greek may be transferred to the various

informants whose contributions Luke scrupulously noted down
and reproduced. When, on the other hand, we find evidence

that Luke's text involves a misunderstanding of a Semitic

original, such as would often occur when a foreigner with a

fair but incomplete knowledge of the native dialect gathers
information from people of varying degrees of education, it is

obvious that such misunderstanding may as easily be credited

to Luke's sources as to himself. To prove him responsible,

we should at least have to show that they were very
numerous and evenly distributed, and that the same kind

of mistake occurred in different places. And even then it

» See § 10.

^ The tradition of his connection with Antioch appears in Eusebius {HE
iii. 4. 6), Jerome {de Vir. Illustr. vii.), and the Monarchian Prologues

{Kleine Texte i., by H. Leitzmaun, Bonn, 1902). See art. "Luke," by K. Lake,
in DAC. For the view that Luke belonged to Philippi, see Ramsay, St. Paul

the Traveller, 200 ff. ; art. "Luke," by Souter, in DGQ.
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might only mean that Luke took about with him some

Christian brother as his dragoman, a Greek who had been in

the country longer than himself and had a passable know-

ledge of Aramaic.

That the two chief sources, used by Luke and by the

First Evangelist, were Greek, is, of course, admitted. Mark's

defective Greek supplied Luke with Aramaisms ready made
;

and sometimes a phrase of Mark's, by which an Aramaic

idiom is rendered word for word, the corresponding Greek

idiom being inaccessible to him, may produce misunderstand-

ing on Luke's part. Equally assured is Luke's use of a Greek

Q, one of the translations of the Apostle Matthew's Logia, as

Papias's famous sentence prompts us to hold.^ Here we are

constantly finding that Luke faithfully preserved the rough
Greek of his original, where Mt freely edits.^ That Luke

treats his other sources along similar lines does not even

depend on the acceptance of this doctrine, which I do

not pretend to state as an admitted fact, though it seems

to me quite certain. The wide differences in Greek style

between one section and another of Luke's peculiar matter

can only be explained by assuming that he reproduced his

sources generally as he received them. Probably this

was mainly because in reporting discourses of Jesus he

felt it was the safest procedure, since he had no materials

for checking his sources. He had "
revised them afresh

"

(1^ TraprjKoXovdrjKOTi avc^dev) with personal inquiry; but

when he had no information enabling him to improve what

he felt to be defective, it was better to copy his notes as

they stood than to amend them by guesswork. It is the

existence of these wide divergences between the discourses

in Luke's peculiar sections which weighs most with me in

^ We probably do not make enough of his very definite assertion that
"
every one translated the Logia as best he could." While "Matthew "and

Luke certainly used the same version for a considerable number of the sayings,

for which we are justified in using the common symbol Q, it is highly probable

that they often had different versions, and that with this in mind we should

spare our ingenuity superfluous exercise in places where Mt and Lk widely
differ.

^ For some argument in support of this thesis, against Harnack, I may refer

to Expositor, VIL vii. 411 f. (or Moulton, Christian Religion, 71 f.). One or two

typical minutiae are repeated above, p. 10.
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my own judgement that Luke knew no Aramaic. Had he
been his own translator, we should have expected to find

the same evenness in the distribution of Aramaisms as we
find in those general features of grammar and style which
so overwhelmingly vindicate the unity of the two books ad

Theophilum.

§ 1 4. We pass on to Paul, the next largest contributor to

the NT Canon. It is soon realised that we have no longer
to do with effects of conscious style. Opinions may differ as

to the proper description of Romans, his weightiest work :

some insist upon its casual character as an open letter

addressed to a church that needed doctrinal upbuilding, with

no more elaboration than we should put into a letter to the

press, while others would make it approximate to a set

treatise. But even if the second alternative were adopted,
there is no possibility of claiming any definitely literary form.

Nageli's study of a section of Paul's vocabulary shows that he

kept himself to words in popular use. Similarly in grammar
and style we look in vain for constructions or inflexions of an

archaic or worked-up character. As to his Greek, it is

obvious from all we know of him that he must have spoken
Greek from the first as freely as Aramaic. He calls himself

'EiSpalo'i ef 'EfBpaiwv,
" a Hebrew of Hebrew descent," and

the term naturally implies the familiar use of the Semitic

mother-tongue. But the most patriotic Jew of the Dispersion
could not get on without Greek. It need not be added that

for Paul's missionary work in the West, Greek had no possible

alternative except Latin. A man thus accustomed to use the

language of the West was not likely to import into it words

or constructions that would have a foreign sound. The LXX
had no such supreme authority for Paul that a copying of its

language would strike him as natural. And if Greek was an

alternative mother-tongue to him, he would use it too un-

consciously to drop into Aramaisms, defective renderings of a

language he could correct as well as any one. The a priori
view thus sketched tallies satisfactorily with the observed

facts. Paul very rarely uses phrases which come from a

literal rendering of the Semitic. His Seraitisms are secondary
at most—defensible as Greek, and natural to a Greek ear.
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How carefully he kept away from language which might seem

archaic or remote to the ordinary people for whom he wrote

is well seen in the case of a8r]<i} Paul deliberately mars the

rhetorical effect of the quotation from Hosea in 1 Co 15* by

substituting Odvare for n8r}. For Hades was a Greek divinity,

not a place, and the name, though common enough in litera-

ture, had dropped out of the ordinary vernacular. Its

occurrence elsewhere in the NT may be traced directly to the

influence of the LXX, where it is freely used. The LXX
translators appropriated it from the technical language of

Greek religion because they found it to be an exact render-

ing of the Hebrew 7iip. For Paul, however, no such felicity

in the commerce of tongues could stand against the plain fact

that the word in question had no place in the vocabulary of

every-day Greek. In turning from lexical to grammatical
considerations of style we may look at one or two hall-marks

of Semitism as they affect Paul.^ Twice in Ephesians we
find the collocation Tra? ov or /xtj for ouSet? or fir]8€L<i, which

has been quoted as
" a sign that the Semitic influence passed

from Paul's thought into his language." But this Hebraism

never occurs elsewhere in Paul, and its occurrence twice in

this one disputed Epistle must at least be put among the

special features of its language which have to be explained.^

In 5^ there is another possible Hebraism, laTe yivaxTKovre^,

the coincidence of which with 7ra? . . . ov in the same

sentence perhaps emphasises the presence of language moulded

on Biblical phraseology. Ephesians keeps to itself almost as

completely another noteworthy Semitism—" sons of disobedi-

ence,"
" sons of men,"

"
children of wrath,"

"
children of light."

I can find no Pauline parallels except 1 Thess 5*
"
sons

* See Vocabulary, s.v.

* At this point Dr. Moulton'a MS ends abruptly in the middle of a

sentence.
^ The rest of this section (§ 14) is taken from a paper read by Dr. Moulton

before the Society of Historical Theology, O.xford, on January 24, 1913
; it is

partly a reply to a valuable critique of his Prolegomena by Mr. G. C. Richards

in JTS X. 283 ff.

^ See Proleg.^ 246 and Einl. 127. A unique parallel for this
" Hebraism

"
is

provided by P. Ryl ii. 113'- (a.d. 133), where Hieracion of Letopolis, beekeeper,

complains of unjust treatment from persons /mtj ?x<""'tts t'S.i' irpayfia. wpbs ijxi : the

document is very uugrammatical, but shows no marks of Semitic nationality in

the writer.
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of light and sons of day," and 2 Thess 2^ " son of perdition!"

The first of these Deissmann regards as a quoted Logion, and

the second as a quotation from the LXX. In Col 3^
"
sons

of disobedience
"

is interpolated ;
and the phrase

"
the children

of the promise
"

in Gal 4^^, Kom 9^ is taken out of this

category altogether by the context. Here, then, is another

secondary Semitism from which Paul was quite free, except
when he wrote Ephesians, or (if so preferred) unless he wrote

Ephesians} The same absence of Semitism comes out for

Paul by other tests. Ov fxr] in the NT is characteristic of

Logia and OT quotations, both, of course, admitting the

suspicion of
"
translation Greek," with the consequence that

the locution need no more be emphatic than when in the

LXX it will alternate with ov in one verse as a rendering of

XT'. In Paul it occurs only four times (with two LXX
quotations to be added), and in all four the emphasis is

unmistakable, making his use identical with that of classical

and Hellenistic Greek. Then Ihov used freely is a natural

product of Semitic thought. I have compared Fluellen's
" look you

"
as a mark of a Welshman talking English.

Even the excellent Greek of the Epistle of James may show

relics of the writer's Semitic mother-tongue in the frequency
of I'Sou, as in the isolated Trpoaev^fj irpoatju^aro. Paul uses

i8ov only eight times (and once in a quotation), and never

has a trace of James's other Semitism, unless Eph 5^ is

rightly thus read ^ and comes from Paul's hand. Both ISov

and ISe (semel) are used by him with the classical iniance and

with normal Greek frequency. The participle with rjv, etc.,

is probably an Aramaism sometimes in translated books,

however justifiable as Greek : when Paul uses it, we can

trace the same force which it has in classical writings. One

more example may be named—the curious iv pd^hw ekdw

Trpoff vfidii (1 Cor 4-^), which even Deissmann had to explain

away, until Ptolemaic papyri, linked with Lucian, showed

that iv, meaning
" armed with," was good vernacular

Greek.3

' For an interesting conjecture as to the authorship of Ephesians and its

relation to Colossians, see Dr. Moulton's popular lectures. From Egyptian

liuhbish-hecqm, 59 ff. (London: C. H. Kelly. 1916).
2 See Proleg.^ 245, EM. 119. » See Vocab. s.v. iv.
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§ 1 5. When we pass from Paul to that noble work which

came from the pen of some unknown member of his circle

we are met by the striking paradox that a letter
"
to

Hebrews
"

is written by some one who knew no Hebrew, and

used the Greek Bible alone. It is hardly necessary for our

present purpose to discuss the structure of this Epistle.

Whether it was originally an epistle or a treatise,^ it has a

literary flavour that distinguishes it from any other book in

the NT Canon. " Alike in form and contents this epistle

strives to rise from the stratum in which Christianity had its

origin towards the higher level of learning and culture." ^

We have already^ referred to the author's sensitive ear for

the rhythm of words, and have looked in that direction rather

than to any elaborate system of rhetoric for the true ex-

planation of what must strike even the casual reader as a

distinctive feature of this book. Blass was on surer ground
when he pointed out another characteristic,

—viz. a general

avoidance of the harsher kinds of hiatus between successive

words. This would probably be almost instinctive in any one

who had received a good Greek education, to whom iXeyero

avTQ) would have sounded harsh, much as a word like
"
idea

"

sounds harsh in English when followed by a vowel in rapid

speech.* Familiarity with some of the niceties of classical

syntax may be traced in the exact significance of the tenses,

in the freer and more skilful use of particles and conjunctions,

and in the more complex structure of the sentence as compared
with the other NT writings. Yet his skilful mastery of

language never betrays the writer into artificiality, nor is his

sonorous vocabulary allowed to weary us with the excessive

use of heavy compounds. Dr. Nairne^ calls our attention

to the
" sudden touch of conversational audacity

"
which

introduces such a word as irrfkiKO'i into the majestic descrip-

tion of IMelchizedek (7*). So flexible a Greek style might
seem to entitle its possessor to unconditional exemption from

any examination into his Semitic connexions. There is no

reason to suspect him of acquaintance with either Aramaic

J See Deissmann, BS 49 f., and Moffatt, Introd. 428 fif.

2
Deissmann, LAE 237. *

Supra, p. 6 n.^ * CBE 482.

" The Ep. to the Hebrews, in COT, cli. His chapter on The Style of the

Epistle abounds in illustrations of the characteristics of the author's Greek.
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or Hebrew. Nevertheless one fact necessitates the inquiry:

This Epistle is steeped in the language of the LXX, and quotes
from it even more copiously than does St. Paul. It is there-

fore not surprising to find a formidable list of Semitisms in

the arraignment. Three of them ^—the predicative use of ei9,

ov fii], and a violent use of the participle standing by itself

in the genitive absolute—need not detain us, as they occur

in a direct citation from the LXX in chap. 8. A similar

defence might secure speedy acquittal on another count, for

the phrase ev aifiari Sia6i]Kr]<i (13^**) is certainly based on

Zech 9^^ It should be counted to him for righteousness,

however, that in his use of such a Hebraism the author

transcends Semitic idiom.^ The presence of a "
secondary

Semitism
"
must be acknowledged in ev tw XiyeaOat (3^^).

Dalman's claim was denied on the strength of the frequent
occurrence of the locution in Thucydides, Plato and

Xenophon ;
but in view of Dr. E. A. Abbott's acute criticism,

that the instances cited must convey the sense of
"
during,"

we have transferred this
" Hebraism

"
to the category of

"possible but unidiomatic Greek." ^ The same chapter
furnishes another instance of the pervasive influence of the

phraseology of the LXX. Kaphia Trovrjpa airiarrla^ (3^^)

can be easily paralleled from Sophocles, as was shown in

Proleg. 74. But its subject-matter leaves us in little doubt

that Biblical associations prompted this rather overstrained

use in prose of the poetical genitive of definition.

§ 16. In the linguistic conditions of Palestine we have

already found a clue to the remarkably free Greek of a

group of writings traditionally ascribed to three members of

our Lord's own circle, 1 Peter, James and Jude. When,
therefore, the question is asked * about the first,

"
Is it credible

that a Galilean fisherman who left out his H's (Mt 26^^)

should after middle life, and in the midst of absorbing occupa-

1
See, further, Proleg. 72, 74, 187.

^ Cf. Nairne, ih. cxlvii,
" He will adopt a rude Hebraic use of the preposi-

tion iv, and by careful context fill it with significance, as in 1^ iv t. Trpo^^rais

. . . iv vi(^, 10*" ^v
<i> deXriixari, IS-"'*, where notice how ii> aifiari and iv tj/uv

explain one another."
3
Proleg.^ 249, Einl. 341.

*
Simcox, The Writers of the New Testavienl, 68.
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tion, have learnt to write scholarly Greek like this?" the

answer is by no means a foregone conclusion. Without

denying the possibility that this
"
open letter

"
owes its

mastery of idiom to the practised pen of Silvanus, we can yet

argue that Peter's Greek may well liave been better than his

Aramaic. A provincial brogue of Aramaic that attracted

attention in the metropolis of Judaism does not necessarily

imply defective culture.^ Moreover, in the thirty-five years

that lie between the Crucitixion and the probable date of

this letter, Greek rather than Aramaic would be the tongue
in which Peter conversed with the Hellenist Jews of Jerusalem

and Antioch, and the LXX would of necessity be the Bible

used in all his missionary work abroad. Now it is evident

that the author of 1 Peter was steeped in the language of the

LXX. This appears in the number of direct quotations,

still more in the reminiscences of LXX phraseology which are

woven into the fabric of his style. In view of the rhythm
and balance of sentence, the copiousness of vocabulary, and the

management of tenses and prepositions to which Bp. Chase ^

has drawn attention, it is interesting to notice points of

contact which the same scholar has indicated between this

Epistle and the non-Hebraic and literary books of the

Apocrypha, such as Wisdom, 2 Mac and 4 ^^<^- From

Semitisms this Epistle is singularly free, if we exclude from

consideration the plentiful sprinkling of phrases and citations

from the LXX. A secondary Semitism may be allowed in 1^*

(reKva vvaKorj^),^ and no doubt the OT is responsible for

such a word as a'Trpo(TOiiro\i]^Trr(o<i (1^^). The influence of

the LXX may be traced in such words as avaarpocf)/],

avacrrpeipofjLac and TrapeTrlSijfj.o'i,
but the evidence from

papyri and inscriptions removes them from the old class of

" Hebraisms of Vocabulary."
*

The bilingual birthright of the Galilean may also account

for the paradox that
"
the letter of that specially Jewish

^ See Dalman, Words, 80.

-
Hastings, DB iii. 781 f. Mayor (Oomm. on Jude and 2 Pet.) even says,

"
Perhaps no other book of the NT has such a sustained stateliness of rhythm

asi Pet."
3
Supra, pp. 22 f. Cf. also Deissmann, ^-S" 163 f.

* Deissmann, BS 88, 149, 194. Vocabulary, s.vv.
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apostle, St. James, is perhaps the best Greek in the New
Testament." ^ We need not linger over the theory of an

Aramaic original.^ The writer's fondness for paronomasia
and alliteration do not suggest the hand of a translator

;
and

whilst the erisp vivacity of James offers a striking contrast

to the rather long and well-balanced sentences of 1 Peter,

such constructions as ci'ye vvv, eotKev, xPVi ^'^^PX^ ''"*'>' ^^^

evidence that his style takes high rank in the Greek of the

NT. Two traces of the author's Semitic mother-tongue have

already been mentioned (p. 23). We must also notice an

overstrain in the use of the genitive of definition in such

phrases as ro irpoaoiirov t?}? 'yevea-ero'i avTov and uKpoaTT}^

i'in\r]crfioprj<i. Instrumental iv in 3® was formerly counted a

Hebraism, so were the aorists in 1^^ But the publication of

the Tehtunis Papyri closed the controversy about the former

(cf. supra, p. 23), as the weighty judgement of Hort^ may
be held to have settled the other question in favour of the

gnomic aorist.

The little letter that bears the name of Jude is chiefly

remarkable for the wealth of its vocabulary, derived in part

from the LXX, the pseudepigrapha and the Pauline Epistles.

Its fondness for sonorous words might seem to suggest a

wider acquaintance with literature. But writers of the Koivrj,
"
embodying older strata of the language, would suffice to

supply him with his vocabulary."
* Less flexible than J Peter

in syntactical structure, Jude also lacks the epigrammatic
succinctness of James. Vigorous and descriptive he certainly

is
;
and the tendency to triple expression is a well-marked

feature of his style. Mayor's exhaustive analysis of his

grammar shows that the author was quite at home in

Hellenistic idiom. Indeed the critical microscope fails to

detect a genuine Semitism in the 24 verses.

Another writer calls for brief mention with this

Palestinian group on the ground of literary indebtedness

rather than from considerations of style. The " Atticism
"

of 2 Peter has been mentioned in an earlier section (§ 5),

1
Salmon, Introd.^ 139.

*
Bp. John Wordsworth's a priori arguments have been fully answered by

Mayor (Comm.^ ccxxxii ff.).

» Comm. on 1 Pet. 96. *
Chase, Hastings' DB ii. 801.
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which explained the unique character of its Greek as an

artificial dialect of high-sounding words learnt from rhetoricians

or books and employed with the uneasy touch of one who

acquired the language in later life. It is significant that

this Epistle has not a single quotation from the OT and but

five uncertain allusions. This absence of the pliraseology of

the LXX may account for its freedom from the slightly

Semitic colouring that we have noticed in the admirable

Greek of the other Epistles in this group. In only two places

is there any real approach to Semitism. 'Ev efiiraiyfiovfj

efiTraiKTai may belong to the same class as James's

irpoaev-^^ Trpoarjv^aro. But in view of the slight impres-
sion which the LXX has left on his diction, and bearing: in

mind Dalman's caution/ it seems more reasonable to explain
this locution as an instance of the author's tendency to

reduplication. KaTdpa<; reKva claims kinship with that

familiar genitive of definition, though a quasi-classical turn

is given to the phrase by the inverted order of the words,

§ 17. Starting from Luke we have fetched a wide com-

pass and must now return to the other three Gospels.

There can, of course, be no question that translation-Greek

occurs in Mark and those parts of the Synoptic Gospels
which reproduce

"
Q." Enough has already been said to

indicate that real Aramaism may be allowed ungrudgingly in

those parts of the NT which are virtually translated from

Aramaic oral or written sources. Wellhausen's brilliant

investigation serves to remind us of the need of keeping in view

the distinction made above between secondary Semitisms and

Semitisms pure and simple. For like other Semitic specialists,

that lamented scholar was perhaps sometimes in danger of

recognising foreign idiom where a Greek reader of the book

would never suspect anything wrong. Thus in Lk 14^^ ano

fjiid'i is said to be the Aramaic min ch'da, which he calls
" a

thumping Aramaism." But why call it an Aramaism when

the phrase was a very idiomatic expression in Luke's own

language ? It is merely a case of coincidence between the

* Words, 34. "The Hebrew mode of emphasising the finite verb by adding
its infinitive or cognate substantive ... is in the Palestine Aramaic of the

Jews—apart from the Targums
—

quite unknown."
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idioms of two languages ;
and while Mark perhaps might have

been ignorant of it as Greek, and was capable of employing it

as a literal translation of the Aramaic, Luke simply could not

have used it as other than a normal Greek term. Although
the same instinct for Greek style cannot be claimed for

Matthew, the First Gospel betrays Semitic authorship only
in its range of ideas and its sympathetic understanding of the

Jewish-Christian point of view. The language, on the other

hand, is a correct if rather colourless Greek which avoids the

vulgar forms without displaying a mastery of the literary

syntax. The Hebraisms which in Luke express a literary

feeling that formed itself on ancient models are noticeably

wanting from Matthew's narrative. Instances have already
been given of his editorial revision where Luke preferred to

sacrifice style in favour of fidelity to the original source. The

same freedom is shown in his treatment of Mark,^ so much so

indeed that it has been said ^ that
" Matthew grsecises Mark."

One or two exceptions, however, may be noticed because of

their bearing on the question of Semitisms. The phrase

7re/x\//-a9
8id is unquestionably the right reading in 11^, and

Wellhausen points out that T2 r\b\^ in Aramaic as in Hebrew

is a regular phrase for sending a message. In the Lucan

parallel Bed has become Bvo Ti,vd<;, from which it seems to

follow that Luke misread ^ the literal 8id of his source, which

is preserved in Matthew. Incidentally we have here strong
evidence in favour of the Greek basis in the common source.

Similar testimony is borne by the notable logion in Mt 10-^"^^

where, in addition to the sequence of words in v.^'^ and

the whole of v.^\ the Lucan parallel gives us also

Matthew's eVt rcop ScofidTOJv, a good Hellenistic phrase ;

<po^r]9rjvai diro, a very marked piece of translation-Greek
;

and ofioXoyelv iv i/xoL Deissmann * describes this last as a

translation made " with a painful scrupulousness coming near

to a pedantry of interpretation." Even the author of the

Apocalypse gives this logion in a better Greek form (cf.

^ For instances see W. C. Allen, £xpT xiii. 328 f., and Comm, on Matt.

xix f.

^ This is Wellhausen's summary {Elnl.^ 35) of Zahn's argument as quoted

by Wernle, Die synoptische Frage (1899, vii, viii and 120). But see Zahn,
Introd. (E.T.) ii. 576, 591-2.

3 See § 13.
* In Christo, 60, quoted in Proleg. 104.
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Eev 3^). Turning to Matthew's treatment of his other chief

source we note another apparent exception to the general
rule. In the lawyer's question (Mt 22^^) iroia evToXtj fieydXr]

iv Tw vofio) ; Mark has not fxe<yaXi} but irpiiiTrj TrdvTOiv, a

thoroughly vernacular phrase. Matthew's form is quite

clearly a much less idiomatic translation of the Aramaic

(which has no degrees of comparison), and it falls in with

various indications that he is here drawing upon other material,

quite possibly derived from Q. This literal translation of

the Aramaic would , be very natural when we bear in mind

the obsolescence of fieyiaTo^i} Another instance of translation-

Greek which Wellhauseu notices is the impersonal use of the

3 plur. active in place of the passive. This is common to all

the Syuoptists, but may be mentioned here because of two

occurrences in Matthew which raise points of interest in

Synoptic criticism. In 1^^ KaXeaovaii/ replaces the more

natural AcaXeVet? of the LXX and suggests an Aramaic trans-

lation from the Hebrew current in Matthew's time as part of

a collection of testimonia.'^ Once again in 5^^ the Mattheean

ovhe KULovaiv koX Tideaaiv preserves an Aramaism where Luke

employs the more idiomatic ovSeU a-ylrwi Tidrjaiv. The fact

that this logion is a doublet in Luke and that in the Marcan

passage the Aramaism is absent, seems to show that the say-

ing was current in more than one form, which would account

for the divergence without crediting it, with Harnack, to Luke's

stylistic improvement of Q. In many of these instances given

by Wellhausen,^ although the active use of the verb is quite per-

missible Greek,* it must be allowed that the passive would prob-

ably have been used but for the influence of a Semitic original.

The language of our Second Gospel shows a very marked

deficiency in culture on the part of the Jerusalemite Mark,
who seems to have a foreign idiom perpetually behind his

Greek.
"
Peter's former interpreter

"—for so we must render

Papias's phrase
^—had been a vtrr^peTq^; or

"
minister of the

^ See Proleg. 78, and cf. the frequent introduction of fiiya^ niya.^ in early

papyri (as P Tebt i. 63= (ii/B.c.)) ;
so Einl. 122, 124.

2 So A. H. McNeile, Comm. in loc.

3 Ihid. 25 f.
* Cf. Prohg.^ 58 f., also Einl. 87.

^
MdpKOi fxiv ip)i-qv€VTr]i Uerpov yevd^evos (or "having been Peter's interpre-

ter"); cf. Vocabulary, s.v. ylvo/j^ai.
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word," that is, a teacher or catechist who accompanied an

apostle on his missionary tour for the purpose of instructing

inquirers in the outlines of the life and teaching of that Jesus

whom they preached. We may repeat here what has been said

elsewhere :
^ " There can be no question that the catechetical

lessons on which the written Gospel was ultimately based,

were given first in Aramaic
;
and they may well have become

so fixed in that form that when their author transferred

them to Greek they retained ubiquitous marks of too literal

translation. It is of great critical importance to observe how
these Aramaisms of translation were progressively smoothed

away. Wellhausen shows that 1) has most of them and B

distinctly less. Unless this is due (as Bishop Chase argued)
to a Syriac infection in D, we have here a most important
source of evidence as to the origin of the Western Text, of

which in this respect the ' Neutral
'

becomes a revision. As
has been noted already, there is plenty of revision of Mark's

Aramaism to be seen in Matthew and Luke. In a consider-

able number of little points these Evangelists coincide in

their amendments, a fact well explained by Dr. Sanday's

suggestion
^ that the text of Mark had been polished by a

cultured scribe before it reached them : our Mark descends

from the unrevised form. Mark's Semitisms . . . are hardly
ever really barbarous Greek, though his extremely vernacular

language often makes us think so, until we read the less

educated papyri. Generally we recognise them by their over-

use of a possible though uncommon idiom which happens to

agree with Aramaic."

A singularly neat instance came to light in a Berlin

papyrus
^ to confute those who would describe ^Xeireiv airo

(Mk 8^^ etc.) as a rank Hebraism : o)? av navTa koX av /SXeVe

(Tarov airo twv 'lovSamv. Surely it was no Jew who gave
this warning to his friend !

§ 18. The Fourth Gospel and the Johannine Epistles

(which, on every consideration of style, form with it a

literary unity) are the work of a writer to whom Greek was

1 Camb. Bibl. Essays, 491. ^
Oxford Studies, 21.

8 BGU iv. 10792* (A.D. 41) {
=

Selections, p. 40).
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evidently no mother-tongue. We infer this from the exces-

sive simplicity of the style and its poverty of idiom, not from

any grammatical aberrations. The conditions lend support
to the theory that the author was brought up in Jerusalem

(see p. 13). But in spite of certain superficial indications

that point that way the style is not Semitic. Two such

indications in the Gospel may be briefly noticed,—the pre-

vailing use of parataxis and the priority of the verb in the

sentence. As for the former, parataxis predominates to

such an extent that we instinctively recognise an editorial

hand in the flowing periods that form the prologue to the

Passion narrative (13^"*). Yet it is impossible to claim that

the incessant co-ordination of simple sentences by kuC is a

hall-mark of Semitism after studying Deissmann's parallel
^

between the narrative in John 9'^"^^ and a Eoman inscription

of the time of the Antonines giving an account of the

marvellous cures wrought by Asclepios. A stronger argu-
ment can be based on the arrangement of words, for, as a

rule, in the Johannine writings the verb stands first and the

subject follows, and it is tempting to trace the Semitic genius
of language in such an order. Even upon this subject it is

well to suspend judgement until careful statistical investigation

on the lines of Kieckers's important monograph
^ has provided

us with material for a wider induction. Meanwhile we do

well to observe other significant features in the order of

words. Wellhausen ^ attributes the precedence given to the

verb to imitation of the Biblical style as best fitted to the

subject-matter. He even discovers in the solemn rhythm a

self-conscious, sacerdotal language, to be compared with the

pedantry of the Priestly Code in the Pentateuch. Whatever

we may think of this judgement we must accept his verdict

that the position of words in general is unSemitic. This

can be seen best in the tendency to remove the subject to the

very end of the sentence (cf. 2^, 6^ 18^^ 19^), and in the

position of the dependent genitive in phrases like avrov ol

/jbaOrjial, 8vo avOpcoTroiv rj fiaprvpla, etc. The great Semitist

discovers no trace of the construct state in John, and stays

' Die Stellung des Verbs im Griechischeji (Strassburg, 1911).
* Das Evaitgelium Johannis, 133-146.
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his hand when he finds an occasional casus pendens followed

by a resumptive pronoun. The linguistic evidence all goes
to show that the author of the Fourth Gospel was a man who,
while cultured to the last degree, wrote Greek after the

fashion of men of quite elementary attainment. His uneasy
movement in the region of unfamiliar idiom is never suffered

to betray him into a breach of the laws of grammar.

§ 19. Very different are the phenomena that meet us in

that marvellous book which so fittingly closes the canon of

the NT. The Greek of the Apocalypse differs in an

extraordinary degree from that of the Fourth Gospel. Not

only does it display a greater freedom in copiousness of

vocabulary and elaborate phraseology ;
it is simply defiant of

the restraints of grammar. Various attempts have been

made to secure the traditional unity of authorship with the

Gospel. But even Hort's strong argument for an early date,

leaving thirty years in which the author could improve his

Greek before writing the Gospel, falls short of a solution.

Modern criticism has little to add to the penetrating analysis
which Dionysius of Alexandria furnished in the middle of the

third century. Speaking with the authority of one to whom
Greek was a native tongue, this critic discerned a difference

not of degree but of kind. Even if the decision against an

early date were not fairly unanimous, it would still tax our

ingenuity to bridge the chasm between the unchartered

liberty of Revelation and the austere simplicity of the Gospel

according to St. John. The Apocalypse, in the contrast it

affords between wealth of diction and grammatical solecisms,

suggests an author who had used Greek all his life as a

second language and never from choice. His seeming
indifference to the rules of concord can be readily understood

by Englishmen who stumble over the genders of French and
German after speaking a language unburdened with this

useless survival. A fresh impetus has been given to the

study of this strange dialect by Dr. E. H. Charles, who has

shown in his Studies in the Apocalypse
^ that many of its

^ And with greater fulness of detail in his two-volume commentary in the
Int. Crit. Com. from which Canon Charles has kindly shown me extracts in

the proof stage.

VOL. II. 3
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mannerisms are due to the literal transference of Semitic

idioms. A striking illustration (found seven times in Rev)
is the co-ordination of the participle in one of the oblique

cases and the finite verb, e.g. 2^ toi/? XeyovTa^; eaurov^;

diroaToXovi Koi ouk elcriv. But while the book abounds in

translation-Greek and bears constantly the imprint of the

author's Semitic mind, it is easy to go too far in attributing

all its peculiarities of grammar and idiom to the influence of

the LXX when a Hebrew or Aramaic source is not in

question. Thus Moffatt's treatment of the subject
^ finds a

useful counterpoise m Radermacher's^ judgement. After all

the author was capable of writing a vigorous though irregular

Greek with a very free pen and, as Dean Armitage Robinson

has pointed out,^
" the Greek in which he expressed himself

was more like the Greek of the Egyptian papyri and of

inscriptions found in various parts of the Graeco-Roman

world." The very blunders in concord do not imply

ignorance in the ordinary sense
;

"
it is familiarity with a

relaxed standard of speech, such as we find often enough in

the professional letter-writers who indited the petitions

and private correspondence of the peasants of the Fayum."

Perhaps it was but fitting that the weird melodies and

daring harmonies in which the seer of Patmos gave utterance

to the things which he had seen
" which must shortly come

to pass," should speak to us now in the haunting cadences

of Jewish apocalyptic, and again in the popular idiom of the

Graeco-Roman world.

1 Introd. 501.
^ Neutestamentliche Grammatik, 87: "Was die Apokalypse, und zwar sie

allein uuter den Schriften des Neuen Testaments, an entsprechenden Fallen

zeigt, hat also nicht mehr als Solocismus zu gelten und darf schwerlich als

sklavische Nachbildung eines hebraischen Originaltextes erklart werden."
3 jrs X. 9.
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PART I.

PHONOLOGY AND WRITING.

§ 20. The Greek Alphabet in the Hellenistic period had

twenty-four letters :
—

Form.
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Notes.

1. The first column represents the printed form of the capital letters,

based on the alphabet {to. 'loaviKa ypanfiaTo) which from iv/B.c. was

generally used in inscriptions. For the history of the forms see §§ 21 f.

2. In the second column stands the alphabet of the oldest uncial MSS,
as printed by WH in citations from the OT. The third column is the

ordinary alphabet of modern printed books, based on that which the

early printers derived from " cursive " or " minuscule " MSS. The

alternative forms here given are indifferent except in the case of a, $•,
the

latter of which is used at the end of words only. Some print it also at

the end of a preposition or adverb compounded with another word

{Trpos(f)fpco etc.) ;
but the historical justification of this form does not

apply to any position other than the actual end of a word.'

3. The transliteration column shows the value of the letters as

evidenced l)y the form they take in contemporary Latin : an exception is

made with k, v, x, which in Latin take the bracketed form only. The

pronunciation of the letters will be treated summarily below §§ 23 fF.,

and in detail under the Orthography.
4. The names of the letters are given in English according to their

conventional forms, many of which, however, are unwarranted by early

usage. The addition of
•v//-iXdv

to the names e and i^ is a late misunder-

standing : Byzantine grammarians, giving rules for writing ai or e, oi or u

(which were not distinguished in sound), would say that a particular

word was written ha ro e yj/iXov,
" with a simple e," as distinguished from

a diphthong at. "Little o" and "big o" are names dating from the

Byzantine period, when the two letters were pronounced alike. The

name for X is better attested as Labda than as Lambda.

§ 21. For the history of the alpliabet, a

,
^Al°^h^ h t ^*^"o ^"^ complex subject, reference may be

made to special works : see literature in art.

"
Writing," Enc. Brit. (P. Giles). It must only be mentioned

here that the alphabet (in Greek ypd/jLfjbara, of the forms

of the letters, aroi-xela, of the sounds) came in pre-

historic times ^ into Greece from Phoenicia. The date

' In the earlier printed books we find the compendia ^
—

ar, ii = ov.

2 The event is already covered with a myth, Cadmus, the "
eastern

"
(Dip),

being credited with the KaSyUTjia ypdiJ./jLara (Herod, v. 58), which are, however,

^oiviKTjia in the same context and elsewhere. Noideke {Beitr. z. semit.

Sprachwiss., 1904, 124-136) rejects the suggestion that Aramaic influence is

traceable in the names aX0a and others : the forms are only due to Greek

modification. (I owe the reference to Prof. Hogg.) Nestle {Philologus, 1900,

476 f.) says the theory is as old as the sixteenth century. Dr. A. J. Evans

has shown that the Phoenicians themselves derived the alphabet from the

prehistoric Cretan script of the newly discovered Minoan inscriptions ;
see his

Scripta Minoa (1909), 86 ff.
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may possibly be prior to the composition of the oldest parts
of the Iliad, but certainty on this famous question can hardly
be expected. It is a very striking fact that contact with

the Semites should have occurred before the dawn, and after

the sunset of classical Greek literature, and hardly at all in

the interval. The letters seem to have been adapted to

some extent independently by different Greek communities.

But we find in all alike the central principle which betrays
Greek genius at work even when, for once, it was borrowing
and not inventing. An alphabet without vowels would
have been peculiarly useless for expressing Greek words.

Accordingly superfluous consonants were adapted to new
uses : X became a\(^a, n supplied el, n rjra (in earlier times

h, as in the local alphabet with which Latin was ultimately

written),
^ was loira, ]} was ov. Later invention produced

V and e3. In several Greek dialects i survived as F (/SaO, or

8tya/xfj,a, from its form) ;
but this sound disappeared in Attic

before the birth of its literature, and there is no trace of it

left in the Koivq. Its sign was still used in numeration :

see § 70. So also with p (Koinra) and k' (crdv),^ the former

of which (preserved in the Latin alphabet) still survives in

the earlier period inscriptions to represent the A;-sound

before o and u. The other equations may be summarily
stated : 3 = yS, j = 7, i = 8, I = ^, t: = ^, 3 = «, ^ = \, o = /ti,

: = V, Q =
TT,

1 =
p, :;(?)

=
<r, n = r. In d adapted as ^ we have

an application of a useless letter which was at first confined

to the Asiatic lonians
;

but it was their alphabet which

ultimately established itself in universal use. The last five

letters of the Greek alphabet are later additions, and of

these V alone is found in all parts of Greece alike. The
different value attaching to X in Latin, which owed its

letters to Chalcis in Euboea, through its colony of Cumae,
illustrates the independence with which these non-Phoenician

signs were used in different localities.

§ 22. We must not tarry here to show how the forms and names of

the Semitic letters are related to the Greek derivatives, nor how in

Greece itself these letters and their names varied from place to place and

^ There is considerable doubt as to the history of the sibilants : see Roberts,
Gfreek Epigraphy, i. 9 f., where ^ is identified with adu.
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generation to generation, till the final victory of the Ionic alphabet in

which alone the Common Greek was ever written. Two points only may
be selected from the history of Greek writing, the development of the

Breathings, and the change of direction from the retrograde Semitic to

that which we inherit now. In the pre- Ionic alphabets H was used for

h; but when it was requisitioned to e.xpress e, the first half of it, h, was

used as an aspirate sign, perhaps as early as iv/B.c. (Blass). The

Alexandrian grammarians introduced the corresponding h to represent
the voiced sound answering to the breathed h, the glottal catch which

Semitic languages wrote with k : it is a sound with which every vowel-

initial opens, if not aspirated. From i- and h respectively are derived

the
'

and
*

which we call rough and smooth breathing (rri'eC/ia taa-v

and TTVfvfia ^l\6v). The other matter, the direction of writing,

need only be mentioned here because the relation of the Greek to

the Hebrew writing specially interests students of the Greek Bible. It

it enough to say that in the earliest Greek inscriptions the writing is

from right to left
;
that this develops into what was called ^oucrrpo0>;Soi',

because it
" turns "

at the end of each line in the opposite direc-

tion as the " ox " does in ploughing ;
and that out of this in v/b.c.

developed the left-toright style M-hich Greece passed on to Rome,
and Rome to modern Europe. The three stages may be illustrated

by short examples. (1) ^^0*]^ (iroU{i) (Thera, vii/B.c). (2) ^N'

rou^Moi
V|OM^AA!©0 ev noXfixa ^e'nievov (Attica, vii/B.c), (3) RAh
AHOAX ^ai '^"'s (Thera, vii/B.c).

On the whole subject see Roberts, Introduction to Greek Epigraphy,
vol. i. (Cambridge, 1887).

Classification of Sounds.

§ 23. Greek sounds are thus classified

for the Hellenistic period.

(a) Voivels :
—

a, i, v, long or short
; e, o, (short only) ;

V, ft), (long only).

(b) Dii^htJiongs :
—

ai, ei, ol, vt, (short) ; a, rj,
o) (long) ; av,

ev, ov (short) ; rjv (long). For the vowels and diphthongs see

§§ 33 ff.

(c) Mutes.—These sounds are divided in two ways: (1)

according to the point of articulation, (2) according to the

presence or absence of voice, i.e. the tension of the vocal

chords, and of aspiration, i.e. the accompaniment of an

A-sound. By the first, sounds are classed as labials, made

with the lips, dentals, made with the tip of the tongue

against the teeth, and gutturals or palatals, made with the back

of the tongue against the palate. By the second, they are
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breathed or ho.rd, voiced or soft, and aspirate, the last class beiug
breathed (hard) as well. The classification is as follows :

—
Breathed. Voiced. Asjnrate. ^

Labial ir ^ <f>

Denial r 8

Guttural k 7 X
There are other names used for breathed and voiced, such as surd and

sonant, tenues and mediae, stnooth and middle : Goodwin, who employs the

last-named pair, calls the aspirates rough.

(d) Continuous, or Semivocalic consonants. These sounds

differ from the Mutes, or stopped sounds, in that they are

capable of prolongation, and may even become vowels. They
are classed thus. Spirants result from relaxing slightly the

contact which produces a mute. Thus the position of t,

if the tongue is held loosely to allow breath to pass, produces
our English th. Nearly the same position, with a groove

along the tongue, results in a, the only spirant represented
in the Greek alphabet (see however § 43) : the breathings
'

and
'

belong to the same class. The labial spirant F, our

w, is obsolete in Hellenistic Greek. Nasals are characterised

by the opening of the nasal passage. They are three in

Greek, /x (labial), v (dental), and that which is written 7
before gutturals {k, 7, -y^, ^), the guttural nasal ng (as in

sing). Liquids are p and \ : the same rather elastic term is

often used to include fi and v. Both p and A. are made with

the tip of the tongue against the front palate : in \ it is at

rest there, while voice passes on both sides
;

in p it vibrates, -

while the two sides are stopped. Initial p in earlier Greek

was breathed, as also is the second element in the doubled pp :

it may be questioned whether this was really true for i/A.D.

This classification does not include the digraphs i/r, ^, |,

which are mere combinations of labial, dental and guttural
mutes with the sibilant, like our superfluous letter x. The

pronunciation of ^ however fluctuated considerably : see § 43.

Pronunciation.

§ 24. The pronunciation of Greek in the

Pr^imdation.
Hellenistic period raises a great many diffi-

cult questions which cannot be discussed

here. It is probable that considerable differences existed
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between the Greek of Eome cand Asia, Hellas and Egypt.
The pronunciation of i/—Iv/a.d. is a matter of great import-
ance from its bearing on textual criticism. If we could

delimit the localities affected by certain variations, we should

have important evidence for the localising of textual types.

Unhappily our information is too scanty to make this a

really useful resource. Pronunciation had greatly changed
since the classical period. As shown already {Prol. .34),

Hellenistic Greek, though written with Attic orthography,
sounded much more like Boeotian than Attic. Many of the

processes had already started which reach their full effects in

MGr. It does not follow that to pronounce Hellenistic as

if it were MGr would compensate in accuracy for the in-

convenience it would cause. For pronouncing Attic of the

classical period, the MGr system is almost as wide of the

mark as our English system of reading Greek as if it were

English
—a system which pretends to no advantage but

convenience. For Hellenistic, it is nmch closer, but still far

from exact, as we shall see
;
and the practical awkwardness

of blotting out the difference between et, t, rj, rj, oc and v

would be too great a price to pay for the approximation

gained.

^ . , Under the head of Vowels, we have first the dis-

j..
,,, tinction between long and short. In classical Greek

 

this is felt throughout the language. It is the basis

of all metrical composition, when combined with the rules by which

a short vowel before groups of consonants counted as long. Its

influence upon accentuation will be seen in § 29. The essence of the

distinction is that a long vowel took the time of two shorts : in technical

language a short vowel had one mora, a long vowel two. The progres-
sive disappearance of this distinction is one of the most important

changes in the language. It established itself very gradually, and locali-

ties differed widely in their treatment of the several sounds concerned.

Perhaps Asia Minor was its earliest liome : Greece proper was the latest

to accept it. The main cause of this levelling was the change in the

character of the accent (see § 29) : when stress replaced pitch accent, the

accented syllable tended to be long, and the unaccented inevitably was
shortened. We may take the process to have l)een complete before the

date of our oldest uncials, though many quantity- distinctions were still

operative in i/A.D.

The other general tendency needing mention at this stage is that by
which the diphthongs as such were destroyed, being replaced by simple
Bounds. This was a tendency which Hellenistic owed to Boeotian
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phonology : see Prol. 33. The only exceptions were founa in av and ev,

which tended to consonantise the second element, so that the MGr pro-
nunciation is av, ev (or af, ef, before breathed consonants). Even
these last changes were incipient already in our period, and were

complete before the mass of our MSS were written.

On the vowel a, long and short, it need only be said that its pro-
nunciation was the same as in nearly every I.E. language except our own.

The a was sounded as in father, and the a, so far as it was still dis-

tinguished, was the same sound pronounced in half the time. Our
e

characteristic a (in man, only short) was unknown in Greek. From a,

in which both lips and throat are wide open, the vowels bifurcate

along two lines, according as the throat is narrowed or the lips rounded
and contracted. The former class includes the e-i vowels, the latter

the o-u.

In classical Greek of early times the progressive narrowing of the

throat aperture produced the series
rj (long, open), e (short or long, close),

t (short or long). When f was long it was written ei in the Ionic alphabet :

it must be carefully distinguished from the genuine diphthongal ei, which
was never written with simple E.^ Open e is the sound of French ^, our

e in there ;
close e is French

e',
which we do not possess

—our common a

in day, daisy, date, is the same sound with an i "glide" making it

diphthongal. In the Hellenistic period there were many changes going

on, and in different directions according to locality. H in many places
is still open e, especially in the area once occupied by Ionic. In inscrip-
tions of Asia Minor we very often find

;;
confused with f (short), which

was by this time probably not as close as it was in Attic : e is a medium
e now. But in the Greek of Hellas itself it would seem that

r;
had

become closer than f, as in the Boeotian of the earlier age ; and the

difference is reflected to-day. In the Pontic-Cappadocian MGr 7 is

frequently e, as myabi from
nr)yj) ; and such general MGr words as

(TTfKoi, from Hellenistic o-tt^ku), may have originated in districts where
this pronunciation was the rule. But in continental MGr

t]
is now a

simple i : this change was complete before vI/a.d. Finally t, with which
ei was now wholly convertible even when short, was the closest vowel
of all : note that in transliterating Latin, where I was open like our i

in kin, e was often used instead of t.

By rounding the lips and progressively contracting the aperture there

came in early Greek the corresponding series w (long, open), o (short or

long, close), and in one or two dialects, as Boeotian, v short or long (as
in full, fool). In Attic however, and most dialects, v had become ii

(German, like the French u), which is pronounced by simultaneously
rounding and contracting the lips and narrowing the throat aperture.
This was still the sound generally in our period. Meanwhile the close

long o, written ov—as in the case of ft, to be distinguished from the

^ Thus elui ibo, where i is radical, was always EIMI
; dfj.i sum, where ei is

simply e lengthened by compensation for the loss of a, was written EMI in

Attic before the archonship of Euelides (403 B.C.).
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genuine diphthong ov—had become so close as to answer entirely to our

own 00. In Hellenistic o no longer seems to differ from o in the original

way, as the o in mote differs from that in more. The original open
vowel, as in the case of

77,
has become closer : as

r) approximates to
?',

so (o ultimately does to u. In i/A.c, in many parts of the Greek-speak-

ing world, there was little perceptible difference between o, « and ov, a

fact which leaves its traces on our texts.

The Diphthongs were largely monophthongs by the time with which

we are concerned. Ai seems to have become entirely equivalent to f,

(but see § 36). Et and
t,

even
i,
are constantly confused

;
and in both

these diphthongs the MS tradition is valuable only in so far as it may
preserve a historical difference affecting the .sense— if an unlettered scribe

supplied a link in the chain, its value for us is gone, and we can write ai

or e, ft or t, according to our own preference. Oi was in classical Attic

not very different from our oi
;
but it passed through (German, as

French eu) to ii, like v, with which it ultimately coalesced. Illiterate

papyri of i/A.D. and even earlier show this confusion
; but outside Egypt

Che sounds were distinct for generations after this time. Yi, in vl6s, opyvui
and perfect participles feminine, maintains itself against the literary v :

it was presumably still iiy. The i-diphthongs with long vowels as their

first element—in which i has since xii/A.D. been subscript
—

completely
lost their diphthongal character at an early date. Hi was fused with ei

in Attic
;
but the indifference with which t is added, especially in i/B.c.

and i/A.D., to long vowels without justification,' shows that in the Koivr]

T)
was nearer to 7 than to et, while a and w were identical with a and w.

See further § 36.

In the v-diphthongs (av, tv, ov, ijv) the v had from the first the sound

of simple u. The tendency to consonantise this u in the case of av and

fv has been already mentioned. Apart from this, the pronunciation of

av and fv, rjv
was normally what we should get by running together ah-00,

eh-00 respectively. Oi; had been for long simply u, sometimes represent-

ing even u (in full). In the case of av there was a separate tendency to

slur and finally drop the v when it came before a consonant : a similar

tendency is observable in the later vernacular Latin. For NT exx. of

this see Prol. 47.

. § 25. We pass on to the Consonants, and take first
Consonants ;

^-^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ „
stopped

" sounds. The breathed tr,

T, K call for no remark, as they were pronounced very nearly as in English.

The voiced j3, 8, y, had changed considerably from the sounds they had

in Attic, which were virtually b, d and y. V was clearly (as partially in

MGr) the voiced form of ch (Scotch or German), a guttural spirant like

the German y between vowels (Tage), not far from the English y.

Similarly /3 and S came to be our v (nearly) and th (as in thou), but the

change was not completed so early, and it seems to have varied in differ-

ent districts. The fact that i consonantal is still v in AavtiS (all uncials

^ Thus in BGU ill. 883^ (ii/A.U.) . . . 6ktm, ovXtji daKrvXu irpwrui.
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which do not use exclusively the abbreviation), and the Latin conson-

antal u in Siluanus is ov (see § 37), shows that the interlabial v sound of

/3 was not established in the Greek of the NT writers ; otherwise the

sound was so near the w that we should have had a certain amount of

inconsistency in our documents. (At a later time Aa/3tS and AavflB would

be pronounced alike.) The aspirates were during the classical period

mutes followed by h : our she-pherd, hothoicse, packlwrse give the sounds

fairly, except that the mute has to be pronounced in the same syllable as

the h {she-pherd etc.). In Laconian however d was apparently our th (in

thin) at an early date, as is shown by the frequent spelling o-, which may
represent a further development. In other dialects likewise the tendency
to make 6 a spirant seems to have worked fairly early. In the Hellenistic

period we may probably assume that the spirant pronunciation (<^=/,

6= th, x = Scotch or German ch) was fully developed in most parts of the

Greek-speaking world, though it may have lagged in some. After a-, or

another aspirate, the spirant never developed : (f^ddva is in MGr ftdno,

aladdvofxai is estdnome. This only partially applies to
(f).

The MGr

spirant pronunciation of k and it before r (eTrrd
=

eftd, okto) = ochto),

shows its earliest indications in the period to which our uncial MSS
belong.

The Liquids X and p, and the nasal liquids y
'

(before k, y, x, 6)) M ^^^ "> being practically identical

with the modern sounds, need no detailed description. As in nearly

all European languages except (southern) English, the p is trilled : when

initial, or following an aspirate or another p, it was breathed (Welsh rh),

but in our period the breath in initial p was feeble.

... The Sibilant a was always breathed (our hiss),

though the voiced sound (as his) was heard before voiced

consonants, as in a^fo-ai, 2pvpva. For this z sound f was often written.

This symbol, which in the classical period seems to represent sometimes

dz, sometimes zd, was already tending towards the simple z, as in MGr.
The pronunciation of the closely related combinations aa and tt is very
difficult to determine. There is some reason for assigning the value ts

to the former, and tth (as that thing pronounced in one word) to the

latter ;
but this is conjectural. The combinations | and -^ are always

breathed.

There remain the Breathings,
' and '. The former

UreatmngS. ^j^ic^ the Hebrew alphabet represented by X (initial)

is heard at the beginning of every English word with vowel initial in

normal pronunciation : it is the glottal catch which, except in singing,

we can hardly avoid sounding before the vowel. The corresponding
breathed sound, our h, was already obsolete in some of the Greek dialects

of classical times, and mu.st have been faintly heard in many districts in

the Hellenistic period, apart from those which inherited the early psilosis.

In Palestine we may fairly assume that the aspirate survived intact, as

was natural in a country where the native speech retained this element

so clearly. A native name like "iQ^n was represented by 'A\(})a'ios : the

Vulgate transliteration Alphaeus illustrates the enfeeblement of h in
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oilier regions and at a later time. The fact that effects of initial aspirate

like Kod' rjfiepav not only survived but even produced analogic forms like

Ka6' fTos (see § 40), is evidence as far as it goes that the complete ^si7oa-w

of MGr was only local in the earlier centuries of Hellenistic.

The above resumA of results will be enough to show how

complex the subject is. A history of Greek pronunciation in

the Hellenistic period is greatly needed, showing both when

and where the various developments first appeared which

issue in the system, or rather systems, of MGr. Such a

history would have an important bearing on textual questions.

The pronunciation of Greek in Palestine can be ascertained

with considerable accuracy from the very numerous Greek

words borrowed by Aramaic and Aramaic words transliterated

into Greek. Since, however, the bulk of the NT was written

outside Palestine, there seems no reason for taking up one

part of a complicated investigation, to complete which would

be impossible within our limits. The sections which follow

on Orthography will raise a number of points bearing on

pronunciation, supplying some of the evidence for summary
statements already made, and discussing the relations of these

facts to the phenomena of our MS tradition.

Modern Printed Greek.

Punctuation.

§ 26. Ancient writing knew very little

'

of so obvious a help to reading as punctua-
tion. As early as iv/fi.c. we find the mark : in the
" Artemisia

"
papyrus at the end of some sentences. The

great grammarian Aristophanes (iii/B.c.) invented the stops

(•) and (.),
to which he gave the reverse values to those for

which we use them
;
also a comma (•), placed half-way

between the position of the colon and the full stop. Literary

papyri, especially those of lyric poets, who needed such helps

to reading more than others, show these punctuation marks

earliest. Thus the Bacchylides papyrus (i/B.c.) shows the

colon freely at the end of sentences, and "
generally, it would

seem, correctly," says Kenyon {Bacchylides, xxi). See further

E. Maunde Thompson Palaeography, 60.
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The oldest NT uncials have none of these
m Earlier

adjuncts.
" In xB the first hand very rarely

shows any points, and the words are not

divided except sometimes when a change of subject brings

in N a new line or in B a small blank. Later we find a

single dot, as in the second hand of nB and the first in

ACIN'^PQZH ;
sometimes as in A a comma and a double dot.

In NE 0115 the dot is placed at the top, the middle or the

bottom of the letter without distinction. The dot is most

freely used in F? and Gp." So Gregory (Ti^ iii. Ill), who

gives a specimen from F in 1 Tim 3^^, with each word

divided from the next by a dot. He goes on to observe that

obviously no argument towards a right punctuation can be

drawn from the barrenness of the earlier or the abundance

of the later signs.

A fuller system is observed by the later

Uncials uncials, including ELM"*, and they are here

as in some other features anticipated by W :

though its punctuation is scanty, it goes decidedly beyond
xB. The single dot occurs on the average less than three

times per page, being most frequent in the first part of Lk,

and least so in Mk. " The double dot (:) occurs 1 2 times

in Mt, 6 in Jn (excluding the first quire), 23 in Lk, and

11 in Mk (7 are in the first four chapters)." Sanders {The

Washington Manuscript 12) goes on to observe that (:) was
" a decidedly strong punctuation," used generally at the ends

of paragraphs. There is also
" a substitute for punctuation

formed by leaving small blank spaces between the phrases.

These occur frequently and regularly in all parts of the

MS," and are said to correspond fairly well with the number
of cni-)(oi (see below), and more closely still to the p^fiara.
"
They doubtless coincided with the sense-divisions used in

reading." Sanders compares these phrase-lengths in W, and

the ari')(OL in D, with the introduction of each phrase by a

capital in J, so as to deduce " an ancient system of phrasing,

used in reading the Scriptures in church service." It may
have originated as early as ii/A.D.

Paragraphs are found even in the earliest

uncials : an account of those in W, as com-

pared with K, B and D, may be seen in Sanders 1 5 ff. On
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the aTi^ot, so conspicuous in D, where the text looks like

poetry in very short uneven lines, and ptjfiara or pT]aei<i
"
sentences," a very similar but independent division, see

J. K. Harris Origin of Ferrar-Groiip (Cambridge, 1893), 8 ff.

It will be clear that there is little probability that any

punctuation worth counting such was present in the NT
autographs. If they had any of Aristophanes' points

—never

found in papyri dated B.C.—or those of different systems
which are known to have existed in Aristotle's time,^ we have

no proof that they underlie the meagre punctuation of W and

later MSS.

Passing to our modern system, we should

Punctuation '^cgin with a full recognition that it is purely
modern. Apart from the use of (;) for the

query, and (•) for colon and semicolon alike, the punctuation
of our printed Greek Testaments is on exactly the same

footing as that of their English versions. It is simply in

essence a form of commentary ;
and the modern editor is on

every page compelled to choose between alternative punctua-

tions, involving different interpretation, where the only
ancient authority is that of patristic comments or early

versions. Since these go back to periods considerably ante-

dating our best uncials, they have naturally the weight in

many cases of a primitive tradition, which no wise exegete
would ignore. But as little would he consent to be bound

hand and foot by interpretations which do not depend on the

autographs, and may be no more than guesses by readers who
were not by any means better qualified from all sides than

ourselves. When therefore we use an extremely careful

edition like that of WH, where punctuations in text and in

margin are constantly determining the meaning for us, we

must always be careful to realise our freedom to take our

own line on sufficient reason. Earely
—as when in Jn P^- W

punctuates eyeveTo ovSe ev' o yeyovev ev
[

avroi ^oorj-
—their

interpretation may have behind it the punctuation of the

oldest MSS in which such marks appear at all. But even

^ On these see Kiihner-Blass i. 351-3, Mayser 48-50. Mayser notes that an

instance of the wapaypatpos, a stroke which points to the end of a sentence, is

found in v/b.c. in a Laconian inscr. More rarely still in papyri appears the

double point, which may also be seen on inscrr.
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there, if exegetes insist on the reading of AV and EV, we

cannot oppose them successfully on the authority of W : our

arguments must be exegetical, and the traditional punctua-

tion seen in W will count for little.

It is not the function of a Greek Grammar under these

circumstances to lay down principles for punctuation. Our

system being purely modern, we insert commas just where we

should insert them in a corresponding sentence of English.

Since any kind of editing in modern form involves in many
places the editor's decision between rival interpretations, it is

well frankly to recognise this, and insert these helps to

reading freely. At the best they will not be equal to those

we employ. Quotation marks—which many uncials use for

OT citations—might be multiplied to advantage. There is

one further difference between ancient and modern writing
which we might well reduce. The absence of facility for

indicating parentheses introduces complications into our

understanding of a great many passages. Often we should

simplify a passage considerably by taking out a parenthesis

and putting it underneath as a footnote. Thus in Jn 4"

the last sentence is taken as the author's comment in EV,
and in a modern work would naturally become a footnote :

still more clearly Ac 1^***-, which interrupts the speech with

matter extraneous to it. Further instances may be Heb 3*,

1 Co 7^^ aX>C el Kol . . . xprjo-ai, ib. 15^'^''. Illustrations, of

course, could be multiplied indefinitely, and those given

already do not pretend to be indisputable.^

§ 27. Very few of our modern accessories

accessories^"
existed in the early periods of the NT, or

appear in our oldest MSS. Breathings begin
to appear in v/a.d., as we shall see in § 40. Accents had
been invented long before, but seem only to have been used

in poetical texts, such as the Bacchylides papyrus (i/B.c.) :

see § 36. It was a long time before MSS even began to

divide words—a point in which Greek was curiously behind

Latin, where words are separated in early inscrr. The use of

^ An attempt is made in The Modern Reader's Bible, by R. G. Moulton

(New York and London, 1907), to present the English RV text with these

accessories of modern printing.

VOL. II.
—

4
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"
iota subscript," convenient as distinguishing suudi-y flexions,

but not answering to any living feature of speech, was dis-

continued some time before the NT began to be written, and

only returned with Byzantine scholarship : indeed in the

strict sense it is a practice of xii/A.D. and later, for not

till then was the unpronounced i written underneath. To

complete the difference between a modern printed Greek

Bible and an early MS tliereof, we have the use of the small

and convenient
" minuscule

"
script, in place of the clumsy

and space-filling
"
capital

"
letters, which though in early use

for non-literary purposes, only in Ix/a.d. began to be applied

to books. Further details on most of these subjects will be

given below.

One of these accessories, however, stands

on a different footing, the Diaeresis, which

figures largely in our oldest MSS and in the papyri. It is

used to distinguish vowels, especially t and v, which begin a

syllable : thus we find Vna, yno etc. Our use of it is a special

application of the same principle
—if we may call it a

principle which is applied only in a minute proportion of the

instances where on the above definition it should appear.

We employ it to distinguish vowels which are to be pronounced

separately, and keep them from being merged in the vowel

before. Thus FA IOC might be read Falo'; (as WH actually

print), had we not evidence that the Latin Gains was trisyllabic,

so that we should write Pat'o? : in this case the accentual

difference makes the diaeresis less necessary. In MSS the

diaeresis often preserves evidence of pronunciation, as when

S writes hIy^okhca in Mt 3^'^, even dividing the line after

the first element in the diphthong. The diaeresis often

affects transliterations of foreign words. Thus in Mt IP^ =

Lk 10^^ D has 'x^opo^aiv and ^eOaaeiSa (^eSaa'iSa in

Lk), implying by two typical devices (diaeresis and aei for

at) the tetrasyllable pronunciation of both names. On the

other hand Jn 11^* 'E<ppefi. nL reinforces the absence of

diaeresis in the uncials which write 'Ecppal/u,. Our uniform

accent system spares us the necessity of using the diaeresis

very often : Trpoifio^, irpwi, rrpoiivo'i, Ilrokefiaiha, A(ol<;, etc.

might as well be left without, while ^A-^ata, 'Pcofxaiart. and

the like might be ambiguous.
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Sounds and Orthogkaphy.

§ 28. Educated Greek writing in our

Fh^ ^?.°°^®'^period had practically lost the earlier phonetic
character. Attic literature dominated the

orthographic tradition, though Hellenistic pronunciation

diverged widely from Attic. We have accordingly a great

difference between the conventional spelling and that of less

educated people, who tended in various points to write as they
and others spoke. The great NT uncials present a consider-

able number of spellings thus depending on the pronunciation

current in the period when they or their originals were

written. How far we ought to follow them in their devia-

tions from conventional spelling is an open question.

There are some points in which the evidence of papyri and

inscriptions shows that a particular spelling was widely
current in i/A.D., and may reasonably be traced to the author.

This is made especially plausible in the not infrequent cases

where the said spelling was extinct before the actual period

of the scribe. This point is well brought out for Codex

Bezae by Eudberg, Ntlicher Text u. Nomina Sacra (Upsala,

1915). He notes that while D perpetually confuses au and

€, €c and I, it hardly ever confuses 77 and i, and never

(according to von Soden) tj and ei, although in v/vi A.d. i, rj

and €1 were indistinguishable : he argues that we have here

a proof that the orthography of D is that of ii/A.D. He

proceeds on the same lines with sundry other orthographical

peculiarities of the Bezan text.

The notes which follow are restricted to matters of

spelling, and the questions of pronunciation affected. Where
flexions are concerned, reference must be made to the

Accidence.

Accentuation.

§ 29. The accents with which Greek has

,
'

, been written since the Hellenistic age are the
and modern. .... °

invention of the great grammarians who
tried to preserve a record of the classical language when it

was in danger of obscuration. In their time the character

of the accent was changing from pitch to stress. The MGr
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accent, which remains with few exceptions on the same

syllable as in the ancient language, is just like our own
; and,

as in English, the stress affects the quality of all syllables,

stressed or unstressed. Thus adpoitro^ man has stress on the

first syllable, and the second and third syllables in consequence

have the same vowel : co becomes long again in the plural, where

the accent falls on the penult. In classical Greek there was

a " musical
"
accent, the tone involving a higher note but no

sort of stress. We have this musical accent in English, and

it plays a very important part. But it is perfectly free,

depending on the shade of meaning intended by a speaker,

and differing very much with different individual speakers :

in Greek the tone was tied to the word or word-group, and

was capable of no variation. It was a fixed element, almost

as much as a similar but more elaborated tone-system is in

Chinese. We recall the well-known story of the actor

Hegelochus, who in declaiming a line of Euripides ending

with yaXrjv opw (" I see a calm ") pronounced a circumflex

instead of an acute, and sent the audience into roars of

laughter : ^akrjv 6p<a
= "

I see a weasel."

We need not pause to state in detail the

rules of the Greek accents, which are fully

given in the ordinary Greek grammars. The acute accent

marks the rising inflexion of the voice : the second syllable

of our interjection
"
Really ?

"
(expressing surprise or in-

credulity) usually shows this intonation. The falling tone

(heard in the same syllable of
"
Really ! ") is written only

when an acute falls on the last syllable of

a word and is changed by rule to
"
grave

"
:

this happens when the word as it comes in a sentence does

not precede an enclitic (see below), or a stop (comma, colon,

full stop or query). The interrogative ti? however keeps its

acute accent under all conditions. The falling inflexion

belongs naturally to all syllables which are not marked with

accents. In addition to the acute (') and the grave C) there

was the circumjlex accent, which denoted the
Circumflex. u- i.- e i.-u t. /« '^\ -i.combmation or the two (

=
) : it was con-

fined to long syllables, where the voice rose in pitch during
the first half (technically mora) and fell in the second. We
may represent the three accents in musical notation, premising
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that the notes would vary in pitch with different individuals,

and that the intervals would not be constant :
—

^e- pa) TTft)?

(The time of a mora is represented here by a crotchet.)

The following rules are a summary of the

A 4. 4.- general principles governing Greek accentua-
Accentuation. *'.

r r & s

tiou :
—

(1) The limits of the position of an accent depend on the " three-

syllable law," by which the rising inflexion cannot stand farther back

than on the third syllable from the end of a word. Only in the case of

a word ending with a trochee ("") can the equivalent of three short

syllables at the end of a word stand together unaccented.

Thus (a) if a word ends with a short syllable, the acute may fall on

the ultima, as XfKTos, an "
oxytone

"
word, or on the penult, as

wapdevos, a "
paroxytone" or on the antepenult, as Xtyofiev, a

"
proparoxytone

"
;
the circumflex may fall on the ultima, as nixS),

a ^^perispomenon" word, or on the penult, as rt/xw/xei', a "
pro-

perispomenon." (N.B.
—If a word ends with

""
and the penult

has an accent, it must be a circumflex.)

(b) If a word ends with a long syllable, the acute may fall on the

ultima, as rifirj (oxytone), or on the penult, as TifxcavTcov (par-

oxytone) ; the circumflex can fall only on the ultima, as rt/LKui-

(perispomenon).

The rationale of these restrictions appears as soon as the circumflex is

resolved into acute + grave, and each mora—short syllable or half of a

long one—has its accent supplied. Thus
Tifi(i)VT(i>v and n^avrthv are seen

to be impossible, since in each case the rising inflexion is followed by
more than two morae with falling tone. TuiiovTwv^ accented in full, would

be ri/ioji^rcoi/, and is according to the rule.

(2) For purposes of accent, syllables are not long unless the vowel in

them is a long vowel or diphthong. Thus in \aTka-^ the second syllable

is short, and the circumflex falls on the first syllable accordingly,

although the word is a spondee for metrical purposes. Greek grammarians
tell us that we must write KT)pv^ and cpolvi^ : if this is correct, we must

assume that the v and I were shortened in the nominative before ^.

Final -ai and -ol (not followed by a consonant) had only one mora

each, except when they were locative terminations or optatives, and of

course when they were contracted. Thus we have oIkoi, x^pat nom. pi.,

but oXkoi, '[adfiot loc. sing. ; riprjcrai imper mid., rt^^trai infin. act., but

rip-Tjo-ai opt. act.
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(3) Since accents were in existence long before the contraction of

vowels or other later modifications which arose in the historical period,
the accentuation must follow the earlier conditions. Thus rifidofifv

{i.e. rliidoiMfv) became rifiwfKv, foraais (earaais) eaTwj, ttoXj/os became
TToXeo)? when the quantity of its last two vowels was inverted. When to.

aXka is contracted into one word we write rakXa, not ToXXa, since the crasis

joins grave + acute, and the rising inflexion comes on the second mora.

(4) Against these orthotone {i.e. accented) words may be set two classes

of words which were without an accent under specific conditions.

_ .... Proclitics linked themselves to the word following.
Proclitics

and took an accent only when that word threw its

accent upon them. Thus €< tovtov, eK^ridi, ovk ea-Ti, ovTrore. Enclitics

(except when standing at the beginning of a sentence) threw their accent

_ ... back upon the last syllable of the preceding word,
unless this would involve two acutes following. Thus

Ttves (lev . . . (Phil 1^"), fK Tivos, el nvav, but aXKa rivd : oTrotd riva, but

oTToiwv Tiva>v. Proclitics include the article forms 6, ^, oi, at, the prepositions

(h, e'l (</c), eV, the conjunctions d and ws, and the negative ol {ovk, ovx)-

But ov takes accent {ov) at end of sentence, or standing alone. In reality

all prepositions are proclitic, for {e.g.) dno has no rising inflexion, and its

own accent is paroxytone when standing free or after its case. Enclitics

include the pronoun forms fxoi, fiol, fii : aov, croi, a-e (except when emphatic) :

rls (indefinite) and the indefinite adverbs nov, nore, ttw, ttcds : the

particles ye, re : and the present indicative of elfxi (except 2 sg. tl), and

^77/ii, (fjrjai. ('EoTi at the beginning of a sentence becomes eWi : so after

OVK, fiT], ft, wr, (cat, aXXd, and tovto, and when it means "exists" or "
is

possible.")

A proparoxytone or properisporaenon or a proclitic, followed by an

enclitic, receives an acute accent on its ultima
;
an oxytone keeps its acute

without change to grave. A perispomenon is unchanged, as is a par-

oxytone, but if the enclitic has two syllables, the second is accented. If

a series of enclitics follow one another, each throws an accent back on the

preceding, as el' ris rl aol
(f)7]a-iv.

But
fioii, aov throw an acute upon the

preceding word and receive it from a following enclitic, e.g. (tvv8ov\6s

a-nv flfii (Rev 19^" 22^). The rules for enclitics account for some

combinations which seem to break the ordinary principles given above :

thus toTii'i, wore.

(5) The accent of nouns, adjectives and pronouns must generally be

learnt from observation, and there are few general rules. Monosyllabic
-_ - , 3rd decl. nouns usually are oxytone in gen. dat. sing.JMOUU Accent;. J J i. 1

•
^ /-\iiand dat. pi., perispomenon m gen. pi. Other nouns

keep the accent on the same syllable as in nom. sing, unless it is

forced forward by the rules of accent, as 6a\aa-(Ta gen. OaXdaa-qs. The

gen. i^l.
in 1st decl. nouns (not adj. or pron.) is perispomenon (since -oiv

comes from -tcov, and that from {-rjav), a-{(r)a)v). Vocatives sometimes

retain their primitive recessive accent {i.e. accent as far as possible from

the end of the word) : thus Trdrep from Trarrjp, a8eX0e from dBeXcpos.

(This arises from the original enclitic character of vocatives when not
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opening a clause.) It may be noted that (as in MGr) common nouns

when taken to serve as proper names often suffered a change of accent.

(6) Finite verb forms are recessively accented—a consequence of their

primitive enclitic condition. Infinitives and particiijles, being nouns or

adjectives, do not come under this rule. In compound
VerD Accen .

Yg^,]^g ^^^^ accent cannot go behind the augment or

reduplication. Apparent exceptions to the recessive rule are historically

due to contraction : there is however the peculiar case of strong aorist

imperatives, etVe, (Ittov, Xa/Se, Xa^ov, which (like the case of (aTi above)

are survivals of the primitive condition retaining the verb's original accent

when standing first in a sentence, as imperatives naturally did.

(7) In a few words which suffer crasis—the fusing of two words into

. one by contraction—the accent of the first word is

CrasiS.
ignored. See § 32.

§ 30. The record of classical accentua-
Imperiection or

^-^^^ -^ ^^ many respects seriously imperfect,
accent record.

-,
..  u n tv, ^ i

 

^ aand it
.
is probable that our modern printed

texts differ not infrequently from the genuine pronunciation

of their authors. This is well seen when we study classical

texts preserved for us in ancient papyri. Professor Wilamo-

witz goes so far as to say (Sappho itnd Simonides^, 100 f., ap.

Sonnenschein in The Years Work in Classical Studies, 1913,

p. 102):—

We now possess so many remains of ancient books that we see clearly

how late, how rare, and how incomj^lete is the indication of accents, and

how far it departs from that which is customary among us at the present

day. No one can any longer dispute the fact that our accentuation is a

product of the time of Photius.

The statement is not intended to suggest that we must simply

acquiesce in ignorance, for Wilamowitz declares that we are
"
well able to go behind the Byzantine period," and are bound,

to do so. It must not be forgotten that the MGr accent,

scientifically used, can Iielp us a great deal in verifying our

accentuation of ancient texts, going back as it does to the

period of the Koivrj.

Our specific information for the acceutua-
Accentuation of,. „ ,^ ^rry , - •, .

NT text
comes necessarily from

later authorities. Sir E. Maunde Thompson
states ^ that accentuation, only occasional even in literary texts

' Introduction, to Greek and Latin Palaeography (Oxford, 1912), 61 f.
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of the papyrus period, begins to become general in iii/A.D.

The oldest literary texts showing accents at all regularly are

the Bacchylides and the Alcman, both i/B.c. ;
Sir F. G.

Kenyon observes that lyric poets seem to have needed

helps to the reader more than other texts. The earlier

uncial MSS on vellum have no accents at all : we have to

wait till vii/A.D.^ There are a few instances of the circum-

flex in D, perhaps in N, and in A and FgGg, but mostly
alien from our modern use. The later uncials are accented

on our system generally, and late correctors have equipped
B and C

;
but the best of them are least accurate in this

respect. Gregory's table {Frol. 100 ff.) may be consulted

for the evidence of these MSS as to the accent of doubtful

words.

Soon after the date a.d.—a period when

becoming stress.
^^® '^oivr] began its first new period

—the old

musical accent developed into a pure stress
;

and we may assume that the NT documents were from the first

pronounced with the accentual conditions familiar in MGr. If

we read the words aloud with a stress upon the syllables

written with an accent—all three accents being now equiva-
lent—we shall be practically compelled to reduce to a

minimum the difference between long and short vowels,

imparting the quality of length to the stressed syllable alone

(cf. Prol. 34 n.2). This is practically the pronunciation of the

modern language. Quantitative levelling was not complete
in i/A.D., but the distinction between o and «, a and a, was

becoming very slight. It follows that when texts were

transmitted to any extent orally, such distinctions as that

of eyofxev and
e;^«i)yttei/

were very easily lost. The new
stress accent began to affect the forms of words. The

Hellenistic voaalov for veoaa. has been attributed to this

cause; Thumb rejects this (Brugmann Gr} 76). A clearer

case is that of Kretschmer's Law, by which an unstressed

vowel after a liquid or nasal dropped out when the same

vowel stood in the previous syllable. Thus BepvUr] answers

to an older form BepevUr) : see Brugmann Gr.^ 80, and

§ 33 below.

*
Gregory Prol. 99.
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_ . „ . Some points may be collected in which the accent-

X- • >Tm uation of NT words is doubtful, or specially sieni-
questions m NT. „ ,

» ±' j^ g"'
ncant :

—
(1) There are some words in which we have evidence of a change of

pronunciation between classical and Hellenistic times :
—

(a) Certain 2 aor. imper. forms—iSe, fiVe, Xa/3€, tvpt
—which in Attic

retained a primitive oxytone, have in Hellenistic succumbed to

levelling. (Moeris, s.v. Ide, p. 193.)

(b) Shortening of quantity took place in the penult in many nouns in

-fia. Thus in Hellenistic we find dvaSfna (in poetry avdefia) in

place of dvddrjfjLa, and even words like ava-rffia, not *-crTdfia, show-

ing that the shortening is late. The wide extent of this pheno-

menon, which is probably due to the analogy of nouns in -ais,

makes KXifia, Kpifia (so MSS), fxiypa preferable to the class, pro-

perispomena. In the case of ;^piV/xa we have definite evidence

that the t was short : see W. M. Lindsay The Latin Language,
30. Possibly the case of Krjpv^ and (poivi^ may come here : for

the grammarians who prescribe this accentuation see Chandler's

reff., § 669. The ultimate shortening of i and v before ^ may
perhaps have been Hellenistic, in which case we might accentuate

*^Xt|, KTipv^ and Kxjpv^at^ in Hellenistic, leaving the question

open whether K-qpv^ and Kijpv^ai should be retained for classical

times. See Lobeck Paral. 411. In his Phryn. 107, Lobeck

mentions a number of dissyllabic nouns which shortened their

penult in later Greek. We may add ylrvxos. Shortenings like

6\i-\lns (so MSS) may be defended on the same lines, but we
should need special evidence to justify piylrav (as several MSS),
arvvTfrpifjidai. SttIXo? is a mere mistake, for the i is short from
its first appearance, which is not early. See in general Lipsius,
Gt. Unt. 31-46, summarised by W. F. Moulton, WM 57 n.

(c) A different class of shortening may arise in the nom. ace. sing, of

nouns in -tia where confusion with those in (f)ia is possible : the

complete identity of ct and i in popular speech helps the confusion

by bringing -da and -la nouns together. 'Ept^fia and dptcrKtla

are claimed for the -d class on the strength of derivation from

verbs in -(vw. See on these nouns below under Word-formation.

(2) In the following NT words the accent is questioned, or accentua-

tion distinguishes different words or forms :
—

dyopmos and dyopaios are differently distinguished by grammarians.
Zonaras has dyopaioi for ol iv dyopa dva(TTp€(f)6pfvoi avdpcoTroi, and

dyopaioi as
17 rjpepa iv

f} t\ dyopa TfXeirat. If that is correct, we
must write dyopaioi in Ac 19^*, and make dyopaioi the nom. of

the noun in 17^
;
but Ammonias, who is eight centuries older

than Zonaras, gives an entirely different distinction. HLP have

dyopaioi in Ac 19^*.

1 So FHKMUrA in Lk 4}^, and HL 61 in Ac 10« : the MSS for nitpv^ and

Kijpv^ai seem to be few (Gregory Prol. 101).
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aya>v from ay<o : dyd)v a noun.

a.df'k(l)6s has the old voc. a8(X(f)€, as seems proved by the survival of

ab€(fi\f in Pontic MGr (beside d8ep<j)f).

al from art. : al relative.

aXXa is neut. pi. of aXXos : dXXd but is the same become proclitic for a

conjunction.
av(o = up : dva 2 aor. subj. of dvi-qfu.

dno^eKTOi, as a compound verbal assumed to be of two terminations,

will retract accent : see however Kilhner-Blass i. 538, WS 69.

opd = fnr.se : apa then, apa asks question.

dxpf'ios said by gramm. to be non-Attic for aypeios.

yXaaa-oKOfiov is defended by Schmiedel (WS 140), on the ground
that the second element is active : WH print yXaa-a-oKo^ov.

8eivd terrible thincjs : bfiva so-and-so.

did through : Am ace. of Zeuy.

« if : fl thou art, or in d prjv (also written ft firjv) verily,

elnov imper. : (Tttov indie. The grammarian Charax tells us that the

former was Syracusan Greek
;

the latter appears to be Attic

(Lobeck Phryn. 348). Which belongs to the Koivrj is not very

certain, but editors in Ac 28^^ print elnov (so B^—contra LjHLj
1, 61).

tKXfKTos has three terminations and is oxytone : Kiihner-Blass i. 538,

Chandler 199.

i'prjfios, fToip.09, opoLos are said by gramm. to be Attic, while properisp.

is Homeric or Ionic. Supposing this true, it would not be proof
that we should not write ipriaos etc. in NT. But MGr has

fpr}pos, eroipos, opoios, which is better evidence.

fX^P^ c«mi<i/ : f'xdpd fern, of (x&p6s hostile.

T)
def. art. :

rj
rel.

"ia-os is doubtless the Koivfj form (Attic), though the Epic Icros occurs

in late poetry.

KaOalpw purge : Kadaip<a full down.

icXfi'y key : KXels keys,

pmpos is generally preferred, but gramm. give pwpos also as Attic.

MGr seems to speak for pmpos, but an interj. n&pe survives in

Pontus : there was presumably dialectic variation.

t<vp(f>av Nympha (ace. feui,) : ^vp(f)dv Nymphas (masc).

6, o'l nora. masc. sing, and pi. def. art. : o, o1 neut. sing, and masc. pi.

relative.

opoios see s.v. (prjpos.

opyvia and opyvia alternate in our authorities.

iroTf, TTov, TTMs Interrog. : Trore, nov, ttcds indef.

irpcuTOTOKos first-born : TTpcororoKos first-hearing. See on this general

distinction under Word-formation.

cTKvXov and orCXoy should be left unchanged : see WS 68.

Tta-aapaKovrafTTjs (and the like) of time :
—

-erjjs elsewhere—thus in

Ac 7^^ 13^* (so 81) parox., but (KaTovraeTTjs Rom 4'^ (not D<^L).
But the evidence is insufficient : see Lobeck Phryn. 406.
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Tis Ti etc. interrog. : ns rt etc. indef.

Tpoxos wheel : rpoxos course has no real claim in Jas 3^.

(f)dyos is printed as a paroxytone, on the ground that it is a substan-

tive, the adjective being (f)ay6s. MGr (fyayas, fern. (f)ayov,

"gourmand," are some evidence against this.

(3) When oxytones or paroxytones were adapted as proper names,
the accent was drawn back. Tliis is perhaps due to the strong influence

_ . „ of the vocative in personal names, and the survival of

the old rule by which the vocative took recessive accent :

cf. ndrep, n8f\(f)e, and note how the predominance of

the vocative changed the accent of
p'']Tt]p (Skt mdtd, with same accent

evidenced by O.E. vioder). In NT we have Tvxi-kos, ^iXtjtos, 'Enaiveros,

"EpacTTOS, Tlvppos, BXacrros, Kdpnoi, 'Ovr](Ti(popos (for parox.), luxrdivqs,

'Epp,oyevris, AioTpe(f)T]s : cf. WS 70. The name Xpiaros was not changed,
since it was never in the first age treated as a real proper name. 'AxaiKos,

not having been a common noun to start with, was not altered. The
rule does not seem to be conditioned by convenience of differentiation,

for names like 'Yptvmos, Tp6<pipos, 'Aa-vyKpiros retain their accent un-

changed. The principle survives in MGr : see Thumb Handbook,

§ 38. 1,

(4) Oxytone adjectives retract the accent when they become nouns :

thus Kpvnrrj from /cpuTrrd?. This is also MGr (Thumb I.e.).

(5) Latin words were sometimes accented in a manner which re-

minds us that Latin and Greek accentuation differed altogether in

. _ quality. (Thus we get the place-name St. HeUna ulti-

r .- J mately from the Greek 'EXeV?;, but the personal name
'

Helen from Latin Helena, where the accent was changed

by the short penult.) The Latin Ghristidnus became Xpiariavos, as it is

still in MGr : similarly other adj. in -anus. Words in -tnus, but not those

in -enus or -unus, retain accent on penult, as 'AXe^av8p'ivos, Xt^eprlror. The

analogy of genuine Greek words in -di>6s, -rjvos presumably worked here.

Generally however we accent Latin words in accordance with their

original form : thus AiVoy, TtVoy, IXftXaros-, Vdios (trisyll.), Kovdpros,

^€Kovv8ns, TlpifrKiWa, etc.

(6) The current accentuation of Semitic words is, as Schmiedel notes

(WS 76), often governed by j)ure caprice. The only intelligible principle

, . would be to set the accent always on the tone-syllable

„ ... of the original Semitic. Our difficulties in that case

would arise only where words had been partially
Hellenised

;
and even here, unless popular etymology had produced a

really new form, or the word could be shown to have taken an indepen-
dent place in Greek—as in our treatment of the place-names Paris and
Vienna—it would be .safe to keep the tone-syllable unaltered if possible.

When Hebrew names were inflected in Greek declension the variations

of case naturally affected the accent in places. It is needless to discuss

the ajiplication of these principles, as the number of words affected is

extremely large.
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(7) WS (71) gives a selection of passages in which (except in those

marked*) a ditferent accentuation would involve a change of sense.

T\-ff +• +•
The forms are quoted here as they stand in WH, the

, . alternative, whether probable or not, being added in

brackets :
—

fitixl 1 Co 3^* (fiivti), Kpivovaiv 6^ (WH
mg. Kpivovaiv), 'iarai Mk 529 (t5rat—as Ac 9"), Kae7](T6e Lk 22''0 (Kadrja-ee

indie), |3a(9ea Rev 2" (^ddea ! an uncontr. pi. from ^ado^), ayia Heb 9^

(dyi'a), § before nopvos 1 Co 5'^ (fj), op.(os 14^ (6no)s= 6^oia)i), (fxiyrwv Jas \^^

{(paTQ)v men !), rivfs Heb 3'^ (nvts, as in AV), tlo-iv 3^^'- (tio-iV), tw 1 Co

15» 161^ 1 Th 46, Mt 24*1 (^^^ ^.ttic for nvi, and obsolete), *(Tvvia)v

Rom 3^^ {(Tvuimv
—see § 86n 1 (/3)), *avviov(Tiv Mt 13'^ (a-wiova-iv), apa

Gal 21^ (Spa), ovKoiv Jn IS^^ (ovkow), avrrj Mt 223" (WH mg. avrfj), Lk 2^

(avr^), Rom 710 (avrv), 1 Co 7^2 (air^), avri} Lk 2^7 7'2 8*^ Rom IG^ {avrrj),

ftp Jn 73*-
36 143 1724 (J^t I_obsolete), 'EXmo)!' Lk I920 213^ ('EXaiw./—

see § 61 Q)\ Prol. 49, 69, 235), naicpd Mk 12*0 (^a/cpa), nOPNQN Rev 17"

(indeterminate between nopvutv m. and nopvuv f.), mepBavo) 1 Co 9^'

((cepSai/w subj.
—see § 95), *niptTpa(T6ai Ac 28® {•mpirpna-Qai

—see § 95),

(K^ijf act. Mt 2432, Mk 1328 (€K</)vv pass.—see § 95), *anoKV(l Jas l'^

{anoKv(i—% 95), /ufi/ft
Jn 14^^ (/iei'«), ^av.^ Rev 8»2 1823 (<^a„^_§ 95),

fyxp'io'ai Rev 3'^ (eyxpi-o-ai imper. mid.), eVt/3X€\//-ai Lk 93^
(e'7rij3Xe\//'at

imper. mid.), rti/a 1 Pet 5* in WH mg. (riva), Heb 5^2 (nVa), ^ rt's Mt 7^

(^ rtr), aXXA Jn 628 (,?XXa), eV Mk 48,
20 (WH m^. h).

Syllabification.

. . §31. The Greek rules for word-division, carefully

Q IT v-fl
laid down by grammarians, and normally observed in

and Syllabiflca- j^gg ^^^ papyri, are important because of tlie light

they throw on the syllabification of Greek speech.

The most general rule is that the new line must begin with the largest

consonant group which is capable of beginning a word. In addition to

ypy dp, 6p, k\, k/x, Kp, KT, p.v, irX, rrp, nr, rp, (f)d, x^i which are found

initially, we have y^, Bfi, tv and xi^- -A- liquid (except in the case of p.v)

is taken to end the preceding syllable. On the same principle o- is often

thus abstracted, but here there were differences of usage : the verbal

suffixes with <t6 tended to bring the o- over to the next line. Before a

vowel o- stood at the head of the new syllable. Proclitics were counted

as belonging to the next word, and divided accordingly, except in the

case of the prepositions els, Trpor, avv and vnep. Similarly, if there was

elision the two words ran into one. Thus we have
>ca|r' '4tos P Oxy i. 101

ter (a.d. 142), ai]|s-
av ib. ii. 27032 (a.D. 94), Trajp' airov ib. 36, €> roC P Lond

22^8 (
= i. p. 7_B.c. 164), ov\k e(t>p6vTi(Tas P Petr ii. 23 (3)ii (iii/B.o.), fiT)]8'

&X\ov P Reinach II12 (b.c. Ill), t\$od
= (K o-oO Mt 2" N, etc.

The rationale of this may be seen in English. If we used the same

general principle of word-division, we should print
" not a-t all," for the

syllables are divided exactly as in "not a tall. man." For further illus-

tration see Mayser 44 ff., also WH Intr.^ 315.

There is a tendency to make continuous sounds, especially cr and the
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nasals, divide themselves between both syllables. The effect is some-

times to double the letter, as fv\vavTlos, daXlXdacrp (Mt 8^^ N), Trpoarayl

yfiaa-tv, KaTf<T\(TnapKfv, p.vr](r\(TT(v6i(rrjs (Mt 1^^ H), sometimes to omit one

of a genuine double, as Trjja-oiTTjpias, a<f)e\<TavT6v, €a.\vvv. The practice
should be borne in mind as one calculated to generate various readings.
Thus it might be applied to the reading TrXijp/jf alrov Mk 4^^ C* cu^,

which seems to be the oldest accessible : the alternative (see § 65) is to

regard the adj. as indeclinable.

Elision.

p..
. § 32. In the Hellenistic period the practice of

writing elided final vowels (as in Latin) considerably
advanced. In 1 Co 15^^ the iambic line from Menander is written

(pdfipovcTii' ijdi] xPW"^ ofiikiai KUKat, and there is no authority at all for

Xpr](T6\ This is a common practice in metrical inscriptions and papyri
of our period. In prose the rules observable in the best NT uncials are

set forth by WH {Afp.^ 153) thus :—
.

.,|j_,
. , Elision takes place habitually and without

variation beiore pronouns and particles ; also

before nouns in combinations of frequent occurrence, as aw' dpxrjs, kut

oIkov. In other cases there is much diversity, and occasional variation.

In dXXd elision takes place usually before articles, pronouns and

particles, but with many exceptions and much variation. [In W the

full form is normal (Sanders 25).] The passage Rom G^^-S^^ is

remarkable as having consecutively (with a single exception 7'*

dXX' 6) 9 non-elisions attested by 3 or more primary MSS : in the

six following cases (to 10^^) there is no evidence for any non-elision.

Elision is commonest before words (of all kinds) beginning with e,

rarest before those that begin with a.

Ae is never elided except in ts 8'av, once or perhaps twice in

TO 5' avTo (not Phil 2^^), and perhaps in fjviKa d' av 2 Co B^^ (see

margin) ;
ovS" occurs a few times.

The places where WH regard the reading as open to some doubt may-
be tabulated thus : the figures represent the totals for the text, non-

elisions standing first—the same figures reversed would accordingly

represent their margin :

dnb d.
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(1) Prepositions.
—Here elision preponderates greatly. 'Ett/ occurs

once unelided, and utto three times, and all of these are with

nouns. On the other hand we find elision with dno (2-1 noun),
bid (5-1 5t' oXc'cov, 1 Si' eyyvov), eVt (7-1 e(fi vjipfi, 1 fV a)(vpov

1 eV a\7]dfias), nard (10-3 Kad' rjyiipav, 1 kot ovojia., 1 Kar dp^ds,
1 KUT oiKiav), nerd (3), napd (8-1 a name), vtto (5). The exx.

not stated above are all with pronouns, and so suit WH's rule.

Nearly all the nouns are also in combinations answering to the

requirement of "
frequent occurrence." These statistics may be

supported by the totals in Witkowski's collection of Ptolemaic

private correspondence.^ Here elision takes place 16 times where

prepositions stand with pronouns, and twice with nouns {kuQ'

f]p,epap, Trap' 'lovbalov). There is not one example of non-elision.

(2) 'AXXfi has elision 3 times, and never non-elision
; 84 7 and 13

respectively ;
ov8e and prjSe 4 and 4

;
re and aa-re are never

elided, nor are p.€ and a-e. "Iva has elision in the formula ?i/'

vyiaivjjs (so in VVitkowski 8 times), but never elsewhere. In

Witkowski dWd is always elided (6 times), and 8e 14 times

to 10 ; p.r}8€ 1:1, aa-re 2 : 0, re 2 : (unless rois r [«XXotf] in no.

24 must count). Mf and ae are not elided, except a a ov in no.

46 (illiterate).

(3) Rarely other words suffer elision : viz. tjvayKdaped' v., enoda-d' e.,

€vo(})iX6fjifu^ d., p.TjSei''
a. : add onrjv'iK' av from Witkowski. "Otras

8' idv might equally be read ocras 8e liv, and is therefore not

counted. The occurrence of fxrjbfv' dno'KfXvadaL in BGU i. 27'''

(
= Milligan p. 101—ii/A.D.) might be cited in support of prjdei''

dnfXni^ovTfs in Lk 6^^, thus making ABL etc. agree in sense

with the fiT)8fva of XW (cf. syr
^'-

p«^'').

. . . The bearing of these facts on the enunciation of

Mliegr sentences in the Common Greek is not unimportant.
Elision is due to allegro utterance

; and the uniform

absence of elision shows us under what conditions this was avoided. Ae

and the enclitics rf, /le, <re, attached naturally to the preceding word,
were not linked with the following word enough to produce elision. The

prepositions and dWd^ being proclitic, suffered elision as naturally as the

former did when compounded with verbs (with initial vowel) : excep-
tions seem to occur almost only where nouns which are not parts of a

formula may prompt lento pronunciation to produce a kind of emphasis.
The subject is closely connected with one whicli

^  

figures largely in discussions of literary Greek, viz.

the avoidance of hiatus which became an instinct with prose writers.

Definitions may be found in Blass Grammar, 296 f., together with a

detailed attempt to show that a partial observance of the hiatus rule can

be seen in Heb. The attempt does not seem very successful, and no
other NT book is accused of attention to this refinement. Dr, Rendel

^ Documents also included in Milligan are omitted.
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Harris calls my attention to the avoidance of hiatus as a motive present
in literary revisers of the text of NT, who would change the order of

words for the purpose. This applies especially to the class of variants

which Hort called "Alexandrian." But in genuine vernacular this dis-

position to avoid hiatus was almost wholly absent. The well-marked

tendency by which in vernacular Hellenistic hiatus is permitted in com-

pounds at the juncture
—as in TfTpaapx^is, dWoTpiofnia-KOTros

^
etc.—may

be set by the practice of writing elided vowels in verse, to create a pre-

sumption that the later language was indifferent to the confluence of

vowels. In pronunciation no doubt the usage was to sound the vowels

rapidly, except in the cases where elision was still the rule, which means
as we have seen cases of proclisis. Thus reTpadp^rjs was a real quadri-

syllable, produced by the influence of other compounds in Terpa-, and

xprjo-rd opiXiai (1 Co 15^^) had the a o distinct, but pronounced in quick time

so as not to disturb the rhythm of the verse. In this respect the difference

between Hellenistic and classical usage is very much like that between

modern and eighteenth century or older English : where poets used to

write " th' action," we write and pronounce
" the action," though the

scansion is the same. English dialects of course use the allegro forms

very largely (as Irlams o' th' Height, in t'hoos = in the house); and the

analogy may prepare us for the probability that Hellenistic was not

Mniform. MGr implies as much by its free use of elision.

Crasis.

_,
. As we should expect, this result of virtual pro-

clisis is greatly restricted in later Greek. In NT,
except for rovvopa in Mt 27^^, Tovvavriov ter, and Taird in Lk, crasis is

confined to combinations with ko/, which retains the same tendency
in MGr more conspicuously. We find Kdyca, Kapt etc., with which

cf. (cdyo),
P Petr iii. 53 n." (iii./B.C.)

—but koI '-yw in P Oxy ii. 2941^

(a.d. 22) ;
also KdKtl, KdKtidev, KdKelvos, and the stereotyped kuv

(MGr), on which see § 29 (7). Papyri of culture low enough to admit

phonetic spelling show us that crasis was practised sometimes when
unaccented words were capable of being fused with the preceding word :

thus P Oxy iv. 744* (b.c. 1) ev 'AXf^avdpedapev, as we might write—
'apev with prodelision would suit our practice better, and means the

same thing
—

,
BGU iii. 975^ ^

(a.d. 45) oi/Xff Kaa-rpoyvTjptco 'k^ dpiarepo.

Note KdntdCpii in D* (Lk 15i6).

One word or

Combinations written as one word.

There is no evidence earlier than the minuscules

„ by which we may decide whether to print phrasesmore • i*i,^ s> ' '^f- 5 > J/ »ji rf c. r \ »

llKe oeKrt e§, OTT apTi, e(p ana^, vnep fK nepiaaov

etc. as one word or as two or three. The only case in which it matters

' KB have aWorpieir., which may well be right, though papyri have parallel

forms to support the other : see Vocabulary, s. v.
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—for of course in the older uncials there is no division of words— is

where the fusion involves assuming that the accent of one element was

dropped. Sometimes MGr may give possible evidence, though we must
not lay too much stress on it : fusion may easily be of late origin, and

the evidence of MSS which divide or punctuate off the words may be

of equal weight, since though in danger of being literary it is of higher

antiquity. Thus MGr duafxecra disagrees with dva nea-ov which Ti prints,

presumably on evidence of MSS.

Vowels.

5 33. The vowel system in the Kotvn has
Vowel System. ,

^
^

• u .i  

undergone more extensive change than is ap-

parent from the spelling, which is still largely dominated by
the literary tradition. The operative factor in change was

the development of a stress accent out of a pitch accent

(see § 30), which necessarily worked towards an ultimate

levelling of quantity in vowels. In MGr long vowels and

short are not distinguished : an accented syllable is half-long
with an o, an unaccented one short with an o). The process

which thus radically altered the whole sound of Greek

speech was not complete for generations after the NT, but it

had set in strongly, and must have done much of its work.

In so far as accent was gathering stress character, it neces-

sarily produced the ablaut effects which we may note in

English, where also spelling fails to express many of the

products of accentual conditions. Among those which find

expression in writing we may instance
"
Kretschmer's Law "

(see § 30) by which an unaccented short vowel after a liquid

or nasal fell out when the neighbouring syllable had the same

(or nearly the same) vowel. Thus BepeviKi] became BepvUr),

cTKopohov (TKophov, iTTrjKoXovdrjKa loses its first o and

dveXijXvde its v. Illiterate papyri and inscriptions show

more of these syncopations than "
correctly

"
written docu-

ments,^ but doubtless ordinary speech showed them plentifully.

They are like our own pronunciation of words like lAhoratory,

where the first o is practically crushed out by the stress

before it. The result is that Vowel-gradation {Ablaut), which

ceased to work during the earlier period of Greek, when all

1 But our uncials are not without instances : see a list in Thackeray 99 f. of

such forms found in LXX,
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syllables had equal weight and there was no force operating
to produce disintegration, started afresh as it must whenever

stress accent comes in. It will not be necessary to enlarge

upon the later gradation developments, for they only pro-

duce visible results on a large scale when we come to the

MGr : of course gradation in its prehistoric working belongs
to the description of the earlier language, from which the Koivrj

inherited the familiar series Xe'yw : \6yo<i, XetVo) : XeXonra :

Xtirelv, 7revdo<i : ireirovOa : iradelv, la-Tij/jLt : tardfiev, etc. Our

only concern with Ablaut here is to observe that it is

not simply a force acting in the period when the Indo-

European languages were undivided, but a necessary and

constant sequence of stress accent, only suspended when

language takes the musical accent like French or ancient

Greek.

It need only be remarked further that in

i/A.D. itacism was levelling the vowels con-

siderably. A I and e were not far behind in their fusion, and

01 and V followed in time : see each development discussed

below. These changes of pronunciation are of great import-
ance in textual criticism. The extent of itacism in an early
uncial may be well illustrated by a summary in Sanders's

introduction to Codex W (p. 20):—
In the first quire of John the itacisms are as follow : i for (l, 193

times
;

et for
t, 17 ; e for ai, 82 ;

at for f, 16
;

o for w, 3
; t for e, 3 ; oi for

u, or oi for
T],

V for oi, i for
t],

and e for v occur once each.

Of course some of these are mere isolated freaks : the nature

and significance of the rest will appear from the following

pages.

We proceed to take the vowels seriatim, starting in

each case from the classical form and chronicling variations.

1. A.

(a) Short.

A short
There are some cases of substitution of e for a in

contact with p. The possibility of phonetic origin
must be considered, especially as it is accepted by Thackeray for some
LXX phenomena of the kind. The Egyptian deity Serapis came into

Greek first as Tapanis (Mayser 56 f.) ;
but Mayser gives two Ptolemaic

instances of ^epuTrielov, and suggests that the distance from the accent

was responsible, coupled with the influence of p. Sfpan-tr does not appear
VOL. II.—5
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till the Roman age. ^Epa-tviKos also (Mayser 5) seems best explained by
the two forces which produced 2fpaTrieLoi> : an isolated nepd for napd

(P Tebt i. 110*—B.C. 92 or 59) may be thrown in. Teaa-fpa is witnessed

first by a British Museum inscr. from Egypt (b.c. 51-47), OGIS 193"

TciXni'[Ta Tfa]aepa ;

^ next comes BGU i. 133'^ (a.d. 144)
—there seem to

be hardly any others till the Byzantine age.^ Ttaa-apes as accus.

belongs to an entirely different category : see the accidence, § 71 («) (y).

The case for Teaa-epuKovra is distinctly better, Ijut it is greatly

outnumbered by the a form until the Byzantine period .^ It is perhaps

significant that the earliest instance we possess (see below) is of the

ordinal, where the ap syllable was further away from the accent than in

the cardinal. When we note that /our differed horn forty in the fact that

the accent preceded the ap syllable instead of following it, we have a

reason for presuming phonetic causes at work. Ionic influence * would

not account for the unequal treatment of parts of the same numeral. It

is significant
that Tfaadpav maintained itself even in Byzantine, as in

MGr ;
cf. P Flor i. 37 (v/vi a.d.), where Tecra-dpcov and Tea[(T](pa come in

successive lines. That the order of development is seen in the chrono-

logical succession "Sepairidov and ipartviKos and rea-afpaKocrros, then

Ifpairis and TeacrepdKovra^ and finally Teaa-epnis) much later, encourages

us to hold that the earliest change depended on the position of ap well

before the accent.* The evidence here given will suffice to make it

1 Or 5^/ca [r^o-Jtrepa,
as given by Strack, Archiv i. 209.

2 See GR xv. 33a, also xviii. 107a, where I cite elKoair^ffffepas bis from a

ii/A.D. papyrus : CPR 242 (cited in the former paper) is apparently a mistake.

Mr. Thackeray (in a letter) retracts his statement (p. 74) tliat
"

'^epdiris and

riacepa. appear to have come into general use together about i/A.D." Add
P Oxy viii. 1142'' riccepa (late iii/A.D.).

3 For recraepAKOvTa before ii/A.D. may be cited P Tebt ii. 388^ ^^
(a.d. 98),

P Gen 2411 (^.D. 96), CPR 220^ (i/A.D.), P Flor i. 61«2 (a.d. 86-8), ib. 86"

(i/A.D.), BGU iii. 916^ (Vespasian), P Lend 262^ reacepaKoaTov (a.d. ll=ii.

p. 177) : the same document has TeaaapaKovTa bis. Mr. Thackeray's tables for

papyri published before 1907, which he has kindly sent me, contain 25

instances of reaacpaKOpra (-ko(tt6s) from i/ to iii/A.D., and 46 + with a. In

making my own tables I have ceased to enumerate instances of a for the early

centuries. That there was a marked difference between cardinal and ordinal

may be seen well in P Flor i. 1 (a.d. 153), where T^aaapes [nom. and ace]

occurs twice and Teo-o-epd/cojra four times. See also Prol.^ 243 f., and Mayser's

reff., p. 57. I have one ex. of riaafpas, a Tebtunis ostracon of B.C. 6/5 ?, in

P Tebt ii. p. 337.

^ Which accounts for TeaatpaKovTo. in the ii/A.D. Homer, P Tebt ii. 265

{II. ii. 545), and the Teos inscr. Syll. 177''* (b.c. 303), although the latter is in

YLoivT] Greek.
* I can quote only one instance of accented a>e,viz. BGU iv. 1013^ (mid

i/A.D.) Ovyarpiai, which is not a case of ap but of pa : moreover the case may
be one of blundering declension, the -rep- of the stem affecting the abnormal

-Tpa-. Mayser's instances (p. 58) are referred by him to Coptic influence.

KpdSaTTos (twice in W), which has left its mark ou MGr, is too late to be

brought into the case.
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certain that reVtrapes etc. and reaaapaKovra (-kocttos) were the autograjih
forms for NT. Against these stand " Jn 19-^ riavfjHi XALM, Rev 4" A,
4* NA etc." (Debrunner), with rea-a-ffxiKovrci regularly in the uncials :

see Ti.-Gregory 80. Dissimilation, which WH (App.^ 157) postulate as

cause, is excluded by the fact that recra-epas has no attestation excejjt

A once in Rev 4''. On Tecraepa it is only necessary to observe that

sporadic instances meet us in documents contem2)orary with. Jn and

Rev. In pro])er names of foreign origin there is considerable variation,

but it need not occupy us where Semitic is concerned. AeX/iaWa 2 Ti 4*^

A (ep) 424** cu^^ is compared by Deissmann {BS 182) with 8eXp.aTiKTj

in BGU i. 93^ (ii/iii a.d.), against CPR 21i6 (a.d. 230) : Radermacher 35

assigns it to Latin influence, which is likely enough. See Vocah. s.v.

AakfxaTia. YIuTepa, howeter, found in AC at Ac 2P, has no European
support. A dill'erent matter is the change of ap to ep in augmented and

reduplicated forms of KaSapl^co.^ In LXX (Thackeray 74) A has it 14/21

times, B once, while K never shows it in LXX or NT. As we might
expect, the evidence is scantier (and probably insufficient) for Luke and

Heb, more satisfactory for Mt and Mk. Thus Mt 8-^ has tp in

B*ELXn* Mk 1*2 in AB*CQLAn*a/. ;
but Lk 4^^ ACLX, 17'* AX.i^ ALA,

Ac 10'5 ACLP 33 81, IP AHL al., Heb 10^ AC. Thackeray attempts a

phonetic account of the change, but the fact that in one case (eKaOepia-a)

the vowel is accented makes it much more probable that the e is a double

augment ;
Schmiedel (WS 50) seems inclined to this. Of course it is

abnormal, as a verb Kad-api^a, if a compound of Karci, would have made

-t]pi(Ta. But this does not seem a serious objection.

There are one or two other instances of e substituted for an older a.

'Kyyapfvco, derived from the early (Persian) loan word iiyyapos, appears
in Mt 5*^ X, Mk 15-i N*B* : the spelling is not infrequent in inscrr. and

papyri— see Vocabulary, s.v. It did not however ultimately prevail, as

MGr dyyapffjLfvos shows
;
but its claim to a place in the autographs is

strong, especially in Mk. XXiepos stands in Rev 3^^ X*
; ZeXos in

Rev 21'8 cu2i (two have XX) and so 21?i 4« 15^ lis. For LXX forms

of this kind see Thackeray 75 : the variation was said to be dialectic,

vaXos and ;(Xiapoj being Attic. See Lob. Phryn. 282 (Rutherford NF
364), Moeris 418, Thumb Hellen. 75 f., Schweizer Pery. 36 f. (where

inscriptional evidence is cited). Thumb (Z.t.) thinks that both'a and e

forms had their place in Hellenistic. In NT x^iapus, vaXos {vuXivos) and

(piaXrj seem certain, though WH admit x^i-fpos as alternative {App.'^ 157).

The variation between tveKa and epfKtv, eti/e/cei- is due to dialect

mixture. The Attic fvtKa in Ac 26-^ is regarded by Blass as in keeping
with a speech in the presence of royalty : it appears also in Ac 19^^

KAB, Lk 622 (exc. DW al. pauc), Mt 19« (exc. CDW), Mk 13^ B. "Ei/tKer.

(partially Ionic in origin) is normal, but the still more Ionic eiveKev

figures in Lk 4'8 182« t<B, Ac. 282" N*A, 2 Co 3'" (exc. C al.). "Ep(K€v is

the normal form in later Attic and Koivrj : see Mayser 241
f., Cronert,

1 Mr. H. Scott points out that in Test XII Patr. Charles (Oxford, 1908)

gives following v. II. Reuben iv. 8 eKaddpiaev (his text) af, iKaddp-rjcev c,

iKadaipiaev b, iKadepLaev de.
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Mem. 113 f.— the two other forms occur relatively much as in NT.
The similar Ionic flrev is only found in Mk 4^** {{B*La : Phrynichus

gives it and (irfiTcv a specially bad mark (faxartos fidp^apa), and a

solitary appearance in the least cultured book of the NT is quite in

keeping.
A has yielded to o in 1 Ti P TrarpoXcoais, /ir^rpoXwatr, where only cursives

have pa (exc. K narpaX.). The consciousness of origin {narp-akoias, cf.

aXoiaco) has weakened, and analogy of irdrpo- and prjrpo- compounds

prevails. BoTTaXoyijo-r/rf Mt 6^ XB (W jBaTToXoyelTai) is replaced by

/SarroX. in the other MSS (^XarroX. in D*). See Vocab. s.v. and below

§ 105. Since the word is probably for ^arraXo-Xoy., by haplology, the a

is original, and ^arroX. will be due to wrong association with ^drros.

Mayser 60-62 gives a few exx, of a>o and o>a, but they are not enough
to be significant.

(b) Long.

SiVan-t shows the Ionic
r]

in Lk 17^ W. This

would have been the Attic form if Attic had used

the word : at Athens they said vottv (Lob. Phryn. 288, where Koivrj cita-

tions for aivr]iri are given). The survival of a in Xaos and vaos is noted

in § 34. Mayser thinks Xaos may be originally a poetic word, used

primarily in plur. : see p. 29, but note also Thumb's comments on this

section in Archiv iv. 490. The flexion of the -r/w verbs, with their

tendency towards the -aw type, is discussed under verbal accidence. In

two words apparently the Ionic
r^

has secured a place in the Koit-ij,

bi.r]veKr]s (Att. Stav., but not consistently), and Trprjvrjs (usually taken as

= Att. npdvTjs) : if Chase's explanation of the latter is right, the root is

pre 'burn.'^ So also x'^PVJ^'-^ (Att. x^pdy-), which is not so much \u

lonism as an effect of analogy {trrpaTriyos, odrjyos). It is needless to bring
in proper names, which might of course start in Doric or other dialects

as easily as in normal Koivrj.

2. E.

Two verbs in -d^co appear in NT where f would be

expected. 'A/i(^iaf« replaces the literary dficpuvwaiv

(still in Mt 6^^) in Lk 12^8 B, where the rest read dp.(pifCfi. : so l]p(pia<rp.fvov

Mt 11^ D, and predominantly in LXX (Thackeray 75). The outside

evidence for -dfo) is not early : see Vocab. s.v., and add P land 62^*

(vi/A.D.). Radermacher 35 accepts the explanation of it as coming

directly from
diJi(j)i,

as di/rta^o) from duri. The fact that dfjupl did not

survive in the Koivrj is one of the difficulties in this view. I prefer the

account which Schweizer, Perg. 37, takes from W. Schmid, that -dCa> (said

to be Doric) is the product of a very large class of -dCa verbs, which

naturally exerted strong influence on the comparatively few verbs in

-€((0. The new present dfi(f)LfC(>>
was of course a back-formation from the

1 See JTS xiii. (1912) 278 ff., and J. R. Harris in AJT xviii. 128 f.
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aor. in -fo-a. Uid^co may be similar in history, but it seems to have
assumed a new meaning, which would encourage the supposition that it

came into the Koivr] separately from some dialect : Theocritus 4^^ nui^as
ras oTrXa?, "gripping it by the hoof," is warrant for the Doric provenance.
The older form still survives with the meaning

"
press

"
in Lk 6^*.

MGr TTiavm " take "
joins several papyrus exx. in support of the Koipfj

nid^w with that meanirg.
The interesting blunder f\a[iov ywaiKas in Heb IP* pi3N*AD* is

perhaps not phonetic in origin, though Thackeray 149 quotes three exx.

of nom. in -as from LXX
;
and the opposite, yui/aiKfs for -av, occurs in

P Catt {Chrest. ii. 372"- 2)— cf. § 55(4) on ace. pi. in -es. The import-
ance of the reading consists in the link it helps to establish between
all the best MSS : the mistake was very probably in the autograph
itself.

J The itacisLic variation between e and at figures

incessantly in the MSS, as in papyri and other wit-

nesses. It was indeed hardly even a case of "
shortening

"
(as WH

App.^ 157 f., where arvXos and Kpifxa are put on the same footing) :

e and at were as completely identical as i and ft in the uncial

period. WH 309 f. give Gal 4^8 as " one of the few instances in

which B and X have happened to fall into the same itacistic error,"

^TjXoia-de for -at. Practically this means that where either would make
sense we are allowed to choose for ourselves on other considerations

than MS authority. When in 1 Tim S^", 2 Tim 21^ some S-text

authorities (FG and a few cursives) read Kaivo(f)covias for k€v., we

recognise it as a legitimate interpretation of what when read aloud is an

ambiguous word. But our acceptance of it is discounted by finding that

the version which adopts it (lat
" Ce

«""«')) is one which has a close nexus

with the S-text uncials
;
while the Sahidic, Bohairic and Syriac vss.

justify the spelling with t. But in Mt 11'^ the choice between irepois

and iraipois is not so easy, in spite of WH's description of the latter as a
"
perverse confusion

"
(p. 310). 'Erai'pots is read by poor uncials only,

but the Old Syriac (^'" and <'")
and the Latin Vulgate support it

; and that

in many uncials (including CL) erepois means eralpoLs, is shown by the

addition of avrav. Indeed X itself makes us uncertain as to its testimony,
when just above rots irepois we read ris dyopis, with ai in each case

supplied by the corrector : can we say more than that the corrector saw

nothing wrong with irepois, while he did with dyopis 1 The oldest

tradition in vss. is here divided, the Old Latin being against the Old

Syriac, The rendering of WH (" the other ' side ' or party in the

game ") is very attractive ;
but I should accept it on its merits, and not

because in such a matter XB are to be preferred to CL.

In one frequent category at and e involve different renderings, that

of inf. -cr^at against imper. -adf, as in Lk 14^'', 19^^ There is farther

the choice between eirdvayKfs (most MSS) and eV dvdyKais XAG in

Ac 15^^ : the second does not seem to have much of a case. Only one

remark need be made as to words which through isolation may have

lost their traditional spelling, such as Kepea, e^fcj^urjs etc. (WH App.^ 158).
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The acceptance of e liere is justified if it is clearly unflerstood that the

preponderant spelling of tlie oldest uncials is taken simply as the best

attested, and is not claimed for the autographs. For these the papyri of

i/ or ii/A.D. are decidedly better evidence. Thus for 0eXoi'r/y 2 Tim 4''''

NAGDEFG I know only one papyrus parallel (P Fay 347, ii/A.D.)

against twelve occurrences of (pmu. ((paiX. fer) from papyri of i/-iii/.'

Similarly al(j)in8ios has one papyrus parallel (f(pv. none—see Vocah. s.v.),

while f^mcjivrjs is less clear.^ 'ETravayKts (which Blass called doctum voca-

bulum !) is very common in papyri with this spelling, and there is nothing
to suggest the alternative. So far then as the evidence of our vernacular

documents goes, there is little encouragement for deserting the traditional

orthography in words where the substitution of e does not affect the sense :

the variation appears to l)e purely casual, and probably nowhere became

a habit as early as i/A d.* On the date of the development see below,

§ 3G, under ai.

Schmiedel gives the following list of ambiguous places where we must

decide between e and ai on internal grounds, eyeipe Mt 9^ al., dvaTrea-t

Lk 1410 17^ 7Tapevey<f Mk U^s, Lk 22*-', ?pxe(T0e Lk 14"', irpayfiarfCa-aadf

Lk 19^^, (fivariova-dai 1 Co 4^, ayvofire 1 Co 14''^
;

also the choices in

Mt 11 '« and Ac IS^s mentioned above. (See WS 47 f.)

, It will be shown later (§ 36) that the contacts

between f and « are of a special nature, and do not

fall into the same category as those with t proper. One conspicuous
instance of the latter is the series of compounds in apx'") '^^"liic^i becomes

a very large one in Hellenistic. Forms like 'kp^iXaos
—to name

one which survives as a proper name in NT — are older
;

but

the change is not phonetic, but extended from the influence of a

special category found in early Greek. Instances of t for e in Egypt

may sometimes be due to the native language, where e and i were

very close together. See Mayser 80 ff. That aTrocn-eiXco in Ac 7^* is

misspelt for anoarfXa) is wrongly assumed by WS 43 n.^' : it is a

matter of syntax, not orthography. See Prol. 185,* and additions in

Einl. 292.

A special case is avaymov, whicli in Attic presumably would have

ended in -yeiov : see Rutherford NP 357 f. The Hellenistic form was

Doric or Ionic.

1 P Oxy iv. 736 tcr (c. A.n. 1) ; P Giss lO^i, 12*, 79^^- -, P Oxy iii. 531'*,

vi. 93320, p Hamb 10'" (ii/A.D.); BGU iii. SIG-* and P Oxy vi. 936 his

(iii/A.D.).

2'E|af[^v7/s in P Par 51* (b.c. 160) and in P Flor ii. 175'' (a.d. 255) i^eipvirs,

where the correction is significant. Per contra i^i(pv7]s in P Giss 86- (earl}'

ii/A.D.), and i^e(pdi'r]s in Cagnat iii. 1145 (Syria).
^ How little significance the variation has in the uncials may be seen from a

random page of X (Mt 9^^-10'^), where out of 23 occurrences ot'ai no less than 9

are wrong, while 6 times e is wrongly written for ai. On the other hand, in

Rom 3^-4" there is but one itacism {aiv6i) to 40 which are right.
* Add there P Ryl ii. 23 3^ (ii/A.D.) dvevdyKU) 8i 'EpaKXeLwi, "I will refer

it to H."
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The change of f to
tj
—for which see below, § 34—

^* may be tentatively recognised in the special case of

Tr'Ki'iprjs
for nXfipfs, which is not uncommon in papyri of the Roman age.

Thackeray 176 f. tliinks this may have arisen partly from the working of

tlie p flanking two vowels that were approximating in sound. This

would first assimilate TrX^pts and nXrjpeis, and then n'Kijpr], with irXi'jpovs

following later, so that the adj. became indeclinable. The explanation

is not without difficulties, but is perhaps the best yet ofi'ered. On the

appearance of this indeclinable nXrjprjs in NT see under the flexion, § 65.

, E has been assimilated to o in 6Xodp€VTov 1 Co 10'"
"

(all but D*), 6\o0p(vcoi' Heb ips (s^o, against ADE),
i^o\o6pev6i}arfTaL Ac 3-''" (XEPco, against AB*CD). Thackeray (p. 88)
shows that it was rare in LXX uncials : it was a later development, due

to the X, and surviving in MGr ^oXodptvco. He compares the much earlier

development of ujHoXos in Attic out of o/3fXds, on which see Meisterhans '

22 n. In oxvpcop-a (2 Co 10*, P Petr ii. ter—see Mayser 96) we have a

variation from Attic, which had exvpos and e;^vpo'&) ;
but oxvpos was older,

and Attic seems to have assimilated to exco.

3. H.

„ § 34. Attic
T)
maintained itself in the Koii'^ over-

whelmingly, against the d of all dialects except Ionic.

This, the most impressive evidence of the predominance of Attic as basis of

the Koivi], is confirmed by the reversion of
t)
when "pure" to a, wherein

Ionic dift'ers from Attic (Ion. Trp^o-o-w, dXTjdrjti] etc.). (The Koivt] naturally
never changes pre-Greek rj,

as in ridrjui : Elean was the only dialect which

did so.) Compound nouns in -ijyos (from ayo) not only show the 7

throughout (apxrjyos, odrjyos, a-Tparrjyos), but their analogy changes the

Attic xopayos, so that in the Koivt} we have only xop^y^'^- Aao'y and vdos

(contr. vewKopos) established themselves in Hellenistic from dialects out-

side Ionic-Attic. There are sporadic occurrences of d forms. For
SBrjy.

we find 68ayoi and 68ay^ Mt 15^* D, 68aye7v Lk 6^^ D, and o^ayi^aei Ac
831 B* . B shows the d 1/8, D 3/7. In Mk 918 D 565 read pda-ati, which

need not be equated with prjaaei
—see below, § 95 : the a is therefore

short. The very attractive reading of B in Ac 27^^^ npoaaxeiv (g resonare),

which accounts for the variants, has the difficulty of being a Doric (etc.)

form which disagrees with the common derivatives of the same root :

KUTTjxf'iv and rjxos are conspicuous in NT. Can it have been a term used

by sailors from Crete, Cyprus, Lesbos, Corinth, or some other maritime

country outside the Ionic-Attic area, appropriated as a t.t. ? One other

abnormal a is that in Nvficjiav Col 4^^ : in Prol. 48 it is argued that this

was probably Ni'/LK^ai/, a woman's name, not
T>ivp.(f>dv masc, which involves

a less probable reading (avroiv).

, In two words class,
tj

is replaced by «. The

spelling e? pr]v cannot be due to confusion with el

"
if," as is shown by the quotation from a Doric inscr. in Prol. 46 n.'*.

Thackeray (83 f.) supplements the account there by observing that

papyrus citations for et
firjv begin with b.c. 112 : he also shows how
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LXX usage is sometimes inconsistent with any connexion with d, though
there are many instances where X? DN is rendered by ei

fjLrjv,
and confusion

with ft
firj

would be possible were it not for the plentiful papyrus exx. ;

cf. Mayser 78 n. To these may be added now some parallels. In Archiv

V. 232, Wilcken quotes a papyrus of Wessely's, which he reads e? (
=

^) ov

[8i-]8oTai fioi K.T.X. (reign of Augustus). BGU iv. 1141^ (b.c. 13) rj
eanv

fj
ov gives us

f]
for ft : P Hamb 4* (a.d. 87) has ei firjv followed in ^^

by
ft (

=
^) i'voxos f'irjv r<a opKcdi, and SO P Lips 12113 (a.d. 151). In P Oxy

viii. 1148^ (i/A.D.) Hunt takes d ^eXnov as for
rj, asking a question : may

this be simply the interrogative d common in NT, and could we regard
this use as originating in ^ ? See Vocah. s.v. el fXTju for further instances.

We may note that in 2 Co 2^ we have to make this same choice with result-

ing difference of meaning—ei (i.e. tl) with NCDGco, or
// (
=

)?)
with AB 33.

We find one or two exx. of this itacism, earlier that our uncials, in two

Oxyrhynchus MSS : P Oxy iv. 655^* (uncanonical Gospel, not later than

A.D. 250) elXiKiav, and 656"28« (LXX of Gen 19^3, 35_early iii/A.D.) e'ljSrj,

f'i8r],
for _^Sei. See further Mayser 78 f. Be puts under this heading the

new perf. re'dtiKa for re6r^Ka : the latter stands alone in Attic inscrr. from

400 to 200 B.C. (Meisterhans
2
189, Schweizer Perg. 184): redeiKa begins

to appear in ii/B.c, as Perg. 248-^ (b.c. 135/4). The old explanation of

this from analogy
—

dcf)^<a : dcjxiKa : : i'drjKa : redeiKa—seems however to

be adequate. But no analogy is apparent for Kijplais Jn ll** AX al., nor

for dvdneipos Lk 14". 21 ABDE*LW (-Trip. SPR) al, which is further

recommended to us by the stigma of dpadla in Phrynichus (ap. Ti in

loc). His note mentions further that the Hellenistic spelling was ei

and not i.^

, In the same category stands i for
rj.

So Rev 18^2

(TipiKoi) (all uncials), for which WH quote GIG 5834
;

1 Co 4^1 yvpviTfvopiv (all exc. L veir. B*D*) ; aipiKivdiov Ac 19'^ ;

KvprivLos Lk 2^ (exc. BW)—Blass thinks that Kvprjvri provided the sugges-

tion ; ov p\ [p.vrjo-efjo-o'jpai.
Heb lOi^ (p") ; irX^pis Jn l^* (W). The

name MirvXrjvrjv Ac 20^* ends with -li^rjv in AEL. Under this heading
comes also Lk 23^^ W f^ovdevlaas, which however may be a deliberate

correction, since it agrees with the form that seems to have been used by
Plutarch : see below, § 46, and further on this verb § 119. The spelling

XprjoTTiavos
^* 3/3 (also 81 in Ac 11^^) is not so much an itacism as a

consequence of the common pagan misreading of the mysterious name

Xpia-Tos. Finally, we may preserve for the museum of exegetical curiosities

the Byzantine invention of a Kopikos
" cable

"
to be an improvement on

KaprjXos in the paradox of Mt 19-* and
||s (Suidas and a scholiast).

Instances of i for
tj

in LXX may be noted in Thackeray 85 : they are

"distinctly rare in B and not much commoner in NA." See above, § 28,

for Rudberg's note on the rarity of a confusion of
;;
and i in D.

1 WH compare direipos (qs. "unmaimed") in Hdt. i. 32: if the reading is

sound, we might take the NT word to be Ionic. But cf. Stein m loc. It

should be added that in Heb 11^^ WH mention with some approval the con-

jecture inrjpibdrjcrai' for iireipdcrdrjaav, which would come by way of ^Treipwdrjaav.
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, The very common MS confusion of
tjixe'is (and

cases) with i/xeiy is discussed under v in § 35, and a

suggestion is made as to the phonetic cause. WH Intr. 310 urge that

confusion of sound plays only a part: they recognise a "prevailing

tendency ... to introduce
rjfif'is wrongly, doubtless owing to the natural

substitution of a practical lor a historical point of view." 1 Pet and

2 Co are specially mentioned as largely affected, and Ac 17-^ [B cu^ boh]
Tivfs Ttbv Kad' rjjxai noiijrav is noted as a reading they would much like

to accept, but for " the limited range of attestation."

, Nouns in
-T]fjia

are sometimes found with
-e/xa,

through the strong association with the -ais class, in

which the weakened root-vowel was primitive :
evpecris, deais etc. pro-

duced (vpffxa, 6epa, just as Kpiais produced Kpifia. See § 30, and

Thackeray's list, Gr. 79 f. On f'ppedtjv, prjdfjvai, see § 95 s.v. e'lpoi. In

verb-endings WS 48 gives a-rrinfTe Mk ll^s, 1 Thess 3^, davpa^ere Jn 520,

e^opoXoyrjaeraL Phil 2", as instances of well-supported but grammatically
dubious substitutions.

, , An apparent extrusion of
tj
after oi is rather widely

*

found in forms of nouco : cf. also ^oidoii for ^o{i)t]6ov

in Wilcken Ostr. 1084ii (b.c. 136), 1089^ (b.c. 135). So irolaai Lk 11*2 X,

nola-as Jn 5^^ W. Mayser 83 cites four papyrus exx. from ii/s.c. See

Blass Pron. 38 n.^, and G. Meyer Gr.^ 132 n.^
; also Radermacher 34,

who accepts Hatzidakis' postulate of a parallel stem nolco, like voa

against i/oew.

4. O.

J A replacing of o by a is seen in pta-avvKTiov {-ov)O ana a. ^^ ^^35 ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ pfo-dwxra shows

that it is not a mere accident : the adv. pea-a may suggest its origin.

Aipapoovaa Mt 92" K* is an obvious assimilation to the primary.
KoXaa-aat'is in the title of Col in AB*K al. and in N twice at the top
of the page, is shown by Lightfoot {CommJ 17n) to be a later spelling :

Paul's own spelling in 1
2

is KoXoo-o-al?.

, The close approximation of o and a, which has
o and 0).

1 ,f 1 . 1 . ... . T^ . 1 .
 . .

plentitul evidence m ii/B.c. m Egypt, but m Attica

not before ii/A.D. (Thackeray 89), accounts for some doubtful spellings,

and for a few more important matters. WH mention the follow-

ing :
—

2vKopopea (Lk 19* DQ -pcop.) ; xpfocj)iXeTT]s (L ^[2,
U \ have the

"correct" xp^'^4'-) > ''^poi-pos (from Trpd, antithetic to oyj/ipos) but irpoiivos

(from TTpwi), both as in LXX—see Thackeray 90
; ivhcoprja-is, now con-

firmed by the inscr. Syll. 583^° (i/A.D.)
— o is only due to false etymology ;

SrcDiKos, in Ac 17^^ B, is the original spelling (see Brugmann-Tliumb
64), which in XADE al. is changed to ^to. by influence of a-roa. Nouns
in -axrvvt] and comparatives in -arepos may be taken as maintaining
their place when the preceding syllable is short : such exceptions as

there are explain themselves simply by levelling, which works easily

when the two sounds are getting very near together.

The fact that the uncials generally preserve the historic spelling in
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cases like these where nothing turns npon it must count for something
in their favour when it is urged that mere itacism accounts for tlie

change of -o/ifr into -w^ifv, or the like, which WH (309) call
"
probably

the commonest permutation." It may be questioned whether tlie great

uncials show instances of co for o, or o for co, in which the matter is one of

mere orthography. Thackeray (91) remarks, "In the LXX at least we
shall not expect e'xofxfv and ex^t^^'' to be confu'-od in Cod. B": the

rarity of this confusion in the principal LXX uncials comes out strik-

ingly on p. 89 f. He is applying this to the crucial case in Rom 5^.

The only objection to following the uncials here is removed by syntac-

tical considerations, which will be taken in their place : meanwhile see

Prol. 110, 247. Here we find all the uncials (exc. SaQP) and all the

vss. on the side of (xwfiev ;
so also patristic testimony from Marcion

down, except Didymus, Epiphanius, Cyril (3)4).
If then Paul really

meant i'xo^fv, we must assume a primitive error iu the written text, due

possibly to a mishearing on the part of his scribe. Naclimanson Magn.
64 f. gives inscriptional instances of ccmfusion of o and oj in Asia, especially

Hierapolis. But it can hardly be called common in Asia Minor in i/A.D. ;

and the fact that in Egypt the fusion was practically complete before

Paul's day proves nothing for our purpose, since Egypt was manifestly
ahead of other countries in this change. Schweizer Fery. 95 gives further

evidence for the Asia Province, but it is also indecisive. Champions of

exofj-fv
must first examine the point of syntax, and then if dissatisfied

claim the right to emend the text : their case cannot rest on authority,

nor on the assumption of itacism.^ A further imiwrtant instance of the

same confusion is 1 Co 15*^ (Popea-afxev, if we are to listen to the modern

authorities who disapprove of the hortatory sense which Tertullian and

Chrysostom attest. Here B and one cursive support o : it is probably

again a matter of syntax and not itacism. Jas 4^^ ^ria-a^ev is best taken

as a genuine v.l. due to misunderstanding of the construction. To take

exx. of another kind, we are justified in regarding Kadapi^wv in Mk
719 KABLaW al, fMf'iCof in Jn lO^^ AB*X {fieiC<ov in MSS reading 6

being a compromise), and many other readings where the question is

between o and m, as genuine vv.ll., and not mere misspellings.

Perhaps Kavdrjo-cop-ai 1 Co 13'' CK al. K(p8r]dr)a-(ovrai. 1 Pet 3^ cu, stand

about alone as genuine exx. of the itacism which we are asked to recog-

nise in Rom 5^ and 1 Co IS*^. Schmiedel (WS 48) gives sundry other

verb foi'ms where o is well attested for what he regards as a grammati-

call}' necessary w : viz. Rom 14^^ diwKopev, Mt 13^^ al. Idcrnpni (LXX),
1 Jn 5^" yti'coorKO/xei',

Ac 21'* ^vp^a-ovrai, Rev 14^'^ dvanarjo-ovrai (!),

Gal 6^^ diwKOvrai, Rom 14^ drroOvrja-KOfifv, Lk 3^* noirja-opev, Jn 4**

^ I modify, mainly on Thackeray's lead, the freedom I claimed for the

modern editor in Prol. 36. I liave H. A. A. Kennedy (cited Prol. 247),

Rendel Harris {Expodtor, viii. viii. .'527) and Deissmann {Paul 148) against me—a trio I am not likely to ignore. Nor do I object to their use of virtual

conjecture ; I only cannot see why it is necessary, when the sense is practically

the same.
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Siepxofiai, Rev 6'^ avanaiiaovrm
;

also vice versa Lk 9'^ dyopiin-mfj.fv,

Mk 6^^ bma-fofifi'. He mentions further two tempting conjectures,
Rom 133 aya^oepyw anrl 2 Pet 3« 81' ov. In 1 Co 9" Lk IS^ LnoTridCeiv

is an unsuccessful attempt to explain an unusual word, and not an ortho-

graphic variant.

Corrolioration of the geneial line here taken may be found in the

fact that only two of the Iv/a.d. and earlier Biblical texts in P Oxy i.-xi.

(see § 36) show this itacism, viz. ii. 209, wliere in Rom l^- s -we find

TTp(o(f)T]Ta)v and inraKwov iricTTeos (GH call this document (iv/A.D.) a

"schoolboy's exercise") and iv. 657^'"^ (
= Heb 10''*, Iv/a.d.) Kpiaarava.

In W I can see no instance, unless we count -rraibiov for -av in Mk 9'^,

and even this is translatable and may be a genuine v.l. Scrivener {Colla-

tion of Codex Sinaiticus (1864), p. liii) says that ^^
interchanges ov and w

20 times in the termination of verbs, and o and w 68 times. It soon

appears that the question is one of syntax as much as of orthography—
e.g. tva with a fut. ind. instead of an aor. subj.

—and must be examined on

syntactical lines before we can confidently pronounce for itacism.

Against the assumption that MSS commonly confused indie, and subj.

may be set the round declaration (Blass-Debrunner 17) that in NT there

are only a few traces of quantity -levelling. Rudberg
^ remarks that " D

observes quantity-distinctions very well, and distinguishes indie, and subj."

5. n
_ § 35. In earlier Greek a differed from o as

r;
from

e : it was the open to which we come nearest in the

syllable ore, as to the open e in ere (there). In Egypt &> becomes much
closer in ii/B.c. : Mayser counts from that century 50 instances of o for w,

and 20 more when accented, 37 and 33 respectively of w for o.

, We find ov for (o{t) quite infrequently in

Ptolemaic papyri : see Mayser 99 f., 138, where they
are all explained as syntactical or orthographical confusions signifying

nothing. Later exx. such as dya>vlovf^(v, dLaiTovfiivwv, dyanovvres,
dnavTovvrav (see CR xviii. 110&), are late enough to be classed as due to

mixture of classes in the Contracta. Ovpovpos in papp. and Mk 13^* D*
Jn 10^ D, is merely on the analogy of Krjnovpos etc. ZrjkovTe Gal 4^'' and

(pvacovade 1 Co 4^ are doubtless subj. (see §§ 84, 85), but owe their form

to the assimilation of indie, and subj. in Contracta which started naturally
from the -dco class. Depending as before on his syntactical presupposi-

tions, which will be examined in their place, Schmiedel gives the follow-

ing well-attested reicienda : Mt 7® KaraTraTtja-ova-iv, Gal 2* KaraSouXco-

(Tovaiv, Rev 6* (Ttpd^ovaii', 9^" Trpoa-Kvvt](rov(riv, 2^^ pLeravrnjcrovcnv ,
Ac 1''

8ov\f{>(Tov(ni' (Gal 41^ fvXoCrf, 1 Co 4*= cftvaioda-de—fiee §§ 84-5), Mk 1520

(TTavpwaova-iv, Mt 18^® avp(pcovii(Tov(riv, Rev IS''' irpoaKwrjaovcnv, Jn 17^

yivai(TKov(Tw, Tit 2* acoffipovi^ovaiv, Rev 12*' Tpecjiovcriv. He bases liis

rejection of these, as of those in § 34, on the evidence of confusion of

vowels in the Egyptian vernacular Greek.

» Ntlicher Text 1 5.
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, The perplexed forms of dvdyaiov (so WH) are noted

under e above : a form avt^yfiov would account for the

MGr, but avay. must have been the earlier-—it is a clioice between uvd

and avco for first element, and on the analogy of KaTiiyaiov we should

expect the former, which is in the best MSS. WS 51 compares the

alternative forms Kara^ayas and Kurco^ayaj in Phrynichus {NP 497).

6. I.

, Dissimilation takes place in akefis, from dXteus, for

which WH's AeKfXeftr is an illusory parallel, since

the nom. sing, will be i^(K(\({i)evs.^ 'AXfeiy is found in LXX (Thackeray
84), and can be illustrated from P Flor i. 127^* (a.d. 256) : six papyrus
citations must be set against this one. On the contraction which more

commonly affects two concurrent i-sounds see below, § 38. The Latin

legio is transliterated Xeytcov, but Xeyewv appears not only in ACo) at

Mt 26*3, Mk 5^^ Lk 830, ^ut also in papyri—see CR xv. 336, 4346,
xviii. 1076. Among 31 occurrences of X. and deriv. in papyri I find 6

with e ;
but when only I/a.d. exx. are counted e has 4 and i has 7. The

6 was probably older, and marks the fact that Latin i was more open than

Greek i. A similar case is Xivnov for linteitm Jn 13*, where in the

second syllable we note the more open sound of t before a vowel. Cf.

Lindsay Latin Language 30, and note the transliteration IlorioXoi from
Puteoli. The late vTjcpd'kfos, which is not an orthographic variant,

appears in Tit 2^ D*E, and in later uncials in 1 Tim S"^-^^.

, There is no relation whatever between [jidpoyLai

and the rare verb ofieipofjiai, on which see § 95.

, 2rot/3a5af Mk ll* ACSVXr (o-T-uiS. N) is probably
a mistake of a period in which oi and v were locally

reduced altogether to the i-sound. It is not worth considering as a

possible reading of the autographs. Jannaris Gr 52 f. would actually

have us believe that oi was monophthongal in the age of Thucydides :

that he can quote ol'icet as a phonetic equivalent of o'Ikoi is sufficient

illustration of his equipment in comparative philology.
The most conspicuous and universal of all itacisms

is the complete equivalence of i and « in uncials as

in papyri and inscrr. of the Hellenistic period : whether i is long or

short it may always be replaced by et. Scribes have their individual

preferences. Thus Lake remarks (Codex Sinaiticus, p. xi) that scribe A
of X prefers t,

while scribe D prefers ei. WH A'pp.'^ 159 f. give an

elaborate analysis of the orthography as determined by the best uncials.

They note (p. 306 f.) that " X shews a remarkable inclination to change
et into t,

and B to change t into «... the converse confusions being

very rare in both, and particularly in B. Hence B has to be left

virtually out of account as an authority against unclassical forms with t,

and X against unclassical forms with et ;
while in the converse cases the

value of their evidence remains unimpaired, or rather is enhanced, allow-

1 Cf. Meisterhaus » 42.
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ance being made for the possible contingency of irregular permutations
here and there." Set by this Thackeray's account (p. 86 f.) of the ways of

NB in LXX. An analysis of p^^ (before a.d. 350, perhaps before 325)
shows 12 instances of ft for short i, 8 for

7,
while there are 16 of i for

ei,

one of them corrected (XiTov[pya>v), This summary, reinforced by the

abundance of ei for t in vernacular inscrr. and papyri, makes it futile to

differentiate t and t for the uncial period. WH are struck by the good
attestation of yeivoyaKco and yeivofiai in the best NT uncials, but we may
assume with safety that it is purely accidental. According to Mayser
(87) the change of e (whether the old diphthong et or the lengthened e) to

i dates in Egyjit from c. 200 B.C., while in Attic, Pergamene and Magnesian
inscrr. it is a century later. In Boeotian dialect the change was estab-

lished in v/b.c. (cf. Thumb Dial. 223). Wackernagel acutely points out

that the new future Suvlq) in LXX from 8av(i^a convicts the translators

and not merely the MSS of itacism.^ In agreement with this is the fact

that in papyri of ii/i B.C., except in carefully written official papers, ft is

constantly changed to t, and t to et (half as often), without any appreci-
able difference between accented and unaccented syllables : the et for

t is much commoner when unaccented. Attic does not begin to show et

for I till ii/A.D., Pergamene still later, and Magnesian much the same.^

We may safely conclude that for the NT, of which probably no part
was written in Egypt, there was comi^lete equivalence of et and

I, but

that we have no adequate reason to expect from the autographs et for t.

A practical inference is that it is perfectly futile to follow our best

uncials in printing abnormal forms like I'Soi/^ for fI8ov and larriKdv for

eioTf/Keti'. It would be quite reasonable to accept an unaugmented aor.

indie, in the one case, and to suppose the analogy of larr^^i operative in

the other. But the MS evidence is not adequate jjroof that such forms

really existed A still more practical inference is the futilitv of insisting

upon et 8e for iSe in Jas 3^ : see Mayor in loc.

,^ J Before vowels, which in practice means before o
^ ^

'

and a, the e-sound appears to have remained unmodi-
fied even in I/a.d. This is shown by the very frequent spelling with

rj

in Attica, Asia and Egypt, especially during the Augustan period. This

is essentially the same as the e which appears e.g. in Boiped and

'ApeonayiTTjs, where e= older et : so also Atfe'as-, 'AvSpeas, where the e has

the accent. This involves a sharp distinction between nouns in -eta and

-I'a, where the diflFerence of accent persisted in nom. ace. sing, and nom.

pi., the quality of the penultimate vowel and the quantity of the ultima

retaining their diff"erence also. Their coincidence in the other cases

together (perhaps) with Ionic influence, produced no doubt some con-

fusion
;
but it is very doubtful whether our MSS are good witnesses in

1
Reviewing Helbing, ThLZ, 1908, p. 637. See Thackeray 85 ff.

2 For these statements cf. G. Meyer Gr^ 180 ff. ; Meisterhans^* 48 ff. ;

Schweizer Perg. 52 ff. ; Nachmanson Magn. 40 f.

^
Wackernagel (in his review of Helbing just cited) calls tSov an "

imbecile

spelling."
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any such cases. Since the accent is the only element concerned which

normally remains unchanged, and documents of iv/A.D. and later i are

admittedly affected by the complete equivalence of et and i prevailing in

their own day, it seems best to spell according to the classical tradition,

not because we can prove it for the autographs, but because the auto-

graphs are in this matter unattainable and no real difference is made.

It may be worth while therefore to cite from the lists in Meisterhans^

50 55 the Attic spelling of words occurring in NT. (1) (BuKifielov) ;

Ixd^Q), efiei^a, fieiKTOs ; {(reipu) ; rdcru), eTeiaa
; r/KtrrxaiSfKa. (2) (fnropia.,

ifinopiov ; ip^uTiov J KaKowadiu ;
666viov ] oiKripoi ; Trrepvyiov ; (ripos ;

^

a)0eXi'a. (3) luscrr. differ as to a-Tpartia and a-TpaTid for "expedition":

"army" is always (TTparia. For the rest, it will sufhce to refer to WH
for the words in which they think unclassical spellings attested. They
include "aa-nos" as an alternative for da-rnos, which means shifting the

accent : here again N has i in Ac 7^", Heb ll^s^ and its evidence may be

disregarded. The only word that matters is -fXenrov {-€v)
" in places

. . . where the aorist would be the most natural tense" : since KD with

-XtJT. are faced by AC 33 al. with -Xfin., it is hard to see why the less

appropriate aor. should be preferred. The syllable in question is un-

accented, and the difference in sound between « and i would be infini-

tesimal. It is hard to set aside, even on small matters, judgements based

on so unique a knowledge of the MSS. But since in this place (Heb
10^5—V. Apj}.- 162) B is not extant, and ND are to be deducted from the

list of "the better MSS " on whose "constancy
" WH depend for their

reading, one feels blind obedience difficult. A little problem of spelling
arises in 1 Co 2* 7r(f)i^ois : see WS 135 n^". A dir. tip. like this may be

written indifl'erently, and analogies are mostly lacking
—

perhaps jreidos,

as a new adj. straight from the verb-stem, is best. But Schmiedel's

supposition, that neiBoi co(l)iAC has had an intrusive sigma put in, has

great plausibility : we may follow FG and omit Xoyois. On the doubling
of a etc. at a line division see § 31 : the denial of such a possibility in

an archetype of XB etc. seems to involve a too childlike faith in Vatican

and Sinaitic infallibility.

7. r.

, Some confusion with ov appears in the word

KoXXvpiov Rev 3'® aC 046 cu^", where APto have ov.

See Thackeray 92 for variations in LXX MSS. Blass Gr. 22 pronounces
the ov "

certainly
" due to Latin influence : Debrunner 27 drops this,

only noting (from Cronert Alein. 130) that ov is later. The papyri vary :

^ In the cursive period a reversion to classical spelling as such may be seen

everywhere.
- This word supplies a good test of WH's method. They declare creipoh

"certain" in 2 Pet 2*. Here X has crip, and B (reip., and ou the principles

quoted above from WH neither of these counts. The "certainty" of a-eip.

seems to depend on AC, unless the witnesses for <r€tpah are to be counted. But

this word had et in Attic.
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for V stands P Oxy viii. 1088*^ (early I/a.d,) ;
for ov P Flor ii. ITT^o

(a.d. 257)—P Ryl i. 29(ciy (ii/A.D.) is ambiguous. An inscr. from

Rome apparently from Caracalla's reign, IGSI 966"' {
— Cagnat i. 41)

has V. The corruption of XvaavTi, Rev 1^ KAC into Xova-avri P 046 is

hardly a. case in point, for a supposedly easier sense accounts for the

v.l. better.

, Changes between v and c are practically always
due to assimilation or dissimilation. BjjptXAos-

Rev 21-*' A is a negligible exception. Assimilation changed fiv^\'iov to

/^t/iiX., and (in reverse direction) fjnia-vs to fjfiva-vs. That l3v^Xiov is much
commoner than its primary accounts for the equally regular spelling

(ii^Xos (in Mk 1226 and Lk 20*^ D has ^vf:iX.). Meisterhans^ 28 cites

Attic inscrr. down to ii/B.c. with /3i/3Xioi/ and /3i/3Xo? : from i/B.c. the

original v comes in for a while, Kretschmer Vaseninschriften 119 f. showed
that in Attic a short unaccented v passed into t if a neighbouring syllable

contained t. The Attic reversion to type in later inscrr. shows that

there j3vl3Xos never completely yielded to levelling : according to Moeris,
Plato said l:ii^Xla but Demosthenes /3uj3Xia. See Schweizer Perg. 99 f.

In the papyri /3i/3X. predominates considerably : see Vocabulary, s.v.

"HjLiicru was in the papyri frequently assimilated r^fivav : see Mayser 100,

who says it was overwhelmingly predominant in iii/B.c. After this the

I came in again, by the influence of oblique cases. We find to. rj/xvaoi
^

(with -ot= -v by itacism) in Lk 19^ D*. See further § 73. The island

MvTiXrjvrj was SO named in v/ii B.C. (Meisterhans^ 29) : from B.C. 100 it

became progressively MiTvXrjvr] by the same dissimilation which is illus-

trated above. So Ac 20^*, except for MvtvXlvt)v L, like fj^vcrv. The next

verse has TpayvXia D, from which we may fairly presume Tpa)yiXi{ov) was

produced by later assimilation in MSS of Strabo and NT.

, . J, c • The very common confusion of
vjj.fls and ^fiels in

•^ ^'^ '

the MSS goes back as far as ii/B.c in papyri : see

Mayser's instances, p. 86. The phenomenon is rather perplexing, for we
have plenty of evidence that neither

t)
nor v had found their MGr goal,

the t-sound, for centuries after ii/B.c, unless it was in strictly limited

areas. Thumb, Hellen. 150, 193, thinks that approximations of v to i

were due to foreign influence, esp. in Asia Minor
; but we can hardly

apply this principle to Egypt in the Ptolemiac period. Is it possible to

set down its origin to assimilation of the vowels in nom. and dat., the

other cases following suit 1 The
rj
and v were in the weak position before

the stress, and the difference between an unstressed e and ii would be

easily slurred when the next syllable had an accented l. It was the

confusion in pronunciation between the pronouns which ultimately pro-
duced the new forms e'/iels (from e'/xe,

but barely dift'ering from
ij/xetv) and

eVeis.

^ Robertson Gr. 199 wrongly reports D as reading Tj/xvaov. The corrector

has written H over the 01, so as to indicate to, ij/xia-T].
" The reading ij/jticTTi

can be seen to be later by observing that the first stroke of the H is not straight,

and the cross-bar was made from right to left, and not carried through to meet

the other limb "
(Dr. J. R. Harris, letter of Sept. 4, 1915).
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'AXi^Kos (Jas 3^^) is really a dift'erent word from aXiKos. Moeris makes
V Attic and t Koivij. See Mayser 102.

8. Diphthongs loith i.

§ 36. These were all moiiophtliongal in pronunciation before the

beginning of the Byzantine age. When our oldest MSS were written, the

three short diphthongs were respectively e, i, and ii, the three long ones

had lost the t element altogether.

J . J, x-
• ('0 Oil «' most of what need be said has been

Ai, date of fusion .

'
, , ^

 
-u .i. ^ ^^'

.., given under e, where it is shown that the uncials

confuse the two completely, the pronunciation having
become identical. The date at which the change took place naturally
differed locally. In Attica it become cons2)icuous from a.d. 150 on : a

little earlier at was sometimes written
j;,^ as it was in Boeotian long

before. In Egypt the itacism appears in ii/ and i/B.c, but very sparingly
and in illiterate papyri.^ Pergamuni supplies only two late stones,

badly spelt.^ Magnesia iias one instance of ai for e as early as a.d. 50,

and isolated cases a little later.* Nachmanson gives samples of the

abundance available from Asia Minor everywhere in later times.

Pompeii is specially instructive, since of course a.d. 79 is the latest

possible date. When therefore we find (Diehl, no. 10) an iambic

e[i'd]a8ai naTomel.' firjSev flcrdaiTa KaKO/:i, with ai twice scanned short

as an itacism for f, we have adequate evidence that in Italy of

i/A.D. the confusion was possible." Blass however denies^ that the

fusion was generally complete till iii/iv a.d. While, therefore, Mark

might have confused ai and e if he wrote in Rome and used a liberty

possible there outside cultured circles, there is no proof that books

written in Asia Minor would show this licence. It was complete
before our uncials, but probably the autographs showed very little

of it.

• "K'W 1
Some materials for further inductions may be

secured by studying the Biblical or quasi-Biblical
'

papyri from Oxyrhynchus, coeval with or older than

K and B. Only four of these have any itacisms of this kind. P Oxy
657, a copy of Heb. covering about one-third of the Epistle and dated in

the first half of Iv/a.d., has f 14 times among 61 places where at should

stand, as well as Kt once for Kai, which is elsewhere universal and is not

included in the enumeration following. It has also 3 cases of m for e.

The close affinity between this strongly itacistic MS and B in some

important readings may be remembered. The two Logia papyri, P Oxy
1 and 654 (iii/A.D.), have -at twice for -e, and 6 times rightly. The
Hermas papyrus, P Oxy 1172 (Iv/a.d.), shows e 4/10 times. Finally we
have in 1229 nXavaadm Jas 1^^ (5 exx. of correct at), and in 1230 eXeov

1 Meisterhans* 34. His exx. for e are all before vowels, until nearly the end

of ii/A.D.
-
Mayser 107. ^ Schweizer 78. * Nachmanson 37.

* Cf. Kretschmer EtUsiehung 7. ' Pronunc. 68.
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Rev 6^ (no at) : both fragments are Iv/a.d. The other documents have m
133 times in all, without a single instance of itacism.*

, .

j^^p
In Kgypt accordingly this itacisni hardly ever

appeared in Cliristian literary documents till Iv/a.d.

and most scribes avoided it even in that century, common though it was

in non-literary writing. The extent to which X and B show it becomes

the more remarkable ;
but it does not affect their date, since the Hebrews

papyrus is secuiely anchored in the same period, and is strongly itacistic

But the authority of XB as evidence between m and e is seriously

shaken, just as it is for ei and
i,
when we consider the strong claim

that Egypt has to be the home of the ^-text.

-. . _ , It may be convenient to append Schmiedel's list

... .
• „ of forms in which WH print e for m (not all of them

stitutions of c . • ,1 X J N - - ,^ ,j ,^
• -iTTTT mvariamy; :

—
(pfAouTjs, Kepea, Kpfn-aXr}, ecpvioios,

€^e(])vi]s, Aaaea, (rvKOfj-opta, pf^rj. It will be noticed

that they are all isolated words in which there is no analogy to preserve
their older form : they were likely therefore to take on a new spelling
earlier than words protected by association with a system. We have seen

(p. 80) that even here the e has a very precarious footing before Iv/a.d.

, A note may be added as to relations of at and a.

The archaic alei is not uncommon in post-Ptolemaic

papyri, but det predominates : the word itself survives mainly in formulae
—see Vocab. s.v. There is no trace of this or of aleTos in NT MSS

; nor

of iXc'ia (etc.), Katu, KXam (unless €K\aav for eK'Kaiov in Rev 5* X is to be

counted), which Mayser 104 f. notes as occurring sporadically in papyri.
He notes that early papyri not seldom show "Ayvnroi (-la-Tei), under

influence of Egyptian, as also final -a for -at (unaccented) and in kqi, even

before consonants. If instances of this jjhenomenon were found in NT
MSS, it might perhaps be taken as a sign

—valeat quantum I
— of Egyptian

influence. But it does not occur in X, nor in p^^, in the word Aiyvirros

{-los) : to assert the negative for the other matter would involve an

endless search, even if the silence of Ti could be implicitly taken as

evidence. Ka occurs seven times in W, and in L at Mk 11^.

.... A special case is the passage of mi into
a'i, as in

the names 'Axa'iKos and IlroXf/LiaiV, both of them in

accord with normal papyrus spelling. Phrynichus considered 'A^kuukos

Attic : see Rutherford NP 111-3.

, (b) Et in its relation to i has been already discussed.
^ Some instances of ft becoming e remain to be noted.

In a LXX quotation, Rom 3^2, we find i]xpf<^6r](Tav in XAB*D*G,

^ The following are their numbers and volume references. All are iv/A.n.,

except those marked* (iii/) and t (iii/iv).

(1) LXX and OT Apocrypha: iv. 656*, vii. 1007*, 1010, viii. 1075*,

ix. 1166*, 1167, 1168.

(2) NT: ii. 208t, 209, vi. 847, vii. 1008, 1009, viii. 1078, 1079t, 1080,

ix. 1171*, X. 1228t.

(3) Hermas, Apocryphal Gospels and Acts : iii. 404t, 406*, iv. 655*. v. 840,

vi. 849, 850, x. 1224, 1225, 12261.

VOL. II.—6
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against dxpe'ios. This is attested by a i/A.D. Cilician iuscr. : see Vocab. on

dxpe'ios and dxpeLoo). Meisterhans^ 47 f. argues that the very frequent

spelling -r]a for -tia etc. (inscrr.
—also papyri, esp. the Alexandrian

collection of the reign of Auf^ustus) proves the ft to have been still an

e-sound before vowels. See exx. in Schweizer Perg. 55 fF., Mayser 67 f. :

cf. Bruginann-Thumb 56. In ib. 247 the history of nXiov (TrXeovfifw,

n-XfoveKTrjs) is described : the case is not parallel with those which arose

in the Koivr] period. Levelling has naturally brought in nXe^ou in most

places (18/21 according to WH App.^ 158), but not in derivatives.

Mayser 69 shows how the « form progressively ousted the e in b.c.

papyri : it is clear therefore that our uncials here represent their originals.

In the case of 'ApeoTrayiVjjs' as compared with "Apeios Ildyos we cannot be

qxiite certain whether we are dealing with a Hellenistic or an older sound-

change.^ When Attic bcopeid (so till B.C. 403) became Saped (which was

inherited by Hellenistic) it was a genuine loss of i between vowels, and

so when reXfios became reXeos (as in Heb 10^ Dc and 3 Mace A bis—
Thackeray 82) ;

but when the late noun Xoyda becomes Xoyta in

Ptolemaic papyri (Mayser 67), it means that et retains an e sound before

a vowel. The relations of fVo) and ds belong to the earlier history of

Greek. In the Koivr], ('la-w did not survive, nor eV, but we have ecroTrrpov.

. . _ „ Hellenistic shows no trace of the double value of

p
 

(I, the ancient diphthong (written EI in early

alphabets) and the lengthened close e (written E) : they
had been completely fused before the Koivrj was born. One consequence

remains, the infin. in -ovv from verbs in -oqj, the regular contraction of

o+e : similarly -dv from -da (not -qv). The incorrect -olv—found in our

uncials (see § 84), but certainly not in the autographs
—was not derived

from a fresh fusion of o+-fiv, since for that a re-forming of the uncon-

tracted -6eiv would be needed : it was only that in all other -a verbs the

pres. inf. differed from 3 sg. pres. indie, by adding -v.

Ol and u.
(c) Ol had the same relation to v that m had to e

and et to t : as in those cases, the approximation

began with the long simple vowel
(jj, 7, v), and then the levelling of

quantity brought in the short vowel. Apart from its early completion
in Boeotian, this change appeared first in Egypt, before other Kotriy-speaking

districts, as was the case with the change in ai. There are sporadic
exx. in badly written papyri of ii/B.c. ;

and the fusion becomes evident

after i/A.D. Meanwhile in Attica exx. are not found till a.d. 238-44
;

in Pergamum the common people of ii/A.D. seem to have lost the

distinction which—as elsewhere— cultured men kept up generations

longer ;
while in Magnesia no instances are forthcoming. Schweizer

Perg. 80 and Nachmanson Magn. 44 f. give a number of exx. from Asia

Minor generally, and by the time our uncials were written oi and v must

have been everywhere identical except in rather artificial speech.

Among the Oxyrhynchus literary documents examined above (§ 36 (a))

^ Tacitus {Ann. ii. 55, Area indicia) transliterates with e in the primary, but

this proves nothing for the Greek form before him.
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there are no exx. at all except in p'^ (P Oxy 657), where we find fv]vva)v

and eToifji[TTa]vL(Tdrj(Tav (Heb 4^2, 11^^). It is not uncommon in the LXX
uncials, especially in words where the papyri soonest and most freely
show the itacism : dvoiyay is so marked an example that Radermacher

proposed to recognise the analogy of dvvTco—see Vocabulary, s.v. So

XoLfialvonai six times in B : Thackeray (94) thinks Xot/id? responsible.
See his LXX evidence. The verb dvoiy<o will supply a fair sample of

the prevalence of this itacism in NT uncials :
—Mt 20^^ N, Mk 7^* D,

Lk 1236 D^ 2432 kbDa, Jn 9^^ DE,
^s HDM, 30.32 D, ipr b*d^ ^^ 756 g*

98 ^* 12 '0 KB*D, Rev 3^ bis K, 612 N*. In W the only instances of this

itacism are forms of dvoiyco in Mt 7', Mk 73*-35, Lk ll^ (cf.
10

dvrjxd.) ;

and (TV for crol in Mk V*, Jn 2*, a-oi for a-v Jn 13'^. When we note that

W simply swarms with the ai and et itacisms, and that dvoiyco is a very
common word and more affected by this itacism than any other word in

LXX, inscrr. and papyri, we have evidence enough that the oi-v confusion

was much less conspicuous than either of the others, and still less likely
to have figured in the autographs. One remarkable v.l. should be

mentioned as involving the itacism, viz. 'Erot/xay for 'EXi^^ay, Ac 13^ D*d

(Lucifer and Ambrosiaster) : see J. Rendel Harris, Exp. vi. v. 189-95

(1902). The loss of i from 01 before vowels (not the vowels) is very

J
f

y. conspicuous in early papyri : see Mayser's tables,

108 f. It is also frequent in Pergamum, but does

not appear in Magnesia. It was very common in Attic. Its origin

belongs to the time when 01 was still a diphthong : it is significant

that Thackeray can note only one LXX instance, Trorja-f Jer 393* X.

Hellenistic sometimes uses 01 forms where Attic had dropped the t :

thus TTola (grass) occurs in LXX 2/3 (Thackeray 93),' as in the Doric

inscr. from the Asclepieum, Syll. 803^21 (iii/B.c.)—P Lille 53 (b.c. 260)
has ircoo\oy[iav. This substitution of a for an older ot is seen also in

8(pr] (LXX and NT), in -arjv from -ea> verbs (" as early as Epicurus," says
Radermacher 73), and in n-aT-poXcoar and nijrpoXaas ; per contra 8ois, 8o7, yvol
and StSoi for the subj. in -<»(?)

—cf. 'iyvoiv
= -av Lk 16* D(aL—see Crdnert

Mem. 217), ^Apia-rdpxoi dat. P Lille H^" (iii/B.c.) and a few other exx. in

Mayser 137. In all these cases co would be written, but « and w were

identical. It would be possible to explain Trwa, dari and TrarpoXaas on

the same lines as cases of et >
>;
before vowels ((6) above), assuming that

before vowels 01 was arrested in its passage towards ii, in the stage,

where a might be a graphic equivalent. The opposite change, 801 etc., is

explicable always without phonetic considerations.

, Mayser 110 shows that oi'i tended towards 01, as

mi to ai (above (a)) : in NT we have however

dyadoTTOua (A -eia) and (vTroita (AC -ei'a).

_. , , , Before leaving at, «, 01 we should note that there

.^ ,  are words in which the use of the diaeresis, or the

substitution of « for i in the second part of the

diphthong, shows that the two elements were still pronounced with their

^ And quite conceivably in Jas 4'*.
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own original value. 'Axata is transliterated Achaia in Latin, and 'Axniirj

in Herodotus shows that we have a tetrasyllabic word. The Latin

praenomen Gams, which was never spelt with ae, is found in vulgar
Greek inscrr. with v for i, at a date when v was a pure i sound. While

our uncials are by no means systematic in the use of diaeresis, their

evidence is often important. Blass, for example (Gr. 17), notes that

Nat/xar and 'leo-crai have no diaeresis in MSS, and Nf/xor is therefore not

surprising : NaiV and Kd'iv always in KB : 'Haatas 10/19 in H, but nt in

B except for four places ; BTjda-a'iddiv) ter in K, but also at ter, while B
usually has ai.

^ H' li ^'^^
'^^^ ^'^^^^ diphthongs, which we write a, ij, w,

th

^

'^'"^^^ ^^^^ briefly alluded to in § 27. The "
silent /"

(i dvfK(f)a>v7]roi') is not regularly "subscript" till

xii/A.D., though Blass {Proimnciation 50) notes a vii/A.D. papyrus where

it is written a little higher or lower than the vowel to which it is

attached. In the middle Hellenistic period it has become a mere matter

of orthography ; and it is only because our spelling normally conforms to

the Attic that we trouble about it at all It is omitted in the uncials

till vii/A.D., and ranks accordingly with accents and punctuation as a

device of Byzantine and mediaeval orthography, useful for distinguishing
nom. and dat. sg. fem. etc. It preserves, like the accents, a feature of

Attic pronunciation, which—unlike the accents—had been for centuries

extinct.

(a) Classical usage decides for Kara {
= Ka\ flra), but Kaya etc., where

the second element has no t
; fjpov impf., but rjpa aor. etc., in

verbs where i ajjpears in present stem because of the suffix -yco ;

^Tjv, Tifxav etc., where our rejection of hrjXoiv (see § 36 (6)) forbids

our altering the classical spelling : Trpdos, npoit, (coov, untpaov,

'HpcoBrjs, irpcopa, lapLoOpaKX), narpaos, dnodvfia-Ko), o-ci^o) and

(rearaxTfiai, but ecriiicra, etc., Tpcads, ^6v, ddaos, p-Lp-v^a-Keiv. See

reflf.'in WS 4L

O) Some forms which look like datives, but were in part primitive

instrumentals, varied in their acceptance of the -t : on their

historical basis see Brugmann-Thumb 269. The Attic inscrip-
tions are the only safe basis, for we cannot always dogtnatise as

to the datival or instrumental origin of the form. It seems

best to write Kpv<f)ri, \d6pa, -n-drri], (Iktj, but to allow the -i in

tO^Xj], Travraxfl, tSta, 8rjpo(Tia, etc.

. „ Mayser (132 f., 125) shows that the omission of i in

/<< -u ...,/ dative sing, is hardly found in iii/B.c. : in ii/B.c. cot : w
^

-f H t
^^ ^^^' ^^ ^^ ^^^ *^ °'^^' ^^°^g^ medial and initial it is

only two to one. Against 250 exx. of correct
t]i

in

iii/B.c. he finds only 2 of initial t and 11 of final i dropped. But while

in ii/B.c. 414 datives and conjunctives in
-771 are noted, to 121 with -7, in

a series of documents dated c. 100 B.C. (P Grenf) there are 27 of each.

This prepares the way for the period in which t is added or dropped

indifferently, having ceased to affect the pronunciation. The disappear-
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ance of the i from the long diphthong ai presents the same chronology

(Mayser 120 f
).

The analysis of P Tebt i. (ii/i B.C.) is instructive :
—

" The proportion of -at to -a final is in official documents [including

petitions] (nos. 5-54) 25 : 14
;
in private letters and the land

survey (nos. 55-103) 8:2; in contracts (nos. 104-111) 8:3; in

private accounts (nos. 112-123) : 11."

The next stage is the irrational addition of -t, sporadically found

even in iii/B.c, and visible in ii/i (once or twice even willi -a), but not

common.

T .. Ti • 1 These facts obviously show that l)efore the second
Latin Evidence. • j r ^i, t. ' j i j / e orv\

period 01 the Kolvt] developed (c. a.d.— see § 30)

these long t-diphthongs had lost the glide. That this was not a peculiarity
of Egyptian pronunciation may be seen, among other evidences, from

Latin transliterations. Blass {Pronunciation 50) cites Thraex etc. from

Cicero, later Thracia; citharoedus, comoedia, tragoedia, later ode and

melodia. He also quotes Strabo (f A.D. 24), who tells us that "many
write datives without the i, and reject the whole custom [of adding -i] as

having no reason grounded on nature "
(xiv. p. 648).

. ,. j^. . It follows that in ambiguous passages of the NT
Application in

i ^ ^u , ,
 

. i i

^^ we are as much at liberty to insert or drop i suoscr. as

to alter accents or punctuation, since none of these

can have been in the autographs. Early translations and patristic

quotations, if unanimous, will attest a traditional interpretation which

must not be ignored, but need not wholly bar our freedom.

Thus in Jn 5^ Milligan and Moulton {Comm. in loc.) proposed to read

Ko\vfi^i]6pa (" . . . by the sheep pool the (pool) that is called . . .").^

In Heb 11^1 WH mg read avrf] 2appa, thus making Abraham the subject

of i'XajSfv. An instance of another kind is the convincing emendation

6 av (so D) aj^eXj;^^? for dxpfXijdrjs in Mk 7^^ : see Goodspeed in ExpT
XX. 471 f.

In forms which are born in the Kolvt} our orthography is necessarily

guided only by analogy, there being no authority unless the word

happens to occur in well-written papyri of iii/B.c, when the t still

represents a real sound. Whether Cronert's instances of Swir; {Mem. 215)

are early enough for the purpose is doubtful : here however the classical

Tiparjv encourages us. But narpoXcoas {prjrpoX.) has no real reason behind

it, nor TTQ)oXoyia in P Lille 5^ (§ 36 (c)).

9. Diphthongs ivith v.

§ 37. Eu and av retain their full diphthongal char-
'

'

acter, and the v necessarily resisted the tendency
towards ii. Hence the spelling eou, found even in Dg at 2 Ti A^*

{XdXKeovi), as Debrunner notes, with ref. to Cronert Mem. 128 f. Later

^ So MoH'att renders,
" there is a bath beside the sheep-pool." The reading

of W, TTJ eTri\eyofji€V7i, points the same way ; and there is new evidence that it

was so read in v/a.d. (?), from a Clu'istian amulet P Oxy viii. 1151^'-, which

appeals to 6 ds ttjs Trpo(3aTiKijs KoXv/x^-^dpas.
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we find even e^ ; and as an ultimate result there is the pronunciation ev,

av, which gives us MGr aftds (avros). So Hebrew ""i^ becomes Atvfi, Hit

Aavet'S : on the later use of /3 in Af/3/3aIoy, Aa/3iS, see § 45. Ov on the

other hand became completely monophthongal. See Mayser 114 and reff.

Eu has a peculiar tendency towards av in the derivatives of tpewa.
The av forms do not appear in Ptolemaic times (Mayser 113). The
earliest known ex. is one supplied by Wackernagel

^—
f^fpawria-ofifvovs in

a psephism from Syros, one of the Cyclades, dated mid i/b.c. Then
follow instances from the papyri, beginning with rjpavvrjrai in P Oxy ii.

2949.10 (a.d. 22) : see Vocab. s.v. fpavvda. Only in CP Herm 102i3 does

fpfvv[ . . . appear in Roman age papyri.^ Cronert Mem. 128 gives

several instances from MSS of Philo and Josephus. Thumb Hellen. 176 f.

cites two or three papyrus exx. of e broadening to a, which he thinks

might be due to native Egyptian (not Alexandrian) influence. But there

are closer parallels from Greek dialects, in Delphian iXavdfpap, and

Theran Doric compounds of fi- as ai-.^ In LXX Thackeray 79 cites

KoXoKovfi 1 Es 4^^ B and Hravpov Prov 9^^ Ba^Kc a. (The converse

fvrevda 1 Es 5^^ A is clearly a mere confusion with ivrtvOiv.) These,

so far as they go, might be taken as showing that there was some

tendency towards such a pronunciation in Egypt. But in uncials of the

NT we find it 7/8 in i<, 6/7 in B* 4/7 in A, 2/4 in C, 1/1 in T, 1/2 in W, and

0/5 in D and D2. It is rather difficult to reconcile such wide attestation

with any very close association with Egypt, which is also discouraged by

Wackernagel's Syros inscr. ;
but it may be noteworthy that the S-text

authorities have no trace of it—unless the fact that in Jn 7^^ W has a

reading shared only with D lat^t is to mark that passage as of 8 character,

and so neutralise the association of W with AB*T in ipavv. there.

Schmiedel's observation (WS 51) that B prefers €v in OT and av in NT
would suit the evidence of papyri very neatly ;

but it needs checking by

Thackeray's figures (p. 79n), whence it appears that in OT B has 13 of

each. Proportionally therefore the statement is true.

It is noteworthy however that it is only in the imperfect that there is

authority worth counting for the r^v in the conjugation of evplcTKoi. The
moods in the aorist would form a check upon a spelling in indie, that

represented no practical difference of sound. That rjv was still thor-

oughly diphthongal is well seen by a tendency, esp. in K and A, to write

r]v : moreover J4 can even divide
ri\v

between two lines—see § 27. The

foreign word Mcouo-^y was trisyllabic, as the Latin transliteration helps

to show.

, Thackeray 97 gives four LXX passages where Trpeo--

^vTT]s
= senex is written for Trpea^ivTi]s

=
legatus, and

recalls Lightfoot's note on Phm^, in which irpi(T^vTr\s was rendered

"ambassador." The evidence Lightfoot gives for believing in a confusion

1 See Nachmanson in Berl. Phil. Woch., 1911, 1184 : the ref. is 10 xii. v.

65321.

2 Undated, but apparently Roman.
^ Nachmanson, Eranos xi. (1912) 220 ff. ; Kretschmer, DLZ 1901, 1049.
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consists of MS mistakes, dating necessarily centuries after our period.
Both words can be freely quoted from vernacular sources in tlieir distinct

forms : on P Oxy vi. 933 (ii/A.D.), a letter to a Trpecr^evTrjs, the edd. remark
that an error for irpea-^vrr) is unlikely. Thayer, however (Grimm, s.v.

Trpea-^vrqs), cites irpftr^evTepois from an inscr. from the great theatre at

Ephesus, which may be set with Liglitfoot's MS citations. Hort (WH,
App-^ 136) prefers to read TrpealBevTTjs in Phm'', rather than take Tvpea^vrris
in that sense. Whether npe(r^vT7]s in its proper meaning is not tenable

after all is quite open to debate : the unanimity of the great Cambridge
triumvirate did not convince a bare majority of the Revisers, as appears
from their unpublished first draft ("an aged man," with margin "an

ambassador").
The long diphthongs, hysterogenous in Greek,

(see Brugmann-Thumb 64), had a very limited place
in the Koivt]. Ionic used av, but it did not penetrate Hellenistic, except
in the Egyptian names Qavd and Mcovarjs, where Thackeray 163 recognises
an attempt to represent a Coptic jironunciation : in both words the coi;

- passed later into a>. So also av is distinguished from
dv only by a rather doubtful phonetic principle (see

below). Hv is found in the augment syllable of a few

verbs, as av^dvo), evplaKa. There are hardly any vv.ll.

when r/v comes from av—Ac 12^* eii^ave D* rj^avev P—but from (vpia-KO)

many exx. of evpov etc. show that the shortening here was merely levelling
from the present stem.

- , _ The papyri show very largely the reduction of av

to a, scantily till i/B.c. (Mayser 114), but freely later,

especially in less educated writing. It appears often in Attic inscr. after

B.C. 74 (Meisterhans^ 154) in the case of iavrov and avrov. Radermacher

37 makes the length of the diphthong essential, in which case the common
aros must be analogical ;

^ but Mayser's early citations {TXaniov, and

similarly UoXvdfKrji : cf. exapia-rel in a papyrus) do not encourage the

limitation. In NT we have 'Ayovarov Lk 2' XC*A, but it is probably
Latin which accounts for this : cf. Ital. agosto. (See Vocab. s.v.) A more
certain instance is K\adp6s, six times in W (once also in L, and regularly
in E, according to Wetstein : see Sanders TJie Washington Manuscript

21n). It is noteworthy that W never has euTov or the like. There is

very little of this phenomenon in LXX : see Thackeray 79, where one or

two apparent instances are (perhaps needlessly) explained away. It was
at first strictly limited in range. As in MGr avroi and {a)T6s exist side

by side (Thumb Handb. 85), we may assume dialectic difference within the

KoivT]. As noted in Frol. 47, dKaTanda-Tovs 2 Pet 2^* AB and
dxprjpci

2 Pet 1'^ A (see Mayor, Comm. in loc.) are probably cases in point. They
would be excluded if we allowed only dv to be thus affected.

Ov had become a simple H sound in the classical

period ;
as in the case of et, there was no distinction

between the inherited diphthong and the close o lengthened by com-

^ So also Thumb in Brugmann
* 64.
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pensation or contraction. As the quantity distinction weakened, ov could

repi-esent even u, as it had done in Boeotian long before {e.g. Tiovxa = Ait.

Tvxi). It is also used regularly to express consonantal u in Latin, as

Quartus Kovdproi, Siluanus ^iXovavos, or vae oval.

Passing by analogy fonnations like 8a)vai^ Mt 26'^ K (often in papj).,

after yvwi'ai), we note some relations between ov and fv which descend

partly from classical dialects. The Ionic contraction ev from €o survives

in the proper name QevSas {
= Qf68(opos or OtoSoros) : see Mayser 114,

148, also 10, where he gives several other names in Gev- a<^ain.st the usual

Geo-. Ionic forms in such cases would start with individuals hailing
from Ionic country. An interesting question is raised by the trans-

literation of Lucius by AfVKios in P Tebt i. 33'' (b.c. 112) al.: contrast

AovKLos Ac 13^, Rom 16-^ Nachmanson 61 gives several other exx. of

XfVKios, and thinks a genuine Greek name (derived from 'kevKos) has

affected the spelling. The fact that this common name appears with

both these forms has naturally suggested the possibility of regarding
AovK as as= Lucius rather than as Lucanus

;
but there does not seem to

J be any strong reason. A link between ov and to is

implied by the frequently asserted identity of KXeorras

(for KXfOTTUTpos) and KXarras, since if the eo did contract it would

normally make ov, as in eovKvdiSrjs etc. The contraction is very abnormal,
and can be made plausible only by the difficulty of otherwise explaining
the name. Confusion of ov and &> in verb terminations is another matter :

it may be questioned if we are ever to credit this to itacism. See above,

under m.

, O and ov are not infrequently confused in early

papyri: see Mayser 116f., where the conclusion is

drawn that in this period o, ov and w were pronounced close—cf. the

same development with f, ei, rj.
A case of a different kind is the fluctua-

tion between Aioa-Kovpoi (as Ac 28^^) and AtcicrKopot, with derivatives :

Mayser 10 f. makes the latter normal in papyri for the divine name, the

former for derived human names like Aioa-novpl^Tjs. Here the difference

depends simply on mixture of dialects, Kopos being Attic and Kovpos Jonic

(see Vocab. s.v.).

10. TI.

This combination, not reckoned among the proper

diphthongs because the elements could not truly

combine, was sometimes written vei (as Mk 9^ eXrjXvBveiav W), to show

that the vowels were really distinct. Cronert Mem. 123 ff. shows with

a mass of exx. that vt continued to be so written in the Koivrj, the Attic

v being rare. Radermacher's note (Gr. 32
n.''^) that elSva (I8vi]s had replaced

the old elSv'ia (I8vias must accordingly be read in close connexion with

the reference to
" educated people

"
in the text to which it is appended.

^ In X the reading is Suve [
— dwvai] which Scrivener marks as » scribe's

error.—[Ed.]
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How far the Attic fl8va survived in archaising speech need not be

discussed here : there is no doul)t about €i8vla ei8vu]i in the vernacular

and in NT. Similarly thei-e is no sign of any form but vios, regularly

declined: contrast Attic inscrr., where from vi/ to i/B.c. there are only
8 instances of vl. to 67 of v. After this vi. becomes " much more frequent

"

than V (Meisterhans
^

60). It should be added that Blass 10 and

Radermacher argue that the Hexion -via -vItjs in Hellenistic proves that

the ( has no force, or even (Blass) was "not pronounced." But of course

the change of
»;

to d after p or t in Attic was a phonetic process which

ceased to work generations before Hellenistic arose, as such a word as

Attic KopT] shows. We have to do with inherited forms, and the presence
or absence of the t has no concern with the appearance of the new flexion.

Prothesis.

§ 38. 'Exi^f's (Attic: see Rutherford iVP 370-2) was

the regular Hellenistic form, not the (Ionic) x^^^ '

the two appear to be related as eKelvos (Attic aud Koivrj) and Kf'ivos (Ionic
—ib. 4). The e- is supposed to be a deictic pronominal element. On the

other hand edeXw, where the e- has a different origin, is not Hellenistic :

we have only deXay, fjQiKov.

In certain districts of the Yioivr} prothesis is very marked before a- and

consonant, as la-TTjXr], ela-TparmTTji, Itrropyr). Thumb gives a table of them

in Hellen. 145, where 25 instances are mentioned from Asia Minor, 13 of

them being from Phrygia. He infers with reason that we should seek

the centre of the infection in Phrygian influence, it being natural to

suspect some foreign admixture where the language outside Asia shows

no real sign. Where a similarly limited prothesis before "impure a"

occurs in other regions, it may, as Deissmann suggests, be traced on the

same principle to vulgar Latin : cf. G. Meyer Gr.^ 166.

Contraction.

The most important and almost the only new rule

„ , ,' of contraction observed in the Koivn is that by which
Two i-sounds. .

.

, j •
<. rn

'

-
two z-sounds were made into one. I hus meLv,

Tapne'Lov, vyUia were in the NT period Tr{e)lv, Tafi{eyiov, vy{e)ia, and this

spelling is reflected in our best uncials normally : in the later MSS there

is reversion to the classical type. An independent anticipation of this

contraction is found in Ionic TroXr from -a. 'Acf)el.s
in Rev 2-" is probably

for dcjjUis (see § 86) : cf. avaa'i Lk 23^ N.^ "EiTKiKua loses t in Ac 24*

B*, but elsewhere it and the adj. retain it. Tufxiemv is found only in

L 33 at Mt 242«. But irulv (KUTan.) appears in Mt 20^2 (exc. W), Mk lO^s

(exc. D), Ac 2312.21 (exc. B*), Rom I421 (exc. D*), 1 Pet 5« (exc. N*),

^ Prol. 45, where the parallel diaae^v (P Laid G^^—i/B.c.) must be cancelled,

as Wilckeu reads Siaaieiv there. It is too early for that contraction. 'Ava(yeh

occurs in Wessely Zauheiya;p. p. 116,
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Rev 16" (exc. AC), as well as in Mt 21^* ABN, Jn 4^- ^o
A, 1 Co 9* A, 10^

AC. (WH rather unaccountably edit nelv in Ac 23'-''^^, following B*

alone, but obey D* rather than XB when they go with the multitude in

Rom 14^1. Since they have no objection to Trielv in 5/14 places, it is hard

to deduce any principle.) The fluctuations of the uncials are reflected in

vernacular documents. Mayser (92) cites one papyrus of B.C. Ill for

contraction (Souxtwi, P Tebt i. IH'"—not a striking instance), and one

pre-Christian inscr., OGIS 194-^ (b.c. 37), while tet is common to the end

of the Ptolemaic age. Attic began to contract as early as B.C. 100

(Meisterhans
^ 49 f.).

In Asia Minor it becomes abundant in the Roman

period, but the date of the change is hard to fix : see instances in

Schweizer Perg. 101, Nachmanson Magn. 69 f. In Egypt we note [v]yri
=

vyi^ BGU iii. 91213 (^ p 33)^ iT:oK\(lv = -€'uiv P Oxy ii. 265" (a.d. 81/95) ;

but TOfiiflov once in a.d. 199, akids twice in iii/A.D. Thackeray (63) gives

ranelov CPR l^^-^ (a.d. 83/4) as the earliest instance ;
and we put beside

it Tafiie[iov in BGU iv. 1194^* (b.c. 27)
—the contraction falls anyhow

somewhere between these limits. 'Yyeta begins in the papyri early in

ii/A,D., and so does nelv (muv appearing twice in I/a.d.). Thackeray's

analysis shows that in LXX the BK text does not represent the spelling

of the age when the LXX was written. It cannot be proved to agree
even with NT autographs, as we cannot be sure of it till the end of i/A.D.

The change would naturally aff"ect some words sooner than others.

Tafiielov was not so obviously connected with raixlas as melv was with

iriwi' ;
and the softening of the y in iyUia would hasten the contraction

of a word decidedly awkward in pronunciation. The MSS record for

such words in NT probably reflects a state of inconsistency in the auto-

graphs. It is perhaps not without significance that niflv is best attested

in books written early, and nelu most certain in Jn, traditionally

published at the end of i/A.D. If we follow the lead of the uncials, and

edit rafielov everywhere, niflv in Mt, Mk, Ac, 1 Pet, irelv in Jn and Rev,
we shall probably come as near the original as we can hope to do. Paul

we must leave to be inconsistent, with ttuIv in Rom but Treti/ in 1 Co :

if the original copies had these, it only meant that Tertius and the

amanuensis who wrote 1 Co diff"ered in their practice at a period when
ne'iv was just coming in. We must add a caveat against Radermacher's

account (Gr. 36) of the genesis of this contraction. He would get it from

the spirantisiug of the i, just as (nunav became a-airav sometimes, or

aapbiovv^ in Rev 2120 A became aapdow^. It is simply a contraction of

identical vowels coming together, just as in Ionic noXu produced noXi

generations earlier.^

. The contractions which operated in classical Greek,
. , and especially in Attic, were no longer demanded bv

uncontraeted 1 ,
•

-^
 

,.1 ,. ' , ^  

i •

phonetic necessity m the Koivr], and only remained in

being because they were inherited. It was therefore

possible for levelling of flexion to bring back uncontraeted forms like

eppeev P Oxy vi. 850'-* (Acts of John—Iv/a.d.), eSiero Lk S^s (all except

1 Cf. Nachmanson in £erl. Phil. Woch. 1911, 1183.
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}<aBLX33). Phrynichus and Thomas regarded these as Ionic, but it is

more likely to be a new operation of analogy
—fXvov : i'Xve : : eppeov :

fppte etc.^ The forms of ;(eco present problems which will be discussed

in their place (§ 95) : here it is enough to say that while Kare;^eei' Mk 14^

is an aorist, enx^^'i'^ Rev 16^ and arwfxfov Ac 21-" need not be detached

from the present stem unless syntactical considerations appear weighty.
For further parallels cf. Prol. 54 f., and 234. Uncontracted noun forms

such as xpvo'fc'v and oa-reav are more likely to be Ionic inasmuch as they
are specially characteristic of the Eastern Koti'77 : see below under noun-

flexion, § 63 B (6). Occasional contraction of oyboov to oybow in papyri
is explicable by analogy, if uncontracted forms of other adjectives
survived by the side of contracted. Words like veos, where the uncon-

tracted form was traditional, showed no tendency to contract, but see

below on the forms of veoa-a-os. An occasional form like v6(o from vovi

(BGU ii. 385^-ii/iii a.d.) serves as a set-off for oybow. On open forms in

3rd decl. {6pe<ov, xet-^fonv) see § 58 (1) (c), and on vrjxfcoi', % 59 (1) : ilv for

edv is discussed in Prol. 43 n.

, The identification of KXwttos and KXfoiras—on
which see also § 44—raises some questions belonging

properly to commentaries. Of course KXairas could not be due to con-

traction : eo in Hellenistic as in earlier Greek would become ov, unless

Ionic influence made it ev—as in Qev8as for Q(68a>pos or the like, TevcpiXos
or Get^tXoy (papp.) for Qe6(piXos. But some analogy beyond our reach

might account for the variant form. KXeoTrar is normally abbreviated

for KXeonarpos. I should add that, while ready to leave the decision to

the Semitists, I myself find the identification of KXojTray, KXeonas and

'AXcpaios an extremely hard saying.

__ „ The Hellenistic indifference to the confluence of

•1.V -L- ^ vowels, due to the slower pronunciation which has

been already noted, is well seen in the levelling which
assimilates rerpa-dpxrjs to other compounds of rerpa-, and made even

dpxi-tfp(vs possible (Mt 26^* B, P Petr iii. 53 {pf—iii/B.c). See Ti on
Ac 131. So with late cpds. like dyadoepye'iv (1 Tim e^S—not Ac U'^),

against the inherited KOKovpyos and lepovpyeiv, and numeral forms like

BeKuoKTO}, TeacrapaKovTafTrjs. This feature of the Koivr) makes it very

plain that classical scholars of the last generation were yielding to their

besetting sin when they ruled out (e.g.) etymologies of iinovcnos that

broke the laws of "correctness" by allowing hiatus. We shall see in

this example (see § 120), and many others, that Hellenistic must be held

as subject to its own laws alone. Analogy, and the retention of local

dialectic forms, may account for a few new contracted forms, as -oyhow
(see § 72), iXdv= i\aiav P Ryl ii. 130", 231< (a.d. 31 and 40), 0p^ros from

cfypeap Letr. 12 (ii/A.D.). On the other side is vfofirjvias Col 2^^ BFG,
Ionic for vovhtjv.: it is not quotable from papyri or inscrr. till ii/A.D.,^

and is doubtless a./. I. 'Upaxrvvrj for Attic Upeooa: is Ionic, but need not

^ Cf. the compromise form dwoxeieTai, P Ryl ii. 154" (a.d. 66).
2
Thackeray 98.
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be contraction. 'Eai/ for av after os etc. was .selected in I'rol 42 f. as a

test of the uncials' accuracy, and it was shown that their usage agrees
with that of the papyri during i/ and ii/A.D., while the use of either av

or edv in this construction was very rare in the century of our oldest

uncials. My statistics may be compared with Thackeray's {Gr. 67 f.),

which take in later material but do not alter the result.' As the

cause of thi.s variation cannot be phonetic, we may postpone further

notice of it till the Syntax.

Sy7wopc.

The total loss of a vowel, reducing thus the

byncope. number of syllables in a word, is a phenomenon

obviously resembling the prehistoric effects of Gradation ; and as we
know a stress accent was developing in the Koivrj

—
especially, we may

assume, in districts where the native dialect had stress, and people had

difficulty in pronouncing v/ithout it—we may confidently trace it to an

identic cause. Nocro-dy (-ia, -lov) is an established Hellenistic form

exclusively found in NT : it arose from the slurring of e into a y sound,

just as ^opias much earlier produced ((3opyas) poppas. The phonetic

principle is still active, as such MGr forms as Trai8la (pron. pedhyd) show.

Attic eoprl] kept its ground, despite Ion. oprr] ;
but in eXteivos we find

the f slurred once before ei, in Rev 3^'' AC (contrast 1 Co lb^'->, where

only FG reads thus). Even here eXf'ivos, with i for ft, may just as well

be read : A actually has a diaeresis over the
i,

if I read it rightly. The

reading aXXoTpifTria-Koiros 1 Pet 4^^ KB cu^ is due to the same treatment

of o, which became a iv and dropped out, just as in the other words e

vanished through the stage y. Note that in all these products of allegro

pronunciation the sound aft'ected lies well behind the accent. "Ea-dojv

Mk 1*^ for iaOiwv is not a case in point, for eaOa is an alternative

conjugation.
A different application is that of " Kretschmer's Law." by which

e.y.

BepfviKfj became BepvUr]. See §§ 30 and 33. Different again is Kapptvav,

regular in LXX and NT (Thackeray 99), and warranted good Koivr) by
the ban of Plirynichus (?) (cf. Rutherford NP 426). Forms involving

Kor for Kara, tw for ava, nap for napd, were abundant in poetry from the

first, and easily if occasionally crept into popular language. It was

forgotten that Kap.pveiv was a compound.
There are not a few instances in our MSS of a peculiar syncopation

affecting prepositions, found largely in inscrr. Thus in D, Rendel Harris

notes ^
Ka{Ta)(pay6vTL Lk 15^", iTf{p\) tov 'I. Mk 5-'', d{va)(TTas Mk 10^,

d{va)7TTv^as Lk 4^^, K.a{Ta)\v(Tai Ac S'^^, and perhaps f{n i)TT\r^cr{(T)ovTi,

Lk 23^^ : he observes that K in Hernias is not free from such forms,

^ It may be added that Jannaris Gr. 421 gives several instances of 6s iav etc.

from MSS of classical authors. As he puts it, we should suppose Xenophon,
Demosthenes etc. responsible for the form—quod erat absurdum !

2 A Study of Codex Bezae (Cambridge, 1891), p. 147,
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Words which always stand in the pretoneare liable to changes of this kind

when the accent lias become stress
;
and we see the process complete in

MGr fie for fifra.

Pronunciatio7i of the Vowels.

§ 39. Our survey of the vowel system in
Pronunciation pigtail may now be focused into a general

Criticism view, and its results brought into line with our

whole purpose. Pronunciation might seem

to have but little interest for us, to whom the written page
of the NT must be everything. But the sounds as well as

tlie signs have to be studied if we would have a clear con-

ception of the value of our oldest MS tradition. Textual

Criticism can restore to a large extent the text of the period

after a.d. 150, but in matters of spelling it gives us no

evidence that is not two centuries later than that epoch.

How far can we regard the spelling of xB and their successors

as faithfully representing that of the first century ? Faith-

fulness in so trifling a department of a scribe's duty, especi-

ally if it is maintained where contemporary usage had

diverged from that of the first century, creates a strong

presumption that the transcript will faithfully represent its

exemplar in more important matters. It becomes therefore

a really serious duty to go behind our MSS and evaluate as

far as we can the phonetic conditions of the language in

which Paul dictated his letters and Mark and Luke wrote

their chronicles. Only by such inquiry can we gauge the

accuracy of the copies on which we depend.
We first ask as to the quantity of vowels,

ling^^its date
"^^^ classical language, where accent was

purely
"
musical," and there was no stress to

lengthen or reduce a vowel, is governed by strict rules of

quantity which are necessarily familiar to all students of

poetry. These rules were maintained in literary tradition, so

that a cosmopolitan collection of epigrams like the Greek

Anthology can show us poems from the Byzantine age in

which mistakes of quantity are almost as rare as in the

Greek verses of a Jebb or a Headlam. But when we take

up copies of metrical epitaphs rudely inscribed on Anatolian

tombs in the period from which our great Biblical MSS come,
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we find a great contrast. Short syllables are scanned long,

and long as short, in odd disagreement with Homeric phrases

and conventional terms of older poetry. When did the

change in quantity fulfil itself, as a consequence of the change
in accent ?

Hatzidakis, in his monograph on the subject referred to in Prol. 34 n.^,

shows that quantity-levelling began outside Greece and established itself

very gradually. The iambic quoted above (§ 36) from Pompeii shows

that in i/A.D. both ei and at could be written for short i and (. Philostratua

(ii/iii A.D.) tells us ^ that in his time the Cappadociaus
" shortened the

long and lengthened the short vowels." That an Athenian graduate like

Philostratus noticed the difference tells us at once that the vowels were

still long and .short in educated Attic and that they had lost their

quantity in the Eastern Koivr]. Meanwhile in Egypt, as Mayser shows

(p. 138 fF.), from ii/B.c. down the long vowels and the diphthongs were

free to change with short : it is clear however that there was in Egypt
no relation between accented syllables and length, or vice versa—see

Mayser's tables pp. 140 f. Crossing to Roman Asia, we have in Schweizer

Perg. 94 fF. inscriptional evidence to show that
rj
could stand for e and

t,

that the name Nt/co/xTjSfin could scan —-£„.) and that « and a> were free

to interchange : ov could represent Latin u, and at and oi were sometimes

6 and V. The evidence is not dated as narrowly as we should like.

Nachmanson {Magn. 63) makes the levelling begin in Asia Minor and

Egypt in ii/B.c. : his instances from Magnesia are not very numerous,
but are more precise in date. In his elaborate review of Raderinacher,^

the Swedish scholar refutes R.'s inference from aa in MdapKos, 'icraaK etc.,

that there was a sense of long vowels needing separate notation such as

the additional sign supplied for e and o. Attic instances of levelling are

given by Meisterhans'', but can only be dated as " Kaiserzeit." It was

natural that a phenomenon depending ultimately on the speaking of

Greek by various peoples with native languages of their own, should

develop earliest in foreign countries.

From quantity we pass on to quality.
Changing quality j^ j^^^g become very clear already that the

system
whole vowel system has taken a different

aspect from that which it wears in the golden

age of Athens. Any modern reconstruction by which we

may attempt to pronounce Attic as the Athenians did will be

almost as far from representing Hellenistic as the avowedly

haphazard pronunciation we have hitherto used in England.
The language is well on the way towards the pronunciation

» Fit. Soph. ii. 13. ^ ^^^i pj^n ffr^ch. 1911, Sept. 23, p. 1192.
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of MGr, where at and e are e, o and « are o, and ov u, a is

still a, and rj, i, ei, oi, v and
j]

have all sunk into i. But we

have already seen that it would be a serious mistake to

suppose that even in the age of our uncials the process was

complete. Not even the speech of the common people had

in any country
"
etacised

"
ot and v, or even t], in the century

of the NT autographs, or for generations after. We must

always be ready to take our proofs from the language of the

common people, rather than from literary documents which

are likely to be touched with artificiality ; though of course

we shall expect to find a considerable difference between NT
writers due to geographical separation and to varying degrees

of Greek culture. As knowledge of the varieties of dialect

within the KoLvrj grows, we may reasonably expect to discover

traces in our best MSS of the minute distinctions by which

higher criticism might argue towards a book's original home,

or lower criticism claim some particular district for the place

where a MS was written.

A word should be added as to the forces
Causes 01 tne

^^^^ produced a change of pronunciation at

least as extensive as that which marks

modern English against that of Chaucer's time. When it is

recalled that the Boeotian dialect of v/b.c. was already pro-

nouncing at as e, et as i, ot as it, and ?; as a close e, it is

natural to conjecture a historical connexion with the same

pronunciation in a later time all over the new Greek-speak-

ing world. To this it is replied that Boeotian never seems

to have affected even its next-door neighbour Attic until—on

the assumption that this development really was due to

Boeotian—the infection had already passed through every

other region where Greek was spoken. It is abundantly

clear that Attic accounts for (say) seventy per cent, of the

Kotvri in phonology, accidence and syntax, Ionic for perhaps

twenty per cent., and the other dialects possibly for as much

as ten. It becomes therefore very improbable a priori that

Boeotian should affect Hellenistic pronunciation so profoundly

without doing much more, and equally improbable that this

very widespread charity should have failed to begin at home.

To substitute some other single cause is beyond our power.

In the change of the accent system we shall probably find a
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more powerful solvent of the vowels than any other influence

at work. And this in its turn may well liave l)een largely

due to the fact that Hellenistic was everywhere (except in

Greece itself) the language of bilingual people. Of course

the influences of native dialects—discussed at length by
Thumb in chap. iv. of HeUenismus—would alfect (Jreek in very
different ways. But they would mostly agree in possessing
stress rather than pitch accent

;
and it would be natural for

them to impart a stress to the Greek accent. This however

is mere conjecture. We must mostly be content to recognise
the fact of development without attempting to explain it,

the conditions being largely outside our range of knowledge.

J.
• J A summary of pronunciation was attempted above,

„ , but we must return to one problem more in detail.

How does itacism affect questions of syntax ? If T}(i)

and €1 were identical, and o and co, was there any real difference between

the future indicative and the first aorist subjunctive, the present indica-

tive and subjunctive of verbs like Xi'o) 1 The answer has so much effect

on our views of verb syntax that we must examine the history of the e

vowels more closely. AVe may start with the Attic
t]i, which in iii/ii b.c.

was predominantly changed to ei (Meisterhans'^ 38 f.), but recovered itself

in i/B.c, and afterwards dropped its t like a and w. One curious survival

of this orthography is very general in Hellenistic (see Mayser 127 and
the inscrr. cited in Dittenberger's index, SylL- iii. 226 f.), viz. the perf.

act. and mid. (not the other augmented tenses) of alpea and cpds.^ In

Xrjo-rrjs and dirodp/jo-KOii the older
tj survived, in Xtirovpyos the later ei or

I (perhaps through association with Xirij
'

prayer ')
: so also xXf/$ and

KXet'co. The dative rifiel was replaced by rifj.!}
after a short period of

jjrominence by levelling action : x"P" nom. and x'^P^ ^'^^- were only

orthographically different in I/a.d., and
rifMrj, TLfxfj followed suit, ex-cept

for the accent. This takes us to the relations of fi and
rj, already

described in detail. H. and d have contacts especially in prevocalic^

position. Such a table as Dittenberger's in Syll.^ iii. 226 will show how
abundant was

t]
for « before vowels. The same may be said of the

papyri, especially during the Augustan period. H had thus two values,
one that of an open e, as in earlier times, and the other close e : the

former drew e to it and the latter «. Ultimately e remained an e sound,
as it does to-day ;

and the old
rj
which had this value was ultimately

spelt e (as aTrjK(o, MGr ariKa). The other
r] passed at last into i : thus

Qwirhmis is transliterated Kvp(f)7vos in BW, but Kvprivios in the rest.

Why aTi'jKco kept an e sound while irXfjdos took an i we are hardly able

to sav.

^ The NT has only one occurrence, 2 Co 9'^, hut there FG 33 show -eip: in

Ac 5^® and 27"-'" there is no variant upon avyipid-q and jrepiripe'LTo.
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To return to the practical problem of indicative and subjunctive. It

is clear that in the Attic of iii/ii B.C. the two spellings of the 2nd sing.

pres. indie, mid., Xvei and Xi^,^, were wholly equivalent, and the indie.

Xvtis -ei, Xva-eis -fi, identical with subj. Xvtjs -j), \v<ttjs -rj. Restricting our-

selves to Attic, we ask whether this identity continued. Differentiation

could arise, as in the noun, by levelling : Xvds Xvrjzf invited assimilation

as strongly as tiht) -i]v -rjs -d. But the very levelling which brought back

a new
jj
tended to keep it nearer to

rj
tlian the old

rji
that had passed

into ft. Hence its readiness to lose i and attach itself rather to
rj
than to

€1. Meanwhile
t)

itself was becoming close, and in ii/A.D. had largely lost

its difference from ei even in Attica.^ Outside Attica, according to

Bruginann-Tliumb, final -r; never changed to -et. In that case there was

an additional force tending to differentiate indie, and subj. for a time.

There was moreover a reason for the survival of the normal
-r] (

=
-e((r)ai)

in 2 sg. pres. ind. mid. : the three exceptions ^ovXfi (still in NT), o'Ui,

6\j/fi, may perhaps be treated as Attic forms surviving through the influ-

ence of idiomatic turns of speech in which they occurred.^ We have

thus a reason for the survival of a separate flexion for indie, and subj.
until the time when

rj
and its equivalent rj

had sunk into i. By that

time o, 0) and ov were very near each other,^ and o and w in many parts
were identical. Thus the 2nd pi. was the only person unaccounted for,

and in an unaccented syllable e and * did not differ greatly. All this

will account well for a partial fusion of indicative and subjunctive, such

as we shall have to note in the Syntax : syntactical forces may have co-

operated with phonetic in producing this. But it is extremely hazardous

to assume that these conditions applied in i/A.c, except in districts

which had little or nothing to do with the NT, and in an educational

stratum lower than any represented there.

Aspiration.

_ ... . §40. The early uncials have breathings marked as

_^„„° little as they have punctuation or accents
; but lite-

rary documents have begun to insert them at a date

not much later than that of X and B. They appear in W, where

Sanders (p. 18) says the rough breathing may be rarely seen on

monosyllables, and on words liable to be confused : he counts " 29

instances in Mt
;
none in Mk 1-53° . 3 jjj ^y^g pgg^ ^f jyjj^

. ^^ ^^ j^j.
.

and 4 in Jn 5^- to end. There are no mistakes in its use. In the first

quire of Jn there are no breathings." This MS is accordingly the

earliest to show them. We find breathings marked in some of the

papyri edited in Berliner Klassikertexte vi. by Schmidt and Schubart

(1910)
—a v/a.d. codex of Ignatius, and an anthology of Basil's letters

(same cent.) : see CR xxvii. 176 f. (The sign 1- was used for h by gram-
marians perhaps as early as Aristotle

;
see Blass Pron. 92).

^ See Brugmann-Thumb 62-4, Nachmanson Beitrdge 37, Meisterhans^ 19.
2 But the history of this form is much disputed : see Brugmann-Thumb 405.
' Radermacher 37 dates this approximation in iii/A.D.

VOL. II.—7
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•

. A point of interest arises in these documents,
^  

where we find aopatoi (p. 5) and ANGecTHKe (p. 26).

The second of these does not represent classical pronunciation, since the

h was absorbed in combination with the t, while aoparos certainly lost

any aspiration centuries before this papyrus was written. But it may
be assumed that while the aspirate lasted it was pronounced in medial

position in such cases : cf. such Latin transliterations as Euhemerus,
Euhodius. As h was not yet dead in I/a.d., we may safely infer that

evobovv and the like would represent pronunciation more accurately than

our conventional spelling. Alexandrian grammarians wrote the " inter-

aspiration
"
in the texts of the poets ;

but there is no doubt that the h

was even weaker in this position than it was when initial. See Blass

Pron. 96.

Initial h was weak, but still pronounced in our
^^^

, period, and (as in other dialects where it is weak) it

is not infrequently misplaced. There is a series of

wrongly aspirated words v;hich obtained such a hold that a trace even

survives in MGr, where an initial h has not been pronounced for many
centuries. This is e(l)fTo{s)

" of this year," which takes us back to
f(f>' eros,

a very common combination in papyri and Koivt) inscriptions. So

Kud' {'tos etc. This form does not happen to occur in NT, for in Lk 2*^

the newly discovered W alone reads koO'. But "e0' eXTrtSt, accepted
Rom 820, has some primary authority (N2. A^. B^. C^. D*. D2'. Gg^) 8/9 times,

besides d(j)e\7rlCoi'T(s 1/1
" (WH Ajyp.^ 150). This last is read by DP in

Lk 6''*. The occasional aspiration of (Idov and its compounds, accepted

by WH in Ph 2^3 and Ac 2''mg, is found in the best MSS
; while ovx

oXiyos appears 6/8 times in Ac (K*. A^. B^. D^) as in LXX twice. Kad' Idiav

occurs
"
9/16 times (Ki. B^. D". a^ "—add W^). Ai-^oTrrai stands in Lk V W,

and ovx o-\j/f(T6f
in Lk l?^'^ A. A series of such forms is noted from D

by Rendel Harris in his monograph on the MS ^—
rjSvvaro^, tlBov^, 18ios^,

. The causes of this phenomenon must be sought
in the working of analogy. Thumb puts this, con-

cisely in Brugmann Gr*. 143, where he shows how in classical Greek

ij/ifls, rjarai and oktco tvvea (in Heraclean Doric) followed respectively

vntls, eXofjiai
and eVra, etc.

" In the Koivrj this process went further,

e.q. eros after fjfiepa, laos after ofioios, f(pi8flv and e(f)67rTrjs after 6pS) : see

Thumb Spiritus Asper 70 ff., Mayser 199 f." Common formulae like

KaO' tjfxepav,
in

'ia-fj
Kal 6p.oia, and the unifying effect of a paradigm like

€(popav : eViSetv : eVoi/Aeo-^ai, help US to see how the analogy worked.

Ka6' Idiav may have followed Kad' eavruv. 'E^' avpiov (as P Tebt i.

1191'', B.C. 105-1 ;
P Ryl ii. 441*, iii/A.D.) obviously follows

('(p' rjixipav,

and is itself an argument for a similar account of e0' eros. Olx oXiyos

1 Where (p. 138) he also notes a dropped aspirate, in evpi<TKw*, Kare^TJs^,

o5tos^ and eavTwv^. The explanations offered in this chapter (dated 1891) are

antiquated by later developments of comparative philology. Some of the

instances included are discounted by the special conditioas affecting oC/k and

oiix : see below.
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arose later than the rest, being rare in LXX, where other cases are fre-

quent : see Thackeray 126, where an explanation is attempted, based on

a (less probable) account of the common Hellenistic e(f)iopK(iv (Mt 5''^ X),

€(f)iopKos (1 Tim po DP). Brugmann-Thumb 166 explains the latter as

a mixture of emopK. and ecpopK., which are lejito and allegro forms respec-

tively. Since it is only with ovx that these aspirated forms of
oXi'-yos

occur, we cannot safely draw any inference : see below, and cf. Cronert

Mem. 152 n.*, where one instance of fied' okiyov is the only exception. It

is less easy to suggest analogical cause for eXTri'y, which (Prof. Souter tells

me) is supported by proper names in Latin inscrr.—Helpis, Helpidius,

Helpidophorus. Was fKe'iv in thought ?

Since even Thackeray
^ still clings to the old idea

•thT^^^l t
^^^^ *^^ ^°®* '' ^^°^^^^^ ^^^^ ^'' ^^ ^^^(>^^^ be observed

, .

°
that a large proportion of forms already mentioned—
add from papyri such types as fitdrjvexdr], kqO' ivLavrov,

'E</)' 'Aa-KXrjTTidSov, fXTjd' oKXov, e(f)' ovois, e(payayeiv
—cannot be explained in

this way. And there is this further objection, that the phenomena in

question are late, whereas in Attic and Ionic F totally disappeared in pre-

historic times. We should have to assume, for example, that FfX-n-is

generated eXTri't in some dialect which ultimately influenced the Koivfj,

but left no trace of itself until the h outcropped in post-classical times.

For this there is nowhere any evidence ;
and even if (as in the case of

eXn-ty) we have no complete explanation to offer, it is safer to assume

some hidden analogy. Can we always account scientifically for our own

cockney's sins of commission and omission in this matter ? The analogy
is the more instructive since contemporary Rome had "

'Arry
"
similarly

employed : cf. Catullus 84 :

, Chommoda dicebat, si quando commoda uellet

dicere, et insidias Arrius hinsidias.

It saves us a good deal of trouble to realise that when h is feeble it

always tends to be misused in ways which cannot be wholly accounted

for.

See on the whole subject Thumb's monograph on the Spiritics Asper
in Greek (Trubner, 1889), also Cronert Mem. 148 tf.

; Schweizer Perg.

116 ff. ;
Radermacher Gr. 38 ; Mayser 199 fi".

Miscellaneous problems involving the aspirate
Miscellaneous

^^ collected here (mostly from WH App.'^'
irregularities, ^^Qff\

'ETTt'o-Tarai 1 Th 5^ KBL 33 (Wisd 6^ B) is an isolated slip, to be set

beside unoKUTia-Tuvft Mk 9^^ B* (where however the true read-

^ And later still A. T. Robertson Gram. 209. It should be observed that

he fails to represent the philologist's case against the digamma as a vera caussa

for the Hellenistic aspiration. No one doubts that h sometimes represents F:

it is found in three words beginning with ves-, as explained by Thumb in

Brugmann Gr.* 52. But all this belongs to a period centuries earlier than

hat in which Kad' eras and the like began to appear, when F was absolutely

dead except in a few corners where old dialects still struggled for life.
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ing may be d7roKara(rr«vfi K*D— cf. MGr aTc'wo), a form thrice

found in D). The converse is found in f(f)L(rTaadat for iniaTa<T6f,

Ac 1028 D* -yy^j ajj(j Schiniedel take both as "thoughtless
confusion of the verbs i^ia-r. and enia-T." (WS 39).

AvTov (etc.) is read by WH some twenty times : see the question dis-

cussed below, § 76.

Ovx appears in LXX and NT not infrequently where ovk is expected.
Thus ovx hya-TT^atv Rev 12i' A, ovx 'louSai/cws- Gal 2'^ M*ACP
33 {ovx 'l^oiba Sus 5« ABQ, according to WH p. 314), ovx

oXt'yos (see above), ovx o\l/f(r6( Lk 17^^ A (see above), ovx '^"u

Ac 2^ i^DE 61
; ovx ^T^ovtcrav, ovx fttraKovaofiai, ovx <^^^ves, ovx

laxvpos in LXX (WS 39). Some of these cases may be specially

explained : thus WH would make 'lovbas the regular represen-
tative of TM'^n^. But there does not seem to be strong reason for

our seeking to take them one by one. Moreover there are

instances of ovk for ovx, ^^ "^"^ ^vtKfv 2 Co 7^^ >*CDE 33, ovk

virdpxei Ac 36 KG, ovk (vpov Lk 243 ^Q* Qi etc^^" g^yg Schmiedel).
We must apparent!}' allow exegesis to decide between fartjKtv

and the Hellenistic imperfect earrjKfv after ovk in Jn 8**.

__ , . . An important class of variant forms due to meta-

. ,. thesis of aspiration came into the Kotvn through
aspiration. t • • « a v, i. uto ^ 1.Ionic miluence, and are shown by MGr to have

maintained their position : see Prol. 38. Xitohv ki6u>v, ;^iir/ja Kvdpa,
(vTav6a €v6avTa, Bdrpaxos ^ddpuKos, cf)UTVT] nddvrj, are instances, and there

are further complications due to mixture, such as ;^t^a);/ and kitiov. See

plentiful exx. from papyri for Kidu)v etc. and Kv6pa in Criinert Mem. 82 n.^,

83 n.i
;
also Mayser 16, 41 and 184, Thackeray 103. Traces in NT are not

many : x"i9w;/as- Mt lO^" D* Lk 9^ W, Kirwfas Mk 1463 B* ("ut alibi N"

Ti), 'TrdTvr)<: Lk 13i« W. See Bruginann-Thumb 121 f. Rendel Harris

{Codex Bezae 140) points out that in Lk S^^ D has xitconac, with a smooth

breathing : this is by waj^ of correcting his exemplar, which had
xi^G-

Dr. Harris gives other instances of this metathesis of aspiration from D
(or its Latin), viz. Ac 16^^ pkytonem {i.e. *(f)vTava), 16'^ Samotrachiam

{* ^afiorpax^v), Mk 7^ are^fire.

Words beginning with a single p, with another p at the head of the

second syllable, were according to the ancient grammarians

(see WS 40) without the usual '. Thus fxpavria-pivoi etc. This

is in accord with the rule which makes reduplication involve

loss of aspirate {riBr^pi etc.), if we may assume that the voiceless

initial p kept its quality when pushed into a second syllable.

But it is not really certain that initial p was voiceless except
when it came from sr- : see Brugmann-Thumb 145.

The breathing has been variously determined for opeipta-dai (see § 95),

ftXiKpivTjS and -ia (§ 105), dXodv (cf. uTraXodv and (caraX.) and

SXva-IS.

In Semitic loan-words WH use
'

for n and n,
'

for x and y. There is

no reason for writing Za-a-coTros (3iTX) except that initial v

regularly has
'

: apparently even English has only aspirated
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the word since the Genevan Version. There is difference

between editors as to the breathing in the name Jerusalem.

WH (Intr.'^ 313) refuse the
'

to 'ifpoa-cAv/xa as coming from a
"
false association with Upos.'' But however "

false," it may well

be quite real as popular etymology. In 'IfpovcraXrjfji Blass is

right in giving 'I., since the association would not aftect the

indeclinable.

Single and
Double

v.-

I

I

Siiigle and Double Consonants.

§ 41. Ambiguous cases under this heading are

practically restricted to the continuous sounds, the
^vu.K,x^

Liquids and Nasals and a. We find in papyri and
Consonants. . V ,. r ^.i, m n  ..    .

inscriptions or the Hellenistic age, as m inscriptions

of classical times, a tendency to double and a counter-tendency to droj)

one of the elements in a double : thus we have raXa, dva^iiXovcriv, Traprjo-ia,

ypafxaT'is, Yei'ai{ov), eXacroi' etc. in early papyri (see Mayser 212-4), and

again 8cdX\oyov, fwavTicov, ficrcravyekiuiv, eWarrov, ''Q,ppov, XaropplSa,

avuaveaa-eis, eKTVfcrcrfiv {ib. 217-9). Instances with mutes are virtually

negligible.

(a) 'Ei/ff'a but ei/aro? evevrjKovra must be kept as in earlier Greek. D
shows i'l'varos, an obvious case of analogy.

r€V»7/xa (from i/yev of yivofiai) is a Koivri word for "vegetable produce,"
and must be sharply distinguished from yevvrjfxa (from yewdco)
"
offspring."

'Evf6s has V as in cl. Gr.

'E(c- and a-vv-xvvva) are supported by MGr (Prol. 45 n.^) : cf. eKTLvi'co

in BGU iii. 896^ (ii/A.D.) and i. 282<o (ib.), and iIttotIvvco in

P Gen 7421 (? iii/A.D.), and dnonvvvTco Syll. 737»i (ii/A.D.).

'Ap(/j)a/3a)i'
with p and pp has about equal warrant in papyri

{Prol. 45).

'n.ap{p)r](Tia (-id^opat) has p single in some of the best uncials in nearly
one-third of its occurrences.

nvp(p)6s and }rvp(p)dC<D drop an p in Mt 16^ C and late uncials, Rev 6*

AP 046, 12^ C 046 : in these last nvpus was sometimes mistaken

for the gen. of rrvp.

The proper names Mvppa (Ac 27^ B Hier) and ^vyeXos have the single

liquid better attested in inscriptions : see WS 58, and note Mvpa
in Ac 211 D,

IlXr]p.vpT]s Lk 6** T>W al. is the older spelling : the dovibled p is due to

a popular etymology connecting the first part with TrXrjv
—see

Boisacq, s.v. Of course it does not follow that we should edit

the single p, which may well be due to correction by literary

hands in some ancestor.

(6) The older doubling of p after the augment or in composition is

very imperfectly carried out, and in many forms vanishes

entirely. Words which have an established existence as com-

pounds, with the simplex no longer in conscious contact, tend
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to keep their pp : thus ^dfiappovs, npprjros (but avavrlpriTOs),

eppcocrdf {pa>vvv[xi being obsolete), appaxTTOs, aifLoppOflv. But for

words kept in contact with a paradigm the pp is in a minority :

8iapprj^avTfs Ac 14^* (but Biapfj^as Mk 14^^, Trepiprj^avrfS Ac

16^^), eppi^ojufpoi, eppi6r^{(Tav), (ppnrTat, Lk 17^ (but p in other

forms from pinra), against <ipa(f)os and various forms from

pdnro), prjcrao), pfO), pavi^co, pa^Si^o), pvopai, pavrl^o). The

opposite tendency may be seen in sporadic spellings like nappdav
in 2 Co 102 DE 47

(c) Semitic words (among which should be included the thoroughly
naturalised dppa^dav above) show some degree of uncertainty in

their spelling. 'ladvTjs is accepted by WH except in two

places, since B has it 121/130 times. But N has w except
in one part, which Lake has now shown not to be *' written

by the scribe of B." ^ Tlie inscriptional evidence WH quote
is relatively late, but it is as good evidence as the a priori

considerations in WS 57. The record of D is curiously

divergent : it has vv in Mt, Mk and Jn at the beginning,
but V in Jn from 5^^ to the end, and in Lk and Ac. See the

discussion of the significance of this variation in G. Rudberg's
Ntlicher Text, 14.^ 'EXttralof and p.apu>vds are clear, 'Io7r(7r);;,

T(v(v)r)(rapeT, Bapcra/3(/3)a? are regarded by Schmiedel as more

doubtful, on the ground of their Semitic etymology. In

Ac 72 D has Xapdv after the Hebrew : contr. Kdppai (Strabo),

Lat. Carrhae.

(d) Kpd^aTTos, a word of foreign origin (said to be Macedonian), is

spelt with single r several times in B, which thus agrees with

liAtin grabahis. ACDW* have tt always, as also K 1/11 : else-

where K reads Kpd^aKTos, a form found elsewhere only in two

papyri, dating respectively from the centuries before and after

that in which K was written : for the bearing of this on the

provenance of K see Lake's introduction to the facsimile of the

MS, p. xi. The spelling Kpd^aros can be quoted from Egypt
much earlier, viz. from a "

probably Ptolemaic "
ostracon in

Melanges Nicole, 184, which enables us, if we like, to associate B
also with Egypt as far as the evidence of this word goes. But Kpd-

jSoTTos also can be quoted from Egypt: see P Lond 191^" (a.d.

103-17) (
= ii. p. 265). Kpd^^aros appears in Ac 5^^ E and in

the mass of later MSS : it seems to be a dialectic variation in

the KoivT], which has left descendants in MGr dialects. Of. my
Einleitung 60, and Vocabulary, s.v.

(e) Doubled aspirates in Semitic words like yi.a6dal.os, ffftcjiadd, or the

Phrygian 'A(^0ia, are contributory evidence of the spirant

pronunciation.

1 WH App.^ 166 : see Lake, Codex Sinaitieus xii.

2
Upsala University publications, 1915.

' W has Kp^paTTOi twice—a form which has parallels in MGr.
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Intrusive dental

Intrusive Consonants.

The combination o-p, which is not found in

, ,' native Greek words, sometimes developed a transi-

^' tion sound t in the name 'laparjX and derivatives.

So in Mt 19^^, Mk 12-^ in W, with D in the latter, and sometimes

in Ac in B. In K there is a S, which appears 8/9 times in the word

'la-SparjXflrris. The occurrence of 'lerrpaijX in magic papyri and in one or

two Egyptian inscrr. is noted by Lake (Cod. Sin. xi.) as nullifying the

argument of WH ^ that the intrusive dental was a Latinisni and therefore

supported Western provenance for K or B or both. The phonetic

development was easy, as is shown by the fact that the root sreu " flow
"

(pfw) produced the original of our stream in Germanic and ^rpyfiddv in

Thracian, with the same thing in Albanian and Lithuanian : see

Brugmann Grd." i. 827.

J , . - Intrusive j3 between p.
and p (as in iipfiporos,

, . , fiearju^pia) appears in the proper name 'lapl^piis, if

^ the usual Hebrew etymology is right. So Mamre
^ '

becomes Map^prj, and Samson ^afiy^div (Heb IP^).

Cases like the analogical Xr]fi-^op.ai, and the (unexplained) a(f)v8p6v

are dealt with elsewhere.

Liquids and Nasals.

__ . . - § 42. Variation between X and p appears in (cXi/^afoff,Variations Ol
^^^ ^^^^^ Phrynichus (Rutherford NP 267 f.) claimed

"'
Kpl^avos as Attic : the X form probably entered the

KoivT] from Ionic (as Herodotus has it) or Doric (Sophron). As Lat. llbum

and our loaf (A.S. hldf) show, the I was original, and Attic was peculiar.

The Latin word flagellum is dissimilated to (fypayiWiov ((^payfXXoo)) : D
keeps the X, as does a papyrus written apparently by a Roman, in

Trajan's reign—P Lond 191^1 (
= ii. p. 265). The Hebrew ^^'.^3 is trans-

literated BeXtap,^ which again may be mere dissimilation
; but some

Semitic etymology need not be excluded—see EBi s.v. In D the v in

Xv)(vos is twice written X, and in nvea once : see J. R. Harris, Codex

Bezae 143 f., where also pf'yap in Lk l^^ is connected with the X in

peydXrj. The form irXfovra (Lk 12*') is a happy accident, agreeing with

a prehistoric ancestor of nvevp,a>v : see Walde, Lat Etym. Wort. s.v.

pulmo. So KdX(t)os Lk 6" W, XfcpeXr) Lk 9^* W : also P Oxy ii. 242i2

(A.D. 77) XavXai.

, The relations of pp and pa- affect the NT forms of
"" " '

6ap(Tf(o and npa-rjv. Gapo-ft -eire is used exclusively

(Ew., Ac), while for the rest of the verb forms of dappeco occur 2 Co

quinquies and Heb 13^, without variant. "Apa-rjv (a derivative) appears

1 Intr.^ 265.
• WS 58 cites Serial from Asc. Isai., but see Charles's edition, p. 6.
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unchallenged in Mk lO^, Lk 2^3, 1 Co 6^, 1 Tim l^o
; but dpprjv has

some warrant in Mt 19* E, Rev 12* K 04j6, ib^^ 046 cupi
;
and in Paul,

Rom 127 j<*AC 33 (ter, but C has pa 30), Gal 32» ^^, where WH give pp
as an alternative. Wackernagel {Hellenistica, Gottingen, 1907) shows

that the sporadic appearance of Attic pp is parallel with that of tt,

and normally comes into the Koivt] with specifically Attic words that

contained it. Whereas, however,
" the Attic rr was shared only with

the dialects of Eretria, Oropus and Boeotia, numerous dialects agreed
with it in the use of pp

"
{op. cit. p. 25). Ionian influence would be

the only serious discouragement to the use of Oappw and lipprjv, so

that mixture was easy. We might imagine, for instance, that ddpa-ti,

dapa-flre,
" cheer up," was a favourite phrase in Ionic : if that were so—

it is only offered as an illustrative speculation
—we could understand

how the rest of the verb came from Sappflv, while the imperative phrase

lived only in the pa form. This distinction is maintained in NT, and in

LXX with only one or two exceptions ;
and it might easily arise from

such cause as has been suggested. An interesting confirmation may be

seen in W at Mk 10*^, where Bappwv eyeipf is read instead of Siipaei, ty.

The noun ddppos was not really even Attic, and dapaos accordingly stands

alone. In the Ptolemaic papyri however we have pa only (Mayser 220) :

pp begins to appear later (cf. CR xv. 33), as it does even in Ionic territory

on the inscrr. of Pergamum (Schweizer Perg. 125). MGr shows mixture

still : see Thumb Hellen. 77 f. In NT aparjv is read throughout by WH
(against HkC in Rom V and K in Gal 3^*) ; but the papyri show great

variation—see Vocabulary, s.v. Aeppiv occurs in Mk 1^ D : Wackernagel

(p. 13) notes that 8(pais never existed.

. . „ Assimilation of the v of eV and avv takes place in

.

^^
, , composition according to the traditional spelling,

which probably represents the pronunciation even in

the Hellenistic age, to judge from the freedom with which assimilation

takes place in inscriptions and papyri when proclitics are linked closely

with the following word. Mayser's exhaustive presentation of the

evidence from Ptolemaic papyri is summed up in tables on p. 231 (with

which compare those of Thackeray 132-4, tending the same way).' He

shows that the words which most favour assimilation are rov, ttjv, rmv
;

ov nv, S)V ; av, fdv, ev, indv, piv, avrov, ToaovTOv, irXeov
; Tr\i)v, vvv.

There is moreover a marked diff'erence between the effect of laViial and

guttural initial. For a large number of papyri from iii/ and ii/e.c. the

proportion of assimilations to non-assimilations in separate words is for

iii/ 1 : 4 before labials, 1 : 9 before gutturals ;
for

ii/ 1 : 11 before labials,

none before gutturals (80 exx.). The tables for eV and avv in composi-

tion (p. 234) give for iii/ 7 : 1 for assimilation before labials, 4 : 3 for ii/ ;

before gutturals 4 : 1 and 5 : 6 respectively. Even here therefore the

progressive ousting of assimilation is very marked, and the difference

between gutturals and labials.

In NT avyyev-qs (-eta) and avyxvats are the only forms with avy- that

find their way into WH's list of " certain and constant "
assimilations : they

print with an alternative avyKfKoKvppevov and avyKvpiav. Compounds
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of iv show 7 assim. to 7 non-assim. with
f'y-,

and 26 assim. to 1 non-

assim. with
e'/x-.

This means .that assimilation remains decidedly more

prominent in the semi-literary MSS of NT than it is in the non-literary

papyri even of the early Ptolemaic age, but the difference between labials

and gutturals is still well marked. According to WH {A'pf? 156 f.), non-

assimilation is the usual practice in the best NT uncials before n, ^, /3,

(f) ; K, 7, X ; C> o-
> \ H- B"t some words have assimilation regularly, the

(V compounds showing it more freely than those of avv. Details may be

sought in their list, or more fully in that of Gregory, pp. 73 ff., where

uncial evidence in each case is supplied. How far the oldest uncials in

this matter represent the autographs must be left an open question.

Note the frequency of efx ^ecrc^
" in good MSS wherever fv fxea-w occurs,

but never in K, B, D or Dj
"

;
also

f'y
Kavd Jn 2" AF, ey yaa-rpi Lk 21^3 A,

ffjL TrpavTTjTt Jas 1^1 N, ffj. TToXe/xM Heb 11^'' p^^, avij. Mapidfi Lk 2^ AE al.

aiifx.
irdaiv Lk 24^* EG al. (Dehrunner 14). Thackeray 131 gives corre-

sjjonding evidence from LXX, but remarks that such forms were probably
more abundant in the autographs

—which for the NT is hardly likely.

„ _ The rationale of this tendencv to drop assimilation
Causes of non-

, i f n  

; ^

"
 \- ^

.

.^
. may be souglit partly in Lento pronunciation : a nasal

ending a syllable would naturally tend towards v,

the form of all final nasals in pausa. This is supported by the frequency
of such spellings as uvyeXos and vevn-a (cf. Mayser 23.5 f., Nachmanson

106): NT exx. are Kei'xptai Ac IS^* KADE, TrfVi/zw 13 times in Dj,

eXav^ev 2 Co 4^ Dg (Debrunner 14), where the v was not due to ety-

mological association as in other NT words, TrdXivyfvea-ia, navn'krjdfl,

f^T]paviJ,evr]v (Mk IP" W), p.fpiavpfvois (Tit V^ Dj). We must note that

nasals at the end of syllables were by this time becoming faint, and the

distinction between their three classes {p, v, y) was less easily heard. It

should be added that in literary papyri of the period assimilation was

decidedly more abundant : Mayser (p. 232) gives 12 : 8 before labials and

10 : 2 before gutturals in favour of assimilation for a series of classical

papyri from the Ptolemaic age. The contrast emphasises the non-literary

practice the more.

,. The form Beefe^ovX, which we must assume to
^ ' "

be for BeeXffiSoi^X (read by all the later Greek

authorities), is found throughout in ^<B except in Mk 3^2, where i<

joins the mass. No explanation of this reading is suggested which

would justify its originality : we must perhaps assume a kind of assimi-

lation based on the abnormality of the combination X^ in Greek. If so,

the corruption must go to swell the list of small errors which N and B

share, proving their common origin. The word involves a further

problem in the matter of X, if we follow the Latin and Syriac vss. in the

equation with OT Baal z''bAb. But this is unnecessary, and whatever

interpretation is adopted, we may be quite sure that -X is the original

and -/3 a primitive guess by students acquainted with Hebrew.

, TnXyodd has also lost X (by dissimilation
1), when

Y° °''

compared with either Hebrew or Aramaic : see EBi
s.v. In Mt 27^^ A and syrhr have ToXyoX^a.
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. , In 2 Tim 4^^ (j}t\6vtjv is read practically without
^ variant. Its relation to Lat. paenula is difficult, for

the latter can be quoted from a much earlier date. In papyri the form

(f)aiv6\j]s is commoner, but both are found. If it were not for the Latin,
we might have regarded <paiv. as popular etymology ((^aiVw). It is

quite possible that both Latin and Greek go back to some unknown

foreign word.

J
. - The word fioyylXakos in Mk 7^^ is found in W, in

-^
, LNA al., and the important cursives 28 and 33, with

three of the Ferrar group. Since the word /xoy-yos

hoarse is attested (very rarely) from v/a.d.
—see E. A. Sophocles s.v.—we

must probably regard this as a real v.L, rather than as a nasalising like

some words mentioned below.

The insertion of
fi

in \r]^^«Tdai, XTjfKfydFjvai etc., is a Hellenistic

analogy-product belonging to the flexion of that verb (see § 95). The

(classical) loss of
ft by dissimilation in compounds of

nifjLTrXrjfii and

TTifiirpTjfjii
with fv and avv is overcome by analogy in Ac 14^^ DEP, 28"

cu* : as Lobeck shows (Phryn. 95 f.), forms with
/x appear frequently in

classical MSS. In the latter place H* reads efxvnrpaa-dai. The inserted

V in drjva-avpovs Mt 2^^ D is no doubt due to the Latin : we find the

loan-word often in Plautus spelt thus (see Lindsay Latin Language 69).

Per contra, in the Roman name Clemens the nom. (not in NT) was written

KXi7)u?;y, though census was transliterated Ktjvaos. The n in Latin was

faintly heard in these combinations. WH write
'

Adpapwrrjvos as the

adj. ojf Hadrumetum in Ac 27^, following AB 33 and the Bohairic, with

some minor cursives.

Sibilants.

.

^.y. ^ > § 43. It seems probable that in the Hellenistic
^'

period ^ had passed from its earlier double value as =
zd or dz into the soft z as in English ; that is, the MGr pronunciation was
reached in the Ptolemaic age. A possible survival of zd in the Koivt] might
be recognised in "A^aros : in IMAe i. 406 we find

'Ao-^(i)r[ty], with the

note,
" Semiticam formam Asd^d optime reddit." The name presunia'dy

acquired this orthography before the sign had changed its value. That

Xlty was transliterated 'Ea-Bpas in the same early period proves nothing,

for the 8 could be intrusive as in 'lo-SpaiyX
—see § 41. For the proof of

this development of C see Mayser 209 and reff. there. It depends largely
on the frequency with which f in our documents is substituted for o-

before voiced sounds. In NT we find (^(vvvpi in Mt 122" 25^ D, 1 Th
519 B*D*2FG, AC&((rTos Mk 9" N

; Cpvpva Mt 2" DW, Jn 19^^ K
(o-f/x.)

DsuppW ; Zpipva Rev l^ 2^ K and Latin. So in BGU iv. 1175 ter (b.c. 4)

Zpvpva is the name of a woman of Persian birth
; in P Oxy viii. 1088^"

(early I/a.d.) Cpvpva occurs in a medical prescription ; and in P Ryl ii.

1531** (mid. ii/A.D.) we read eV Zpvpvjj ttjs 'Aa-ias. We find Zmyrna in

Catullus 95, and elsewhere in MSS of Latin authors. Lightfoot's note

(ii. 331) on Ep. Ign. ad Polyc. (ad init.) gives abundant evidence that in
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the name of Smyrna the f and the o- were used impartially in ii/A.D.

(init.).
" In the earliest coins the f seems to be preferred, in the latest

the a-." If so, ( would rule in i/A.D. Cronert Mem. 95 gives a multitude

of parallels from the Herculaneum papyri (before a.d. 79) and from

inscriptions. It is in fact abundantly clear that if f/i and f/3 are
" Western "

only (WH App.'^ 155), that is not so much a reason for

banning the fas for approving the "S Text" in its (characteristic !) use

of spelling that was coeval with the autographs and true to the pro-
nunciation. In MGr o-^ and a-fi

are pronounced with voiceless f.

J The relations of aa and tt may be treated here :

it must be remembered that in earlier Greek (r(T(TT)

nearly always, and f very often, arise from a guttural followed by con-

sonantal y. In MGr we find in Carpathos and Chios o-cr (and a-y)

becoming to; while "the transition from ( to d^ (e.g. Tra'id(u)
=

naLCu>) is

more widely spread
"
(Thumb Handb. 22). One is tempted to regard

both as survivals, and take ts as the old pronunciation of aa- (perhaps tth

of tt), just as we know dz was that of C in class. Greek. Without dwell-

ing on this conjecture, we go on to note that the Koivtj has aa- almost

exclusively where Attic had tt, which was hardly used outside the

contiguous districts of Attica and Boeotia. The following instances of tt

are accepted by WH in NT : upeiTTov in Paul 1/4, 1 Pet 1/1, 2 Pet 1/1 ?,

KptiTTotv etc. Heb 11/12 and one doubtful
; iKaTTav 2/4, iKaTToa 3/3,

fXaTTovfco 1/1 ; TJTTrjfia Paul 2/2, ijrrao) 2 Pet 2/2, but rjaraov Paul 2/2 and

fjaa-wdijTe Paul 1/1 ; €Kn\TjTT(o 1/12 (in Ac 13^^). These are mostly

explained satisfactorily by Wackernagel's thesis referred to above (§ 42).

The verb from rja-aav was either eaa-ooi (Ionic) or fjTTd(o (Attic) : when
the KoivT) took it over, it naturally did not fuse these alternatives into

Tjo-aaa). "HTTTjfia accordingly was an Attic word, adopted as it stood.

Wackernagel thinks that tJttcov followed rjTTaadai, and in its turn in-

fluenced its synonym fXaTTav and its antithesis KpeiTToyv, both of which

appear in LXX—eXuTTOiv with its derivative verbs greatly outnumbering
the a-a- form. Here the process was helped by the fact that the verb

eXaTToo) (and noun -oxTts) was specifically Attic and had no Ionic rival to

endanger its tt. No special explanation can be suggested for the isolated

eKirXijTTOfievos, with which cf. KaTan\r]TT(adai in P Petr ii. 45"'-^^
(c. B.C.

246) ;

^ but similar isolated or occasional variations can be quoted from

papyri and other Koivt] documents—see Wackernagel's samples. The
influence of Attic was so commanding that we cannot be surprised if

reminiscences of an Attic peculiarity slip in to disturb normal pro-
nunciation.

u . . There remains the question of transliteration from

i:*,.-. 4.- Semitic, already raised on the name "AftaToy. Burkitt
literation. , „ , \ , , u ^ i • ,, ,snows ^ that Nafapa (Nafaper) stands practically alone

if we make its f represent a Semitic if ;
for which reason among others

he seeks to get the adjectives Na^aprjvos and Nafwpatov from T'tJ. Normally

'
Wrongly given from P Grenf in Mayser 223.

*
Syriac Fonna ofNT Proper Names (Brit. Acad. 1912), 16, 28 f.
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"a was o- and f was (, as we niiglit expect, \i} and '^ being also o-, since

Greek had no means of differentiating.

Ghifturals.

§ 44. The combinations yn and yv were pronounced
'^' ^ '

with y as 71(7 (as in kingmaker etc.). In Ionic during

iv/B.c. -lyj'- became -rv- in yivofiu and yircoo-KCi), perhaps through dis-

similating intiuence of the initial y (so Brugmann-Thumb Gr. 12G) :

Thumb thinks that the same forms in Doric, Thessalian and Boeotian

arose from later Attic (b.c. 300 and after) and Hellenistic influence.

These forms are universal in the Koivrj, as innumerable papyrus records

show—a few pedantic revivals of yiyv. serve as exceptions to prove the

rule. It is curious that W, which has so many thoroughly vernacular

spellings, uses yiyvwa-Ka often, and ylyvofiai, though less frequently

(Sanders 23). Sporadic instances of the dropping of ny may be seen in

\upv$ Rom 3^^ AP 33 cu^ and a-dXiri^ 1 Co 14^ ALP. The papyri show

innumerable instances of ex with k softened before
^' voiced sounds : thus the recurrent formula Kaddntp

(y SiKT/s. Mayser (225 f.) shows that it is normal, k being quite exceptional.

In NT it is curiously absent, but note eyyova 1 Tim 5* D* cu^ (see reff. in

Mayser 228), aTreySvo-ei Col %^^ B* aviyXmros Lk 1233 j)^ iy\{jov Heb 12*

p^3 (from Debrunner 14), also eiriSiyvvfievai in Ac 93^ A. So yvacjifvi,

which in old Attic was kv. : yv. is found in an Attic inscr. of iv/B.c, and

exclusively in Ptolemaic papyri (Mayser 169 f.). It may be noted here

that eK sometimes combined with initial o- to ^ : thus
Contiguous

£5oY =« aoi Mt 26 J<C al., 21^^ D at. So in papyri
K and <T-.

i^y^f^^^ov etc. {CR xv. 31). The v.l. in Ac 273"

e^coo-ai J<Aco, (KiToixrai BCbohami, is really perhaps a mere matter of

orthography in its inception.

On opvi^ see § 55 (3) (e). Ilavboxfvs -elov has ^
^* from the influence of its original Se^o/ixat : the k (cf.

Ionic bfKonai) is still found in Sijll. 901 (? i/B.c.) and even in P Gen-542«

(iii/A.D.).
For k in Lk 103* stand K*S, ib.^'^ H*!)*, against ABLWoo :

Ti takes the correction in KD as evidence that the k form was obsolete.

Forms like eK6p6s
—common in D ^—and the converse exdeati. (Wis 11^*,

from eK6f(TLs : see Thackeray 103) show the development of into a

spirant, which involved a strange articulation of the guttural before it.

Metathesis of aspiration produces interchange of x ^.nd k in x^Tav and

other words : see § 40.

. . - Semitic words show x occasionally as a trans-

it J literation of the gutturals, including even ti. So
with X ana K.

<^^^^g^^^^ (^^. BCD, ax- NA) = Aram, xm ^pn

and 2eipax
= S1^D- See Kautzsch Gramm. d. hihl. Aram. (1884) 8.

Dalman {Gramm. 161) compares 'Iojo-jjx Lk 326 = 'dV, and says that

^ See Rend el Harris, Codex Bezae 141. Also cf. Mayser 172.
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the X riiarks the word as an indeclinable. Elsewhere K always dis-

appears : d/3^d = S3X, (riKfpa
=

J<"13^
etc. But €'(^0a(9a

= nrisns (Kautzsch

10), while n and n initial are often only a (presumed) rough breathing.

'Paxn/3 in Mt 1* stands for 3m, which in Jas 2^5, Heb ll^i is 'Paa,^, all

without variant. In 'Po^oa/x' "for Dypni both y and n disappear. The

transliteration of y by y under certain conditions is rather a matter for

Semitists than for us : it is enough to observe that in our period y was

generally a spirant, so that Tofioppa represented iTjbj? satisfactorily. The

instances of x standing for p (cf. nxe^^afidx above) may be due to the

differentiation of p and 3 : x when spirantised may have represented p
better as being articulated farther back. An instance of the opposite

procedure is where Kavavalos represents an initial
p, and Xavavala a 3, on

the evidence of the Syriac.^ The representation of n by k in KXcoTray

cannot be accepted if it means direct transliteration, since ''b?n has

'AX^aior already to represent it
;
but Dalman (Gramm. 142 n.^) suggests

that it might be the Gentile name of a Jew "iQpn
—as a Saul took the

similar-sounding "Paul," or a Silas "Silvanus." This presumes our

identifying KXanas with KXeoTray, on which see above, § 38.

Labials.

„ § 45. ^tpvpis for (TTTvpis is well attested in NT, and^
appears very often in jaapyri : CE xv. 33, xviii. 107,

Mayser 173. So a-cfyoyyos Mk IS^e D, o-cpeKovXciropa Mk 6" W. See

Cronert Mem. 85 n.^. Meisterhans^ 78 shows that crtpov^vXas was Attic in

iv/B.c. He also cites Attic inscrr. of ii/A.D. and later for 'A(p<f)iav6s, where

(f)(1)
is assumed to represent Latin pp, as in Phm^ 'A0(/)ia D*. So from

mid. ii/B.C. the Latin Salpicius becomes SoXn-iKtos. (Contrast 'ATrmavos

novies in P Oxy i. 33 (ii/A.D.): so CP Henu 127 vs iii.^ (? ii/A.D. ), and

BGU iii. 785^ (i/A.D.).) But the inscrijitional parallels from Asia Minor

in Kretschmer's Einleitung 346 f. make it highly probable that this name
in its various forms was affected by an Anatolian word (cf utt^o "papa"
in Greek nursery speech) unconnected with Appius. This last appears
in Ac 28^^, where 33 cu^ read 'Att^i'ou. No doubt in Asia Minor this

word influenced the spelling of really Latin names. Schweizer Perg.

110 remarks that when (^ became a spirant it probably remained bilabial,

and therefore not quite equivalent to the/ of imperial Latin, which like

ours was labiodental. The relations between tt and
<^ are concerned in the

v.l. at Ac 131* fTpoiTo(Pupr](T€v MBDco, eVpo0. AC*E 33 lat^t syrvghi sab

boh
;
there is no probability that the former could arise from the latter

phonetically. See § 28.

The addition of c^
in 'Ao-a<^ Mt pf. kBC p^ (also D in Lk) 1 etc. lat^t sah

boh is discussed by F. C. Burkitt in Proc. Camb. Philolog. Soc. for March

4, 1897. He shows from Latin evidence that the true LXX form of the

' F. C. Burkitt, Syriac Forms 0/NT Proper iVawes (Brit. Acad. 1912), 5.
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name, however explained, was 'A(rd<f), so that Mt was following the Greek

Bible : this disposes of Salmon's criticism on the NT uncials {Some

Thoughts on the Textual Criticism of NT 29, 156).

An important point for Greek pronunciation is

B and o(u) for a
^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ transliteration of ^1^^

and Silvanus. Un-

cials have only Aav(()i8 (often abbreviated), and Aa/3tS

comes in with the cursives. The earlier spelling is exactly parallel with

the representation of Roman names like Flavins, for which in the papyri

we find ^Xamos as well as ^Xaomos : thus P Oxy ii. 237^"'- »**

(a.d. 186),

vi. p. 223 (and 356) (a.d. 154), 991 (a.d. 341)—the .spelling with ov is

much the commoner. The case of Silvanus is rather different, as v follows

a consonant. ^iXovavos is the overwhelmingly attested form, but 2i\^av6i

has better warrant than Aa/3t8, appearing in B at 1 Pet 512 and in DEFG
at 2 Co li», 1 Th P, 2 Th 11 (where also add 424**). Now in the

papyri 2i\^av6s stands alone from iii/A.D. onwards : the very few earlier

instances of the name quotable from inscrr. and papyri seem to show that

the ^ spelling did not arise (with one exception, which is not quite certain)

till the end of ii/A.D.^ That N always and B 3/4 times should have pre-

served the long obsolete ov of the autographs is another of the striking

trifles which go to prove their accuracy. It was only in later times that

3 became the normal representative of F (i.e. Eng, w) : being a spirant

like our v (but interlabial), it did not accurately express the Latin u or

Hebrew ). Earlier Egyptian contacts of ^ and v may be seen in Mayser

115, where from ii/B.c. words like pav8ous = pd^8ovs (P Par 40''^), f/x/3Xev-

aavres (P Lond 23i*= i. p. 38) = -ti\e(p-a-avTes made up afresh with
(f)
=

i,

etc., show the spirant value of both. Note that o sometimes represents

Latin consonant u, as KoiVros, 'OaXe'pios.

Dentals.

§ 46. Interchanges of 6 and t from metathesis of
T ana t>.

aspiration are treated in § 40. Mao-Tcir varies : Lk 11^^

^laaeoi DG 2329 D*FG {^laCoi C), Rev P^ f^aaOols H {txaCo'LS A). Mafw
and fjiaaOiJs

are primitive doublets : cf. Skt. me'da- and me'dha- (Brugmann-

Thumb Gr. 117, 125). Maaros (the normal cl. form) may perhaps be

independent : it might be a verbal from the root (cf. fiataco) from which

the other two are derived. See the material in Walde, Lat. Etym.

Worterh.^ 453 f. ^^^rjdpov Lk 21" BDW (Is 19^^ B) is presumably due

to the analogy of words like Kuprjdpov, KVKTjdpov (W. F. Moulton in WM
119 n.2): add KaXXui^^poi/ BGU iv. 11201^ (b.c. 5). See Brugmann-

Thumb Gr. § 206, and Thackeray 104 {^laa-Boi and (^6fir)6pov in LXX)

Mayser 179 illustrates the frequent change of cr(9 to or in papyri. Rendel

Harris describes this as "very common in Codex Bezae": he instances

Mk 4^ Ka6r](TTai, Ac 19^'' iniiTTaiTTM.

1 See the facts concerning Silvanus in Vocabulary, s.v. It must be noted

that in some names /3 represents Latin u much earlier : see Viereck Sermo 57,

with instances from i/B.c. Livia is AtySia in P Eyl ii. 127=* (a.d. 29).
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,,. , The variation between ovBels firjBeU and oidfU
' '

fir}dfis is one of peculiar importance as a test of our

MSS : cf. what is said on eau for av in § 38. The history of this rather

shortlived development is acutely traced by Thackeray (pp. 58-62 and

104 f.), whose account should be carefully followed. That ovrtfiia is

never found proves that mixture of ovre and ovSe has nothing to do with

it : there has been a re-formation ovb' els, with b+h producing 6—see

Brugmann-Thurab 170 f "First found in an inscr. of 378 b.c.,i it is

practically the only form in use throughout the Greek-speaking world

during iii/B.c. and the first half of ii/B.c. In 132 B.C. the S forms begin

again to reassert themselves, and the period from that date to about 100

B.C. appears to have been one of transition, when the 5 and 6 forms are

found side by side in the same documents. For i/B.c. we are in the

dark, but in I/a.d. we find that ovbeis has completely regained its ascen-

dancy, and by the end of ii/A.D. oidds, which still lingers on in i/ii a.d.,

mainly in a single phrase fxrjdev fjo-a-ov, is extinct, never apparently to

reappear, at all events not within the period covered by the papyri."
^

It follows naturally that ovdels plays a very small part in NT. It is

accepted by WH eight times : Lk 22" 23", Ac IS^ 19^? 2626, 1 Co I32,

2 Co 118 loie.), and Ac 27^8 (1x1)6.). To these might be added Ac 20^3

>*AE 278* A, 1 Co 133 KA 33 cu^ : since -dds was obsolete long before our

oldest MSS, we should incline towards accepting it as often as good
uncials show it. But against these possible 11 instances we have some

220 of ovbeis and 80 of
ij.r)dfis.

We have to note the peculiar case of the

verb i^ovdfveiv, a verb coined while oidds was still in use : Thackeray
shows (104 f.) that t^ovdevovv was coined afresh when oidtis was reassert-

ing itself, and mixed forms -dtutlv and -dtvovv appear in a few places in

LXX. In Plutarch we have f^ov8fvi^w, perhaps a corrected form from

i^ov6fvi((ii which we have in a scholiast : i\^'\ovb(vri\(Tai is said hy Schubart

to be the most probable reading in BGU iv. 1117^^ (b.c. 13), and it is

printed by Mitteis in Chrest. ii. p. 129 without question. In NT t^ov-

devf'iv, as a long-established word which has detached itself from its

origin, stands without doubt in 11 places. In Mk 9^^ there is doubt :

f^ovQfvaQfj N 69 is confronted by i^ovb(vrf6fi in BD 565, while LNW have

(^ovBevr^df) and ACXa al. i^ovbevwdfj
—

perhaps the most probable reading,
since the general NT form -6(vt]- will explain the 6 ot the J< and the

rj
of

the BD reading. From other places the only variants are Lk 2Z^^ -(ixras X,

^ But in Amer. Journ. of Archaeol. vii. 152, S. 0. Dickerman gives an inscr.

from Cleonae which has firjO^v, and he assigns it to early v/b.c. at latest. I

cannot criticise this judgement.
^
Thackeray Gr. 58. Since this was written, our "darkness" as to i/B.c.

has been somewhat relieved by the publication (in BGU iv. ) of about a hundred

papyri from Alexandria, dated under Augustus. One of these documents, No.

1141, a private letter, and almost the only paper in the collection which is

not formal, shows ovO^v and iJ.7)div once each, and even this has ii-qdiv twice.

Even the formal character of the remainder does not altogether discount the

fact that oiiSeU appears 5 times and ftijStls 56 (largely in identic formulae).
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-la-as W (cf. Plutarch's verb, unless it is mere itacism—see § 34), Ac 4"

aOfls CU* {-dfvo)6fli cul), 1 Co 12« f^ovbfva>iJ.eva 33 {-6(ua)- CU^), 16"

i^ovOfvaxTt] 33 (-Sei^o)- cu^), 2 Co lO^" i^ovbevrj^ievos B (as in Mk O^^).

_,. „ A few miscellaneous variant forms may be noted.
Miscellaneous k a ^ ^

 a a  " u io> / ii \ t..
. ^. A dental is dropped m aoKov Kev 13- (all unc). It

variations. .
i

 
i

•

t> rn, 11.1 J . c
13 explained in Isrugniann-lhumb 151 as an etiect of

popular etymology, produced by apKe<o and to cipKos
'"

defence." The
link liiudly seems obvious : if we are seeking an etymon it is more

plausil)le to try npKvs, the bear being assimilated in name to the net that

snared him. But Boisacq (s.v.) regards both forms a.s jirimitive Idg
doublets. Add the old word npKoKos

"
young panther." "ApKos is both

literary (r^elian) and vernacular Koivt] (see Vocab. s.v.), and MGr. For

the added dental in a-cpudpd (Ac 3^ K*AB*C*) we have only Hesychius
to quote. CAva)^a6p6s came into the Koivrj from Ionic, according to

Phrynichus ;
but G. Meyer (p. 365) gives inscr. evidence against this (cf

Thumb Hellen. 73). Anyhow it is Hellenistic, while ^aapos is Attic.

See Vocab. on both words. On the other hand no trace survives of the

old form 68p.Ti, which figures in Herculaneum papyri and some later

writers as v.l. : see Cronert Mem. 136, who notes dissidence among the

old grammarians. 'E61161] 1 Co 5^ is only a blunder in very late sources

of TR. A and t are concerned in the Hellenistic noranos, which conies

from class. TroBanos (see under Word-formation) by assimilation to Trore.

There is no connexion with the frequent substitution of r for 8 in badly
written papyri, which is due wholly to Egyptian native pronunciation.

A curious substitution of x ^^^ ^ occurs in D at Mk 6^^ ytvex^tois.

There is only a fortuitous resemblance to the x in opvi^.

, „ . In foreign words there is some wavering between
In loreisfn

,
°

r and 6, shown by doubling (as Maddalos) to be

spirant, representing Aram. r\- So esp. SaCapir and

ISiaCuped, the latter predominating in Mt and Lk, the former in Mk and

Jn, according to Gregory 120. WH print only r {Na^apd Mt 4^^) : the

form with 6 is attested by i< 4 times, B at least 4, D also 4. W oddly

drops it in the best-attested place, Mt 21", and in Lk 4 times, but has it

everywhere else, as the later MSS normally.

Movable Letters

§47. (1) Final -sin ovTo)? is practically fixed. Ovtw
Final s movable.

-^ admitted by WH 10 times (W. F. Moulton in WM
44 n.) out of over 200, on the mechanical principle of accepting an omission

found in K or B supported by A or C—a principle they adopt also for

movable -v.^ In Ptolemaic papyri ovto) is found a few times, even before

vowels, but ovTOis predominates (Mayser 242
f.). On the other hand,

Cronert counts 75 instances of ovra to 25 of ovrods before consonants,

in the Herculaneum rolls included in his survey {Mem. 142). Since

^ Their neglect of D in this matter is in accord with their general principle,

but it is hard to defend it to-day.
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these are literary, they need not disturli the impression that oiVwy i&

normal.

"Axpi and fxexpi were Attic, according tc Thomas 'Mug. (p. 135) and

Phryr-ichus (al.
—see Eutherl'ord NP 64) : Moeris (p. 34) calls uxpis

Helleuislic. But the record of the forms with -s is not good enougli to-

justify this claim. They appear tirst in the Roman ]ieriod (Mayser :i43) :

an early instance is BGU iii. 830"^ (i/A.D.) uxpts "V. Instances before

vowels appear in early Fathers (Eeiidiold 37). In NT "^xpt usually

jjrecedes vowels (14-lG times), Gal 3'" "X/^'S' <"' o^ o^ being the only

certain excejjtiun : /lie'xp' preceding a vowel is certain only Lk 16^'",.

jjLexpis 2-3 times
"
(Wll Aj)}^.^ 155). They give ("xP'S' as alternative in

Rom 11-"', and read t'ixpis in Heb S^'^, pexf>^^ "^ ^leb 12'' with alternatives,

in Mk 13"" Gal 4^^ witliout alternative.

"AuTiKpvs Xlov is found in " all good :\ISS
"
at Ac 20i5 (WH).

The omission of -s- in -kis adverbs (Cronert Mem. 142 f.), not

uncommon in the Koivi), has no place in NT.
Radermacher (6';-. 39) oltserves that tinal -s and final -v were alike-

feeble in the Hellenistic period. There are even instances of -i written

for -s, as more often for -v : thus ras aAwt P Tebt i. 61 b ^"^^
(B.C. 118).

See Mayser 13G.

(2) Final -v (v e'^eXKuoriKoi') is so universal in

the forms which admit it at all, that it is only

necessary to take note of omissions, INIodern use, by which v is inserted

before vowels only, is known to be wrong even for classical writers, and

in Hellenistic it is altogether to be set aside. Indeed a superfluous -v

appears largelj' in forms which had never known it. A consiiicuous
instance is fp', subj. of elpl, which has misled even Deissmann (LAE 155).

See Frol. 49, where p(i(u)i> ace. sin<,'. is ([uoted from Jn 5^^ AB al. (add

W). Cf. ^oppav gen. in ^< in LXX (Thackeray 143). Cf. from papyri
P Osy iii. 505 (ii/A.D.) a-rrrfKiaTow, Preisigke Samm. 43171'* (c. a.d. 200)
ev 'A\f^av8piav, P Tebt i. 104 (i/B.c.) 'ATtoXKcoviav, P Oxy viii. 1088''*

(i/A.D.) elrav, P Ryl ii. 90^- (iii/A.D.) rwi/ I'jpcou KivSvvcav, ih. 160^

(a.d. 28-9) /3]ej3aicoo-n' (dat.) etc. etc. Cf. Nachmanson Beitrdge 66 f.

For the in-actice of l^ABC in the matter of movable -v, see WH Ai)}).'

153-5, who explain there the admittedly mechanical rule by which they
decide whether to print -i/ or omit it : see imder (1) above.

The irrational addition of -v may be set beside its irrational omission,

for which see many exx in Mayser 190 f. One recurrent instance may
be named, ndXi for TrdXiv, a vulgar by-form found in post-Ptolemaic
nscrr. and papyri—cf. Mayser 241. It occurs in W at Jn 1'^

Final -v has the same uncertain tenure in MGr that it had in

Hellenistic, and the range of its variation has been considerably
extended. See Thumb's account, Handbook 24 f.

_. , ,, (3) Final -t after 77 or &)—the t .si(65c?-M:)i of mediaeA^al
Final I movable. /^ , ...

'

, q o^-\
• •/„.,and modern writing (see above, s 2/)

—was m i/b.c.

and i/A.D. inserted and omitted so freely in papyri that it may be

counted as a movable final indifierect for pronunciation, even beyond -v.

A finely concentrated instance is BGU iii. 883- (ii/A.D.
—by which time

VOL. II.—8
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it was rare) uktwi, ouX>)i 8aKrvXa n-ptoTcut : the i is in these four words

inserted once riglitly, twice wrongly, and once wrongly omitted. It

imight be substituted for the other weak finals, as we have seen : add

such exx. as BGU iv. IISS^* (b.c. 15) fls t))v K&)^i;t, and conversely

Preisigke Ostr. 15' (b.c. 59) api^/xwi- dat. sg. Further instances are given
in CR xviii. 108a. See in general on the long diphthongs in § 36.

Since -at might be read -ai and so pronounced -f, the irrational -i was

•naturally added to -a less often than to
-rj

or -w. The insertion of this

irrational t is best taken as a mere consequence of literaiy tradition : the

proper limits of a now functionless letter were forgotten, and indiscrimi-

nate insertion paved the way for impartial omission fromii'A.D. Accord-

ing to Gregory Prol. 100 the i is foimd very rarely in NT uncials : he

quotes 7JL8i(Tav (
=

fj8(L(rav) Mk 1"* D, cJt Mt 25^^ U, Lk 7* A, and ^vXcoi

Lk 23^^ K. He adds on Scrivener's authority that it is not found sub-

script in the minuscules before the time of cod. 71 (written a.d. 1160).

<See §§ 27, 36.)
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PREFACE TO PART ii.

The editor's task in preparing the second part of this volume

for the press has been comparatively simple. The manuscript

was completed by Dr. Moulton, except that spaces were left

for the numerous cross-references to be inserted later. The

editor is also responsible for the verification of all other refer-

ences and for a few alterations in statistical data. One other

interference with the manuscript should be confessed. A
noticeable feature of this grammar is the use of bold letters

in the noun and verb paradigms to distinguish forms or types

which actually occur in the New Testament While the

sheets were passing through the press it became evident that

Dr. Moulton could not have revised this part of the work.

The editor has spared no pains to make that distinctive record

as accurate as all else that came from the author's pen, and

he makes grateful acknowledgment of the patience with which

the printers have reset so many of the paradigms. The Eev.

Dr. J. G. Tasker has kindly read through most of the proofs ;

and no thanks are warm enough for the unfailing generosity

of Professor Milligan, who has not only kept a watchful eye

on every page at each stage of proof revision, but has himself

tested every papyrus reference, in addition to making many
fruitful suggestions.

A double sadness weighs upon the writer as he calls to

mind the promise of assistance for Part iii. which he

announced in the Preface to Part i. An appendix on Semi-

tisms in the New Testament will appear, but it will not be

written by that brilliant scholar who had promised Dr.



VI PREFACE.

Moulton this contribution to the Grammar. Mr. Bedale died

in a military hospital at Cambridge before the publication of

Part i. Mr. Henry Scott lived just long enough to see it in

print. The death of this modest and laborious scholar is a

grievous loss to all who had reason to value his incomparable

accuracy in all the minute details of statistical research within

the field of Biblical Greek. During his last illness his chief

concern was for the success of this work, and he bequeathed

his manuscripts and note-books to the editor in the hope that

Dr. Moulton's great project might the better be carried to

completion.

This sacred task becomes the heavier, with first brother-

in-law and then kindly old friend called from one's side so

early in the day. But other helpers will share in this service,

and there is good hope that before long Volume II. will be

concluded, and that in due course the volume on Syntax,

begun by Dr. Moulton, will see the light.

W. F. HOWARD.

Handsworth College,

September 1920.
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PART II.

ACCIDENCE.

The Noun and Verb paradigms that follow are printed in bold type

(as ^(Jtc'pa)
whenever the forms themselves or forms on the same

model actually occur in NT. Small type is used, as Kvva, when the

word is isolated and only part of its flexion occurs, or when from

actual instances in NT it is not possible to make up the flexion of a

model word. When there is reason to doubt the continued existence

of an inflexional type in Hellenistic, a blank is left.

VOL. II PART II.-
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PART II.

ACCIDENCE.

Definite Article. -

§ 48. The forms of the Article should strictly be pre-

sented among the other Pronouns, to which it belongs by
historical syntax. But in post-Homeric Greek, except for a

few uses which will be treated under the Syntax, the Article

had detached itself for special functions answering generally

to those of our own the
;
and convenience demands that it

should be given here. There are no irregularities. The base

is to-, td-, except in N. sing, m.f., where it is so, sd (as in

Skt, Germanic etc.) : this has in Attic and other dialects

infected the plur., which was originally rot.

Sing.
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The Vocative is identical with the Nominative through-

out.

It will be seen that Hellenistic agrees with Attic in its treatment of

a pure (see above, § 33). There are two divergences from Attic in this

flexion, the first of which affects nouns in -j;s as well.

(1) In spelling the dat. sing, in
rj
was unchanged, but in reality it was

new. Attic
?;
was pronounced as ti (e close as in day), while

r)
was the

open e in there. Hence nom. and dat. sing, of barytone -rj nouns were not

mere graphic variants, as in Hellenistic, where
t)
and

r)
were alike close

e, while ei was I (as in machine). The new dative came from gen.
—

fjfiepas : rjfiepa : i (fiavrjs : (poivfj, aided by the uniformity thus established

throughout Decl. I. by nom. and ace. having the same relation to the

dative in -a (-as) and -t] {-rjs) nouns alike.

(2) There is a partial levelling of -a stems : nouns in -pa and parti-

ciples in -via follow y\S)(Tcra in gen. and dat. sing.^

(a) The evidence of NT MSS is as follows. Maxalprjs (-jj)
*» f,

B f ,

A f ,
C I, D ^, D2 f ,

L f, A ^, W §, pi» I : add single occurrences in T 33

81 124. n\r](p)pCpi]s \ in *tB*LWS 33. Upmprjs \ in KA 33. 2nfipris

§ (Ac) with no serious variant except B in 10^ and P twice. '2air(f)fipr] \

KAEP. 2vvfi8vir]s J KABE. In the papyri both -prjs and -vlrjs are

normal a.d., exceptions being about as frequent relatively as in the older

NT uncials. In its full development this flexion is characteristic of the

second period of the Koti/jj (i/A.D. and after), and is therefore only

sporadic in LXX. Thackeray's evidence there may prove that the infec-

tion started in words with Ionic associations : this suggestion combines

the alternatives discussed in Prol. I.e. It is difficult to say why the type

o|eia did not conform to the new rule.^

(b) "S.Tfipa Lk 1^" has no variant. It is the fem. of areipos (usually of

two terminations), and areipa {sic scrib.) is a new fem. : see § 64. Note

that the irreg. nom. earrfKvir] Wis 10'^ K* has no parallel in NT, and very
few elsewhere.

(c) On the form Nvpcf)av in Col 4*^ B, as an instance of levelling in an

opposite direction, see Prol. 48.

(d) 2Tod (from a-Toid) has d pure after the t has disappeared.

(e) Upvpva is found in Ac 27*' without variant : in cl. Grk npipvij

alternates with it. In pdpp-q and deppa, where there is similar fluctua-

tion, the NT exx. are indeterminate (gen. or dat.), while oKovda (Attic)

only occurs in plur. : see Thackeray 143, G. Meyer Gr.^ 94.

1 Prol. 38, 48. Cf. Thumb Hellen. 69 3"., WS 81 n., Thackeray Gh: 140-2,

Mayser 12 f., Schweizer Perg. 40 0'., Kretschmer Entstehung 30, Reinhold 48,

Hatzidakis 84, CR xv. 34, 434 (papyrus evidence up to 1901), and xviii. 108.

2 Blass and Thackeray would find a motive in Attic -Oa for -via. (Meisterhans

59) which is assumed to make a impure. But Attic had gen. -i;ay, and the

power of I and p to influence a following e had ceased to act centuries earlier.

That a.\y]6€ia et sim. did not follow suit proves nothing, for nouns in -to would

supply a powerful analogy.
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§ 50. B. Masculine Nouns in -a<i and -7;9.

Sing.
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non throughout. The feminine of contracted adjectives

(StTrXoO?, ;;^/3uo-oi!i?, apjvpov'i, (nhrjpov^) follows this model,

with nom. hnfkri, '^pvai], apyvpd, aiSijpd.

(a) Xpva-av Rev 1
•^ K*AC follows the analogy of dpyvpav^ its natural

associate. The pair react on each other in both ways—thus P Lond 124^^

(iv/v A.D.) (
= 1. p. 122) xpt^o-ai/ fj dpyvpav, P LeidW^^"*-22 (ii/hi a.D.)

XpvoTJv ^ dpyvpTJv, Blass (p. 25) gives a much less probable account of

the genesis of this "
gross blunder," as he calls it.

(6) Uncontracted forms are occasionally found from xP^°'l i^ I^^v :

Xpvatas 5^ H, xpi'o'«««' 2^ AC. See below, § 64.

Second Declension.
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(«) For vovs and ttXovs, originally in this class, see § 59 (4).

(6) Open forms, presumably Ionic in origin (Thumb Helleii. 63), are

found rather freely in the flexion of xp^o-o^^ in Rev : thus 2^ xP^^^'^v AC,
A* -eovs a, 5« -fas K, O^" -aia H, W* -fov (in 38 only) ; so xaX^fa O^" N.

Thumb's statement that they were characteristic of the Eastern Kolvt] is

suggestive in connexion with the curious fact that they are peculiar to

Rev. On the other hand the flexion of 6(ttovv, the only substantive in

this class in NT, shows open forms in the plural : oo-rea Lk 24''^ (-a DN),
oarecof Mt 23^7 Heb Ipa (Eph 53o Hoj) etc.). This differs from LXX,
where the rule is that uncontracted forms come in gen. and dat. sing, and

plur. (Thackeray 144 : see also 172 f. on the adjectives). See CB xv. 35,

435
;
Schmidt Jos. 490 ff. ;

K.Bl. i. 402 (§ 113 n. 3).

(c) Xeifiappov in Jn 18^ may probably be accented thus (so Blass 25),

as coming from a late shortened form x'^'-P'^PP^^ 5 but x^'-po.ppovs occurs

normally in LXX (Thackeray 144).

C. "Attic
"
Declension.

Strictly this declension affects a few words which by
" metathesis of quantity

"
had substituted -&)9 for the final -o-?.

Thus vedi^, Xecat from ^7709, X7709, for which Hellenistic replaced

(except in the compound I'ewKopos) the general Greek vdos, Xa6s.

With a different history we have SKas (0) threshing-floor, which still

survives in LXX and papyri, though replaced in NT by aXuv
(i^) ; its

flexion (sing.) is A. a.\a)v, G. aXco, D. aXw. In Ptolemaic papyri (Mayser

259) A. plur. a\(o{s), Q. aXcov. See in general Meisterhans^ 129-131.

(a) For the neuter dvcoyeav Ti cites 15 cursives in Mk 14^^ and names
two (with "al") in Lk 22i2. See WS 47. It has no classical or

Hellenistic warrant.

(6) "iXews survives only in the nom. sing. It had been stereotyped

largely by the phrase tXeay a-oi (etc.) "mercy on thee !" : see Prol. 240.

It was rather more alive in the LXX period
—see Thackeray 173.

(c) 'AttoXXus follows this model in N.A.G., with the same fluctuation

as in Attic (Goodwin Gi-am. § 199) between -av and -&> in ace. Thus
1 Co 4" 'ATroXXa)!/ K*AB* but 'AttoXXco Ac 19^ exc. A^L 40. See Meister-

hans^ § 49(f. There was hardly any difference in sound.

Kus in Ac 2P has ace. Kw exc. in HLP.
Both these nouns have been preserved by the influence of the mixed

declension.

(2) Gender.

§ 53. (a) Neuter plurals attached to a masc. sing, in -09

are still found in NT. They were originally collectives,^ and

some traces of this sense survive.

A£a)x(5s has plur. SeafMo, in Lk 8^9 Ac 16^6 20^^, Seafjioi

» Giles- 266 ff.
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Phil 1^^ the rest being ambiguous. Thackeray (p. 154)
observes that in LXX as in NT Sea-fid is literary.

Rutherford Gram. 9, asserts after Cobet that Sfa/xa
= actual bonds,

86o-/ioi
= bondage. The distinction cannot be pressed for the NT, though

it would suit very well : Ac 20^^ gains vividness from it. The original

differentia is in this case almost inverted.

©efieXios (sc. Xi,6o<;) has masculine forms except in Ac 16^^

Ta 6e/ji€Xta here shows the collective sense : contrast ot 6. in

Eev 21i»

It is common in LXX, where the masc. appears rarely. Thackeray

(154) suggests that the earlier and later Koivrj levelled in different

directions,
" the former using the neuter throughout, the latter the masc."

Thucydides however has ol 6. (i. 93) and so has Aristotle. Moeris and

Thomas Magister declared the neuter alone Attic : it may be questioned
whether they had adequate data. See Mayser 289, Cronert 175.

IiTos shows the old plur. a-lra in Ac 7^ HP, where Blass

says (Tcria does not suit
;
but see Wendt or Knowling. It

survives in two literary LXX books (Thackeray 155).
IraSioi' retains the old double plural, but arahiot pre-

dominates : (jTahia only Jn G^^ i<*D 106 (against K'« ABL
etc.).

Thackeray assigns o-tu^ioi to the literary element, which NT use

makes doubtful. Kalker (p. 239 f.) says that Polybius alternates the

forms to avoid hiatus, which makes them mere equivalents.

Auxi'os and xtt^ii'<5s have only masc. plur., as in LXX.

(b) Gender fluctuates in the following :
—

"aPucto-os, an adj., becomes a fern, noun {sc. •^(opa).

First in LXX (as Gn 1^), but a citation from Diogenes Laertius

(ii/A.r».) shows it was a "
profane" use : see Grimm-Thayer s.v.

'AXdpaarpos is fem. in Mk 14^ N°BCLJ, masc. in K*AD
etc., and actually stands as neuter in GM 1 13—69 (Ferrar).

LS quote for the neuter Theocritus and the Anthology. The Attic

6 a\dj3a(TTos accounts for the second alternative, which occurs in LXX
(4 K 21'^ B). Ti quotes a scholiast who writes rfiv d., observing that

Herodotus made it masc. Blass (p. 26) says Attic should be
fj d., though

he quotes no authority and admits 6 dXa^aa-ros for Aristophanes and to

dKd^aa-Tov for Menander. The word probably comes from Arabic (see

Boisacq S.V.), and naturally wavered when a gender had to be found,
much as German wavers between der, die and das Awesta.
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"AfKfjoSoi/ neut. in Mk 11* as usual, but see Mayser 261 n.

"Ail/icGos in Eev 8^^ is 6 a., but N* substitutes the more

usual dyjrivdiov.

Fern, in Aretaeus (medical
—

i/A.D.). From a pre-Greek place-name,

according to Kretschmer : Boisacq gives 'Aylrlvdioi as a Thracian tribe.

WS 83 accounts for masc. in Rev 8^^ by noting it is an angel's name.

Bdxos is fern, according to Moeris in Hellenistic. So in

Luke's use : see Blass on Ac 7^.

Thackeray (p. 145) appears to be wrong in making the LXX masc.

the KoivTj norm, unless Moeris is the blunderer. Mk 12^6 has masc. (?).

We might read here (with RV and Swete) eVt tov Bdrov from to " Bdros"

"the Bush passage." SH on Rom IP show that eV without article is

normal in this locution, but their evidence is hardly decisive. The order

of the words in Mk favours the RV translation : Luke's change of order

and gender may well mean that he took it locally
—it was actually

" at

the Bush " that Moses made the pronouncement.

AeiTTi'oi/ appears as masc. in Lk 14^^ B^D^UI^, Eev 19*

046 cu^ 19" cu20: so MGr.

Zoyos is regular in the Koivtj since Polybius for ^vyov:
earlier masc. only in sense of balance (see LS).

Atji/os has (class.) fem. in Eev 14^° his 19^^; but in 14^^

TTjv \. . . . TOV fiiyav (x corrects) ! It is only another

instance of the breach of concord familiar in Eev. See Swete,

also Charles in loc.

'O Xr)v6s is given by LS from Athenaeus xi. 49 (p. 474 fin.), and Is 63^

(probably wrong—see Ottley in loc). Thackeray quotes cursives of

Gn 3038. ",

Ai^ai/wTos is written -ov, neut., in a few cursives at Eev 8^

AiGos is no longer fem. when meaning gem (Eev 21" etc.) :

so LXX.

Meisterhans 129 says the fem. is frequent from 385 B.C. If it is

specifically Attic, and late at that, it would naturally get no footing in

the Koivri. Of. vaXos below, and see Mayser 262.

AifjwJs wavers in gender : the fem. was a Doric element in

the Koivq (Thumb Hellen. 67) and as such unstable,

Phrynichus says Tr)v 'Kifxbv Aupifls : Lobeck (p. 188) supports it

convincingly. Moeris calls the fem. Hellenistic : Mayser (p. 8) emphasises
this with evidence. It is sporadic in LXX (Thackeray 146). NT in-

stances are indeterminate except in Luke : fem. is certain in Lk 15^*

NABDL, Ac 1128 ^«BD2; but in Lk 42s only 13-69 (Ferrar) evidences
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fieydXi}. See Prol. 60 for a case of wavering in papyri written by the

same hand, which excuses our seeking an explanation in varying sources

used by Luke.

NuTos in Rom IP" (LXX) replaces classical vmtov.

So in LXX, exc. Gen 9^3 Jer 2^^ (Thackeray 155).

idpSioc is masc. in a good many cursives in Rev 21^^

Irdiivoi keeps fern, gender in Heb 9*: masc. in Ex 16^*

(exc. one cursive).

Mayser (p. 262) cites three papyri (Ptolemaic) for 6 a-., and notes that

Sextus Empiricus gives the masc. as Peloponnesian, fem. as Attic.

Tpi'pos (only in a LXX citation) keeps fem. without

variant.

It wavers very much in LXX (Thackeray 146).

"YeXos (or vaXo^—see § 33. 1) fem. in Hdt. etc., masc. in

Rev. 2P8

LS cite Theophrastus for the masc.

"Yctctwttos indeterminate in NT: see Thackeray 146.

Metaplasmus and Heteroclisis.

§ 54. Fluctuations of gender within fche Second Declension

have been already dealt with : we present hei'e only Greek

nouns which appear in various declensions. Proper names

and foreign nouns are treated separately.

A. Declensions I. and II.

-dpxT]s and -apxos compounds. The Decl. I. form has

encroached very largely on the Attic -ap'^os. In NT only

one word keeps -ap')(^o^
without wavering, viz.

')(^L\iap'^o<i (as

LXX). 'EKaT6vTap-)(o<i is overwhelmingly predominant in

LXX, but WH accept it only 4 times out of 17 places

(apart from ambiguous gen. sing, and plur.). ^TpaToireBap-

^o<i appears in HLP al. at Ac 28^^, but the clause (accepted

by Blass for his /3-text) has slender authority. No variants

occur for i6vdp)(7)<;, iraTptdp^rj^i, 'iro\irdp-)(ri'^ and rerpadp'^'i.

^Aaidpxv^ only occurs in gen. plur. (Ac 19^^), but we should

probably accentuate -ayv (cf. -xv^ ^^ IMAe iii. 525, 526—
Thera, ? ii/A.D.).
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'EKOTovrapxos (excluding gen.) occurs in the great uncials in only five

places viz. H-^^, Bj\, Aj*^, Df : WH give in Mt nom. -os dat.
-7;, in

Luke -1JS throughout, but ace. -ov. Such nii.\ture is paralleled in

papyri : see GR xv. 34, 434, xviii. 108, Mayser 256 f., where literature

on the subject is given
—add Thackeray 156. Mayser observes that

-dpxqs started in Ionic districts (so Herodotus), spread thence into Attic

tragedy, and prevailed more and more in the Koii/ij. New formations

were almost exclusively of this form, while in compounds of numerals
and old official titles the other kept its own until the Ptolemaic period
was past. Thumb (Hellen. 59) calls attention to the significant fact that

in Attica -apxos persisted until a.d. (middle of i/A.c, to judge from exx.

in Meisterhans^ 125) : this will then be an element in the Kotvrj

decidedly traceable to non-Attic influences.

Auo-ei'T^pioc in Ac 28^ J<AB al. for -la, was Hellenistic

according to Moeris.

'Ei'eSpoi' (for eveSpa) occurs in LXX (Thackeray 156), but

not in NT (Ac 231^ only HLP). -

'Hxos (masc.) replaces ^xv from Aristotle down. So

Heb 12^^ and other places where it might be Decl. III. (see

below, B (a)).

eed seems to have been the Koivr] fem. of 6e6<i: in

Ac 19^^ we find tt^v deov used as the regular term,, techn. for

the city goddess
—see Prol. 244.

Blass held that
t]

Beds was Hellenistic, except in the formula
f] fieydXt)

or
17 fji€yi(TTT] 6(d : inscriptional evidence from Magnesia strongly supports >

the other (Kuhring's) view. 'H 6ed appeared in Attica itself in iii/s.c.

(and earlipr in direct antithesis to 6 deos) : see Meisterhans^ 125.

B. Declensions I. or II. and III.

(a) Neuters in -09 have increased at the expense of the

first and second declensions. This arises naturally from the

coincidence of nom. sing, in the masc. and neut. -09 nouns,

and their nearness in gen. sing., where an -? was easily

added or lost. Similarly even in classical times there was

confusion between nouns in -t;? gen. -ov (Decl. I.) and those

in -77? gen. -ovi (Decl. III.)
—cf. G. Meyer Gram.^ 439 f.

The confusion has developed in MGr : Thumb Handb. 64.

Ai«|»os and 8ti/ra both occurred in Attic (Blass 28). NT
only 2 Co 11^'^, where B* has

Sti/r?;,
and the rest

hi-\\rei,.

P Flor ii. 176^2 (a.d. 256), an illiterate private letter, has gen. Si\|/'7;f,

while the medical fragment P Tebt ii. 272^^ (late ii/A.D.) has to bi-^os.
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"eXcos as neuter always in NT, nearly always in LXX.

See Thackeray's interesting evidence (p. 158) as to the literary

character of 6 e. (Attic) in its few LXX occurrences. (Add that it

alternates with r6 t. in Pss. Sol). Adjectives like tXeeivos and o-KOTeti/tis

suggest that the neuter forms in these words were survivals. But to

prove this we must postulate their coming into the Koii/^ through some

dialect that preserved the hypothetical old neuter : Brugmann {Grd.'' ll.

i, 282) treats them as analogical extensions from (patcvos {
=

(i)afa--v6s) and

the like. The adj. vtjXei^s however goes the other way. "EXtos masc.

only survives in later uncials, with one appearance in C (Mt 23^*).

'eXkos (to) has ace. sing. cXkov in Eev 16^ K*.

ZtjXos is neuter in Ac 5" B*, 2 Co 9^ kB 33, Phil 3^

K*ABD*rG : ^. occurs in seven places (eight, if we followed

KCD<=a) in Gal 520).

'O f. rarely occurred in LXX. It is neuter in MGr, which makes for

the view (WS 84) that the neuter was popular Greek in Hellenistic

times.

'Hxos is of Decl. II. in Heb 12^^ of III. in Lk 212^

(neut. or fern.).

In Lk I.e. WH (App.^ 165) accentuate f]xovs from fjxat, Ln and Ti

7JX0VS from to tj^os. The existence of the latter is proved from LXX
(Thackeray 159), and from several quotations collected by Schmiedel

(WS 84 n.), who remarks that the meaning sound for T]xa> is only poetical,

except in Philo i. 588 and Job 4^' (see below). Whether r]x& survived

in vernacular Greek can hardly be determined. Its influence may
perhaps be traced in Job 4^^, where rjxa is fem. : should we accent fjx^

with 6) for 01 '

(see § 36) ? In Lk perhaps ^'xovr is slightly more

probable : the OT original (Ps 65^) to which WH assign it has ^x°v^ ^cc.

pL—gen. sing, is barely possible. (The ancient conjecture (?) yjxoiKnjs,

found in D and Eusebius, would improve the construction.) ^Hxos is

masc. in MGr.

©dfiPos is neuter in NT, but Odfi/Bov gen. in Ac 3^° C : 0.

fiiya^ Lk 436 J)

It is masc. and neut. in classical Greek (Blass 28) and LXX
(Thackeray 158).

NiKos (to) has supplanted cikt) in true Hellenistic, though

the latter survives in 1 Jn 5*. To v. in Mt 122o, 1 Go

^1^554.
56.

57_

Neut. in BGU iv. 1002i* (55 B.C.). The old fem. is literary in LXX

^ Of. Atjrf dat. in a Phrygian inscr. (JffS iv. 385) op. Dieterich Unters.

163.
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(Thackeray 157) : cf. P Lond 117812 (^jij p 216), where it is used in a

letter of Claudius. See Mayser 93 n.^ for exx.

nXouTos is neut. in nom. and ace. 8 times in Paul : masc.

(nom. ace. gen.) 5 times, and 7 times in other NT writers.

Neut. only once in LXX, Is 29^ (but 6 n. BQ). It is MGr.

Ikotos, formerly masc. and neut., is always neut. in LXX
and NT.

The gloss (TKOTco has intruded in late authorities at Heb 12^'.

1rpr\vo% (to) has gen. (nprjvov in Eev 18^ C cu^.

(h) Contracted masc. nouns of Decl. II. (substantives

only) have passed into Decl. III., with which they already
coincided in nom. and ace. sing. (/8o{)?, fiovv). Thus roOs

makes gen. vo6<i, dat. vot, ttXous gen. ttXoo?.

So even the Atticising writer of 4 Mace (Thackeray 160). To the

inscriptional exx. in WS 84 n.^ add p6as from povs P Oxy iv. 736^'*

(c. A.D. 1). But v6a BGU ii. 385^ (ii/iii a.d., an illit. letter), and 'EiinXoos

REGr xvii. 205 f. (Rhodes, ii/A.D.). See further evidence in K.B1.

i. 516, G. Meyer 419, Cronert 166. The plural nom. fvvovs is found
in Attica as early as 300 b.c. : the analogy given above could not have

produced this, which is presumably an accus. influencing nom. Xovs

(liquid measure) was declined like /3ovs even in Attic, and this may well

have affected the other ^ovs,
*' earth "

(xo6s, xoi' in LXX) so starting the

type : cf. xot in IMAe iii. 248 (ii/B.c). See Mayser 257, whose papyrus
evidence shows that the type had not developed far in the first (B.C.)

period of the Kotr^.

(c) Miscellaneous instances under this heading are—
"AXiav

{rj, gen. aXoivos;) has replaced akws (see above, § 53).

Thayer cites it from Aristotle. In papyri it occurs, but far less often

than a\(xts : see Mayser 258 f., 287, and add the early instance P Lille 13^

(243 B.C.).

roTjs makes pi. after Decl. I. yorjrai in 2 Ti 3^^ D*.

AdKpuoi' has the dat. pi. BaKpvaiv Lk 7^^- **, a survival

from the old hdicpv, which agrees with SaKpvov in nom. ace.

gen. pi. See below, p. 141.

KariiYwp in Eev 12i" A is said (WS 85) to be only the

Aramaic term niJtop, a Greek loan sent back in damaged
condition. But cf. Thumb Hellen. 126.

Blass calls in the analogy of prirup : the two types coincide in gen.

pi. Schmiedel compares the late forms SiaKwi/ for SiaKovos and irarpav
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for Latin patronus (a loan-word). But this is really an alternative to the

explanation quoted from him above : these words, for which no foreign

borrowing can be appealed to, must be explained by a mixture of

declensions characteristic of the later periods of the Koivri. This is

Thumb's view.

Idpparoi' was a Semitic word, and should properly come

in below (p. 153). But its dat. pi. ad^^acriv (once in LXX,

always in NT) is on a good Kolvt) model : cf. Lobeck Par. i.

175, where grammarians are cited showing that irpo^arov
made wpo^aaiv in dat.

pi.'
—this case does not appear in NT.

WS 85 n.^ cites a-d^jSaa-iv from Jos. Ant. xvi. 6* and Meleager 83^.

W. F. Moulton (WM 73 n.^) gives aa^^arois (the LXX form) from

Mt 121- 12 B. See Schmidt Jos. 499 f.

{d) Heteroclisis in proper names (non-Semitic) may be

noted in the following :
—

eudreipa is neuter pi. except in Rev 1^^ AC 046 QvaTeipav
ace. {-a K and so WH text), 2^* -prj dat. J<° vg, and even

-pai<i dat. pi. in late MSS.

AuCTTpa similarly has ace. -av, dat. -of? in the same

context: see Prol. 48, § 60 (10) below.

Mo'ppa is neut. pi. in Ac 27^, but 81 reads Mvpav, which

Eamsay supports from the modern name : the gen. is Mvptav

(or with pp).

laXajiis (? nom. XoXafxiv on analogy) has SaXafiivrj as
" a

well attested substitute for
"

its regular dative (WH App.'^

163): so in Ac 13^ kAEL and some Latin texts— cf.

Reinhold 56 for late vernacular evidence. Suidas (p. 413a

Bekker) gives XaXajjbivT} (in gen.) as the older name of

Constantia in Cyprus: WS 94 also cites Salamina-ae from

Justinus for the more famous Salamis near Athens.

Thied Declension.

I 55. In this Declension are grouped together a great

variety of stems, all ending in consonants or semivowels (t or

u). As the semivowels and o- fall out between vowels, a good
deal of contraction results. A marked feature of the declen-

sion is the (very limited) survival of
"
strong flexion," by

which a stem varies through vowel-gradation (Ablaut) in
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Siny.
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due to transcribers, both where added to -a and in the contracted stems

(p. 139). They are influenced by
" the irregularity and apparent capri-

ciousness of its occurrence," the generally scanty witness and especially
"its extreme rarity in B." To this we may add the curious fact that it

appears most often (except for Rev) in the writings where the Greek is

good, while the papyri show it characteristically in documents of low

culture. In later periods of the Koivrj the levelling process brought the

final -V everywhere into the ace. sing, in popular speech, to disappear

again impartially except in certain dialects and under certain sandhi

conditions. Thus in MGr we find rij/x niari, tt] fi4pa, rrjv fpnida (ttiotiv,

^fiepav, eXTTtSa) : see Thumb Hdb. § 34,

(4) Ace. pi. m.f. in -es, encouraged by the identity of nom. and ace. in

such flexions as noXis, ypafiiiarevs, tttjxvs, is fairly common in papyri of

early and later periods. It was probably started by Tfaaapes, which in

LXX and papyri is far the commonest instance (Thackeray 148) : in

some kinds of writing it outnumbers Haaapas ;
see Prol. 243 f., also 36,

where it is noted that there is good uncial authority for -es in every NT
occurrence of the accus. That 8vo, rpe'is, nivn ktK. have no separate
accus. form is enough to account for this form. Apart from this there

are no NT exx.

(1) Guttural Stems.

^AXoiireic- (17) fox, pi. dXojTreKcs, has nom. sing. aXcoTrrj^.

For gender see under Syntax (Vol. in.).

FwaiK- (rj) woman makes voc. Y"^'al (with final k dropped),

and takes for nom. sing, an old 1st decl. stem, ywl] (cf,

Gothic quino). Its accent follows the monosyllables—
yufaiKa, yui'aiKos, etc.

&pcX- (v) ^'•^'^^ is affected by the law which forbids suc-

cessive aspirates :
^ N. 0pi|, A. Tpixa(i') (see above) D.Pl, Qpiii{v)

etc,

KrjpvK- (0) herald, like ^olvIk- (0) Phoenician ^tjXik- (0)

Felix and 'xptvlK- {rj) quart, is variously accented in nom.

sing. KTjpug (WH) and Ki^pu^ (Ti) according as we accept or

reject express statements of ancient grammarians: see § 29,

and especially K.Bl. i. 420.

'Opvl^- (rj) hen, nom. sing. Spkil Lk 13^* nD. "Opi'is (q.v.)

is the reading of WH, but the rarer form has a strong claim.

"Opvt^t occurs six times in P Lond 131 (i/A.D.) (
= i. 109-88). It was

mentioned Prol. 45. An element drawn from Doric, it was probably

[' Aspirated tenues lost the aspirate in primitive Greek when the next

syllable or next but one also began with an aspirate. Brugmann Gr.* 122.—
Ed.]
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dialectic in the Koivrj, just as its descendant opvl^ is local (Cappadocian)

to-day. Photius (ap. Ti) says it was also used by the lonians, with the

oblique cases. This suits its modern survival very well. Cronert's

instances of it (p. 174 n.) should be observed.

(2) Labial Stems.

Four nouns in ir- and one in ^- occur in NT. The nom.

of course is in -^\r
: there is nothing irregular or noteworthy.

(3) Dental Stems.

(a) Very many nouns make stem in -S. Those in -dg gen.

-aSo9, -15 gen. -tSo9, -OS gen. -vSo<i, keep the accent on this

syllable throughout. In acppaylS- (?/) seal the I makes all

oblique cases (exc. gen. pi.) and the nom. pi. properispomeuou

(or^ipaYlSa etc.).

SvyyeviB- (rj) kinsivoman, nom. CTuyYefi's, serves as a Hel-

lenistic fem. for crv'yyev7)<i. By earlier rule only nouns in

-T77? cf. (iTpo<|>TiTi5, Trpeo-puTis) and -ev<i could form such fem.

If the rule is to be maintained for later Greek, we midit

observe that crv'yyev7]<; has sundry forms from the -eu? flexion

(see § 59 (H)).

UoS- (6) foot keeps its irregular nom. itou's : the rest is

normal.

(b) Barytones in -a (gen. -tro? and -t8o<;), being brought

by their accent into asssociation with the -ei stems (§ 59 (1))

had in earlier Greek ace. sing, in -lu. So in NT Trpo4>T)Tic

from irpocpTjTLS- (rj) prophetess. More or less stem-mixture

appears in the following :
—

'EptS- (17) strife. Ace. sing, epiv only, but also in pi. we find all the

versions (exc. Eth.) supporting epeis in Tit 3^ (so }<c AC). WH reject it

with J<*D*G, one singular l)eing easily assimilated to the plurals around.

Where epeis nom. pi. occurs, there is always a variant epis, and we cannot

feel any confidence in it. WH place it in margin "with hesitation" at

Gal 5^". But when ei and t were identical in pronunciation it is unlikely

that such a new form would oust the regular epiSes (1 Co 1*^—no v.l.),

and produce a needless ambiguity.
KXetS- (tj) hey was not originally a S- stem : cf. Lat. cldvis—the gen.

K\r}{Fyi^os is however as old as Homer. It kept in Attic its proper ace.

KXeli/, pi. KXei's (K.Bl. i. 461): so in NT Rev 3^ 20> and P* respectively,

without serious variant, also Lk lp2 D, Mt IG^^ K^B^CD al. The Lx'x
forms K\fiha (cXflfins (Thackeray 150) stand in Mt 16'9 K'*B*L, Lk 11«2

(exc D), and are inti'oduced in cursives (exc Mt I.e.) : Kkflba is expressly

VOL. II. PART II. 10
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said by Moeris to be Hellenistic, and it is also banned by Phryniclius,

Thomas and the Antiatticista. But it is odd that Attic »cXeii' and KXflba

should appear -as well as K\e'ida -as in the papyri,^ anJ odder still to find

the author of Rev. among the Atticists, with the other NT writers using
correct Hellenistic !

Nj;oTtS- (6 or fi) fasting, which strictly should be called an adj., shows

in classical Greek the alternative stems vrja-rl- and vrja-Tfi-. Since the

-I- stems are obsolete in Hellenistic, we may safely reject vrjarls as

nom. sing, in Dn 6^* or as ace. pi. in Mt 15^^ -^i^ q3 . j^ jg Q^jy itacism for

I'llCTTeis in the latter and vfjo-ns in the LXX of Dn I.e. The stem then

may perhaps be set down best as vrjarei- ; but Phrynicbus (Lobeck 326)

seems to imply that the Hellenistic word was vTjarrjs : cf. Syll. 805*

(? i/A.D.), and the medical papyrus P Oxy viii. 1088^* (early I/a.d.). Was
the word heteroclite, with 1st decl. forms in the sing. ? SeeWH App.^ 164.

XapiT- (rj) grace keeps Attic ace. X'^P'-'' some forty times, but has

X<ipiTa Ac 2427 N*ABC, 25* A, Jude* AB, which according to Moeris 213

was Hellenistic. It is well supported in the vernacular of the imperial

age : see CR xv. 35
; Thackeray 150

; Mayser 271 f. and reft", there.

(c) Stems in -t are mainly accounted for by the large class

of neuters in -/xaT-, and by the fem. abstracts in -tt/t-. In the

former the stem in -mn- has been extended by fusion with

words in -m'fito-. There is a small class of neuters in which

hysterogenous -t- forms have from an early period ousted

more original ones from -aa- base (see § 58 (3)) : so Ke'pas horn,

rd Kepdra, irc'pas end, rd irepara, repwi marvel, rd Tcpdra. The

types coincide in D. plur. Tcpaaii/. Cf. Meisterhaus^ 143.

"AXas {to) salt, gen. aXaros, has largely driven out the older oKs (6).

In Ptolemaic papyri and LXX uks predominates (Mayser 286, Thackeray

152) ;
but akai is certain in 2 Esd 7'-- Sir 39-*'.2 In NT aXs disappears,

except for dXi Mk 9*^ D (from LXX) and a\a Mk ^^^ ace. But this

last may belong to the variant nom. aXa (Lk 14^* his N*D, Mt 5^^ j^j^-^

WNhis, Mk 9'" LAtis ^*semel), which appears also in Sir 392" KBC
(okas A). In Lev 2'^ we find nka and SXa^ in the same verse translating

the same Hebrew,^ which starts a possible hint for the genesis of these

forms. In 14 LXX occurrences of oka and Ska^ accus. the article is

absent, and there is nothing to show gender or number, if it were not for

1

Mayser 272, CR xv. 35—add P Oxy iii. 502^-* (a.d. 164) dvpas Kai /cXetj.

2 In a letter dated Jan. 10, 1911, Mr, Thackeray agrees with this statement,

and adds that he would now regard "the other exx. of fiXay (and perhaps

aXa)" as "probably neuters. The only indubitable cases of the plural are in

the local plural phrases ij ddXaa-aa (/coiXds, cpdpay^) tCov aXuv. This looks as if

the plur. was the regular form for salt-areas (salt-marshes etc. ) in which the indi-

vidual lumps or particles were widely distributed."

3 There are variants both ways, but not in the major MSS : see the Cam-

bridge LXX in loc.
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17 places where dXo'y, aki and aXcov appear. Very possibly the new noun
arose from these ambiguous forms : it may have been encouraged by the

formal similarity of two other food-names naturally associated with it,

yd\a and fie'Xi,
which were both neuter. According to ancient gram-

marians (K.Bl. i. 456) ydXa as well as fie'Ki had a gen. formed by simply

adding -tos, which may have helped the new flexion. The old a\6s can

be cited as late as iii/A.D., in P Lond 1170 vs. 124 (
= iii. p. 196) : cf. WS

90 n.

TaXoKT- (to) milk has ace. yaka, gen. ydXaKTos. This and wkt-
(,J)

night, nom. vui, are the only stems in which r follows a mute.

TfXoDT- (6) laughter only occurs in nom. yiXiii<i, as does tSpcor- (6) sweat,

nom. iSpcjs. For earlier flexion see K.Bl. i. 516 and 509 f.

'EddriT- (rj) clothing has ace eaOtjTa etc., but a heteroclite dat. pi.

caeriCTeCTi in Lk 24* (all exc. i<BD, which have eV(9fjrt), Ac l^o kABC :

Deissmann supports this with BGU i. 16^^ (159 a.d., as amended, p. 395),

and Cronert (p. 173) adds several citations from MSS of Koivrj writers.

^<DT- (to) light has nom. ace. <j>ois, and XP<"^" (°) sA;m?, gen. xpwros, nom.

XP^s. Both have considerable variation of stem in the earlier Greek :

see K.Bl. i. 436,511. 4>u)s is accented like nais.

(d) The following neuter nouns with -r- in oblique cases

and plural have a divergent nom. ace. sing. :
—

Tovar- knee (i.e. yovF- ar-) has nom. y6vys, a -M-stem, which was declined

throughout in early Greek.

'Qr- ear has in papyri of iii/ and ii/B.c. a nom. ace. S?, levelled from

ous by the influence of wra, wcrti' etc. (Mayser 5). It is not found in NT.

Two remain of the very ancient declension which had -p

in nom. ace. sing, and -aro? (
=

-n-To<i) in gen. :
—

'YSar- water has nom. ace. uSwp : the whole flexion occurs in NT.

^pear- (for (f)pr]aT-) well, nom. ace. <j>pe'ap, gen. <|>peaTos. It is rarely

contracted {(PpfjTos) in the vernacular.

(e) One -0- stem survives, opvW-, which has specialised

its meaning just as our foivl has. "Opi/eoi/ or TreTeii/oc replace it

in the wider sense lird. It only occurs once, Mt 23^'^ opi/is

nom.: the parallel passage in Lk 13^* has probably (see (1)

above) the dialectic variant opktl.

In ABLE al. the reading is assimilated to Mt. If WH are right in

calling 'opv'i^
"
Western," we have a small point which might go towards

locating this ty]ie of text in Asia Minor, with Egypt (on the papyrus

evidence) as an alternative. More probably opvis is Mt's form and opvi^

that of Luke, who has again refrained it would seem from altering an

"incorrect" form of Q. But possibilities are many and evidence

ambiguous, so that we must be cautious in inferences.
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(4) Stems in -vr-.

These form a special class, because of the plionetic results

of the addition of -(t- suffixes : there is also the double type
in nom. sing, from stems in -ovr-, which admits of more than

one explanation
—see Brugmann-Thumb Gr. 257.

o^ovT- (o) tooth.

oSous

oSoi'Ta

oSoCTOS

oSofTCS

686eras

oSoi'TOJk'

68ouo-i(i')

There are no separate Vocatives. Under Adjectives and

Participles will be found types of Neuters, and of stems in -evr-,

-(ovT- and -ovvr-. The flexion of the noun types 080^9 and

t/ict? is incomplete in NT, but adjectives and participles justify

their being printed as if complete.

Latin nouns in -evr- made nom, in
-?;s (Lat -ens) : Kpr]<TKif]s

= Crescens

and r\ou%y]s
= Pudens (nom.), KXi^jjiet'Tos (gen.) = Clem^idis (K.Bl. i. 421).

ap^ovT- (6) ruler.

Sing. N. apxuf
A. apxok'Ta

G. ap)(o^'Tos

/). apxoi'Ti

Plur. N. apxofTes

A. apxoi'xas

G. apyovT<i)v

D. apxouCTi(i')

IfxavT- (6) strap.

t/xds

ifidfTa

ip.Cll'TOS

IfxavTi

tp.di'Tes

IjAClCTaS

ifi.di'TOjy

iji.d(n(i')

B. Nasal Stems.

§ 56. In Greek these all end in -v, through the influence

of a final
/j, becoming -v in nom. sing, by phonetic rule : thus

the very few ft- stems (as yifHf, x9mv, els) were assimilated.

1. Stems with Strong Flexion.

7roi/x€v- (6) sliephenl.
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old form a(l>pov in Lk 122o KMSUVH etc., 1 Co 15«« KL etc. :

there can be no doubt that the better MSS spell here

according to Hellenistic use.

(a) Kuoiy lost from the earliest times in Greek its middle stem in the

ace. sing, and noni. pi., where historically it was in place. It is the only
V- stem surviving in NT which preserves the weak stem, except the

isolated apcas (ace. pi.) Lk 10^, which comes from the long obsolete nom.

sing. Fap^f (found only in two or thi-ee ancient inscriptions). In NT
lamb is djAkos (

= Lat. agmis—generally, as in classical Greek, in noiu. sing.)

or the derivative apviov : apva, dpvos etc. are common in LXX, but rare

in papyri (Mayser 284). Dat. apvaai occurs in literary Kowt].

(b) The effects of strong flexion are seen, not only in the lengthened
vowel of nom. sing., but in dat. pi., where the addition of -o-t(i') to the

middle stem would have produced -ftfrt(i'), -ov(n{v). The ioeak stem

leaves its traces here, -d(Ti{v) (
=

-»; -o-i) being assimilated in its vowel to

the rest of the flexion.

(c) About a dozen nouns in NT are declined 04i these models, and a

good many adjectives (like r]yep.u}v). One or two late uncials in Lk 14'^

15^ spell y€irova<s with w.

2. Stems without Strong Flexion.

'EXXi]v- (6) Greek. alwv

Sing. N. "EXXirjf

A. EWrfva
G, E\Xy| I'os

D. "EWrii'i

Plur. If. "EXXyii/es

A. "EXXyikas

G. 'EWr]V(t}v

D. "EXXT](n(»')

There are no separate Vocatives here, either in classical

or in Hellenistic Greek.

(a) One divergence here must be noted, the levelling of the old nom.

wSfy et sim. to wSii', so as to agree with the rest of the flexion. It is

normal in Hellenistic (cf. Mayser 285, Thackeray 151), and is even found

in Lucian {8f\(f)tv, K.Bl. i. 415—as voe.), which strikingly shows how the

old -ts had faded out of even literary memory. (W and WS wrongly

compare KXeiStV from a late writer : it is of course only the vernacular

form of K^fiBlov.)

(b) Two nouns in -av- are declined on the above model :
—

MeyiaTdv- (6)

magnate (only plural)
—nom. -aces, dat. -aori(>'). MfXav- (to) ink (only

sing.)
—

gen. /xeXai'os, dat. ^i\a,vi. It is the neuter of jJieXas, /xeXaica,

^i\a.v black (see § 65 (3) a, p. 160).

IV- (6) age.
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(c) Mr]v- (6) 'mouth has without variant the Attic iiom. fATJf, nut the

older fifis. Cases accented regularly, fir^fa, firn'i, fiTJi/as.

(d) Besides those already mentioned, there are fifteen nouns in NT
declined like aidiv, together with the name 2a\afjuv- (17),

like d)hiv (laXafiif i

dat.—for a heteroclite variant see above, § 54 B (d)). The inferior uncials

and D would add fxuXwci at Mt 24*'. It is worth noting that foreign

words (dp(p)apcii', Xeyicjc, K€VTupio)v, xitoJ*') and late formations make up
the bulk of the list, in which aytav, aiwi' (whose ancient locative aUv ever

attests original strong flexion), kXuSwi/ (fiuXoii'), xeiixdiv, xiTWf are the only
ones that claim classical antiquity. This is due of course to the fact that

a simple flexion like this was naturally adopted for new words.

(e) Inferior uncials sometimes spell with o for <o oblique cases of

apriiKav, i^^hpuv, kXuSu^.

C. Liquid Stems.

§ 57. "aXs, the only word with stem in X, has heen dealt

with above (p. 132), so that we are exclusively concerned with

stems in p, wliich are very numerous. In this class occur

the most considerable survivals of vowel-gradation in the

stem, especially in the old relationship-nouns.

(1) Nouns with Strong Flexion.
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and nom. plur., and the weak elsewhere. It will be seen

that when we put the four nouns together these conditions

appear in one or other of them throughout, except in dat.

sing., where earlier Greek could use the middle stem (fxrjrepi,

avepi). The weak stem dvBp- has a transition sound 8

between n and r (cf. our thunder). The -pd- in dat. pi.

represents vocalic r.

TaoT-fp- (17) (belly), womb, is declined and accented like irari^p but shows

only dat. sg. yacrrpi (and nom. pi. yaarepes^ gluttons in a quotation from

Epinienides (vi/B.c.) at Tit l'^).

'AcTTfp- (6) star might historically be placed here, though it has levelled

away its gen. and dat. sing, into dorepos, do-repi, for its dat. pi. was

d(rTpd(n{v). But although this occurs in late writers, it cannot he shown

to survive in the vernacular. In NT, where the whole flexion occurs

except dat. sing, and pi., it is perhaps significant that aarpois appears
in Lk 21^^, where do-rpdo-ti' would have served equally well. Cronert

173 quotes do-r^/jo-i and darepois as MS readings in Geminus, a writer

of i/A.D.

(2) Stems with partial Strong Flexion or none.
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((/) Tlic real stem of x^*-P i« X^pf^'i ^vhence x^ipos and x^P*'^ came

plionctically, tlie iiom. being made up afresh from oblique cases (G.

Meyer^ 414).

(e) Like ^aprvp- (sing, only) is nvp- {to) fire, with nom. ace. irup, gen.

TTopo;, dat. irupi. The nom. fiaprts occurs eight times in NT, with no

sign of fxapTvp : for the loss of p see Brugmann Grundr."^ i. 435.

(/) There are live nouns in NT (one only in nom. sing.) with decl.

after crcor/;/3,
and eight or nine after pijrcop.

The two in
-tjp -tpos may be

added, and a compound each of x«'P ^•"•i p-dprvs. On Kaxi^Y^p see above,

§ 54 n (c).

I). Stems in -a-.

§ 58. Since original a disappeared in Greek between

vowels, there are contractions of concurrent vowels in these

stems everywhere except in nom. (ace. neut.) sing, and dat. pi.

This class is in Hellenistic practically confined to one type,

neuters in -os, which in ol)lique cases show vowel-gradation

(-ea-).

(1) Stems in -o? : -ea-

I6vi.(j (to) nation. avyyeiea-- (6) kinsman.

Sing. N. eOt/os o-uyYccris

A. e0>'os (TUYyefH (
= -

€(o-)a)

G. eOv'ous (
= -

f^{o-)o<;) CTuyY^fous

D. cflt/ei
(
=

-€(7-i) crvyyeveX

Plur. N. eOnr) (
=

-£cr-a) (TMyyev^lti (
=

-£0--es)

A. cOt'T) (TUYYefciS

G. fQvSiV (
= -ecr -wv) (juyy^viiiv

D. €0k£cri(i') (
=

-€0--cn) auYYe»'^cri(i')

(a) loYY^^'^S was properly an adjective : its flexion as such is given

as a model below, p. 162. Note another dat. pi. of this word, auYYei'eucrii'

Mk 6* B*LA al.^ 33 1 etc. (13) etc. aZ.
^

{-laiv KACD*W al.\ Lk 2*<

LWXaa 1 etc. 13 etc. 33 al.
i"

{-iatv }<ABCD al). Of. 1 Mac \0^^. The

MSS which give this form in Lk (where all the great uncials have the

normal form) have evidently been influenced by Mk, whose use of this

vernacular heteroclisis is characteristic : since the passages are not

parallel, Luke has not his common motive for using a popular form.

The plurals of nouns in -rjs and -ells' coincided in Hellenistic in nom. and

ace, and the sing, in dat.
;
while fluctuating usage in contraction would

bring together ace. sing, and gen. pi. as well. In this case the plural of

Yoveus would be the principal force. For other exx. of aoyYei'eucn, also

(Tvyyeviav, avyyevias and acc sing, avyyevea, see Thackeray 153 n.^,

Cronert 173. WS 89 cites an Atticist's ban as evidence for a-vyy^vevaiv.
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{b) The ace.
jil. masc. and fem. is borrowed from the noin. : other-

wise -eas contracted to -rjs woiild have been found.

(c) Gen. pi. without contraction appears in opeui' Rev 6'^, and

XciX^uc Heb 13^^, apparently with no variants : contracted forms

occurring are iQwv, IXk&ji/, kttji'wv', jjieXwc (his), iOvuv (4.3 times), erwi'

(14 times), and in the adjective formation do-ePwc (ter), aaQevStv (bis),

(ruyyevC)v (bis). The disparity is very great, but in the two words

affected the open form seeriis firmly established : it is always found in

LXX (opewt' some seventy times, x^iXe'oji' forty), while i'ros and a-Kevos

have -wv but reixos; usually -t(ov (gen. pi. not in NT) : see Thackeray
151. For outside evidence see CB xv. 435, Mayser 17, 277, Cronert 172,

Schweizer 153, Nachmanson 135. It seems clear that the uncontracted

form was throughout kept mainly for certain words : a priori we should

assume that these came into use in the Koifij especially from districts

(Ionic or other) in which the open forms were normal, but it would be

hard to prove it. Schweizer himself expresses this as his opinion

immediately after citing the evidence which shows that -av was normal

(even ret^w*') in Pergamum—Laiic territory ! Nachmanson's exx. prove
the same for Magnesia : we may admit that neither touches Spns or

XeTXos. The infection did not reach Egypt, where P Tor 13'* ^Xa^eav

(B.C. 137) is the only early example. See Thackeray 144, 151.

(d) The addition of -i' in ace. sing. masc. or fem. is distinguislied from

the case of -av (above, § 55) by the stronger influence of the 1st decl.,

combined with the strong tendency to add irrational final v after loiig

vowels. With short finals it was much less common. The -rjs nouns in

1st and 3rd decl. agreed originally in nom. and dat. sing, (ft and rj being
identical in Attic, though not in Koivr]) ; and the dropping of the gen.

-s was as easy as the adding of v. Hence even in Iv/b.c. proper names

of 3rd decl. preferred -i]v : Icoadivrju in Ac IS'" is Attic. See K.Bl. i.

512 f. But the later extension (ciacpaXTJv etc.) is less obvious than it

would seem, for the datives were no longer identical in sound—
?;
and 7

alike were e, while ft was i (see § 24). More serious is the difficulty of

the accent. If the analogy of Decl. I. was still the operative force, we
should naturally write avyyevTjv, like KpiTrjv ; but it is hardly likely that

the addition of so fugitive an element—added so recklessly, as we saw

(§ 47), to all manner of long vowel endings—should have altered the

circumflex to an acute. We may regard it then as a special case of

" irrational -v" encouraged largely by the analogy of other accusatives

in -i]v : cf. the raising of the " freak "
rjv into something like a regular

flexion form by the fact that it coincided with an existing form in the

conjugation of
eifii.

It is presumably only a coincidence that in Lesbian

Aeolic the -rjs proper nouns took a flexion modelled on 1st decl. (Thumb
Dial. 262). The occurrences of this -rjv ace. in NT may be summarised

thus : alaxpoKfp^v Tit V FG, dael3?iv Rom 4^ KD*FG, dacpakfjv Heb G'"

ACD*P, nv0a8fju Tit 1^ FG, fjiovoyevPiv Jn 31" cu3 (including 13-346)
Heb 11" D* Tvo^pr^v Rev l'^ A CU^ (vvyyev^jv Rom 16" AB*D*, ijyi?,v

Jn 511 K*W, 723 L, Tit 2^ G.

(e) The Attic ace. sg. uyid occurs in three cursives (inch 1) at Tit 2^.
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(2) Stems in -oa-.

One nouu, once used, survives from this rare declen-

sion.

Alhoa- (rj) modesty, malces nom. alS(o<;, gen. alSoOs

(
=

-o<T-o'i). The type reappears among the adjectives and

participles, where it accounts for the forms without v in the

-t&>i/ comparative, and for some of the perf. partic. act. For

these see § 65.

For the similarly declined rjx*^ ^6 below, § 59 (6).

(3) Stems in -aa-.

Two nouns show traces of this type, never common
;
and

(as might be expected) levelling has worked even here. But

see Koivrj instances in Schweizer Perg. 156.

Tripaa- {to) old age occurs in dat. Lk P^ Y^P^^
—^o all

uncials and many cursives. Papyrus instances of jrjp-a'i -(o<i

and -a are given in Vocah. s.v. Kaibel 426 (Christian) has

yfjpo'i nom.

r^pei is best taken as a simple assimilation to the -os nouns. But it

ma}' Ije Ionic, for Herod, has Ktpeos Kepei etc., and Homer ov8fos ov8ei

from ovdas. Attic Kve<f)as has gen. Kvecpovs.

Kpeacr- {r6) flesh forms Kpe'a in Rom 14^\ 1 Co 8^^: the

plural is collective. Herodian says the Koivrj pronounced

Kpe'a, as from Homer down (K.Bl. i. 431). Other nouns of this

class have passed into the -t- class: see § 55 (3) c.

§59. E. Stems in Semi-vowels.

(1) Stems in et : c and ev : v.

TToAei- {r/) city.
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Both in form and in accent the flexion of the 7roX,t<?

type presents obvious irregularities, which are however all

classical. Nouns in -tei (-o"t9, except tt-icttis)
form the bulk

of this class, which includes also one masculine noun, o(/)t9

snake, and a few more feminines. The neuter only occurs in

one form, and was never more than sporadic among nouns.

The papyri show the nouns afii, aeaeXt, arTtfJbi, KOfi/xi, ireirepi,—all foreign, like a-ivatrt itself. For corresponding forms in

-eu- we have mostly to refer to the adjectives. The common

noun irtjxus is the only one occurring in NT, and there are

hardly any others in Hellenistic : its flexion is guaranteed

from other Hellenistic sources. "Aa-jv city, the only native

neuter, was obsolete.

The influence of the commoner -u- nouns is seen in the form irrixvo^

gen. P Oxy ii. 242^^ (a.d. 77). The LXX gen. sing, is irrixfoi (Thackeray

151), but irrixeois! (as Attic) appears in BGU iii. 910 "• ^
(a.d. 71). In the

plural rrrjxo>v Is always found in papyri, and has the additional recom-

mendation of being deivas dvamKov for Phrynichus : see Mayser 267.

It is suggestive that in P Flor ii. 262^ (ii/A.D.) nr]xe<^v has the € erased,

The Attic form occurs often in LXX (Thackeray I.e.), and in Ju 21^ AW,
Rev 21" K.

(2) Stems in -v-.

araxv- (6) ear of corn. ocr<^u- (17) loins. Bdnpy- (to) tear.

Sing. iV. cttcIxus 6(t(J)us (SoiKpu)

A. (TTcixui' 6a<i)Vi' (Sa/cpu)

G. ardxuos 6o-<|>uos (8a/cpvos)

D. (TT<i\ui OCTcjjui (BoLKpyi)

Plur. N. crraxv^'i 6ct4>u€S SaKpva

A. CTTaxucis OCT^Ju'as SaKpva

G. ujayudiv ocT^udiv 8aKpuu)>'

D. aT&,yuai{y) 6(T(J)ucn(i') 8dKpu(Ti(c)

AcLKpv is an isolated word, for which the heteroclite sing.

N.A. SaKpuoK appears in NT. The sing, certainly was

obsolete in the -v form, and in the plur. it is only the dat.

(also Attic) that fixes it here.

K.Bl. i. 438 f., 488 follows Herodian in circumflexing sing. N.A. of

the oxytone words 6 ixOus fish, i] 6<})pGs brow and
i\ 6a<}>Cs. Brugmann

Grd.^ II. i. 137 does the same. Historically the v is long in these
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uxytuiia— cf. Ski. hltrh bww—the dal. pi. being shoiLened to match the

barytones. See also Chandler § 620. 'O porpus bunch of grapes, i] dxXus

mist, !} io-x"5 strcnyth and r\ 5s sow are the only other words in this

class. For small traces of the old ace. plur. in -vs for vas see Thackeray
147 ;

there are no signs of it in NT.

(3) Stems in -ev-.

(Saa-LXev- (6) Icing.

Siri'j. K ^aaiXeus Plur. KV.A. ^atrCKch

V. PaaiXeu G. Pao-iXc'uf

A. PaCTiXed D. PaCTiX£uai(i')

G. PttCTiXe'cos

D. PaaiXei

8o a dozeu common nouns in NT. The Hexion is like

that of tlie later Attic, with no sign of the old ace. pi. in

-ea?. Note that 6 aXieus Jisherman dissimilates t to e hefore

the i sound in plur. dXecis, as in LXX (Thackeray 84).

On heteroclite dat. pi. CTuyyci/euo-iv from <Tuyyei'r]s see above,

§ 58 (1). There are no traces of the not uncommon ace.

sing, ^acrikr}.

The primitive noun Zey? {I.E. dyius, gen. diuos, witli

strong flexion) appears in the ace. Aia Ac 14^"^ {t^lw DEHLP^)

gen. Aios.

(4) Stems in -ov-. «
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(6) Stem in -oi.

A few nouns, declined in sing, only, followed the norm
of ireidoi- (77) persuasion, which still is found in a papyrus of

ii/A.D. (P Oxy iii. 47437).

ISf. TreiOu) (or -<o)
G. ireiGous (

=
-oto?)

A. ireiOoi (= -Ota: accent irreg.) D. ireiOoi (= -ott)

See K.Bl. i. 453 f. The flexion concerns us if we regard

^;i^of9 in Lk 21^^ as tjxoCs from r]'^w sound. : so WH. See

above, §§ 54, 58 (2). In 1 Co 2* ireidol is an extremely

probable reading, involving only the dropping of c before

another c, and the acceptance of the reading of FG omitting

Xo7ot9. IleiOoi was read by the old Latin and the Sahidic

and Peshitta : the adj. 'ir(e)id6<i cannot be proved to have

existed at all. See § 35 (p. 78).

Declension of Semitic Names.

§ 60. The Greek Bible presents a very obvious contrast

to writers like Josephus
^ in its treatment of Semitic names,

which are very largely left indeclinable. Thackeray (Gr. 160)

gives as the general rule for the LXX that

Names which in the Hebrew end in a consonant remain unaltered

('ASa/i, 'AlBpaafi, Aavfi8, 'IrrparjX, 'laa-ijcf) etc.), while those which end in a

vowel, especially in H''", are in most cases declined like nouns of the first

declension, the fcminines requiring no addition in the nominative, the

masculines taking on the termination -las and being declined like Kiklos.

Names ending in other vowels are either Hellenised by the addition of

s and form a new class of first declension names in -d?, -tjs, -ovs etc.

('lavas, Mavarjs, 'Itjctovs etc.), or remain indeclinable ('HXeiov).

Since these rules may be transferred to the NT with

little modification, it will be convenient to follow Thackeray's

paragraphs and apply them successively.

A. Personal Names.

(1) Indedinables.—The extent to which the use of indeclinable forms

prevails is well seen in the genealogies of Mt 1 and Lk 3. In the former

there aie 46 names (42 men and 4 women), of which 'louSas, loXoficit',

1 The contrast may be well seen in WS 91, where the Graecised proper

names of Josephus and others are quoted in abundance. I have not t\ioiight it

worth while to repeat them here.
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Oupias, 'O^eias, 'E^cKias, Makaaaris, 'loxreias, 'l6x°*'^''^5 and 'Itjotous are

declined : it is curious that 'APid (N.A.G.) is not treated like other

names in
n""", but the LXX (A^iov in Kings, 'A/3id in Chr) does the same.

Of the 75 names in Lk S^^ff- none can be taken with perfect certainty

out of the indeclinable category, though indecl. Marradiov (vv.^s- 26) has

no LXX authority, and 'Itjo-ov and 'lovSa bis are presumably also from

nora. in -as. Aevei bis probably is as elsewhere from Atveis, but there is

no strong reason for assigning to the Mixed Decl. (see (6) below) the otber

names with vowel endings. A summary may be added of Semitic names

in NT (incl. 'AneXdafidx, Boavrjpyh, yivvta, fiajitovas, 2a^aa}S and x^pov^dv)

as in WH text :
—

Ending in . .
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make the rule absolute. The name appears thus, except in the genitive,

"usually without important variation." They make the same rule for

Mary of Bethany, though here they are content once with 33 as sole

authority. The perpetual variation of the uncials, even in a continuous

narrative like Jn 11, is inexplicable. Thus for Mapuifi nom. in Jn 11^"

there is nothing but 33, in ^^ we have BC*EL 33
;
for it is as ace. the

range is less remarkable. Again in Lk 10^^ Mapidn nom. is in KCLPSW 1

33, against AB*Dco : in *- B and 1 alone support it. Only two or three

MSS are consistent : B 33 have -p. 8/10 while KW have -a -av 9/10. For

Mary of Magdala the case is still more complex : see WH App.^ 163,

and add that W has -/x 3/13. Gregory (Ti iii. 116) notes that HD prefer
the declined, and BLa the indeclinable form : it will be clear, however,
that there are great inconsistencies, and a rule seems unattainable.

SuTT^etpa (dat. -_?;—see p. 118) belongs to this section if taken directly

from Aram. N'J^S^'
" beautiful." If it is fern, of adncfxipos it is Hebrew

ultimately, for the name of the gem was naturalised in iv./B.c. Blass

rightly prefers the former, but thinks the common noun influenced it

{Gr. 7 n. : cf. WS 76).

(4) Masculine names in
n^^~ (etc.), from the name mnv There are

abouii; a dozen of these in NT, declined like Ntx/aj, with voc. -a and gen.
-ov. This is the Greek rule for -as pure (K.Bl. i. § 105. 9). So 'Avavla

;

Bapax^ov, Zaxapiov, 'Haaiov, 'lepffiiov, Marradlov, Ovpiov. The only ques-
tion arises with 'HXelas, which in Lk 1'' makes gen. 'HXf/a »^BLW 565**

(-0V ACD etc.), but in Lk 4-^ 'HXei -ov without variant. (In both places
late uncials accent -ov or -ov, reading the indeclinable form found in the

LXX (historical books) : that the later LXX books (Mai, Sir, 1 Mac)
show 'HXei'as confirms the reading of the better MSS in NT). Thackeray
162 argues the -a genitive

"
vulgar and late

"
: this difference of Greek

culture between the sources which Luke reproduces in these two places

would be quite in keeping with their style.

Other masculines of Decl. I. are Meaaias, 'Icadvijs, 'la-Kapiarrjs

('lo-Kaptw^ in Mk and in Lk Q^'^y Note the dat. 'liodvd | in WH : it

will be explained like Mcovo-ei below.

(5) The difficulty discussed under this section does not arise in NT.

'A/3io Mt 1^ is necessarily indeclinable, not being gen. : the possible

accentuation 'HXftov or -ov was mentioned in (4).

(6) Mixed Declension.—This is a large type in NT, and need hardly
be set down (with Thackeray) to Hebrew influence. For although it

contrasts with the form prevailing in Egypt {'irjaovs 'It]o-ovtos and the

like), it tallies with a type used in Greek abbreviated names (Arjuas -5

etc.) and in Roman masc. names like 'AkvXos gen. 'Aki'Xo.^ It is more-

over identical with the sing, flexion of a mass of MGr nouns—yipovras
A.G. yepovra, K\d(pTr]S A.G. KXecprr), iraTrds A.G. and Voc. TTand, Traivirovs

1 Note also l^Kapiihd Mk Si** and Lk 6^^ D. In Jn D lias 'I. dirb KapvdiTov

(exc. 6^1), and in Lk 22=* 'IffKapiwd.
" As early as Plato (Phaedrus 274d) we find the Egyptian name Qafxovs

with aec. -ovv, gen. -ov
;
but the crucial dat. does not occur there, so that

Winer's citation is not decisive : it is only like vovs.
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A.G. namrov. Many of these make plur. in -Sfs, as naTrnSfs, combining these

alternative flexions. Boppas is an Attic prototype. The general formula is

that the bare stem, in a long vowel or diphthong, forms the gen., dat.,

and voc. if any, while -s is added for nom. and -v for ace. Only a few

call for note :
—

(a) In -as or -as. 'lovdas (with voc. 'lov8a) is constant in NT, there

being no sign of gen. 'lov8ov or of indecl. 'lov8d. So "Awas, 'Aptras, Kaui(f)as,

Kr](f>as, Bapvdfias, 'loivas, KXaynas, fiafiavas, 2aTavas, 2k fwar, Xov^ds, to

mention only those that have the gen. I,i\as {-av -a) (
= H^ii^) is not con-

tracted from 2iXovav6s, which is a case like ^Ipcav in (7) Ijelow (Dal man
Gramin. 124).

(6) In -r)s. Mavavcrrjs may as well be counted here, though -v is not

attached in ace. : LXX has yiavadai] indecl. for the tril)e, which is

equally possible for Eev 7''. Mu>vcrr)s has been transferred from the

Mixed Decl. (normal in LXX) to a new flexion universal in and after

i/A.D., with very marked Hellenisation. "We may conjecture that the

dat. -ei began the tyjie, as a natural dat. for a nom. in
-rfs, and that the

circumflexed -et led on to a gen. -iu>s and even an ace. -ia (Lk 16^^ all

MSS), on the analogy of ^aaiXf'i -eas -ia. The flexion thus agrees (as

WS 94 notes) with that of "Aprjs in class. Gk. Mcouo-^f the ordinary ace,
and Maua-fj (Ac 7**, under LXX influence) are the only survivals of the

Mixed flexion. See WH App.- 165. 'Iwmjs makes gen. 'Iworf; Mt 27'^

ABC al., Mk 6'^ ACW, 15^" X*ACW «/.,
" CW al.

;
but 'Icomjros Mk 6"

BDLA 33 13 etc. (Ferrar) 565, 15*o-'«7 same (exc. D at *^). This last

flexion has abundant analogues in jiapyri, but is solitary in NT, which

makes for its genuineness.

(c) In -fis. Aevfis in NT conforms throughout to this type.

(d) In -ovs. 'It](tovs has been assimilated to this class, the LXX dat.

'irja-oi yielding to 'Irjaoii (as in the Freer MS of Dt).

(7) Names in (ov.—^ip(»v -mvos is declined fully, but it is rather a case

of appropriating a -Greek name of similar sound than adapting a Semitic

one : l.vp.dov (indecl.) is the Semitic original. Similarly men named
Jesh(\ could either adapt the name as 'ir^a-ovs or ai)propriate the Greek
'Icjo-cov. The only other name in -av that is declined is that of Solomon.

Thackeray shows that the Hellenising of liopK' took the following order :

(a) in orthography (1) 'S.akwpwv (2) SaXo/^coi/ (3) ^o\op6av, (6) in flexion (1)

indeclinable (2) gen. (ovtos (3) gen. -Sivos. (See his note as to the phono-

logical meaning of the successive spellings.) Of (a)(1) and (2) we have

some traces in NT : thus nom. "lakapav Ac 1*'^ }>iAC, and 2aXo/i. in Mt 1"

N* 1, Ac 311 A 512 N. For (&) (1) there is only Mt 1« S.dkopwv ace. N 1,

Jn 10^^ W. For (2) the evidence is considerable. loXopau (so accent)

-S)VTos, like Sevo({)a)v -a>vTos and several Egyptian names, is supported

by late uncials generally, with Wa in Mt 1", C {semel) A Mt li*^,

CKLW al. Lk Ipi his, KoAKLW etc. Jn 10^3
; and it must be read in

Ac throughout—311 NABCP 1. 33 al. (-S>vos DE 104), S'^ NA 33 al. (-S>vos

BDEP al.), 1*^ accent SoXo/xwi- (WH). The late uncials in accenting the

nom. perispomeuon agree with their preference for -S>vtos, which maj'
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have been due to LXX influence : it is the only declined form that has

even begun to appear there.

B. Place Names.

(8) Places and peoples.
—Thackeray notes that " the Hellenised forms

largely predominate
" here. The table in (1) so far bears this out for the

NT, in that indeclinable forms outnumber inflected by 43 per cent, in

place-names, but by 110 per cent, in person-names.

(9) Place-names in -a feminine.
—So Va(a -av (LXX gen. -?;?), ^afiapia

-as,^ Av88a -as (but see (10)), 'iSovfiala -as, 'Apifxadaia -a?, BTjdavla -as etc.

Xappd -as is found twice in LXX, but ^(^appav indecl. usually, and so in

NT. As with the four feminine personal names in -a which only occur

in the nominative (see (3) a1x)ve), we are sometimes left without con-

clusive proof of their proper category : see (11)6. A place-name which

almost becomes a common noun is yiewa, gen. -rjs (ace, gen., dat.

sing.).

(10) Towns in -a.— Declined as neuter plural alone are 268opa (as

LXX) and 2apenTa (acc. only, but LXX gen. -wv). Metaplasmus is

conspicuous here. AvSSa is twice acc. Ac d^^- ^^ KAB 33 (hiat. v.^^)^ where

CEco assimilate to the fem. form Av88as in v.^* (Av88t]s there in Eto) :

analogy of other forms proves this form Decl. II. and not indecl. (as Hurt).

Topoppa, in LXX and 2 Pet 2" (2o86pa)v kuI Topoppas), rather strangely

fails to agree with its constant associate. In Mt 10'^ however we have

Topoppav. A non-Semitic NT name which behaves in the same way is

Avarpa, acc. -av, dat. -ols. See Thackeray 167 f. and Prol. 48 for sundry

parallels : add P Grenf ii. 74 (a.d. 302), where we have eV Tevrvprj bis, the

village being elsewhere Tevrvpa neut. pi. Similarly the Zoroastrian

capital Ragha appears in Tobit with 'Pdyas (acc.) and 'Pay?;, against

'Paymv -ois. WS 93 notes the varying flexion in 1 Mac of 'AbiBd (indecl.,

dat. -ois), Baidcrovpd (indecl., fem., neut. pi.), and Ta^dpa (fem. and neut.

pi.).

Declined in 1st decl. only are Td(a -av, Brjdavia (but see (11) h), yeevva,

'S.apapla (see also 14).

The examples of metaplasmus just given show that in foreign names

it was rather the rule than the exception. This accounts for the flexion

of the name Jerusalem when declined. Mt 2^ ndaa 'lepoaoXvpa is of

course fem., as in Tob 14* B, and Mt35 may show the same. These are

the only places where the word is nom., and the rule may be that 'Upo-

(ToXvpa in nom. follows the gender of
ij 'lepova-aXrip, and passes into 2nd

decl. for oblique cases.

(11) a. 'lepoaoXvpa and 'lepova-aXrip.^ The indeclinable continues the

LXX tradition, for 'lepoaoXvpa only appears in Tobit and Maccabees :

even in these it is only invariable in 2-4 Mac (1 Mac ^, Tob -^^, and not

^
1,apap€ias gen. in P Petr ii. p. 14, a

j apyriis of iii/B.C, relating to a settle-

ment of Jews in the Fayyum, mentioned by Josephas : see Tehtunis Pap. ii.

p. 401.

For the breathing see above, § 40.

VOL. II. PART II. II
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without variants). Usage in NT varies largely, and without very obvious

motive. It may be presented thus :
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Mt 27^^. If it is iiidecl., the -dv and -d foi-ms will have the same relation

as in the certainly indecl. Btjdcraiddv and -d : this account is more

probable. Brjdavia, normally declined, occurs as BrjOavid indecl. in Mk 11^

B* Lk 1929 ii*BD* 131, Mk IP^ H. A special difficulty occurs with

the name of Nazareth : it is written e.g. Na^apu (rj, indecl.) Mt 4i''^ B*Z

33, Lk 4I6 KB*S 33 ; NafapeV Mt 2^3 NDL, Lk P" i^BL, Na^ape'^ Mt 21ii

NBCD etc., Ac lO^s KBCDE, and in A and other MSS sometimes Nafa/)d<9

(-dr). See WH Ap'p-- 167, Ti on Lk I^g. WH assert that the tangle
"
presents little ambiguity," and print -d in Mt 4'^ Lk 4^^, -ed later in

the Gospel story (Mt 2V^) and Ac I.e., with -eV elsewhere "certainly or

probably." Sanders (p. 21) says that in W NafapfV occurs four times in

Lk, who has Na^ape^ once (4^^) : this however stands alone in the other

Evv., except for Mt 21'^^ -er. Dalman {Gr.^,152) appears to trace the two

types to n"1^3 (Nafapd) and niVJ respectively. The exact Greek name

of this obscure little place, which was never heard of till the Gospel

story was current, might easily fluctuate in oral and written sources.

In -T]
there is only Bt]d(f)ayi] indecl, 'lonnr], a town in early contact

with the outside world, naturally took a Greek flexion.

In -co we find ^apaa and the place-name 'lept;^o) indecl.

(12) Place-names in -coi/.—Thackeray makes the interesting point that

these "are declined or indeclinable mainly according to their rank and

situation on or away from the main routes." This obviously suits the

NT names Ba/3uXwv -avos, Sificoi' -avas ;
nor need 'S.apmva from '2apav rank

as a serious exception, though indecl. in LXX. Uninflected are MayeSoji/

(Rev 16^*' after "Ap
—the compound phrase prob. nom, : see above, p.

148 n.2) and Alvav, Sicoi'. Ke^pav raises a difficulty in Jn 18^ In A(S)Ya
123 latt syrr arm we find tov Kefipwi/, which would represent the

indecl. found in LXX. But K*DW a b sah aeth read tov KeSpov, and all

the other Greek MSS rwv Ktdpcov, with boh Orig Chr. These would

plausibly figure as independent attempts to regularise the reading of A,

regarded as Greek ;
and so Lightfoot (Bibl. Essays 174) actually read.

But it seems better with WH to accept rav K48p<ov as a Greek popular

etymology of Kidron : it is needless with them to labour a proof that

this etymology was correct.^ The Hellenised form starts in LXX,
2 K 15^3, 3 K 1513. An interesting parallel occurs in Ps 82^", where

"some inferior MSS" (Lightfoot) have Ta>v Kiaa-chv, making Kishon into
"
ivy brook."

(14)2 Names of countries or districts.—Thackeraj' shows that these

were normally expressed by feminine adjectives in agreement with x<"/J«

understood. The oldest suffixes were -Is (-t'Soy), -(e)/a (-as), and
-ikt] (-^s)

which are used for places away from Palestine. 'ApalSla, 2i8o)VLa and

2vpia are NT representatives, with 2apapia as an old name of a district

within Palestine, ^oivlkt] is also Semitic in origin, but is of course not

formed in this way : it is not included in the table above, being
naturalised very early in Greek language history. About 200 B.C. the

1 0. Schrader, Reallexicon d. idg. AUerlutnskunde, 926, gives a very
different account of Kedpos, which originally meant "juniper."

-
(13) does not concern Semitic words

;
nor have we NT instances for (15).
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old indeclinables for names of Palestinian disti-icts began to be replaced

by adj. in -aia and -(e)ms (-iSoy) : for the latter we may quote the

appearance in Ptolemaic papyri of adjectives like ^vXlns {yfj), d/xn-fXins-

(yfl)
" land under trees

" or "
vines," and Greek names like Tpaxwi-eiTis.

So alyiaXlris yfj
P Lond 924^^ (a.d. 187-8) (

= iii. p. 134)=" land on the

border of the lake." This last has no Semitic representative in NT : the

-aia form appears in 'iroupaia, TaXiXata, 'louSaia, 'iSou/xaia. 'ApciXifjfii

uses another adj. suffix.

(16) Gentilic iiames—of tribes, parties and inhabitants of towns or

districts—are as in LXX formed largely with the adjective suffixes noted

in (14), all of course native Greek. In -alos we have TaXiXaios, 'Eppatos

(fem. 'EPpais as an adj.), MouSaios (whence adj. 'louSaiKog, and adv. -kws,

and tlie verl) 'louSaiXen' and its derivative 'louSaiafxos), Kacavaios,

Nal^wpaios, ZaSSooKaios, <t>apiaaio5, XaXSaios, Xai/ai/aios. In -fiTTjs,

'E\afA€iTT]s, 'l€po(ToXu|ji€iTY]s, 'lo-patiXciTTis, AcueiTT)?, Nu'euciTT]?, ZafxapeiTr]s

(fem. lafAapeiTis). In -rjvos, ra8apT)v6s, repaaTicos (rfpyecnrji/os), Aa/iao--

KT]»'6s, Nai^apT)v6s, MaySaXirjcos (only fem.) : this is hardly represented in

the LXX. The less used suffixes are (1) -os in lupos, (2) -tos, IiSwfios,

Tupios, (3) -i<T(Ta (fem.), Iupo<|)oii'iKiCTaa, (4) consonant noun, "Af}a\f/^,
n. pi.

"ApaPes (D* "Apafioi).

The variation between Nafwpalor and Nafap^roy has been the basis of

much theorising : it must be left to the Semitist to find out loose stones

in these structures.^ The former is used exclusively in Mt, Jn and Ac,

the latter in Mk. Lk has both, in 18" and in 4^* 24i9. Luke pre-

sumably took -Tjvos over from Mk in 4^*, and from the sources of his

Resurrection story in 24^^. Mark's form is obviously more closely

related to NaCapd (-eV, -40) : 'Sa^wpalos seems to be coloured by some

popular etymology, or to represent some other word. Dalman {Gr.^ 178)

makes Na^copaloy
"
reproduce ''']i2i3, from the by-form H^iXJ, synonymous

with ri^^3," from which "
''"1>'3

would be expected."

Declension of Non-Semitic Names.

§ 61. There is not much to remark in the flexion of

Greek names, or even of Latin or other foreign names outside

the Semitic. They may be briefly classified according to

their declension.

{a) Decl. I. and II.—Feminines in -a and -q are EvoSi'a (so certainly

from the context in Ph 4^- ^
(avraly)), BepvUr], XXorj and such Latin names

as 'lotiXi'a, KXavSta, with place-names 'ATroXXwi'ia, 'Axata etc., 'iraXia,

'Siravia, Ai^vt], MltvXtjvt], 'Vaprj and various others, derived often from

native names in sundry languages. In the -a class (gen. -t]s) we should

[1 See now The Beginnings of Christianity, i. i. 426 fF., Appendix B,

Nazarene and Nazareth, by G. F. Moore.—Ed.]
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put 'Nvjj.cfia (see Proleg. 48), '2dn(j)eipa (§ 60 (3) : ultimately, and perhaps

immediately, Semitic), Tpixpaiva, Tpv(f)aia-a, and Latin names like Tlpia-Ka

and UpicTKiWa (only noni, ace), ApovatXXa (dat. -jj) ;

^
'Avrioxaa, Bepoia.

In some of these the complete equivalence of i and ei in Hellenistic

makes the spelling, and therefore the accent in nom. and ace, indeter-

minate. There is no adequate reason to alter the classical spelling where

we have evidence of it: see Proleg. 46 f. and § 35. The plural names

'A^^i'ai, Kryxpfai, KokocTaai, 2vpdKov(Tat are classed here. Neuter plurals
in -o are Bvdreipa, Avarpa, Mvppa, JJarapa. But metaplasmus is here

strongly felt : see above, § 54.

Masculine person- or place-names in Decl. I. include (a) Greek names,

normally declined, such as Alveas, 'Av8peas, 'A^plas, "Ai8r]s, Ava-avuis,

'Hpadrjs, 2(oad€vr]s, 'EvcppciTi-js (old Persian Ufrdtu, in Greek since

Herodotus), 'Aa-uipxT]s (see § 54) and two in -Ittjs ; (6) Greek and Latin

names with gen. -a or -a, which might be classed with the Mixed
Declension. See § 60 (6) above.

Second Declension names are naturally numerous. Masculine

personal names in -os call for no comment. Many of them of course are

Latin, coming from Decl. II. names. Place-names of towns or islands in

-OS are feminine, as*Ao-a-oy, "Ec^eo-o?, but plurals masculine, ^iXimroi and
TIoTioXot (both indeterminate in NT). Among names of countries we
have 6 Uovros (gender indeterminate in NT), but

17 A'tyvn-ros (Ac 7^^

and probably
^^—Blass's "

wrong reading
" in the former only disagrees

with his own conjectural emendation). Adjectives are numerous, as

'ASpapvvTrjvoi, A(Tiav6s, Bepoiaios, 'EXXtjvikos. The Mixed Declension

rather than the obsolete " Attic
"

is responsible for ^AwoXXas ace. -<u or -atv

gen. -o) (Blass -cos -Siv -ui), and for
77

Koi? ace. Kai : see § 52 (? (c). Neuter

place-names are 'Ikovlov, ^iXXvpiKov etc. Htpyapov ace. may be from
either -os fem. or -ov neut. : "17 n. in Xenophon, Pausanias and Dion

Cassius, but ro U. in Strabo and Polybius and most other writers and in

the inscriptions
"
(Swete on Kev 2^^).

(b) Decl. III.—Normal consonant nouns, Greek or Latin, such as

*^Xt^ -iKos, *oii/t^ -Iku, AWloyjf -onos, Kpfjs -tos, 'EXXijvis -iSos, Kaia-ap

-apos, Mvdirav -covos, TaXXicnv -oiuos, "EXXrjv -os, need only be named.
On 2aXapis (metaplasmus) see above, § 54. With strong flexion we have

MoKeSo)!', 'idtraiv and <^iXrjpaiv -ovos, ^X{ya>v -ovtos, NiKavcop -opos. Stems
in semi-vowels are Nrjpevs, 'Avnoxevs and other gentilic adjectives ; com-

pounds of iroXis, declined like the noun ;

^
^vpns and 2dp8eis (pi.) ;

^rdxvs (acc. -vv) and Zeis ace. Ala gen. Aids. It should be noted that in

Ac 16" Neav ndXiv KABD-' (against CD*6o) and Col 4^^ 'lepa ndXei

(where MSS are indeterminate) the writing divisim agrees with earlier

Greek rules : cf. "Apeios TLdyos Ac H^^- ^^
(whence regularly

'

ApeoTT aye'irr^s

ih.^*). See on this rule further § 106 below. ^
A special case under this heading is the name of the Blount of Olives,

^ But note gen. SeKoj/Sas P Oxy ii. 294^ (a.d. 22).
-
'lepa TToXts and Ne'a TrdXis are best written divisim: see § 106. For

Upd-KoXii see Proleg. 228.
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on which it will be enough to refer to the discussion in Proleg. 69, 23^

{Ei7il. 104 f.). There I have tried to show that 'EXatcoi/, a conunon noun

=
oliveijard,^ occurring very frequently in the papyri, is beginning to be

used as a proper name to be a short substitute for rb opos rHiv eXmwv : we

are to print npos to opos to Ka\ovfifvov 'EXattov (noni.) or 'EXaicova with

W in Lk 1923 and (els t6 /crX.) 21", and retain 'E\aio)vos with all MSS
in Ac l^^j the KoXovfifvov being an indication, common to Luke and

Josephus, that the adaptation had not yet thoroughly established itself.

The Gender of Proper Names shows few irregularities. Towns are

fem., exct'pt when the suffix determines otherwise ; streams follow

norapos' and hills opos in gender, but instances are few. Among
personal names naturally the gender determines itself

;
but there is the

curious Q'rt ;perpetuum of
17

BuaX Rom 11*, and always in LXX in the

later books (Chron, Prophets and Tob) : in Gen—4 K only thrice (4 K
jG. 16^ 21^) except as a variant in A only. (In Proleg. 59 {=Einl. 88) I

have unaccountably given it as occurring only three times in LXX.)
The Q^ri is actually written in 3 K IB^^- -^ ol itpo<^rjTat. tt^s ala-xvvrjs, and

in the marginal gloss in Q at Jer 11^^ tt/ aiaxwi] dvaiaa-Tijpia. The

explanation, due to Dillmann, "has superseded all others" (SH on

Rom 11*). Xepov^eiv is ueut. pi. in Heb 9^, as in Philo and generally in

LXX, presumably following the association with (aa. LXX has x^P"^f^

sing. masc. four times, once neut.
; ;^fpoi;/ii/i (when treated as pi.) masc.

four times, neuter twenty. Josephus .471^ viii. 3^-^ has tcis ^fpoi'/^f ts. (In

Ant. iii. 5'"^ WS wrongly infers ol x- ' avTovs there refers to TrpoaTvnoi.)

Miscellaneous Foreign Words and Irregular Flexions.

§ 62. In addition to the proper names already catalogued, there are

a few Semitic words in NT, written in Greek characters, which may be

collected here, though some of them are not nouns.

(a) Indeclinable nomis, or vocatives.—'A/3/3a (^3^? Aramaic of 3X in stat.

emphat.) is exactly translated by 6 iraTrip, used in address : see Proleg.

233 ; 'PajB^ei O^"} Aram.) SiSuo-KaXe Jn ps and 'Pafii^ovvei 0312"! Aram.
" mein Gebieter," Dalman Ch'amm.^ 176) ; 'Pand, an Aramaic term of

contempt (^P^l, ib. 173)^
—all these appear only in address, and do not

develop into regular nouns. The question has been raised whether M<ape

in Mt 5^- is to be read as Greek—so= " Fool !

"
in the ethical sense (RV

text)
—or as the Hebrew i^'^p : cf. Num 20^", where LXX ol drrddf'is.

Field (Notes in loc.) observes that no other pure Hebrew word appears in

^ How fert*Ie this formation was in the vernacular may be seen in the list

collected s.r. 'E\aiu,p in Vocabulary.
- Thus Tbv ^i\(adfx ter : contr. Josephus JFars v. 4", 12^, 17 2., sc. ir-qyri.

^ Dalman suggests that the word took the form puKo. instead of pTjKo. because

of similarity of sound to pd\-os "rascal." It must be admitted that this is a

sufficiently rare meaning of paKos (ib. 173 n.-).
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NT except through the medium of the LXX
; while Zahn (Matthaus

p. 225 n.) shows that Jewish Midrash writers took n"lio in voc. as a

Greek word. This seems decisive, added to the obvious consideration

that Mt's Greek readers would naturally have been warned if the author

had meant them to take the familiar word as Hebrew, llua-xa (Aram.

NriDQ), fiuvva (i<30)j and a-Uepa (Aram. ^^"131^', according to Dalnian ' Gr.^

126 n. 2) are indeclinables. So also the jjlural Xepovl3cLv (Hel). D^31"i3|

with Aram. pi. p ) : see above, § 61. This last has been included among
the proper names. So has 'AKe\8afiux^, in Ac 1'" tr. x'^P'-"^ ainaTos

(XOT ^\>J]), where Dalman 202 says the final -x is sign of the indeclin-

able. ^ The NT has no trace of declined forms ndaxcov, fxuwas or

-rjs, (TiKepos or -oTos, ol or al XepoviSels, which are found in sundry
writers (WS 91 f.) ;

nor again of the Hebrew form (paa-fK for irda-xa

(LXX.)

(6) Nouns with Gi'eek suffixes and flexion.
—

^Ap{p)al3a>v, -S>vos (see § 41)

was borrowed in iv/B.c. from Phojnician (Heb. I^^iy). Feewa (origin-

ally yai, as in Jos IS^'' B)= Heb.
Di3n""'2j

Aram. 0^'\ with final D

dropped (Dalman
^
183) : it has been included among place-names above,

as also ^aravas among the person-names (Heb. lOD Aram. N3tpp). So

too papavas (
= |iONp "deposit," according to Dalman^ 170 n.), and crafiaa)6

(pi. of N'ni." "army"). Kopfiavas "treasury
"
(Mt 27") is inflected (Aram.

XJ^np), while Kopl3(iv, in Mk 7" tr. Sapov, is in Dalman's view (Gr.^

174) a Hebrew word
(i^li^)-

^^ Decl. II. we have jSdros (03)^ Kopos (13)

and a-drov {^^^\ all Hebrew measures, but the form of the last clearly

depends on Aram. NnXD. So wiili the thoroughly Hellenised adlSl^ara
—for decl. see § 54 c—which Dalman (^ 160) thinks was spelt with r for

$ in virtue of its Greek ending. ^vKapwos is sujjposed to have been

borrowed from Heb. i^^Pp, at least as early as Theophrastus (iv/B.c.) :

popular etymology doubtless afi"ected it. That in OT it is exclusively

plural suggests that an Aram. i''C)ip''C' started the form : the sing. NOp^K'

is cited in BDB.

(c) Semitic quotations.
—Some fragments of original Semitic language

appear in NT, simply transferred as spoken. From the ipsissima verba

of Jesus we have 'A,3/3(( (glossed 6 Ilar^p), puKa (see (a) above), e'cfxpaBd he

opened (NnnSX—Dalman^ 278 n.), TaXt(9« Koip fOlp «n'5'P,
in which the

^7" had become silent— see Dalman^ 150, 321), and 'EAcot 'EXcoi'' Xapn

a-a^axdavei In this last (Mk 15^'* WH) there has been slight Hebraisa-

tion, which D carries further by substituting ^acpdavei for the verb. See
Dalman'^ 156, 221, 365 : he makes the Aramaic original to have been

'jnpnC' X©^ "nha 'nba^ The bearing of Mark's authentic record on the

question of our Lord's ordinary language is obvious : had it been words

^

Ajiparently dropped in ed.-—by oversight?
- See however WS 63 u., quoting Kautzsch.
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of a sacred text that rose to His lips, we should have had Hebrew—the
Aramaic attests the speech in which He most naturally expressed Him-
self when there was no question as to making others understand. In
this category of Dominica verba we should include

djuiji/ truthl It

estaljlished itself in the Christian vocabulary because of its characteristic
use by Jesus : Jn shows (cf. also Mt 5^'^) that He was wont to double it

for emphasis. Dalman^ 183 gives fON as Aramaic, but notes (243) that

Rabbinic literature has no parallel to such a phrase as dufjv Xe'yo) vfiiv.

'Qa-avvd save ! (X3 V^n, Dalman^ 249) comes from the Gospel story, but
was well established among the Jews. Another Jewish liturgical term

taken over was dWrjXovid praise ye Jah ! (
=

H^lispn
—Dalman^ 191 n.^).

Mapavadii is of special interest, as found only in a letter addressed to
Greeks (1 Co 16" : cf. Didache lO^). Dalman (G^r.^ 152 n.3) makes itm apD our Lord, come ! (f'pxov Kvpie in Rev 222"). See Findlay in loc.

A password in a foreign language, which embodied the Christian hope
so as to be unintelligible to the uninitiated, is a very natural and

suggestive touch in the picture of the primitive Church. Dalman's note
seems to dispose of an alleged grammatical difficulty.

Variants in MSS where these Semitic words are reported belong to a
Semitic grammar : I have merely reproduced Dalman, with the ordinary
pointing in place of the supralinear vowels.

(d) In a category by itself comes Rev 1* dno 6 cov Koi 6 rjv koL 6 e'pxo-

pevos. It is deliberately left in nom. after dno " in order to preserve the

immutability and absoluteness of the divine name from declension"

(Moffatt). The writer aimed at focusing in a phrase the LXX and

Targums view of Ex 31*: cf. also Heb IS^, A further tour deforce
makes " the He was "

serve as correlative to the present 6 a>v, there being
no participle to express the continuous past. A Greek might have said
ott' cKfiVov Of eoTi Koi rjv kui eorat : cf. the well-known line—'

Z€vs rjv, Zfvs f(TTiv, Zfvs eaa-fTaC 2) p.iya\f Zfi),^

Winer's parallels from Greek philosophical writing—/Liera roi) ev,

xcopls Tov ev, Tov p.r]dev (Aristotle Politics viii. 3^°—Congreve^ p. 347) etc.

(WM 79)—illustrate the idea underlying the indeclinable, but the

presence of the article regularises the grammar. Erasmus (supported
subsequently by two cursives) performed the same service to the text by
conjecturing diro tov 6 wv. For the solecism deliberately conveyint^
dogma we may compare Charles Wesley's couplet

—
The Father, Son and Holy Ghost
Is ready, with the shining host.

^ Cf. Preisigke Sammelbuch 1540, a tombstone of A.D. 408, beginning debi 6

iravTOKpdrwp, 6 &v irpouiv Kal peWuv, which is a Christian translation of Rev 1*

into idiomatic Greek. Cf. also Syll. 757 (reign of Augustus), where Aiuip as a

divinity is described, ottoios ^<tti kuI tjv kuI ^arat., and again d/JxV pcd&rrjTa
riXos ovK 'ix^v.
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Latin Nouns.

§ 63. Proper names are very numerous. We have praenomina, such

as Gaius,^ Marcus, LiLcius, Titus, Tiberius, Publius ; nomina, as Quirinius,

Sergius, Titius, Iidius, Porcius, Cornelius; cognomina, as Paulus, Caesar

etc. ; agnomina, as Augustus ;
women's names, as Prisca, lunia, Drusilla,

Julia. Words of the 1st and 2nd declensions in Latin fall naturally into

the same class in Greek : masculines in -a make nom. -as, and gen. -a, as

'Aypiwiras -a (ultimately Greek), 'AkvXo? -a (in papyri
—

gen. does not occur

in NT), 'ABpias (dat. -a). Names of the 3rd decl., as Caesar, Felix, Gallio,

are generally simple : we need only note that -ens is transliterated -rjs, in

agreement with the pronunciation (?i before s being evanescent), so that

Kpt](TKr)s and riovSjjy nom., Kkt]ixevTos gen. belong to the same flexion.

Place-names are also simple, but the Latin -a is not maintained as it is

in person-names. Hence Roma 'Paprj : of course it is -a when pure, as

Kaiaapia (so write, preserving the accent of Caesarea), 'IraXi'a. Two Latin

place-names form a link with the common nouns—'Amriov ^6pov = Appi
Forum and Tpe'is Ta^epvai= Tres Tabernae, which are of the same kind as

KoXot Aipeves, Market Drayton, Sevenoaks, Moses Gate.

Common nouns borrowed from Latin include :
—Decl. I. KoXcovia, pep.-

^pdvt],^ Kovo-radia (Koo-[r]a)Se[ta] dat., P Oxy ii. 294^"), and the masculines

Ko8pdvTT]s (possibly starting from ace. Ko8puuTr)p = quadrantem ?), ^eaTTji

(if this really is a Latin word) ;

^ also the curiously transformed cpeXovrjs,

which NT and MGr {(f>f\6vi) show for (^aivoK-qs=paenula, which is found
with the other in papyri. For the metathesis see Brugmann KVG 249.

The Keltic (Gaulish) reda passed into Greek {pebwv gen. pi. in Rev IS^'^)

from Latin. Decl. II. includes k^j/o-os, TirXos, pCkiov (a new formation

from the plural milia (passuum)), Trpairapiov and others. In Decl. III.

are words in -(oi>, of which only Xeytwi' -o>vos need be named : in papyri

Xeyewi/ is also found, but Xeyiwv predominates.'* ^neKovXarcop makes its

ace. (j-ireKovXaropa, according to the normal flexion of nouns iu -cop.

ADJECTIVES.

§ 64. Adjective flexions need not generally be presented
in full, as they simply combine types which have already

appeared among the nouns. We have only to classify the

types and note some irregularities.

1 Not Caiv^, which is a pure blunder, due to the misunderstanding of the

archaic abbreviation C.
- No early ex. of the sing, is quoted.
*A vulgar Latin xexta = sexta might support a kind of metathesis: see

Brugmann Grd.^ i. 871. But the difficulties are great—see also Brugmann-
Thumb Gr. 159, where the connexion with 'i^ is queried.

* See CR xv. 33, 434 : many more could be added—see Vocab. s.v.
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I. Second and First Declensions. (Three Terminations.)

Thus KaX6<t noble, a'yLo<; holy, forming the commonest

type:

N. Ka\6<i Ka\7] KoXov ayiof dyia a<yiov

V. Koke etc. aryie etc.

like </)t\o<? . . . cfiMvi] . . . TeKvov Hke (fyiko^ . . . rjfxepa . . . reKvov

Contracted adjectives, from stems in which e or o precedes
the termination, may be declined by combining the flexion of

StTrXoO? (§52 B) with that of 77} or jj-va {^ 51), according
as the last syllable of the contracted word is impure or pure :

thus x"^^'<oi'S Tj -ovv brazen, '^pvaoO^ ->} -ovv golden, dirXoCs -rj

-ovv single, StTrXov? -7} -ovv double, TeTpairXov'i -rj -ovv fourfold,

but dpyvpov^; -d -ovv silvern, aihypovi; -a -ovv iron : Tropcjivpov^

(only in neut.) would follow the same flexion. For irregulari-

ties in this respect, and for the appearance of nncontracted

forms, see §§ 5 1
,
5 2 i? (b). The contracted forms are perispome-

non throughout. Nio<i and arepeo'^, vTrrjKoof; and 6y8oc)<; do

not contract (the last-named sometimes -ou? in papyri). On
t\e«D? (only nom. sing, masc), the solitary survival of the

"Attic Declension," see above, § 52 C (h). ^Avike(o<i merciless

appears in nom. sg. fem. in Jas 2}^ co, but dvekeo^ (nABC
etc.) is the true Hellenistic form. For a discussion of <neipa

(Lk V^) see below, II. {a).

II. Second Declension. (Two Terminations.)

An adjective flexion in -09 -ov, like those given above

with the separate feminine dropped, belongs regularly to

compound adjectives, e.g. t) yvvrj rj dyaju,o^ (1 Go 7^^) the

unmarried woman. Exceptions were allowed especially where

the fem. would be -a (pure), not -rj. But there are also a

few simplicia, which Brugmanu (Grundriss'^ 11. ii. 105) explains

as being originally nouns. We should not press this in the

case of adjectives falling into this class in the later language.
It should be noticed that the tendency of the language set

ultimately towards eliminating the class : in MGr "
all

adjectives have a separate form for masc. fem. and neut."

(Thumb Handb. 67). We must pause for comment on
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some compounds which have taken separate fem. form, and

on simphcia falling into this class IL, noting also variations

from earlier Greek.

(a) Simplicia toith two terminations.

Adjectives in -los admit of both flexions, even when compound (Blass).

Kiilker p. 239 remarks that Polybius uses 7ro/jo7r\(}o-ios fem. simply to

avoid hiatus : this will show that the choice was often very free. In

this class are—
Aldavios -ov very often (52 times, of which 43 with fo)//), as usually

in Attic. But aiaviav occurs twice, 2 Th 2^^' (exc. FG), He 9'^
; also

Mk lO'"' B, Ac 13*« B, 1 Jn 2^5 B, 2 P l" U* 42.

Kda-/xios has dat. fem. koo-^lm 1 Ti 2^ N*A {al. Koa-fiicos) : Att. -a.

Mdrmos has fem. -os in Tit 3^ and Jas P", but -a in 1 Co 15^^ and

1 P 1^^ : our classical texts show similar fluctuation even within the

same book

NT]<f)aXLos has -ovs acc. fem. pi. 1 Ti 3^^. So in Plutarch : normally
-OS -a -01/.

"Oaios apparently has acc. fem. pi. -ovs in 1 Ti 2*, except in some

cursives (incl. 33 and 1). Here Winer admitted the possilnlity of

Fritzsche's construction (Saiovs with eTraipovras) : against this W. F.

Moulton referred to Ellicott in he. The fem. has no parallel here,

not even in LXX, but an isolated slip, affected by the analogy of other

adj. in -los fem., is not strange.

OvpavLos (Att. fem. -t'a) makes gen. fem. -ov in Lk 2^^ (but ovjiavKv in

B*D*), dat. -o) Ac 26i9.

IcoTTjpios, as in earlier Greek, has nom. fem. -os (Tit 2^^).

On the other hand—
BfjBaios has fem. -a alone, Attic showing -os also. But

'Endpxfios dat. -a Ac 25^ B^C is of course the noun inapx'ia, enapxfifp
X*A being the adj. in its regular form

(rj
e. sc. i^ova-ia).

"Ofioios has fem. -a except in Rev 4^, where however the agreement of

ofioios with Ipis is only an instance of the writer's normal defiance of

concord : he has SdXaa-a-a vaXivi] opo'ia Kpva-ruWco in v.*'. Similarly in 9^^

ofjLoioi
in two cursives needs no explanation.

Other two term. adj. in -los are dlSios, altpvidios, enlyeios, eTTovpdinos,

TrapdXios, all in accord with earlier Greek.

Of adjectives not in -los we find—
"Eprjuos fem. always -os (Attic also

-r;), but as a noun (sc. -y^) except in

Ac 12"! 82« Gal 427

"Eroi/ios fluctuates as in Attic—fem. pi. -ot in Mt 25^" (exc. A), else-

where -OS -T]
-ov.

2e/ii/dy has acc. fem. in -ovs 1 Ti 3^^ A—a mere casual slip.

Sretpo? -ov (so in classical Greek) is a peculiar case. It seems best to

regard the fem. as amipa in NT, since crre'ipa would have made dat. a-Teipj]

(see p. 118). The assumption that the NT form is simply a new fem.

attached to the old adj. of two terminations, and not the independent
fem. noun (mlpa (Hom., cf. Skt. start), cuts out the only exception to the
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rule that -pa makes -rjs -t). Cf. Gothic stairo fem., which would answer

to *(TTepa in Greek.

Other siniplicia with fem. in -oy are afiapToAos, fifldrj^os, (p^vapos, and
those in -ipos ((ppoiapos, dxfyeXipoi), all in accord with the sole or pre-
dominant usage in earlier Greek.

(b) Compounds loith three terminations are—
"ApytJy (

=
a-f-epyof), nom. fem. apyr] Ja 2^", apyai in 1 Ti 5'*, as well

as in the line of Epimenides Tit P^, which establishes it as older Greek
if the reading has not been assimilated. The ban of Phrynichus rests on

fem. apyrj, which Rutherford {NP 185) thinks may be genuine in Xeno-

phon : Lobeck, Phr. 104 f. gives plentiful exx. of apyi) in later literature.

AvTofiaros fem. -rj in Mk 4^^, Ac 12^'^ (" not unclassical," says Blass).

}ia6})ii(piv6s, like its classical predecessor Kodrjiiepios, has three termi-

nations (Ac 6').

HapadaXiKTcrios Mt 4*^ -lav {-lov D, irapa daXacraav i^*), but
r) napdXios

Lk 61 ^

III. Third and First Declensions. (Three Terminations.)

§ 65. Third decl. stems form their fem. with the suffix

-(i)id : -1-, which in Greek becomes -id gen. -tf/?. It will be

convenient to include participles here.

(1) Stems ill -vt- (cf. § 55 (4) above for the nouns),

(a) Steins in -avr-.

TrdvT- aU. Sing.

Sing. N. irfis irao-a ttSi' irdi'Tcs

A. T:6.vra T:a.<Tav stdiV irdi'Tas

G. Ttav'Tos Trdatjs irakTos irdcTaji'

D. irarri irdo-T) iracTi Trdai(»')

Plur.

iracrai

irdo-as

irdi'Ta

irdrrwv

Trdoais irao-Hi')

So a.Tra'i, and all participles in -a?.

(h) Stems in -evr-

So participles like ridepT- (pres.), ireiaOivT- (wk. aor.).

Nom. sing, -et? -eiaa -ev
; gen. -evTo<; -eiar)<i ;

dat. pi.

-€iai(v), -eiVat?.

Adjectives in -ei<; -eaaa -ev are not found in NT and

seem to be obsolete.

(c) Stems in -ovr-.

So CKOVT- willing, dtcovr- nnwilling (orig. participles) and
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participles in -ovt-, as ap-^ovr- ruling (pres.), ihovT- (strong

aor.) havitig seen.

Nom. sing, -wv -ovaa -op
; gen. -ovto? -ovai]^.

-wv -ovaa -op
; -opto^.

Dat. pi. -ov(tl{v) -ovaaK.

-ovcn{v).

One or two formations (from non-thematic verbs—see

§ 86) make nom. sing. masc. in -ow, as StSou? pres., Sov^i

aor., from SlSm/jli, give (stems SiSopt-, Sopt-).

(d) Stems in -ovpt- (
= -eoPT- or -oopt-).

From Contract Verbs in -iw- and -oeo : thus (f)i\oupT-

((f)tXia) love), StjXovpt- (StjXoo) make clea?").

Nom. sing, -ovaa -ovp
; gen. -ovPTo<i -ova7]<i ;

dat. pi.

-ovai,{p) -ovaaif.

(e) Stems in -oivr- (
= -aopr- or -rjopr-).

From Contract Verbs in -dio and -i](o : thus ti/xmpt- {Tifido)

honour), ^o)pr- (^^;<m live—entered as ^do) in lexica).

Nom. sing, -wp -waa -wp
; gen. -wPTOf; -(00-779 ;

dat. pi.

'S)ai{p) -waat^. .

(/) Stems in -vpt-. Only two forms survive in NT,
from participles like SeiKvv'^, shovnng.

Nom. sing. -v<i -vaa -vp
; gen. -vPTo<i -va7]<i ;

dat. pi.

-vat(p) -vaai<i.

(2) Participle stems in -uos- : -us- (-not-). On the primi-
tive stem-mixture here see Brugmann Grd.^ 11. i. 563 ft". In

addition to the normal form used in the perfect partic. act.,

there is a type of which €aTd)<i standing (from laTij/xt) is the

only NT survival in which contraction has taken place, and

a new fem. introduced from the present participle. So

decline et'Sco? knowing and eo-Too?.

Sing. N. ciSoJs elSvIa ciSos ecrTws ia-rCxra eoros

G. eiSoTO^ eiSvir^s ctSoros eo-roJTos iaTwar]'; ccttojtos

PI. D. €i8ocrt(v) eiSutats €t8ocrt(]/) kcrrwcn^v) iardixTaLS itrrlhadv)

On fl8vir]s see above, § 49 (2) a. 'Earos shortens its proper w (from -aFo-)

by analogy. In Rev 5" X and some cursives have a neuter eartjKws, which
if genuine will be due to the writer's peculiar concord : o and o were
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hardly distinguished even in his day (§ 34 (4)). So also iaras neut.

Mt 24^5 D*a)
;
Eev 14^ in 046 and a dozen cursives.

(3) Stems in -n-.

(a) MeXav- black is thus declined :

Sing. N. '/aeXa^ fieXatua fieXav ;
G. fi€\avo<i /x6\aivT]<i ;

Plur. D, fxe\aai{v) ^eXalvaa.

(1))
Au old noun (fieyii) /Meya = greatness a])pears to have

produced the adjective Hexion nom. masc. /Lte^a? neut. fieya

great, ace. masc. /jueyav (Brugniann Grd.^ ii. ii. 656). The rest

of the flexion of this adjective is still in NT supplied by the

stem fieydXo-, declined like Ka\6<i, which in MGr supplies the

whole of the flexion, regularly formed (Thumb Handh. 69).

(4) Stems in -eu- : -u-.

(a) One very common adjective may be named first, in

which Brugmann (I.e.) holds that an old neuter noun iroXv

plenty has produced a nom. masc. ttoXu? neut. ttoXv muck

(pi. many), ace. masc. nroXvv. The rest of the flexion is from

the ordinary stem iroXXo- -rj- like AraXo<? : the adj. is thus

parallel altogether to fi€ya<i above, q.v., except that here the

old irregular flexion survives in MGr (Thumb Handh. 71).

(h) Adjectives in -w? form a class which has maintained

and even extended its ground in MGr : see Thumb Handh.

70 f. Thus decline ofu? sharj).

PL 6|eis ofciai olc'a

o5€LS 05€i,a9 ofta

o^ewk o§eia)t' oseojc

o^€0-i(v) 6^€iats ot«cri(i )

In this class the NT shows a few forms each of fia6v<i

deep, ^apv'i heavy, ^pahv<i slow, ^pa^xp^ short, <fKvKv<i sweet,

€v6v<; direct, 6r]Xv<i female, TrXari;? broad (only fem., esp. as a

noun = broad way, street), irpav'i unassuming (the Attic masc.

Trpaos is obsolete), ra)(y<; sivift, rpd^ixi rough.

The Attic gen. sing, in -eos occurs in inferior MSS : jSadeos Lk 24^

later uncials {-4a>s XABCDL etc.), Trpaios 1 Pet 3* AGP (-ecos NBKL).
For variations in LXX see Thackeray 179.

The neut. pi. ^aOia in Rev 2-* AC 046 is replaced by ^ddrj NP, which

is however not a contraction but the
jol.

of ^ddoi.

Nom. sing. neut. d^Xvu occurs in ]3* at Mt 19* Mk 10*^, and noXvv Ac

Sinrf. N.



Sing.
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(2) Stems in es.

These answer to the noun flexion aoyYct'^s in § 58 : we

only have to add neut. sing, auyyeves and pi. ffuyyet'T (
=

-e(o-)a).

There are some sixty adjectives in NT belonging to this class,

which has however rather strangely vanished in the modern

vernacular, though that in -v?, which it outnumbers five

times or more in NT, has survived. See Thumb Handb. 7 2 f.

nXrjprjs has considerable traces of an indeclinable use, which is often

found in LXX uncials, and must probably be read in Mk 42** (C* cu^—

it alone explains the variants), Jn l** (all but D), and—if we must
follow the MSS—Ac 6^ (all but B). Add Mk 8^^ AFGM al., Ac 6^

AEHP al., 1928 AEL 33 cu^, 2 Jn^ L. The vernacular evidence will be

given in full in Vocab. s.v. : meanwhile see Thackeray 176 f. and refer-

ences in Prol. 60 n. Despite the rather abundant instances in MSS,
Thackeray is not inclined to accept the indecl. for the LXX, unless in

Sir 19'^ and Job 2V* (where a a follows, and the mere transcriptional
account mentioned above, § 31, may be applied). Deissmann LAE 125-7

thinks the evidence from papyri early enough to justify acceptance in

Jn : his view that " in the Gospels and in St. Paul popular forms have

always a fair claim to preference
"
leaves us free to exclude it from Ac.

Then why follow the MSS in one place and not in the other? Can
Luke have been faithfully copying the popular Greek of his source ?

But it must be admitted that early evidence is local and scanty. P Leid

C verso "• ^*
(p. 118—B.C. 160) is much the oldest. Next comes a mummy

label in Preisigke Sammelb. 2632, which Deissmann dates from Augustus.
P Lond recto 131133 (^^i p i74_a.d. 78-9) has n'Krjp'' ace. pi. This is

all I know from i/A.D. and earlier.

V. Miscellaneous. (Mainly One Termination.)

The remaining adjectives found in NT only occur in one

or two forms.

'AiirjTojp and dirdTop (only N, sing.) make gen. -opos : so dndropos gen.
" with father unknown "—see Vocab. s.v. The neut. would be -op (with
TfKvov or the like), but I have not seen it.

"Apna^, nom. pi. dpTrayes, ravening.

Airoxetp, nom. pi. avroxfipfs, with one's own hand.

tirjfTTis fasting, ace. pi. vrjards : see above, p. 132.

Ufvrjs poor, dat. pi. 7rei/j;o-t(i/), might as well be called a noun (stem in

-7--). Similarly declined is

liXdvTjs ivandering, xilanet (with dorepey), nom. pi. TT\dvr)T(s Jud
^^ B :

other MSS have TrXai-^rat (1st deck), an alternative form found like

r\dvr}s in earlier Greek in this connexion.

TtTpdnovs quadrttped is only used as a neuter noun, in plural,

rerpdnoBa -cov.
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ADVERBS.

§ 66. As might be expected, the normal termination -cos exteiids its

borders considerably in Hellenistic. (It has receded since almost

entirely : see Thumb Handb. 77.) In NT there are about a hundred of

these, fully a third of the total number of adverbs (not counting
adverbial phrases) occurring there. The empiric rule that the adverb

may be formed by changing the final -av (-a>v) of the gen. pi. masc. of an

adjective into -ms {-as) holds as in earlier Greek. They are attached to

adjectives of all kinds, including participles used adjectivally (as oi'tcos,

uirepPaXXdi'Tws, ofioXoyoujieVaJS, <|)ei8op,ei'a)s). Noui'ex<«»S (from -I'js adj.)

may be noticed as replacing the classical vowexovras (in Plato even

f\6vTa)s voiv
!) from Aristotle down. npoixws (Aristotle) occurs in

Ac IP*' (fcJBD- and some cursives) for the still far commoner classical

TrpwToc : cf. P Tebt ii. 295^ and 472 (ii/A.D.), and Rutherford NP 366.

There is also some tendency to bring -coy into cpve. and superl. : thus in

NT i(T-)(dT<ii<s (not obviously superl. in form : it is moreover as old as

Hippocrates), (rirouSaioTe'pojs, TT-epio-aoTepws- Radermacher (p. 54) asserts

that the extension of -as belongs essentially to the written language : we

might note the appearance of the new adverb oXtyws (2 Pet 2^^) as

characteristic of the writer's bookish style
—Aquila and the Anthology

appear to be its only supporters.

In the vernacular, where as Volker notes ^ -as differed less and less

from -Off, the tendency was (as in MGr) to extend the adverbial use of

the accus. neut. Thus iroXXa, irdvTa, ooSeV (whence MGr SeV), e^dirica,

p,£aof, ivdinov. In cpve. and superl. this was traditional : eKTCfc'crTepoc,

KciXXtof, etc. (see below, § 67), follow classical rule, so do p.dXiaTa,

fj8iCTTa, rdxicTa, nXela-Ta (papp. passim).

Other case-endings appear in adverbial use : only a few instances

need be named, since case-consciousness disappeared centuries before our

period in nearly all of our exx. The fern, accus. appears in juLaKpdi/ {sc.

odov), dKp.Tii', Scopedi/. Old instrumentals have been recognised in XdOpct,

irdv'TTi (formed on the analogy of Tavrr], Bruginann Grd.^ ii. ii. 713), cikt),

irel^T], Kpu4)T], TToppw etc. Since there are adverbial datives, like i8ia,

8T]p,oaia, and the ancient inscriptional witness shows some confusion, we
cannot be perfectly certain whether to write eiKpj or (Ikjj. See Brugmann's
discussion Grd.^ ii. ii. 705 : it is of course a mere matter of orthography
for Hellenistic. Forms in -w have no claim to the

t,
and in the rest we

may leave the matter open. Locatives are recognisable in dei (from the

stem aiuo; cf. Lat. aevom), Trat-oiKci, and with short -t (cf. Brngmann I.e.

710) in the special class in -icrri, answering the question in what languagel,

viz. 'EXXiqi/iaTi, 'Pa)p.aiaTi, 'Eppaiori, AuKaot'iffTi, ^vpiarl (in Aramaic)
etc. Add the old word irepuat (see § 106).

* Papyrorum gr. Syntaxis Specimen, p. 9—quoted with approval by
Radermacher, I.e.

VOL. II. PART II.— 12
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Accretions of -s are found in iyyu-s, eoGu-s (orig. neut. ace. sing.),

|X€'xpi-s, fixp*-? (sse the chapter on Prepositions), TroXXaKi-s and the

numeral adverbs. An originally quasi-ablative -6ev has been attached

in €Kei0€»', TToppuQev, iravroQev etc., and in a noun (Trai8i60€i'), where the

strengthening with tK (Mk 9^^) reminds us that the original force of the

suffix is wearing thin. The suffix -8ov should be noted in poi|^T]S(Sc,

ojxoOujjLaSoc, (r)(€8(5>'.

For Compound adverbs and Prepositions, see under Word-formation ;

and for adverbial phrases the sections on the several cases in the Syntax

(Vol. III.).

COMPAKISON OF ADJECTIVES AND AdVEKBS.

§ 67. The syntactical developments which have affected

so seriously the comparison of adjectives and adverbs have

been described in Proleg. 77 ff. {
= Einl. 120

tf.). They affect

us at this point by driving out of use many forms that were

largely employed in the classical period : the mixture of

compar. and superl. has also produced some strengthened
forms. There are two forms of comparison, surviving from

the classical period, one of them of Indo-European antiquity,
and the other partially so. Adjectives will be given in the

nom. sing, masc, so that adverbs can be distinguished by their

ending.

(1) With suffix -i(ov or ywv, -to-ro?.

One new formation appears frequently in papyri and Hellenistic

writers,^ and four or five times in NT, viz. rdxeiov (better T&ylov), which
takes the place of Baaaov or Barrov {

— dax-iov
—
Brugmann, Grd.^ I. 363).

This fell by its form out of association with the positive and superla-

tive, and a new form was made on the model /SeXnoi/ : jStXria-ra, kqWiop :

KaWiara etc. There is no reason whatever for assuming (with WS) that

a "more original" form emerged for the first time in later Greek, though

Taxi<ov and 6d<T(ra)v might have coexisted {-Tyov- as lento-iorm., -yov- as

allegro) : where analogy formation explains so easily, v/e cannot assume

antiquity without any evidence. The remaining forms are all classical.

Their obvious shrinking foreshadows their disappearance in later times :

only KaWiov survives in MGr (Thumb Handh. 74).

'Acto-oi/ nearer, from ayxi- (cf. Ger. enger).

BeXrioi/ better, used as cpve. of eu (elative in 2 Ti 1'*, Ac 10^^ D).

"Eyyi^o^oi ti'Scirest (Mk 6^^ D), sup. of evY"?, which has cpve. eYyurepos
in class (2).

{'E\a.(T<T(i}v lesser, eXdxioTos. See below, (3). On the -rr- form see

j § 43. Cf. Proleg. 236.

("EXaTToi' less.

1 Rutherford NP 150 ; OR xv. 35.
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"HSicTxa most gladly, sup. of iqS^ws (elative), Ac 13^ D, 2 Co 129- is.

("Hao-wf ivorse. The -era- is in all the good uncials.

VHfTCTov worse, less.

KdXXioi' very well. From KaXws. See above.

KpeiWwf, KpetTTCJi/ fierier, KpdiTKTTos. Sup. only as title. For -rr-

see § 43. The most frequent cpve. of dyaGos in LXX.

Kpe.i(T(Tov, KpetTToi/ better.

MaXKov more, rather, fidXiora. Positive fidXa not in NT. Sup.
generally not elative.^

Mcij^wi' greater, greatest, (Jteyioros. Sup. only once (2 Pet V*, elative,

as always in Koivrj).

Meij^oi' more (only Mt 20^1).

nXetwi', irXeoii' more, irXeio-Tos. Sup. only four times, of which two
at least are elative : so sometimes irXelcov. The forms without i

occur in Lk 3^\ Jn 21 '^ XBCD (adv.), Ac IS^s (exc. D cu*), and
in one or two primary uncials at Mt 520, Mk 12", Lk 7*2-43 usi
1223 213, Jn 731, 2 Co 26. MGr rrto or ttXjo (from nXdov rather

than TrXeov) takes the place fidWov had in forming comparatives.

vnXeioi', irXeoc more.

Tcixioc faster (see above), Td^iara. Sup. only in Ac 17^''. Positive

rdxci or Ta\i(as.

'Ytl/io-Tos highest. Exc. in the phrase ev t. vylrioTois, only used as title

of God.

Xeipuf worse, used as cpve. of kokiJs-

(2) With suffix -repot -tuto^.

§ 68. The following forms are found in NT:

(1) Compar. : uKpi^earepov, aXvnorepos, dvayKaiorepos, dveKTorepos,

dcrdevfarepos, driporepos, (Sapvrepos, j3€J3ai6repos, deiaidmpovea-Tepos, Bia-

<f)opa)T€pos, dnrXorepos, eyyvrepov, eKTfvecrTepov, eXax^iarrorepos, eXeeivorepos,

evTiptOTfpos, eiyeveoTfpos {evdvporepos T.R.), evKOTrarepos, laxvportpos,

Kaivorepos, Kop,-^6T€pov, naKapioirepos, pei^orepos, piKporepos, vecorepoi, irepia--

(Torepos -ov -<os, 7TokvTip.6T€pos, TTovrjpoTepos, TTpfcr^vTepos, TrvKvoTepov,

(TO(f)a)Tepos, (TTTOvBaiorepos -cos, TeXfidrepos, ToXp.T]porepas or -ov, TOfiarfpos,

vyl^rfXoTepos, (f)povip6)T€pos (xprjcrTOTfpos T.R.)-
—see also (3) below.

(2) Superl. : dyiwraros', dKpi^icrTaTos, ripiatTaros.^

The formations here are altogether upon the old models.

As may be expected, there are occasional substitutions of

-toT6/909 for -6repo<;, and vice versa : the two were equivalent

long before the later uncials were written, and the traditional

^ There are places where /xaXXov appears to be elative, as Mt 6^". In 1 Co 7^'

we may translate "by all means seize (the opportunity)
"

: cf. Prol. 247.
- Overlooked by Blass, p. 33 (also by Debrunner, p. 36).
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distinction meant no more than it does in MGr (cf. Thumb
Handh. 73). The three superl. in -Taro?, of which only

aKpi0eaTaTo<; is true superl., tell of the vanishing of this form,

which is however still common in the papyri :

^ Thumb I.e.

shows how it has a limited elative use to-day. Among the

details note—
(a) Ain'KoTepos Mt 23^^ ia irregular (cf. class. dirXovarepos) : it occurs

in Appiaii (ii/A.D.) Praef. Hist. Rom. 10 Sin-Xorepa tovtcov. The form

awXoTepos occurs in Anth. Pal. vi. 185, and dinXos ib. x. 101. Cf. Lat.

duplios, and see Lobeck Phryn. 234.

(6) On comparative adverbs in -a>s instead of -ov see K.Bl. i. 577 n.^.

Both are classical.

(c) Double com/parison.
—

/Lififorepo? 3 Jn * and its parallels
^ are best

explained (like Eng. more, lesser, worser, Ger. mehrere) as efforts to add

fresh strength to a form the comparative force of which was somewhat

blunted through its not having the normal termination. MGr 7r(X)etoTepof

and x^poTtpos, from TrXetwi' and ^^Ipcov, npoirvrfpos from Tj-pairos, continue

the tendency. 'EXaxia-Torepos in Eph S^ is on the other hand, when

compared with 1 Co 15^, a kind of tour de force in expression, like Aris-

totle's Tov taxarov (crxaTWTepos (Metaph. ix. 4).^ To this heading practi-

cally belongs also the frequent use of pleonastic fiaXXop with cpve.

(3) Miscellaneous.

§ 69. (a) A number of comparative formations in -r€po<;

from adverb bases may be put in a class together :

'Ai'wTepoi' higher, from liva,

'E^cjTcpos outer, from e|co.

'Ecrcirepos inner, from ea-a.

''Kaxcirepos lower, from Kurco, Eph 4^. There is a significant altera-

tion of this to KararaTa (fiepr)) when quoted by sundry Greek

fathers.

KaTCJTCpw lower.

r\€paiTip(>> further, from nepav.

r\opp(jiT€pov further,
from iroppcu. So BA, -pu) ND etc.

1 As in Hernias (Blass 33, Bl.-Debr. 36) : Blass's suggestion that the KoLv-f)

at Rome differed in this respect from that found elsewhere (as in Egypt) is thus

seen to be unproved.
2 WS wrongly eft. deo/xaKapiffTdraTos Ignat. Polyc, 7^ : OeofxaKapKXTOi is not

a superl. (see Lightfoot Ignat. ii. 292). Does this suggest the origin of the

MGr superl. formations beginning with deo- (Thumb Handh. 74) ? One com-

pares aaTeloi T(p deu, which is assumed to be Hebraic. An early ex. in Mim-

nermus (fr. 11®—vii/ceut.) dfj-eivdrepos. Exx. from papyri in C^ xv. 35. See

Hatzidakis 177, K.Bl. i. 573.

^ We have however i\axi-<TT6raros in Sextus Empiricus (iii/A.D.).
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r\p6repo^ former, from irpo : see below.

'YffTcpos later, last. From the adverb which appears in Skt. as ud and

in English as out.

.'YCTTcpof afterwards, last.

(h) Two superlatives are formed with suflSx -aro?, viz.

irpwTos (from *7rpo)F6';, Skt. purva
" former ") and eo-xaTos

(from *eV;^09, akin to e|
—Brugmann Gr.^ 241). Cf.

i/Traro? (dfeu'iraTos pwconsul) from vtto. On the relations of

TTporepo'i and irpMro'i see Proleg. 79.

(c) Many of the substitutes for comparison must be left

to the Syntax ;
but one word deserves quoting from MGr,

TrepiaaoTepo^ as cpve. of ttoXu?. That Trepiaao'i and its cpve.

are practically suppletiva for ttoXw? is clear in NT.

NUMERALS.

§ 70. The following occur in NT: see § 71 (&) for their

combinations.

ue. Sign. Cardinals.
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70 O f^8oflTJKnVTa i^8oH1]KOVTaKlS
80 7f oyborjKOVTa

90 9 fVeVTjKOVTU

100 p fKarov

200 ^ StaKotrtot

300 f T-piaKoo-iot

400 v rerpa/cdcrioi

500
(f)

Trei'TaKoaioi

600
i^ f^OKOCrtOt

1,000 "a ;^iX(oi

2,000 "/3 S«rx/Xtoi

3,000 "-y Tpi(r\i\i.oL

4,000 'S T(TpaKC(T)(i\ioL

5,000 "€ TreiTOKta^^iXtot or ;^tXKi8ey irevrf

7,000 "f ;^tXia5es fTrra or e7rraKt(r;^i'Xtot

10,000 ^ /ivpioi or SfKo xi-^^a8fs

12,000 ]v'l"/3 ScbaeKa xtXiaSff
Q

20,000 M eiKoo-t x'^'^Ses or (Sitrpi'piot
—see below, § 71 6 (4))

50,000 M fivpidBfS nivTf

100,000,000 fivpiddes fivpidboov. [For the sign see below.]

Those which do not happen to occur in the NT may be supplied.

Cardinals : 700
yjr

enTaKoaioi—800 a> o/craKocriot—900 "^ evaKovioi.

Ordinals ; 20th (Ikootos, 100th iKorooTos, 400th TeTpaKoaioaTos {et sim.

for the rest), 1000th ;;^tXio(rroy.

Adverbial : 6 times e^uKis, 8 oktokis, 9 fvaKis, 10 SexaKts (et sim.), 20

elKOcraKis, 100 eKarovraKis, 1000 ;^tXiaKty, 10,000 pvpuiKis.

Since many of these are on the way to become obsolete (see below), we
cannot expect always to find actual instances in Hellenistic texts. All

the supplements just mentioned occur in the LXX, except the ordinals

1,000th and 10,000th and the adverbials 9 times, 100 times, 1000 times,

and 10,000 times. In the case of the higher numbers this is probably
not accidental : it is suggestive that we find /ivpiaKis pvpioi otherwise

expressed in Rev 5^^ 9^^.

A. Signs.

Three supplementary signs, drawn from older forms of

the alphabet, made the available ciphers 27 : these were

ariry/jba for 6 (r, in papyri C), KoiriTa for 90 (9 or q), adv or

crafiirl for 900 (^ or '[). The signs thus fell into three sets

of nine each
;
d-^ units, l-q tens, p-'^ hundreds. These

horizontal straight strokes (in MSS sometimes curled thus ~,

as in D) preserve the ciphers from confusion with the letters

in their ordinary use
;

but their employment was not

essential. From 1000 to 9000 the unit ciphers are used
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over again, differentiated in papyri by a lai-ge curved flourish

at the top ("A), in MSS by a sloping line below (together

with the other line sometimes), as ?, 5000 (D). The ciphers

were usually, but not necessarily, placed in order of magnitude
with the highest at the left, as (iqis-

= 1916. From 10,000

upwards the system started afresh, the signs being written

over a large M, the initial of /xvpidS€<i: thus M = 50,000.

In printed books ordinary accents are usually employed
for the horizontal line.

(a)
" In this way the Greeks could express by symbols any number

less than a hundred millions . . . ;
and hence perhajas we may under-

stand why it was that in nations which used this system of notation, the

next highest number, ten thousand times ten thousand, was used to

represent a multitude which no man could number, as in Dn 7^",

Rev 5"." 1

(b) The dropping of the horizontal line, which in ordinary arithmetic

was not needed, made these series of ciphers exactly like words, the

more so as their order did not matter, and they could be arranged very
often so as to be pronounceable. Hence no doubt arose the link between

numbers and names, which on the one side produced mystic words like

a^paaa^, the number of the year (since 1 + 2+ 100+ 1 + 200+ 1 + 60 = 365),

and on the other made a name numerically significant, as 'I7;cro0s'
= 888.

For the Greek custom as applied to Rev 13^^, see Deissmann LAE
275-7 : see also Moffatt EGT, or Charles ICC, in loc, for the view which

finds a Hebrew "
gematria

"
here.

(c) Fractions could be expressed in words or in the alphabetic nota-

tion. Sometimes both are found together, as in P Ryl ii. 202 {a)
^- 1"

(a.D. 108) (irvpoi) oKTOi TpiTo{u) i^, {yiverai) {nvpov) r;y'i/3'

"
eight and a

third and ^ artabae of wheat, total 8^^ of wheat." | was abbreviated

/_ : neither this nor y nor 8' is found in NT. See Mayser 52 for

further information.

B. Cardinals.

§ 71. (a) Declension and Orthography.
—Cardinals are in-

declinable, except the first four, and those in the table above

from BiuKoa-ioi, onward : these are ordinary plural adjectives,

while
')(ikid<i

and
ijt,vpi,d<;

are singular collective nouns (gen.

-d8o<;). The first four are thus declined :

N.
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These 'flexions ave followed also when standing at the

end of a combination, as SeKUTeaadpoyv,

(a) Like ds are ovSeis ovbffxia ouSeV and ixrjbds : for the alternative

forms (masc. and neut.) ovdeis ixrjdfls see § 46.

(/3) The disappearance of the dual flexion of 8vo is in line with the

general development of Koii/ij Greek : see Prol. 77 ff. Aia (pre-classical) is

found in Ptolemaic papyri by Mayser (p. 313), probably a sheer mistake.

NT shows neither the gen. 8vS>v (Mayser 314) nor the literary Hellenistic

8velv (late Attic), which appears in some parts of LXX (Thackeray 187),

as in Josephus, and not seldom in papyri. Aio indecl., a primitive form,

was ousted from the dative in Hellenistic by the plural ised form 8v<Ti{v).

This appears first in Hippocrates, and is traced by Brugmann (Grd.^ ii.

ii. 9) to Ionic. It is regular in literary Koti^ij from Aristotle's time, and

in papyri from the end of ii/B.c. : see reff. in Mayser 314. Auo-tV is of

course lost in MGr., which has sometimes 8va{vf) (Thumb Handb. 81).

See Vocabulary s.v. for the papyrus record.

(y) (1) TeVo-apfs is found as accus. extremely often in papyri, and is

actually normal in LXX (Thackeray 148). We should have expected it

in NT uncials, where however it is not adequately attested : see citations

in Prol. 36 n. WH {A2op.'' 157) make Rev 4* (2nd) the one occurrence

out of eight where there is not some good authority for Tea-crapes ace. : cf.

also ib. 138, and Prol. 243, where its predominance in Egyptian business

documents is noted. It is rather tempting to connect it specially with

Egyptian Koivri, in view of its record (a) in LXX, (6) in papyri and

ostraca, (c) in N,^ the Alexandrian origin of which is becoming more and

more probable. To associate it with the ace. in -es as an element drawn

from Achaean-Dorian Koivr) (as Prol. 36) is on the whole a less probable

account of its origin than we get by calling in the influence of 8io and

Tpeli, neither of which has a separate ace. form. But both causes may
have operated.

(2) Teacrepa appears in Jn 19^3 j^ALM (not BW), Rev 4" A (not

SP 046), 48 NA (not P 046), 5^ XA, 51* A, 19* XAC : the word itself

does not occur elsewhere. WH are clearly justified in editing it for Rev.,

on the principle that the MSS are to be followed : it is not so easy to

admit it in Jn. Tea-aepes and ria-arepas (Rev 4* A) have in any case no

place in NT, nor in LXX, where reaaepa is normal (Thackeray 187).

We cannot therefore regard reaaepa as Ionic, as the other Ionic forms

would have accompanied it, recommended further by uniformity. But

even reaa-epa does not appear in papyri till ii/A.D., and then but rarely.^

The Ionic sphere of influence, Asia Minor, behaved in this matter quite

1
Curiously enough, it is B which .shows it in LXX (Octateuch), N only

having it twice (Thackeray, 73).

- In CE XV. 33 I quoted r^aaepas from CPR 242 (a.d 40), but it must be

corrected to ricraapes ace. Mr. Thackeray also fell into a slip on this matter,

in his statement {Or. 74) that the form starts in i/A.n. : he admits it in a

letter to me (Dec. 1910). An Egyptian inscr. of i/B.c, in Archiv i. 209,

no. 22, has Se/car^o-yepa, and the same word occurs in BGU i. 133' (A.D. 144-5).
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differently : see Schweizer Penj. 163. If we could assume that a strictly-

localised phonetic change produced epa out of apa, in the period just

preceding that of K, we might explain the absence of Tta-aepas by the

prevalence of the nominative form (above (1)). The normal ace. thus

was ricTo-apes, Tiacrfpa, which constrained scribes within its area to

forsake the apa of tlie LXX and NT autographs.

(3) Tfo-adpcov is invariable in LXX and NT, and Te(T(rapai{v) is normal

in both (5 times in NT). But the Homeric and poetical Terpa(Ti{v)

appears in Ac 10" E Orig, 11^ D Epiph, Rev. 20^ K (Jud O^* B) : Cronert

shows (p. 199) it was common in literary Hellenistic. In Rev 7^ fc* has

the indeclinable form rots Tfo-aapts. MQr preserves the distinction in

vocalisni between nom.-acc. and gen., the former usually being rea-crepis,

the gen. always recrcrapo)(z/) (Thumb Handb. 81).

(8) (1) Between 13 and 19 the forms in the table are firmly estab-

lished from iii/B.c. down. These were in use as far back as v/b.c. in

Attic, in places where the substantive preceded the numeral (Thumb
Hell. 82). In LXX it alternates with the other form (rpeia-KaiSeKa etc.),

but it is almost universal in NT, and MQr has no alternative. Lk 13^^

has SeKO nal OKTO) err] (D err] Irj), while err) BeKa oktw in V.^^ happens to

preserve the classical rule mentioned above : the agreement is mere

coincidence, as the frequency of such numerals preceding the noun in

NT shows. AeKa Kul oKTcb—which is also found in Lk 13* AW, " AL—
is a compromise form foiind sometimes in LXX (Thackeray 188) : the old

oKTaKaibfKa is reversed by the influence of the cipher Irj,
the commonest

way of writing.^ Whether we should write BfKaoicTd) as well as 8eKa-

Teo-aapes and 8fKairevT€ as one word is hard to determine. Ti.-Gregory

(p. 109) give SeKooKTO) on the witness of the cursives : WH make an

exception and print 8eKa o/crco, which is perhaps supported by the fact

that the numeral may be Se'/ca oxtw as well as SeKoxrcj in MGr, like

8€Kavvi,d or 8e/ca evvid for 19 (Thumb Handb. 80).

(2) Analogy attempted to extend the rule to 11 and 12. For the

former Benapiav in an ostracon of ii/B.c. and Senapids in P Oxy ii. 248

(I/a.d.) are isolated instances. But 8fKa?>vo flourished during the Ptole-

maic age, from which Mayser (p. 316) can only cite one instance of

ScbSfKo. AeKaSuo appeared in Attica about B.C. 100, and in Asia Minor

a little earlier. Polybius has it, and sometimes MSS of Josephus,^ But

it died out rapidly, for SwSeica predominates already in Wilcken's ostraca

{Proleg. 246), and MGr has only evrcKa and SwSfKa. Wellhausen^ states

about D that "
twelve, in the two places where the number is written out,

is SeKaSvo, not ScoSeica." There are in fact eight instances of StoSeica in D,*

with Se/caSvo in Mt 19^8, Lk 9'^ and 7^ in 38 places (Lk 8*^ ^i). Ae/caSvo

^ The great frequency of this writing in such a MS as D suggests the prob-

ability that the autographs used symbols rather than words for numbers. So

in our oldest papyrus scrap (p^ in Souter) we find i5 ter in Mt 1^'.

2 Meisterhans^ 159
;
Schweizer Perg. 164

;
Schmidt Jos. 508.

^
Einleitung^ 11 : of. Proleg. 96 and Thackeray Gr. 188. It does not always

do to trust in German accuracy without verifying references !

* See the facsimile in Mt 9"» n\ Lk 9^-, Jn 6^^-
^^- '^

11^ Ac 191
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appears also in Ac 19^ 24^i HLPo) : Ti on the former passage cites very

scanty cursive witness in six places. As we might expect, BfKabvo makes

a rather better show, though still a poor one, in LXX (Thackeray 188).

{() TeaaepaKovra is much better supported in papyri than the corre-

sponding forms oifour, and in NT the uncials give decisive testimony.
No single quotation of -ap- can be made from XABC, except Rev 7* A.

D wavers, having -ep- once and -ap- twice (often p.,
after its manner).

W has -ap- twice in Mt A^, and
ji

elsewhere (ter). The papyri however

tell a very different tale
;

^ and MGr a-apdvTa, the only form given in

Thumb Handb. 80, shows that the e infection was not lasting. It is not

probable that it appeared in the NT autographs. If they had
/I,

as

suggested above, we can assign the uncial tradition to an age when the

-ep- form was temporarily established. The fact that forty had the

syllable before the accent, and four after it, was noted in § 33 as the

probable cause of the difference between them.

Note aepciKovTa in Ac 7^" C—a first step in the vernacular towards the

apocopated form of MGr. An ostracon of vi/vii a.d., now in the Rylands

Library, Manchester, shows the numerals from 44 to 49 written out as

"
fi^ aepaKovTaenra

"
etc. A yet more remarkable anticipation was

developing in the first centuries a.d. Dieterich Unters. 186 cites rpiavra

from an early iuscr., and by Ix/a.d. crapavra and the rest of the series

were established as they are now.

(f) 'EvfVTjKovra in several cursives at Mt IS^^*- and Lk 15*-^ is written

fvvev. : it was natural that ewea should sometimes assimilate the other

9 forms in which the single v was correct.

(h) Arrangement.

(1) The order which Hellenistic has adopted for the

'teens is kept up usually in higher combinations, as 99 evevrj-

Kovra ewea, 153 (gen.) eKarov irevTijKoura rpiSiv, 616

e^aKoavoi SeKa e^. In four places Kai is added, as in Lk 13^^

above, viz. Jn 2^" 5^ (where B and minor uncials omit), Ac

13^°, Gal 3^^. It is probably not accidental that all five are

in time-reckonings with eTq : there are however exceptions

enough to make any rule doubtful—thus Lk 2^'^ 13^\ Gal 2^

2 Co 12^. In Eev 11^ and 13^ we have ;U^ya9 Teaa-epaKovra

[koI] Bvo : the Ka[ is dropped by nP, with C in 1 3^ Ptole-

maic papyri agree with NT usage, with Kai proportionately

rare. The rule was for the numeral to follow the noun

(Mayser 316 f.).
This however does not hold in NT Greek,

^
Teffffe/). seems to appear first in BGU iv. 1105^^ liTO®, both Alexandrian,

from about B.C. 10. P Lend 262' (a.d. 11) (
= ii. p. 177) has reaa-epaKoaTov,

but also recTijap. his. Lists kindly lent me by Mr. Thackeray (completed in

1906) show -ap- in i/ A.D. 21 : 2, in ii/ 18 : 13, in iii/ 8 : 7. See § 33 for fuller

notes.
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where for the earlier numbers the other order predominates :

from 14 on the numeral more often follows.

(2) The old method of representing by subtraction num-

bers ending in 8 and 9 has not survived, except in 2 Co 11^*

reaaepcLKovra irapa filavforty less one. It is not found in MGr.

(3) Arithmetical processes are not represented in NT. We may just

note that an addition sum ends with ytVerai (usually abbreviated) =

comes to : cf. Ac 4* eyevrjdr] apLd^os Twv ai'5/jwi' ws ^^^tXidSe? e (D). 'EttI

TO avTo also has an arithmetical connotation,
^ which suggests itself in Ac

2*L Ilpoa-ddvai eVl c. acc. maybe noted in Mt 6-^= Lk 12^5 (cf. Rev

22*^). 'Etti is often multiplicative, as xi^i-<^^^s f'^' Se»caSas ylvovrai /ivptdSes

(-a €ir\ l/^) 1000x10 = 10,000. This use of eVi is not unlike Phil 2^^

tva fiT) \vnr)v iirX \iinrjv crxoi).

(4) It is noteworthy that ;^iXtot with numeral adverbs is

supplanted after 5000 by x''^''^^^'^ ^ith cardinal : in Ac 4*

we have this for 5000 as well. It is curious therefore that

in Eo 11* the eirTo, ;T^<\taSa? of LXX should be deliberately

replaced by eirraKLcrx^XLovi. In MGr p(;tX,ta8e9
has driven

Xp^ioi out, except for ;^;tXtoi
1000. Just so in NT we note

that x'^''^'^
^^^^ ^^^ come in for the single thousand : it

begins where it has to be plural. In Eev 14^ it is still an

inflected fern, noun, and in 5^^ it keeps its substantive constr. ;

but in 7*^- and elsewhere it is already, as in MGr, an adjec-

tive agreeing with its noun, expressed or understood,^ Simi-

larly fivpioi gives place to fjbvpiaS€<i after the unit, but the

latter retains its substantive character. (So even in late

papyri, as P Oxy vi. 896^'^ (a.d. 316) [apyvpiov BrjvapUov

fjbv]pid8av iMiav?) In Eev 9^^ we have it qualified by an

adverb, as if Bia/xvpiot ;
but as it has a dependent genitive

following it is better to write 8h p,vpidhe<i, a noun, or to

follow X and two or three cursives with Zvo. The autograph

may well have had /8. Mvptot and -a? are obsolete in MGr.

C. Ordinals.

§ 72. It is significant that no ordinals beyond fifteenth

occur in the NT. IlevTTjKoa-T?] was specialised as a feast-

'
[For another explanation of this phrase see Harvard Theol. St. i. 10 if.

(C. C. Torrey) ;
also discussions in JBL xxxvii. 105 ff. For further treatment

see the Appendix on Semitisms.—Ed.]
2 Rev 21^^ is ambiguous, but 14^° makes the adj. more probable.
* Of. for this common combination P Oxy vii. index, p. 256.
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name: in papyri it an 1 eKaToarri similarly survive, as names
of taxes. MGr on the same lines uses 7re</)T77 fifth as the

name of Thursday ;
but neither this nor the higher ordinals

are now found, the cardinals supplanting them after TeVapro?.
This use apparently goes back to Byzantine times, but it does
not occur in NT, except in the case of eh. That this use of

eh is not due to Hebraism, apart from a modicum of influence

due to
"
translation Greek," may be inferred from considera-

tions set^forth in Prol. 96. We may add to them the fact

that the locution eh koI elKo<jT6<i or et/ca? does not go beyond
the first unit : r] /iila koc €iKd<i is the 21st (day of the month),
but T) eKTij Kol elicd'i the 26th.

The ordinals in the 'teens are formed from the old

cardinals in which hUa stands last, after /cat. Thackeray
gives them as

"
possibly of Ionic origin." They were at any

rate found in Boeotian: thus ivaKrjSeKciTT) (Larfeld IG^^^—
iii/ii B.C.), eaKijSeKaTT] (Thumb Dial. 231) etc. We may note

that compounds also prefer this older form of the cardinal as

base : so the series with eVo?, as eirraKaiheKaerr)^, What
NT writers would have used for ordinals between 21st and
99 th we might infer from such forms as hvoTptaKoarov
32nd (P Eyl ii. 157^—A.D. 135), TerpaKaie^riKoarov 64th,

TeaaepaKoa66<yBov 48 th. We have also eKaroTrevrrjKoa-Tov

150th.

The type eiKoa-Tos irparos still retains signs of life in LXX (Thackeray
189), but neither this nor eh Sevrepos km eiKoa-Tos—found in Ptolemaic

papyri (Mayser 318)—appears in NT. In the later LXX books there
was a tendency to reverse the order, conforming to the normal order of

the alphabetic signs, which had already affected the cardinals. Thus in

a petition of iv/A.D. (P Oxy vi. 8891'') we find €^8o]iJLr}KO(TT6v koI rpirov.

Sundry eccentric forms survived : -^ is rerpaKauiKooTov in early Ptole-

maic papyri, and is seen still in ii/A.D. (as P Fay 82 and 83) and even
in iv/A.D. (P Lips 87^ TerpaKaiKoa-Tov). Ordinals in fractions and days
of the month were so often written with symbols—as

ifj
= the 18th,

kV'=^ etc.—that the papyri present us with relatively few written out
in full.

The absence in NT of rerpas, elKiis, Tpiaads (words of the same class as

Xi'^i-as) to denote the 4th, 20th, and 30th of the month is only due to lack
of opportunity. They were used in LXX as in classical Greek, and in

papyri well after the NT period. Terpds was transferred to name a day
of the week (Ps 94 (93) title), and rerpaBr) to-day means Wednesday/. The
only sign of obsolescence is that they were unused by Theodotion and his

school (Thackeray 189) ; but the frequency even of rpiaKas in papyri
—
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note for example P Oxy vi. 967, a private letter of ii/AC—disposes of

any inference.

The forms of ordinals that do occur in NT are in other

respects normal. "O7S009 is nowhere contracted, as (rarely)

in papyri. Teaaap€aKaLSeicaTo<; in Ac 27^^-^^ is written

recraapaaK. in 81, perhaps under the iniluence of reaaapuK.,

which occasionally appears in papyri. B^ writes reaaapia-K.,

as does H the second time : this is found frequently in LXX
in correctors of B, and once in B*A (Thackeray). It is

assimilated to rpLcrKaiheKaTo<;, an orthographic variant of

rpetaK. ;
but we may remember that recrcrapi^ is the normal

MGr for the cardinal four. In irevreKaiZeKarq) Lk 3^ L

drops the -Kat-.

The ghost-word hevrepoirpoirw Lk 6^ (all but p* xBLW,
some important cursives, and the best versions) will be dealt

with under Word-composition (| 104).

D. Adverbials.

That in MGr these multiplicatives have disappeared from

ordinary use—there are survivals like Tpia^ado<;
"
thrice

deep," i.e.
"
very deep

"—makes their fewness i«i NT easily

intelligible. There is no sign among NT MSS (so far as Ti

records) of the forms in -ki, found rarely in LXX and papyri

(Thackeray 136, Mayser 244): Cronert p. 143 f. gives a

considerable list of instances from MSS, especially in Josephus.

In Mt 18^^ e^SoixrjKovroKis' eirrd is in any case abbrevi-

ated for eTTTaKt'i (which is read by D). But the question

arises whether the -ki<; has not been added to the wrong
element: see Frol. 98. W. C. Allen (Comm. in loc.) accepts

the allusion to Gn 4^^ (first noticed by Tertullian), but

suggests that in the LXX there and in Mt I.e. we should

alike translate seventy times seven. In that case the LXX
mistranslated the Hebrew. Origen took it as 77 times, as

McNeile notes in loc. Mr. H. Scott notes the reference in

the Testaments, Benj. 7*, where the phrase is quoted with

7 X 7 as the meaning.

E. Distributives.

Ttco each, etc., are expressed by hvo 8vo, or by ava hvo or

Kara hvo—sometimes the two forms are combined. On these
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see Prol. 97
;
also Thumb Handb. 83 for the corresponding

usage in MGr. Further discussion is reserved for the Syntax :

see also the Semitism examined in the Appendix.

F. Other Numeral Series.

§ 73. Definite compounds with extant words (such as

TCTp(l|jiT)vos kt\., 8i€Tris kt\.) will bc reserved for the section on

Word-composition (§ 107); but we may bring in here those

series in which the numerals are specialised for certain uses

by agglutinative suffixes—for their history see the section on

Word-formation by suffixes.

Abstract numerals, like r/aia? triad, do not occur in the

NT, except for those like x^^^<=^5' fA^p^as, which have been

appropriated for a different purpose : on these see above, B.

They survive in MGr only in specialised senses, as
rj TpidBa

the Trinity (Thumb Handb. 84). A derivative TerpdSioi'

occurs (Ac 12'*), meaning a company offour : it is an instance

of the specialising force of the suffix -tov (Petersen Greek

Dimimdives in -tov, p. 84 ff., where rerpaScov is not men-

tioned).

Multiplicative numeral adjectives are found with the

suffixes -ttXoO? (dirXoOs, SnrXous, TerpairXous) and -'wXacrlwv (akin

to our -fold (cKaToi'Ta-n-XacTiwi'). It is significant that 30-fold

and 60-fold are otherwise expressed in Mk 4^, though jpiaKov-

TctTrXao-io? (and -atv) had existed : analogy had clearly ceased

to be productive. 'AifKo^, Bi7rX6<i still survive, and 8t7rXo?

makes a new series TpiSt7r\o<i etc. (Thumb Handb. 83).

Of the n-th day is expressed by a series in -aio<i : so in

NT SeuTcpalos, TeTapraios, and cf. OKTarifxepos, which showS that

the series did not develop in popular Greek. Polybius has

the regular 6yBoaio<;, and literary Greek shows a large number

of these forms.

Fractions scarcely appear in NT. To Tp'nov ^ (sign 7')

occurs in Eev 8 sexies, and to TeTapToi' J (S') in Eev 6^. We
have also the word for half (sign Z ), V'"""?' in classical Greek

declined -eta -v regularly. It is derived from the proethnic

semi- iv/Jii'-,
Lat. semi-, O.E. sdm (in Shakespeare's sandblind)

with the suffix -tu. 'Hfii- occurs in many compounds, as

r\^li<^)pov half an hour, r)fMi6\L0<i one and a hcdf (adj.). Some

curious features arise in the spelling and declension of ^ficavi;
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in NT times. The fern. rjfiicreLa has been cut loose from the

declension, and is only used as a noun (sc. /xoipa) ;
while

^fiKTv^, as an adj. of two terminations, or even as an indeclin-

able quasi-numeral rjfiiav, is almost entirely confined to the

forms i]/xiav (ijfiLcrov) and (much less frequently) rjfiiaov^ and

{a) The spelling i^fiva-vs -v is common between iv/ and i/b.o., the

second syllable being assimilated to the third : very rarely it is carried

into forms where -v does not form part of the suffix " In the Ptolemaic

papyri this form predominates in iii/B.C, in ii/i B.C. fjfjLva-vs and
{jtica-vs

are represented by nearly equal numbers" (Thackeray 95) : he adds that

the absence of ^fiva-v from the LXX is unfavourable to the trustworthiness

of the uncials. 1 Its absence from the NT will, on the same showing, be

a good sign, for with the rapid movement of v towards the simple t'-sound

jjfiv(Tv
became obsolete : only six instances can be cited from the imperial

age by Cronert, and in NT it is represented only by rh ijixvaoi (-ol
=

-v) in

Lk 19* D*—indecL, with
fjfiia-T]

in correction : see § 35.

(b) Another peculiarity is thus noted by WH {Ajop.^ 165) :

" In Ap^

Tjfiia-v
each time has the v.l. rjfiia-ov (A% XA, K* : cf. Is 44^^ B), which

likewise is one of the variants for rmia-ovs Mc^." In Mk 6^^ LaW read

eats f]fjii(rv,
and it seems better to regard rjfiia-ov (? Tjfxiaov) there as the

same reading : for this curious form see (e) below. The indecl. ^fjna-v

appears also in Lk 198 ^^ -^^^^ ^D* (rnxviroi) Ra 69 : cf. Tob I910 B.

(c) Ta fj^iaia Lk 19* NB*Q 382 and L (-eta) may be supported by a

Pisidian inscr. of the imperial age {Papers of Amer. School iii. 204), whence

Cronert cites fjiMva-iois. It is obviously useless to cite fern, forms in -cria

(with WH). W. F. Moulton (WM 75 n.^) compares o^eta xp^i^t<rav in

Hesiod Sc. 348, and dij^ein neut. in Aratus 1068 : WS 87 adds from

Meisterhans a neuter TrXarela dated B.C. 358. Thackeray 179 gives LXX
parallels. MGr, which has developed the adj. in -vs, makes plur. ^adfioi

-fs -a, which is the descendant of these forms.

(cl)
The older forms of the gen. do not appear in NT uncials, except

for fjixlaeas Mk 6-'" S and ijulaeos ib. U.

(e) Some account of general papyrus usage may be added, drawn

mainly from Mayser (294 f.), supplemented from an analysis of a large
number of documents dated a.d., containing about 90 occurrences. In

these last no plural occurs—the Hellenistic fjnia-eis and
rjfiia-r] are barely

quotable A.D.—and rjixicna (so spelt, 8 times) is only used as a noun. (It

is absent altogether in LXX.) To rffjuav, with or without fiepos, increases

in frequency. 'Hfila-ovs gen. and (less frequently) ly/itVet dat. occur freely,

and may agree with fem. nouns, as dpovpTj[s T]]ixia-ovs BGU ii. 422^^ (ii/^.D.).

"Kfita-v {-ov) indecl. is in these documents restricted to the position

following an integer, as dpra^aiv i^SoptjKovra dvo r^pvav BGU ii. 538^^

(100 A.D.), another hand having already written the same phrase with

1 To his one ex. (Dn 9 7^ B) Cronert adds Nu 28^=* in a palimpsest edited

by Tischendorf ; also one from Cod. G of the Octateuch (iv/v a.d.).
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T)fj.i(rovs. Evidence for its wider use may be seen in Thackeray p. 180.

For
rjfjLia-ov (Thackeray 180 n.^) five documents may be cited from ii/iii

A.D. : add a papyrus cited by Cronert (Mem. 23) with oi/jlvo-ov (a.d. 261),
and NT uncials as above.

(/) The MQr maos is prepared for in the Doric
fjfiia-a-os (Syll. 594 bis,

SeS'ss, both ii/B.c), and fifiiacoL IMAe iii. 168 (i/B.c), Syll. 493ii, to yfiia-ov

Syll. 596'' (ii/B.c.) : we might even accent this derivative o.xytone, as in

MGr.

(g) No instance can be quoted in which Kal links ^fiiav with an

integer preceding. It is natural therefore that 046 and a good many
cursives should omit the irregular conjunction in Rev IP i)}i4pas rpfT? Koi

Tjfiurv : it is significant that in v.'^, where the order is changed to rpels

rjfiepas Koi rjnicrv, only two cursives omit. This is of course only one more

irregularity added to the special grammar of this Book : we need not

suspect the reading. Note that the idiomatic use of
I'jp.ta-v indecl. follow-

ing an integer survives in MGr, as 8v6 ^fiurv 2\, rpe'is ^piav 3^ (Thumb
Handb. 82).

PRONOUNS.

§ 74. The Pronoun system retains one or two special
flexions which from prehistoric times differentiated it from the

Noun. Chief among them is the nom. ace. neut. sing in -o(8),

with which we compare the form surviving in Skt. tad, Lat.

istud, Eng. that, etc.

Demonstrative Pronouns include o (the Definite Article),

ovTo<i this, 68e this, €Keti>o<i that, roLovTO<i such, toctoi/to? so much,

TTjXiKovTo^ so great, TotoaBe suc/i.

Thus decline

Sing. N.
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Mt 18^ ToiovTo NBLW al., roiovrov D etc. In Heb. Blass might have

regarded it as significant that too-ovtov precedes a vowel, and toctovto a

consonant. Both are inherited from earlier Greek.

"AX\o<i -r) -o (otherwise like KoXot;) other, and erepo<i (like

ayto'i) different (sometimes still other of two).

'O Seiva so-and-so (A rov Belva, G rov Betvo<i, D tm Betvc)

occurs once (in ace. Mt 26^^).

"EKa(TTo<; each (like KaXo'i).

§ 75. Relative Pronouns are o? and octtk; who (see

Syntax), oa-'ye and oa-irep {i.e. 09 with enclitics—-see Syntax),

olo<i of which kind, such as, 6cro<i as many as, as much as, oiTolo'i

such as : the last three are declined like Ka\6<i or ajio^

regularly.

Interrogative Pronouns are ti? who ?, 7rolo<i of what

sort ?, Trr}\iKo<i hoio great ?, ttocto? how many ? (like a<yto<i

and Ka\6<i).

The Indefinite Pronoun is rt? some, any (enclitic).

Thus decline :

Sing. N. Q<i r\
o Sons tJtis oti tis ti tis ti

A. ov r[v
o (os with enclitic n'm ti Tied ti

O. etc., like otoo tis)

D. Article,

PluT. N. but accented oitikcs aiTii'es aTii'a Tives Ttva Tii'e's rivd

A. and without t. Tii/as TiVa Tims Tied

G.

D. Tiai(i') Tio-i(f)

"Oo-Tt9 is only used in nom. (and ace. neut,), apart from

the old additional gen. neut. otov, surviving in the stereo-

typed phrase eco? otov (as far as what) until, and in Lk IZ^^

a^' OTOV D. Its oblique cases are rare in vernacular Koivrj -.

sometimes we have them with additions equivalent to our

-soever, as 6vTivaSr]7roTovv whomsoever. The neuter on, is

often (very needlessly) printed o tl or even 6,Tt to distinguish

it from oTt that.

§ 76. Personal Pronouns are iyco I, av thou, avT6<; -r\ -6

he, she, it.

VOL. II. PART II.— 13
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Thus decline:
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avT. the ratio 31 : 23 from B.C. 403 to 300, while from 300 to 30 it rises to

100 : 7 (Meisterhans^ 153). In Egypt, in the Ptolemaic inscrr. and papyri
included in May?er's survey (p. 305 f.), air. outnumbers eavr. by 3 : 1

in iii/B.c, the proportion is reversed in ii/s.c, and in i/B.c. eavr. stands

alone. In Pergamon during the pre-Roman period eavr. stands at 24 : 5

above air., while under Roman rule it rises to 18 : 2 (Schweizer Perg.

162). In Magnesia no certain instance of avr. is forthcoming (Nach-
manson Mayn. 144). These statistics sufhce to show that avr. was very
near extinction before a.d. But as we look at Mayser's analysis for the

second half of the Ptolemaic period, we find that the large majority

against avr. is secured by official papyri and inscrr. : in private docu-

ments there is absolute equality. A priori we should expect to find avr.

vanish first in a country where psilosis was complete, since it would no

longer be distinguishable from avr. This is true of Asia Minor, as

Pergamon and Magnesia attest. But the h may have survived elsewhere,
and the actual citations that are given from Egyptian documents show that

avT. had not yet ceased to make sporadic appearances. Thackeray {Gr.

190) shows that avrov still exists in LXX, though scantily). Against
Blass's denial, we must leave room for the possibility of very occasional

retention of the dissyllabic form. See Vocab. s.v. iavrov for post-
Ptolemaic instances of aiirov.

For the plural of the reflexive, kavrov<; stands alone in

the Hellenistic age. A survival of vfiwv avrcov may be noted

in 1 Co 5^^, which is quoted from the Pentateuch : in this

part of the LXX (Thackeray 191) these forms were still

current. On €avTov<i as the common plural for all persons,

coupled with the exclusion of eavrov from 1st and 2nd

person, see Proleg. 87. 1 Co 10^^ has rrjv eavrov where

Tr}v creavTov might have stood (so D2*) J
but we may render

impersonally
"
one's own."

Only negligible MSS violate this rule, except in Jn 18-^*, where A
and W join the crowd with a(^' eavrov "of thyself," and Jn 14^2

efxrpavi-

(eiv eavrov, read by three Ferrar cursives and therefore presumably their

archetype. In Mk 1** W has 8e'i^ov eavrov, and in Lk 23^'* actually
(ribaov koi aiirov Ka\ ijfias. The LXX citation in Lk 10^^ has cos eavrov

in A, as elsewhere in inferior uncials. See Thackeray 190 f.

§ 78. The Reciprocal Pronomi is dXXjyXou? -coi^ -ot? : no

fern, or neut. forms occur in NT. 'Eavrov<i is also used, and

sometimes phrases with aXko<i or eh—see the Syntax.

Possessive Pronouns, attached to the Personal, are e/io?

viy, cr6<; thy, rnjLerepoq our, v/jieTepo<i your, all declined as

regular adj. "ISio<; otvn belongs to the same category.

§ 79. Pronouns indicating duality, as irorepo'i which of
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two ?, eKdrepo<i each of two, against Tt<? which and cKacno^

each, are obsolete in the vernacular : see the Syntax. The

NT has only a/jL<f)6Tepot both, and erepo'i other
;

but the

former has begun to lose its duality, and the latter has

almost entirely lost it—see Prol. 79 f. and further in Syntax.

For this place also will be reserved tables of Correlative

Pronouns and Pronominal Adverbs.

VERBS.

§ 80. The verb in Hellenistic Greek has been simplified

in many directions, as compared with earlier profusion of

forms
;
but except for the complete elimination of the Dual

no category has been definitely removed. MGr has entirely

lost two Moods, the Optative and (except dialectically) the

Infinitive. It has also treated the Middle Voice and the

verbs in -fii just as Latin treated them in prehistoric times.

A few survivals serve as exceptions to prove the rule. These

and other tendencies, the issue of which is seen in MGr, were

all at work early in Hellenistic
;
but they had not travelled

far enough to relieve the accidence of much grammatical

lumber, once significant but now outworn. A brief summary
may be given before we present the paradigms.

Conjugations.—For practical purposes the verb may
still be divided into the familiar categories of Simple -a

Verbs, Contract Verbs, and verbs in -/x<. The last-named

are being largely replaced by forms of the other two classes
;

and among the Contract Verbs there is a tendency towards

the fusion of -dco and -ecu forms, which however has not yet

gone far.

Voice.—The Middle and the Passive have drawn closer

together in form, while Active endings have replaced a good

many Middle where there was no clear distinction of function.

Mood.—The Optative has very largely disappeared,

being restricted to a few uses
;
but for a semi-literary pre-

dilection in the Lucan writings, we might leave it out of the

paradigms and merely set down isolated forms.

Tense.—The Strong Aorist survives (in one or more

Voices) in less than seventy verbs, and most of its occur-
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rences are accounted for by the commonness of a verb's use

preserving ancient forms. The Weak Aorist is constantly

encroaching ;
and its endings are steadily driving out those

special to the Strong Aorist, even in the verbs which keep

the old root form. Weak Aorist endings moreover tend to

oust the proper suffix of the 3rd plural Perfect Active, and

so complete the identity of person-endings between these

tenses. In past tenses of the Indicative a weakening of the

Augment's hold has begun in compound verbs.

Conjugation and Tense Stems.

§ 81. The complexities of the Greek verb are due mainly to

the survival of conjugation stems, which give great variety to

the present tense and its attendant imperfect. In prehistoric

Indo-Germanic these stems may have carried some functional

distinctions ;
but it is difficult to prove these distinctions in

all cases, and most of them were obsolete before Hellenistic

Greek arose, even if they could be claimed for earlier stages.

A brief sketch of the historical classification of present stems

may be given, so far as concerns words occurring in NT : for

a full account reference may be made to Brugmann-Thumb
Gr. 316 ff., or to Giles 425 ff, from which the numeration of

the classes is taken.

The primary division is that between Thematic and

Unthematic formations, which accounts for the obvious

classes of -w verbs and -/it verbs, and for other peculiarities

of I.E. verb-systems. Thematic formations show the vowel o

in the 1 sing, and plur. and 3 plur. (exc. imper.) and e in

2 sing, and plur. and 3 sing. In unthematic formations the

person-ending is added directly to the root or the tense-

stem. We need not here discuss whether the o : e is histori-

cally a part of the root, ejected in unthematic formations by
the prehistoric action of accent, or a functional suffix : all

these questions belong to a period which was over for Greek

ages before Homer. The study of the Hellenistic verb soon

shows that unthematic formations were receding fast before

thematic, which in MGr cover the whole field except for the

substantive verb. This moreover is of Middle form
;
and

Hellenistic largely retains unthematic Middles where the

Active has become thematic.
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A. Conjugation Classes, Present Stem.

The following are the conjugation classes : in each case

(a) is thematic, and (h) uuthematic. Where no unthematic

forms survive in Hellenistic, no distinction is attached.

I. Person suffixes are added to the root—
(a) with thematic vowel.

Thus e\vo-v, eXue-?, \vo-/j,eOa, Xve-ade.

(b) without thematic vowel.

Thus eu-Ti, pi. elal (for ivTi, i.e. senti) ;

€(f)r)-v, pi. ei})d-fi€v, mid. i(f)d-/xr}v.

The singular active had strong root-form, the

plural and the whole middle had it weakened :

thus (bt] : (pa, ea : a. Here levelling has

obliterated much of a distinction which

served no special purpose.

la. Eeduplicated forms (with i in redupl. syllable),

(a) thematic.

Thus iri-'m-o-fjbev ( \/ pet), i-^-e-.re (
= si-zd-,

J sed).

(h) unthematic.

Thus i-aTr)-fit,, pi. "-ara-fiev, mid. I'-aTU-fiat

TL-drj-cn, pi. Ti-Be-aai, mid. e-TL-6e-vro.

II. With formative suffix in -n-.

(a)

(a) suffix vo : ve or avo : ave.

(i.) added to root.

Thus av^-dvo-fxev, Te/M-ve-rai.

(ii.) added to root with a nasal inserted (only

-dv(o).

Thus XafM-^dvo-fiev (Xa^-elv), ekdvd-ave {\aO-

€tv), Xa^X'^ive-re (kax-etv).

(b) suffix vr] : va added to root.

Thus Sv-va-Tai.

(a) (i.) suffix wo : we.

Thus SetK-vve-Te etc. : verbs in -vvfii from

classical times thus tended to become

thematic.
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(ii.) suffix vFo : vFe.

Thus (pOd-vo-fiev, Tl-ve-re.

(iii.) suffix veFo : veFe.

Thus Kivovfieda (
=

-veFo-fieOa), d<j>LKveiTo

(
=

-veFe-To).

(h) suffix viz : vv (from neu : nu) added to root.

Thus 8etK-vv-/MC, ihe'iK-vv-re, SeiK-vv-fieda.

III. With formative suffix in so : se.

Thus K\d-(cr)-(t), a-ird-{a)-(o av^-w (
=

aug-so-).

IV. Stems in sko : ske.

The suffix is added to simple or reduplicated stems,

sometimes with t before it.

Thus ^o-(TK(f), evp-iaKO), St-8a(«:)-cr«&), 'yi,-(<y)v(t)-aK(a.

V. Steins in to : te.

This class may be ignored for our purpose. Verbs in

-TTTft) do not belong to it : see VII.

VI. Stems in do : de.

Thus irprj-dw, ea-dco : it is very small.

VII. Stems in yo : ye.

This is a very large class, varying greatly in form accord-

ing to the consonant or vowel preceding. A large proportion
of these verbs are formed from nouns. Among the principal

types are :

(i.) with yo : ye added to root.

Thus ^aivto (
= I.E. g-on-io-), %at)oft) (-r-io-).

(ii.) added to another suffix.

Thus Kplvo) {/cplv-yo) : Kpiv = Kpl-v).

(iii.) added to the stem of a noun.

Thus (f)v\d(TaQ) {icy), da-rpdirroy ("Try), 7roc/u.aLV(o

(ny), eXirl^Qi (%), fiapTvpo/jLat (vpy), rifidci) {ay)

^rjo), (piXeco {ey), /jbedvco, etc.

Tense Stems.

§ 82. These are essentially of the same nature as the con-

jugation stems
;
but having developed definite functions, they
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came to be formed from roots belonging to any one, or more

than one, of the stems given above.

B. Strong Aorist.

This is a special use of formations already described

under A. 1. In the indicative it has of course only the

augmented form.

(a)
= I. (a) with weak gradation in the root.

Thus ektiTo-v (^XetTr), ea-irdp-'qv {^/airep, with rr

in weak gradation, and passive suffix), eirado-v

(^yirevO, with a = w), ea^o-v (\/o"e;^;).

Sometimes the rule of weak gradation is broken, when

the present stem is differentiated by the formative of another

class. Thus alaOe-crdai from alad-dvo-fiai, erefio-v from re/x-

v(o, €ire(TO-v (for eTrerov) from Trt-Trr-w, evpo-v from evp-iaKco,

iyevo-fjirjv from yuvonat, (
=

yc-yv-).

Thus ecnrj-v, eOe-fiev, ho-crOe, yvw-Ot.

The Strong Aorist in the passive is not thematic, being

formed with an tj which has no connexion with the thematic

vowel.

C. Weak Aorist.

The stem is formed by adding <t to the root, with the

suffixes attached directly. Forms answering to this descrip-

tion have disappeared from Greek, except for the 1st sg.

(eSei^a
= Meiks-m), and in active and middle, apart from the

subj. and two or three other forms, the characteristic of the

tense is era. After liquids this a- is obscured.

Thus eXe^a (^Xey), iXva-d-fieda (^Xv), eKplva (KpXv),

ea-ireipa (y'crTrep), het/xa (y'j^e/i),
eKreiva (^KTev),

ecTTeiXa (^/aTeX).

The Weak Aorist in the passive is formed in a wholly

different way. A new formative drj, drawn originally from

a middle person-ending (2nd sing.) -drj^;, has extended

through the whole tense system, with endings following those

of the Strong Aorist.

Thus €86-07}';, Kpi-6r]-vai.
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D. Future Stems.

The Future is partly extended from the Weak Aorist

subj., which before the analogy of the pres. subj. of thematic

verbs affected it had the flexion Xvaw -ei<i -ei -o/xev -ere -ovai,

and similarly in the middle. Probably there was also some

influence from a special future stem in syo : sye, found in

Aryan and Lithuanian, which coincided in form. In most

verbs accordingly the Future act. and mid. coincide in stem

with the Weak Aorist, but keep -crw when the aorist has a

special form, as Saia-co (aor. eSMKo).

In verbs with Liquid stems, and in a few others which

may be sought in the Table, the Future stem is formed with

-i(a)co instead of -crw, and a flexion results identical with

that of the Contracta in -ew. Thus from Kptv {Kplve{<T)<a)

KpivS), from crirep (nrepoo, from eKirl^oi iXinovfiai,.

In LXX and occasionally in papyri and inscriptions we find a similar

future from stems in -dC<o : thus epyarai from epydCofiat. The absence

of this in NT is marked, and shows a dialectic distinction : thus in

1 Co 2^^ the LXX (rvfijBt^a is altered to a-vfx^i^da-ei. The formation is

found in Ionic : see Thumb Dial. 358.

In the Passive the Future is formed from the (Strong
and Weak) Aorist stems by adding -o-ofiac to the character-

istic (0)v- Thus Kpt,6r](T0fiat, avoiy^a-ofiai. The " Third
"

Future, or Future Perfect, is obsolete
;
but the form KCKpa^-

ofiau (from KCKpaya) is on the same model.

F. Perfect Stem.

This stem is unthematic, and in the earliest period (as in

classical Sanskrit, and in our own speech-family up to the

Middle English period) had vowel gradation, with strong
root in singular active and weak elsewhere. So in classical

Greek olSa, 2 pi. tcrre, just as in Chaucer's English / wot, we

witen. In Hellenistic this verb is assimilated to other

perfects ;
and the only trace of gradation is that the middle

stem sometimes differs from the active.

The Perfect stem (except in the verb o'Sa) is redupli-

cated, with 6 in the reduplicating syllable. It has in the

Active two formations, Strong, with internal change as in

our own Strong Perfect, and Weak, with a formative suffix k.

Thus XeXoiira from XecTray is historically parallel with our
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rode from ride. Roots with radical e show o in its place in

the Strong Perfect active, except when combined with v

(Treipevya from ^evyco). The suffix k only appears when the

verb stem ends in a vowel or a dental mute : thus XiXv-Ka

from \v-(o, ireTrei-Ka from irelOw.

The past tense of this stem, called Pluperfect, has

(usually) the augment, and a special set of person-endings
with the connecting vowel et, which in Hellenistic goes right

through.
The Middle and Passive have one set of forms. Perfect

and Pluperfect, which are normal unthematic forms from the

Perfect stem.

F. Verbals.

Two adjectives are formed from verbal roots, unconnected

with the tense system. One in -to<?, historically identical

with the Latin perf. partic. passive in -tus (sus) and our

English -d participle, is extended to deriveil verbs and

attached to their stem : the form can usually be deduced

empirically by putting -To<i for the -aco of tlie Future. For

the function of this verbal adjective, see Proleg. p. 221 f.

The gerundive in -Teo<i, formed in the same way, is very
rare in Hellenistic (only once in NT—-Lk 5^*^).

VERBS.

Augment and Reduplication.

1. Augment with t|.

§ 83. The augment with
?)

is found in later Attic (since 300 B.C.)

in the verbs /iAXw, hvvafim, jSoiiXofim, probably by analogy of rJ-deXov,

where
tj-

was a preposition (Lat. e, Skt. (7).^ Of these forms ^jSovX.

never occurs in NT (exc. S in Philem i^, HLP in Ac 28'^ and cursives

in 2 Jn ^^), thoufi;h sometimes in LXX, and once in a i/A.D. papyrus

(P Oxy ii. 281 1'^). So also in patr. often, esp. in aor. "H/xeXXoi/ and

ffieXXov alternate : WH print rjix. always in Lk and Ac, exc. Ac 21^'',

but in Jn both forms about equally. Avvafxm has aor. r]8. (often with

variant eS.), but great fluctuation in the impf. : t]8.
is read by WH 7

times and e8. 12 times. See on both MG s.v. and WH App.^ 169.

GeXo) (never ideXa) makes f]d. always, as in class. Gr. To the same class

are generally assigned iuypcov, dvecp^a (and other forms from dvoiyo)),

eayjjv, in which by "quantity metathesis" rjo etc. would become eco, ew

* See for its extent Meisterhans^ 169 ; for its origin, Brugniann 67'd." ii. ii.

§ 634, Giles- 408. It appears occasionally in earlier poetry : see Veitcli s.w.
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ed.^ 'Ecopwf only Jn 6^ xr etc. where edeapow BDLCW) is the better

reading. 'Avot-yco (diavolyco), as the simple verb became obsolete, took an

augment in the preposition, either with or without that in the root

syllable : hence the triple types rjvfco. (with inf. dvfaxdrjvai), rjvoi., avem.

For the distribution of forms between the types see WH A'pp.^ 168.

Karayi'u/it has aor. Karea^a, pass, -eayrjv, but in the latter the augm. is

continued in subj. KareayuKn Jn 19^^ (as in dv(a)xdr]vai above). Veitch

quotes Karfd^avres from Lysias and Kar-eayij -eayeirf -fayeis from the

Ionic Hippocrates. A more difficult peculiarity is the fut. Kared^u}

Mt 12^" (
= Is 42^, but not LXX), which must go with the nouns (care'ay/iu

(BGU ii. 647 bis, P Amh ii. 9'3^-\ both ii/A.D.), eayna (ap. G. Meyer^ 165).

Possibly -ed^as -ed^co -eayfia may be explained side by side with e^fXiyo-a?

i6e\rj(Tai fdeXrjixos, on which see reff. above.^ In LXX (Hab 3'- al.) the

fut. is Kard^a, but Kared^o) in Symm. Ps 47**.

2. Double Augment.

'A7roKae[(rrrjfii (as in LXX) ^ in Mk 8^^ direKarecTTrj, Mk 3^5 = Mt 12^3,

Lk 6'" aTveKaTfardOr], inserts an augment after both prepositions, which

seems a well-established vernacular usage. So dvreKaTifrrqTe Heb 12*

L* (WH alt.), {rrapeavve^X^er, Ps 48 (49)^3.
21

AT). The forms of dvolya>

described in (1) above are the only surviving exx. of augment attached

both to verb and preposition. See the list for Attic in Rutherford

NP 83 : of these only dvixfo-^M shows double augment even as a variant

in NT. a. Ac 18^*, where X*B support dvfaxofirjv, the form attested by
Moeris as Hellenistic (Ti in loc.).'^ From d^iTj/nt the impf. is read by
WH with

T)(f>.
in Mk l^* IP" : this form is perhaps not Attic (Meisterh.^

173 but only one ex., which is not decisive). Note e7rpoe(f)7]Tev(rev

Mk'7« W.

3. Syllabic Augment for Temporal.

In verbs which originally began with s or iv the primitive syllabic

augment often leaves its traces behind, contraction following the loss of

the consonant : thus eixop (not ^x"") ^^^ e-^xov (
=

ecrexov), elXKva-a for

e-eXKvaa. In Attic w6ea) and Mvfofiai normally augmented ew. (from

f-Fco.) ;
but f^eaaev Ac 7*^ N*E (Ti) is the only trace in NT of such

forms.^ 'EpydCopai and cj)ds. have tjpy.
in Attic,*^ which prevails in NT

;

1 See Brugmann-Thumb Or. 310.

2 Various unsatisfactory explanations of the word have been given ; by

Thom. Mag. (who would accent Karedyuai as perf. subj. act.), by W. (who

thinks differentiation from fut. of Kardyu adequate
—see WM 82), and by

G. Meyer I.e. (see CR xv. 36). See Cobet on the word (N'T Vatic. Ixxix).
* Add Letr. 525 (ii/A.D.) and other parallels in WS § 12. 7 n. But diroK-

aTeffTde-rj P Oxy i. 38^2 (i/A.D.). See Dieterich 213.

•*

'Ei/oxX^w retains double augment in perf. as late as ii/B.c. (P Amh ii. 37^

T7fwxX'?o'aO- Cf. Reinhold 68.

^ The perf. iwfrjfx.ai. is found twice in papyri of ii/A.D. (P Oxy ii. 252®,

P Amh ii. 688).
*
Perhaps from ij-Fepy., which would account for the different form in the

perfect. See Meisterhans^ 171 ; CE xv. 35.
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but the aor. icareipy. (mid. and pass.) is read by WH with K* four times

in Paul, B* however thrice opposing.

4. Dropped Augment.

In the pluperfect the augment is usually dropped : so Mt T^", Mk 14^*

15'- 1«
[Mk] 169, Lk 19^5^ Jn 11", Ac 422 1423, 1 Jn 2^^, and temporal

augment dropped Jn ll^o 14^ Among these passages only Ac 4^2

{(yeyovei NAEP al.) shows respectable attestation for the augmented
form. It appears however unquestionably in Lk II22 1620^ Jn 922 H**

(D*om.), Ac 26^2 (aL om.). In Attic writers the temporal augment is

omitted, but not the syllabic, MSS and edd. notwithstanding (see e.g.

Ti on Ac 422, Shilleto on Dem. FL p. 38). Attic inscr. down to iii/s.c.

show 6 augmented forms and no omissions (Meisterh.^ 170) ;
and

Ptolemaic papyri in P Tebt, P Amh and P Fay show 5 augmented against

2 unaugmented.^ The evidence in Schweizer also goes strongly against

omission. In such a point the evidence of MSS cannot be trusted far,

but it may be noted that Jo3. (according to Schmidt) prefers omission in

act., retention in pass, of compound verbs, while in simplicia omission is

fairly common though not preponderant, even where hiatus is not con-

cerned. In Polybius the augment greatly preponderates in simplicia,

though often dropped in compounds, esp. in act. form8.2 The pluperf.

of "larrjfii
is a case by itself. The augmentless i(TTT]Kfiv occurs Rev 7" C,

and is not uncommon outside NT. WH accept throughout the spelling

laTr]Kfiv, in which they think the analogy of the present is to be recog-

nised, and not mere itacism. WS brings strong arguments against this

view, which must be regarded as decidedly questionable. As in the case

of iSoi' below, the complete identity of et and i in popular speech makes

it only a question of the extent to which the literary tradition was

remembered.

Omission of syllabic augment in other tenses occurs only in irpoopanrjv

Ac 225= Ps 15 (16)8 LXX. Here also, since fI8ov arises from €-Fi8ov,

would be placed the more than dubious IBov in Rev (Ti, WH alt.) and

LXX : it seems as though editors and commentators will persist in this

writing, whatever grammarians say.^ Those who will may consult

Gregory's tabular statement in his Prol. 89. In Jn 5^ 102^ AL read

TTfpindTfi, and in Rom 5^^ A has eXXoyaro : such omissions became

frequent in later times.

Temporal augment is more often dropped, but only in compounds,
for we should not accept 6p.oid>dT]nev Rom 92^ AFGLP= Is 1^ (LXX)
AQ*r. So 8i.epfi^pev(r€v Lk 242^, Bieyeipero Jn 6'8 BGL aL, dvtdtj Ac 1626,

acfiWriaav Rom 47= Ps 31 (32)^ B, d(j)edr) Mk 132 ^^ dvopdoydr, Lk 1313

ABD al. The first two out of this short list are directly paralleled in

1 Cf. Mayser p. 333 f.

2
Wackernagel (reviewing Hultsch) Idg. Fors. v. Anz. 59.

* Schweizer 170 and Reinhold 11 may be referred to. If the MSS were any
evidence on the question of this itacism, we might not unreasonably call in the

principle of levelling as a vera causa of indie, assimilated to infin. But who

that has read the papyri would care to build anything on such evidence ?
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papyri (CB I.e.) and in Reinhold's exx. (p. 66), which casts doubt on
Blass's "clerical error." Historically otpeXov is a case of dropped
augment.

5. Temporal Augment for Reduplication.

What has been said of the temporal augment applies to the nearly

always identical form taken for reduijlication by verbs with initial

vowel. An original distinction is still preserved faintly in the difference

between the perf. f'lpyaa-fiai and the impf. and aor. ?;py
—see 2 above.

In d(f>onoi(oiJLevos Heb 7^ GDELP, dTraXXdxOai Lk 12^8 Aa (neither in Ti

nor WH), the redupl. is dropped.^ WH {App.^ 179) would add evoSmTm

1 Co 16^ N*B al., which they suggest is a perf. subj. mid., comparing
those noticed in KBl. § 224. 2 (ii. p. 100) : the verb is regularly un-

augmented in LXX. But the present subj. is exegetically sound (see

Findlay EGT in loc), and this perf. subj. type, except for one word from

Hippocrates,^ is entirely confined to verbs where the long vowel is

radical {KeKT5>}iai
=

KtKTr)-ojxai, etc.). Nor is that vowel in Attic ever w,

so that the link for an analogy-process is wanting, and without such a

process a late denominative verb could never have made such a form.

Hort favoured this account of evoSwrai as fitting in with his view of the

pres. subj. of -o'cu verbs {App."^ 174), on which see below, p. 200.

6. Initial Diphthongs.

The short diphthongs are found as follows in the matter of augment
(reduplication) ;

—At. normally augmented, except enaiaxyvdr] 2 Ti l^^

i<°ACDLP al. (WH). The spelling ft for
rj,
common in papyri,^ is found

in some MSS of 2 Co 9''.—Ei. unchanged Gal 2^ e'l^aixev, Mk 15*6
iveikrja-iv,

as in Attic*—Ol. was augmented w, except KaroiK-qcrev Mt 4^^ D, ivoUr^a-fv

2 Ti 16 Da* 17, olKo8o,i{]6r, Jn 22o nB*TW 33, inoiKod6fxr]aev 1 Co 3^*

KAB* al. (w B^C). The omission was Attic only when oi preceded a

vowel. It is common in patr. In oiKoSo/ieoj WH accejpt ol. in Ac 1*'^,

and gave it as alt. form everywhere exc. Mt 21^^, Lk 4^9. Cf. Logion
7 (P Oxy i. 1).^

—Au. augmented regularly rfi. in parts of avKionai,

aiXi^ofiai, av^dvw, occurring 12 times. Once (Ac 12^*) ev^ave in D*, with

the identically pronounced ev for tjv : cf. Blass Fron. 44, who thinks the

grammarians chiefly responsible for the maintenance of
rjv.''
—Ev. with-

out augment usually, as in Attic inscrr. since 300 B.C. : so evTropiofiai,

fvcf)ope(o, fv6v8pofif(o, (ivovxl^o>, fvXoyeco (with var.). Ei<j}paivop,ai,

evKaipeo), €vxapi(TT€a> show r]v.
in Ac 2^6 1721^ Ro pi, ev. elsewhere (one

1 Parallels in papyri in CJi I.e. (4 above).
2
jPiKwrai (so in K.Bl., but perhaps ^X/cwrai is better for Ionic), which in H

has /3ej3piirai to set the type.
3 Cf. Meisterh.3 38 f., Blass Pron. 47.

* But see Meisterh.^ 171, Rutherford NP 244.

^ Blass notes that y (pron. 0) "no longer bore much resemblance toot"

(Ger. 0, pron. nearly like v).

® In GV.- § 15. 4 u. 1 he further notes that riv was in later times dissyllabic,

as seen in the writing rjij in SA.
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each). In fvxofjiai, and npoire vxofiai rjv.
is general, with var. occasionally

(fv. twice in Ti, Ac 2629 s 21-'-> B*}. In the impf. of evplcTKco WH read r,v.

Mk 1455, L]^ 1948^ ^c 711^ jjeij 115 ^ith alt. each time, but ev. in the other

tenses.^ In ei/SoK€co the}' read (v. in the Gospels, noting that
tjv. is some-

times well supported : in the Epp. r]v.
5 times, tv. 6. For words with

ev- followed by a vowel see 7 below.

7. Augment and Reduplication in Compounds.
The primitive rule that in a verb compounded with one or more pre-

positions the augment or reduplication falls between the last preposition
and the verb has produced a tendency to place them thus where there is

no real composition,^ and even where the presence of the preposition is

imaginary. So BiriKovow (denom. from 8idKovos), airebrmrjaa (d7r68r)fjios),

dne'Koyovp.ijv (aTroXoyos) sTredvprjcra {*eTridvfioi), fTre^tiprjcra (fVi X^'-P'^ ^^•

/SaXXcd), KaTTjyopovv (KaTi'jyopos), (rvvj'jpyovv (crvvepyos). Sometimes the

association with the original noun was so vividly present that the rule

was resisted. Hence (7rpo(f)r]Tfv<Ta {npoiprjTTjs : Attic
Trpoecf)., often in

LXX, normal in Jos., and as var. in NT, as Jude ^* AC al.), inepicraeva-a

(Trepia-aos, a deriv. from irepl : Phr. mentions (mpUa-aevcn (cf. irepUa--

a-evov Ac 16* E) as a solecism).^ In some words the presence of the

preposition was forgotten (the simple verb being obsolete), and aug-
ment (redupl.) put at the beginning : enddevBov, eVa^to-a, eKadf^nprjv,

fKa0r]p.riv, r]p(f)t.eaiJ.fvos (clasS.), also rjfpiov (above), eKupp-vaa {KaT(a)pvco).

This process became commoner in Byzantine Greek,* and survives in

MGr. The combination of the two tendencies produces the Attic verbs

with double augment (2 aljove). The treatment of tv as a preposition
for this purpose

—seen in fvr]yye\i(6p,r]v and aor., evrjpeirrrjKfpai Heb 11^

KDEP al. (Ti)
5—is due to the frequency with which it is used separately

with verbs, as ev -noie'iv etc.

8. Reduplication.

On analogy of cXkco, the denominati\'e eXKow (originally with init. F:

cf. Lat. ulcus reduplicates €jXk. Lk 16^" in all older uncials. In pepavna--

pivoi Heb 10-2 N*ACD* al. and Rev 19^^ (where WH suspect pepappiuov
and Ti reads irepipepappivov with S*) verbs with init. p have analogical

redupl. :

^ so D in Mt 9'^^ peptppevoi. WH print p (App.- 170) :

"

ancient

^ Reinhold 65 notes that two MSS wliich most faithfully represent common

speech entirely avoid tjudov. HvpicrKov once in Hernias (X) not elsewhere.
• See list in K.Bl. § 204 n. 1 (ii. p. 34) ;

also Rutherford AT 79 ff.

^
K.Bl., followed by WS, gives €irapp7](naffdtxT]v here, but the old etyni.

from irav is unexceptionable. Blass corrects this in Gr. 39 u.^.

* See Hatzidakis 67 f.

5 It is only found when ev- precedes a short vowel : cf. the usage in Att.

described by Rutherford NP 245.

8 Moeris459 app. (eJ. Koch 417) expressly mentions pipavrai as a solecism.

"Pepipphov Jer 43 (37)="' A (ipLfx. B) Jdth 6^» '"» A. As early as Homer (Ocl. &'')

we find pepviroipAva, and in Pindar pepl(f)dai (Frarj. 314 Bergk).
"^ So Lachin. Lobeck {Par. 14 n.) favours pep.
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authorities vary—see K.Bl. § 67. 3 n. 5, § 200. 1 n. 2. In the latter place

K.Bl. gives classical parallels for this kind of redupl. Verbs in p. usually

redupl. e'pp. (orig. a,-(rp. or FcFp.) : so Lk l?^, Ac IS^a, Eph 3i^ Col 2^.

See G Meyer^ 237, also 624. The pp vs^as ultimately made single, to

resemble other augments : so fpinfievoi Mt I.e. nBCL (Ti WH), fpi-n-Tai

Lk 17^ n* al. (WH alt.). The substitution of syllabic augment for

redupl. appears as in Attic in various verbs with init. consonant group.
So (with var.) ipiv^arevpai Lk l^? x*AB*LW,25 x*AB*C*DW(Ti WH) :

p.ep,v. Diodorus al. ap. Veitch, and in LXX, on anal, of p,fpvT]p.ai. For later

encroachments of augment on redupl. see Dieterich 214 f., CR xv. 36.

The classical perfect is maintained in two words with init. cons. The
distinctive ft in the perf. dpyaa-fiai (

=
fefep-y.) Jn 3-^, 1 Pet 4^ is practi-

cally without variant. Cf. Schweizer 170 f. WH read eopoKa (FeFop.) in

Paul (1 Co 91 X*B al.,^ Col 2^ N*C, 2i« nB* al), and as alt. (with B*),

7 times in 1 and 3 Jn
;
but idopoKa (-eiv) 24 times in Gospels and Ac.

'EopaKa is Attic and original: eap. (from pluperf. ea>p.
=

*f]op.T) is well

attested in MSS of Attic prose writers. The double reduplication curiously

known as " Attic "
is maintained intact: so ax

77
k oa, oTrdXwXn, e'yiyyep/^iai,

(XrjXaKa, eXrjXvda, Trpoaevrjvoxa. Neither this nor the ordinary redupl.

is ever dropped, as so often in later times. From 'Kap.Sdvco we have only
the original eiXfjcfja, f'L\r}pp,ai (

—
cre-trX.). (The similar aor. KaTei\ri(f)dr] in

[Jn] 8* seems only a mistake of r : WS wrongly accuses Ti of endorsing

it.)

9. Augmented Tenses of Verbs in p.

As noted in § 41, and for the reduplicated tenses in 8 above, the

single p prevails over the double. So from pajBdi^oi 2 Co IV^, pavTiCw

Heb 919- 21, ^aTTitco Mt 26", p^aaa and cpds. Lk 5« 6*«»"- (but epp. Mt 26*'^

Lk 9*2), /JiTTTw Mt 15-0, Ac 2719, piopai 2 Co P", Col l^^, 2 Ti 3" 4",
2 Pet 2^ (Ti twice epp.). 'Eppedrjp always.

A. PEESENT STEM.
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Koia-av Ac 2**^ D,i with two instances from Hei'mas. We may add

birjKovova-av Mk 15*^ W. In one place only is there an imperfect from
the -ow verbs, and that is edoXiovcrav (Rom 3^^).^ But this is a quotation
from the LXX, where these forms are common (Thackeray 214).3 See

Proleg. 52. In NT Greek the -aav form was even ousted from the
-/xi

verbs, fridovv and e8i8ovv largely replacing e'ridea-av and edidoaav. Clearly
therefore this type was still dialectic, though destined to survive into MGr.

5. Incipient passage of -da) into -em forms shows itself here in the

MSS, as in some other parts of the verb : we may deal with it here in

advance. Radermacher (p. 73) remarks that it did not extend far till

iii/A.D., though some traces of the opposite tendency may be found
earlier. In 3rd plur. impf. we find ^parow Mt 15^3 NBCDX, Mk 410 NO,
Ac 1639 A, KanyeXovv Lk 8^3 D*KX, eneTifiovv Lk 1839 Ar

; but among
the older uncials only C shows the form frequently (eTrrjpaTovu Mk Q^"

102. 10
1218^ ,)p^Tovv Jn 431, Ac 16, eaioyTTovv Mk 93* with N). It is note-

worthy that C does not show the form in Lk (once in Ac). A few later

uncials and cursives give -ow forms in a dozen places. Note the reverse

change in Beapao-w Mk 5^^ L, iOaaprnv Jn 6^ A 13, e'Xea Rom 9^^ DFG :

see further p. 196 ff. below. Sometimes the variant -ov has support in

inferior authorities. Hort and Radermacher are probably right in refus-

ing to consider the claim of any of these except in Mt 1523. KoTrtovo-ti'

Mt 6^* B 33 is not accepted even by WH : see A'pf.^ 173. For other

instances see p. 197. MGr has taken -ia forms into 1st and 3rd plur.

(and 1st sing, mid.) of all -aw verbs, and the whole of the impf. : see

Thumb Handh. § 237 ff.

6. Verbs in which original f prevented contraction of cw, eov, eoi, eo,

er},
are irXeco, 8e2 (impers.), deopai, (ea, Trveco, (pew), (-x«<")-'' The NT

forms are not numerous, but except for nveei Jn 3^ L Chrys and edeero

Lk 838 {<*C*6o (see below) there is nothing to suggest deviation from
Attic norm : early papyri likewise preserve this (Mayser 346). Lobeck

Phryn. 220 IF. collects a good many instances of uncontracted forms from
later literature, which are more likely to be assimilations of TrXew type
to Xvo) than a survival of Ionic, as Phrynichus suggested.

7. Aiyj/^d<o and veivdco have left the -r^w class, which in Hellenistic only
retains t»;w and xp'ppm. neiva 1 Co ll^i- 34 stands without variant.

Imperative—
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Note.— 1. The imperative of fijco does not happen to occur. In LXX
we find ^^^i (Thackeray 242), fijro).

2. The old Attic 3rd pi. in -ovtcov, -bJVTcov, -ovvtcov, disappeared even

from Attic in iii/B.c, with an isolated exception : see Meisterhans^ 167 f.

3. 'EXXoya Phm 18 N*ACD*FG 33 (cf. Rom 5^^ and p. 198 below) is an

instance of -e'co form yielding to -do. So is e'Xeare Jude ^^^- KB (see p. 197

below).

4. 'EKxeeTf Rev 16^ NACP is discussed under ^ew in § 95.

Subjunctive —
Sing. 1 Xuw «j)i\u TrXcw and the rest

2 XuT)s <j>i.Xfis ttAct;? as pres. indie.

3 XoT| <l>iXt] '"^^11

Plur. 1
Xu'wfjici' <{>iX(I)p.£^ ttAcw/acv

2 XuT]T6 <}>iXtjt€ TrXirjTf.

3 Xowcri(i') <^iXwai(i') 7rXeoJcrt(i')

Note.— 1. The above statement is somewhat doubtfully true about

the subjunctive of hrj\6w : see Proleg. 54. That in 1 Co lO^^ n-apa-

(rjXovfiev and Gal 4^^ CrjXovTf are subjunctive seems the most probable
view : it has been accepted by Radermacher 67 n., who remarks on the

assistance given to this fusion at a later period by the convergence of ov

and 0) in pronunciation, which he dates in iii/A.D. See below, § 85 (p. 200).

2. Ufiva Rom 1220 and 8t\/Aa ib. and Jn 1^^ (Orig.^ 8i-^'j) continue the

evidence that these verbs have left the -j7<o class : the LXX of Prov 252*

supplies the forms in Rom I.e.

Optative—
Sing. 1 Xvoi/jLt Plnr. 1 Xvoifiev

2 Xv'ois 2 XuOlT€

3 XoOl 3 XuGlCK

Note.— 1. Optatives of Contract Verbs are not quotal)le in the NT.
The forms in Hellenistic included according to Moeris (p. 208) iroimr],

after the model of TifK^rj. See further Schmid Atticismus iv. 587 f.,

Schweizer Perg. 191.

2. The paradigm even of the uncontracted verb cannot be completed
from NT, but its forms are not doubtful. In 3rd pi. we find (vpoiaav

(strong aor.) in Ac 17^^ D*, according to a type common in LXX
(Thackeray 215). Blass Gr. 46 f. thinks this "may be correct, . . . since

the scribes of D and of its ancestors certainly did not find the optative in

the living language." This statement is very questionable, for before the

date of D there was a curious recrudescence of the optative even in

illiterate papyri. On the whole it seems better to link D with the

evidence of the LXX, and regard the -a-av as a dialectic element (here as

in p. 194, n. 3) which has not touched the NT. Were the phenomenon
less isolated, it would be tempting to seek light on the history of D,

See Proi.3 56 n.
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Infinitive— 

Xueii/ Ttp.ai' JfT^v ((jiXcif irXctK St)Xoui'

Note.—1. Since -eiv is historically from -e{a-)fv, and therefore does

not contain iota, the contraction from the first shows no t. ArjXovv is

unchallenged for the period before iv/A.D., with two or three isolated

exceptions : see the discussion in Prol. 53, and add Thackeray 244.

Cronert 220 n. gives a number of instances of -oiv from late MSS.

Though in five NT occurrences of the infin. B has -oiv thrice, we cannot

regard this as evidence for the autographs. How the late form arose is

explained in Prol. I.e.

2. The printing of t subscr. in rifiav and ^ijv is wholly wrong for

classical texts :

^ it never appears in Attic inscriptions
—see Meisterhans ^

175—nor in papyri during the age when the presence or absence of t

subscr. counted for anything (Mayser 347). In NT times of course it is

a mere orthographical question, but there is no reason whatever for

retaining the i.

3. Inf. 7r«v5v Phil 412.

Participle. (For declension see § 65.)

-ouaa -oOy\u-(av -ouo-a
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stereotyped in general use from use in phrases derived from literature.

"Oyp^t] (future) has been levelled (p. 97) : its Attic orthography was o\//ej.

2. In the -da verbs—and probably in the one -rjofim verb—the 2nd

sing, has established a new analogy form in -a-at, drawn from the model

of the Perfect and from the present of verbs in -afiai. So in NT Kavxarrai,

oSwaaai, in five places, with no exx. of -a : Blass quotes nXavaa-ai and

fnta-naa-aL from Hermas. The other contracta did not follow suit in

NT. Blass notes alrela-ai from Hermas W K : the
-fj form is however

found in that book, as in Lk 23*" <^o/3^7 (where he suggests that (Po^eiaai

for 4>o^fj (TV would be an easy correction). The LXX has very small

traces of this formation. Thackeray 218 gives Kraa-ai Sir 6^ and ano^fv-

oxxTM 3 K 14^ Aquila (dn-e^. in the MS) as the only certain exx. from

Contract Verbs. Moeris contrasts the Attic aKpoa with Hellenistic

aKpoacrai ;
but this is witness no older than the NT, and the same is true

of Phrynichus. Apart from the solitary form xap^f't^o-ai (P Grenf ii. 14 (c)
'^

—
iii/B.c), which may be a mere blunder,^ there is accordingly no real

evidence of this form, outside the LXX, before the second period of the

KoivT], which dates roughly from a.d. Wackernagel ThLZ, 1908, p. 639

thinks it started from the future form TrUa-ai, which alone is steadfast in

LXX : this he derives from the analogy terat : "lecrai : : nUrai : x. Thence

naturally <})dye<TaL followed, but not in the earliest stratum of LXX :

^

both are firmly established in NT. The future xopiea-ai may perhaps be

accepted in P Oxy ii. 292^ (25 a.d.). The extension of the form from the

-dco verbs to the other contracta may have taken place in i/A.D. Later

writers show it in abundance (see Hatzidakis p. 188), and it stands in

MGr now.

3. XptjofiM is entered tentatively as assimilated to rifxaco. Only one

material form occurs in NT, and that is in subj., where the
rj
of the non-

contracta may have exercised influence. Hermas Vis. iii. 6^^ has xpa<rai

for 2 sg., and Moeris expressly says xP^^^t 'Attlkoi, xparm "EXkrjves.^

Traces of the old flexion appear in some of its moods sporadically.

4. Mixture of classes occurs in eXXoyarat Rom 5^^ N'' (accepted by
WH—rest -elrm) : the impf. appears in A eXXoynro and N* f reXoyetro.

Cf. above, p. 196, and see p. 198, n. 3, below. Of a rather different kind is

ip&pip.6op.ai (simplex once in Xen.), as evidenced by eve^pip.ovvTo Mk 14^

XC*W (rest the normal -wvro) and ptc. (q.v.). See below, p. 201.

Imperfect
—

Sy. 1 £Xv6(Alr]V €Tl(ia)|ATlV

2 eXiJov cTifio)

3 «Xv£TO IrifjiaTo

^ Greiifell and Hunt thought it
" due to a confusion of xapitrat with xaptei" :

they may be right.
-
Wackernagel says its appearance in A (ter) is to be reckoned among the

vulgarisms of that MS.
^ Brugmann Gram.* 348 says, "The Ionic flexion with a for t; . . ., which

from Aristotle's time passed over into Attic, ... is explained by assimilation

to verbs in -aw."

ixp^ti-n^
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PI. 1 eXvojAcOa kri\L<i>\t.f6a. expt^fJ^^Oo- £4)iXov(jie6a idf^/xeda E8T)\ov|i,€6a

2 iX'veadi €Ti|xa<r0€ expacrde c<|>i.Xcio'6e iSeiaOe €8T|\ov<r0€

3 eXvovTo eTijjidivTo expwvTO c<{>i\o\ivTO 4d4ovTo IStjXovvto

Note.— 1. There is no decisive reason in NT why we should not

make eBeofirjv follow e'Kvofirjv throughout, and f)(pa>iiTjv
take

>?
in 3 sg.

and 2 pi. 'ESeicr^e is absent, and for e'Seiro in Lk 8^^ BLX 33 ediero is

read by N*C*a) : AP have the conflate edeelro. Phrynichus gives the

iincontracted forms as Ionic in two articles out of three : see Rutherford

NP 296 f. There is good LXX evidence (Thackeray 243) for all three

types. See Prol. 54 and 234. Late forms like KoXe'co, there quoted, do

not invalidate Schweizer's argument {Perg. 174 n.) that in e'Seero et sim.

we have new analogy forms rather than survivals of Ionic. WH App.^
173 quote also Jn (3^) nvefi L Chrys^, and inf. nXieiv Ac 27^ 112 and 137.

Their assertion that e8eiTo in Lk I.e. is
" better attested

" than eBfero may
only mean that it is in B, or that it is more "correct." Of the impf. of

Xprjofiai only 3 pi. occurs. A noteworthy form e'xprjiifda occurs in

Gn 26^^ A (not noted by Thackeray) : it is tempting to accept it as

parallel to e^rjv (above, p. 194), but Brooke and McLean make A the solitary

witness, and exprja-dufda matches the surrounding aorists.

2. No sign appears of the impf. 2 sg. -aa-o, corresponding with -ao-ai

above. Tenses with -fn]v -a-o -to were in much more limited use than

those in
-fxai.

-crai -rat, and the force of analogy was therefore much less

powerful. Grammarians give TjKpoaao (see Hatzidakis 188), but we have

no reason to believe that it was at all widely used.

3. For mixture of classes see p. 198, n. 4.

Imperative—
\.ovSg. 2 XiJOD TifAci XP" <^iXo« d^ov 8t)Xo

3 Xve'orOo) TifxaaOo) xpctcr^o; <{)iX€i<r9<i) Seladoj SriXovaGu*

PL 2 XvcffBe Tifidtj-Oe xpacr^e cjuXeiaOe BeTade 8t)Xovo-6€

3 Xv€'(r6a)<rav TiixacrOoicrav xpac^wtraf <|>i,Xei(r6(iia'av delffdcjaav 8T)Xova9(i>crav

Note.—1. The Attic 3 pi. in -adcov has gone the way of the active in

-OVTtOV.

2. From xpiopai we have only 2 sg. xp« in NT. Xpaa-dco can be cited

from P Oxy vi. 912i6 (235 a.d.), vii. 10362s (273 a.d.), and xP'i(^0(o(rav

from P Giss i. 49^^ (mid. iii/A.D.) and Viereck Sermo Graecus 16^^ (81 b.c).

3. NiKoC Rom 12^^ A is a case of mixture. Svpaa-do) 1 Co 11'' B must
be aorist like Kfipda-do) : see below, p. 200, n. 3.

Subjunctive—
Sing.
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Note.— 1. The contracta have 2 sg. set down in the old form :

evidence fails for forms in -crai. The solitary form XP^^"*" ^^ 1 Ti 1^

accounts for the flexion given : see p. 198, n. 3 above.

2. As in the active, there is strong reason to believe that the -oo>

verbs made subj. identical with indie, pres., at any rate in the plur. : see

Prol 54. Hort (WH App.^ 174) takes thus (pvaiova-de 1 Co 4^ and

StajSe/Satovirai 1 Ti 1'^, as well as the active forms cited above. This is

certainly true of the former, though it can hardly be admitted that

Rom 8^^, an unambiguous conj. deliberat., enforces the same construction

in Ti I.e. : the indie, gives as good sense. On the other hand Hort's view

(ib. 179), that evo^arai in 1 Co 16^ is anything but pres. subj., can safely

be rejected : see Prol. 54 (also above, p. 191).

Optative—
Sing. 1 Xvoifxrjv Plur. 1 XvoifxiOa

2 kvoLO 2 XvoLcrde

3 XooiTO 3 Xi;OtVTO

Note.—Literature and late papj'ri,^ during the period when the

optative enjoyed a brief resuscitation, warrant the setting down of the

old forms.

Infinitive—
XuecrGai Tifido-Oai ^^pacrOai <})iXeia0ai Seio-^at SrjXouaSai

Note.—1. Itacisra produces in MSS many spellings with -e, some of

which raise the question whether the imperative may be read : e.g.

Lk 14^^ i'pxfcrdai all Greek MSS, ig^^ TrpayiiaTda-aa-dm, Gal 4^8 tv^oOo-^f

XB 33 (where the infin. seems decidedly more probable)
—see WH Introd.-

309 f.

2. The well-attested Hellenistic infin. xp^o-Om appears (Karax.) in

1 Co 9^8 A 33 Orig. : correct Prol. 54 n.s. Early exx. are Syll lll^'^-
^9

(303 B.C., a rescript of Antigonus), OGIS 214^^ (iii/B.c, a dedication by
Seleucus i. (1)). But xpw^lai' can be quoted from BGU iv. 1130'^ (4 B.C.,

Alexandria). In Attica itself ;^pao-^ai prevailed from ii/B.c, though
instances of ;^p^o-^at can be quoted : see Meisterhans^ 175. From

Pergamon Schweizer quotes an ex. of xPW^^'- froni 135 b.c (p. 175).

3. The accentuation of ^vpaaOai in 1 Co 11^ is questioned. It is

most generally read ^vpaadai {" to go shaven "), with the mixed form

found in the same verse in B—see above, p. 199, n. 3 : it is quoted from

Diodorus. Svpeco accounts for all the other tenses. In view of the

association with the aor. Kfipacrdai, Heinrici^ proposed to read ^vpacrdai,

aor. of |upco, which seems (Lobeck Phryn. 205 n.) to have quite as good

Hellenistic warrant as ^vpuo) : cf. Veitch s.v. Since ^vpda has no

probable place in NT, and the change to the present seems without

^ See Harsing, De Optativi in Chartis Aegyptiis Usu.
^ Not however in ed.^
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adequate motive, we may follow WH {App.'^ 173) in preferring ^vpaadai,

which occurs in Plutarch Mor. 336 E and [Lucian] Dea Syra 55 (active in

Diodorus and Hippocrates).

Participle
—

\u6fX6vos -t] -ov TtjAcoiieKOS \p(xi\xevo^ (|>iXoup.6('OS Scdfjiei'os 8T)\ou(X€i'os

n. 4

Note.—'Efi^pinovfievos Jn IP^ KAU, -cafievos BDL al. : see p. 198,

(&) Unthematic.

ACTIVE VOICE.

§ 86. [N.B.
—In these obsolescent forms bold type implies

that the type so printed actually occurs in NT. Forms printed

otherwise are quotable or inferable from other Hellenistic

sources.]

Active forms on these models occur to some extent in

NT from
(prj/jil (1); avirnjn, acf^iij/Mt, Trapirj/xi, (TVVLrjfjbL (2);

dfi(f)i€vvvfii, d'TTOKTevvvfii, ^oovvvfMt, 6/Mvvfjii, a^evvv/Jii (4).

(1) laTT}/^ cf>v/a (2) Tcdvl, h/. (3) BcBa>/o (4) 8eLK--v/^^ (5) eV

Present Indicative-

<t>T]p,l Tl6Y])i.lSg. 1
I'ffTTjjii

3 i(TTi\ai{y) (}>T]ai Ti0T)cri(f)

PI. 1 larafxiv TiOe/ici'

2 tcrraTC ti0€T€

3 l(TTacn{v) <t>ao'i (TiQ€a.(n{v)

l-ido-i(t')

8i.8a>s

8i8wa'i,(c)

8t8o/X.€l'

8l8ot€

8i86dai.(i')

8€lK|/UfJ.l ClfJll

Sct'/cviJs 61

8eiKvuai(c) e(TTi(i')

^iKvvre iari

8€LKvvdcn(v) €i(ri(i')

Imperfect—
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Note.— 1. Forms from the Thematic conjugation.s invaded these

Unthematic survivals even in the classical jieriod, as friden -ei, edi^ow

-OV9 -ov, and many forms from SeiKviico. In NT none of the models given
here can be completely evidenced.

(a) From la-TTjfxi occur 1 sg. (only Rom 16^ in good MSS) and 3 sg.

pres., but no impf. act. Forms occur from -lardva) and -oTavco : the

latter is not in LXX, but ultimately secured a permanent place
—it is

MGr. (see Prol.^ 55 n.). The impf. Kadia-ri] appears in a fragmentary

(and rather literary) papyrus of the Roman age, CP Herm 6^. From
(f)rjfj.l

we have in NT only the four forms noted above. In the imperf . the

analogy of ea-rrjv and el3r)v naturally produced levelling of vowel : henoe

such forms as
i'(f)rjfj.ev

in Justin Martyr. In papyri we have some middle

forms, like 4>'^fievos : their prominence in Herodotus suggests that they

may have been an Ionic element in the Koivrj. How far the old forms

e(j)aiiev, ecpare, i'c})a(rav
survived in the spoken language is questionable :

these and other forms not found in NT are omitted above.

O) From ridr]iJiL
occur 1 sg. and 1 and 3 pi. pres., and from impf.

3 pi., as well as 3 sg., which is already of the contract type. This was

extended into 3 pi. eridow (Ac 3^ 435 gu D*EHLP al, Mk 6«6 ADNX al).

Apparently ndi in Lk 8^^ D is Tidel, for ridrjai. Mixed forms appear in

-eridoaav B -eriddcrav C (Ac 8^^). The five compounds of irj^i show

between them 1 and 3 sg. and 2 and 3 plur. pres., but no impf. Non-

contract forms from -to are common, as dcfjiofiev, impf. ^(f)iov. Late

uncials restore the classical d(j)lefiev
in Mt 6^^. Neither in LXX

(Thackeray 250 f.) nor NT are there contract forms, unless we are to

recognise with WH (so WS §§ 14, 16) a type -ew, formed from the future

-^(ra> in d(j)(ls Rev 220 and awe'ire Mk 8^' B* : cf. a0« in OGIS 201"

(vi/A.D., rescript of the Nubian king Silko), and eVac^w in a Lycian inscr.

But I agree with Thackeray in treating d(pf2s as a regular contraction for

dcpUis : see Prol.^ 45, where add dvao-fls from dvaa-fiM, Zcmherpa}). p. 116.

In that case a-we'iTf would be aor., which is quite idiomatic, and even a

plausible reading as differing from avviere in v.^^ ;
but accidental trans-

position of letters is more probable. Evidence for -ea is wholly in-

adequate, and for -Uoi nil, though the latter is sometimes brought in by

faulty accentuation (as by Ti in Mt 13", Rom 3^1).

(y) From 8tSco/xt we find 1, 2 and 3 sg. and 3 pi. pres. and 3 sg. and

pi. impf. But while iblboa-av survives in Mk 4^ C, Jn 19^ NB, Ac 16*

SABDE 33 40 61 68 {nap(hi.bov<Tav C—see above, p. 195, n. 4), even the

risk of confusion with 1 sg. has not kept out the form e8i8ovv (Mt 13^ D,

Mk 36 BL, 1523^ Jn 193 AD al, Ac 433 (^„^n.) 16* HLP 27^ (A has sg.).

Contract forms like eAcStSoT (Arrian Ayiab. i. 3. 2) do not happen to occur

in NT, except for Ma Rev 3^ AC. This might be written S/Sco (as MGr.).

Mk 48 e'S/Sei W follows eVt(96i : cf. e'Sei'St in BGU ii. 602^ (ii/A.D.), and see

GR XV. 37.

(8) From classical times forms with -vvo) supplanted those in -wixl

very largely, especially in active. From NT we can quote only 1 sg.

8dKvvixi 1 Co 1231 (.^^ 33)
. 3 gg. SfiKvvo-i Mt 48 {-{lei K), Jn 520 (-vfi D*

semel, -va-i semel) ; dfx^Uvvva-i. Mt 63° (Lk 12-^ has the vernacular dfic^id^d
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B or -e'^ft DLT, no doubt from Q'). There is no impf. (e^wi/j/ue? Jn 2V^,
f'arpciuvvov Mt 2P, Lk

IB^'"').
In LXX diruXXvfii has still some active

forms (Thackeray 246).

2. (a) "Ecrri retains its accent at the beginning of a sentence, and
when it= exists or is possible; also after ovk, fxr], el, as, icai, dWd, tovto.

Only €1, among the present forms, is never enclitic.

(/3) Middle forms in the flexion of elfii began to come in very early in

the dialects : cf. Prol. 55 f. In MGr flfxai ela-ai etc., they have invaded
the pres. Class, rjv 1 sg. has been entirely thrust out by rjfii^v (except in

Ac 20^^ D), and ^jieda stands side by side with rj^ev : in Gal 4^ both

appear. The active is some three times as frequent : and rjao, rjro, have
not yet begun to show themselves.

(y) For eoTi in practically identical sense occurs in Hellenistic^

(PauP, Jasi) evi {
= iv, used in the sense of eveuTi or eveia-i). In MGr

this has thrust out eWt and eWi : the change of each vowel in its new
form flvat (ine for eni) is caused by assimiliation to flfim ela-at.

(S) ^Hcrda, an old perfect form, was used in Attic (Rutherford NP
226) for the genuine impf. ^s of some other dialects. Both survive in

the KoLVT], but the latter is commoner in NT, where rja-da occurs only in

Mk 14^^ {rjs 1 etc. 13 etc. Eus.) and its parallel in Mt 26^", against seven

instances of rjs. The reverse was the case in LXX (Thackeray 256). Is

it possible that this rjcrda started in Mt under LXX influence, and that

the text of Mk was harmonised ?

Imperative—
Sg. 2 LO-rr) Ti0€t SiSou Sclkvv ictOi (cfo)

3 LorraTw TiOeTO) 8i86tw SeiKvvrw earw or r\Tbi

PL 2 torarc TiOere 8i8oTe 8€ik>'utc (ecrre)

3 tcrraTwcrav TLderwaav OiOOTwcrav SeiKvvTuycray taTdiaav {nTuxrav)

Add -101 from -et/tt.

Note.— L No form from
larrjijii occurs. 'EniTidfi (1 Ti 5^2) and

TideTO) (1 Co 16^), d^ifVco (1 Co 7^^^*) and
dcjiieTe (TwUre coincide with

contract and non-contract -co verbs respectively, and were thus naturally

preserved. At'Sou, StSdrw and Si'Sore remain, though in 1 Co 7^ A has

an-oStSeVcD. Among the -vv^i verbs a-^evwre 1 Th 5^^ stands alone—
contr. dnoWve, ofivvere : cf. inroBiKvv P Oxy vii. 1066^1 (iii/A.D.).

2. "Eare appears to have become obsolete, or very nearly so. It does

not occur, in LXX or NT, where yivea-Be or eaecrde replaces it : see also

Prol. 180. It can be quoted from Test. Reuben 6^, in one recension, and
from Eph 5* D'^KL al. tovto yap eVre yivcixTKovTes, as Blass would read

(p. 320). But tore is overwhelmingly supported, and can be well

explained as imper. : see Prol.^ 245. Blass (p. 308) would make ^tc in

1 Co 7^ imperative, which would suit very well if any instance of this

^ Harnack Sayings of Jesiis 140, overlooks this certain ex. of the stylistic

emendation of Mt. See my note in Cambridge Biblical Essays, 486.
^
Late, says Wackernagel Hellen, 6 n.
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form were quotable. For ^tw, rJTaxrav and i(To (the last two not in NT,

ijVw in Jas 5^2, 1 Co 1622) see Radermacher Gram. 82, WS 117 n, and CR
XV. 38, 436 : their existence in I/a.d. Hellenistic is not very certain.

But see Thackeray 256 f.

Subjunctive—
Sing. 1 icTTo)
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Note.— 1. -i<rrdvai occurs in 1 Co IS^ KBDEFG 33 {-laTdveiv ACKL)
and in 2 Co 3^ FG {-La-rdveiv nAC al.). In 2 Co I.e. a contract form

a-vvitrrdv is read by BD* 33, and has a good claim.

2. 'A(l)uvai and riOivai have no rivals, nor has SiSdvai,^ nor etvat.

For the -vvvai type may be cited bfiKvvvai Mt 16^^ B (rest -veiv), ofivvuaL

Mk 14" BL unc ^
(-ueii/ NACWa al), while -vetv also occurs in Mt 26^*

(sine vor.) : dnoWvfiv occurs in Rom 14'^ FG.

Participle
—

ICTTCIS
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Indicative—
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Imperative—
Sing. 2 laracro

3 i(Tra(T6iii

Plur. 2 toTaarOi

3 IcrracrBoicrav

TLdeao

rWecrOe

SiSocro

8l86(x6(o

StSocr^e

SiSoaOiocrav

oeiKvvcro

SeLKVvaOioa-av

Note.—1. The imper. Kadrjcro, still found in LXX, is supplanted in

NT by Kiidov (as from Kadofiai), which occurs six times with no trace of

the older form. No other imper. appears ;
nor any imper. of Kelfxai.

Kadr]ad(o etc., and Ke'icro etc., may be postulated as the only conceivable

forms if the tense was ever wanted.

2. -tcrraa-o (n-fpt- bis, ac^- semel in late MSS) has no variant form.

(See p. 206, n. 3.) UapaTidea-daxrav 1 P 4^^ is the only quotable part of

TiBea-o ;
while avvavafiiyvvcrdf 2 Th 3^* Eco (an itacism) alone represents

the other types. 'EiriTt^ov (as from a contract verb) occurs in 1 Ti 5-^

D : we might equally well write eTriridov, as from -rldofiat.

KaOujuiai

Ka0TJ

Subjunctive—
Sing, 1 SufwiJiai nOCJixai StSwjuai ScLKvvwfiaL

2 SovT) TiOrj 8t8(3 SeLKvvrj

and so on like Xvcofiat, except for accent : in SiSco/xat the rj

is replaced by to.

Note.— Ka0T]o-9€ Lk 22^" B*Ta represents the subj. of Kadrjfxai.

From the rest no forms occur except SucTjTai Su^oji/rai.

Optative—
Sing. 1

Sui'ttifjiTii'

2 8vvaLO

3 SuvaiTO

Note,—The only optative from which forms occur (1 sg. and 3 pi.)

is cited by itself, as there is no evidence that NT writers would have

used any of the rest.

Pltir. 1 Swai/xcOa

2 8vvaia6e

3 Suk'ttlCTO

Infinitive-

KE laGail'(7Ta<T0ai Ti06(T0ai 8i8o(T0ai SeiKi'uaOai Ka0T]a0ai

Note.—All these types occur without alternatives. This fact makes

it very improbable that we should accent irifiTrpda-Bai or efincTrpda-dai in

Ac 28^ as if from a contract verb, which we should natiirally accept
in the active.

Participle
—

lardjj.ei'os Ti0€fjievos SiScJp.ei'os SeiKi'ojuiei'os Ka0i]fji6i'os keijulccos

Note. —All these are well represented in NT, and there are no

alternative forms.
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B. STEONG AOKIST STEM.

§ 88. On the formation of this stem see above, § 82.

It only concerns non-contract -to verbs and the verbs in -/it.

There is no present tense for this stem.

{a) Thematic, (6) Unthematic.

{a) ^akoji cast
; (&) (1) (TT^I{a) stand, (2) 6lf, place, (3) 8<^/o

give, (4) 8u sink.

(h) Like (1) are e^rju from ^aivoi and (opt. only) oovdfirjv

from oPLvrjfii.

Like (2) are compounds of
ltj/jli.

Like (3) is e<yv(ov from yivoiaKm, but varying strongly in

parts.

In (4) eSvv is nearly obsolete, and e(j>vu (from <^uw)

seems wholly so.

ACTIVE VOICE.

Indicative—
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Scrivener Codex Bezae xlvi. The increasing prominence of these forms,

especially in the plural, is thus well seen. The MGr aorist flexion -a -es

(§ 89) -€ -a/xf -erf (and -are) -av, shows how these forms lived on. Cf. on

impf. above, p. 194, n. 2.

2. In 3 pi. the suffix -ocrav—as in the impf. (p. 194, n. 3, 4)
—obtained

a footing for a time, but it makes no claim in the NT for the aorist except

in irape\d^o(Tav 2 Th S^ K*AD* 33. BGg read napeXd^ere, which WH
put in their text, remarking that the uniqueness of this termination in

Paul renders it "somewhat suspicious": the mistake may have arisen

from an ocular confusion if nAp&AociN stood in the line above just

over TiApeAABexe. Blass 46 argues that this and the impf. are prob-

ably authentic, since they could not have been very familiar to the

scribes except in contract verbs. Scrivener cites from D IfKdoa-av Mk 8'^

9^^, ftboaav 9^, As observed above, the form had only a temporary vogue,

except in the Contracta (impf.), where it remains in MGr,

3. The aor. indie, of -Ir^pi
is supplied wholly by dcpfJKa, as is that of

TiBrjpi by e'drjKa, and of Si'Sco/lh by e8(0Ka, with the significant exception of

Tzapfboa-av in Luke's literary Preface (1^) : contrast the Middle below.

In Mk 7^^ W reads naplbore, whence ebore is marked as NT above.

''E(TT7;v and -e^rjv between them form a complete flexion (exc. 2 sg.), and

'iyvav is complete. "Ebw occurs in 3 sg. Mk l^^ ^ACLWrAH al. (ebvaev

BD 28), and in 3 pi. irapfKrebva-av Jude * NACP etc. {-ebvrjaav B alone).

If we read ebva-ev in Mk I.e., both passages show the weak aorist dropping
the transitive sense, which is likely enough. The aor. pass in Jude *

is

parallel to e^iiT;^ which has supplanted et^w, and it is quoted by Veitch

from Hippocrates and Hesiod(?). Whichever reading be adopted, the

solitary survival of '46v in Mk I.e. seems highly improbable.

Sg.

PI.

Note.— 1. From etTrov the imper. has exclusively weak aor. endings,

except that elni also occurs : etVov ^ is said by WH {App.^ 171) to stand

chiefly before consonants. They accept -ivejKe four times, -iveyKov

once (Mt 8*), and iviyKore without variant. From enfa-ov however -irea-e

and Tvfa-fTe are best attested ;
from rjkBov 'iXOare iXdaTco, though B has -e-

five times.

2. In compounds -a-Trjdi and -ara, -^rjdi and -/3a alternate without very
clear rationale. The short forms are found in Attic poets (Blass

^ 50 n.)

Imperative—
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but V. inf.
—and in MGr : so Hatzidakis 101, where dve/3a ai/f/3are, i'fi^a

ffi^uTf and the like are cited. But in some MGr dialects ave^rjTe etc.

appear (i6.). This suits the fact that the
r]
forms sg. and pi. still sjurvived

in ancient Koii/ij : in LXX exclusively in -^aivco, though -crra occurs as

well as -arrjOi.^ In NT a-rridi occurs thrice simple and eight times com-

pound ;
-ara occurs Ac 12^ Eph 5", Ac 9" B, lO^" D* 11'" D* (against

ipa(rrds). For -^a we have Rev 4^ (exc.», Mk 1532 l^ Mt 17^0 nB 1

etc. 13 etc. (against -^r,ei CDco) ;
for -l:ir,di also Mt 27"", Lk U^o 19^, Jn 4"

73, Ac lO'^". The other persons are always in
77
with arrjra} etc.

; but the

analogy of W/xa rt/xare has made Kara^dTO) five times (only Mk 13^^ Xa
-/3^T«) and avd^are Rev ll^^ sACP (only 046 -/3»7re).2 The accent of

Tifia Tifidre combines with MGr dvi^a dve^dre (see above) to make it

probable that we should write dva^dre in Rev 11^^^ instead of following

the older dvd^r)T€. It may be noted that dvdjBa appears on an Attic

vase-painting : see Kretschmer Vaseninschriften p. 197. Its occurrence

in Attic comedy (as Arist. Ban. 35, c/x/Sa ib. 377) suggests that it was Attic

vernacular already, and not really poetical, though used by Euripides.

3. "Acjifs cicfieTe
became a c^uasi-auxiliary : see Prol. 175. Qis Bire, hos

SoTw Sort, yvoidt yi/coro) yvStre, show no signs of obsolescence. The 3rd

pi. does not happen to occur. MGr 6es, bos and a? (
= a^fs) show that

the 2 sg. was the most firmly rooted.

Subjunctive—
Sg.
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Gospels : m Paul N ^, B }, A §, C ?, Dg J, G f KLP §. (These last only

stand for -^ ; in Paul we have to add the places where Scot; appears, viz.

N 2, B 0, A 2, C 1, D2 5, G 3 and KLP 2.) Thus the S-text shows 80I

most, importing it even into Lk (22* D) : otherwise Luke and Paul show

no trace of it (exc. in 1 Th 5^^, where X joins D6). An obviously ver-

nacular form—as its papyrus record shows^—it may safely be assumed

right in Mk 429 NBD, U^^f- BDW, 8" KB, Jn I32 NBD and perhaps
Jn 1329 D, Though a late form of the opt, coincides with it, there is

not the slightest syntactical reason for doubt that in NT it is always

subj., as W. F, Moulton proved long ago (WM 360 n.). With 801 goes

yvol, read by WH in Mk and Lk (Mk 5*3 ABDLW, G^o kBCDL, Lk W^
XBDL 33) against yv^ in Jn 7«i 11" (yvol D*) U^\ and as v.l. in Mkand
Lk I.e. (A bis, a and C semel, W bis).

3. A third form, darj, occurs in Paul : N |, B ^, A |, C J, Dg f,
G f,

and even KLP f—cf. Jn 15^^ in 33 and late uncials. For proof that the

form 8(or]
is subj. as well as opt.

—the different placing of i subscr. is only

orthographical-
—see Prol.^ 55 and 193 f. : a clear instance of yvarj subj.

is there cited from Clement, with a ref. to Reinhold 90 f. for Scoy in

apocrypha, and to a new reading {dnoBovrii) in a pre-Christian papyrus.^

Optative—
The 3 sg. SwT) occurs in Paul *

(Rom 15S, 2 Th 3i«, 2 Ti V^- is), and

in late texts of 2 Ti 2^ 4'*. Aoi was also a Hellenistic form. From
thematic verbs the flexion was ^aXoifit -ois -01, -oijxev -oirt -oiei' with no

possible alternatives except in 3 pi. Here the form in -aav appears in

eupoiaai' Ac 17^' D*, as in LXX : see above, § 84, p. 196.

Infinitive—
BaXeif CTTrji'ai -)3r]vai Qiivai d^teikai Soucai

yi'uii'ai

Note.— 1. All these are well represented, and there are no signs of

variants (such as a-rdvai, -^dvai, Bwvm, yvovvai, due to mixture with

present forms, and confusion between the two -m- roots), which appear in

papyri : see GR xv. 37, 435.

2. 'AvfveyKui. 1 Pet 2^ is the only weak aorist form.

Participle
—

PaXuf ards Pds 0eis d<})eis Sou's ycou's

-ovaa -ov -Sera -av -ctcra -cv -ovcra -6v

NoTE.^—EtVay appears, though rarer than etirav : the two occur

together in Jn IP^ BC*. WH reject the oblique cases.

1

[Mr. H. Scott cites l^est. Si7neon 4' iva 5y 6 6e6s X'^P'-", v. II. dijirj, duiei.

Test. Reuben 4^ ews oi5 6 Kvpios Swri vfxlv crv'gvyov.
—Ed.]

VOL. II. PART. II. 15
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MIDDLE VOICE.

Indicative—
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Optative—
In the NT no forms occur from unthematic verbs except 6caifjiT)t/

(Phm 2") from ovlvafiai: cf. ovmvTo in Audollcnt 92^ (iii/B.c). TtVoiTo

from yivojxai is also a living form in the vernacular, esp. in the expres-

sion
fXT] yevoiTo. Aa/3oii/ro can be quoted from a very illiterate Christian

letter of iv/v a.d., P Giss 541^. The forms are the old ones throughout,

so far as they survive at all.

Infinitive-

jSaX^aOai 0e'(T0ai

Note.—Evpao-^ai can be cited from P Oxy ix 120413 (299 a.d.).

There are no NT parallels : see below.

Participle
—

PaXoiJiecos Oefjiecos

Note.— Eupdfji.ek'os (Heb 9^^) is a well-attested form, whose passage

into the weak flexion is explained, like ei'Xaro etc. above, by the close-

ness of the weak aor. in liquid verbs. So •yei/a/xei'os,
which is plentiful

in papyri, but very rare in good NT texts (e.g. Lk 22** K, 24^^ B) : see

Proleg. 51 n.^

PASSIVE VOICE.

Indicative—
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Participle
—

dWaycis -cio-a -iv

Note.—Twenty -five roots are found in NT with this strong aorist,

and some of them belong to the post-classical age, so that the formation

was still alive. Sometimes it even ejected an older weak aorist : e.g.

TjyyeXrjv for rjyyfXdrjv
—a denominative like dyyfSXa could not make

strong tense-stems in earlier Greek.

C. WEAK AORIST STEM.

§ 89. For the general formation of this stem see above, § 82.

It proved in later Greek a pivot of the verb, very frequently

producing new present stems. See Thumb Handb. 143 f.

Note.—1. The development in the MGr verb throws much light on

tendencies already visible in NT Greek. Strong and weak aorists are

now fused, and the characteristic a of the weak aorist endings

dominates the active, banishing completely the endings with -o-. The

impf. has taken the same set of endings a -es- -t, -a/if -ere (and -arf)

-av{i). Accordingly the Hellenistic tendency to assimilate the two

aorists, and at the same time to keep the imperfect in touch with the

aorist, has worked itself out to a symmetrical result. The same historical

connexion is seen in the stems. Thumb {I.e.) remarks that the MGr aor.

act.
"
corresponds exactly

"
to its old Greek predecessor.

"
Only in a few

cases the sigmatic aorist has encroached upon the territory of the non-

sigmatic ;
thus e/ce'pSeo-a fr. KfpSaivco, icrvva^a iv. avvayo) {a-vva^w), eirpo-

ae^a fr. irpoaix^^i afidprrja-a fr. afxapravco." All these have parallels in

the Koii'jj. NT Greek shows Kepdrjam as well as KepHdvai, awd^ai as well

as (Tvvayayelv, and TjpdpTrja-a beside ^paprov (cf. MGr ij/ixapro
= "

beg

pardon!"); while irpoa-e^ai can be illustrated from papyri.
^ Thumb

CToes on to say,
" While in general the ancient aorist has maintained its

place, the present [MGr] stem has been quite frequently remodelled, and

that on the basis of the aorist." This process can be easily recognised in

NT. The present suffix -i/w, extremely productive in MGr, has made

new present stems in 8vvco {k'dvaa), -Kriv{v)a) (-e/creiva, like MGr a-nepvco :

ea-neipa etc.), Xipndvj) {eXiirov), -xvv{v)co {-ix^6r]v), -(rrdvco (earddrjv
—see

§ 95) : some of these began to appear in classical times. The simplifica-

tion of present stems under an impulse from the aorist may be seen also

in classical or Hellenistic exx. such as KvXla (e'svAio-a), vlnrai {eviy^a),

pr](T(T(o {eprj^a), o-reiXo) (Ac 7^*—e(rT€iKa), o-KenTopai {ia-ne^dpr^v, which

secured the victory of its present over the Attic rival a-Korrfo)), dpcpid^co or

-iC(o (^/i(^teo-a—see § 33. 2), Kpv^co (Lk 1^* ?—see § 95—eVpu/3r;v), iskaardoo

(e'^XaoTT^tra), onrdvopai {<o(pdr]v).

2. Verbs in -aiva> and -aipa make weak aorist in -dva, -apa, without

regard to the sound preceding this suffix : this is explained by Brugmann-

1 Cf. Trap^^ao-^ai CPR 175'8 (ii/A.D.) al.
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Thumb Gr. 39 as due to the analogy of verbs in which the a Was
"
pure." Perhaps the working of this analogy, in the opposite direction

to the general tendency of the Koivf), may have been helped by the

quality of the a vowel which kept its place in the rest of the verb.

3. Xvv{v)co (the older x^o) forms an abnormal aorist e^ea, best taken

as a primitive strong aorist (e;^e- Fm, with weakened root in mid. e^^M^i

e'xvdrjs, exvTo) : see Thumb in Brugmann Gram.* 676. This is the

regular form in NT : on some ambiguities see the List, § 95.

ACTIVE VOICE.

Indicative—
eXuaa eXoo-ajxci' eKplva CKpifafict'

eXuaas cXocraTe cicpivas iKpivare.

€Ku(ji{v) eXuaai' €Kpii'6(i') ^KpiKOf

Note. — The infection of strong aor. endings is found in 2 sg.

(from the influence of the common 3 sg. -e) in illiterate papyri of the

Roman age, as P Oxy vii. 1067^ (iii/A.D.) a^^Kts, i. 119^ (ii/iii a.d.)

eiroir^a-es ^^'4ne(xy\re9
^^

fvXfva-es, etc. : it is fixed in MGr. It appears in

Rev 2* K*C d^iJKes, Mt ll^s D aTreKaXvyj^es, eSoxces Jn 17^ NB ebcoKfs,
»
B,

and even d0t;Kerf in Mt 23-^ B. Apparently it began in the Perfect,

which accounts for its appearance at first mainly in -ku aorists : see § 92.

Imperative—
XCcroi' Xuaaxe

Xuadrw Xuadrwo-ai'

Note.—1. The MGr type SeVf, SeVert is foreshadowed by some late

forms in vernacular Koivfj : cf. Dieterich Unters. 248. Radermacher

suggests that the middle Xvaai, pronounced as Xvo-e, may have started the

assimilation to the present.

2. There is no trace in Hellenistic of the 3rd pi. Xva-avrav, which is

regular in Attic until 300 b.c. (Meisterhans
'^

167).

Subjunctive—
Xuau) Xucrwfiei'

XuCTT]S XocrTjTe

Xuaif] Xuawai

Optative
—
kvaaifjii kvaai/jiev

Xvtracs Xvaacre

Xuaai Xuaetai' or -aiCK

Note.— 1. In papyri (Harsing 14) the 3 sg. is Xv(rfi€(v) more often

than Xva-ai, but the exx. of -ete(v) are all from iii/A.D. or later (except

one of ii/B.c), and belong accordingly to the period in which the language
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of the schools gave the optative a short spell of renewed life. It seems

that -ai was the suffix in the natural vernacular before this revival, and

this is the only form evidenced in NT, unless we count Lk 6^^ Troiijo-eifi/

in NAW cu^, Ac 17^^^ ^r]Xacf)i)(rfL(v in nE cu^, which are ruled out by the

demand for a 3 pi. Of. Cronert Mem. 213, Meisterhans^ 166 ("the so-

called Aeolic forms in the aorist do not occur" in Attic inscrr.),

Thackeray 215.

2. In the pi. the evidence is somewhat conflicting. Lk 6^' BLa 1 etc.

13 etc. 33 al. has Troirja-aiev (co -fiav, NAW -ei€v), but Ac 17^^ ABo)

s\rr}\a(^i](T{{)iav (see note 1), where only cu^ have -auv. Here D reads

-aiaav, which Blass wanted to accept, mainly because it is regular in

LXX (Thackeray 215). It must be remembered however that the LXX
has other extensions of the 3 pi. -aav which are not shared by NT,
and may be dialectic variations : the MS attestation is not strong enough
to force this form on a writer of Luke's Greek culture.

Infinitive—•

^uaai

Note.—There is a strong tendency in vernacular Koivr) to sub-

stitute the ending of the pres. inf. in act. and mid., so that the aor. infin.

may be confused with the practically obsolete fut. infin. See Prol. 204 n.^,

where it is noted that ea-ea-Oui is the only fut. inf. in NT except Karav-

rrja-fiv Ac 26^ B, (la-fXeiaeadai Heb 3^8, and x^^PW^-v Jn 2125 KBC.
Heb I.e. is the only clear fut. here : the other two are probably mere

aorists. The aor. inf. would carry the same meaning, and the -tjo-m of

the other MSS is best taken as a correction.

Participle
—

i
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Optative—
\uaai(j.T)i'

\varaLo

\v(TaLTO

XvcraLfjicda

Xva-atcrOi

kvcraivTO

Note.—Ei^aifxrjv is the only quotable instance, but the rest of the

tense could have no other form.

Infinitive-

XucraaSai

Note.—The substitution of -fcrdai, making the form identical with

that of the obsolete future, is parallel with that noted under the active ;

but there is no instance in NT.

Participle
— 

Xua(i)JiE^os

PASSIVE VOICE.

Indicative—
iK6Br\v

eXuOrjs

Imperative—

eXuOiqfiei'

€Xu9r]Te

eXo0r]CTac

Xu0T)Tl Xu0T]Te

Xu0i]TW Xu6i]Twcrai'

Note.—The 2 sing, -n is for -di by aspirate dissimilation.

Subjunctive—

Xu0T]S

Xu0fi

Optative—
XvOetrjv

XvO^i-qq

Xu0eii(]

Xu0OJ{JL6l'

Xu0T]Te

Xo0wai(i')

XvOeirjixev

XvOeiTJTE

XvOeL^]<Tav

Note.—A few instances occur in NT—TrXTjdwdeir) (1 Pet.l^, 2 Pet 1^,

Jude2), XoyiadeiT] (2 Ti 4ie), rrjpr^edr^ (1 Th 5-3)
— but the forms in

Hellenistic are certain. Even the Atticisers hardly show the primitive

(and Attic) short forms XyQeifiev -elre, though Moeris commended them.

Cf, Scham Opt. bei Clem. Alex. 34
; Harsing 22

; whence it appears

that the 3rd pi. -e2ev survived where -tlfiev -eTre did not.
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Infinitive—

Participle
—

D. FUTUEE STEM.

§ 91. For the formation of Future Stems see above, § 82.

ACTIVE AND MIDDLE VOICES.

From the earliest times in Greek the Future has a large

proportion of Middle forms, there being whole categories of

verbs in which a present active took a future middle without

any ascertainable reason. On this subject, and on the assim-

ilations which took place in Hellenistic, see Proleg. 154 f.

Notes on the individual verbs will be found in the List.

Verbs in -t^w show some wavering between the -a- and

the -€(o-)- formation. Moeris (see Schweizer Perg. 178)
makes -eiTai Attic and -a-erai Hellenistic. The more normal

form naturally secured a lead over its rival, which held its

own perforce in the liquid verbs. All cases where the Con-

tracted Future is found in NT will be noted in the List.

WH (App.^ 170 f.) make -to ^, -aet habitually (exc. twice

(Sia)Kadapi€2), -ao/xev |, -oven except jpo)pierova i, -aerat,

'^ "'' ^
,
-elade ^. See the note above on the difference between

LXX and NT in the future of verbs in -d^o) (§ 82).

Indicative—
Active.

\u<T(0

Xoaeis

Xucrei

XoCTOfj.ev'

Xuaere

Xuo'ouat(c)

Kpi^ElS

KpiCEl

Kpi|/0U|X6>'

KptceiTC

Kpil'OUOri(l')

Xucrofxai

Xuo-T)

XuCTCTai

Xuo'op.eOa

XuCT€CT0€

XucrofTai

Middle,

lar]

€o-Tat

eCT€CT0€

ecTovrai

Kpivovfxai

Kpivrj

Kpivelrai

Kptvov/xeOa

Kpiketo-Oe

KpifOUl'Tai

Subjunctive—
Alleged exx. of this imaginary mood are Bcoo-rj Jn 17^,

Eev 8^, oy^-qade Lk 13"^^, which are only new aorists made
from the future stem by the usual analogy.
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Optative—
This mood, which in classical Greek only existed for one

syntactical category, the representation of a fut. indie, in

orat. oil. in past sequence, is entirely obsolete in Hellenistic,

except for one or two artificialities of a late period.

Infinitive—
Active. Middle.

Xu(7€H' Kptvciv XuffCffOai ecrcaSai KpLveia-Oai

Note.— This form can hardly be said to have any real vernacular

existence : see § 89. In Jn 2V^ x'^PW^^^' was probably an aor., as far as

the writer's consciousness went
;

^ and the substitution of -auOai in many

places where so clear a future as iirekevaea-dai appeared in a formula

shows that even this was felt as an aorist. "Eo-fo-^ai is the one real

exception, and even this only occurs in Ac : fieWeiv eaea-dai (ter) is a set

phrase, and 23^" ixr]vvdfi(Tr]s 84 fioi eTn^ovXijs els Tov av8pa eaecrdai. IS m an

official letter in stilted style. Outside Ac and Heb (and Jn 2l2s_see

above) the infin. is not found : cf. Heb 3^8^ Ac 26^ B.

Participle
—

Active.

Xvcuv -ovira -ov Kpivuv -ovo-a -ovv Xv<r<5n,€vos €0-<5fi€vos Kpivovjievos

Note.—This also is very rare, but shows more signs of life than

the infin. The only warrant for the contracted form is KoraKpivSiv

(Rom 8^*), which might as well be present, and nofuovfievoi 2 Pet 2^^

ACw vg syr^ sah boh, which is certainly corrupt ;
but of course these

forms would be used if the future ptc. of a liquid verb were wanted. As

before, the Lucan writings and Heb show the survival most.

PASSIVE VOICE.

The Strong Future (dXXaYVoM-a^ etc.) agrees exactly with

the model of the Weak, which alone need be given.

Indicative—
XudT^cropiai XuGrjo-ofieOa

XoOtjo-T] Xu0TiCT£CT9e

XuGVjo-eTai Xufli^o-oi'Tai

Note.—Kavdrja-oofim in 1 Co 13^ CK al. seems to be a mere fusion

of the vv.ll. Kavdrjaopai and icavxi?cr<"M«'
—i^ indeed we should take it as

seriously as even this
;

it does not in any case provide us with a future

subj. !

1 Blass's remark about "the spurious concluding verse" of Jn (Gr.^ 202 n.)

rests on no evidence at all : see Lake's introduction {Cod. Sin. p. xx) for the

supposed hostile witness of N*.
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Infinitive—
Note.—Not in NT, but quotable e.g. from P Tebt i. 61 (a)i86 (land

survey, B.C. 118).

Participle
—

Xu0T]O-6)XEI'OS

Note.—Fouud once (Heb 3^), and quotable from papyri.

E. PEEFECT STEM.

ACTIVE VOICE.

§ 92. The formation of the Strong Perfect Active is

described above, § 82 -S; its frequent intransitive use, which

caused it in old grammars to be counted as a middle, is noted

in Prol. 154, with the theory that its unique person-endings

betray a formation which in its prehistoric stages was neither

active nor middle.

Perfect stems with the o-gradation (historically identical with the

proethnic Germanic vowel in sat^ rang, wrote etc.) are still numerous in

Hellenistic. Thus ol^a, XeKoiira, iriiroida, yeyova, evrjvoxa, irkirovda. In
the other vowel-series there are no traces left of the corresponding grada-

tion, except eiaOa compared with rjQos. Thus f'lXr]<pa has the same vowel
as XTjfiylAOfiai, KiKpaya as

(c/ja^o), (Xea-Tjna as o-ijtt&j. The roots with ev do
not seem to preserve any o forms in the perfect : (f)evy<o makes Trtcfifvya,

while Tervxa keeps the weak gradation, originally characteristic of the

plur. : cf. Eng. wrung, and the perfects begun etc., which were normal a

few generations back. So yeypacpa, TeTa^a, €Xr']\vda.

In two cases an old Perfect has produced in Hellenistic a new Present

Stem : ottjko) from eoTT/Ka stand, and yprjyopea from eyp^yopa am awake.

The Person-endings in Hellenistic are levelled so as to

be identical with those of the Weak Aorist in the indicative,

except for the 3rd pi. : on this see below. The difference of

gradation in the root of sing, and plur. no longer survives

even in ol8a.

Strong and Weak Perfects may be taken together, their

terminations being identical.

Indicative—
Perfect.

olSa otSap,€)' Xe\oKa XeXuKauci'

oiSas oiSare XeXuKa? XeXuKare

oi8£(i') ol'8ao-i(i') XeXuKe(i') XeXuKa(n(i/)
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Note.— 1. The old forms of ol8a, 2 sg. ola-da and pi. 'ia-fxev, tore,

X(Ta<Ti.{v), were obsolete in vernacular Hellenistic. Moeris (ed. Pierson)

p. 205 writes : "ia-aai- 'ArriKcis : oi8aai- koivws, and cf. Phryn. (ed. Lobeck)

p. 236 f., where instances of ol8as from older Greek are cited." It appears

as early as B.C. 255 in P Petr ii. 4 (7)2 {9f, but olada in P Lille 11*

(mid iii/B.c.), an official letter, and even P Oxy viii. 1119^^ (a.d. 254)
—cf. also Thackeray 278. OlSas appear 11 times in NT without variant,

and the "
regular

"
pi. very frequently in all persons, again agreeing with

papyri : see Prol. 55, where Ionic is noted as the source of the levelled

flexion. There is one certain ex. of the old forms, Ac 26* 'ia-aai (no v.l.) :

Heb 12^'' 'la-re may also be a mark of this literary survival, appropriate

in Heb, and in the speech of an educated man before a court. Cf.

BGU i. 1631* (a.d. 108) also official. See further under Imper.
2. Assimilation to the 3rd sg., on the lines of Impf. and Strong

Aor., produced in the lower vernacular a 2nd sg. in -es, which passed

on into the Weak Aor. : § 89. It is rare in earlier papyri : see

Thackeray 216, and some later exx. in CB xv. 36, xviii. 110, also Mayser's

note p. 321. In NT we find it plausibly read in Rev 2^ AC Ke/coTri'aicej,

fi K Tre'TrrcoKes, ll^^ C ei'Xjj^ej—also in Jn 8" B* ecopaKcy, Ac 21^2 B

fkrjXvdfs, which last at any rate is highly improbable.

3. In 3rd pi. the Weak Aor. -av secured a firm hold in the vernacular,

being the last remaining difference between the aor. and perf. endings.

(In some illiterate papyri the perf. -aat invaded the aor.) It seems to

begin in ii/B.c, and is found widely spread through the Koivrj : see Prol.

52, Thumb Helle7i. 170, Mayser 323 f., Thackeray 212, CB xv. 36, 435,

xviii. 110. In NT we find it in Ac W% Rom 16^ Lk 9^% Col 2i (see Prol.

I.e.), with Rev 21^ A, 19^ NAP, 18^ AC, Jn 17^ ABCDL aL, 17^ BDLW,
Jas 5* BP—too good a record perhaps to justify the suspicion I expressed :

I must admit moreover that I aspersed unfairly the culture of some early

papyri showing -av.

4. The verb rJKco
"
I have come," which is a perfect in meaning, and

by its K suggests a formal connexion also with the perfect tense, developed

a corresponding flexion in the pi. Thus jjKajufi/ P Par 48^ (b.c. 153),

17/care P Grenf ii. 361^ (b.c. 95), fJKacTL Mk 8^ NADW syr^ latt at. (BLa
boh substitute elaiv). Thackeray 269 and Mayser 372 show how well

established this flexion is throughout, except in sing, indie. It is

probably to be accepted in Mk I.e. : see Prol. 53.
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(ii/A.D.) {
= Chrest. i. p. 114), flprjKrjs (pap, (IpTjKms) P Par Z2^^ (b.c. 162),

ofKafjLOKfiJLfv P Par 46^2 (b.c. 153). See Mayser 324.

3. On the dropping of the augment in pluperf. see § 83.

Imperative—
L(rUi. lore

LCTTw icrToxrav

Note.— 1. No perf. act. imper. forms occur in NT. In LXX we find

such forms as K^Kpayeraxrav, neiroidaTe, vfrroidfTU) (Job 12®).

2. It is best, except perhaps in Heb 12^^^ (see above, p. 221), to treat

(OTf as imper. wherever it occurs. In Jas 1^^ Mayor expresses a preference
for indie, as also in Eph 5® and Heb I.e. But the only justification of

this literary survival would be a clearly proved tendency in the author's

general style ; and o'ibare in Jas 4* matches the Greek of the writer.

"Be sure of this," Mayor's alternative, is decidedly preferable; and so

in Eph I.e. (on which see Prol.'^ 245 also p. 22 f. above).

Subjunctive—

eiOTJS 6lOT]T€

eIStj ciSa»o-i(i/)

Note. — The ordinary verb makes its subjunctive by combining

participle and the verb nvai, as nenoidois S>.

Infinitive—

Note. — The old strong perf. ea-rdvai occurs three times in NT,

fOTTjKevai never.

Participle
—

elScis "uia "OS XeXuKOJS ivrd^ -Cxra -(5s (gen. Iotwtos)

Note.—1. On the gen. sing. fem. a-wfiBvirjs see above, §§ 37, 51.

2. The strong ptc. eWws, in simplex and compounds, maintains itself

without serious challenge : it occurs in NT 57 times to 18 instances of

f(TTJ]Kas, apart from places where the MSS are divided. Mk has 8 : 5,

but all other writers use eorwy more frequently
—

except that Heb has

(orqKois in the one occurrence. The Lucan books show eoTois 22 times,

and fcrrrjKCDs only twice
;
Rev has 9 foras against only 2. It is therefore

no consequence of literary style one way or the other.

3. Both iarrfKOis (Rev 5^ N) and eorcaj (Mk 13^* late uncials, Rev W
046 and cu'i+) appear sporadically in neut. Since in both cases ad

sensum construction would produce ea-rrjK&ra -ara, this probably belongs

to the general levelling of participial flexion : cf. § 65 (2).
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MIDDLE AND PASSIVE VOICE.

§ 93. The flexion of this tense system depends on the

character of the sound which ends the stem. Stems ending
in a consonant have to use periphrastic 3 pi. in perf. and

pluperf. indie. : the old forms with -arai -aro (
= -ntai -nto),

like Terd-x^aTai, were liable to be mistaken for 3 sg., and did

not survive in the Kolvij. Hence types like "Treireca-fMevoi -at

-a elaiv, rja-av, had to supply the place.

Vowel Guttural Labial Dental Liquid
Stems. Stems. Stems. Stems. Stems.

AeXv- T£Tay- y€ypa^- ttctthO- iaraX-

Indicative—

Nasal

Stems.

Perfect.

Xe'XufJiai Hray^at, yeypa^jxai ireireicrfiai ea-Tokfxai nffiiaixfiai

X^Xuaai TfTa^ai yeypayj/ai TreVftfrat earaXaai fiffiiav(Tai

XeXuxai TCTaKTai ycYpaiTTai TreTreio-Tat eaTaXxai fiifiiavTai

XeXuixcOa T(T(iyfie6a yfypdfififda Treireio-jJieOa icrroKfieGa nffiidnptda

XeXutrOe rtraxOf yeypacfide neTreia-de etrraXdf fitfiiavde

Xe'\u„Tai Periphrastic

Note.— 1. The last column is not quite certain, and some persons do

not occur. Tit 1^^ p.{fiiapiievoi.s,
Mk 3^ ll-" e^Tjpap.p.evtjv, together with

fieuapaap.kvos and KaTrj(T)(yp.pevos in Hernias and KaTaaearjfirjpfjifva in P

Oxy i. 117^'' (cited by Blass) justify the pp against earlier ap ; but note

(TvvKa6v(f)a(Tpeva Is 3^^ al. (Thackeray 224). The rest of the flexion may
be assumed to be as in Attic,

2. Stems in a, as TereXeo-, are like the dental stems.

{i)Xe\viJir)v {t)reTa.yfxr]v

{l)XiXv<TO (e)T€Ta&

(£)X€XuTO {k)TeTaKTO

{e)XiXv[xe6a (e)T€Tay/Ae6'a

(|)Xe'Xua0e {i)TeTaxOe

(e)X£XuVTO

Note. — Some of these

{f)p€piapprjv type occurs.

Pluperfect.

{i)yeypdp,fj.r]v

{l)yiypaxpo

(e)Y6'YpaTTT0

(i)yeypdfji/j.(6a

(e)y€'ypa<^^e

Periphrastic

forms are inferred

i)Tr€Tr€L(Tp.r)v ifTTaXfxrjv

€)7r£7r€tcro €(TTaX<TO

€)ir€7r€LaT0 itTTaXro

i)7re7ret(rfjie6a iardXpiida

e)7r£7r£io-^£ earaXOe

No form of the

Imperative
—

XeXucto XcXv(t6w X^XuctGc XcXvcOoicrav

Note.—The form m<pipu>(To, from (pipow muzzle, can be quoted.

The tense is very rare : if speakers of the Koivr] had occasion to use it
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they presumably used llie old forms, which can be inferred from the

flexious given.

Subjunctive
—

Like the Optative, this was periphrastic {XeXvfievo'i <y

etc.) in earlier and later Greek,

Infinitive—
XeXu<r0ai Te.Ta.)(6aL y€ypd<f)6aL TrcTreicr^ai ecrTaA.^ai

Participle
—

\cXup.^i/os xeTayfAeVos yeypa^Lli.i^'os ireireiCT/xeVos eo-raXjAei/os (Ji€fjiia|i.|JieVos

F. VEKBALS.

I 94. One form of the gerundive in -Teo<? can be quoted

from* NT, viz. ^\r\Tioy from ^dWo) (Lk 5=^*): see ProL 222.

In form it agrees with the verbal in -769, the meaning of

which is discussed in Prol 2 2 1 f.

Papyrus instances of the gerundive are P Giss i. 40 "-^^
(a.d. 215) Sia

TovToovK (laiv KwXuTf'ot, P Tebt i. 61(6)
220 f.

(B.C. 118—a land survey)

et ralirn \dvTavni]peTea [oXXfj fie]
otto vnoXoyov nvravaiptdfla-a dnoKa-

Ta(TTaTfa (the whole formula elsewhere), P Par 63 (ii/B.c.)
^^

xPW^^^v^
119

fvypanreov,
'""

pepicrTeov.
These are all official, and in themselves

inadequate warrant for really vernacular use.

Verbal adjectives in -T6<i have recessive accent when

compounded. There are about 150 of them in NT, and the

formation seems to be still living, so that it can be made

from new verbs. The -to? suffix in non-derivative verbs was

orio-inally added to the weakened root, as we may see in

OeTo^i, TTto-To?, (pOaprof;, -tro? {a'jrp6(Tt,ro<;) : contract verbs add

it to the long vowel seen in future, as d'yairrj-TO';, a\aK7]-To<i,

fiLaOoi-TO'i, and other derivative verbs to the bare stem, as

/3SeXu/c-T09, criTtcr-T09, etc.

LIST OF VERBS.

§ 95. This list includes all verbs occurring in NT (or in good

MSS thereof), except
—

(1) regular Contracta.

(2) regular verbs in -vw and -a^w, and those in -i^w which show

no future act. or mid.
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(3) verbs with no forms outside the present stem, and with

nothing noteworthy to record.

"Regular" reduplication of verbs with initial a implies aea-

where a vowel follows, ia- where a consonant.

Verbs are set down in the simplex, preceded by a hyphen when

the form only occurs in a compound. The list of quotable

compounds is appended in each case. A few Compound
Verbs are given in their alphabetic place for points affect-

ing the preposition. The prepositions are given in the

assimilated form for the present indicative, according to

classical orthography.

Roman numerals attached to the present stem denote conjugation

classes.

An obelus denotes a form apparently not older than the Hellen-

istic age. When placed on the extreme left it means that

the whole verb is late. Suppletives are enclosed in square

brackets.

The indicative form stands for anything occurring in the tense

paradigm. Occasionally the mood form is quoted for

special reasons.

The regular tense-formations of verbs not included in this List

(see above) are as follows :
—

Present.
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" A Hellenistic variation on aydXXeadai after vavTiav, KovLav

dywviav," etc. (Blass-Debrunner).

announce r\yye.CKa.\i.r\v

CoMP. 6.V-, d-JT-, 8i-. ii-, 6TT-, KaT-, Trap-, irpo-eTr-, irpo-KaT-

-ayvvn.i(l\. ^.h)-i6L>ft\v -ea^a

break Subj. KareaYwo-if t

Jn 1931: see §83(1).
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From Fapym: not contracted
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d)i,4)i€Vi'u|j.i (II. /3. b)

dfAct)id^a) t (VIL)
clothe

The simplex cvvu/ai had long been obsolete :

so was the II. /? present-stem except in

semi-literary language. On the variant

KoLv-q presents -d^u and -c^w, both found

in good uncials of Lk 12^8, see Voca-

bulary, S.V., and supra, p. 68.

fjfi<|>ica'fiai

(See §83 (7))

dfi^Xcoaa dcaXcuau

(avoKCxrai)

d»'T)X(O01]»'

avaXta-KO) (IV.)

dm\6<ut(VII.)

spend, destroy

COMP. KUT-, irpoCT-

A very early compound (dva-foXt'o-Kw), with afa contracted to d :

of. dXto-Ko/xat. The late
"
regular

"
present (2 Th 2^ K*) is a

back-formation from the future and aorist.

dcoiyw (I. a) TJi'Diytji' f dfeu^a

open rii/oila

di'oiYop.ai iqce'wia f

-rivotyoi' (dcoi^ai)

CoMP. 8i- avediyji^v

See Vocabulary, s.v.
^vo'\.yiJi-(\v f

For the strange irregulari- r\veut\^r\v f

ties of augment and re- (dvewxO^v'ai)

duplication, see § 83 (1).

The simplex otyoj or

oiyvu/At (on which see

Brugmann
^ 310 n.)

was extinct in Hellen-

istic.

dkoi^o) dk^uya

&,voiy^^r\<jo^a.\. f dk€(oyp.ai

dkoiyTjCTojAai f TJfEwyp.ai f

T]»'oiyjjiai t

-di/Tdw (VII.)

meet

-i]i'TT)aa

CoMP. dir-, Kar-

The simplex became obsolete early.

(cl. -o|xai)

-TimjKO

Stttoj (VII.) ^<|/a

grasp, kindle x\^a)y.'(\v

dirroiiai flc^Grjc

CoMP. dc-, Ka0-, TTCpi-
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dpc'ffKU) (IV.)

please

Verbal dpcorcSs

dpK^a, (VII.)

suffice

Verbal dpKCT(Ss

CoMP. eir-

Tjpeaa dp^<<j(a

T]pKcaa dpK^(r(i)

dpKeo-6i]aofJ.ai f

iqpjxoo'dp.T]!'ap/xd^(ot(vii.)

Jit

The Attic pres. was apfioTTw.

dp-n-d^w (VII.) r\p-ndyi]v f ^pTrao-a

seize qpirdaOT)!'

dpirdab) f -i^piraKeic

dpiray^o'op.ai f

see Rutherford

JST 407.

COMP. 8l-, <TUV-

On the mixture of guttural and dental stem see Proleg. 56
; also

Brugmann Gr.^ 359.

dpxw (I. a) ripldjitji/ ap|o|Aai

he first

dpxofJiai

-Tipxcr

CoMP. Iv-, -npo-iv-, OTT-, irpo-uir-

dcrrpdiTTw (VII.) -r](rTpav|/o

lighten

CoMP. el", TTcpt-

ao^d^w (II. a)

aillu) (III.)

T|u|a»'Oi'

auldfoiJiai

CoMP. aw, UTr6p-(au|dt'w)

d<()iTifJii, imperf. >i<j>ioi'
: for other forms see under

-itjiii.

-paii/co (VII.) -i^i\v (§ 88) -pVojiai

-e|3aii'oi'

Causal -pipdiw (di/a-, €>-, eiri-, KOTa-, irpo-, auj'-), conjugated

regularly.

Verbal -Paros

aiiir\lao)

-pE^TiKa
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CoMP. dka-, diro-, 8ia-, Ik-, Ija-, ctti-, Kara-, jAera-, xrapa-, irpo-,

npoa-ava-, aup.-, truyKara-, cruv-ava-, utrcp-

The simplex was very nearly extinct in common speech when the

KoLv-q arose. See Vocabulary, s.v.

pdXXw (VII.) ipaXof i^\-l\Q-(\v

east -i^ok6^i\v

PdXXopiai (For -a forms

-IpaXXoi' see § 88.)

Verbals -PXt|t6s, pXrjWos

CoMP. dp.<t>i- dea-, den-, diro-, 8ia-

^aXu PepXT]Ka

-PaXoufjiai -^epXi^KCii'

pXY]drjaop.ai P^pXT]fjiai

iPe^Xi^p.T]!'

€K- eiri-t Kara-, fiera-

irapa-, irap-ep,-, irepi-, irpo-, auv-, UTrep-, utto-

|3aiTTia(>> t ^EpdiTTia^ai

jBaiTTKrOl^CTO-

piai

-€pdpT]o-a t

(Rev 1913 A)

p€pdpT)|jiai

PaTTTlio) (VII.) CpdlTTlCTa

baptize ePaTTTiadpnrjt'

PaTTTil^o|xai i^a.Trt'\.ijQi\v

ePdiTTiioi'

pdiTTW (VII.) 2pa\|/a pd»|ia)

CoMP. ep,-

pap^o> t (VII.)

Imrden

Papoup.ai

Com P. iis\.~, Kara-

Tlie verb was apparently a back-formation from the perf. pass.

The alternative ftapvvo) is found in Lk 2P^ ^apwdwa-i DH and

Mk 14*" Karaftapwofxevoi.

^adKaiviii (VII.) ifiAuKava

bewitch

Paardl^o) (VII.) cpdo-Tacra Paordcru

carry

epdoraj^oi'

Verbal -paoraKTiJs

The guttural forms are not found in NT exc, in verbal and in

Rev 2^ (^aardiai P 1, 38 : they are frequent in papyri.

pScXuao'op.ai (VII.) cPSeXuyfiai

loathe

Verbal PScXuktcSs

PiPpwaKw(IV.) P^PpuKa
eat

Verbal -ppurds
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Pi^b) (VII.) i^iuiaa

live supplanted strong

Supplied in earlier Greek aor. ijSioiv.

an aorist to ^-qoy.

pXciiTTU (VII.) lpXa<|/a

hurt

ySXaorai/o) (II. a) cpXdoTTjaa

pXaCTTdwt(VII.) Perhaps Ionic (Hippocrates) : re-

grow places strong aor. e/SXao-roi/.

BXaoTci (Mk 427) is an instance of confusion between the two

classes of Contracta which make fut. in -^o-w (see § 84) : the

back-formation /SXao-Tcto is perhaps quotable even in Aeschylus.

pX^TTO) (I. a) €pX€<|/a 3Xe>(o t

t^\€Ttov,looJc -lpXe\|/(lfATH' t Herodotus has dvajSXci/rw.

pX^irop-ai

CoMP. dm-, d-iro-, 8ia-, cjji-, ^m-, irepi-, Trpo-

The simplex appears once in aor. and once in fut., over hundred

times in present stem, as the suppletive of el8ov (so /SXc'ttw, cTSa

in MGr).

PooXo|iai (II. a) i^ou\r\9r\v

wish

ePouXofiTic

Blass's statement (cf. GrammA § 66^, also p. 58) that this verb is

*' taken from the literary language," fits badly with its abun-

dance in the papyri : see Vocabulary, s.v. On its augment see

§ 83 (1), on )8ovX«, § 85.

pp^X« (I- *) eppe^a

tvet, rain

yafi^u (VII.) «Yi1f^» yeyiitir)Ka

marry cydfiTicra t

iydfiouv iyafir\Qr]v

The use of yafiovfxai
= nuho is obsolete, except occasionally in legal

documents: see Prol. 159. Cf. the derivative present stems

yafxitu t and ya^laKo^ai.

yeXdw (VII.) yeXdffu f

laugh

-iyikuiv

Com P. Kara-

yT)pdaKu (IV.) iyr\pa(Ta

grow old Trans, in older Greek, as against

strong aor.
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YiVofAai (I.a.a) eyev6fii\v iyivr\Oii\v yEvr]<Toiiai ye'yoi'a

become For -a forms {i)y€y6v^iv

cyifOfiT)*'
see § 88. y€yivr\ii.aL

CoMP. diro-, 8ia-, ciri-, Trapa-, CTOfA-irapa-, irpo-

The older form yi-yv-ofxai passed phonetically into ylv. in Ionic—
see Thumb, Or. Dial, p. 352—and thence spread in the Koivrj.

It is most frequently ytivofxai in MSS : see WH Ajip.^ 160.

W still shows yiyv. sometimes.

yivwaKU) (TV.) iyviav {see ^ 88)iyv(a(TQi\v yvdaofiai eycuKa

perceive yvitiaQ^Qo^aiiyviliKtiv

yii/wCTKOfAai cyfwafiai

eyicwCTKOf

Verbal ycuaros

CoMP. ava.-, Sta-, eiri-, Kara-, Trpo-

For yi-yvw-cTKw (Attic), as with yiVo/xai above, and like it spelt

yciv. (riyv. in W sometimes).

yt/upij^O) (VII.) cyi'CJpiCTa yi'wpiu (Gol

nvake knoivn iyv(i)pi<TQii]v
P N*)

Yi/wpi^o(iai ywpiao) f

CoMP. dm-, 8i- (only Lk 2^7 APw)

tyoYyutw(VIl.) ^yoyyuaa

grumble

-eyoyyu^of

CoMP. 8i.a-

ypd()>(u €ypd<j>T]f €Ypa\|*a ypd»|»aj ycypatfja

wni^e -eypa(j/d/jiTji' yeypafipiai

ypd<j)op,ai -eycypdjxp.Tj*'

Verbal ypairros

CoMP. dTTO-, ey-, ein.-, Kara-, irpo-

Sci (I. a)

impers. must

eSci

The only other forms occurring are %ir\ subj., and Se'of 8eoi/To ptc.

See Seo/iai.

8eiKi'UfAi(II./8.&) eSei^a 8ei|<ij SeSeiyjiai

show -eSeildfiTjc

SciKI/UpLai €8€lX0T)l'

CoMP. ava-, diro-, cf-, ctti-, uiro-

For forms as from SttKvuw, see § 86.

Se'ofiai iScTJdrii'

need

cSeop.T]!'
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CoMP. TrpoCT-

For flexion see § 85. The active forms the impersonal Sei.

Upu) (I. a)

beat

18cipa

e8€^d)xif]>'

-eSe'xGifji'

SaprjaoiJiai

Se|o(i,ai Se'SeyfJiai8EXop,ai (I. a)

receive

-e86xop.il »'

Verbal Scktos

CoMP. ctfa-, diTO-, dTT-CK-, 8ia-, eitr-, ck-, iv-, eiri-, irapa-, irpoa-, uiro-

8ea> (VII.) e8T)aa Z-f\(T(M>
8€8eKa

bind -ihy]adfiy]v 8e'8ep.at

eSeOrji' -eSeSep.TH'

CoMP. Kara-, irepi-, cruv-, uiro-

The present stem (inflected like c/jiXcw) is not found in NT.

SiaKOfew (VII.) SniKOfiicra t SiaKOvrjaw

minister (inf.) SiaKocTj-

SiaKocouixai Orji/ai

Attic used doubly augmented forms, iStrjKovovv, etc.

SiSdaKU) (IV.)

teach

^8i8aaKOf

Verbal 8i8aKTos

8i8up,i (I. a. b) (pi.) e8opei/

give -e86p.T]i'

8i8opai

c8i8a|a

c8i8dx0ilt'

E8(uKa

8i8d|a>

8(ijwaw

(subj.) 8waw ? -Swaopai

8e8a)Ka

8£8ofxai

8oOT]o-op,ai (c)8e8(iJKen'

c8i8ouK

(§ yi)

c866t]i'

-e8i8dp,T)i'

Verbal -8ot6s

CoMP. dca-, dt'T-diro-, diro-, 8ia-, ck-, ciri-, jicxa-, irapa-, irpo-

See for flexion, and for later thematic forms in present stem,

§§ 86-88.

8i<)/du (VII.) c8i»|»T)aa 8iv|/iicra»

thirst

Inserted here because no longer from stem
8i\(/r]- (inf. 8i{j/rjv)

as in

cl. Gr. It is now like TL/xdia.

8i(ij|(i) 868i(0Ypai>l(OKb> (La)

pursue

8i(uKop,ai

I?

eSiula

SiwxO'io'oji.ai

iSlUKOC
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CoMP. cK-, Kara-

VSpc/A run—see under Tp^x<^> to which it acts as suppletive.

SoK^o) (VII.) l8o|a

stippose

eSoKOUf

Suvap,ai (II. a. h) v^\}Vf\Qy\v %\ivr\(jo^ax

can i\%\>v6.<TQr\v

i%w&]j.t\v The latter was Ionic : the

i\%\}v6.^r\v two forms represent vary-

On the augni. see § 83 (1). ing dialects contributing
Verbal Su^aros to the KohtJ.

Sucw (11.) c8u»' (§ 88) eSuaa
-SeSujxai

-Sua)
-cSuo'cifxY]!'

plunge

-Suofxai

CoMP. diT-EK-, €K-, iv-, CTTi-, ^TT-cf-, TTap-eia-

From the same root the new present stem ccSiSuVko) (IV.).t

4<l<u (VII.)
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This root forms no present stem : tlSov is used as

aor. to jSAeVu, and oTSa makes a separate verb.

* FeiK loiKO

resemble

Like Jf€iS, this root forms no present stem. The present only

occurs in one NT writer (Jas 1^'
^^).

-eiKO) (I. a) ilia

yield

COMP. UTT-

-cl^Ll (I. b)

00  

Verbal -it<5s

CoMP. air-, 61(7-, el", (.it-, (t6v-

For the flexion of the few surviving forms, see § 86.

6i|xi (I. b) lo-ofiai

he 3 sg. cCTTai, other-

T)p.T|K t wise regular.

CoMP. air-, tv, €^(c(m), irdp-, cojji-irip, avv-

For the flexion see § 86.

€ipw (VII.) ippi^'(\v (inf. €pu eipTjKa

say pT]0fit'ai, ptc. eipi^Kcii/

Verbal pT)Tos pr]0eis). cipilfiai

CoMP. -nrpo-
The 6 (Ionic) is only found

in indie.

The present stem in use is Ae'yw, q.v. ;
the aor. act. c'ttov— see

* fcTT-. The present tipw is obsolete early.

cXaui-w (VII.) -T]\aao ^X^XoKa

drive

cXauv'OfAai

y\Ka\}v6\i.r\v

COMP. OITT-

The root is eXa- : the diflicult present stem is held by Brugmann

(Oranim.* 221) to be a denominative from a noun *iXavv6^,

eXeyxw (I. «) tjXcy^oi cXtylu

convict r\\iyxQi\y

ikiyXPliai

CoMP. Sia-Kar-, e|- (Jude^^ a few cursives only).

eXceu \ /yjy
s TjX€T]<ra i\£r]<T(a TjX^rinai

eXeduf/ qXe^Orji' ^XctjOi^aofioi

pity

On the variation in present stem see § 84.
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IXiaaa, (VII.) cXi^w

roll up

c\iaaop,ai

The ("poetic, Ionic and late prose") pres. elXia-fTO)
(
= cfeXto-o-w)

is found in Rev 6^4 p cu"'"- Blass (Kiihner ii. 417) shows that

spir. lenis is older, but the analogy of eKi$, etc., produced c. in

later times.

cA-KOW (VII.) tlXKW|Jiat

make sore

IXkW (I. a) €l\KUCTa eXKuo-uf

(iraij
The addition -vaa ia due to the analogy

etXKot' of the synonym eipvcra : in its turn

CoMP. ii- it produced a new future.

t iWoydu, (VII.)

impute

cXXoYoOp,ai and -ufiai

On the variation in present stem see § 85.

cXTTiiw (VII.) TjXmaa eXmuf Y]XmKO

hope

i\-nllfi\La.{.

CoMP. diT- (d<}>-, see p. 98), irpo-

Veitch notes that " the early Greeks . . . were chary in express-

ing confidence in the future." 'EXttio) is a late form built on

Attic models.

6p.Ppifxdop.ai ivf.^pi\i.f\(j6.\i.y\v

and -e'ojjiai (VII.) ivt^pi^r\Q'r\v \

groan

Cited for varying present stem : see § 85, pp. 198, 201.

Ifiiui (I. a) Tl|X€<Ta

vomit

Probably a very early thematising of *f£ju,c/xi (Skt. vdmimi).

iu.^o.v'{X,ii> (VII.) ivi-^aviaa C}ji(t>afio'<i>

manifest ive.^av'\.crQ-t\v

A denominative from ifi(jiav7j<; : on the place of the augment see

§ 83 (7).

eTTtopKew (VII.) cmopKiiCTw

perjure i<f>L.
Mt 5^^ N : see p. 99.

eiriorapai (I. b)

understand
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For flexion see § 87. In NT only in present stem. It is an

aorist-present from the middle of a-njvai.

*F€Tr speak el-nov (-a : § 88).

CoMP. dcT-, dir-, TTpo-

The aor. (a reduplication, the « constant accordingly in the

moods) is used for Xcyo) and the family of (ctpw), q.v.

-eTTOfiai (I. a)

follow

-ClITOp.TJl'

CoMP. <TUV'

t ipa\jv&(i> (VII.) TJpaui'T]<TO

search

Verbal -epaucTjTos

CoMP. c^-

The older form epcuvaw occurs in the mass of MSS : see § 37

and Prol. 46 n. 2.

cpyd^o^ai (VII.)

work

TJpYa^ofiTji'

CoMP. Kar-, irepi-, irpocT-

On the augment see § 83 (3).

TJpYCto-dfiTji' (cipy.)

-€ipy6.(TQr\v

Eipyaajjiai

ipei8<j} (I. a)

stick fast

ipevyofxai (I. a)

utter

ipiCio (VII.)

strive

Tjpclaa

€pEU^O|yi.ai

epiab) t

-epfirifcuaa

On dropped aug-

ment see § 83 (4).

EpflTjCCUb) (VII.)

interpret

EpfXT]k€UOp,ai

Verbal -Ipjxrji'euTos

CoMP. 81-, fic9-

cpxo|xai (I. a) TiXOoK (-a, § 88)
come

^pXCfXTji-t (hUpxovro Jn 20^ DA*—see § 83 (4))

Verbal -t|Xut6s

CoMP. &V-, dkTt-Trap-, dir-, 81-, 8i-€$-, cict-, e|-, eir-, ^ir-ai'-, ctt-cict-,

Kar-, Trap-, "irap-cia-, irepi-, irpo-, irpoCT-, aw-, (tuv-€i(t-

The conjugation is made up from three roots, ip6, i\v and ev6

cXcuaofxai eXr^XuOa

eXTjXoOcii'

(§ 83 (4))
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(Doric rjvdov), which have influenced one another's forms. On
Attic usage of present and future stems, see Rutherford iVP

103 ff.

ipurdot (-£wt) (VII.)

ask

r\puTuv (-ouvf)

COMP, 8i-, i-n-

iaQiij) (VII.) [e<j>aYoi']

£<T0U (VI.)

eat

r\(TOiov

CoMP. Kar-, auv-

T)p(uTT)a'a ipuTf)Qo

r\p(iiTf]dr]v

On the present stem see § 84.

cw

euT]YY^>^<''H'<^i'

[(Ixxyofioi t]

Koti'7; form, made (like

cl>vyofJiaL and XcijSo/xai)

on the analogy eiriov :

TTiOfiai : : €<f)ayov : <^ayo-

ftai
— see Brugmann

(?r.4 383. Cf. § 85

above.

"Ea-Qoi (whence eo-^i'w by addition of a further sufl&x) is as old as

Homer : it appears five times in ptc. and once (Lk 22^0) in

subj. The suppletive rpwyo) is used in present stem.

For augment of verbs in cu- see § 83 (6)
—the variants will not

be noted here, forms being given as in WH.

coayycXi^ut (VII.) efiriyyAiaat

evangelise euTjyycXiadjiTji'

cuayyeXi^ofiai cuT]yyeXio'dir)i'

eir\yye\i't,6p.r]v

CoMP. irpo-

t euapcoreo) (VII.)

please

EuapeoToufxai

cfiGuVu) (VII.)

straighten

CoMP. KOT-

euoSoo) (VII.)

give a fair ivay

cuo8oup.ai

On Hort's proposal to read the pres. subj. euoSwTai, as perf. see

§ 83 (5).

eupiaKU (IV.) eupok (-a t6piQi\v

find forms see § 88).

cupicTKOixai €up6p.i\v

qSpKTKOV (evp.)

t]upi(TK6p,YJC

CoMP. dK-

EuapcaTTicai

evQuva (in moods)

cuapeaTT)Ka

{ivrjp.
— see

§ 83 (7)).

cuoSuOuJ cuoSudi]aop,ai

(lCol62ACaZ.)

Eupi^au EuptjKa

cupE0i]aop,ai
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cu4>paii'U (VII.) t]u<j)pd>'0Tji' cu^jpacOrjcrofjiai

gladden

eu4>paii'0p,ai

cu<)>pai>'op.T)i'

«oxojiai (I. a) €u|d(jLifjK -co|o/jiai

pray

r\ii\6^t]v (eu.)

CoMP. irpoCT-

Ixw (I. a) tayfiv l?w ccrxilKa

have eaxop.rjf l^ojioi

Ixofiai

ctxoi'

€lX(5flTlJ'

Verbal -Ikt(5s and -oxctcJ?

COMP. dt'-, di'T-, dir-, ei'-, cir-, kot-, ficT-, irap-, ircpi-, Trpo-, irpoa-,

irpoa-ac-, auv-. uirep-, utt-

On -a forms in imperf. and aor. see §§ 84, 88
; on cixoo'a'' § 84,

p. 194.

t,fvywixi (II. /8. h) -e!^€o|a

yoke

CoMP. aav-

lU (I. a)

boil

Verbal tco-ros

For ^€o-w, but inflected like ttXcw (only ptc).

j^TJu (VII.) I^Tiffat ^r^o-w

Zij;e (The strong Ji^aofiai

aor. e/?twj', from a cognate stem, was
used in Attic.)

CoMP. dca-, o-ui*-. For flexion see § 84. ;

l^wyp^w Periphr. e^t^YpTj/Aoi

toA;e aZit?e (Io-t] ^(oypuc)

JiiKkOfii (II. /S. h) -ttfitaa Ifaau) -l^wcrfiai

CoMP. dt'o-, 8ia-, irepi-, utto-

For flexion of present stem, and thematic forms in it, see § 86.

t]K<i> (I. a) TJla r\i<a

have come

CoMP. ii.v-, Ka6-

For perfect endings in the present indie, see § 92.
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^o-o-o'd) (VII.) fiar<Tu6r]v ^mjfiai

rprao) „

defeat

IQTTW/Jiai

For variation of aa- and tt see § 43
;
for confusion of classes of

Contracta § 84.

edXkw (VII.) -?0aXot't .

bloom

CoMP. &va-

OdTTToy (VII.) ird^r^y

bury

COMP. CTUI'-

eAu (I. a)

will

^QeXov (§ 83 (1))

never e^c'Xw

eefiiXLOiL (VII.)

found

Qepilu, (VII.)

reap

dLyydvoi (11. a) c0iyoi'

touch

eXdw (I. a)

crush

Com?, auv-

eXipoj (I. a)

press

OXiPopiai

-leXipov

CoMP. diro-, ffuv-

-Qv-QfTKia (IV.) -€0a»'OJ'

-cOfTlffKOl'

Verbal On^Tos

CoMP. diro-, aov-aiTO-

Eea«|/a

'^OA.Tjaa GeXrio-u

eOeficXiaio-a

cOc'piaa

cdEpiadr]!'

OefieXiucra) TEdE^cXiufiai

T€6Ep,cXlUp,T]l'

(onaugm.see

§ 83 (4)).

Qepiadt f

-OXaaOi^aofiai

WOXi^fjiai

-Oacoujiai TeflnriKO

cTcBniKeii'

Never com-

pounded :

see Prol.

114. Inf.

reQydvai

AcUi^D.
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Opavo) (I. a)

bruise

VERBS.

eOuaa

€Tu6r]l'

-^(TO)
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Tc'Opauafiai

eo'o) (VII.)

sacrifice

lOuoi'

6uo)xai

Verbal 0ut(5s

-it)|Jii (I. /?. 6) -etmi (not in- -^ko

send die.—see -e0t)>'(see§83 -eOr^aofiai

§88, p. 209). (4))

Imperf. see
d<{>iT)p,i,

Verbal -£T(5s

CoMP. av-, d<|)-, Ka0-, irap-, auk-

For flexion of present and strong aor. stems see § 86 ff".

T^6u|xai

-cTko (Lk
1030 c*)

(indie.)

-elfiai (ptc.)

-iK>'eo|Aai -iKo\ir\v
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^KaO^pio-a t KaOapiu K€Ka06pi(7p,ai

^Ka0epia0Tj»'t (-iVa> 1 Jn P A 33)

KaOapi^o) (VII.)

cleanse

COMP. 8ia-

Forms where augment or reduplication appear show in good MSS
an £ after ^ (N f ,

B f, A |, C |, D ^, L |), which is certainly

felt to be a second augment following what popular etymology

took to be Kara. It seems better not to allow any phonetic

cause here, despite Thackeray 74. Such a combination as

Mk 1*2 Ka$apCa6r]TL . . . iKaOcpiaOr] seems decisive (see § 33).

KaOiiopAXL {NIL) -KaQeaQeis

sit

CoMP. irapo-

The simplex (t,oixai was extinct, and the compound was not felt

to be such : cf. KaBrjfiai.

icaSeoSu (I. a)

sleep

Another verb with simplex extinct.

KaOi^u cKdOica

sit (seat)

CoMP. &va-, cTTi-, irapa-, ircpi-, auy

KaOlCTO)

Ka6iaofiai

See on KaOe^ofiai

KEKdOlKaf

Kaiop,ai

-cKaioc

CoMP. CK-, Kora-

Kaiw (VII.) -iKdr\v cKauaa Kaucru K^Kaufiai

bum iKauQr\y Kaudrjo-oiJiai

There is no reason for

following Veitch in

parsing Kavcxovfifva

(2 Pet 31"^) as a future.

KaT;o-ocD is extant in

medd. and elsewhere.

The present stem Kito (not Kaw), found often in Attic, is obsolete.

KaX^u (VII.) £K<iXeo-a tcaXeawf KCKXrjKa

call €KaX€o-dp,T)»' KaXcVofiaif K^KXrjjjiai

KaXoujjiai ^KXri0T]k'

tKdXouy

Verbal icXtjTos

CoMP. diTi-, cla-, ey-, iiri; (icra-, irapa-

irpo-, irpoa-, auv-, auji-Trapa-

icoXoirr<D(VII.) Papyri have €K(lXu<|»a

cover instances of eKaXu4)0Tik'

KXT]0i](TOfi.at (^)kckXi]p.t);'

Fut. a. m. is developed
from the aor. (Att.

KoXS), -ovfiai), perhaps
in class, times.

KaXu\|/(» KCK(iXufxp,ai

KaXu(f>dii](ro|iai
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KaXuTTTOfjiai eKaXvcfirjv.

Verbal KaXoirTos

CoMP. di'tt-, oLtto-, €iTi-, Kara-, irapa-, irepi-, auy-

f Kafxfxvw (VII, ) CKafJi/jiuCTa

shut (eyes)

For KaTa-fxvu), from the dialectic form kut- : it was dissociated

from Kara, by its abnormal form, and its compound character

forgotten.

Kap.il'CJ

KClflkb) (II. a) EKafiOk
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Kifcu (11. /3) ^KiVriaa KH'TJaw

move iKivr]Qr\v

Verbal -KifiiTos

CoMP. fJtexa-, (Tuy-

The root is kI- : the older non-thematic present Kiwfiai may have

stood in the quotation adapted in Ac 17^^ (see Camb. Bihl.

Essays 481).

leTid

KXaio) (VII.) ttCKavaa, xXauawf

ioeep
•

K\au'<7op.ai

CKXaiof

The Attic K/\aoi (cf . on Katw above) is obsolete.

K\a« (III.)
cKXaaa

break iK^acQ^v

KXu^ai
CoMP. £K-, KttTa-

K\ei« (VII.) -eKXeiCTO

lock -eKXeiaflTjc

CoMP. diro-, €K-, Kara-, auy-

KXlk-U (VII.) ckXIi'O

lean €kXi0t|i'

CoMP. dca-, CK-, Kara-, irpoa-

KO/Hl^O) (VII.) 'cKo/iio-a

carry eKOji,ia<i/iTi»'

-£K0|Xl^6(XT]l'

COMP. CK-, (Tuy-

KOTTTU) (VII.) -CKOTTT]!' CKOlJra

beat iKo^a\Lt\v

KOTTTOfAai

CKOTTTOJ'

kXeio-u

kXIvu

xXiOi^crofiai

KOfllCTOfiai"}"

Kojjkioup,ai

Kov|/o|j.ai

K01T1]CT0|Xai

K€kXc

KCKXlKa

eKOirTO}XT]»'

CoMP. dm-, diTo-, CK-, ^y-, Kara-, irpo-, irpoo--

KOpeVVVfJLL (II. /8)
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KpifOJ KCKpiKa

Kp\.Qr](TOfiai KeKpiKEif

KCKpifiai

Kpe'fiafAai (I. h) eKpejiaaa

hang iKpefidaQ-qy

-iKpefACTO

COMP. €K-

For the flexion see § 87 : the imperfect is thematised.

Kpivto (VII.) CKpim

judge cKpimp-Tji'

KpiVop-ai CKpiOrjK

CKpifOV

iKp\.v6p,i\v

Verbal -Kptros

CoMP. dfa-, di'T-aTro-, diro-, 8io-, ey-, liri-, Kara-, auy-, o-uc-utto-,

OTTO-

KpVTTTll} (VII.) CKpuPt]»'f CKpUlj/a KEKpUflJiiai

-KpuPu t (!• a)

-CKpuPoV'

Verbal Kpuirros

CoMP. diro-, iy-, ircpi-

Present stem only in ircpieKpuPei' (Lk 1^*), which is prohahly

impf., and not a newly-formed aorist.

-KTtivbJ (VII.)

-KT^J'fW (II-)

-ktcVkoiii (11.)

-CKTCll'a -KTeCO)

-CKTai"Bj]v

kill

CoMP. diro-.

dTroKTeivo),

The simplex is ohsolete. See Vocahulauj, s.v.

for the strange absence of this verb from vernacular

sources till late. The pres. stem in -vv/ai, a modification of the

classical airoKTivvfii (Kiihner-Blass 469) under the influence of

the € found in the future, is quotable from Mk 12^ B, where

K*ACD have aTroKTeVrovTcs and N'^ the older aTroKTivvwres :

B is presumably right here, but the -€vvo- may be recognised

in Lk 12* kA, unless D be followed with -evo here B adopts

the normal form and is probably wrong. We may explain

-/cTcvfc) as developed from tKrcii/a by the proportion l/xctva : [xeuw.

-KreWci) is possibly a thematising of ktevw/xi. The welter of

variants in present stem may perhaps be linked with the

word's record, which is not at all clear. See for these forms

the app. crit. at Mt 1028 23^, Mk 12^, Lk 12* IS^*, 2 Co 3^

and Eev 6^^

KTt^O) (VII.) CKTlO-a CKTiafiai

found €KTia0T]l'
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-KU€a) (VII.) -eicuT)aa

-K.5o> (VII.)

hri7ig forth

CoMP. dTTo-. The simplex was not obsolete : see Vocabulary, s.v.

(XTTOKuew. The NT occurrence of the present is not decisive

between kvw and Kuew : iKvofjieu in Is 59^^ encourages us to

accent aTroKuei (with Ti) in J as 1^^.

-KuXiu (VII.) -CKuXlCTa -KuXio-(i» -K£Ku\iafJ,ai

roll

CKuXlOflTJf

CoMP. di'a-, dirro-, irpoa-. The pres. stem, reformed from the

aorist {*iKv\ivS-cra) as early as Aristophanes, has naturally

ousted such forms as kvXlvSio (etc.) : cf. Brugmann-Thumb Gr.

360.

-Kuveu) (II. fS. a) -iKucTjaa -Kuvr]a(ii

kiss

-eKuvouv

CoMP. -n-poo--.
The simplex is obsolete, and the stem-forming

suffix -v€- has been taken over in other tense-stems, so that

irpoaKvvew has the normal flexion of a contract verb. (Aor.

cKva-a as late as Aristotle.)

-KUTTTW (VII.) EKU<j/a

stoop

CoMP. di'a-, Kara-, Trapo-, troy-

Aay^avw eXa)(oi'

(II. a. a)

draw by lot

XdKe'o) (VII.) eXaKTjaa

burst

Blass (on Ac V^) compares SiaXaK-ijcraa-a in Aristoph. JVub. 410,

as giving a better meaning than Xda-Kw (aor. cXa/cov, weak aor.

iXaK-qa-a), to which the NT word is usually referred.

Xap.pdi'w eXaPof eXi]fi<j)0r]i't Xiip,v|/ofiatt ciXt]<(>a

(II. a. a) (-a, p. 208) -XTifi4>0il- eiXTjfijiai

take eXaPojXTji' aop,ai f (3sg. -€iXT)Tr-

XofJiPdk'OfjLai Tai.)

eXdp.pafOf

Verbal -XfiYjirrdst

CoMP. di'a, di'Ti-, diro-, ctti-, Kara-, p.eTa-, irapa-, irpo-, Trpoa-,

irpoa-ai'a-, auX-, cruv-avTi-, CTOfi-irapa-, auji-irepi-, otto-
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The intruded /a (from present stem) is firmly established in fut.

and weak aor,, and in the verbal : see Prol. 56. Literary in-

fluence produced numerous relapses in late MSS : cf. also

Mt 2122 c, Jn 143 CL 1624 q, 1 Co S^ C, Jas 1^2 C.

Xd|jnru (I. a) l\afiv|;a \6.\L^ia

shine

COMP. €K-, TTCpi-

Xai'Gdi'W eXaOoi' -XArjafiai

(II. a. a) -eXaOojJiTji'

escape notice

CoMP. €K-, eiri-

XcYW (I. a) -l\^i6.\i.r\v

say -i\ix%r\v

X^yofiai

IXcyo*'

eXcYOH''n*'

Verbal -XcktcSs

CoMP. O.VTI-, 8ia-, CTTi-, irpo-

For its suppletives see under cipw and ^feir.

Xeyw (I. a) -cXc^a -X^|w XAEyfiai

gather -i\eia.\Lt\v

-eXtyoii.ifji'

Verbal -X£kt(5s

CoMP. Ik-, eiri-, Kara-, irapa-, auKr

XciTTU (I. a) -eXiiroK IX6n|/a f X€i»|/(d XAct|jifAOi

Xip.irdi'u (II. a. a) i\d^r\v

leave

cXeiiroi'

cXcnrofAT]!'

IXi|xira»'oi'

Verbal -XeiirTiJs

CoMP. diro-, *8ia-, ey-Kara-, Ik-, ctti-, Kara-, irept-, *uiro- (*X€iiraj

and Xip.irdi'w).

There is a good deal of variation in MSS between IkiLirov and

fXiirov. Since itacism does not produce Xti/fw or 1\l^6t}v, we

may probably assume that the scribes of our uncials meant

aorist-stem forms when they wrote Xitt- : they may often be

repeating variants taken from unprofessional copies where

itacism was really responsible. See WH AppP^ 162.
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Xouu (I. a)

wash

Xouofiiai

Com P. diro-

eXouaa

^Xouadp-T)!/

piaKapij^b) (VII.)

eonyratnlate

fiavQdvo) cfia6oi»

(II. a. a)

learn

CoMP. Kara-

|xapTupo|Jiai (VII.)

protest

efiapTup6(iT]»»

CoMP. 8ia-, irpo-

-^ld,<T(T<t) (VII.)

wipe

-IfiaffCTOf

-|xd<TCTop,ai

Com P. diro-, €K-

magnify

efieydXovoc

,ic0.5(o (VII.)

be drunken

)i66u(rKop.ai (IV.)

get drunk

HcXXu (1 II. a. a)

intend

ruieWov

Ip.cXXoc. On augment

fi^ei (I. a)

impers. it matters

c|xeXe

-|X€Xop.ai (I. a)

care

-cfieXop.Tji'

paKapiw

XeXoufxai

Heb 1022

X(Xov(Tfii-

voinD*P:

soJnlS"

E, and

LXX.

pcpLd6T]Ka

l|i,apTupdfXT]V

-c|xa|a

ciACYdXufa jicyaXoi'Oiiio-ofiai

cjieyaXuk'GTjt'

^fAc6uadT)>'

ficXXiq (Tb)

see § 83 (1).

-efjLeXi]0T]f -^eXi]aop,ai

-jxcXT)0T]aop.ai
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Verbal -jicXtjtos

Com p. eiri-, fiera-

fiep<^o|j.ai (I. a)

blame

Verbal -jiefiirros

p,cV(t> (L a) €y.€lVa }i£KU

remain

CoMP. dvtt", Sia-, i\L-, €iri-, Kara-, irapa-, ircpt-, irpoo--, aun-irapa-,

UTTO-

(later uncials at Mk V).

|i6p,€|/T]Ka

fx,ep,ia|X[jiai f

cl, fie/xlacrfiai

^li^Ll.y^l
ai

fiiaifcj (VII.)

defile

Verbal -fiiai/Tos

-(AlYKU)Jll (II. 13. b)

mix

-fiiyyvjxai

CoMP. aoc-ai'a-

Present stem only middle. The correct spelling in pres., weak
aor. and perf. pass, is /aci-, but in Hellenistic this is a mere

matter of orthography.

fj.mvr\tTKU) (IV.) -cfXKT]aa

remind
ifivr]<T6r]v

CoMP. di'a-, eir-aca-, uiro-

fttn^aOr^aofxai

fivrjarevdi (VII.)

betroth

fioXvvo) (VII.)

defile

fjLoXufOjxai

fi(i)paLV<i> (VII.)

make foolish

•ccfifa) (I. a)

distribute

CoMP. oLtto-, Sio-

vr\^(i> (I. a)

be sober

Com p. dco-, EK-

VlKdu> (VII.)

co7iquer

€fJll'T]<TTCO0T)l'

^fioXufa

c|icjpdfa

ep,(i>pdk0T]f

-ivefi.r\Qr]v

enrnj/ot

^pin](7T€U|jLai

Lk 1-^
fiefiv.

CD.

flKTJO'id fCflKTlKa
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COMP. UTT-€p-

In Eev 2^^ vikovvtl appears in AC, but in 2'^ only A, in 15^0:

for these confusions of -aw and -ew stems see § 84.

l/lTTTwt (VII.) €civj/a

I'lTTTOfAai t ei'iij/ajjiifji'

wash

CoMP. diro-

The pres. stem is a back-fonnation, replacing cl. vi^w, where 4"
is

the regular resultant of y following velar ^".

vva-ati) (VII.) -ei'uytji' evu^a

pierce

CoMP. KttTa-

vurrdiw (VIL)
nod

$r)paLvw (VII.)

dry ux^

|T]paivop,ai

elr^pclka

ii,-f\p6.vQr\v

e|updp.T] V

c|i^pa)jip,ai

Also -o-)Ltai

in earlier

Greek.

|upi]arop,ai ^|upT]p.aitvpiio (VII.)

^vpoi (VII.)

shave

HupaaOai, 1 Co 11^, following KcipaaGai, is not easily construed

as present {$vpaa-9aL, by confusion of -eu) and -aw classes), and is

better taken {^vpaadai) as aor. from ^vpta, quotable from Hippo-

crates and Plutarch : see WH App.^ 173 (also above, p. 200).

-oiywj see wolyut

otSa, see Jfu^

oiKoSojjiecj (VII,)

huild

(dKoSojXOUl'

oiKoSop.oup.ai

CoMP, dc-, eir

olKTipaj (VII.)

pity
In later authorities generally spelt olKTeipw.

oiop.ai (VII.)

think

The 1st sing. pres. otpai survives—perhaps originally an
"
allegro-

form" of oio/Atti, used in parenthesis (Thumb in Brugmann
Gr.^ 80).

auv-

UKoS6pT]0'a

OlKo8opT)6T]l'

For the aug-

ment see

§ 83 (6).

OlKoSopi^O'CJ 0lK08(SpT]fiai

oUoSopT)- (LkG^s^BL
33 oi. ih.

UKoSopiqp.'r]!/

Orjaopai

OlKTipi]CTa)
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-oXe'ffw

-oXfct

-oXoup.ai

-oixojiai (I. a) -wXTlfiai

have gone

CoMP. irap-

-oK^XXw, see -kAXm

-oXXuui -(iXo|JiT)i'
-wXcffa -oXe'ffw -oXwXa

(II. p. h)

destroy

-oXXojjiai

-wXXup.Tjj'

CoMP. (XTT-, auc-aiT-

For flexion see §§ 86-87, also for thematic forms included.

o^eipofxai (VII.)

desire

'Air. Xey. in 1 Th 2^ (of. Job 32i, Ps 622 Symm., vrrepo/x. in Irenaeus

60). Its similarity to the synonymous t/x£tpo)u.ai (denominative
from r^cpos) is accidental. It may be a compound of /xetpo/zat

obtain, which in the conative present could take the required

meaning ;
or we may compare directly the root smer "

re-

member." Debrunner, Idg. Forsch. xxi. 204, does not con-

vince me. On the prepositional relic o- see § 111.

ofXk'U|Ai (II. (3. b) ufxocra

swear

Only one non-thematic form (o/iKucai) survives : the present tense

forms are from o/avuw.

ojioiooi {
V ii.;
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Verbal opSr^s

CoMP. d«t>-, ^<t>-, Ka6-, irpo-

A further suppletive in pres. stem active of simplex is pX^Trw,

which is already outstripping opav. The closeness of associa-

tion between tlSov and opaw is seen in forms like d<^iS<j), ecfuBe,

where the aspirate is carried on.

-6pYiia> (VII.)

anger

6pYi)^o|iai

CoMP. irop-

6pe6u> (VII.)

set upright

u>pylcT6r\v ipyiu

-upOuo'a -opoojcru

.(ip0Gi0T).' Lk 1313 d^opeoi0t] ABDL al :

see § 83.

2pt(rp.ai

COMP. dc-, ^TTl-Sl-
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iraTid^b)TraTcto-o-d) (VII.) ^irdjala

strike

A suppletive of toVtu), q.v.

irauo) (I. a) cirauaa -irauCTU ireiraufiai

stop iT(a.\Jv6.\Li\v

irauofxai

€7rau6|ji,T)K

Verbal -Tra(u)aT<Js

CoMP. dka-, cir-aca-, aui'-ai'a-, Kara-

'AKUTciTraoTos is probably an instance of the change of av to d :

see Prol. 47.

-Trauau

Traucroixai

-Trai^aop.ai'j'

ira-^^vvm (VII.)
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irriywfiL (II. fi. b) lirtjla

fasten

COMP. irpoa-

-TriirXdoj (VII.) lirXtiTO irXifjaOiiCTO- ir^irXtjafiai

fill iTr\r]cr9r\v fiai

CoMP, €/i-

The simplex present rrLfnrXrjiJii
does not occur in NT.

TTi/xTrprjfjii (I. b) -cTrpTjCTO

burn

TrifAirpa|xai

CoMP. cfi- (irnrpacTeai) : SO Ac 28* S* (Bto iri'ijnrpaaeai)

•firid^w (VII.) eiriaaa

seize eTrido-Oirji'

TTte'^u) (VII.) Treiricajiai

press

Like afK^iacrai against afxtfyUcrai,
Trtao-ai is said to be Doric : see

Thumb in Brugmann Gr* 78, Differentiated meaning seems to

have set in, for Tnda-ai (cf. MGr Triavw) has the new force seize.

iriKpaivoi (VII.) ^iriKpaftt iriKpavSt

embitter tiTiKptI»'0r]f

-iriKpaifoixai

CoMP. irapa-

irtku (II. a) emof ^ttoOtji' mo|iai (§ 85, ireTrwKa

drink Inf. itcik see also Prol. 184 n.3).

iitivov (§ 38).

Verbal (ttotos) whence noun ttcStos

CoMP. Kara-, aofi-

TTiTrpao-Kw (IV.) ^irpaetiK WirpaKa

sell

liriirpacTKOi' ir^irpanai

irnrpdcTKOfiai

iriirrw (I. a) eiriaov ireaoojiai ireirTWKa

fall (-a, § 88)

Ittiittoi'

CoMP. di-a-, dfTi-, diTO-, eK-, ^fJi-, eiri-, Kara-, irapa-, irepi-, irpoCT-,

aufi-

irXdcTCTU (VII.) eirXaaa

shape eirXdo-Oiji'

Verbal -n-Xao-Tos

irXaTOj'oj (VII.) ^-iTXaToV0T]K ircTrXdrofijiai

broaden
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-irXeKCJ (I. a)

entioine

-irXcKOfiai

COMP. €(JL-

-eirXaKi]!' e7r\e|a

eirXcutrairXe'w (I. a)

sail

cTrXtoi'

CoMP. diro-, 8ia-, CK-, Kara-, irapa-, utto-

For conjugation of present stem see § 84.

-irXyjaCTW cirXriY'T' -cirXrjIa

(VII.) -^TrXayTji'

strike

-irXr^atrofjiai

-eirXifjao-ofiTii'

CoMP. €K-, CTTt-

Ac 13^2 eKirXT]TT6|x€i'os B 33 : on this see § 43. The simplex

passive aor. was used in Attic as suppletive for tutttw : it was

distinguished by its
?/
from the form used in compound.

€1T,rXui/a

ciri'€u<Ta

irXOi/o) (VII.)

wash (clothes)

CoMP. diTO-

irve'u (I. a)

breathe

Verbal -irveufrros

COMP. €K-, Cfl-,
UTTO-

For flexion of present stem see § 84.

-trvlyio (I. a)

choke

-CTTl'tYlll'

-TTKlYOp-ai

eirciYOi'

ciri'iYOfA'ni'

Verbal ^r^'lKTost

COMP. diTO-, (TUfl-

iTOieo) (VII.)

make

CTTOlOOf

TTOtOUfAai

CTrOlOU|J.T]l'

Verbal -itoit]t6s

CoMP. irepi-, irpoCT-

€TroiT](Ta

CTrOlY|(TdflT]|/ iroiTJaofJiai TreiroiiiKCH'

TreTroir]fxai
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The spellings without -q
are rare : thus N in Lk 11 ^^

.jroio-ai, but

the same MS has TroLrja-ai normally. In earlier Greek and in

papyri ttow is found, and papyri have forms without
rj. See

p. 73.

ciroifiat'a")'iToifxati'O) (VII.)

shepherd

Trpaaao) (VII.)

practise

Trpici) (I. a)

saio

-CirpiOfXTJK

CoMP. 8ia-

TTpo4)T|T€U<«) (VII.)

prophesy

Trraiu (I. a)

stumble

Verbal -TTTaicTTos

TTTvacrw (VII.)

roll up
CoMP. dKO-

-TTTlJcU (VII.)

spit

-eirTUOK

COMP. €K-, Cfi-

Ciru66[JlT]K

e-irpa^a

ijtpi(TQr\v

iroifxavd)

7rpd|u TTCTrpaxa

irc'irpayfiai

€1Tpo4)T]T€0(Ta TrpO(f)T}TeU(T(«)

Later MSS augment Trpoe^. : see § 83 (2), (7).

eTrraio-o

€TrTo|o

CTTTuaa

-TrTU(J-6l](70|iOl

ttuvQdvoiiat.

(II. a. a)

ascertain

-paxvm (VII.) -pcpa|ji)jiai

sjjrinkle

COMP. TTCpi-

The simplex may be original at Rev lO^^ ^pf p^^. pass.): see

WH App.'^ 140. On the breathing see § 40.

pacTiI^w (VII.) cpdrrica p€pc£n-i(rp,at

sprinkle

{^aiviloi (VII.)

beat

^d<T<TOi (VII.)

strike

cpamca
eparriCTdfiTjK

epdiriaa

(On breathing
see p. 100).
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An independent verb (only in Mk 9^^ D 565), on which see

Thumb in Brugmann Gr.* 346.

pew (I. a) (p)"^*'

flow subj. -puw

CoMP. irapa-

prjyvv/jLL (II. f3. b)

pi^ao-o) (VII.)

break

pr\yvy)\i.a.i

-ipr\afT6\i.y\v

CoMP. 8ia-, TTcpi-, irpocr-

piCoto (VII.)

root

piUVUt

e(p)pTi^a

(§ 83 (9))

pnlu

CoMP. CK-

^ITTTe'u) (VII.)

cast

-epi^oMra

Only subj.

-pi^oJo-rjTc

-epi^oiOTjf

epn|/af

-pii^a)6i]ao- cppii^ufiai

fjiai

see § 83 (8).

CoMP. oLtto-, em- (both with single p following)

The pres. ptTrrew is said to differ from piTrro) as iacto from iacio

(/ACTo. (r<f>oSp6Tr}To^ piTTToy) : the latter does not occur in NT,
the former once.

^u'ojxai (VII.)

deliver

p(t>VVV\ll

(II. (3. b)

strengthen

c(p)pua'd)jiT]k' puaofxai

(§ 83 (9))

ipu(TQr\v

eppufiai

itrakiTKTa "f aaXirivu
"j*aaXmitu (VII.)

trum2>et

This is an instance of a new aorist and future coming from

present (a-aXTriyy-yu)-^ -t^w phonetically) : cl. a-aXiriy^w, etc.

cajBeaa v^iauaPeVcufii (II. ft. b)

quench

Verbal -apeo-ros

Note phonetic spelling ^^eVrvrc in 1 Th 5^9 B*D2*FG. All the

present stem forms are still non-thematic.
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crepofxai (I. a) iae^6.(TQr\v

ivorsliip

Verbal aepaoros

In earlier (xreek separate, but in Hellenistic the derivative verb

is used as a suppletive, crefiofxaL having no aorist in continued

use.

-aei'w (I. a)

shake

0-Eiop.ai

CoMP. dca-, 8ta-, Kara-

aTjfjtaiVo) (VII.)

sigjiify

i(T'f\[i.a.ivov

o-qTTW (I. (i)

rot

aKaiTTw (VII.)

CoMP. Kara-

eaeicra

iariii.dva'f

aeiao)

caKaij/a

-eaKe<j/cip.T]c -aKeij/o/Jiai

CTeCTTjira

-€(TKajHLai

-aKCTTTOfXai (VII.)

watch

COMP. €171-

In Attic o-KOTreo) (only pres. stem in NT) was used as suppletive
for the present stem. "We find cVio-kottowtcs in Heb 12^5 ij^

this sense, and in some papyri and inscriptions. It is perhaps

significant that when interpolated (by A and the late MSS)
in 1 Pet 52, it is a denominative from effto-KOTros, and an

entirely separate word.

ctkXtjpuj'W (VII.)

harden

€0rKXT]pUl'O|i.T]l'

(TKlJXXw (VII.)

distress

(TKuXXofxai.

(Tirapdo-aw (VII.)

convulse

CoMP. o-uc-

o-irdcj (III.)

d.raio

iijKKr\puvQ-r\v

caKUXjxai

eo-Trdpa^a

eairao-dp.T)*'

-effTTClCTOT]!/

CTTracra)
-eaTrao-jxai

eo-7rwfjLr]c

Verbal -o-n-ao-Tos

CoMP. di'a-, dTTo-, 8ia-, eTTi-, iTepi-
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caireipa Ea7rapp.ai

airouSdo-wy

(cl. -0/j.ai)

-CTTeXw

airct'pw (VII.) icnTApii\v

sow

eajretpoc

o"7reipop.ai

Com P. 8ia-, ctti-

aTreuSw (I. a)

hatifen

ecnreuhov

aTTouSdtw (VII.)

he zealous

-areXXu (VII.) -IcttAth'

send

-eareWov

aTe'XXo|xai

-effTcXXofil]!'

CoMP. diro-, Sia-, e|-airo-, iiri-, Kara-, (ruy-, CTuc-atro, oiro-

(TTevdtoi (VIT.) iarevaia

groan
CoMP. di'a-, au-

fffTriKW (I. a)

stand

eOTT]KOI'

A new present (MGr o-tckw) formed from ea-rrjKa
—see

la-njfx.i.

?cnreo<ra

€0"irou8aCTa

-€<TT€lXa

-€CTT€lXd)XT]l

effTaXKtt

cajaXp-ai

(TT1\plt,(a (VII.)

estahlish

Verbal -artipiKTos

CoMP. em-

aTp^(t>u (I. a) €aTpd<j>T)»'

twin

-£CTTpe4>0l'

aTpe<|)op,ai

6CTTT)pi|a o-TT)pi|w eCTTrjpiyjxai

^axVipiaa (Lk aTT)piawt (2 Th 3^ B)
9''i BCL al., Ac \b^'^ CE, Lk 22^2

NABLa/.).

€(TTTr)pix0T)l'

caTp£<)/a -CTTp€()/oj eCTTpafifiai

-<rTpa^r\<jo- cCTTpejxjjiai f :

fiai see VVH

CoMP. dfo-, diTO-, 8ia-, €K-, cTTi-, Kara-, (lera-, o-o-, uito-

arpcofi'Ufjii (II. /8. h)

strew

caTpojfCUoi'

Verbal -arpuxos

CoMP. Kara-, uiro-

a<{>d|^(>> (VII.) €a<j>dYTii'

slay

Com P. Kara-

VOL. II. PART II.— 18

€CTTpw(ra

-€CrTpOJ0T]>'

co'<(>a^a

eo-Tpwfiai

a<{>d|(j <t<T^ayp,ai
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-<T\rjiJiaTit,oi (VII,)
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The simplex occurs very rarely in early poetry. Its central

meaning is quite doubtful : it is very probably a conflation of

originally distinct roots.

-Te'jJLl'U (II. a) -eTefAOK -^TJITjOtjV' -T€TjJl,T]|Xai

cut

Verbal -TfiT]T<5s

COMP. irepi-, (Tuv-

T17KO) (I. a)

melt
TaKf)<7op,ai

So 2 Pet 312 C,

mostly TrJKeTaL.

rest

TT)KOfiai

See WH Apji.^ 103, where Hort suggests TT^fcrat (quotable from

one MS of Hippocrates) to account for the variants : Mayor
seems to approve the emendation.

Ti9T]p,i (I. b) OciKai etc. (in- eQy]Ka

set die. wanting iriQuv

in NT). -TcOriCTOfiai

Tl6c|JLai

-CTlOep.TJt'

Verbal -0€t6s

CoMP. dv'a-, di'Ti-Sia-, diro-, 8ia-, ck-, iiri-, Kara-,

}i€Ta-, irapa-, irepi-, irpo-, irpoa-, irpoff-aca-,

<Tuv-, CTui'-ciri-, CTuy-Kara,- uiro-

For the flexion see § 86 f.

TIKTO) (I. a. a) iTCKOf

bear (child)

-Tlvd(T<T<3i (VII.)
shake

COMP. diTO-, €K-

TtVcj (II. a)

pay
CoMP. dlTO-

-Tp^TTu (I. a) -iTpATTr\V

turn

-Tp^irop,ai

-CTpCTT^flT)!'

CoMP. d^a-, diro-, ck-, iv-,

TtOciKa t

-eTcOeifXTji'

The cl. -Tc-

OrjKa oc-

cursinBGU
n 388'-«

(ii/iii A.D.),

but the
other form,

formed
after d<f)-

€iKa, had

long been

current.

CT€EX0T1» Tc'lojxai

-eTiVa|a

-eTii'a|d/jiT]i'

-€Tpc\|»a

-CTpClj/dfl.T]!'

The cl. orthography
—

usually written Ttaw.

-Tpairiiaop,ai

^iri-, fACTa-, ircpi-, Trpo-
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rpe^it) (I. a) -eTpa<J)T)»' €0pe«|/a W6pafjifi,ai

nurture -c0pe\|/dfjiT)i'

Tp€4>op,ai

CoMP. dca-, iv-, €tc-

The root is Op^fp, which loses its first aspiration when the second

is present.

rpcxw (I. cb) [cSpap.oi/]

run

erpexo*'

CoMP. €iff-, eTTi-aoc-, Kara-, irepi-, irpo-, irpoa-, trui'-, uiro-

The suppletive is from JSptfx : cf. 8p6p.os. The root is 6p^x,

whence future dpiio/xai.

-Tpi(3w (I. a) -cTpi\j«a

rul>

-trpl^ov

CoMP. 8ta-, (Tui'-

happen
CoMP. iv, ciri-, irapo-, (tvv-, uirep-ev

-Tpi\j/OJ -TCTpiflfAai

-Tpi^i^aoftai

-tv\l(T(T(o (VII.)

CoMP. eV-

To'irra) (VII,) [eirXriYTjc]

strike

Itutttoi'

-^TuXt|a

[eTraio-a]

[cirdrala]

TCToxa t Heb
86 K*AD*

T€Tcuxa ib. B

TeTuxTjKa ib.

P33

-TCTuXiyjjiai

[TraTd|(ii]

TOTTTOfiai

For the suppletives see Tratw, TrXrja-a-o) and Trarao-o-o) : cf . for the

cl. usage the excursus on "The Defective Verb tvVto)" in

Sandys and Paley's Demosthenes, vol. ii. pp. 207-211.

is^aiviii (VII.)

weave

Verbal 6<j>ai'T6s

Jffiay €<|)aYO»'

eat

Suppletive to eaOiw, q.v.

^aivii) (VII.) i^&vy\v e<|)dt'af

shine

<|>ai»'op,ai

Verbal -^avj6%

4>(iY0)i,ai t

<|>afOup.ai

4)a>'Ti(rop,ai

In Kev 812 i823 t^dv]/ is best thus

accented, to mean " shine
"

rather

CoMP. di'a-, cTTi- than "
appear

"
((ftavy).
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t -(f)av(TK(t) (IV.) • -4)auCT(o

t <\>6<TKU> (IV.)

COMP. tlTl-

dawn

-l4>a)aK0i'

The relations of these words are not quite clear. 'ETrtc^aucrei

might be the future of {iirijifxiFw (^a€
" shone

"
in Homer—

still surviving in Aratus). The Homeric Tri^avV/cw = " declare."

'Etti^wo-koj can be quoted from P Lond. 130^^ (
= i. p. 134), a

horoscope of ii/iii A.D.

<j)ep(«) (I. a)
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Verbal «()0apT6s

CoMP. 8ia-, Kara-

(|>opc(i) (YII.) c(|>6pcaa ^opeau
wear

Verbal -4)opr]T6s

^pacrcra) (VII.) e<|>pciYr]t' c4>pa^a <j>paY>]cop.ai

shut

(fipvaacrofiaL (VII.) c4ipua|a J

neigh

Middle in cl. Gr.

(|)u\(iaCTa) (VII.) c4>u\a^a i^iuXd^u)

guard £(^u\a^d|jiT]i'

<}>u\d<To-o/Jiai

Comp. 8ia-

<|)u'w (VII.) l^6riv t

groiv

Verbal -4)ot6s

Comp. ck-, vu^-
In Mt 2i^^ = Mk 1328 we may accent ck^vt; pres. (transitive) or

iK<j)vrj aor. (intrans.). Since this late strong aor. accounts for

every other occurrence of (^vw or compounds in NT, except

(f>vov(ra in Heb 12i^, there is a presumption in favour of it

here, as it enables us to take both verbs as aorist. To parse

iK<f>vr] as aor. subj. act. is certainly wrong, for l^w was obsolete

and i<j}vrjv took its place.

^utriiu) (VII.)

illuminate

Xaipw (VII.) excipTji'

rejoice

exaipoc

Comp. auy-

e<t>cjTiaa

XaXdw (VII.)

let down

)(api^o)i.ai (VII.)

grant

iy6.\a.aa

CXClXd(T9T)f

exapicrd|jiT]»'

eXapicrflTjc f

(|>uTi<T(id t Tr€<|)c5Tia(iai

<|>wTi« (Rev 22^ X)

yja.py](Toy.o.i

Xapoucrif in Rev IP^ TR
is perhaps invented

out of vg gaudehunt.

'ETTL)(ap€i can be quoted
from an Alexandrian

inscription of ii/iiiA,D.,

Preisigke Sammelbuch

no. 1323.

XaXaau

Xapicrofiai "j" Kcx^pi<''fJi'i<'

XapiffOiio-ofxai f
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-eytoy

-exuj'i'oi'

"X^ojiai

-)(uv»'Ofiai

-Xc'w (I. a) -€X«°' -X^w t -Ke'xui^ai

-Xuvvui't {II. a) -ix'^Qy]v -xoGiiaofxai

pour There is difficulty as to the parsing of eKxeere in Rev

16^ and awix^ov Ac 2P'^. That the active indie,

present is nowhere x^'*^
in NT proves nothing for

inipf., where there was not the same confusion with

the future ;
and Luke is not likely to have altered

aor. a-vvix^av so as to suggest an unintended impf.

Moreover, he does use lirix^uiv. In Eev the appear-

ance of an uncontracted form iKx^ere (imper.) might,

as WH App.^ 172 suggest, be aor. with termination

of strong aor. But the syntactical argument they

use is not very strong ;
and the open forms cited

from LXX by WS 115 n.23 justify us equally in

parsing this form as (iterative) present, considering

the ways of the author of Eev.

CoMP. CK-, eiri-, Kara-, cruy-, uirep-eK-

XpTio)Jiai (VII.) ixpr](ra.ii.ii]v KE'xprifiai

use

IXpwfA^i'

Verbal xpt"'*^?

CoMP. Kara-, aoy-

For flexion see § 85 : the ordinary -aw flexion has considerably

affected it.

Xpr//xaTi^a) (VII.)

be called

expTiiidTiaa xP^M^^tictw "f"

€XP'n(AaTia0T]i'XpTifiaTil^w (VII.) ixprni.aTicrQr]v Kcxprjimdino--

warn fAai

Two entirely distinct words, the former from XPW"-'^"-
" business "

—cf. our phrase
"
trading as X. & Co."

;
the latter from an

equivalent of xpV^H-^'' "oracle."

Xpiw (VII.) €xpio-a

anoint -ixpi(Td}xr]y (Rev 3^^, accenting eyxptorai:

Verbal xpioTos
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v|/(iXXw (VII.) »|»aXoi

sing

ij/€uSo|xai (I. a) l^i\ia6.\ir\v

lie

-»|>dxw (I. a) -e»(»u^a i|/uyqao(Aai f

cool

CoMP. dva-, dTTO-, CK-, KttTa-

-(iee'o. (VII.) -(Sera f

thrust -iutaa (Ac. 7^5 x*E)

-(oOoufiai -wcrdp.Tjk f

CoMP. diT-, e|-

PRINTRD BT MORRISON AND 0)BB LTD., EDINBURGH
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PART III.

WORD-FORMATION.

§ 96. Our subject liitlierto has been exclusively the form of

words as isolated units, prepared to take their place in the

combinations which make up speech. But we are not yet

ready to pass on to Syntax, the study of principles governing
these combinations : we have still to investigate important
features in the history of the words themselves. We must go
a step further back, and examine words before they are

prepared for their place in a sentence by receiving inflexions

of case or number, of person or mood. The larger part of this

field must be excluded from our present survey. The Science

of Language, or Grammar in the older and wider sense, is

bound to concern itself with Semantics or Semasiology, the

scientific investigation of the development of the meaning of

words. In the same way it is bound to pass beyond Syntax,
and study the phenomena classed imder Rhetoric or Stylistic.

§ 97. But convenience demands an artificial limiting of

what is involved in
" Grammar "

;
and as we limit Syntax

by the period or sentence, so we shall limit the study of single

words within the provinces of Accidence and Word-formation.

This latter division, upon which we now enter, will include

the elements from which Semantics must start.

§ 98. There are two main divisions in the province before us,

which we will take in retrograde order. First comes, then, the

formation of Compounds, the combination of separate words

within the history of the Greek language. Then follows the

study of formative elements within words—comparative research

into the function of prefixes and suffixes which ceased to be

separate words (assuming that they ever were such) in a pre-

historic stage of Indo-European speech. Under both these

headings we shall have to deal separately with Nouns and

Verbs.

VOL. II. PART III.—19
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WORD-COMPOSITION.
NOUNS.

§ 99. There is a marked difference between the languages of

our family, and even between those which are closely related, in

the extent to which nomi-composition is employed. It is one of

the most obvious differences between Greek and Latin, between

German and English
—^the last pair fellow-members of one

branch in the Indo-European family. English has less objection

to compounds than Latin had
;
but we are familiar enough with

the instinct that bids us coin our compomids in Greek rather

than with native elements. We mentioned Semasiology just

now. German philologists use die Bedeutungslehre,
"
meaning-

science," where we invent a Greek combination and transfer

it to our own tongue.

§ 100. The extreme example of proclivity towards com-

pound-making is found in Sanskrit, where all sorts of relations

are expressed by fitting words together, leaving their syn-

tactical functions to be inferred. The Indian grammarians
classified compomids w^th their usual acuteness, and our

scientific accounts of them to-day are largely based upon
the work of these early philologists. Macdonell {Sanskrit

Gramynar, p. 155) gives a good illustration :

"
Kalidasa

describes a river as
'

wave-agitation-loquacious-bird-row-girdle-

stringed,' while we should say
'

her girdle-string is a row of

birds loquacious because of the agitation of the waves.'
"

It

wall be noticed that Sanskrit has the advantage in brevity, but

not in clearness. Greek, \vith its characteristic instinct of

proportion, avoids the overdoing of this practice, especially in

prose ;
and Hellenistic, as we might expect, restricts it some-

what more. Colloquial speech is not prone to multiply cumbrous

words, and the more complex compoimds are naturally avoided

in the artless prose of everyday Ufe.

§ 101. But it is possible to go too far in suspecting special

culture when compounds are freely found. Within limits, a

compound may be an actually simpler locution than its

equivalent with the elements separated ;
and MGr vernacular

shows that the genius of the language in respect of this resource

has not changed. If we find Paul using a compound which

we cannot trace elsewhere, we may provisionally allow liim
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to have coined it without inferring any literary qualities in a

man who can avail himself of such means of expressing a new

thought. A modern peasant could do the same.

§ 102. For the general principles of classi-
^-ssi ca ion.

^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^^e large literature thereon,

reference may be made to Brugmann Grundriss^ n. i. 35-40 and

49-120. A scientifically complete classification can only be

made on comparative lines, and will not be attempted here,

as we are not going beyond the compounds that occur in the

NT. For our purpose we cannot do better than to apply

with a few variations the classification devised by the Indian

grammarians. We may quote Macdonell's summary {Sanskrit

Grammar, p. 155) :

" The most convenient division is into the

three classes of Co-ordinatives, Determinatives, and Possessives.

The Determinatives, so-called because the former member deter-

mines (or qualifies) the latter, are of two kinds. Dependent and

Descriptive. Possessives are secondary compoimds, consisting

chiefly of Determinatives turned into adjectives." The Sanskrit

names for the classes, which will be given below, are with one

exception typical examples of the class thus described.

§ 103. I. Co-ordinative Compounds (Skt.
Co-ordinatives. r, j  a i )n v ^

Dvandva, i.e. couple )
unite two or more

words of the same class : thus Skt. aho-rdtram
"
day and

night." Numerals afford plentiful examples : ScoheKa, duodecim,

SeKaoKTQ}, eighteen, twenty-one, etc., may be compared with the

forms in which and occurs, as the classical Tpeio-KaiSeKa or

our three and twentieth. Apart from these there are very few

examples of Dvandva in Greek ^
: the adverb ^

vv^Ovfiepov
"
by

night and day
"

is the solitary NT instance. ^
^AproKpewit

1
[Mr. E. E. Genner cites irXovdvyleLa healthand wealth. (Aristoph.''^''.)

—Ed.]
*
[So J. H. M. here : but see below, p. 283. " Substantivised neut. from

//i^X^W^poJ'" Brugmaim Grd.^ n. i. 99. Generally taken as direct obj. of

TTfTToiTj/ca in 2 Co 11".—Ed.]
* The vox nihili ScvTepci-irpwTos might be said to belong to this class as

probably as to any other : we may record it here simply because this is the

first class named. Plummer's note on Lk 6^ gives the various attempts made

to explain it. It is an early Western interpolation. WH App.^ 58 (q.v.)

accept Meyer's explanation of its origin ; Burkitt (Gospel Hist. 81 n.
) supposes a

dittography c<\BBdkTCoB&td), from which
"
Batco was erroneously expandwl

into SevTepoTTpiJoTij)." Cod. e reads sabbato mane=iv cra^^drip irpul: cf. Mrs.

Lewis's conjecture of irpwi for -n-pwrov in Jn 1*S from a new reading of syr*'»

{Exp T XX. 229 ff.).
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found in Persius 6^° as a borrowed word, is taken by Brugmann
to mean "

bread and meat
"

: it may be Hellenistic, or a survival

from classical vocabulary. Brugmann notes that Dvandva
is commoner in MGr : thus •ywatKOTraiSa

" women and

children," fiaxatpoirepova
"
knives and forks." It even

appears in verbs, as ave^oKare^aivoi
"
pace up and down "

(Thumb Hdb. 112). The papyri give us xop'^^p(^'<^o^ (P Lond

117P8) (=:iii. p. 178) (8 B.C.), which Grenfell and Hunt take

as
"
hay and aracus," comparing Kpidoirvpo'i (P Petr i. p. 78)

"
barley and wheat." (But see Mayser 468 on this. Kenyon

takes it as
"
aracus for fodder.") Mayser 469 adds vuvkXt]-

po/j.a'x^cfio'i. We may fairly assume that the usage was known
in Hellenistic.

^
. § 104. II. Closely akin to these compounds

are the iteratives, products of the reduplicating

tendency which forms so many words in our own vernacular,

and takes a large part in the history of the Indo-European

verb-system. UnHke Sanskrit and Latin, Greek hardly ever

fuses the two forms into one word, but the principle is not

really affected. An exception is Trepirepo^ (whence irepTrepeuofjLai),

which is not attested till a later date than Latin perperam is

found : it may quite possibly be borrowed from perperus. It

comes from the pronominal pero-
"
other

"
(see below, p. 279,

under irepvai), and the iteration produces elative force,
"
other

than what should be
"

;
cf. uses of eVepo?. The reduplication

produces distributive force in 8u'o 8uo
"
two by two "

(see Proleg.

97, and add P Oxy vi. p. 310 note), irpacjial irpaaiai, avinrocna

CTUfiTTocria, Seo-fxds Sea/xas : cf. Skt. SkaiJcas
"
each one," yddyad

" what each time," Lat. quisquis, Avestan nmdne-nmdne
"
in each house." A modern Indian dialect like Gujarati may

complete the case against Semitism ! Emphasis of various

kinds may be seen in irXeov TrXeov, /laWov fidWov, magis

magis,
" more and more

"
; /leyas^ /xiya^i

^

{Proleg. I.e.)

"
very

great
"

;
otro./ ocroi. (Aristophanes, LXX, Lk 53 D, Heb 10")

"
only just so much as." The last is like our idiomatic phrase

"
only so-so

"
: English iteratives like "tut tut ! ",

"
hear

^ Archivv. 163 cites an Egyptian inscr. of 29 B.C. with dedication dewi

fieydXui /xeydXuL vyplaruL : 0. Rubensohn regards it as referring to Jehovah,

though it may or may not be from a Jew. The collocation fiiyai ya^^aj was
however specially Egyptian,
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hear ! ",
"
come, come ! ",

"
a red, red rose," will supply

fiirtliPi- illustration. See Delbriick, Grd. v. (iii.) 139 £E.

§ 105. III. Dependent Determinatives
Dependent .gj^ Tatpurusa

"
his man," abbreviated T.P.)Determinatives. \

^
\ ,

'

, , ^
lorm a very large class. In these the first

element stands in a case relationship to the second. As in

other compounds, the immense majority of instances show the

bare stem in the first part. There are a few exceptions, of which

we may name the following as NT words : foui'exiis (adv. in

Mk 12^*) ace, oSoiiropos (noun and verb in NT) loc, apiaroc

{=ayepi + (TTov, loc. of obsolete noun=morning—cf. rjpi

Eng. ere—with p.p.p. of J edto eat), AioaKoupoi {sons of Heaven)
Ac 28^1

; gen. A few specimens may be given to show these

compounds in the various case relations : it should be premised
that the selection of a case is often ambiguous.

Accusative.—^eoo-e/S?/? God-ivorshippmg, yeMpyo'i {='yri-

opyos) earth-working, tiller, (f)(o(r(f)6po'i light-bringing, daystar,

KUKovpyo'i {^KUKoepyo^) evil-doer (hence by analogy Trav-

ovpyo<; one who will do anything, knave).

Genitive.—irarpLdp-^ri^ ruler of a clan {Trarpid), aifjuareK-

')(y(TLa shedding of blood
; ocKoSea-Trorr]'; lord of a house.

Ablative.—StoTrer;^'? fallen from heaven, iraTpoTrapdSoTO'i

handed down from our fathers', TroSairof (see Prol. 95, Hellen.

TroTa7r6<i) comingfrom whence ?

Dative.—dvdpcoTrdpea-KO'i man-pleaser, elBci)\66vTo<; sacri-

ficed to idols.

Locative.—)(eipLappo^ flowing in the winter, yovv'TreT)]<;

falling on the knees, 6cf)9a\p68ov\o<i serving under the eyes.

Instrumental.—TTOTapo<p6pr}To<i river-borne, '^ei,p6ypaj>ov

written with the hand, al'^fidXMTo^ spear-captured, KcOap(t)86<;

{=K(,dapa-aoL86<:) singing with the harp, 6eohLhaKTo<i God-taught.

There are a great many compounds of this form which will easily be

placed in one of the categories described above. Some words follow on

which special notes are desirable. (As throughout this chapter, the

original compound is given whenever it exists : in many cases the NT
only shows a secondary derivative.)

'A\eKTopo<j)wfia is noted by Blass {Gr. 68) as
"

peculiar, there being
no conceivable adjective from which it can be derived." It is no doubt

genitivally dependent, cock-crowing, with its second element modelled on

crv/Lt^wi'ta, etc. It is vulgar, as Blass observes.
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A\\oTpi€TriCTKOTros (1 Pet 4^', vg alienorum appetitor) may very well

be a coiued woid : of course such a statement only means that we have

no other occurrences at present, and that the coming of such a compound
is entirely according to usage in Greek of every kind. The elision of its

is determined by XB and other authorities : for the aWoTpiofnia-Konoi
of the a-text MSS we might compare iVTroinr/jof P Oxy i. 92 (iv/A.D.),

Ramsay C. and B. ii. 662 (no. 627), ^eiyfjiaToapT{r)s) and p^w/xarofTrt-

n{(\ijTi]s) in P Loud llo9^^'- (=iii. p. 113) (Hermopolis, a.d. 145-7), the

former also in P Oxy i. 63* (ii/iii a.d.). Probably the retention of the

o was normal in freshly coined words at a rather later period than that of

the NT Books : WM 124 n describes the other as
"
more coiTect." See

further above, § 32.

'ApfxoXoyos may be tentatively given as the basis of (au>')apfxo\oY€'w,

though its authoritj^ (see LS) is 7iil, and the verb may be simply formed

from analogy. It would mean joint-gathering (accus. dep.), with the

verb to fit together.

Avrdy forms simdry compounds that call for comment. In two of

them the airoj is nominative, so that the words fall into the next class.

In three it is instrumental, viz. auSatpexos self-chosen, auTOfxaros self-

thought, spontaneous (*-/iaroy p.p.p. of V men to think), auroKaTtlKpiTOS

self-condemned. Probably auT64)ojpos is the same, self-detected', its

usage (see Jebb on Soph. Ant. 51) depends on (^copaw rather than on (^wp.

The dative appears in auTdpKT)s self-sufficient, content : the vernacular

use of the word practically lets the avros go
—see Vocabulary s.v. Also

dative is auOdSiis [avro-Fadrjs, from V sudd of x^bofiai, avhavo), suavis

etc.) self-pleasing, reckless.

BaTTaXoye'w (Mt 6^ nB—WH App.^ 158) presumes an (unquotable)

*^aTTaX6yos, best perhaps taken as from */3orraXo-Xoyos by haplology.
It is argued in Vocabulary s.v. that tBdrTokos, the nickname of Demos-

thenes, may have meant gabbler : in that case Aramaic battdl (Wellhausen)

may be only accidentally similar. (iaTTapiCui stammer is another possible

source, for *j3aTTapo-Xoyea) might sufEer haplology after assimilation.

The reading of D (gr.) jBXarroX. is akin to Latin blatero (i.e. *mlatero,

Eng. blether; the root perhaps in Skt. mleccha "foreign-speaking").
The uncertainty of the word's history makes it doubtful whether Class IV.

or V. should not claim it.

B\do-<|)T]fAos probably shows the reduced form of the stem of ^Xd^os,

thus injury-speaking (accus. dep.) : see further Vocabulary s.v.

ra^o(j>oXdKiov (Strabo p. 319) is derived by Blass {Gr. 68) from

yaCo<f)vXa^ treasure-warden (gen. dep.).

rXojCTcroKoiJioi' (Jn 12' 13^') is what holds (Kop-L^ei) the mouthpiece of a

flute {yXcjTTa
—cf. Blass ib.). Phrynichus (Rutherford 181) tells us how

the degenerate epigoni sacrificed the
"

correct
"

Attic yXaTroKopdov,
and widened its use so as to describe a case for

"
books, clothes, money,

or anything else." See Vocabulary s.v. for papyrus citations for the

Attic form (still in W), and the shortened Hellenistic form.

Ae^ioXd^os, a d.X. in Ac 23^^ (vg lancearii), is supposed to mean
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taking (a spear) in the right hand (instr. or loc. dependence). In military

phraseology the spear was always connected with the right, as the shield

with the left. It was certainly not a coined word, but as it does not re-

appear till vii/A.D. we must suppose it a technical term of limited range.

AT]fii]y6pos public orator (whence -pew) starts best perhaps from brjfios

dyeipeiv contionem facere (so accus. dep.), the connotation of a harangue

coming from the conditions familiar from Homer down.

EiXiKptt/i^s (on breathing see WH App.^ 151) is as yet unsolved.

That the second element is from Kplvca seems clear, so that the meaning
is —tested,

—discerned, sincere. But neither the Homeric fiXiVoSef

(i^oes) nor Theocritus' fJAirei'j/s', an epithet of a grass, seems to help us

for the first element, and it must be left for the present.
Since (v is the neuter of an old adjective (Homeric j)vs, cf. Skt. vasu

good, Zd. vanhu, O. Pers. Ddraya-vahu {'D&vms.) =possessing goods), some

of its cpds. may as well come here as in the other classes. Thus euepyeTTis

benefactor might be bonorum factor. But it is better to divide them be-

tween Classes IV. and V.

Oeoo-TUYTJs (see SH on Rom P") has sometimes been taken as accusa-

tivally dependent, Ood-hating ; but there seems no reason for deserting
the ancient evidence for God-hated (dative). Similarly the proper name

0€o4)iXos means God's beloved, dear to God (gen. or dat.) : the other

meaning would be expressed by iiia-odeos, (f)LX6deos respectively. (As
a Jewish name Theophilus appears in papyri : it carries on such OT
names as Jedidiah.)

0ujjio)i,ax€'w
—

*6vfxofjLdxos is not found—seems to be instr. dep., to

fight with zest or heat, so to quarrel hotly. So Xoyofjidxos fighting with

words (" speaking daggers ").

Qvpupos = 6vpa-Fop6s door-guardian (Spdco, Eng. ware) has gen.

dependence. Cf. KT]7ro-Fop6s, KT|Troup6s, gardener ; oiKoupos house-

guardian (Tit 2* a-text). The 1st decl. nouns properly produced com-

pounds in -(opos, as n-uXcopoj gate-guardian, TifAwpos honour-guardian,

avenger ; but analogy sometimes produced in vernacular documents

forms like 6vpovp6s.

Ket'ep-Pareuw
"
according to a probably certain conjecture. Col 2^*

"

(Blass, Gr. 67) dtpa Kfvfp^arfvcov for a eopuKfv e/^/3. The verb epISartva

is good vernacular, and, in the process of copying, might easily take the

place of a a.X., which would probably be a coinage of Paul's own : a con-

jecture developed by such a succession of great scholars ^
is tempting.

C. Taylor, to whom the conjecture in its final form is due, suggested that

the phrase was based on the Rabbinic
"

fly in the air with nothing to rest

on." Field's rather doctrinaire objection to a verb not found elsewhere,

and not formed according to classical rules—which are far from
"
inviol-

able
"

in Hellenistic—would be easily turned by reading (with Peake)

K€V€fjil3aTcov, an existing word, and assuming that the common eix^areveiv

^ See its history in J. R. Harris's Side-lights on NT Research (1909),

pp. 198f.
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ousted a rather rare expression. The new verb will mean to invade the

void (accus. dep.), and with the internal accus. aipa to tread the empty air.^

*Kapa86Kos may perhaps be assumed as basis of (dTro)Kapa8oKia
(see p. 299), but its formation ia not at all clear. If benofiai (Att.

(^exopai) originally meant to stretch out (cf. Brugmann Grd.^ ii. 465), this

(hypothetical) adjective head- stretching would supply a good basis for

KapaboKiM to expect eagerly. See further on the noun (possibly a coinage
of Paul—the verb is in Polybius) Vocabulary s.v.

Nauayos {vavs and Fuywpi-) must be interpreted on the same lines

as its Latin synonym naufragns : accus. dependence is perhaps simplest,
one who has wrecked his ship. NauKXTjpos is complex, as it combines

vavKXrjpos with a ship as his portion (a compound of Class V. below) with
a dissimilated form of vavKpapos ship-master, from *Kpaa-p6s head

{Kpaa-nebov, Kpuvlov, Lat. Cerebrum for ceresrom) : there are semasio-

logical difficulties here—see LS.

OiKoupyos (a.X.), the true reading in Tit 2», is a compound with
locative dependence, home-ioorker, or it may be exactly parallel with

•yfcopydf, which has accus.

'Op6oTOfAew (2 Ti 2^^) occurs in Pr 3« IP, of levelling or straightening
a road—" cutting straight the path of Truth," for the pilgrims' progress
thereon, would be an attractive meaning. But it is simpler to compare
(with Grimm) Kaworopfw to innovate, where the second element has
faded: opd. will then be to direct, apply faithfully, as men speak of

"
a

straight talk." So practically vg recte tractantem, and RV.

riarpoXwas and /iT]TpoXc5as in 1 Ti P are spelt with o (not a) by the best

MSS : see WH App.- 159. The classical narpoKoins seems to make father-
thrasher (oXo(t)aw) the meaning.3 The levelling tendency of analogy has
caused all the r nouns to substitute po in compounds for the pa {i.e. r)
which was originally found (cf. Skt. pitr-, Goth. bro]>rii-) : here the

tendency has even affected words in which the a belongs to the second
element of the compoimd. This is simpler than Radermacher's sugges-
tion (Or.^ 35, 237) that oXXvpi was in mind.

nXeovcKTTjs should api^arently mean one loho has more (accus. dep.).
But from the first it is one who would have more. It is difficult to see

where the desiderative element came in : is the -Utt^^ really *e^-r7;r ?

But cf. al(TxpoKfp8i]s below, p. 284.

nXiip.p.upa may be placed here tentatively, on the assumption that the

Pfi (see § 41) only represents a popular connexion with TrXrjv, like 7rXi;;x/xeXijs.

1
[This

"
probably certain conjecture

"
has been gravely discoimted by

Ramsay's discovery of the word i/x^aTevu in inscrr. from Klaros as a t.t. of

the Mysteries. His essay
" The Mysteries in their Relation to St. Paul

"

{Coniemp. Review, Aug. 1913, pp. 198 ff.) is republished in The Teaching of
Paul, pp. 287 ff.). So now Vocab. 206a.—Ed.]

2 The a is taken by Brugmann (Grd.^ 11. i. 92) as due to analogy of nouns that

lengthened the vowel at the junction through contraction, as (TTparay6i=strto-
ago-s.

3 For w or y replacing ot see p. 83. [WH spell both words with w.—Ed.]
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Boisacq regards ttAi;- as a gradation-doublet of nXa (ttAcoco, E. flood):

fivpofiai, orig. to flood, supplies the second part. In that case the first

element would be a primitive noun, accusativally or instrumentally

dependent.

nXY]po<|)opew, which has no *-!T\i]i)o(p6pos behind it, maj" come from the

analogy of cpds. like TeXe(T<j)ope'(o (from TeXf(r(f)6pos maturity-bringing).
The verb starts from to bring in full (accus. dep.). Its meanings in ver-

nacular Greek may be seen in Deissmann LAE 82 f. (^SGf.), IVIilligan on
1 Th P : see also Lightfoot on Col 4^2.

no8T)pT]s must mean reaching to the feet (dat. dep.), but its second

element is not clear. The root of dpapiana) is generally given, and may
be right, though feet-fitting is not quite what we want. The -rjprjs in

ap.<l>iiprjs, tTTTjpTjs, Tpu)pt]s al., is connected with the root of our ro^r,

rudder, and is less suitable still.

npoo-wTroXT)fX7rTT)s is one of the few genuine examples of
"

Jewish

Greek." It is a natural Greek coinage from the phi'ase npoa-conoi' XapiSdvew

(accus. dep.), which was a hteral rendermg of CJS i^UZ—a notion not

provided with a real equivalent in Greek. Prol. 13 gives an estimate of

the place of such locutions in the language. The compound (with -«j/ia

and -TTTe'w) serves as a good illustration of the fact that word-composi-
tion was a resource of language still very much alive in Hellenistic.

ZKu^aXov' (Ph 3*) was a vernacular word, found in papyri. Wetstein

gives a mass of passages from Koivrj literature, and one or two from earlier

writers. The derivation from o-kco/j is quite impossible jihonetically.

The alternative (based on Suidas), that it is a contraction of fs Kvvas

/3aXe7i', as o-KopaKL^aj is formed from eV KopaKas, is not to be vetoed so

decisively : it might be a popular abbreviation, in form anticipating

partly the MGr arov for e's- t6v, etc. In that case we have a compound
with quasi-dative dependence. Popular association with o-Kcop might
account for the predominance of the meaning stercus.

lirepixoXoyos picking up seeds (appUed to a bird in Aristophanes and

other writers) has accus. dependence : for the development of its meaning,
see comms. on Ac 17^*.

2vKo(pdvTt]s (whence rew) fig-showing (accus. dep.) seems clear in

its composition, but the meaning of the metaphor which thus describes

an informer is still uncertain.

<^pei'aiTdTT)s mind-deceiving (accus. dep.), conceited. Blass (Gr. 68)

notes its occurrence in P Grenf i. 1'
i"

(ii/B.c), a literary text.

XeipoTovos (hence "ew) stretching the liand (^Eschylus) lias accus.

dependence.

XopT^yos (xopoj + ayos) chorus-bringing or -leading, originally used

mostly of the equipment of a chorus (a Xarovpyia at Athens), was early

generalised to mean one who supplies the cost for anything. The irregular

T} (following p) is probably due to the analogy of other compounds in

•Tjyoi, rather than to Ionic influence (see p. 68). (Cf. Brugmann KVG 304,

307, Ord.^ ri. i. 92.) In one of its meanings dpxiiY°^ '"^.v belong here :

see below, p. 277.
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§ 106. IV. We come next to Descriptive

^ . . Determinatives (Skt. Karma-dhdraya, a term
Determinatives. . i • i -t , v 4--

 \- *.
•

of which the exact application is not certain

—abbreviation K.D.). In these the first element is a noun,

adjective, or adverb which describes the second element,

standing to it in a predicate relation. We classify them

naturally according to the character of the first element :

{a) Noun or adjective
^ or pronoun :

—
Autottttis self-seer,

KWfAOTToXis village-town (a TroXt? that is little more than a kw^it)
—

Strabo, Mk P^), fieaoxoixos middle wall, harrier, dypieXaios

ivild olive, oXokuutos burnt whole. So in English midsummer,

ill-ioill.

(b) A subdivision of (a) is required for compounds with

numerals, like our fortnight : the Indian grammarians made a

special class for these, called Dvigu (two-cow). In the nature

of tilings these, if they belong to Class IV., can only be plural

(except possible compounds of o)ie, like the English t.t. single-

tax : fiowoYekris only born might be classed here). Thus we

have Latin decemviri, centumviri. Out of these arose a natural

singular, not capable of analysis except by reference to its

plural : thus decemvir=one of a board of ten. This is found

in the NT Tejpadpxiis, one of four rulers. Compare the title

SeKairpcoToi;, fomid in papyri=owe of ten Trpcorot (cf. Ac 28'),

8eKav6<i (whence our dean).

(c) A large class has an adverb as first element. I<" may
be the negative a-, av- (ji-, Lat. in-, Eng. un-, Skt. a-, an- :

the reduced form of ne) : so ayi-waTos unknown, aao<j)os unwise,

etc. The second element might be a noun (like our unfaith) :

thus in Sophocles dfiriTwp=:owe who is no mother. But these

compounds have in Hellenistic all become possessive (Class V.) :

a-ndT(op=father unhnown,"^ with no recorded father (Heb 7^).

Ev forms a good many compounds, as eOepYtTTis well-doer,

benefactor ;
so hva-, as 8ua(3doTaKTos hardly borne (cf . our mis-

trust), etc. Many prepositional cpds. belong to this class (IV.c),

^ An interesting observation is made by Brugmann KVO 362 as to fem.

cpds. with -0- at the juncture, like a.Kp6iro\is. He regards these as dating
from a time when the adj. did not take a fem. termination to suit grammatical

gender.
* So in the papjTi, for illegitimates : see Vocabulary s. v.
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though Classes V. and VII. are responsible for the major part
of them : thus n-poo-wTroi' what is towards the eyes, face, Trpo-n-dTwp

forefather, 6iT-ek'8uTT]s overcoat. We will reserve prepositional

compounds until we can classify them together. (See §| 110-

129.)

We proceed to comment on special cases :

Glass (a). 'AKpoPuaria is not completely explained. 'AKfjoiroa-dia, a

normal Descriptive cpd. from aKpos and Tn'tadi] with a fresh suffix, is found

in Hippocrates, and is ob^aously the original of the LXX word. When a

word containing a vox obscena was taken from medical vocabulaiy into

populai- religious speech, it was natural to disguise it : a rare word

livo-Tpa=IBu(rfj.a may supply the model.

'AKpoywciaios presumes a (non-existent) dupoycovla extreme corner.

'AKpofliVia, based on aKpodiva (Pindar), to^^ heaps— top of a heap

(cf. Latin summus mons), chief spoils.^

'Apeo7raYiTif]s depends formally on a cpd. 'Ape{i)67rayos, which

never had any real existence : it was at a late period formed afresh

from 'ApeoTrayirrjs (for which cf. Meisterh.^ 61, also 43). Lobeck Phryn.
599 £f. successfully shows that in this and similar words the separate
words were more in accord with Attic taste than the cpd. ; but he totally

fails in his attempt to eject the Descriptive altogether. His quotations
illustrate that a locution containing two or three words was fused when a

derived cpd. was wanted : cf. KoXoKayadla and other cpds., while kuXo-

Kayados never occurs till very late (U/a.d.). On this see Brugmann KVG
306, who compares terrimotium from terrce motus, Ger. langweilig from

lange Weile etc. So we make the compound Free-Churchmanship out

of the separate Free Church.

'ApxTjyos (cf apxdyyeXos, dpxiepeus) may have as its first element

dpxi : the i is elided before -ayos (a'-yoj)
—for the

rj
see above under ^opvyo^

(p. 275). The alternative dpxe- (see CI. VI.) has probably affected this

prefix, and when it precedes vowels we cannot tell which of the two to

presume, in the case of early words : dpxi- monopolised the late forma-

tions. Since there are two distinct fimctions for the prefix, according as

it means chief (CI. IV.) or ruling (CI. VI.), it is reasonable to conjec-

ture dpxi- as original in the adjectival and dpxe- in the verbal function,

with some natural mixture resulting. How far dpxi- is primitive we can

hardly say. It was shown by Caland and Wackernagel (see the latter's

Altind. Gramm. ii. 59 ff.) that from I.E. times -i- replaced the adjective

suffix -ro- in the first part of cpds., and perhaps replaced other suffixes.

Cf. KokXi- cpds. (as KaXXie'Xaios) from kuXos. In that case dpxi- will

be either a primitive base-form, or made by analogy from dpxo-, the base

of the noim dpxos. See Mayser 81. The great majority of the late dpxi-

^
[Mr. E. E. Genner points out that the new LS gives aKpodis as a subst.

(like dKp6iro\is) from a iv/s.c. inset. See Riisch, Or. d. delph. Inachriftfn,

i. 216: aKpbdii Erstlingsgabe: rav dKpddivaJ)".
—Ed.]
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cpds. belong to CI. IV. The old word df)x>}yus shows fluctuation in

meaning between originator and leader, according as the force of

dpxfcrdai and npx^i-'' respectively predominates. The former may really

go back to (ipx'?+«7fs'> beginning-leader, a cpd. of CI. 111.: the latter is

CI. IV., supreme leader. See Vocabulary s.v.

Avdevrrjs (whence audevridi be master of, govern) is a contracted form
of the Sophoclean avrufvTijs {

=
avTo-?vTr]s from root of dvveLv, Skt. sanoti,

Lat. sons, our sin). The A^erb is branded as vulgar by Atticists, and is

accordingly good vernacular, in the same sense as in 1 Tim 2^^. Latin and

English join in giving the verb the nuance of our word perpetrate. The
curious meaning

"
murderer

"
in classical writers comes from an entirely

different word, derived from iivTo-6ivTi]i : see Vorahulury s.v. It is

classed with avroTTTtjs as a cpd.

Aripioupyos, from dafiioFifjyus, is as old as Homer. It seems to

start from pitblic worker, wliich de\'eloped in two different directions

into (1) craftsman, (2) magistrate (in some Doric cities). Under (1) the

idea of skill grew stronger
—

j^erhaps from the contrast of a publicly

recognised workman, contrasted \\'ith one who only works for himself—
and it becomes in philosophy a name for the Creator : cf. Philo De Somn.
13 fin. (p. 632 M.), where it is contrasted Avith the higher title KTiarrjs.

It is natural to think that the author of Heb IP" was at least semi-

conscious of this.

lepciTToXis and NediroXis are printed divisim by ^VH : in Col 4^' the

MSS cannot help us, in Ac 16^^ CD* are quotable (Avith the mob) for the

cpd. form. Blass's
"

sic diAisim antiquiores
"

is a useless remark, since

Luke was not an "
antiquior." On the Avhole, hoAACA^er, the oldest

uncials may be alloAved to decide, though the tendency to fuse these

phrases into cpds. was strong by this time. MeyaXoTroAts', for example,
occurs in Strabo (i/B.c). Ramsay (C. and B. ii. p. 681) shoAvs that

Hterojjolis was the local name, and a sign of imperfect Hellenisation.

[KaXoSiSdcTKaXos in Tit 2^, being a (5.X., might be taken as noble

teacher ; but this would probably be *KaK'Ki8i.8d(TK(iXos, and the other

cpds. of 8i8d(TKaXos belong to CI. III.]

KpdffTreSoi' is an old cpd., apparently of this class, from the stem

to Avhich Kfpas, Kupa and K/ja(o-)i'ioi' belong : ittmost edge seems the

meaning.

AeiToupyos, from Xifiru-fpyos (Blass Gr. 8), is later in its attestation

than its formal deriActives (-e'w and -la). \i]itov occurs in Herodotus

(A'ii. 197) for a set of public offices : this connotation would suggest a

clerk in government service as the oldest meaning. It is curious to note

how far it has diverged from the very similar drj^iLovpyos.

M€(TT]p.Ppia, from fxeaos and an ablaut form of rjfiaf}, r]fxipa, answers

to our mid-day.

McCTOupdcKiiJia, /iiid-heaven, in Rev 8^^, is from the verb necrovpavio) to

cuhninatt, of heavenly bodies crossing the meridian, but the presumable
base *fj.e(Tovpai'os is not quotable, and may never have existed.
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Neojj,T]i'ia neiv-moon, or rather the day of the new moon, is a derivative

rather than a direct Descriptive cpd.

Neo<|)UTos new plant, or newly j)l(inted, might equally well be put
with (c) below.

riat'riYUpis, Ukesome other cpds. of ntn, loses the r of the stem by the

influence of the neuter nav, but keeps the original a. General assernftly

represents the meaning.

riav'oiKei is the locative of an unused *TravoiK6s, which would mean
whole house : cf. navuTpaTiq, navoiKia. IlavoiKfi comes under the

ban of the Atticists (Lobcck Phryn. 514). No doubt it was formed on the

analogy of other locatives in -ei {afiKrBd etc.), by substituting oi'/co? for

oiKi'a ; nor need we suppose that such formations were ever used in the

nom. or other cases, being called into being only for the adverb.

riepuCTi is another locative without other cases in use, bub it is of

prehistoric antiquity. Its first element is the primitive pronoun pero- =
other, Skt. para- : cf . nipav, perendie, perperam, Eng. far etc. : the second

is the locative of net (cf. Feros, vefiis) =year, with weak grade. The Skt.

parnt has the same meaning, and onlj^ differs bj' the absence of the

locative suffix -i.

UpwTos forms a good many cj^ds. of this class, as in NT irptoTOKaGeSpia,

irpwTOKXicria, Trp<j}TO(ndrr]<s. flpwroroKos first-born forms the further

noun irpcoTOTOKia (pi.). npaiTOTOKOi
= bearing a firstborn is an oldej'

word, which is still quotable in ritual language of iii/ii B.C. {Syll. 615**,

or Syll.^ 1024*' vv evKvpova TrpcoToroicov). Isidore of Pelusium (Lightfoot
Col. p. 150) proposed to use this for the crux in Col 1*°, qs.

"
the first

avA.hor of all creation
"

; but his admission that he was iimovating must

be noted, and Lightfoot's exegesis may be maintained -see also Peake

EGT in loc.

Iap8oi'u|j xP"'''*^^^^^?) XP^'^^''^P'^'^°'^ ^iid the cpds. in v)/€u8o-

(exc. two of CI. V.) are words of this class that need no comment.

J.Y\p.^pov is an adverb (accus.) like iripvai. Its termination is an adj.

suffix ; and the a- represents a pronoun k^o-
"

this," compared by

Brugmann KVO 401 with O.E. hiu-diga (Ger. Heute)
"
to-day." Hence

*(T(Trjp(pov, Attic *TTrjpepov, whence the initial consonant was reduced.

[iKXifjpoKapSia might belong to this class, if='' hard heart." It is

better taken as Possessive (CI. V.) in origin, =}iard-heartedness.'\

Iupo<J)oii'iKicrCTa in ]VIk 7^® XALa stands against Si'pa ^oivUia-aa

Boo and l.vpa ^o'nnacra W al.—the last probably an Atticist correction.

2,vpo(f)ohii^ occurs in Lucian (cf. also Juvenal)—see Grimm-Thayer—
and is the natural antithesis to Ail3v(]in'ivi^.

<t>0ii'oir(i)pn'6s (Jude
^^

: see J. B. Mayor's excursus, pp. 55 S.)

is a time-adjective (p. 358 below) from (f)div67ro}poi', which is a double

cpd. of this class. 'OTrwpa =late season {wpa orig. =spring, but generalised):

its fijst part is the ott- of 6^f, onia-a, o-ma-dev, the association with which

has ejected the that would be regular. In usage this season opened
as early as July ; and a new word was needed to describe the autumn

proper. The adj. (pdivds and cpds. in (pdiyo- show that the present-
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stem (pOiv- was accomi)amed bj^ an adj. base (perhaps merely analogical)

containing the v. The season is therefore oTrcopa (f)6ivov(Ta (like jjltjvos

(^divovTQs, of the days following the 20th). So Icrrifiepla fj (fidivonoDpivrj

(Aristotle) =^^c atitumnal equinox. Pomifer awtumnus finds these trees

aKapira.

XaXKoXiPai'os, a.\, in Rev P^ and 2", is explained by Hort as
"

brass-

like \l8avos,^'' i.e. amber, and so
"
the glowing metal named from amber

by this name as well as by I'jkfKTpov." If this view of the word be taken,

it is a noun of the Descriptive class. See Hort's note, also Swete's in loc.

4'fuS/;9 forms »|/€u8d8c\4>09, vJ/euSairoCTToXos, 4/eu86|JiapTup, vj/euSoirpo-

<j)rJTr]S, (j/euSoxpio^TOs.

Class (b). On the whole it seems best to transfer to the next class all

the remaining nouns under this head, as being essentially adjectival.

Thus SiSpaxfAoi' is {an ajnount) of tivo drachma ; StcTe's is the neuter of

an ajdi].=lasting two years; ywkiiapov is [a space) of half an hour. The

only exception then will be the Terpadpxrjs type described above.

Glass (c). Descriptive compounds in which the first element is an

adverb—a term which of course includes prepositions
—need not be

catalogued in full. The prepositional cpds. will be reserved for the next

chapter, so that we may bring together all the combinations in which the

several prepositions are concerned. First come the cpds. made with

the negative prefix. In the great majority of cases this was from I.E.

times {I,
the weak grade of ne, which in Greek became d-, as a-yv<i)(<T)Tos

=i{n)-giiotus, unknoum ;
aKtav {d-F€K(ov)=iin-ivilling ; or nv- before

vowels, as av-dii.o<i=un-icorthy. That ne in the high grade could he

compounded with nouns, adjectives and participles is proved by such

formations as ne-fas, nemo (ne-hemo), our naught (
=not one ivight or whit-

see Skeat E.D.). Even verbs were once capable of taking this prefix :

there is no essential difference between ne-scio, nolo (ne-volo) and ovk

olba, oil 6e\a), except that the former have become one word. A restric-

tion of y. to nouns, adjectives and participles had established itself in

I.E. times ; d-8u>'aTos, im-potens, un-ivitting, are normal ; but we do

not find d-diivaixm, im-possum, or the like. In Greek this restriction

excluded even participles when they still belonged to a verb system—aKcdv is found, but not ddwdpevos.^ (The verbal in -tos does not

originally belong to the verb system proper : see Prol. 221 f.) One

class of words still maintains (according to Brugmarm KVG 310) the old

ne, viz. words where there is c, I, 6 in Anlaut, which sometimes took ne

instead of w. Thus vrjKfaros irom ve+aKea- (aKeofiai) etc.: from these

forms, with initial vt)- {vd-) as the result of contraction, came such words

as vTj-TTios {=-TrF-ios, cf. vij-irvTios)^ unintelligent, infant. This account is

not wholly satisfactory as an explanation of the prefix vd- or prj-, but

no other is foi-thcoming that will do as well, unless we revert to the theory

1 There are rare exceptions, like dTrto-reiyo-as in P Oxy ii. 237 ''•^
(a.d. 186).

^ The old etym. viy + F^ttoj tvord is impossible, as an uncontracted form

must have occurred in Homer.
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of the long vowel n producing va. Among the CI. IV. cpds. with d- we
need onlj'^ name one or two.

"Ayi'oia may be from dyvw?, if we may assume this to combine an

earher *dyva)6s with the stem in -r- (gen. dyvcoTos) : dyroew presumes
the same.

'AStifj.oi'ew is a problem imperfectly solved. T. W. Allen {CR xx. 5)

takes it from dSr/jucof (Hippocrates, 1 cod.), the negative of a presumed

8r]fi(oi> prudent, traceable in proper names, as Dor. Aa/xwi', familiar in

pastoral poetry. This he takes from Sf'fiae, that is V 8aa (perh. from

detns—Skt. damsi§tha), *fida-/xcoi' becoming dajxcov regularly. We might
take the original meaning of dSr'jfjiCDi' to be betvildered : cf. the association

o ddrjuovrnv and dnopoiv in Plato (see LS).

'AopaTos, not dv-, because of the F in Fopda (cf. Eng. ware).

^'Actwtos not salvahle, jmst saving, dissolute : on this connotation of

the -Tos verbal see Proleg. 222.

Other cpds. may be taken as they come. 'Ayai/aKTeoj is not completely

explained, but it may possibly depend on an (unused) Descriptive *dyav-

aKTTis greatly angry : ayav is supposed to be a reduced form of ^eyas (cf,

ingens, both thus from mgy,t), and the second element I should tentatively

regard as an agent noun from V ax (axofjcai) grieve.

/liXOTOfjLos (whence SixoTOfJie'w cut in tivo) is from bixa a-tivo : its

derivatives are from the active paroxytone, but the adj. appears earlier

as bixoroyLos passive =" hewjoie in to
"
{Chevy Chase).

Au(r- cpds. are primitive : in Skt. we have not only the prefix dus but

also the noun dosa, harm. Cf. also Gothic prefix tuz-. Of doubtful

history is SjictkoXos {morose, in NT simply diffimilt). OsthofE {IF iv. 281),

on ^ovKuXos, makes probable the existence of an I.E. V qel (with pure

velar)
"

to keep, tend," found with an extension in our hold. The

synonymous q'-'el of Latin colo would serve equally well, since fVKoXoy

(with V preceding the labiovelar—see Giles ManuaP 132) would deter-

mine the form of its correlate {*8v(T7toXos otherwise). The meaning seen

in colo (e.g. patronum or deum) would suit the Greek very well : 8va-Ko\os

would be one who tivdpmTTov ovk (vrpiivfrai, so disagreeable.

Over against these Sdct- compounds stands the more numerous family of

eij. This adverb performs the same function as the Skt. su-, but it does

not seem possible to equate them. It is assigned by the best authorities

(see Boisacq Lex. 298f .) to a primitive esu-s, which makes GauUshi^sog'e/i(«s)

(Welsh Owen^) — 'E.vyevLoi. Su- appears in o-yirjs, from \/ gJ'je live,

whence (ip' and (-iioi. (Cf. also the probably Iranian proper name which

in O. Pers. would be U-frdta, Eu-<j)pdTr]s, qs. *(LnrXr]Tos well-filled.)

EuayY^'^io" depends on the Descriptive ddyyfXos ivell-reporting, good-

news-bringer. Though its application to the news itself instead of the

messenger's reward or the thanksgiving to the gods is not found in classical

1
[Mr. E. E. Genner observes that Welsh Owen is commonly derived

from Eugenius direct, as Emrys = Ambrosiiis, where an "Ancient British"

etymology seems impossible. Ed ]
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Greek, the more general sense of this derivative is current in ordinary

Hellenistic and may be independent : it may even be a Descriptive taken

directly from (v-ayyfXia, with the decl. changed. [EuSoKia seems to

start from (v8ok(o), which will be treated under CI. VII.] Ev<oxf<^

(whence cruccuwxeicrOcti) may be classed here if it originates in a cpd.

fijioxos (not found): this would be from fv + -oxos (gradation of i'xu),

with the vowel lengthened in composition on analogy (cf. on x^Piy"^^

p. 275)—the meaning would be treating well. Other cpds. of eu belonging

to CI. IV. are cudpeo-ros icell-pleasing, euyei'ris well-born (or CI. V. having

good
"

birth "—see p. 287), €u0€tos well-jilaced, €u\aPr|s handling well,

cautious, reverent, eu)jLeTd8oTos readily distributing, cu-rrdpeSpos assiduous,

6uir€t0Ti<; obedient, (vnopos well-faring (hence V^'<^ ^^^^ °P^°^)' «^<^^P^5

pious, cuxdpiaTos grateful, €uxpr](TTOs serviceable. Euiroua need not

imply a non-existent evnoios icell-doing, but may be formed on analogy.

EiVpoTTfXos versatile, hence witty and {in mal. part.) ribald (whence Xia)

comes from Tpinia : the adj. *rpd7rfXos is not found, but is guaranteed

by its Latin equivalent torculus (tjrqvelos)
—hoth.=twning, but they are

appUed in different ways (Brugmami Gr.* 231).

EuTrepiorraTos, a.X. in Heb 12\ is a well-known crux. To the

material given in Westcott's note need be added only the fact that in

vernacular Greek (see Deissmann5»S 150) Trtpia-Taais often means distress,

evil circumstances: we sometimes use circumstances with the same sugges-

tion. Tliis is what Theophylact was thinking of in explaining eiir.

'
because of which one easily falls into distresses (Trepio-rdo-eis)." I do

not quite understand Westcott's objection to Chrysostom's
"
what can

easily suffer Trepia-Taa-is i.e. removaV
" The cpd. could not lose the -t- :

it must be formed from o-rar.if." No doubt, but we should expect

Trfpia-TciTos and Vty to have kindred meanings. We are at liberty to give

the verbal in -ros either active or passive force, the root being intransi-

tive {Proleg. 221 f.). From the form it does not seem that there is any

fatal objection to (1) easily avoided, (2) admired (lit. well-surrounded),

(3) easily surrounding, besetting, or (4) dangerous (lit. having easy dis-

tress). This last (Theophylact's) implies that to TrfplaraTov got the

sense of nfplaTaa-is in malam partem, so that the cpd. becomes a Possessive

(based on CI. IV.a).

Ei-^i'Spo/xos (whence °e(o) may be put here as a cpd. of (vdv, straight-

running. But as in other cases where an adj. seems used adverbially,

we might get the same result by applying the Possessive, based on a

Descriptive straight run.

'»lnQavr\<i=half dead: we can hardly class this with the numeral

cpds.

MoyiXaXos speaking ivith difficulty, and rtaXiyy^viaia re-generation,

are both simple exx. of the present class.

TaXaitrwpos has in the first place a form from the root of rdXas: etc.

which seems to recur in the Gothic pulains, patience : cf. TaXai(ppa>v beside

TaXd(/)pcoi'.
The rrcopoi presumed for the second half—apparently the
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gradation of vTjpos disabled—does not show itself outside the notes of

ancient scholiasts and grammarians, who may be etymologising.

TTjXauyi^s far-shining or far-discerned, according as avyr] or avyd^a is

to guide our interpretation of the second part.

§ 107. V. Possessive Compounds are

called in Skt. Bahu-vrihi (B.V.), a term which

illustrates the class : as a K.D. it would mean " much rice,"

but it has developed instead the possessive sense,
"
having

much rice." These cpds. can be based on any of the foregoing

classes, a distinction being made iti the earhest times by change
of accent. Thus in Skt. rdja-putrd (Ra.j^nt)=king^s son, a T.P.

(CI. III.) ; rdjd-putra=having a king for son, a B.V. So in

Greek d't]po-Tp6(f)o<;=feeding wild beasts (CI. III.), while d7}p6-

Tpoj)o<i=having wild beasts as food (CI. V.). Brugmann {Grd}

II, i. 75) shows that the accenting of the first element in a

Possessive cpd. goes back to I.E. though comparatively few

traces are left in Greek : this is a natural consequence of the

Greek restriction of the accent to the last three syllables of

a word, a restriction unknown to Skt. and to Germanic in its

earliest stages. Brugmann, however, insists that the Possessive

class is not to be regarded as secondary : it is as old as the

other classes.

Based on CI. I.—Possessives related to CI. I. can hardly be illustrated

from the NT, unless we treat cuxOrjjui.epoi' as the adverbial ace. of an adj.

=including a day and a night. Here as in many other Possessives the

line separating this class from others is rather unreal.

On CI. III.—"h.ypav\os (whence °\e'w) is perhaps best taken B&=with

dwelling {avXrj) in the fields : it might, however, be CI. IV.

AuToxeip is probably based on a CI. III. noun hand of himself, hence

with his own hand.

Cpds. ending in -wSi/y (YpacSST^s anile, Saifjioi'icoSTjs devilish, 0£i.w8t]s

of brimstone, ireTpciSTjs rocky) belong to this class if Wackernagel is right

(see Giles MamiaP 349) in comparing this suffix with that which meets

us in eva)8i]s (whence °hia) fragrant, from v' od of o(a), oleo, odor. 0ei(ij8T]9

th.us=having scent of brimstone, and the suffix lost its special limitation

through its likeness to the -co8i]s produced by contraction of -o- with -eiBrji

(from fibos).^

On CI. IV.—The great majority of Possessives in the NT are closely

connected with the Descriptives, from which it is often impossible de-

cisively to separate them,

1
[See also p. 376 below, and Debrunner's note, Worth. 195 n.^.—En.]
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To IV, (a) belong the following ;
—

Ato-xpo'^^pSils having base gain.

As in the case of n\(ovfKT>]s above, there is a desiderative tone imported,
for the word is normally turpi-lucri-cupidiis (as Plautus renders it).

[AicrxpoXoYitt is best taken from alaxpoXoyos, wliich may be analysed

turpia loquens, CI. III., or having foul speech, CI. V. So fxaTaioXoyos
idle talker.]

'AXXoyep'ris of another yevos, and dXX6(j>oXos of another (fyvXr).

'ApicTToPouXos (pr. name)=/(«mi^ excellent counsel.

BapuTijxos =}iaving heavy price.

*Bpa8vTr'koos may be assumed for jBpaSoTrXoe'w having a slow voyage.

(Here as in other such cases we do not assume that the postulated word

really existed : when an analogy was started, words would often skip a

stage.)

'ET£p6YXojcro-o9=M5w^ a strange language. [The other two cpds. of

erepos seem to belong to CI. III., viz. irepoSibda-KaXos (whence "Xe'w)

teacher of strange things, and eVepd^vyoy (whence °Y^''^) yoked to a stra7iger.]

ZMTTvpov (whence "pew)
^

spark, or belloivs, seems to be from fwy,

=what has live fire : hence the verb means kindle to flame.

'lepoTTpe-iri]s having sacred seemliness, reverent, might be CI. III. (dat.

dependence) beseeming what is sacred. MeYaXoirpeirris having great

seemliness, majestic, belongs here.

¥.aKoi]6rj^ (whence "Qeia) =having evil nature, inalicious.

MaKpoxpofios having long time, has an additional adjective suffix

-los—a superfluity not uncommon in these cpds., both in Greek and

Skt.

MfTpionadt]s (whence "Ge'w) is the antithesis of d7radT]s,=pfTpt,a ra

ndOt] f'x^^- S° 6|xoi.oTra0i]s with like nature.

Three cpds. of oXi'yor come here, viz. oXiyotticttos Little-faith,

6\iy6\\iuyo<s little-souled. Faint-heart, and oXi'ycopoj (whence "pew, from

mpa) little-caring.

"oXos forms oXoKXr^pos having parts entire, and oXoTeXris having entire

completeness. Like the last is irai'TeXTJs.

From the base 6p.6- (whence 6pov, opoios etc.,=E. same—gradation

form of sem- {els) and sm {a-na^ etc.)) come 6p,60vp.os (whence 'jxaSoi')

one-minded ; 6/xdXoyos (whence "y^'w, "yia) liaving one speech, and so

agreed (or same-speaking, CI. III.) ; Spopos (whence o-ui/ofxope'w) having

same boundary ; 6|a6t€x>'os having same trade ; 6p,6<t>pwc of one mind.

With the last cf. o-(o(j>pw>' having sound mind and vyjrrjXocfipoov (whence

°4)po>'£'« (high-minded). We find in papyri oporvTros, having one impression,

i.e. duplicate copy.

'OpdoTvovs (whence "iroSe'w) having straight feet.

ndvonXos (whence °ta) having full armour.

[narTOKpdTwp, if it means having all strength, belongs here. But

1
[dvatwrrvp^u 2 Tim 1*. Simplex not in NT.—Ed.]
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the termination is probably adjectival, a gradation variant of Kpartpos,
so that the cpd. goes into CI. IV., All-mighty.]

riidavoXoyos (whence °ia) having persuasive speech, has the same
doubtful classification as the other -Xoyos cpds.

noX\aTT\a<7iwi/ having tnany folds, manifold, has extra suflBx -im, and
the individualising -mi' : its base n-Xar is ixoraplt, whence out fold. Other

cpds. of TToXvs have the base iroXv-. So noXvXoyos (whence °ia) much-

speaking ; iroXufjLepi]s (adv. only) having many parts ; tto-XuitoikiXos having

much varied ; iroXuairXayxt'os having much compassion (so euo-irXayxi'Os) ;

TToXoTcXris having great cost, so iroXuTifAos ; iroXurpoTros (adv. only)

hOfVing many ways.

Ilpavnadrjs (whence °06ia) having gentle nature : cf. the other cpds. of

TrdBos.

'Pa8iovpy6s (whence °YTM-*'^ *'^'i 'yia.)=having easy (and so reckless)

works : it might equally well be CI. III. doing reckless things, or CI. IV.

reckless worker.

lKXT]poTp(»x'nXos stiff-necked is like (rKXr}poKap8ta (see above, p. 279).

lKvQp<iiiT6<i=with gloomy face.

2a)s, from adFos {=tvavos, cf. Skt. tuvi
"
strong "), answers in mean-

ing to sanus,
"
sturdy." It forms a good many proper names, as lojcrfleVris

from arOivos : loiiraTpos having a healthy father (or, having his father safe),

will be a name given by the father because of auspicious omen for

himself. 'I.o)<^pQ)v=healthy minded : cf. other cpds. of <^p')i' above, p. 284.

XpucoZaKTuXios =having gold SaKTvXiov {ring or rings).

"Vfvdrfs or its root makes in this class \|/€u8oX6yos ivilh false speech

(but cf. above) and <j/eu8cikup.os with false name.

To IV. {h) belong the following (as explained above) :

One (1) sin, weak grade of sem {eh^sems, nia=smia etc.).

'A8eX4>6s, like aXoxos etc., has lost its breathing : there was a powerful

analogic influence in d- privative, and probably also in a- from y,,

the reduced form of the prep. en. It is SJH-g'-elbhos
"
having one

womb."

['AKc'paios has been plausibly explained as srn-1cerd-ios
"
having one

growth," differing only in gradation from Lat. sin-cerus. But the ety-

mology has been disputed b}^ such authorities as Bragmann and Osthoff :

it may be safer (with Boisacq Diet. Etym. 35) to interpret undamaged
(cf. Kfpai^a etc.), or again unmixed {Kepawvpn).]

'AkoXovOos (whence °6w) is sm-\-K(Xtvdos path, so having one way,
on the same loay.

"Airas, Skt. ^agvant ( =sa-gvant by assimilation), is a stronger form of

nas.

'AttXous (cf. SiirXous, Lat. duplus, Ger. Zweifel (" double mind,"

doubt)) has a somewhat doubtful second element (see Hirt Gram. §372).

Perhaps the element plo (seen in Latin) is increased by different suffixes,

•vo- in Gk. -nXoFos, -to- or -tio- in Greek -TrXanos (StTrXdo-tos, iroXXaiTXaatcjf)

and Gothic ainfaVps (our -fold), -k- in Lat. simplex. A further element
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is seen in aTra^, i^resuniably a case (which, is not certain) of a cpd. =
having one thrust {Tri'jyj'vfjn fix) : of. G«r. einfach.^

(2) Mdi'oj gives us p.o»'(5(|)6aXp,os unth one eye. Mocoyefrjs (see above)

might also be classed as meaning of single birth.

Two takes in Greek cpds. the form 8i-
(
= SFt-, formed in prehistoric

times on analogy of tri- ; cf. Lat. hi-=diii-, etc.). So 8i-8ufjios tirin (cf.

dfM(f)i-dvn()s entered on both sides, i'i'j8vfj.os enfolding (sleep) : the root is

that of 8voi—see Brugmann in IF xi. 283,^ and below, p. 305, on fvbvvo))
—

SiSpaxfAo? of two drachmae (see p. 280), 8t€Tr)s of two years (ib.), SiOaXdaaios

(with added suffix) ivith two seas, SiXoyos double-tongued, SiirXoOs double

(see above), SiaTOfxos two-edged {arufia as in Heb IP^ a/.), 8i\|/uxos tvith

two selves.

Three is rpt-, in rptPoXos (three-pointed, so as a noun) caltrop, TpUXivos

(whence dpxiTp.) (a room) ivith three couches, Tpi\i.r\vo<s three months long,

Tpiareyos with three storeys, or belonging to the third storey (a noun in

Ac 20»).

Four occurs in its most reduced form (qHvr, nrpa-) in TpdTrf.'t,a four-

footed (table). Less primitive cpds. show rerpa- (q^etvj", cf. Gothic fidv.r-) :

so TCTpdyufos four-cornered, T€TpdfjiT)»'os four months long, TerpairXous

fourfold (see above), Terpdirous four-footed. A curious analogy-product
results from this last : the association of domestic animals and slaves in

the household gave birth to avbpairoba to stand by TtTpairoba
—in such

a sense the word was first wanted in the collective plural: cf. the 3rd

decl. dat. avbpanobeaaL in its earliest occurrence, Iliad vii. 475. (Hence

avbpanobi^ui
"

to kidnap," and nomi afSpairoSio-Ti^s.)

EiglU from Hesiod down makes cpds. in uKra- (cf. rrei/ra-, t'^a-, follow-

ing iTTTo. etc.). So the NT a.\. oKTa-r]p.(pos (Ph 3*) on the eighth day, eight

days old.

Ten appears in AeKairoXis (sc. x^P^) f>^ving ten cities :
^

cf. 'ETrraKco/ita,

a district named in a i/B.c. papyrus {Archiv v. 38).

Twelve makes 8a)8eKd<|)uXos having twelve tribes.

Forty, like 2 and 100, forms a cpd. with Ferus year, Teo-o-apaKOfTaeTi^s

forty years old.

Hundred, besides cKaroi'TaeTTis, makes iKarovra-nXacriuv hundredfold.
The base follows rpidKovra etc.

To IV. (c) belong many cpds. with a- privative, of which only a few

need be named.

'Apucro-os (/Svo-ordr bottom, cf. ^v66s), sc. x'^P^' ^^^ bottomless place.

^ Brugmann (IF xi. 283) thinks w\6oi voyage was used in a metaphor—
like 6 SeijTepos wXovs

"
a second string to my bow "—and then extended when

its meaning was forgotten.
' Brugmann thinks the meaning was obscured in prehistoric times, like

that of airXovs. May not the connexion he himself makes with vrjdijs womb
have helped the speciaUsing of its meaning ?

^ Cf. for this ellipsis tt]v benairXviyov (sc. Tifiuplav) P Par 574''"'''.
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'Ayei'iis having tio
"

hirth
"

(in the conventional sense), so ignnbU :

opposite of euycfi^s.

['AKpiPi]s may be mentioned simply to say that its etymology is

not known : for some guesses see Boisacq.]

A\r]0i^s from J of XtjOo), Xavddva), having no mistake, true.

"Ai'ovf mindless (whence ol^'Ola) : cf. (vvovs etc.

AkW(J)e\rjs profitless, from ocfieXos : for the lengthening of the o, cf.

Boisacq, 732.

'ATrpoaKOTTOs witlwxU Trpoa-Koirf], is either active 7iot causing to stumble,

or passive not stumbling, void of offence.

'Apyos, originally aFepy6i,=without ivork.

['Ao-fXyr^s (whence daeXyeia) is of unknown origin. The popular

etymology connecting it with de\yu) is probably responsible for the

spelling a6€\yla in BGU iv. 1024^- ''

(iv/v a.d.).J

"karoxos (whence cu) having no aim.

'Ao'X'nfjKoi', from (Txnpa with its final -my, replaced by the long grade

-mon,=without due form, unseemly.

"Atottos having no place, strange : in Hellenistic developed into

wrong.

\\(f)f\i]s (whence "Xorris simplicity) seems rightly connected with

(peXXls, (f)e\\in (pi.)
—the form is imperfectly preserved

—= stony ground :

dcfifXTjs appears in Aristophanes as an epithet of a smooth plain.

'Axpeios (the derivative dxpeiou drops i in NT) is formed from xp'h

a primitive nonn=use, with suffix -los : cf. Ion. dxprfios.

One word needs adding that is formed with ne, viz. c'qaTis having no

eating (*f(TTis from ^/ ed), hungry.

Passing from the negative words, we come to miscellaneous items.

Av(T- forms dvaivrepos (which maj' be assumed as base of °pia, "ptoc),

hainng the i'vrepa ivrong : the word is late, and was very likely remade.

Also 8v(T(j)7)pos (see below).

Ev forms a good many, of which we can name without comment

euyen^s well-born (see on dy€V'i]s), eu0u)jLOs good-tempered, cheerful, eoKaipos

well-timed, cukottos loith easy labour, easy, evvovs (whence euvoia, eucoe'co)

good-minded, friendly, fi'oSoy with prosperous path (whence °86w niali^

prosperous), finrpoa-arros (whence "irew) ivith fair show, specious, euo-rjfjLos

having easy signification, intelligible, eucrTrXayxi'os hind-tempered, com-

passionate, eoo'x'np.wv' respectable (see on aa-xrip-div above), cutoi'os {rtlva)),

well-strung, vigorous, tvc^pav (whence eu<}>paii'(o and eu<j)poCTuVr]) happy-

minded, merry, ev'^vxos (whence \4oi) of good courage), (i6)8i]s (whence

8ia) well-smelling. EuSios (fern, used as noun) contains the weak

grade of Zfi'y {dims, the personification of the bright Bkj)=hainng fair

sky. Eu({>T)|i,09 by etymology means 2vith good 4>i]pr], with auspicious

sound, as opposed to 8u(T(j}T]pos (whence °p.ia and °p.e'w) inauspicious. The
words were not without a wider use, and in 2 Co 6* presumably bear this :

in Ph 4* a suggestion of the earlier association may well survive. Euwt'U|Ao§
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well-named is a conspicuous example of tvcfyrj^La-fioi
: the left hand, which

in Greek augury was unlucky, was called dpiarepd hpfter or fiwrv/ios lucky

in the hope that it might answer to its name.

§ 108. VI. A name for the next class is not
^^^^^^

easy to find : we may call it Verbal, faute

de mieux. Its characteristic is that the determining element

governs the other as a verb does. This does not prevent its

having the characteristics of a noun or adjective. Since in

Composition we deal mostly with stems that will serve Noun or

Verb equally, the line is not easy to draw
;
and there is a whole

class, the Determinatives with accus. dependence, which has

been dealt with above, but must be noted as logically coming

here.

The class is divided according as the verbal

(A) Verb element stands first or second. A. Cpds. with
^°°° '

verbal element in the second place include (1)

a few in which a group of noun+governing verb has been

contracted into a single word. Thus Iwyptw starts from ^moi>

dypelv
"
to take alive

"
: the stem—casus indefinitus as Hirt

describes it, since it \vi\\ stand in any case relation or none—
is substituted for the full word. As Hatzidakis suggests {Einl.

227),^ we have a trace of this mode of word-formation when a

second element vnth. verbal function is reduplicated for the

perfect, without regard to its history : linTOTerpo^rjKev occurs

in Lycurgus (iv/B.c), though rpo^eo) does not exist, and if

it did would govern an accus. This class of course is only

treated here because we must register exceptions to the general

rule that cpd. verbs, if not formed by joining a
"
proper

"

preposition to an existing verb, can only come into being

through a cpd. noun or adjective.

It is likely enough that there are some other exceptions not provided

for in our general theory. Thus such a word as diTOKe(|)aXtt(o, used in

secular Hellenistic (Philodemus, Arrian), but not found earlier than in

LXX, may be got from a presumed *airoKf^a\oi laving the head off.
But

the analogy of our own behead {by+head) suggests the probability of a

direct coinage without this intermediary : the preposition then plays

1
[Hatzidakis cites

"
Lykurg. 139 nach alien f'odicibus." Mr. E. E. Genner.

who points out that the latest Teubner emends it to the correct form, contests

the attribution lo Lye. himself.—Ed.]
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the part of a verb (cf . ava up J), and the cpd. gains resemblance to those

in Class B below. (See, further, § 109.)

(2) The bulk of the cpds. in this division are the CI. III.

words in which the second element has a strongly verbal force—
such as (})wa-"4)6po9, Luci-fer, light-bringer. This noun is in fact

an agent noun, or sometimes an action noun, as we have day-

spring. It is largely a matter of indifference whether we do or

do not transfer here a considerable number of the CI. III.

words, and not only those with accus. dependence. Cave-

dwelling and cave-inhabiting cannot be classed apart, though
cave in the first represents a locative and m the second an

accusative. Brugmann notes {Grd.^ ii. i. 63) that agri-cola may
be taken either as a Verbal cpd. =a^rMm colens or as a Deter-

minative=a^n cultor. It will not be necessary to deal further

with this class, as the principle of it may be borne in mind

while placing the Determinatives.

B. Cpds. with the verbal element standing
'

p. ^^
first. There are two formations of this order

which come down from I.E. times, though

they are not productive of new formations in Hellenistic. In

(1) the verb stands in the same form as the imperative : thus

'Apxe'-Xaos ruUtig the people
—the same sense can be obtained

from a CI. III. form, as iroXiT-dpxris. In (2) the form coincides

with the stem of an action-noun in -ti, as |ui€|jn|/i-|jLoipos com-

plaining of one's lot. These action-nouns supply infinitives

in Vedic Skt., and in Latin they can govern an accus. (cf.

hanc tactic in Plautus). Brugmann (Grd.^ ii. i. 64) regards
them as infinitives with imperative function, so that both

classes start from an exclamatory phrase. Such a noun as

our skinflint could obviously arise from a sarcastic imperative
turned into a nickname : cf. lie-a-bed, cut-throat, knock-kneed

(with adj. suffix), tumble-down, forget-me-not, as varied exx. of

the way such cpds. could originate.

The form of words in the first division has been largely

affected by the strength of the tendency to make o the vowel at

the juncture. This goes with the fact that some pure noun-

stems acquire in composition a strongly verbal meaning.

Micro-, vIko-, TifMo-, (f)l\o- are not verbal bases at all : the

verbs connected with them are secondary derivatives. Strictly
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speaking, 4>iXd8eX<|)os=^wn^ a loved brother, CI. IV. This

classification will not suit the other three bases named : it seems
best to suppose that since (^tXaSeX^o? so clearly meant ^iXmv
aB€X(f)6v (or -ov<f), analogy formed /AtcraSeX^o? as its opposite,
and so the type grew. So Aristophanes coined BSeXvKXewv to

match his ^cXoKXecov. We will include words of these types
with the rest which agree with them syntactically. In some
words the elision of the vowel makes it doubtful whether we
have the old type or the new.

( 1 ) NT words of the first form are as follows :

"Aypvirvos (whence Vcw °vla) is supposed by Wackernagel to mean
originally sleeping in the field (CI. Ill,), like uypavXos, aypoiKos ; but
the meaning sleepless is established from the first, and the connexion is

strained. I prefer to take a base dypo- from the noun aypa chase, and

give it a verbal meaning, which may very well differ from that of the

independent derivative verbs aypsi'co and aypia. Chasing sleep is

Bufficiently near to chasing sleep away.

'Apxe'Xaos has been already mentioned, the only NT word to preserve
the primitive dpxf- form (dpxfKaKos etc.). See above, p. 277, for this

family. There are two words in which the first element is necessarily

verbal, apxio-ucdycoYos and dpxiTpiK\i>'os : had these been formed in the

earliest period, they would perhaps have had dpxe-.

BepciKT) is a Macedonian name also found in the form BepfviKt],

answering to Greek ^fpfiuKr] carrying off the victory}

'E0e\o0pY]o-Kia, the well-known crux in Col 2^^, may be paralleled

with the conjectural e0e\oTaTT-eico<|>poau»'Ti which Hort would restore

in v.^* for the almost unintelligible 6i\<av eV TaTT(ivo(f)poavvt) : Peake

practically approves. If so, the ede\o- prefix tinges raTrtivocPpoa-vvT] in

v.^^ as well. Our loould-he gives the sense adequately : Paul's meaning
will be rather like that of Jas P". For other idiKo- cpds. see LS : note
the survival of the older form with initial e, not found in Hellenistic

with the verb dfKa.

MuwTrd^w (2 Pet P, practically a.X.) is formed from pva\\f (Aristotle
—

fivfOTTos in 'X.enoj)h.on)= short-sighted, i.e. one who screws up (pvei) his

eyes to see. For the formation see J. B. Mayor in loc.

NiKarwp and NiKoSrjfjios and NiKoXaos are names of almost the

same signification, based on the verbal vIko-, conquering, on which see

above. [NikottoXis is better referred to CI. III., city of victory.]

Ueiffapxos (^sch., whence °x^'^)
=

'^^i'^opfvos dpxjj, obedient to com-

mand : cf TTiiBdvaip, where likewise the noun is in dat. dependence.

Ti/Jio0eos=T£/icoi/ Qeov : on the rlpo- prefix see above. The name is

classical, like its correlative Qfonpo^ (CI. III.), which might also mean
God-honoured (instr. dep.).

* Thg second f was lost by
"
Kretschmer's Law "—see p. 64.
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The large (f)iXo- class has been also dealt with : it forms an immense
number of cpds. in later Greek, some 15 of which occur in NT (reckoning

only words with different second element). [4>i.X6(}>pw>' (also adverb) is

the only clear CI. IV. word, = having friendly temper.]

(2) From the second class we have but few :

'AXe'^aj'Spos (pr. name) may be put here because of the antiquity of

words like dXf^iKa/co? : either dXe'Kco or aXe^a (Skt. raks) will account for

the form, which.=defending men.

'AkeliKaKos forbearing evil, from di/e;^o/xai, is formed in the same way.

AeiaiSaifjiuv shows stem assimilated as usual to sigmatic aorist :

the root {duet to fear) has no -a-is noun in Greek. Fearing the baifiova

is the meaning : whether this comes nearer to religious or to sjiperstitious

is a question of usage.

Ava gives us the only others (p,€fi.\|/tfjioi.pos having been dealt with

above). Auo-ai'iag (pr. name) from dvia=destroying trotible. AucriTeXjjf

(whence °Xe'w) paying expenses, and so profitable. The v is long, so that

we have another ex. of the assimilation to the aorist stem : in Xvais of

course it is short. That new cpds. could be made in this class may be

illustrated from the Alexandi'ian tribe IcoaiKoa^iios (as in P Strass 52^-

151 A.D.),^ called after the Emperor (Hadrian ?) as *o-&)(n'Koo-/xor
=

o-a)^&)i'

Tov Koa-fiov. Schubart (Archiv v. 99 n.) mentions also two other tribes

in Alexandria (both i/A.D.), ^vXa^idaXda-aeios and Av^ifxrjTopeios, and

(p. 101) Av^icrnopfios.

§ 109. VII. Last we may define a class of

Based on
prepositional cpds. which have apparently been

Prepositional j , j i .^i i! i. ^.i.

Phrases developed directly irom a phrase : the exx.

will be treated under the head of their respective

prepositions in the next section. It is clear that we cannot

force into previous classes such a word as -n-poo-Kaipos temporary,

which is simply irpo^ Kaipov run into a single word and declined

afresh. Often we have more complex suflaxes added, as KaGt]-

fiepicos daily, from Ka6 rjnepav, ivuT^viov=To ev vttvw dream.

Similarly we find verbs made in this way, as KaTaKpY))ji»'i!^en'=

to cast Kara Kpr)/jLvov
—

a-noKe^a\it,€iv^=d7ro{K67rreLv)rrjV Ke(f)aX7)u.

Closely akin to these are two formations in which the first

part is an adjective, but the second part is dependent on it,

instead of agreeing with it. Meo-oTroTajxia (properly an adj.) is

T) ev ixecrw roov irora/xwi' %a>pa : cf mediterraneus, and our

midland, if it means " what is in the midst of the land
"—of

course it might be
"
land which is in the midst." The Lcro(i

cpds. have a dative dependence : l(TdyyeKo'i=t<7o<i dyyeXoc^;
— 

1
[Cf. P Oxy iii. 513" (184 a.d.).—Ed.]
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the only other two in the NT (taort/xos and ia6i|«uxos) belong
to CI. IV.

Like tVfi-yyfXoj are iVoTrXarcoi' (Anthology) equal to Plato, (Voi'fipos

(Aeschylus) like a dream, la-ofxarcop (Theocritus) like one's mother, iVoXi'/xTrtov

(Philo) like the Olympians, la-nKLvvn^coixos (Pliny) like cinnamon, IcraOfdi

(Homer down) godlike, lao^acriKevs (Plutarch) equal to a king, (V«5fX0os-

(Euripides) like a brother, etc. The formation was still capable of being
made afresh in Hellenistic, and if Lk 20'® gives us a new coinage, it is eo

entirely according to analogy and the practice of other writers that we
cannot treat it as the basis of any inference as to Luke's Greek.

EuSoKe'u) (and -ia) stands apart as a new verb made with

an adverb. There is no reason why we should postulate an

adj. evhoKo<i : the verb has probably come straight from ev

BoKet
"

it pleases me well," fused into a closer union by usage.
Laws of speech were made for men, and not men for the laws.

PREPOSITIONS.

§ 110. The part played by Prepositions in Word-composi-
tion is of such peculiar importance that it ^vdll be well to make
a separate section of it, gathering here all that must be said of

their formation and history, and 1 heir functions in composition.
Their use with nouns must be reserved for the Syntax under the

Cases
;
and we shall also have to return under Verb-syntax to

some of the phenomena of perfectivising {Prol. Ill f.). It will

be convenient to anticipate the Syntax by indicating the cases

with which the prepositions are found in the NT : the Gen. will

have *, the Dat. f, the Accus. J.

It is usually assumed that Prepositions are simply Adverbs,

separated from their class by special uses. Many of them are

obviously specialised cases of nouns : some of the oldest, how-

ever, have no link with existing cases, unless it be the casus

indejinitivus which is used in noun-composition. Delbriick's

most important discussion, in his chapter on Prepositions in

Grd. III. (i.). makes it clear that in their origin they were

not Adverbs at all in the ordinary sense. Their oldest use was

as Praeverbia, and their function as prepositions
"
governing

"

cases was derived fi'om this, as was also their rare use as simple
adverbs. If this is so—and the facts of Vedic Sanskrit and

Homeric Greek unite with scattered indications from less primi-
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tive idioms to make it extremely probable
—^the old gram-

marians followed a right instinct wben they classed Prepositions
as

"
Proper

"
and

"
Improper." The latter are ethnic develop-

ments, not used in verb compounds, but only in the later

function in association with nouns. There were even praeverbia

which never became
"
prepositions

"
at all. These, as retaining

only what we regard as the most primitive force, we may take

as our first class, deahng next with the Prepositions, and finally

with the
"
Improper

"
Prepositions, as latest in development.

In distinguishing below (a) Composita proper and (6) com-

pound noims—often only seen in verbs derived from them—we
note Delbriick's argument that noun compoimds began as mere

adjuncts to Composita formed from the same verbal root. Even
as late as Hellenistic this class is far more numerous than that

which contains real nouns. Compounds belonging to Class VII.

are apparently the earliest to arise. With these I have put the

verbs of this class, as described above (p. 291). Miscellaneous

derivatives go together in a class (c), where especially are found

the compound prepositions (like our be-neath, Lat. s-uper=

{e)x-uper, ei/acn etc.) : in many of these we cannot strictly use

the term compound, as the word is only a stereotyped phrase,

starting from separate words in syntactical relation. These

are as old as Homer, e.g. peTeTreiTa, and are greatly extended in

Hellenistic.

Praeverbia.

I. PRAEVERBIA.

§ 111. Hardly any of this class leave any
traces in Grreek, except those (forming our

next section) which developed the use with cases, whether or

no this use was in existence in the proethnic period. Thus

we have no trace of Slct. sam "
together

"
(Av. ham, also in

Lith.-Slav.), ni
"

do\^^l
"

(Av., and our nether, heneath : also

cf. nest and Lat. 7ndus=ni-zd-oii), vi "apart" (Av., and Ger.

ivider), ava
"

off
"

(Av.. Lat. au-, and Slav.), ud
"
out

"

(u/S/otf
—cf. ^pL-apo'?, varepo^, utter), ati

"
beyond

"
(also prep,

in Skt., and adverb in en, Lat. et). Only one of these is at all

conspicuous in Greek, viz. &)-, Skt. a (also preposition).^ It is

well seen in w/ceai/o? Skt. dqaydna
"
surrounding," which seems

' Brugmann Dem. 142 sees it in Lat. id-o-neits. Goth, it-n, also ^an-a etc.

(t(5»' + u>).
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thus to be a participle of ^wKeifxai "lie around.
'

'£ipuo|iai (cf.

Lat. rumor etc.), w^ekia) (? Slct. plmla
"

fruit, profit "), oBupoixai

(whence 68upfi6s) and oKeWco (eiroKe'XXw late MSS in Ac 27*^),

compared ^^^th their simplicia Svpofiin and /ceWco, ocyo) (whence

dcoiyu)) from oF^iyo), 68u>'t) (peril, from Bvt] ?), 6|j.eipop.ai (?^/ smer
"
to remember,"

" bethink
"—Lat. memor etc.), oi-eiSos (?y weid,

weiY, cf. Ger. Neid, O.E. wi]-i). The shortened o- may point
to gradation : cf. e- against r)- (below). The general sense of

the prefix seems to be directive. But the whole of this entry
is decidedly charged with uncertainty. The compounds with

other prepositions ^^^ll be seen in III. below. A cognate

preverb ?) (cf. Lat. e) may account for tj-0£Xoc. (See p. 188.)

II. PREPOSITIONS.

§ il2. The Proper Prepositions are here

PreBositions
tliscussed in their fimction as praeverbia,

and in the probably derived use as forming
noun compounds. The latter may be assumed to be of the

IV.c class (p. 280 above) unless otherwise stated. Under each

preposition (a) contains preverbial uses, (6) noun compounds,
and both nouns and verbs of CI. VII. (p. 291), while (c)

contains adverbial compovmds or phrases that have become

stereotyped as single words.

, 1.
'Ajui4)i

on both sides, obsolete in Hellenistic

as a preposition.' Latin ambi-, OHG ^imbi

(Ger. um), Skt. abhitas
"
on both sides," make its meaning clear,

as does its connexion with ajujxu ambo. Brugmann {KVG 468)

regards it as a compound, the second part of which is compared
with Eng. by (Ger. bei), and Skt. abhi, Av. aiwi.

(a) 'A)ji4>ipd\X(iJ in NT is the verb of dfi(f)t(:i\r](rTpov, but in its oldest

use was especially applied to putting on clothes : the dual idea suggested
to us by the symmetrical shape of our garments applied less obviously
in ancient times. The only other verb compound in NT is that for

clothing, in its literary form afx<\>iivi'uixi (Mt 6'") and vernacular

dfi(|)id5w (Lk 1228).

(6) The original dual meaning sui"vives in the place-name 'Ap<(>i7roXis

on-both-sides-(the-TiYeT)-toum. In dfA4)ij3XT]crTpoi/ the meaning casting-net

^ It is a diial word, and disappears before irepi for reasons explained in

Prol 57. 77-80.
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is as old as Hesiod, and the separate manipulation of the net's two ends

makes the dfKpi appropriate. But afjnj>o8ot' (a road round) is like most

of the compounds not much concerned with duality.

§ 113. 2. X'Avd upwards, as an independent
word accented dva (not in NT). It is found in

Avestan ana, Gothic ana, Slav, 'ria, where the original up is only-

partiaUy visible : Lat. an-helare shows it well. Over, of space

covered, on (as in the EngUsh cognate), and up to, of a goal

attained, are developments reached in other languages than

Greek. See Delbrtlck Grd. iii. (i.) 734.

(a) 71 composita are found in NT. Of these 1.3 show the local force

up only : di'aPaii'w go tip, di'al^wi'i'Ufjii gird up, di'aKpdl^w, dua^xuvew

and dvaaTCvd^w crif {groan) up {i.e. the sound is fetched up by a deep

respiration), di/airXTipow fill up, dkexopai liold oneself up, endure etc.

In 26 avd answers to Lat. re{d) in its rather different senses again and

ba^k. 'Ai'atdw live again, revive, di/ayei'i'dw regenerate, di'aKaifij^oj and

-ow and dvai'eooj reneiv, 6.vavf]<^(i) become sober again, dcoiKo8o|i.ew rebuild

show the former : di'aCTTaupoa) crucify afresh, which in classical Greek

shows dva= up, illustrates the close connexion of all these meanings.

For hack cf. dvaxwpe'w retire, o.vit\\i.\. rela.i; dcaKuXiw roll back etc. A few of

these answer to the EngUsh prefix un- (Goth, and-, avri), which reverses

an action: avaKakutno} =re-velo, un-cover, di-aKUTTTw {qs. un-stoop) lift

oneself up, dkaaKeudl^w {qs. disfurnish^) unsettle. In some verbs these

various meanings of dvd exist side by side : thus dkaircp-Trw send up or

send back, di/tCTTT]|jii
raise up or {make stand again) restore to life, dva(3X€iTa>

look up or regain sight. Naturally there are ambiguous cases : thus

Delbriick {Qrd. in. (i.) 738) makes di'€xw=hold back, restrain.

A difficulty is raised by avayivdiUKta, which in the Koivr) has always

the peculiar Attic meaning read (generally read aloud). In Homer

dvayvwvai— recognise, and once or twice in Herodotus. But in the latter

there is a transitive meaning persuade, found in pres. and Ist aorist.

It looks as though a transitive force, cause to understand, came from the

compound and developed independently in Attic and in Ionic : it may
even be proethnic (not of course in the developed sense), since anakunnan

in Gothic means read.^ There are other verbs in which dvd either gives

or preserves a causative force. 'Av'afiip.i'T)(7KU
remind and di'a<|>aii'w

(nautical term) sight are transitive in the simplex ; but not dv'aOdXXw

^
[Mr. E. E. Genner questions the meaning

"
disfuniish," and observes

that avacTK. Tr]v Tpdve^au in the Orators is just like our " recoustruct
"

a

company (euphemism for bankruptcy).
—Ed.]

' But only in 2 Co 1"^* 3", where there is paronomasia with other cpds. of

yLvuffKU. Elsewhere avaywuaKCi) is ussiggua. This rather weakens the in-

ference.
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mukt to bloom, rtvict, uor (practically) di'aTe'Ww tnahe to rise. The anti-

thesis of dvd has this causative force among its functions (see Kara below),

and it seems possible that dvd may have developed it.

In a considerable number of dvd compounds we may recognise a

distinctly perfective force. As was shown {Prol. 112) by evidence from

English, perfective force may coexist with the local force of the preposi-

tion, there being always a more or less strong tendency to make com-

pounds perfective. '\vd is not one of the more markedly perfective

prefixes, but such compounds as eat it}), grow up, Jill up, upset, done up

(ptc.) illustrate how natural!j-
it may take this fimction. The following

XT verbs may be classed under this heading :
—

dva8eiKcojUi.i {shoir up),

araSexo/jLat (cf. talcing vp an acquaintance) ; di'aSiSwp.c [hand in docu-

ments), dk'aTi'Sefj.ai (sim.) : di'aj^r]Te'w (cf. our hunt up references),

di'aOc&jpe'w. avaKpivu, di-CTa^w, dfeupiaKW ; dt'a^wTrupe'w (make burn up),

di'dTTTw ; dwaipe'oj {take vp, remove, destroy), d^aXow (break up), avoKlaKU)

(probably= di'a-FaX(a-Ka), so take up, spend) ; di'aK€(j>aXai6(i) (sum^ up) ;

di'afj.eVci) (cf . stay upfor) ; dt-aireiSu (seduce—the perfective suggests success :

cf. Prol. I.e.), dk'aaeiw (shake up) ; dt/oiyu (our open is akin to up) ;

dt'aTpe'^JW (bring up) ; dcr|Kw (come up, arrive, hence belong, befit).

(b) Many of the nouns simply attach themselves to the verbs described

above. For the local meaning add d^'dYato^' upper room, perhaps formed

by antithesis from Kardyatov
^ cellar ; the doublets dk-dOefjia and dt-dGriiJia,

votive offerings hung up on a temple wall ; dkdiTeipos (cl. dvdnijpos), i.e.

maimed all the way uj) ; avda-Taroi (whence the vernacular verb 6.va<naT6u>

upset), with the suggestion of o'l'cij Karco upside-down in it.

'At'oXoyia is of a different formation, coming from the phi-ase dvd.

Xoyov proportionately : it belongs to Cl. VII.

(c) On d»'w see § 130 s.v. e^w: hence di'ojOer, dv(oT€pos. di'wTepiKOS

and innpdvm (an impr. prep.).

§ 114. 3. *'AvTi 171 front, opposite, is found

in most of the I.E. dialects : Skt. dnti
"
over

against, near (adv.)," Lat. ante
"
before," Goth, and

"
along,

on," Lith. ant
"
on, to." Cf. also civTa, Goth, anda- (as

a)ida-bauhts=dvTi\uTpov). The local meaning which (with the

consequent temporal) occupied the whole field in Latin appears
in some Greek dialects.^ Thus Cretan uvtI p^aiTvpcov

"
before

witnesses." It survives freely in composition. We may note

the verb dvTaoi (whence dirat'Tdw etc.) as formed from avra : cf.

our verb to face, also there is the adj. avTia (Homeric), whence

et'akTios, uirei'avTios.

^ Class, dvwyaiov is not quite clear (see pp. 70, 76).
' And even (very rarely) in HeUenistic

I
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(a) Opposite is tiie obvious startiug-point iu ail tlie 20 composita oi

the NT. 'Av'Tnrapep;(Ofji,ai pass by on the other side shows it in the simplest
form. 'Ai/Oicrra/jiai (Lat. antisto

"
excel," Goth, andstandan

"
oppose")

develops
'

opiiositeness
"

into
"
opposition

"
: so dfTaywi/i^ofiai,

dcTiXcyaj (di'TeiTTOc), dcTi8iaTi0€fAai, d>'TiKa0iaTY)|i,i, aVriKetfjiai, aVTiiri-

TTTw, dcTi(TTpaTeuo/jiai, di'Tirdo-aofxai. ReciproraJ action appears in dera-

I'aTrXTjpoa), di'TaTroSiSwp.i, di'raTroKpii'OfJiai, di'TtPdXXw, dfTiKaXe'w,

dj'TiXoiSopco), di'Tip.eTpe'op.ai : in classical and Kou-i) Greek the same

sense attaches to di'6ofAoXoYeo/Aat, but iu its XT occurrence, as in LXX,
this is modified l)y the context—thanksgiving in return for benefits.

'Ai'Tf'xofAai and drTiXa|uiPdi'0|ji.ai go together : jierhaps the local force

survives, to express grasping while squarely facing the object.

(6) Putting aside, as before, the nouns that answer to verbs given above,
there are not many left. The original local force appears in dwocpdaXnoi

(only Hesych.) which may perhajjs be presumed for
dv'TO(})0aXfji€'cj

:

it might, however, be a 01. VII. verb from dvr
d(f)6a.'\fj.coi'.^ Opposition

appears in di'ai'Tipr]TOS, d^TiSiKOS, dcTiOecns ; reciprocity in aVTaXXay/jia ,

dfTiXuTpoc, dcTifAio-Oia, where is implied the equivalence of the object
to that against which it is set. Equivalence in a different Avay is implied

in dfTiTUTTos, di'GuTraTos ( =pro consule), dvrixpio'Tos, which last is not
"
an opponent of Christ

"
but

"
one who assumes the guise of Christ

"

in order to seduce His people, just as dfOu'iraTos is
"
one who holds the

power of a consul." The j^roper name 'Ai'TiVarpoy, 'AcTiiras should

probably be classed here : cf. "Xvravbpos in BGU iv. 1134^ (b.c. 10).

(c) The only adverbial derivatives of avri appear in the list of Im-

proper Preps.

, § 115. 4. *'Att6, off, aivay : as an independ-
ent word accented airo (not in NT). Skt. ajpa^

Av. pa, Lat. ah (cf. Ojjerio) and po (in ^o-situs al.), Goth, a/ etc. :

cf. also the adverbs ay\r abs (for the -s see pp. 164, 329). The

meaning is practically the same all over the field, all the uses

of the word starting from the notion of separation.

(a) 90 composita occur in NT, in about 40 of which the local force

described above is clearly visible (with perfective force in some). Some

of them are proethnic : thus d-n-OTiG-rjfAi, air€i|jii (abeo), airo^aivu),

d<J>taTTi|j.i, dirdyoj may be recognised in at least two other. I.E. languages.

The common meaning off or away produces different nuances according
to the meaning of the verb root. Sometimes the starting-point is the

subject, sometimes the object : dirayye'XXw bring news (from) starts at one

^ For this use is not unknown in Hellenistic, where the verb arose : see

dvrL in the Syntax. But the other is perhaps more likely, as in compounds
this local sense is obviously active.
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end, dTToSf'xojuiai welcome and dTr€K8e'xo/Jiai wait for (see €k) at the other.

'Attcittoi' =reno?mce (cf. Goth, afaikan and afqiYan, both translating

anapveluOai). In dTro|3\eirco and d(j)opdw looking away to an object

suggests concentration : we might as well class them as perfective.

'ATro0T]<Taupit<o store away has likewise practically perfective force,

and so diroXou'ofxai and dTTOvi7rTop.ai wash away, diTOfAd(T(rofAai tvipe off,

d(f)iT]fii and diroXuw release, dismiss, dTTo4>€UYw yZee aivay, escape (4)£uyw
=

flee), d<|>opi^co and diroSiopii^a) separate off, a^viryou) fall off to sleep. 'Ani'i

is, as we saw in Prol. 112 S., one of the most conspicuous of perfectivising

prefixes : quite one-third of the NT composita have perfective force

more or less clearly recognisable. It will be well to continue the list,

premising that the similar use of the cognate off enables us generally to

translate literally :
—

dTrdyxofJiai and aiyoivyiydi (cf, choke off, and i'lrinyfv

simplex in Mt 18^*), diraWdo-ato (starting from the idea of a complete

change ^), dTraXXoTpiou (cf. abalienare), dirai'Tdw and d^JiKi/eofjiat,'

dirapk'eojiai (cf. abnego), direKSuofxai, duexa) (as used in receipts '),

diTOYpd<j>ofjiat (? write oneself or one's family off), dTroSeiKi'up.i (cf. show

off), dTTodXi'Pw (unless comparable with dnobexoiMai above), dTro9i'T]CTKw

and dTToXXujjii and diroKTeii'w, diroKXeiw (shut off), d-n-OKue'cu (contr. Kvea^

be pregnant), dTrop4>a>'ii^w and diroCTTcpew, diroCTTuyew, diroTcXeu, diroToX-

fido) (carry daring to its limit), d<j)op.oi6oj (finish off the likeness). In

d<|>uCTTepew the perfectivising preposition apparently produces transitive

force. There remain two other developments of the local dno. In several

verbs we render back. 'Aitaneta is to demand back one's own, diroSiSwfii

to give back what belongs to another, dTroXaiJipdfu to receive back, airo-

Tivoi to pay back, dTro>'efjLa) to dispense back, assign, so also dTroKaGiardi'a)

to establish back, restore, diroKpikoixai to decide for oneself back, reply,

diTOKaTaXXdcTCTw to effect a thorough change (perfective Kara) back,

reconcile. In another class the dno reverses the verb's action :—d-n-aXytw

have pain off, be past feeling, d-n-eXTril^w cease hoping, dTroSoKijjidl^u dis-

approve, diroKaXuiTTw take off covering, unveil, dTroo-TeYdj^w unroof, diro-

4>opTij^o/Jiai unburden, diTo<|<u'xw cease breathing, faint.

(6) Some twenty of the noun compounds of 0770 go with verb com-

pounds accounted for under (a). Among these d<})i|is departure alone

need be specially mentioned, as having a peculiar meaning, divergent

from that of its verb d4)iKi'oufjiai arrive : see Prol. 26 n. The noun

dirauYo.o'jJ.oi (Wis 7^®, Heb P) comes from diravyd^o), where we have to

choose between dTT6=from, away and dno—back, between radiance and

reflexion, sunlight and moonlight. Philo's usage is divided. The Greek

Fathers are unanimous for radiance : see \^^estcott's citations in loc.

The Biblical use—effidgence, <^a>s (k ^wroy
—seems to me fairly certain,

^ Note the very common Hellenistic use of the pf. ptc. dTn]\\ax(^i=dead.
* Cf . Prol. 247 on the late development by which awepxonai. was similarly

transferred to the goal.
3 Prol. 247.
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though the RV should have given a marginal alternative, as the question
is exegetical rather than grammatical or lexical, and on the latter grounds
the choice is quite open. Other words showing local cnro are diroaTaffia

(cf. d<j)icrTajxai), d.TrocrTdo-ioi' (cf. d({)io-Tr]jj.i and see Vocabulary s.v.), dTroTOfAia

(from a7r6To/xoy=a6ruptus), d4)0pjjiri (what one starts from). A partitive

sense is given by the prefix in d-Trapjcn (something to begin with taken

from the whole). 'ATreXeu'Gepog freedman {iX^uQepos =freeman) con-

notes reparation from a former master : dTroXuxpojais redemption is

parallel. 'Atto is back in dTvoXoyeofxai (like diroKpiVofjiai), but there is a

difficulty about the formation, as aTroXoyos, from which it would seem to

come, has not the meaning defence (an argument back). Our classing the

word in (a) is forbidden not by the fact that Xoyeoj does not figure in our

dictionaries, which might be accidental : it does not seem that the word,
even if it existed (which is very unlikely), gave birth to dnoXoyela-dai as

a genuine compound. Either (1) we must assume that dwoXoyos once

existed, probably as an adjective, and went out of use in this sense after

producing dTroXoyict and diroXoyeoimai
—a fairly easy supposition. Or

(2) we might suppose the verb formed directly from dno and Xoyos,

just as oTToStSwat Xoyov might have been the correlative to alreh' Xoyov

(1 Pet 3^*) : this would bring the word in line with dTroK6((>aXi^w and
others below. It should be added that LS would take dno as away, in

the sense of repelling an accusation from oneself. 'ATrapriCTfjios com-

pletion comes from the perfective verb dnapri^a, and diroxpiio'is from

dnoxpaofxai use up. 'ATreXeyfAos disrepute is like czTroSoKi/ia^o) ; in

diToXauais from diroXavco enjoy the prep, points to the source from which

the enjoyment comes. Similarly diroKapaSoKia is parallel with diroSe'xojjLai

(above) : for the second element see above, p. 274.

(c) There are a few compounds that derive from a phrase (CI. VII.).

'AiroKe<j)aXLi^eic was explained above (p. 288). 'AttoStjiuios (whence

dTro8T)fjLew) is simply dno 8i]fjiov. The formation was still capable of use

for new words, as dirocrui'dYWYOS
—much as we could coin verbs like

un-church as the need arises. "A(fi(8pos, a Kowt] word found in LXX
(whence d<j)e8p(ui') is from d0' e8pas (LS s.v. fSpa iii.). A verb formed

like dnoK€(f>aXL^co is aTToaToiJLaTil^w, which is in earlier Greek exactly like

extemporise, even to the verbal suffix (extempore applied to speech is otto

(TTop-aros).^ In NT the meaning is factitive—to force to extemporise,
to heckle.

'AireVai'Ti appears among the Improper Prepositions. 'AirdpTi, or

if preferred dir' apri (WH)—the Greeks would hardly have recognised the

difference—is no true compound, for dno practically governs apri as a

case (cf. dno TOTf). It is only named here to distinguish it from the

classical dnapri exactly (glossed dnijpriapevais, rfXeims, dKpijSus), or (as

some said) on the contrary, which was a real compound, with different

^
Thayer-Grimm is quite wrong in postulating ffToiMarl^u), which neither

does nor can exist.

VOL. II. PART III.—21
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accent. LS recognise the Hellenistic meaning in Aristophanes and

Plato (Comicus), which is of course just the one kind of Attic wherein a

KoLvr] formation might be foreshadowed.^ But see the discussion in

Lobeck Phryn. 20 f .

§ 116. 5. *%Aidthroi(gh,ong. between through,

is apparently cognate with Lat. dis- (Ger. zer-).

This equation is simple and satisfactory, the only divergence

being that Greek has added -a {*8icr-d) : Brugmann KVG 478

thinks the analogy of /xeTa has been working. The question is

whether we may identify this *Stcr(a) with the Si? or Be- which

comes from I.E. dui, our twice (cf. between for connexion of

meaning). Greek would of course leave this quite open. But

I.E. duis is bis in Latin and Hwis- in Gothic (Ger. zwischen). It

is proposed to postulate I.E. doublets duis and dis, postcon-

sonantal u disappearing under presumable sandhi conditions.

See the evidence in Brugmann Grd.^ i. 259, where the proof of a

sound-change in proethnic I.E. is regarded as indecisive. There

seems to me a balance of probabiUty in favour of our regarding

this dropping of u as proethnic rather than independent : per-

haps in either case we may accept it for the several dialects, and

so connect hid with the numeral two. Hirt Gram. 219 notes

onhid,
"
es steht wohl fiir S(F)(o-a." Outside Greek this adverb

does not become a preposition.

J ta forms 79 composita in NT : it is noteworthy that 200

out of 343 occurrences of these are in the Lucan Books. The

Sia compounds offer rather special difficulties, from the fineness

of the distinctions between the classes in which we may place

them.^ The survey of the whole field shows us that the ety-

mological connexion ^^^th two justifies itself by usage. To

represent it graphically, we have two points or areas (A) (B)

set over against one another, and the preposition is concerned

with their relations and the interval between them. Per,

trans and inter, as well as dis, will describe different relations,

while our own through and through (per) comes with equal

naturalness : per covers the intervening space in passing from
^ [The new LS remarks after the Hellen. citations,

" This is not an Att.

use, hence PL Com. i. 43 must be incorrectly interpr. by" Anecdota Graeca

(ed. Bekker.) 79.—En.]
^ Winer's monograph (part v. of his De VerborumCompositorum inN.T. usu,

1843) is still most valuable, though of course needing supplement now.
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A to B, trans only considers the reaching of B from A, while

inter stops on the road, and dis still more emphatically dwells

on the interval as a gulf fixed between them. Dis accordingly

coincides only with part of Sm's area, and does not so often

include the perfectivising force which is conspicuous in hid

compounds. This is well brought out by the opposite meaning
of Siai^wvfujuiai (perfective) gird right round and discingor

\mgird : the sense of reversal can attach to 8ui (not in NT),
as the equation BLa^evyvufiat^^zdisiungor will show. In the

attempted classification below we have alternative possibilities

presented to us in many cases. We can in some of these only
come to a tentative choice, dependmg generally upon the

relative antiquity of meanings attaching to the word in question,

where a meaning appears to be derived from earlier develop-

ments of the word itself, rather than from independent applica-

tion of varying uses of Std to the word with which it is

compounded.

(a) We may take first composita in whicli Sih =per. These are almost

necessarily perfective, though the original force of the prefix is retained,

for they describe the carrying of action through to a definite result.

Spatial 8id may be seen in Sia^aii'aj et sim. (five others), describing

some sort of a journey to a goal. AiY]Yeo|jLai is the same used meta-

phorically ; Siaawj^cj is to bring safely through, and 8ia<(>euYw, 8ia(t)o\do-aa),

SiaTYjpe'cj are similar. Aiav'ucti and SiareXeo), Siairpiw (metaph.) and

Stopu'cTcrw and StuXii^w, %\.a-\jyiW{>i and
8ia<j>T]jjLij^(<> and StaYOYyu^oj, 8ta-

KaOaipoj and SiaKaGapil^w all show space traversed ; SiaKouw, SiafxeVw,

Starpipw, Siai'UKTepeu'w, with temporal 8id, may be reinforced with

StaYprjYope'w if it means remain aivake throughout (but see below).

AiauYci^w (ultimately from auy-f], the Hellenistic for ews) has probably

local 8id, of dawn breaking through : here Latin has dis (t/ilucesco). But

it is obviously not far from SiapXeTTw, which we might class as a pure

perfective. Temporal 8id more in the sense of inter is seen in 8iaYiVop.ai

intervene (of time) and SiaXei'-rrw (-Xijjnrdi'w in Ac 8^* D).

Trans will perhaps be the closest equivalent for 8id in 8iaPdXXw=
^raduco, durchziehen, as it were to toss across : Winer compares diaa-vpay

{pull to pieces) which would suggest dis also for Sta/SaXXco, qs.
"
throw to

the winds." Winer compares SiaxXeudl^w I'erspotten, which I would

rather put below. Aiepp,T]i'eu(u is translsite. Through has passed into

thoroughly inihe pure perfectives SiairpaYP-aTeuofiat {Prol. 118), 8ia4>0eip(u,

Stao-eio) (? grive a thorough shaking to, hence extort by intimidation—L&t.

concutio), hi^yeipfi}, with which we might class SiaypKiYoptw if taken as in

RV text Lk 9^2 (with ingressive aorist). AiaKareXeYXOfAai (d.X. in Ac 18**)
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might be taken as a sort of double perfective, a combination of SifXey-

XOfiai confute and KartXeyxonai convict ; but Blass is probably right in

classing it with SiaXeyo/iai (see below). In SiaKcoXuco Winer would make

8ia express
"

intercipiendi et arcendi notionem
"

: he compares ver-

hindern against hindern, and Sta/cXfiftr m/e?cludere. It is perfective

in any case : Mt 3^* is
" John was for stopping him altogether."

Aiaaa({>€(o (common in earlier vernacular Kotvfj) raises a difficulty in that

(ra<^?co does not seem to have existed, though tnrocraf^eai is found, another

perfective: it is likely that these two composita were formed at once

from a-a<j)i^9 (cf. aa(f)rivi(Q}), the simplex being skipped. In that case we

can enter it still as a proper compound verb, with perfective 8id : we

may compare our verb clear up from the Middle English adj. clear

(nearly a century older than the verb clear in the N.E.D.). Next to

these exx. of perfective 8ui we might put some in which the prefix may
be rendered thoroughly, but there does not seem to be perfective force.

AiaPePaioo/jiai affirm strongly, SiajAaprupofiai solemnly declare, Suo-xupi-

ioixai confidently assert, only differ from the simplicia by the equivalent

of o-^oSpa, no achieved result being implied. So 8iaTroceop.ai, SiaTropew,

StaTapdcTCTU) (^erturbo).

There remain the compounds in which 8id=dis, between or to and fro.

The force of dis is easily recognised in SiayifojaKW and SiaKpicw (where

the middle distinguish for oneself naturally develops into hesitate by

stressing the dis-), in SiaSiSwfJii, Siaceixw, Siaipew, StafAepij^w, Stappricro-cj,

SiaffTrdoj, Sia^wpil^w, Stapirdl^w, Siaffiretpw, SiacrKopirij^w, most of which

are perfectives. So also ^la^epiji =differo, 8iaaTp€(j>a) distort, 8i,aTt0€|jiai

=dispono, 8iaCTT6'XXu = (^iscrimina facere (whence to give express com-

mands), Siardcraaj {sim.), ZLak6iii=dissolvo, SuKkeofjiai penetrate between,

8iio-TT)fii put asunder (SiaaTTJvai intervene or depart), 8iavoi,Y(«) (Winer

compares with Ac 7*® Virgil's video medium discedere caelum). In 8i€i'-

OufAcofiai we think of
"
This way and that dividing the swift mind."

Aiaxeipi^w administer (possibly coloured by the common business phrase

8ta xftpos') seems to have been developed into a euphemism for kill (as

our settle is sometimes, or despatch). In the rest the mutual relation of

the A and the B is indicated by mediating 8id, as we might call it :

8iaXe'Y0|j.at, 8iaXaXea), StaXoyiioixai, Siepwrdw recall the two parties in

a conversation, Siai/eu'w the same for a dumb show, 8i,axXeud^w perhaps

is similarly conditioned by the flinging of ridicule at another party. So

8iaXXdao-w is to make a (favourable) change in people who are at variance

(8ia|ji,axofAefoi.)
: 8ia\vo} is similarly used in papyri ; 8ia8exofAai applies

to one official who succeeds another.

(b) Some 20 noun compounds of Sid are connected with verbs accounted

for in (a), and the prefix is similarly explained. Sometimes, however,

the noun happens to fall into a different class, attacliing itself to a use of

the verb which does not occur in NT. Thus Siao-ToXi^ difference has the

dis still very marked, which has become latent in StaaTcXXw : the verb
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has the corresponding force in Polybius. AiaTayri has the mediating

8id, not seen in the verb. In Siauyi^s transparent (cf. Siacpavfjs
—

printed
in Rev 2P^ TR without any authority) 8id is much clearer than in

Siauydl^w. Aid\eKTos = j;
StaXfAcro? yXcoTTa, with verbal adj. in two

terminations : 8ui expresses very well the language of ordinary
intercourse.

Passing to nouns without congeners in (a), we must pause on the

old crux SittKOkos {"-viu), °via). It is curious that the latest scientific

opinion has been swinging back to the recognition of this as a did com-

poimd after all, with d (Ion. 8li]kovos) affected by 8iT)ceKr)s (q.v.) and
its class. (See Brugmann ap. Boisacq s.v.). In that case we can connect

with the older word eyKoveco (Homer, in ptc.) and recognise a metaphor
from the games (cf. aKoviri etc.) : the starting-point would be iv kovI

as an imperative, SiaKoce'w (which would thus come before its noun)

being like this a compound of Class VII. (above, p. 291). I set this down
with some reserve. AirjveKris may be taken next, as in any case con-

taining bid=per. Thumb observes {Dial. 117) that the
r;

is Doric as

well as Hellenistic : Attic bidveKris wiU thus (like SiaKovos ?) be due to

the special Attic sound-law that made
rj pure into «.^ Like Tro8rjveKTjs

reaching to the feet, 8ovpT]v€Kijs reaching a spear-throio, this comes from

V enek which makes part of the system of 0/jfw (cf . the two roots combined
in our br-ing). The

rj
is from the rule that lengthened the vowel at the

junction, in compounds whose second element had vowel anlaut. Li6.%r\^a

goes with 8ia^coi'>'U|jiai : the dual character of bid is dropped like that of

d/x0/ in
dfi,<J>teVvup,i (p. 294). Aie'^oSos if taken according to RV will

have di.d=dis—the streets that come out of the town and fork there.

See Vocabulary s.v. Ai6p9wfji.a and °o-is are from btopdoco to correct

right through (constantly used of what we should caU proof-reading).

AiaTpo<j)ri goes with the perfective verb Siarpfcpu) {per temporal), but

the perfective sense is hardly visible. On the other hand, SiaTraparpiPi]

(d.X. in 1 Tim 6*) is a perfective from TraparpL^r] collision (Polybius), with

temporal per. Finally comes Siai'OTip.a from Siavoeo), like Siei'flup.eo/jiai

above, and Sidcoia : the formation of this last is probably influenced

by di^oia. dvavoia, eVi'Dta? where there were adjectives with possessive
force {e.g. avons) to start the abstract.

(c) Atoirep and 8ion are the only words in this class, and of course

they are only conjunctions formed out of phrases
—

-Si' onep and fit' on,

for which reason—and not compounds at all. Aion has come in Hellen-

istic to be often a mere sjmonym of on that, used by Polybius, for

example, in order to escape hiatus : in NT=6ecattse or for.

^
[See, however, the new LS s.v. Mr. E. E. Genner points out that the

"Attic" form only occurs in the Hippias Major (twice on one page), where

the MSS are not unanimous, whilst BiyiveK-qs occurs in the Laws, where they
are unanimous.—Ed.]
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§ 117. 6. Ieis into is for h'<i, which still
Pic

survived in Cretan before vowels, its sandhi-

form e? coming before consonants : in Hellenistic e<? was

obsolete, only appearing in NT in eaw and eVoirTpoi'. It should

not be treated separately from e^, of which it is a variant found

in Greek alone, being formed on the analogy of li for use with

verbs of motion. Some dialects (Boeotian, Thessalian and

N.W. Greek—see Thumb Dial. 55, 184) used only iv. Its

compomids are naturally few by comparison, though they go
back to Homer : ineo is more original than eio-eifAt, infero than

ci(7(f)e'pw.

(a) Ten els composita are left in NT. Going into {leap, run) accounts

for half of them. Eiadyw and
€tCT<J)£p(i> bring into, eio-KaXe'ofxai invite

into, are all simple. In eiaaKouai alone has there been any obscuration :

as early as Homer the eZy developed the simplex hear into attend to.

It is not unlike eiaSexofiai receive into (one's house), welcome. Nine of

these verbs only occur 50 times in NT all told, and eiae'pxofiai (191 times)
is the only common one.

(6) Two compounds of elcrdyw, eireicraYWY^ ^^^ TrapeiVaKTOS, give

nothing to discuss under the etV heading. EictoSos incoming (in various

senses) is often in Hellenistic associated with e'loSos : the former goes

back to Homer, the latter to Herodotus and Attic. "Eao-n-rpot', always
so spelt, illustrates the fact that the sandhi distinction of els and es was
lost earl}^ (from Pindar down) in tiiis word : on V ott see Prol. Ill, and

on the suffix -Tpov below, p. 369.

(c) "Eo-o) (whence eacirepos and eawOei/) is dealt with below, p. 330.

§ 118. 7. t'Ef ivithin has been mentioned
El'

under els. It is found with the same meaning
in Lat. in, Goth, in, and in Keltic and Slavonic, etc. Greek

has besides eV? (els) the form eVi, but not (Hke Skt., Lat., Keltic

and Germanic) the derivative enter (nter). It is possible that

the reduced form n (found in Lithuanian) may account for

some compoimds with initial a- : thus drevTJ^ (whence dTeki'tco)

suggests intendo more naturally than the prefix S7n (dKoXou0e'a»,

etc.). See above, under a-, p. 285. 'Ev is by far the commonest

of prepositions in NT {Prol. 98), but in forming compounds falls

behind avd, which is nearly extinct as a preposition. This

illustrates very well the independent development of the two

uses of these adverbs which we call prepositions : the facts
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presented in this chapter make it easy to imderstand how pre-

positions which one language uses largely are only adverbs in

another.

(a) Fifty-five composita occur in the NT, which seem about equally
divided between the forces of els and ev. It will not be necessary to

mention many of them, as in most the choice between into {on) and in is

easy, or may be left indeterminate. Those that need a note may be

taken as we come to them. 'EyKaXew does not intrinsically differ from

eio-K.
;
but one may

"
call in

"
a person for various purposes, and eyx. was

early speciaUsed in malam partem, calHng a man in to accuse him. In all

languages doublets tend to be utilised for different meanings. So

ii'^e)^^o^i.ai=ad'mit to oneself (with di^efScKTOs) : eiaSe'xofiat and elaKaXew,
as is natural in compounds of the more sharply defined els, have mean-

ings coming directly from their constituents without later develop-

ment. 'EYKOiTaXeiTrcj wiU serve as a type of some others : KaraXeiirw

abandon (perfective) is supplemented with ev, pointing to the plight in

which the victim is left. 'EyKoimPoofjiai is not a quite certain com-

pound, as its simplex does not occur in extant literature : we depend
on Suidas citing Epicharmus and a later comedian. It is presumably
to gird something on oneself. 'Ep.|3pi.fJi,do/ji.ai

seems to connote strong

feeling ivithin oneself. 'Ep,irat^a)=i71udo, ejui7riTrXY)(i.i=iwpleo, €jji,TT\eKw
=

twplico. 'E|unTopeuofji.aL is in form a compound, but according to its

meaning has nothing to do with Tropeuo|diai : it would indeed be more

correct to exclude it from the list of composita. Its meaning is entirely

determined by cfAiropos (see below), but had there been no TTopevofiai,

the verb would more probably have been efj,nopea> : on this ground we

may keep it here. The same may perhaps be said of ec8o|d^o)jiai,

which I suspect was partly influenced by eVSo^os
—

8o|dl^w extol is common
in Hellenistic but very rare in classical Greek. Probably both forces

acted, for the compound is late : the e'l' has distinct force in one of its

occurrences at least. 'EcopKi^w likewise owes its eV not so much to signi-

ficant composition {iv + opKi^w) as to the association with evopKos iuratus

{iv opKco a>v, CI. VII.). 'Ei'dpxofJi.at is supposed by Lightfoot to retain

a trace of its classical connotation, the initial act of a sacrifice. But in

Polybius and LXX it is simply begin {qs. make a start -upon an act), and

it does not seem that the technical force survived. In its two Pauline

occurrences, as in those of its cpd. irpoei'., it is directly contrasted with

ciriTeXeii' (perfective), which marks the last step as the other marks the

first. 'Ec8eiKi'u|jLai (cf. indico) suggests completer demonstration than

the simplex
—

laying the
"
index

"
finger, as it were, on the object. With

ck'SuVoj [ivbvoi) is not found in NT) we may couple eKSiSuo-Kw, an alter-

native present stem. The iv is simple, but the semasiology is hard. The

meanings clothe and sink are not easy to correlate, and both of them are

found in Skt., in separate roots which can equally well answer to the
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Greek :
^ we may perhaps make du-io aor. edum (Skt. upd-du) the I.E.

word for clothe, and dusno (cf. Skt. dosd
"
in the evening") sink down, set,

penetrate, whence SuCT-fxr). The two must have been confused in Greek

from the first. With eVeijAi insum we join ci^t (common in Hellenistic),

•which is simply the alternative form of iv with the substantive verb

understood and meaning speciaUsed.^ ^Eviyw has the iv rather obscured

by development. When=entangle, hold in, the prefix is clear (cf cVoxos):

the three Biblical passages (so far unparalleled) for iviyw c. dat. =pres5

on, set upon, may be most simply explained by Hesychius' 'dyKiirai, with

intrans. use of f'x'^ ^^^d iv=against—others assume an ellipse (^^oXoi' or

simply voiiv). 'EviCTTrjfii (only intr. tenses) answers to insto {iv practi-

cally=ftV). 'EyKaii'il^u innouo (P Par 16^* (b.c. 127), as well as LXX).

'EyKoirTa) must be the opposite of ttpokotttoj, which is perhaps a metaphor
from path-making, cut one's way forivard : this will be cut into the path,

hinder. 'EyKpiv(3)=judge or reckon among. 'Ei'oxXe'w is probably

bring annoyance upon. 'EvTeXXo/jiai is difficult, the relation between

simplex and cpd. being far from clear : moreover, the associated nouns

liraXfjLa and ivTokri, by their form clearly primitive, have no uncom-

pounded form at all. Unless we make the influence of erreXXco on them

rather improbably strong, the root should be I.E. tel, not q^'el, from

which other uses of TeXko) certainly come : can we compare inttdi, and

make ei/TeXXofjLai=6rmgr one's influence to bear upon a man ? 'Ei/TpciT-ojxai

is apparently turn towards (in bonam partem), so regard. 'EvTuy^f^dvoi

(whence in a special sense eVreu^is) fall in ivith, meet.

(6) The main points requiring settlement under this heading concern

the recognition of compounds belonging to Class VII. Nearly a score

of nouns and adjectives attach themselves to verbs occurring in NT, and

either explained above or omitted as self-evident. Nearly all the rest,

however, will need some comment. 'EyKaSeros (from iyKadiriyn let down

into)=suborned. 'EyKparr^s ("xeia °Te.\>o\La.{.)=having strength ivithin,

self-controlled.'^ "EyKuos {kvos) having foetus within. 'EfiPareuw,*

which in the absence of any jBarevco must come in this class, raises some

difficulty, in that efilBdrrjs, its presumed noiui original, begins to appear
in literature nearly a century later than the verb, and then in a sense

which cannot help us. But (TrefxfddTijs, mounted, is classical, and so are

(Tri^c'iTrjs and eVt/Sareici), which between them probably formed e^J.^areu<^)

directly : the sense in Hellenistic is always enter upon (also class.), of

^ Latin ind-^o and ex-uo can bave no etymological comiexion with evovu,

for all the similarity of form and meaning. It is possible, however, that induo

may be a conflation of ind-euo (endo, our into) and in-duo = evdvu.
^ Its development in mediaeval Greek may be seen in Dieterich Unters.

225 ff. The MGr dvai = €CTTL is Ivi with the vowels assimilated to those of

eTf.ia.L and flaai {sum, es).

^ But its opposite aKpari^s suggests the possibiUty of its being a CI. VII.

cpd.
—see below.

*
Very often f/x/SaSei/w in papyri : cf. Wiloken, Ostr. i. 190 f.
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taking possession. (See also above, p. 273, on Kd'efij-iaTevoo.) 'Ep.<|)ai'r|s

(whence "viiot) resembles ivapyfjs, which differs from apyr^s apparently
in the suggestion of inherent light that makes the compound more

emphatic : the Greek sense of the word we have just used is another case

in point
—of.

e'ficjjacns
in LS s.v. III. 'EfSei^s having want within presumes

(like eVtSeu?';?, inroSerjs) a neuter noun *8€Fos want. 'Ev8(o|jiT]ais (so X*A
in Rev 21^^ : see p. 73, and WH App.^ 159)

^
building in, from Sco^aw

{\fdem with long grade). 'Ere'Spa (whence °peuu) sitting within (in hiding),

exactly as the independent Lat. insidiae. "Efcoia is apparently from

evvovs (see on Siai'oi.a above) having mind within, intelligent. But as

the opposite of avovs, we might as well put ewovs below. 'EvTa<^id't,<i)

(whence "o-fJios) is from evrcicpios funereal, which is most naturally ex-

plained as an adj. from the root of ivdairrui bury in : Class VII., however,

{ra evTu(pia obsequies =Ta iv Tatprj), is quite possible, though less probable.

nap€ji,|3o\ii army, camp, or barracks, seems originally to have meant troops

drawn up for battle, of. Trapep.pdX\w. This specialisation of meaning is

said to have started in Macedonia. In Attic at any rate an entirely

different use appears, insertion, depending on eV in, while the other is

linked with ep^aXKa attack (ev=against).

(c) There is a considerable proportion of Class VII. compounds made
with eV. Indeed, it is quite an open question whether a good many
of the compounds classified above may not have originated rather like

those to be described now. Compoimds of ep are largely found as anti-

thetic to those in d- privative, which have the meaning without . . . (lit.

having no . . . ). So a^ojuios without law is opposed to eVi'op.os under

law in 1 Co 9^^, aTip-os without honour to eVSo^os ivith glory in 1 Co 4^"

(eVTi|xos elsewhere). These must be interpreted as adjectives directly

formed from ev vopat, iv 86^rj, iv Tipf]. So e|j.<j>o|3os (opp. a4)oPos),

ekdXios, €vdr]ij.os (whence °p.e'a», opp. oTroS^/ios), eVSiKos (opp. ciStKOs),

£i'>'uxos (only adv.—the x for kt=x''' represents a simpler form of the

root), eVTpop.os, efToirios (with further suffix, like e>'d\ios), and so

ei'UTri'ioK {ivvTTVLos from 'ivvrrvos). Some others need detailed treat-

ment. "Eyy^Jos goes with iyyir] security, which is probably from an old

word for hand (cf. yvaXov, Lat. vola, Av. gava-), like aiJi<piyvos and

vnoyvoi, so=what is put in the hand. 'EyKaKcw is best taken as iv kuk^
flpl

"
in a bad way," ill, enfeebled : this depends mostly on a physical

connotation of kqkos, while oiKaKos depends on the moral, and so does

eyKOKeo) itself in Polybius (iv. 19. 10). 'EyKpaTi^s (etc.
—see under b)

might be reckoned here because of its opposite aKpaTi^s xvithout self-

control. Since Kparo^ suggests the possession of strength, as /3ta the

using of it, iv Kpdrei {iov)=self-controlled involves only the speciaUsing

reference to moral Kpdros. 'EXXoYaw (or -ew—see §§ 84-5) =eV Xoyw

TiOrjpi, according to the very common use of \6yos ==accounts : so im-

puto, put to the account of. There is no connexion with eXXoyoj rational

"Syll. 583*" {
= Syll^ 9963") (I/a.d. ?), BCH xvii. 78 (no. 1«).
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(cf. i'vvovs), the opposite of aXoyos, from eV Xuya in the other sense.

Ei/acTtos (and vivev.) is probably a cpd. of avrios (p. 296). But while

ci'aiTi and such compounds (p. 329) are correlative adverbs whose con-

tents are added together (" within oj^posite," etc.), the similar-seeming

adj. must be explained differently, though in this case the closely parallel

compounds affected one another. 'Ei'ai'Ttos=fv di'ria (wv). For the

relations of this group see Wackernagel Hellenistica pp. 1 ff. 'Ei'Oujxeop.ai

(-rjo-is) comes directly from iv Sv/jlo) (e'xco) : the negative cidv^os (whence

°)jiea>) starts from a different association of 6vfi6s, with evdvfjLos as anti-

thesis. 'Evepyos (whence °yd<i) and its derivative "y^JAci) appears to be

from eV epyw active, or prodvctive, as opposite of dpyds inactive or barren.

The formation of its later equivalent ivepyr]s is not perfectly clear : the

derivative eVepyeia speaks for an original -es- stem, but its record is not

good enough to claim antiquity. Has it been formally assimilated to its

like-sounding adj. fvapytjs clear ? On the whole group see J. A. Robin-

son's important excursus, Ephes. pp. 241-7. 'Ei'iauros year, originally

anniversary, is taken by Prellwitz as starting from fin aira (sc. I suppose

jj/xart,

"
on the same day"). But see Brugmann Gr.* 195 n.^, and below,

p. 372. Ev(i}Ti't,oii.ai=iv arl (exw) is formed directly, in complete
independence of evanov earring (Attic ivcahov—Meisterhans^ 79).

Apart from the cpds. named in § 130, the following adverbs are con-

nected with iv. 'EvQ6.%e here or hither (the two being confused in Hellen-

istic) is from evda, with suffix -6a, which may be compared with Skt. huha

(where ?), ihd {here) : Bnigmaim KVG 455 gives this doubtfully, and (ib.

456) denies the equation evda=incle (as far as the in- goes). The suffix

-Se = Eng. to in origin and meaning. "EvQev has the ablative suffix -dev.

'EvTeOQev has suffered a shifting of aspiration in Attic : Ionic evdevrev is

original. Brugmann Deinonstr. 104 n. shows how the flexion of ovtos

produced a whole series by analogy
—ivOfvrfv came from evOev as

TTjXiKauTa from ravrci etc.

§ 119. 8. *'E|, eK, out. The primitive form

was eghs, as Brugmann {KVG 179) shows from

Locrian e'x^o? (Att. Iktos by anal, of et/ros) and eayaro^ (from

eghs-qo- becoming egsqJio-) : the by-form eV (also iy) is due to

the dropping of a between two mutes (see Brugmann Gr.'^ 148 f
.).

Latin and Gaulish ex are among the cognates, which confirm the

meaning given : in the Keltic branch ex (Ir. ess) is only used in

compounds, which illustrates its large proverbial use in Greek.

(a) Ninety-four composita with e^ are found in NT. We can re-

cognise out in about fifty of them very clearly, and in many more with

an easy adaptation : naturally the prefix has, like its EngUsh equivalent,

a considerable range of meaning. In cpds. where the local force

is marked, there is nearly always perfective action : indeed, it is only
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when out is weakened, and from, forth or off gives the sense, that we have

exceptions. Thus eKKpejjiojjiai hang from, i.e. upon : iKreivo) stretch out

and iKTcerdvyujxi spread out are the nearest NT exx. to go with it, but

even here eV- shows the action of the verb carried as far as it will go, so

that we may class both verbs as perfective. The simplest local sense is

seen (as with dno etc.) in verbs of going
—

e|6ip,i and iiepyoixai, iK^aivo),

eKTropeuojJiai etc., or allied conceptions, as
eKTrefjiiroj, €K)3dX\w, £KKoXup,pda),

CKKOfAi^ojuiai, eKirrjSdo) and e^dXXo|i,ai, eKirXew, eKorcJl^a) (Ac 27^^),

eKTivdacTw, iK(^evy(i), 6^afi'CTTr]|i.i and eleyeipw, e^aipew, eKKXdu, eKKOTTTw,

l^opuo-o-oi, £Kxew ("xufcw). e^w0ew etc., involving removal otit of one

place into another. Local force of slightly varying kinds (literal

or metaphorical) is seen in i^ayye\\(>i and e^ofJioXoyeoj ;
eKXaXew

let out, divulge; iKVY]^oi of sobriety attained out of drunkenness;
cKTrccw and cKij/uxw (strongly perfective) ; e|ai.Teojjiai beg siirrender

of {removalfrom present position), elayopd^o/jiat ransorii {from hondage ^) ;

eKjjidaa-aj wipe out and e|aXet<})w smear out, eKKa6aipoj clear out ;
eKKeuw

(perhaps a metaphor from driving a horse) ; iiiaTr]jXL (orig. displace
— 

ellipsis of (f)p€i'S)v or the like accounts for specialised meaning) ; cKSiSofjiai

let out (but act. in sense surrender, in the verbal eKSoros) ;
eKKaiw (of

fire blazing out—the perfective force (metaph.) is very clear in Rom 1-' as

compared with the simplex of the same metaphor in 1 Co 7*), eKXdfjnrco

to shine out; eKiropi'euw ;
eKXetirw is primarily

"
leave off" ; e^opKil^

(verb purely perfective in NT occurrence =adyi«-e, bind by an oath, but

elsewhere like its noun e|opKicrTY)s e.rorcise, get an evil spirit out by potent

words) ; eKTiGrjjai (eKSeros) as in Ac 7^^" ^^
; eKXeyofAat eligo, choose out

of a larger number ; e'leo-ri (e^ouaia, °d^<o) it is out, i.e. open, allowed,

which comes curiously near its apparent opposite eVeari in its classical

meaning it is possible.

In a very few cases e^ may be rather intensive {out and out) than

perfective. 'EK0ap.|3eop,ai and eK0au|ji.d(^w might be described as per-

fective in that they denote a complete astonishment, but a perfective
does not differ from a non-perfective merely by the addition of very.

'EKfjiuKTTjpil^w primarily may be only
"

scoff bitterly,'' but might be

called perfective as much as KarayeXdw laugh to scorn. 'EKTapdaacj is

graviter turbare—but conturbare (Vulg.) is perfective. 'EKircipd^w {tov

6e6v or equiv.2) might suggest the daring of the act, or we might find

in it the effort to put to a decisive test. It would not be difficult, indeed,

to trace in all of these a nuance that would bring them among the per-

fectives. 'EkSuw may be noted here as a verb which, though perfective

^ So J. A. Robinson even in Eph 5^^ (see note there), Col 4^=redeeming
what has fallen into bad hands. For other views see Peake and Lightfoot on
Col. I.e.

^ In Dt 8'" ^* God putting Israel to a thorough test. This may be the mean-

ing in Lk 10^*, or the Evangelist may be using instinctively of Jesus a word

normally used of God.
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already, forms a further perfective : it might imply only the putting off of

certain garments, wliile direKSuojAai, like its noun uneKbvais, connotes

complete stripping, of oneself or another in one's own interest (Col.

211. 15
39)_

The foUowing are the perfectives in which the local force of e'^ has

wholly or nearly disappeared. We take first those on which some com-

ment is wanted. 2 Co 4® diropoufjievoi aXX' ovk e^airopoufiecoi, per-

plexed, yet not nnto despair,^ is a specially good example of perfective

action. 'EKl^r]Te'w always seems to denote that the seeker finds, or at

least exhausts his powers of seeking (Heb 12^'') : so e|epau^'dco, e^erdi^w

(rare simplex eVafco
—h in Arcadian, suiting its probable connexion with

J es to be—akin to fVeoy and ervfios, so verify). The Hellenistic verbs

e^ouGeceoj and e|ou8ei/e(o (NT and BGU iv. 11 17^1 (13 B.c.^—reading not

certain)) are good exx. of the continued vitality of this word-forming

process. Thackeray shows {Gr. 105) that the former was coined first,

during the vogue of oldels (see p. Ill), and e^ov8fi'6a> later, when ovSds

had begun to reassert itself : e^ouSeke'w is due to mixture. Independent
of both is Plutarch's f^ovScvi^o) (see above, § 46) : the forming of com-

pounds on the basis of the neuter oibev goes back to Plato's ov8eveia.

We have then three separate verbs for
"
making nothing of, despising,"

formed from e| and the word for nihil without intervention of a simplex
verb. Probably e| was appropriate not only for the needed perfective

force, but also to make the transitive clear—a function these prefixes

often tend to achieve. 'EKSe'xojaai in its NT sense (so Sophocles and

Herodotus) is a little obscure. Jebb (on Philoct. 123 av fxev ^ivav wv
Ke'ivov fv6d8' eKdfxov) notes :

"
e'., excipe. The idea of the compound

is,
'

be ready for him,'—prepared to deal with him the moment that he

appears." This fits the perfective idea when we remember the present-
stem action (Prol. 114) : qs.

"
go on with the act of

'

receiving' till he

comes." (We may compare the way in which fxeXXeif to be about to

gets from the durative present the sense of delaying.) 'E|T]Yeofiai is

in NT always
"

explain," set forth, as already in (post-Homeric) classical

Greek. The comparison of cognate words (Lat. sdgio, sdgax, Goth.

sokyan, Eng. seek, Ir. saigim, with same meaning) shows that the meta-

phorical application in r/yeoixai was there from the first : rjyelrrOai nvi

would be explore for, blaze a path for. 'E^rjye'ia-daL then is the perfective :

cf. eK^T]T6a) (above) and eK0€a0ai exponere. 'E|i(7xuci) in Eph 3^* c.inf. is

a striking perfective
—"

be strong enough" to apprehend, a strength

exerted tiU its object is attained. 'EKpi^dw is in form a compound, and
of course perfective. But the meaning uproot cannot be deduced from a

combination of eK and pij^oco, and we must explain it as we explained

efiTTopedo/Aai above (p. 305) : its meaning is determined by eK pL^av

(dvaipflv), just as eradicare is really short for ex radicibus evellere. It is

therefore virtually a cpd. of Class VII. Most of the other perfectives

^ So (virtually) first AV. The earlier vss. take aiv.— be poor, but represent
the antithesis correctly.
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need only be named. 'EKSairai'da) spend out, spend wholly ; €K8iT]YeofAai

tell right through to the end ;
cKKCi'Tew to give a deadly stab ; eK\ai'0dco(xai

quite forget ; eKXu'ofiai faint ojf (lit. be dissolved outright) ; eKirXifjpow fill

up, as we say ; eKirXi^o-o-ofiai, much like €K4>oj3ea), and eKTapdtraaj above—
our use of strike for a mental impression wiU illustrate ; eKTeXe'w (cf .

e^apTi^w) finish off ; eKTpe<{)w rear up, in our idiom, decidedly perfective
—

nourisheth is too weak in Eph 5^^, and nurture (RV) in 6* ; e|aKoXou9ea)

follow out ; e^airaTaw of successful deceit ^
; e|oXo0peuop,ai. destroy

utterly.

(b) There are some twenty-five noun cpds. which attach themselves

to verbs accounted for in (a), and only a few remain. Local ef is re-

cognisable in Sie'loSos (see 8id), cKyot'os, cKKX-rjaia (orig. a summoned

assembly), cKTpwfjia {(Krirpaa-KO)), e^epa/ia, e^oSos, H^X"^ i^^^X'^) oi

o?<^standing prominence. Perfective e^ appears in di/e^ixi'tao-Tos (cf.

the €K^r)Teu class above), ckStjXos, eKxpojao? (only nD in Heb 12^^—
probably assimilated to eK<})oPos in context, on which cf. eK<J)oj3ea)).

(c) To Class VII. belong the following. "EkSikos in earlier Greek is

fK {i.e. civfv) 8Ut]s, exlex, but as early as the Batrachomyomachia shows

the distinct meaning avenger : see MiUigan Thess. 50. This may possibly
be derived from another use of (k, seen in the recurrent formula in legal

papyi-i, KaBaiTfp ey Siktjs
"

just as after a legal decision
"

: ekSikos would

thus be one who carries out a sentence. There is, however, the alternative

possibihty that the classical compositum eK8iKd((o avenge has influenced

the meaning of eKSiKos (with its deriv. °Ke'a) °KT]p,a). "E^uiri'os (hence

°i'i£w)=e'| vTTvov {yev6ij.€vos). lufeKSr^jmog (see (tvp) is a compound of

€Kdr]fios=eK dijuov (mv), like dir68T)|jios.

Perfective e'^ appears strengthening an adverb in eKTrepicro-aJs (uTrepeKir.

1 Th 5^^ BDG—see v-rrip). "EKTraXai. is like diro totc, no real compound :

cf. e|auTTJs (really two words). 'E^dirtfa (earlier e^airivTjs, with ending

assimilated to adverbs) and €^ai4>cif)s are no doubt similar phrases, but

the second element is not clear : at\//-a
is likely enough for the second

word, but will not suit the first. For c'loj and its derivatives and Iktos,

see § 130.

, , § 120. 9. *}{' Etti (independent accent form

eVt), near, on, up to, appears in three gradation

forms, answering to I.E. opi {oiTL-Oev, Lat. op-, oh), epi (eTn)
—

Skt. dpi, Av. a^pi may be either
;
and pi (irie'tw Skt. pidayati=

pi-zd- J sed {sedere) ;
also irr-v^^rj whence dva-TTTuo-o-w, from

pi-\-ugh, Skt. pyuksna).

{a) As many as ninety-nine composita with eiri occur in NT, a total

only exceeded by Kard and cruy, the main perfect!vising prefixes. Accord-

^ Conative force may be added in present stem—see Prol. 114.
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ing to some scholars,^ a contributory cause for its great frequency in all

periods of the language was its inheriting much that belonged to another

preposition, akin to Skt. ahhi, Zd. ahvi, Eng. by. The hj'pothesis explains

one or two forms like €(|>iopKos, and Delbriick brings up a good many
parallels between eVt compounds and Skt. ahhi- compounds : there is

also the advantage of a slightly easier explanation of the range of mean-

ing found in the eVt family. But it cannot be said that the phonetic

argument for the conflation has much weight ; and the hypothesis, which
is opposed by Brugmann, must remain only a possible one at best. We
may still observe (with Brugmann KVG 467) that in Latin oh has taken

over some of the functions of obhi : hid, though actually derived from

opi ; and similar mixtures may have occurred in isolated cases elsewhere

without demanding the fusion postulated by Delbriick.

In many of the verbal ini cpds. we can trace a clear local sense, and
these are clearly the oldest. Delbriick {Grd. iii. (i.) 675) gives some
which may have been compounded before the ethnic period. Closely akin

to these are the composita in which the preposition may be described as

directive, indicating the concentration of the verb's action upon some

object : in these cases the simplex will be general and the compositum

special in its force, the one may be abstract and the other concrete. The

exx. which Dean Robinson chooses for his
"

directive
"
sense are

"
eiraicew,

CTTioeLKi'UfJLC, €Tnl^T]T€w, CTriKaXew, fTTiKijpvcrcrci), i-n-iKparico, eiTiKpvirTa>,

eTrifAe\o|xai, eTri^xt/xi/ijo-Ko/xai, emvofoi (excogitare), cirixopTjye'a)," as well

as eiriyirwo-KOj, the special subject of his well-known excursus {Ephes.

248 ff.). We may add to the class iirayyeWoiiai, eTraycui/i^ofjiai,

€T7a0poij^ofiai, cTTaipo), €7raiCT)('J''0|J-cii, CTrairew, CTraKoXooSew, eTraKouw

and eiraKpoaofjiai, iivavdy(t) and the other cpds. in itv-ava- (with hostility

implied in eiTai'io-Ta|xai), eirapKeo), eiracfjpil^w, eTTcyeipw (hostile), eTreiSoi',

eireiae'pxofJiai, eireKTeii'Ofxai, eirepcoTdo), ei^iyjiii (in some forces), eiripdWo)

(or local), eTTiPapew, eTTipXe'irw and cinCTKe'irTO)i,ai and eTrio-KOTrew,

eTTiyifOfJiai, eTri8ej(0fAai, CTriStSajfJii., eTTiSuw, eTTiKaXuTrrw, 'iTTiKetfjiai (or

local), CTTiKeXXw, ciriKpiea), eiTi,Xafj.(3di'0)j.ai, eiTiXav0dco|xat, eiriXeyw and

CTTOi'ojjid^co, eiriXeyofxai {choose), eirtXenru, eiriXeixw, emXuw, eTTifiapTupew,

eirifxeVw, eiriveuw, eirnrXricr(7Cii, eTrnroSeoj, eirio-Keud^o/iai, eiTKTTcXXw,

ein(7TT)piJ^a), e7riCTTpe(})u, eiricrui'dyaj, iitKHivrptyh}, e7ricr)(u&j, eTTiawpeuco,

eiTiTdcrcra), eiriTeXfO), eiriTpeTroj, i-rmuyyjxvdi, e7ri<j>aii/w and eTri<J)au(TKa)

and eTTKJxoCTKW, CTTK^epo), €7ri(})(0Kea), eTTixpiw.

Two more members of this class require a special note. 'ETrio-rafjiai

is an old compound not very easily analysed : it seems to be eTri-CTTd)xai

(not duplicated
—cf. 0vM'> ^4"^^") with meaning

"
put oneself in position

for." Our understand, Grer. verstanden, will shov/ that the root std is

capable of application to the mind. It was no longer felt to be a com-

pound verb. 'ETTiTijjidw comes from a meaning of the simplex not

found in NT=fe2/ penalty on, and so censure. In many of these, which

1
Especially Delbruck Grd. m. (i.) 675 £., 679.

I
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account for some three-quarters of the total, the line is hard to draw as

against the purely local force, which I have restricted almost entirely to

verbs of motion with eVi'=to or iipon. It will be seen at once that the

directive force as understood here is much wider than is implied in the

exx. given by Robinson. We might subdivide, but the general nexus is

clear enough. The only compounds left now are a few in which eVi means

in addition, a natural development of upon : thus e-rrei/Suw, eTnyafAPpeuw

(make a new marriage connexion), eTriSiarao-CTOfAai, eiri8iop06co.

(b) About one-third of the noun compounds of erri in the NT attach

themselves to composita accounted for in (a). Only one of these needs

separate mention, eiriouo-tos, the well-known crux in Mt 6^^=Lk 11^.

That this d.A. was a coinage by the author of the Greek Q may be safely

assumed, after Origen. If so, the scholarship of its origin does not justify

our laying too much stress on considerations which would weigh with us

if Luke himself or even Matthew were responsible, still less some Atticist

scholar. Jerome's supersuhstantialis
^ is therefore not finally discredited

by the objection against the non- elision of i : ewiovaios would thus

become a Class VII. cpd. rather like cTroupdi'ios (see below), from eVi

upon and so above, and ouorta. The only meaning quotable for this noun

from NT and papjrri is property or estate, which is not hopeful ; and even

if it is found in an abstract sense in magical documents, this is most im-

probable in a context so simple and direct as the Lord's Prayer. Light-

foot's argument
^ has not been superseded by later literature (see WS i.

136) ; and we may perhaps agree with Schmiedel in the
"

sicherlich
"

with which he put down
'r\

einoucra as the true etymon. "E7rei/xt (obire

etymologically) is to come close after, tread on the heels of, as it were ;

and its participle was current, as the NT itself shows, to express the

immediately following day. In the evening it would mean the same as

r\ aupiov', but in the morning (see esp. the opening of Plato's Crito) it is

a day earlier than this. The immediacy is quite sufficient reason for the

translator's being dissatisfied with t6v r^? avptov or the like as a render-

ing of the Aramaic before him : he followed a right instinct in coining

a new adjective from the common word for
"
the coming day." That

such scholars as Delitzsch and Keim {ap. Lightfoot op. cit. p. 226) should

have imagined inconsistency with Mt 6^* only proves that the succession

of Martial's Graeci quibus est nihil negatum is not yet closed. The only

serious alternative to the above account of imovcrios is that proposed

by Debrimner, and epitomised by himself in his Blass Or.^ 75. He
makes it a substantivising of eVl ti]v ovaav {r]^ipav)

"
for the current

day
"

: for this use of &v of. Prol. 228. He compares fTTLpi]VLos (Poly-

bius)
"

for the current month," e(j)r]p.epios
etc. ; but modestly claims only

a preference for this over the derivation from
17

iTtiovaa. The lamented

1
Origen seems to have started the idea. Jerome meant by his word, he

tells us, super omnes substantias, extra omnia, and so praecipuus, egregius,

peculiaris.
2 Q^ d Fresh Revision^, p. 217 £f. But see below.
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Albert Thumb accepted Debranner's view whole-heartedly : a pencilled
note from his hand on this page, which he saw on a visit to me a few months
before his death, refers to Brugmann-Thumb 675 for his endorsement of

it. On the other hand, Deissmann ^ holds to the Lightfoot theory, rightly

laying stress on the fact that
/}
ovaa without rj/xepa expressed has not

been found. He even suggests that the later rj^iepova-ios, and e0- and

Kad-Tjutpovaios, found in papyri and the anti-Christian writer Proclus,
are modifications of y^pepiaios based on iniovaios as an "

already
existing vernacular word "

used by the evangelists.^ Origan's ignorance
of it is met by Deissmann with the remark that he need not have known
all the popular vocabulary of the Mediterranean littoral. Whether
this be tenable or not, I should give my own vote for

17 eVtoucra with
much the same degree of preference as Debrimner himself shows in

voting for eVl ri^v ovaav. On the legitimacy of the hiatus involved in

Debrunner's theory, see above, § 38.

Directive iiri may be recognised in the following, with the same
latitude of application that we found in the verbs :

—
'ETracopGwais

(like the composita of ini+ava in (a)), eirdpaTos and CTriKardpaTos

(dpaa-dai might be cursing at random—the cpd. has an object in view),
eirauXis (perhaps formed from auXis by influence of fVauXi^o/^at),

lireto-aYWYi] (eVeto-dyco =introduce as a substitute), inrjpda (papp.)
whence e-n-T]pedl^w {aptii] in Homer= violence), eirtPouXi^, eTrieiKi^s and
Kcta {FeiKco

—
pf. FeFoiKa—in Homer =s«i^ or agree

—
cpd. suggests the

environment which is
"
suited "), eTri0up.ew °fjLia "/jltjtt)? (the stage *eVj-

^i;/xo!i'=" having one's 0up6s towards,'" is apparently passed over—cf.

€c0ujjieop.ai above), erriKovpos whence "p^'^^j 3,nd "petos from the proper
name ( J qers=run—cf. curro, horse, and the Keltic original of car), eTricoia

(see on Sidv'oia and ei'coia above), e7ri(nTicrp,6s (from °l.^opat, get airla

for definite people), eTria<()a\T]s (directing danger to certain
objects),

e7rt.4)aci]s and °reia (€7n<j)aiVw has been dealt with, but this comes from
a technical sense—a divine being manifested to human eves in human

form), eTTOTTTTjs and °Teua)
( J oq'-' on^see—cf. i^opav, cirijSXeTren' etc.),

e4)6up6Tiqs (from "pio-Kco, to find or invent /or a purpose).

Local fTTi may be seen in iTn<Tr\\j.os
= with arjpa upon it, the opposite

of ao-TjfjLos, and in iTnypa(^r\ and eTriOecns, the verbs of which belong to (a).

'EttiXoiitos, left over, has the sense added to. The name 'E7ra4)p68iTos

(with short iovva. 'Eirat^pas ^)=having Aphrodite upon him: in earlier

Greek this was venustus (Horace's Veneris muneribus potens), but later

represented felix, from the Venus-throw of the dice—so as epithet of

Sulla. 'EiTiopKos (°Ke'(o) raises various difficulties. Its frequent appear-

^'ETTtoyirtos, in Ntliche Studien Heinrici dargebracht (1914), pp. 115-9.
*
[Deissmann's guess finds support by the discovery of the word i-movcrilujv]

in an old housekeeping book given in Preisigke, Sammelbuch, Nr. 5224. See

also Deissmann, LAE^ 78, n. 1.—Ed.]
* Not implying any necessary identification of the persons.
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ance in the Koivr] as e'^topKos^ {Prol. 234) was explained by Thumb
{Spir. Asp. 72) as due to contamination of k'cpopKos and eiriopKos : he

compares i(j)\ lepicos on an inscription. Against Osthoff's conjecture—
accepted by Delbriick—that the I.E. ebhi (Skt. abhi, Eng. by) underlies

it, there is the fact that ecpiopKos is late : Phrynichus is right, from his

point of view, when he bans it as un-Attic, and thereby evidences its pre-
valence in his own day. Delbriick {Grd. iil. (i.) 676) defines it hesitatingly
as concerning

"
the oath by which one presses on a person and compels

him "
; but this does not explain the false oath. Is against the force of

eVi here, whether drawn from epi or ebhi ?

(c) The remaining compounds are of Class VII. 'EiriTi^Seios as a

difficult word may be mentioned first. Brugmann Dem. 140 ff. suggests
that €TTiTr]8es, from which it is the adj., starts from eVt to rjdos=good

for that (purpose), t6 being demonstrative and rjSos a rare Homeric

noun =0(^6X0? : he compares idoneus (see p. 293 n.^). 'EivdvayKcs is pre-

sumably neuter of *fTTnvuyKr]s, which might even be eV dvdyKr]s used as

an adj. unaltered : in any case it starts from it. {'EiravayKos occurs also

in papyri and inscriptions, even as early as the Gortyn Law—see v.

Herwerden s.v.) "ETrapxos (whence °x(e)ia) is from eV dpxfis, eTriyeios

from eVi ytjs, frridtjpos (whence °)Jiew, TrapeTTiSirjjaos) from eVi 8i]p.(o,

eiTi9amTios=eVt ddvarov Keipevo^, iiriKe^akaiov (Mk 12^* D k and

two important cursives) =ro eVl Ke(pa\7)i' -n-paaa-opevov, eiroupdi'ios
=

eV ovpavov &v, and e<|)T])Ji€pos ( pta) is from e(/)' i)pipav. Verbs in this

class are eTrio-Tojjii^w from eVl arupa {de'ivai) like the proverb fiovs eVl

y\a)(T(rri, and cTri)(€ip€CJ=;^6Z/3a Biivai eni tl : in neither case does a

noun compound intervene. Both are ancient words.

'ETvdt'(o = e7ri+dvd-\-c!> (see § 130, s.v. e|w). 'Eir-aupioi' is a true com-

pound, eVi giving the force of succession ; its form echoes its primary, the

adverb ailptoi'. 'EireKeica, to your side, is from eV fKelim. 'Ecj)ciiTa§ might

just as well be written as two words, like eirl rpts, at any rate for the

meaning at once (1 Co 15*) : when=once/or all it is more like a compound,
a directive strengthening of drra^ in the same sense.

§ 121. 10. *jKaTd is taken by Brugmann

{KVG 479) as an extended form of ko or kom,

found in Latin cum and co-, in Keltic, and in koii'6s= /co/aios :

Gothic handugs
"

wise
"

( J dhe 67)), qs.
"
capable of mental

synthesis." Kara (so accented as an independent word) is for

Krh-ra, with second element as in fjie'-ra. Its nearest connexions

are Irish cet-, Old Welsh cant—along, by, with. Brugmann defines

its earliest use as
"
along something so as to remain in connexion

1 So Mt 533 N, 1 Ti 110 D*P : in LXX three times, in B, A and C respectively

(Thackeray 126). If it is Western (WH App.'^ 151), it is only another instance

of Western agreement with the most genuine Koivq.

VOL. II. PART III.—22
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and contact with the object." The kindred Latin contra illus-

trates one development, against, but the meaning down can

hardly be said to be explained. It is noteworthy that neither

down nor against sur\ives in MGr.^ As the word had of course

a long history in pre-Homeric Greek beyond our reach, the

obscurity of its semasiology is not strange. Most probably
the key should be found in the antithetic development of avd

and Kara, which with ace. come very near : such antithesis as

dva poov and Kara poov might be very productive.

(a) Kara forms 107 composita in the NT, falling thus only a little

short of (Tvv, the other great perfectivising preverb. It will be noticed

that Latin co-, com-, which conspicuously performs this function in Italic,

is related to Kara in form and to avv in meaning. To this class belong

fuUj' two-thirds of the Kara compounds : we cannot always, however,

classify with confidence, and the ambiguous elements in the word's

history cause difficulty. There are some clear instances of local force :

thus KaTaf3aivcj, Ka0iT))jii, Karai/eua) and Karao-eia) (when compared with

avavfvii)), KaTayw, KaTaTrXew, KaTaTp€j(w, KaTep^ofJiai. In others this

meaning could be recognised if the centrality of the meaning down could be

accepted. Ka0€'i^o|xai and KaTdKeifiai, for example, are rendered sit

down, lie down, KaTairiiTToj fall doion, KaTairaTe'u tread down ; but we may
ask pertinently how it is possible to sit, lie, fall or tread in any other

direction—even if it be allowed that we may "sit up" and even
"

lie

up" ! It is better to regard them as simply perfective, the preverb

(whether down or over or together) bringing the action of the verbal root

to a definite result. In another class of verbs Kara seems to be repre-

sented by against, as often when placed with a genitive as a preposition.

Thus KaTaPpa|3eua), KaTayifworKw, Karaywt'il^ojJiai, KaTaSuraaTeuw,

KaxaKpiKw, KaraKupieuw, KaTaXaXe'co, KarajjiapTupew, KaTa^'apKd(o, Kara-

(TKOTTew, KaTa(TTpr]cida), KaTa(|)po>'e'w, KaTe|ou(nd^w, Ka7ta)(uw, ahke differ

from their simplicia in that they indicate action unfavourable to an object.

(The bringing in of an object, where the simplex had been intransitive,

is found not infrequently, but it is not easy to connect it causally with

the preverb : further instances are KaTapye'u 'put out of action, from dpye'w

he out of action, KaTaTTOce'w, KaTao-o<t)ij^op,ai, KaraKXrjpop'OfAe'Gj, KaxaKau-

)(dop,ai, KarayeXdw.) In a good many of the verbs classed as perfective

we could easily reach that sense through KaTd=down, and in others

by the
"
hostihty

"
connotation : it is less easy to find compoimds

where we might recognise the meaning which Brugmaim regards as

most original. KaTaKoXouOe'u and KaraSioSKw describe following right

over an intervening space till the quarry is reached : KaTa^Tdw and

perhaps KaTeuSucw are not very different, nor is the d.A. KarcTreaTT]*'

(" make a dead set upon").
1 Thumb Hdb. p. 106.
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(b) About 40 compound nouns or adjectives found in NT attach

themselves to the verbs under (a), as derivatives or as parallel forma-

tions. On dKaTairacTTOs as a negatived verbal from KaTanavo} see § 37.

Ka0T)YY]TT)s from ik-a^ryyeo/xai
deduco goes into the perfective list, as does

KaTaireTacriJia from KaraTreTavvvni, unless that is to be compared with

KaTO)(€w pour over. KaTopOwfxa is from Karopdoco, where Kara has pro-

duced a transitive verb. KaTaTo/JLT) mvtilation is linked with perfective

Karareiivo) (we say
"
cut up"). Kardpa against the more general dpd

has the Kara of hostihty, and so KardOefxa, KaTriyopos (-wp, °pew, °pia)

and KaraSiKT). KaT)i<|)eia, of quite uncertain etymology, seems to

contain KaTci=down. KaTdSifjXos and KaraXonros have the intensive

Kara. KareiSwXos is (naturally enough) a. A. : the special Jewish use

of el'SoXov is sufficient to explain this. But it is coined (by Luke or some

Jewish predecessor) in accordance with analogy: cf. KadaXos full of salt,

KOTo^os drenched ivith vinegar (both New Comedy), KarayXcorro? talkative

(Epictetus), Karddei'Spos densely wooded (Nymphodorus
—of an uncertain

date B.C.).

(c) ^o.TO.Kpr\\i.v'd,U)=cast Kara KprjfjLvov, Ka0ir]fA€pi,i'6s from Ka6' fjfiepav

daily, Kaxax^oi'tos= )<:aTa ^.^nvos &v, belong to CI. VII.'^ Compound

prepositions or adverbs include Kdrw (with Karwrepos), uiroKara), Kaxe-

vtti-niov, KaGe^ris. Adverbial phrases which are always or often written

as single words are Ka0' o, Ka9' d, Ka0' diiep, Ka9' on, Kara p.ocas, Ka6'

oXou : it makes no real difference whether we make them one word or

two. Ka9w9= /ca^' as belongs to the same category as €k tote etc.

(Brugmann (?r.* 524).

§ 122. 11. *J Merd has been already noted

as an extension of jxe with the same element

that we find in Ka-Ta. The I.E. me seems to have produced

medhi, whence medhios^=\iiao'i, medius, mid, Skt. madhyas, etc. :

the Germanic preposition seen in Goth, mi^, Ger. mit, might

equally go back to '^tneti. The Greek form with -ra, accented

fjLira as an independent word, has apparently no parallel,

since the Iranian mat
"
with

" must be compared with d/xa

because of its obvious link with Skt. smat : see Brugmann
Grd.^ II. ii. 856. M€-xpi(s) and the dialectic fieara, ixecrirohL,

fjueTT 69, fiea(f)a, with the early compound p.eTa|u, belong to the

family. It is possible to conjecture that meti was the oldest

form, accounting for Germanic and Greek aUke : in that case

*/Lte<? (cf. the dialect forms above) may be its surviving repre-

1
Ka6o\iK6s, from Ka9' oXo-u, does not occur in NT, though appearing in

late MSS.
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sentative, like -rrpo^ from Trpori, and fj-era mav be due to the

analogy of Kara. As to its meaning, it seems to start from

amid, as we may see in /icrexw "possess among others, share."

The common sense of change is assigned by Brugmann-Thimib
Gr. 509 to the local idea of an intervemng space {medium) which

is crossed : they compare Lat. interesse
"

difier." As a preposi-
tion the primary force is with, in various senses, which alone

survives in MGr..^ except for phrases of m.anner : after, coming
from the idea of crossing over the

" mid "
space to the other

side, is of course common in Hellenistic, but leaves no trace

to-day.

(o) Merd forms 21 verb compounds in NT. Of ttese 16 have the

idea of change^ answering often to Latin compounds with trans-, which

supports the explanation of this force of ficrd given above from Brug-
mann. I include ficrajicXofiai here, though Grimm finds the sense of
"
a/f€rthought

"
: there seems no reason for placing it and ficTakoeoi in

different classes, and the latter indicates
"
change of mind "

beyond
question.

"'

Sharing" action (Uke German cpds. in mil-) accounts for

fjiCTa8i8<i)fii, fieTaXafiPaVu, fiexej^u. McTQuaXoofiai and |i€Ta—e'fnrofiai,
"

call for
"
and

""
send for," have the sense which appears with^rrd c. ace,

action crossing over a space to a goaL

(5) Some 16 noun compounds of ^lerd are found, if we include

fiereapos on account of its derivative /i€Tecjpi^o/iai. Of these 11 are

derivatives of verbs included under (a), while jicroiKeo-ia may be added

as very near to p.€ToiKitu. yieBopiov (3ilk 7^* A2suj) is a literary word

{fiera beticeen) foisted on ilark by copyists. MeSoSeia comes from

fiedodfia, and this from /ie'tfo^os, where fj.erd is like that in ^ft^eVo*
"
foUow

after, up."" MeTwiroi' is apparently the part
"
between the eyes

"
(cf.

fieaoc^pvov). yierecapos (cf. Lesbian Tec-aofKH
— from dFelpa) is like

fierdpa-ios (from alpa) : in fieraipa the idea of removal is clear, so that
"
Kfted across

"
a gulf of air will be the starting-point.

(c) MereireiTa afterwards is a very early example of fi.eTd=after,

occurring sis it does in Homer. Cf. the note above, p. 293, on this early

(non-Attic) justification of Hellenistic combinations like diro roxe, etc.

§ 123. 12. *ti -apd makes itself conspic-

uous by retaining prepositional use with aU

three cases : it has, however, a very limited range in MGr. It

belongs to a family with the common element per, including

wepi (loc.), irapo^ (gen- abl.), Trapai=Lat. prae (dat.), irepa*-,

irpo, irp<tf-, irpos (=7rpoTt) : our own for, before, from and fro,

1 Thumb Hdb. 104.
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Latin 'pro, prae, per, por-, may be mentioned among words

quotable from all I.E. dialects. The root of what may well

have been a primitive nomi can probably be recognised in

770/309, our fare, irelpoi
"
pierce

"
:

"
going across

"
(cf. -rrepav)

is the central idea. From the adj. '^peros we have in Greek the

ace. fem. irepav to the other side (c. gen.), Trepa instr. beyond :

see Brugmann Grd.^ ii. ii. 872 f. ndpa itself—whose inde-

pendent accent is unoriginal, like that of Kcira—is presum-

ably an instr. case-form, but such identifications of prehistoric

words are of course only conjectural. It answers to Skt. purd,
A.V. para

"
before," Alban. para, Olr. ar, Goth, faura, aU=

"
before," in time or place. Gothic faur may answer in form to

the alternative Trap, Lat. por- : {irapdycov) irapa ttjv OaXaaaav

is in Wuliila faur marein, {eweae) irapa rrjv oSov faur wig.
"
Close to, beside

"
is apparently the oldest Greek meaning ;

but new developments branch out : beside gives mis-, stealthily

{qs. entering by a side way), and sometimes diverges into

onivard, with metaphorical application.

(a) liapd forms 53 or 54 verbal cpds. in XT, a fair proportion of

which are not verj" easy to define in relation to the preverb's earliest

meanings. The simplest are those where we may represent the Trapa by
"

beside, close to." Thus irapaKafleaGero-a in Lk 10^^ is like 9*^ ea-rrja-fv alro

nap' iavra. napa(3d\\eti' Compare (]\Ik 4^'^ ADoo—a plausible reading),

TrapaKfifAai, TvapaKoXouGew follow closely, irapajjieVw, irapaTripew ivatch

closely, irapaTiGrjfii, -n-apaxeiiJLd/^a), -n-apia-Tr]fjii, TrapoiKe'oj, are fairly clear.

Others have the idea of motion affecting the sense, so that we compare
the uses of napd C. ace. napaPidtojiat (in Luke) =^tdfo/iat Trap' ijiavrov,

Tvapay'n'oiiaL=cot7ie near, TTdp€ip.i.=am near, TrapaTuyxafco = chance (to

be) near ; irapaKaXe'cj (in Ac 28-") call to one
; 7rapa8i8oj(i.i hand on to ;

TTapaKUTTw stoop close to ; irapao-Keudl^w prepare ready
—almost identical

with o-Kevd^co but suggesting a
"
presentation

"
of the prepared object.

The idea of going past does not come naturally out of the general sense

of closeness, and may go back to earlier elements (cf. praeter). So Tvapa-

pan'w, Trape'pxofjiai, Trapdyw, TrapaTrXeoj, Trapa7rop€uo|Jiat, Trapappecj,

Trapa<f)epw, TTapoixofxai. Aside, developing into mis-, is recognised in

TrapaOecopeo) overlook, irapaiTe'ojjiai deprecor {qs. "ask aside''''), TTapaKoucj

mis-hear, ignore (also with napa close—overhear), TTapairiiTTa) fall aside,

irapaXoYij^o/iai mis-calcidate. Others have the ablatival connotation :

7T-apa8e'xo)i.ai, Trapaireofiai (in ^Ik 15®), and TrapaXajjipdvaj suggest the

source {Trapa tlvos) as TrapaSiSwiJii does the recipient {napd tlvi). A kind

of dative idea attaches to irapaii'eu) and irapaKaXc'cj, where napa suggests

an intimacy with the object. napayY^'^^w is pass a message on, with
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the same idea of
"
onward motion

"
that we saw in TrapaSiSufxi, etc.

"' On
one side

"
may possibly be the meaning in irapaKaXuTrra) and iTapaXuofiai.

The "
onward " nuance seems to produce Trapa^T^Xow, n-apairiKpaik'a),

Trapo^ui'w, TTapopyi'i^a) and irapoTpuww. FlapaKaXew and irapafAuOeofAai
with the sense

"
comfort

"
may be attached better to the idea of in-

timacy, speaking
"

to the heart."
"
Sideways

" and so
"

stealthily
"

is seen in the Trap-fis- cpds. of nyoo, Si'w and ep^ofiai : the last, with

•n-apeicr<))e'pa), has also the meaning besides. napefj,j3dXXw as a military

word, said to be Macedonian—i.e. coined especiallj- in Philip's or Alex-

ander's army—must be left uncertain, as a t.t. which might have origin-

ated in conditions we cannot trace. On TTapa(|)povea», irapaSeiYjjLaTij^w and

irapo/xoid^w, see (b).

(6) Twenty-six noun compounds of napd in NT are formed from verbs

already occun-ing there. Among these we should notice irapouo-ia, in

which the RV marginal note {" Gr. presence'") would suggest that the

idea of
"
motion towards

"
is to be excluded : outside evidence for the

technical meaning
"

royal visit
"
shows that advent is as Uteral a rendering

as presence, which occui's in some places. The simple locative force may
be seen in euTrdpeSpos (cf. TrapaKaGe'l^ofiai), 7rapd8eLypa (from Trapa8eiKvvpi

show two things side by side) whence TrapaSeiyp-aTii^a),-^ TvapaXXayT] {devia-

tion), TT-apdaT]fios (marked on the side), iTapeiTiSTiiJios (staj-ing with),

irapriYopia (cf. note on irapajjiuGeojjiai, °io>' above), irdpoSos (journey past),

Trapoifit'a (cf. obiter dictum, to Trap' olpov), irdpoiKos {
—

n-ap' o'iva &v),

iTap6|a,oios (strengthened opoios, Trapn as elsewhere =?)esi£Ze in comparison)
whence irapojxoidl^ojj^ -irapoij/i's {side-d&intj

—with transference to the dish,

the converse change to that in our dish when used of the food), flapa-

(3oXeu'ofiai, from rrapa^oXos venturesome (cf. class. Trapa^dWopat in same

sense), has the verbal part expressing the energy of jBaXXfiv, instead

of being static as in irapaPoXi]. Hence Trapa describes motion along, like

that of an object flimg into a rushing stream. flapa^jpot'ia from

T7apd(f)pa)i' =having the mind aivry : irapat^poyiii) might be a cpd. of

(fypoveco,
"

to think awry," but is more probablj' from irapcK^prnv.

(c) napd8o|os= Trapa ho^av a>v, and irapdvopos (whence -ia)= Trapa

vopov cov, are obvious Class "\TI. forms, with Trapd (c. &cc.)=contrary to.

napa6aXdo-CTios= Trapa OaXda-a-;} cov, and n-apdXios= Trapa aX\ wi', show the

ordinary locative sense of Trapd. flapaxprifxa is a phrase adapted un-

changed for adverbial use. In TrapairXi^aioi', irapairXYjcriojs and irapauTiKa
the addition close by intensifies the force of an adverb which invites an
element of this kind.

^ The simplex 8ei7(iaTi£<o is apparently later than the cpd. in emerging, and
is best taken as a popular derivative from irapaSeiYp-aTi^ti) on the basis of the

existing 8ety,aa. But that the verb does not emerge till the papvri is not

positive proof that it did not exist. [See also Vocab. 138.—Ed.]
^ The simplex, if it really exists, is secondary to the cpd.
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§ 124. 13. *J ricpi {Trepi) answers exactly
in form and meaning to Skt. pari, Av. pairi,

"
around

"
;

Lat. per, Goth, fair-, Lith. per, less obviously
connected in meaning, remind us that the semasiology will

not be wholly easy to follow. Brugmann {Grd.^ ii. ii. 865)

notes that the divergence dates from I.E. times. He gives the

meanings of the preverb as hinuber, iiher etwas hinaiis—
Ubergang in ein anderes Verhdltniss, in eine andre Form, zu

Entgegengesetztem, Umdnderung, besonders zum Sclilechten—
hindurch—umher, herum, um—durch und durch, allseitig, sehr.

But in Greek, as he and Thumb observe {Gr.^ 511 f.), around

covers most of the ground : its development was connected with

that of aixc^l, and in dialects and KoLvrj the preposition came
near virep.

(a) There are 32 nepi verbs in NT (33 if we accept irfpipalvo) from

X* in Rev 19^^), of which about four-fifths show the meaning
"
round,

about." nepiaTTTW kindle is not quite clear : perhaps it is enough to

compare -n-epiacrTpdirTa) and T7epi\d|ULTrw and point to the way the flame

runs
"
round." riepipdXXw clothe illustrates the link with a/x^t (of.

dp.cfueVi'Ujjii) : so Tr€pi^aji'kU(j.i (
=Lith. perjosti). neptpi^yi'UfJit tear off

(clothes) is correlative. nepiiraTew icalk about links itself with Lat.

perambulare. So does irepi^epD bear about with perfero. To other

headings we assign the following, flepiaipecj remove is taken by Grimm
to include (2 Cor 3^®, Ac 27^") the idea of something enveloping or lying

on both sides ; but it is better to make it intensive (see above), flepiepyd-

l^ofjiai (cf. irepiepYog) imphes overdoing a thing, with the pejorative nuance

included under Brugmann's second heading (above) : cf. perverto, perdo,

perimo. riepie'xcj (in 1 Pet 2^, and vernacular sources) has a curious

intransitive force, is contained : the active include is easy, and the in-

transitive use appears to foUow the analogy of ovras e^fi etc. Cf.

irepioxT period. flepuo-Tafjiai avoid, a Koivrj use, is somewhat difficult :

it may belong to the second category again, of "passage into another

relation," whence shift round, mid. intransitively with ace. of object

shunned. nepiXeiTTOjuiai remain over, survive, iTepnroieop.ai make stirvive

for oneself, gain, have the force seen in irepLCTcros- HepifxiviD is like

pervenio, Goth, fairrinnan {=e(f)i<vf~i(Tdai.) : nepi is hindurch. flepiTreipa)

pierce through, like perforo etc. neptiriiTTw is apparently fall amid, a

kind of passive to Trepi^dWcc. nepio-7rdojj.ai distract is like our
"
pull

about." n€pi<j)porew despise is compared by Brugmann with Skt. paricaks

{caks=see—cf. nepiopav) overlook, disregard.

(b) Ten noun compoimds in NT are linked with verbs included imder

(o). This includes coTrepioraTos, the difficult d.X. discussed above, § 106.
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n€piKd0ap|ji,a and irepivl/Tifjia (*-^r](o, \j/au), wipe), start from
"

cleaning,

wiping round." nepiKpaTr)s=liaving Kpdros over, lit. around. flepiXuiTos

is intensive, having excessive sorrow. flepioiKos having house around—like

irepixwpos
—is really independent of irepioiKe'w, but is counted among

the ten abct'e. ricpiouCTios
^ is said to be a Biblical coinage (LXX), like

eiriovcTLos in NT, to render a Hebrew word meaning
"
special possession."

Can we get the meaning special, superior, out of TVfptovaia superiority ?

It seems desirable to connect it with the quite common noun if at all

possible.

(c) n€piKe4)a\aia is a CI. VII. noim=ro Trtpl Kf(j)a\r]v (cf. Trpoa-

Ke4)d\aioc). Flepi^ appears to be the nom. sing, of an old adj. formed

directly from -n-fpi with suffixal k : so irepio-CTos ( =perikyos) and its

derivatives.

, § 125. 14. *
ripo, for the cognates of which

see on irapd ad. init., answers to Skt. jrrd,

Av. frd, Lat. pro-, Olr. ro-, Goth, fra-, Ger. ver-, E, for-, Lith.

pra : its original and still normal sense is forwards, before, of

either time or place. Lat. pro, prod-, is closely related, and

in many cpds. takes the place of pro-. The I.E. preverb seems

to have been used with special frequency : its close attach-

ment to the verb is marked by the rule that in double or treble

cpds. containing pro this always comes last—e.g. v7reK7rpo(f)vy(op

(Hom.), Skt. ami pro, eti, etc. (This rule is primitive, but

extinct fairly early : five NT cpds. violate it.) Significant also

is the frequency of cpds. which seem to have I.E. antiquity,

such as pro g^em (Gk., Lat., Goth.), pro bher (Ar., Gk., Lat.,

Goth., Slav.).

(a) ripo forms in NT 49 verbal cpds., in 28 of which it more or less

clearly implies before, of time, and in about 1 1 before, of place : in

TTpoYpd<})w, irpoepxo/Jiai, and Trpoopdw both occur. Besides these we have

verbs in which forward or forth would suit better, whether in local sense,

as TTpoTrcfATTw, TTpoTeivw, Trpo(|>epa), or metaphorically, as TrpoKaXeo|xai,

TTpoXeyw (in some disputed places), npoTlQe\i.ai=propono, TrpoTpe7rop.ai.

In Trpoaipeojxai we have the idea of preference (cf. irpo Tvavrav), in Trpo-

icTTafiai
2 that of j>'>'otection or care. (npoTdo-CTO) is counted in the list on

the strength of one occurrence in D*.) The problem of Trpoexop.€0a in

Rom 3^ does not turn on the npo- : see the Verb-syntax.

(6) Five noun compounds are linked with NT verbs accounted for

1 See J. B. Lightfoot, Fresh Revision (1891), pp. 260 ff.

^ Brugmann-Thumb (p. 514) prefers forward, i.e. openly ; but does this

suit the following genitive so well ?
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under (a). Before in time or space appeal's in Trp^yoi'os, Trp68pojm,os,

"irpoOeo-fjLia, TrpoKpifxa, TrpoirdiTajp ; openly hnTp6hr\\os,forwardimTp6^aTOv

(whatever the second element), irp60up,o9 ( =having mind fortvard, ready),

TrpoireTiis, irprji'Tis {ii— headlong'^). ripoSoTTjs traitor, from TrpoStSco^i
==

prodo, seems to start from forth, away : we use give away in the sense of

betray. np64>a<ns is saying or shoiving in front of, i.e. an excuse to cloak

the reason. npo())r|Tr|s has representative force, an interpreter speaking

for the divinity. According to Brugmann (Gr.* 158) we should place here

the problem-word Trp6-CT<t)aTOs,
the second element of which is an isolated

by-form from the root of (pduvco : this is obviously commended by the

meaning.

(c) ripo has a comparative irporepos : irpwTos if for TrpcoF-aros is from

a cognate and not directly formed. To CI. VII. belong 'n-poauXioi'
=

TO Tvpb avXrjs ov, and npoxfipos (whence pit,op.ai)
= npo x^ip^^v u>v or e^wv,

with Trpd local in both cases. flpocrdpPaTOi' from Tvpo aa^^drov has Trpo

temporal, floppu may be remotely connected.

§ 126. 15. *fJ ripos is less conspicuous as

a preverb than as a preposition. Its oldest

Greek form is 7rpoTt=Skt. prdti, but the dialects show also a

synonymous ttoti (Doric) and tto? (Arkad.-Cyprian). The Ar.

jpas-cd (" after "), Lat. j)os-t, Lith. pas (" near, to "), Alb.

jpas (" after "), may prove 2Jos as weU as jpoti to be pre-Greek,

in which case we have an additional force to explain the

survival of tt/oo? [=proty, the sandhi-iovm. before vowels) over

TrpoTi. Like Greek, Aryan had both jyrati and pati, the former

surviving in Indian, the latter in Iranian : whether there was

any distinction of meaning we cannot tell. Both seem to

have been local adverbs=" over against." I7o<? survived in

the KoivT] of Phrygia, but otherwise only Trpo? is found in

our period. For all these statements see Brugmann-Thumb
Gr. 514 f . Outside Aryan there is hardly any sign of irporl :

Brugmann {Grd.^ ii. ii. 877) would find its gradation doublet

preti in Lat. pretium, and Lettish pret (" against "), also Pam-

phylian irepTi. He suggests that po-s and po-ti may be ex-

tensions of {a)p6, as pro-ti of pro : for the element -ti cf. dvri,

me-ti (?
—see under f^erd), en. Direction and addition are the

general headings under which the Greek meanings fall.

^ Which is improbable for the one NT ocourrence, since Bp. Chase's argu-
ment for TTprjadeis swollen as the meaning in Ac 1^* : see JTS xii. 278 and

Harnack's endorsement in ThLZ xxxvii. 235.
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(a) There are 44 composita with irpos in NT, if we include irpoaaxew

(Ac 27" B*) and TrpoCTCYY^'!^" (^Ik 2* ACDco). In all but about 8 of these

the Trpos is directive, answering to the meaning of npos as preposition

c. ace. In irpoo-aiTeo) and irpoorSeo^jiai. we should express the force better

by Trpos c. abl., where the case imiDlies from and npos adds
"

to oneself."

Sometimes the prepositional equivalent would be rather irpos c. loc, as

TTpoo-fxe'ceii' Tivl^/jLtveiv irpos tlvi. Other cpds. have irpos =in addition, a

meaning which it held in its use as an adverb without a case : so

Trpo(TQiva.iiKr[p6(j), irpoo-aTreiX60)i.ai, irpoo-SaTTai'du), irpocredw, Trpoaepya^oiJiai,

iTpoo-o<j>e iXw, n-po<JTi0Tjp.i. One of the directive cpds. deserves a note,

TTpocreuxofAai, an old word which is markedly appropriated in NT for

Christian prayer : contrast euxofiai in Ac 27^^. The vivid sense of Trpos

Tov 6(6v accompanjnng it made it the natural word.

(6) Sixteen noun cpds. in NT are linked with verbs accounted for

under (a). 'AirpocriTos from irpocreipi go to, irpoCTX"*''''? from Trpoaxfot

pour on, may be added. A pure noun cpd. is irpocr^JtXiis dear to, pleasing.

ripocreoxil was probably secondary to the verb TrpoaeuxofJiai, with ei'xr] as

a starting-point, npocrwrroi' (with its derivatives) goes with jJieTwiroi',

and on its analogy will mean the part
"
up to the eyes."

(c) Nouns of CI. VII. are TrpocrKaipos from Trpos Kaipov, TrpocTK£4)d\aiov

from Trpos Ke<pa\rjv, Trp6cnren'0<s from Trpos TTfu-ai'.
'

Efj.TTpocrSei' from eV

and irpoadev : see under Improper Prepositions, § 130.

§ 127. 16. "flvv, wMch as a preverb has a

most extended use in Greek, has no clear

cognates outside : /nera^v is witness to two older by-forms, ^vv
and |u. It maj be assumed that ^vv (cf. Ion. ^vv6<;^=koiv6<;

in formation and meaning, being ^vv and ko/j,- with adj. suff.

-yo<i) is the older form, but the phonetic conditions which

caused the k to vanish are not cleared up : ^likov and Pu\.ivo<;

have initial cr- in a few Attic inscrr. of iv/B.c.^ For the possibihty
of a Slavic cognate see Boisacq s.v. ^vv. It is conceivably a

primitive Greek compound of i^ (reduced by gradation as in

Lat. 5-uper and s-ub) and su which may be recognisable in

Lith. su
"
with," unless this is capable of representing ksu by

itself : see Brugmann Grd.^ ii. ii. 897. The restrictions of

(Tvv when used as a preposition are obvious—note that they
are not shared when the word becomes a preverb.

(a) The proper meaning of a-vv being together, it is capable (like the

synonymous Latin com-) of making pure perfectives, under which heading
we may class about 24 of the 123 <tvv compovmds in NT.^ The rest con-

^ Meisterhans^ 92.

*Tbe total includes crweXaww (Ac^ AEPw) and av-yKarav^vb} (Ac^ D).
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tain (Tvv —ivith, or various shades of meaning included under together.

The perfectives reckoned in the above total are CTuXXajjLpdj'w (concipio),

(7oXXoYi^ofj.ai (co/ligo), <Tui/apiTai^a) (coTOprimo), cruv'euSoKe'u (in 1 Cor T^^'-

—elsewhere joint approval), awiyjji, o-ui/0Xtiw, <tuc0Xi|3w, CTurGpuirTu (cf.

cowfringo etc.), auYKaXuTrrw {conceal), cruyKdjunTTW, auyKU'ew (cowrmoveo),

auyKXetu (concludo), auyKUTTTW, auvopono, o•ufJ^.^•eplXafJLpd^'w, CTUjjnriirTCO

(concido), o-u fj.TTXT]p6w (compleo), crufjnri'iYco, aurTeXew, cruvTe'fji.i'w (concido),

aucTrjpe'w, aui'Tpipw, auyxe'w {-yjovvdi) (cowfundo), CTUcnrapdcro-a) (cojivello).

Some of these have the ordinary force of a-iv in some of their uses ; and in

other cases the line between perfective crvv and non-perfective is not easy

to draw. A few of these latter call for note. Iu|j.paii/(ij (cf. contingo)

seems to start its special sense from the idea of coincidence, and o-u)ji4)ep(>j

from contrihviory action. lut'aXXdcro-a) when compared with the nearly

synonymous KaraXXdcrcrw might be treated as an instance of avv per-

fective ; but it seems to derive its force mainlj^ from the idea of inter-

coiirse. luveXauVw, in the one place where NT MSS show it (Ac 7^®,

where the tense alone suffices to make the reading impossible), must

be compello=drive together, of two parties. Zui'it||jli
and auP'io-Tdi'w

{=exhibit) seem to contain the idea of a mental "synthesis." luXXu-

ireojjiai in IVIlc 3^ is difficult, since the word in its earlier record involves

sympathy, which is somewhat foi'ced here : can it be Y)eriectiye= utterly

distressed ? Iuyxpdofj.ai might almost be called an equivalent of

Xpa(Tdcn=deal ivith ; but the sociative avv seems to be consciously

present, and there is no specially perfective force visible.

(6) In noun cpds. avv acts very much as in verbal. There are 18

words and groups in NT closely connected with verbs found there :

CTuyXUftS, o-uroxT, aui'TeXeia, CTuv'Top.ws, crvvrpi^iia belong to the per-

fectives, and the rest to the com- class. (lurreXeia of course is from

(rvvTe\i)s, but its Hellenistic meaning, consummation, appears to spring

from association with o-ucTeXe'w.) Definitely verbal cpds. are o-ucayajyTJ

(which has become concrete from abstract) and its cpd. eirio-ui'aywyTi,

auyyi'cijfi.T) (from (juyyiyi'oJorKa) pardon)—the special meaning seems to

spring from the idea of sympathy, auyKupia (from avyicvpeeo coincide),

CTui/SpofAi] (cf. (TvvTpe\o}), (TUfeiSYjCTis (a Hellenistic derivative from

(ruvoi8a=coKScio), crvvecTLS, (r\jver6<s and dcruferos (from auynf)[i.i),

aui'(o|ji,ocria (from CTuv6/jii'up,i=co?iiuro), CTuaraTiKos (from (Tui'io-Tdc(o =

commendo), and acruvQeros (from CTucTiGrjjjii). Of purely noun character

are a good many of CI. V. (based on IV.c), as (Tuyyevr\s having common

race, cr6p-iiop^os having same form, (r6p.^wvo<5 (whence °e'w etc.), o-up,»j<uxos,

crufjiiTaGris (whence °e'w), ffu^uyos, crufiPouXo?, (cruveSpioi' from) avvebpos,

CTUi'epyos, {auvr]deia from) (Tvvr]6i]s, aivTpo^o'i {rpocjit]), CTUfSecrfAOS, etc.

Others again are Descriptives (IV.c), as (TuyKXr]poc6fjLos, cruyKoii'cji'o^

CTUfAfjiaGrjTrjs, o-ufA|uitfjLT)Trjs, (crufJLiTocrioi^ from) (TvpTrort^s, (TuvaixixaXuiTO^,

cruvSouXos, CTUkeKSifjfios, cruo-Tao-iojTTjs. Note the pleonasm in CTup,|ji,eToxos.
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(c) Apart from jxera^u (see above), there seem to be no compound
adverbs containing avv ; nor are there any CI. VII. formations in NT.

§ 128. 17. *J 'Yire'p was in proetlmic speecli
^^^ the antithesis of ndheri {under, Lat. injer-us,

infra, Skt. ddharas, Av. adairi, perh. aOepi^o)
"
to shght ").

The alternative form with the locative suffix -i appears in

Skt. updri (also Iranian). Lat. s-uper (a compound), Gaulish

Fer(cingetorix etc.), Goth. ufar=over, and Armen. i ver,

illustrate it further. The meaning is uniform throughout the

wide field, viz. over, passing into across, beyond. "Yirep is stiU

capable of adverbial use in the NT period (2 Cor IP^). For

the curious fact that the I.E. uper{i) and upo, which are

obviously kin, should in Greek and other languages have anti-

thetic meanings, see under vtto.

(a) Only 14 verb cpds. of vrrep occur in NT ; but it is conspicuously

capable of forming new ones in this period. Thus it is very likely that

Paul coined invepviKaw. In this word and in uTrepau^di'a), uTrepTrepiCTaeuw,

uTrepirXeoi'dl^w, 6iTepu\|/6a) (all Pauline) the preverb simply magnifies, as

in overjoyed (inrepxaipo)). Elsewhere, as usually in our own over- cpds.,

there is the sense of excess : so uTrepaipo/xai, uirepPdXXoj (cf. overshoot),

uirepeKTeiVo), u^repcKxufV'op.ai, uTrcpc^poceoj (cf. overweening). 'YiT€pPaii/a)
=

go beyond, transgress; {nvepopd(j}=overlook, neglect; uT:epevruyxdn'0}
=

intercede for {virip nvos); u'n-ep€xw
= surpass. It is characteristic of

Paul's temperament that only 4\ occurrences of vnep- cpds. in NT lie

outside the corpus Paulinum.

(b) 'YTrepPoXii and uTrcpoxr) are parallel in meaning with their verbs

in (a) above. 'YTr€pi^4>avo9=" overbearing
"

is generally assumed to

contain vnep (or vTTfpos) and the root of (f)aiva, but the -t)- (for d, as

Pindar shows) is not thus satisfactorily explained.^ Nor is uirepwoc,

from the adj. vTrepo}ios=2ipper, the suffix of wliich is obscure. 'YirepoyKos

with excessive swelling is a Descriptive based on a CI. IV.c cpd.

(c) 'YirepaKfjios, from v-rrep uKpr'jv beyond prime, belongs to CI. VII.

'YirepeKeica, which is guaranteed to be good Koivrj by the strictures of

Thomas Magister, is simply vnep eiceiva turned into one word : so the

earlier iiriKeiva. In u-rrepeKirepto-crou a compound adverbial phrase has

been heightened as in uirepeKirepiao-ws, uTrepXiai/ and uirepTrepicrCTdis a

simple or compound adverb. 'Y-n-epdi'cu is rather different, as the former

element prevails and makes the whole an improper preposition differing

little from vnep c. gen. : cf. eirdiKW.

^
Wackernagel Dehnungsgeselz 42 makes \t^=vwep-a4>-a-vo%, with the vowel

of V «i0 lengthened at the juncture : cf. K(XTri(f>r)s and derivatives.
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. , § 129. 18. *t'YTr6=Lat. sub, sup- (like

super, somewhat doubtfully explained as for

x-upo, x-uper, from ex), Skt. and Av. upa, GauKsh 7o(retus

etc.), Olr. fo, Goth,
iff,

Ger. auf. The adv. vyjn (superl.

o(|/iCTTos) and nomi u>|/os seem to have affected the originally-

distinct u»j/T)X6s, for *L'f?;Xo9 (cf. Gaul. Uxelloduniim.
'

Hightown ').

These cognates, together with uirep, need to be brought in

here to account for the meaning : add up=0.1^. uppe, Olcel.

upp, probably from proto-Germanic tipn, Skt. upan-ajati

(Brugmann Grdr ii. ii. 911). The original idea accordingly
seems to be

"
upwards from below

"
: cf. also Goth, iup

(I.E. eupn-)
"
upwards," Lat. susqwe deque

"
up and down,"

SMstineo
"
hold up." Brugmann also compares aufsteigen,

succingere, for the idea of motion from below. In that case it

was possible, in languages which like Greek and Latin had lost

the I.E. antithesis of over and under {uperi, '^dheri—see above

by the disappearance of the latter, that the starting-point of

upo should be isolated, and viro sub become the antithesis of

vTrep super. This is essentially Brugmann's explanation {op.

cit. 912). Note that Goth, uf renders viro c. ace, as in Mt 8^.

(a) The 27 vtto cpds. occurring in NT can mostly be paralleled with

Latin words containing sub. The idea of
"
submission

"
accounts foi

uiraKoucj,! uttcikw, uTre^w, inroTacrcru)
; that of

" underhand "
for uTro|3d\Xw,

uTTOKpivofjiai.^ Under in the literal sense gives uiTo8eo|Jiai and (nroaTpou'vudi

(cf. Aryan, Lat., Goth., Olr., for an identic cpd.). Motion vno n may
explain uTro8e'xo|j,ai, uTroo-Tpe'ifxo, and perhaps originally uirdya), uTrox^pew,

but vTTo leaves no sensible force but away, or even back, in the last three

named. 'YTrai'Td(o=come m^ to ; uTrdpxw spring up, arise ; uTroSeiKi'up.i,

uTTop,ijji,cr]crKw and uTrokoew (cf. swg^gest) convey the idea of thoughts making
their way up into the mind ; uiroj^wcfUfAi gird iip, cf. SMCcingo, uiToXajxpdcco

=take up, in various senses; UTroXeiTrw (-\ip.irdi'a))=leave behind {qs.

at the bottom); inTOfx€.v(o=undergo, sometimes=tarry behind, as in

vTroXeiVco; uiT07rX€'(o=sail imcZer, close up to, and so uiroTpe'xw ;
viro-nviiii

=5w/flo, breathe softly ;
uTroo-xeXXw =draw bach (cf. on vnoxcopio} above)—

note that Wulfila renders tifslaup in Gal 2^^.

(6) 'YiraKOi] and utttJkoos, (nTdvTr](JLS, uTrap^is, oiroSeiYiJia, uTro8T)jj,a,

uTTOKpiCTis and -Kpirr\s, u"iroXei|jLfj.a, UTi-6fJii'Tf]CTis, uiTO|Ji,oi'rj, uiroi'Oia, utto-

^ In both of these verbs the sense of inrd has continued to work in the later

development. 'TnaKovui was originally only to
" answer "

the door, vrroKpivof^ai.

(in Attic—developed from
" answer ") to

"
play a part

"
: in both we recognise

originally the local sense found in iittox^p^w.
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<TTo\r], uTTOTayTJ and dkuiroTaKTos are accounted for above, under their

allied verbs in (a). 'YirrjpeTrjs (whence -e'w) was originally a t.t. of the

galley (cf. ipiaaa), as uTrtjpfo-ia still shows in classical writers, but it

early lost its special connotation and became an "
tinderling" in general.

YiroXafjiTrds (Ac 20** 'D)=window is a very rare word (see LS, and add

Syll. SSS-^'-* {Syll.^ om.) [ii/B.c.]) : apparently a screen under which

the light shines. 'YiroCTTao-is in its various meanings runs parallel with
its Latin equivalent substantia, an underlying foundation being implied.

Yttotuttwo-is is like u-n-0YpafAjj.6s, both suggesting a copy traced over

a pattern below. 'Yircv'awTios is a stronger form of ivavTio^, with vtto

as in uirai'Tdw : the opponent
"
comes up against" one.

(c) Nouns of CI. VII. are oirav'8pos=v7r' dv8pi ovaa, uTrc8iKos=
VTTo SiKr] a>v, u'no't,6yiov =vno fnyco ov, i)'no\r\viov

= v7j-6 Xrjvca ov, UTroTToSiof

=vTr6 TToalv ov, and vtto>ttlov (whence uTrwiridl^a)) =r6 iitt' miri, the cheek

just under the eye. AU come from the meaning under, as used (in class.

Gk.) with locative. 'YTTOKdrw down under is the only compound adverb—see the improper prepositions.

III. niPROPER PREPOSITIONS.

§ 130. f'Ajjia is an old instr. case of sem

PrenoBitions {^^>'^),=^smma : Lat. una has a similar liistory.

'OfjLou is a case of '^6^6<i {^^same), which only
differs in gradation, but it is not used prepositionaUy. The

meaning is that of simnl (a derivative of the same root),

with one thing, together.

*"Aceu without is of doubtful history. It has been con-

nected by Wackernagel with Lat. sine, by others with Goth.

inu (Ger. oh7ie). So Brugmann-Thumb, Gr. 523.

*''Ai'TiKpus (Attic
—other dialects are without the -9, for

which see under a-^pL^^i)) opposite. Clearly a cpd. of avri : its

second element has been assigned to the root of Kapa, qs.

"having the head (face) opposite": this is not perhaps a

great improvement on the older derivation from Kpovco. WH
accentuate proparoxytone : Blass (p. 20) gives Attic dvriKpo'i=

downright, but accentuates this late preposition on analogy
of Attic {KaT)avrLKpv.

*
'AvTLTTepa opposite has the later form without final v: it is

a cpd. prep.
—see below for its elements.

*
'A-nreVacTi opposite I see evavTi. below.

*
"Arep without probably came into the KoLvq mainly from
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Ionic, which would account for its hmited use there [LXX, NT
and papp. once each]. It is generally taken as=:Eng. sunder,

I.E. snter. The aspirate destroyed by Ionic psilosis is plausibly

recognised in arepo^, the older form of erepos (cf . Attic darepov)

=sejparate (" sundry "). Sine and perhaps a»'eu will be cognate.
*
"Axpi(9) until is a phonetic doublet of

jji.expi(s) : a (=w^) is the

weak grade of fxe. The final -9, which had become functionless

in the prehistoric period and came into Hellenistic perhaps

through the influence of Epic language, appears to a very
Umited extent in the NT as in LXX and papyri, and never

before a consonant. See Thackeray 136, WH App.^ 155 : for

its history Brugmann KVG 456. There is no visible difference

between «'x/3i and
/w-e^j^pt. Brugmann gives the Armenian merj

"
near

"
as a cognate.

*f 'Eyyu's near (cpve. iyyurepov) is the neuter of an obsolete

adjective in -y? with an -9 added which has the same history as

that in dxpi"?, ovtco^, ev6v<i etc. No very safe guess has been

made as to its etymology.
*
'Ektos outside is a derivative of i^ : the -to<? is a suffix with

ablative force as in Lat. coelitus, Skt. ndmatas, etc. See Brug-
mann KVG 455, also 180, where Locrian i^66^ is noted as

older, e'l being for *e;^9 (cf. eo-xaxos).
*

"EfXTTpoo-0ei' in front of is a combination of eV with irpoaOev,

that is irpo'i -\- ablative suffix -6ev.

* "EvavTi in the presence of has two further compounds
direVavTi and KareVai'Ti, which secured a place in Koivtj htera-

ture, while evavri itself appears in a very old Cretan inscription,

and in LXX and one or two inscriptions and papyri of the

Hellenistic period. Wackernagel {Hellenistica, pp. 3-6) shows

that it came into Hellenistic from Doric Greek. The Attic was

*ivavTiov, which held a stronger position in the Koivrj than an

element drawn from the less influential dialect. It is ace. of

the adj. iva.vjlo'i (see p. 308). 'A-n-eVai/Ti has the same three

adverbs as the French en avant, but in a different order. (Note
that evavTi was for Grimm presumably a Jewish coinage !)

*
"EceKei/, less frequently IVeKa, also elVeKCf (quater) because

of. On the variant forms cf. Thackeray 82 f., 135, Mayser 241 f.,

Cronert 114, Schwyzer 35 f., Nachmanson 18 f., WS 50. The

NT order of frequency matches that foimd in the Koivrj sources :

it does not seem possible to trace much system in the use of
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variants due originally to dialect mixture. The Attic was

eveKa, wliicli was invaded by eveKev as early as iv/B.c. (end) :

see Meisterlians^ 215 f., who shows that in ii/B.c. it has almost

driven out eveKa even in Attica. Thumb Dial. 359 gives
eiveKa and eveKe (Erythrae al.) eVe/ce (Ephesus al.) as the Ionic

forms. It is derived from *evFeKa, and the second element

is a case-form of v f^^'<^- (whence the ptc. iKiav). Brugmann
{Gr.'^ 524) compares Armen. vasn vnth. same meaning as eveKa,

but notes that its morphology is not clear.

*
'Ei-Tos ivithin, Latin intus : see €kt6s above.

*
'Ei/ojTriov before, in presence of (cpd. Karevojinov), an adverb

from the old adjective evcoirio'^, a derivative of the phrase
iv wira (ace.) to the face, which became stereotyped as an

adverb. It was only moderately common in the Kolvtj, but

attained currency among BibHcal translators as a conveniently
literal equivalent of \^-r' : see Prol. 99. In legal papyri it

gains a separate currency by its equivalence to Lat. coram.
*
"E|aj outside, whence (cpve. e^oirepos and) the similarly used

I|cu0e>', is best, I think, treated as a compound of e^ and the

obsolete adverb *a>, Skt. a, possibly a gradation variant of

either (Lat.) a or e : traces of it are probably visible in co-zceai^o?,

(t»-puofjiai, o-Ke\X(0, o-ovpo/xai al. Cf. ecr-o), av-fa, kcit-w, ottio-oj. So

now Brugmann KVG 465.

* 'Eirdi'u above, upon, a compound of eVi and avco (see above).
*

'E-n-eKeij'a beyond, lit. to that (side), eV eKelva. Cf . uTrepeKcii/a.

*
"Ectoj (whence eo-wTepos and eawGec adv.) inside. The classical

alternative elaoi (more correct, since et<? is phonetically the

form before vowels) has rather strangely yielded in Hellenistic

to eaco, though e? is there obsolete (above, p. 304). For -«o see

above s.v. e^w.
* "Ews until, also of space as far as (as &>? in MGr, Thumb

Hellen. 125). It answers (except in the final -9) to Skt. ydvat
"
so long as," with correlative tdvat : in Homer these were pre-

sumably afo9 and ra.Fo'; (Doric rd'i, a<;), but they are affected

by Ionic spellings. "Eco<; is accordingly from the stem of the

relative 09, with a possessive suffix (Brugmann KVG 667) : its

passage from conjunction to preposition (in and after Aristotle)

is traced by Brugmann {Gr.^ 496) to the analogy of
fjie'xpi,

which already combined these functions.

*
Mexa^u between is most simply taken as a mere compound of
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fxerd and ^vv : cf. vv by the side of vvv. (So Brugmann Gr.*

521).
*

M€xpi(s) until : see axpi(s) above.

*''OmaQev and oiriVw behind, after. The older form oTridep

seems to be an ablative from the noim base whose accus. is seen

in KUTOTriv. But at the same time ^ottl belongs snth gradation

to €7n (eVt)
—cf. oTT-capa. oyfre, Latin op (ob) and our after : its

weak grade is seen in in-e'j^w. The form of both these
"
im-

proper
"

preps, has been affected by the antithetic irpoaco and

irpoadev : 7rp6(r<T(o {=proty-6, with. 5 as in efco above) produced
its opposite oTrlaaco as early as Homer, and oiriOev was

modified in the same period, surviving only in poetry (see

Ifiirpoaeei' above). An alternative account in Brugmann Grd.^

n. ii. 729 seems less probable.

t napairXricTioi' near to, neuter of an adj. compounded of

irapd and ifK'qaio^ : see irXTjcrtoi' below.
*

riapeKTos except : see €kt6s above.

*
nipav beyond is closely connected with nrepd (cf. di/TtTrcpa

above) : they are case-forms of a pronominal adjective common

in Skt. {para=other)—ci. irepuai (p. 279), perendie, Eng. far.

See under Trepl among the Prepositions proper.
*

nXiik except is connected by Brugmann {Gr.^ 523—see

KVG 479) with irXTiaioc : irXrjv TLvo<; qs.
"
prope ab aliqua re."

The final -v, as in other cases {irepav al.) may be accus. or instru-

mental ultimately. The root appears to be seq-, as in eiro/xai

sequor : sociiis and secus show the same divergence as irX^v

and irXrjaiov.
*

nXriCTioi' near (Dor. irXaTiov), from V' ^e^a
" draw near

"

hence TreXa? with accent on first syllable of root, and TrXdrm

accented later. The word is of course the adverbial accus. of

an adj.
*

'Yirepdi/w above, a compound of vtrep and civco (see above).
*

'YTrepcKcifa beyond, lit. beyond that (side), vTrep eKetva. Cf.

eTTtKCifa.

*
Xcipiv /or the sake of, on account of, accus. of %a/3t<?, exactly

like our thanks to, except for the case governed.
*
Xwpis apart from has a suffix parallel with that in a\t<?,

Megarian aVt? {=dvev), which may possibly be akin to the

plural instrumental ending (\070i9 etc.). The root seems to be

found in x&jpa x^P°'^
"
empty space

" and (with different

VOL. II. PART III.—23
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grades) xvpo'>
"
empty of

" and Skt. hitvd
"
without." The

meaning apart comes easily from an instr. of such a noim. See

Solmsen Gr. Wortf. 175 f.

*MaKpdi' is a preposition in P Oxy i. 113^^ (ii/A.D.), but in

NT has diro after it. It is only the ace. sg. fern, of jxaKpos,

with presumably 686v imderstood. Conceivably the conscious-

ness of words like this may have prompted the new improper

preposition *686i' by way of in the
"
translation Greek

"
of

Mt 415 (not LXX).i

SUFFIXES.2

WORD-FORIVIATION BY SUFFIXES.

§ 131. We must now turn our attention to the second main

division in the province of word-formation, namely, the study
of formative elements wdthin words. In the structure of the

individual word we can generally distinguish between (a) the

root, (6) the formative suffix (or suffixes), (c) the case suffix in

the noun, or the personal suffixes in the verb. In addition to

these there is sometimes (d) a prefix (or prefixes) at the begin-

ning of the word. (For illustration, reference may be made to

Giles, 26 if.) In this section we are concerned primarily with

the formative suffix, for notes have already been supplied under

the heading Composition on the origin and meaning of such

prefixes as we meet with in the vocabulary of the NT. Here,

again, it is necessary to deal separately with nouns and verbs.

THE FORMATION OF NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES.

„ ^ „ § 132. A preHminary distinction must
Root Nouns. i j i x i i

be made between root nouns and those nouns

and adjectives which contain a formative suffix. Root nouns

are those in which the case suffixes are attached to the bare

root, that is, to something which is incapable of further analysis.

They are generally monosyllabic, and are often fomid as the

^
[See further, Appendix, p. 459.—Ed.]

'Dr. Moulton's MS ends with § 130. The chapter on Suffixes has been
written by the Editor. See Preface.
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second member of a compound noun. It is usual to classify

them as they preserve two or more ablaut grades in the case

forms, or as they show the same grade throughout.

(a) To the former class belong :

nous, gen. noSos. Dor. n<as. Skt. pat, padds. Lat. pes, pedis.

Els, gen. €v6s. In Cret. fvs and neut. ev the m of *sem- has become v

according to phonetic law (see Brugmann GV.* 86, 88). The weak
form of the stem appears (*sm-) in afi-a (simul), a-na^ (Skt. sa-kft) and

{*sm-) in
/x-i'a and n-S)vv$.

pilf, (f>p(u-6s. Derivation uncertain. For conjectures see Boisacq.

Zeus (see above, p. 142).

Xiuv originally an m-stem (Brugmann Or.* 88), cf. Lat. hiem-s.

Bous, Skt. gdu?. The weakest grade of the stem *gm- is seen in

(Karon-^T) (cf. Skt. 5ato-^M-=having 100 kine) and possibly in /3do--7ro/)of.

(6) To the second class belong :

*Ys (Lat. sus), lx9"S) o(|>pus, 6ct<|)us (for accentuation see above, p. 141),

kaOs (from *vavs, Skt. ndii-s. See above, p. 142), x^^P (p- 138), aXs

(p. 132) (Lat. sal), Qpii (p. 130).

(For full treatment see Bi-ugmann Grd.^ ii. i. 130-146.)

Suffixes.

Formative Suffixes.

§ 133. Whether the suffixes which play so

important a part in the stem formation of Greek

nouns ever had a separate existence in the prehistoric stage of

the original Indo-European language we cannot say. In O.E.,

dom meaning judgment was a separate noun, though it also

appeared as a suffix in such words as cynedom (kingdom), /reo-

dom (freedom). In the same way O.E. lie, which meant body
or corpse (as preserved in the words lych-gate and lyke-wake)

became the very common suffix -ly, so that manly or man-like

means
"
having the body or form of a man." ^

Analogy is a

tempting form of argument, but in the absence of convincing

evidence, we must leave the question of the sometime separate

existence of the Greek suffices unanswered, and confine our

attention to their function in the historical period of the lan-

guage. The Indian grammarians distinguished between prim-

ary and secondary suffixes used in noun formation, primary being

those attached to a root or to a verbal stem, secondary those

added to a noun stem. Thus -Top- in 8co-Top-€<; was primary,
1 See Giles^ 246 ii.
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-Lo- in 7raT/3-to-9 secondary. Modern philologists {e.g. Giles^,

245) apply these terms differently, using primary of a suffix

which is added directly to a root, and secondary of a suffix

which is added to an existing stem which already contains a

suffix. Thus -vo- in iapL-v6-<i is secondary because it follows

the locative case ending of the noun. For our treatment of the

subject, however, the distinction may be ignored for reasons

given by Brugmann (Grd.^ ii. i. 124 f.).

A. Vowel Suflftxes.^

(1) -o- and -a-.

1. Nouns in -09.

§ 134. This -o- was originally the second syllable in

dissyllabic light bases, and in the primitive I.E. period
served a noun function, e.g. \vko-s (Skt. vfka-s)<l.^. *ulq^6-s ; fi/yd-i/

(Skt. yugd-m) ; also adjectivally, e.g. ve{F)os (Skt. ndva-s). The ablaut

relation ofe appears in the vocative \vk€ (Skt. vfka, Lat. lupe). The
suffix -o- was then attached to bases which had the accent originally on
the first syllable. In the same way the -a-, originally the second syllable
of dissyllabic heavy bases, appears to have been extracted and given an

extended use as a feminine suffix in the I.E. period.

The most important use of the -o- suffix is in connexion with verbal

roots. Two classes of nouns are thus formed, according to the accent ;

the barytones are nomina actionis, and the oxytones nomina agentis.

(o) Nomina actionis are yoM'OS) SpofAos, itXo(F)os, -novos {nevofiai),

CTTTopos, TOKOS, TpofAOs, TpoTTos, 4)6|3os {(pf^ofjLm), ((xji'os, 4)6pos : and with

changed meaning Xoyos, t'op.os, oyKos {(vfyK-dv), Td<|>os (ddnrco), toixos.

(6) Nomina agentis are Tpo(f)6s, rpoxog.

Both classes became important in providing the latter member for

compound nouns and adjectives. The NT provides examples in x^Xi-apxos,

dpx-T)Yos, irpo-Spofios, oiKo-86p.os, Se^io-Xd^os (Se^io-jBoXos, Lin Ac 23"),

€p,-Tropos, 68oi-n6pos ( >68onropea>), tepo-auXos.

For the accentuation of such compounds see below, p. 392 N.2.

Compounds, not only from verbal stems, but from nouns with variouB

stem-endings, often took this suffix. See below. Adjectives in -os.

2. Nouns in -a, -rj.

Verbal abstract nouns in -a
(-77), formed directly from the

^ An obelus (f) before a word in the chapter on SufSxes marks it as

not appearing before Aristotle.
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root, were inherited at an early stage, and were still in active

formation during the historical period :

/ N E.g. apxr|, PoXt) [liaX-e'iv), 8iKr] (cf. deiK-vv-fii, Skt.

dif-, dik, Lat. dico and judex (*ioijis-dic-s)), Soxr)

(Se'x-o/iiat), kXoitii {*KX(Tr-ifi)), cofiTJ {vffi-co), ttvoy] (n-i/ew), pnrr] {p'nrT(a<

*FpiTT-j.a>), poTTTJ (peVo); for pnrrj, 1 Co 15^^ DG), airopd {crnep- or a-rrap-),

aTTOuSi^ ((nrfv8-a>), (TTeyr\ (o-reyco, cf. Skt. sthagati, Lat. te^o), aroKi] (areXXco),

o-<j)ayi] {(T(j)d^(i) <*(T(f)ay-i,(i)), Tai^r\ {ddnTco, Ta(j)-eiv), TpoTTi] (rpeTrw), Tpocf)!^

(Tpf(pa>), i)>6opd {<f)deipco<({)d(p-i.(o), <^vyf] {(pvy-elv), xapd {xap-fjvai).

Note.—The transition from the abstract to the concrete is specially

noticeable in oIkoii, which is often used for the organ of hearing as well

as for the object heard, and YPO'"f'T (see Vocab. s.v. for its common use in

papyi-i as
"
document of contract," and its use in Aristeas and NT for

"Scripture").

From the classical age all kinds of verbs gave rise to such

formations, especially those ending in mutes, and more particu-

larly those whose stems ended in mediae or aspirates, e.g.

dpTTayi], 8i8a)(i], KaTaXXayrj, irapaXXayii, Tapa)(il.

A few back-formations in -77 are of special interest.

t'AydiTT], a shortened form of dydrrrjais, just as awavrrj (3 K 18^*,

4 K 2^* 5^*) and dnavrr] (3 K 20^*) are back-formations from a-wdpTrja-is

and aTrdvTija-is. (See Vocab. s.v. and supplementary note in Exp T
xxvi. 139.)

fOiKoSofAi], shortened in the same way from oIkoSohtjctis, appears first

in Aristotle, and is frequently found in the Koivrj, both literary (see

Lobeck Phryn. 487 flE.) and vernacular (see Vocab. s.v.), for olKo86p.r]p.a ;

-a- is also used to represent the feminine equivalents to masculines in

-Of : e.g. 0€(5s : 0ed, d8eX<|)6s '• a.%^\^r[. In this the adjectival type -os,

•a, -ov was followed.

3. Adjectives in -0?.

(a) Simplicia: dyaOos, pdpPapos, ev'cos {" etytn. inconnue,'^ Boisacq),

€pT]fJios, Ku4>ds, Xeios, Xoiiros, fJLdp)JLapos, /aocos, p.ojp6s, voQos, oXi'yos,

TTClGoS, aO<})6s, CTTCVOS, (|)tXos, X'^^^'f^oS) X'^^05.

(6) Compounds: di'aXos, irpoyoi'os, dpyos (see pp. 158, 287), 8uaKoXos,

eyKuos, o/AiXos (see below, n. 1), direipos, TaXaiTrwpos, fapacjjos (for apanrof,

see p. 371), daTrok8os, trpio-Teyos, SicrTOfjios, daropyos, UpoauXos,

auTo^xupos-

Note.— 1. ojjiiXos (which owes its place in NT text (Rev 18^^) to

cursive 1, the sole MS used by Erasmus for the Apoc.
—a rdg. also found

in Hipp.) is given a note here because it has not been included in the

ofio- cpds. in § 107 (p. 284). Siitterlin 61 suspects that it is a cpd. Boisacq
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(p. 700) derives from *6/no-/irX- by syllabic haplology and eft. Skt. mildti

to come together, join, meld-h meeting, Lat. miles -itis (mll-it-es
"
*ceux qui

marchent en troupe ").

2. Adjectives formed from composita generally took the suffix most

appropriate to the second member of the cpd. But when the first

member was a particle or a preposition an -d- stem gave way to the suffix

-0-, Tills usage spread to most cpds. ending in -a- stems, and consonantal
stems also showed a strong preference for the convenient suffix -oy. See

Debrunner Wmib. 71 ff., and p. 289 above.

(2) -10- and -id-.

1 . Fro7n adverbs and locatives in -t- ive have—
§ 135. "Apxios (("ipTi), irpwios (irpm) and so by

analogy oi|/ios (o'^e), iv6.\io% (eV 6X1) and TrapaXios>

Se^ios (cf. 8(§i-T(p6s). So diSios (for the locative det see Vocab. s.v.).

Under this head should also come p,eCTos (cf . Lat. medius, Skt. mddhyas.

Brugm. Grd.^ ii. i. 164 relates this to *me-dhi, fie-rd and Skt. d-dhi) and

ciXXos {*aIio-s, Lat. alius, from *ali, cf. Lat. ali-ter).

2. Verbal adjectives.

E.g. ayios (a(ofim, Skt. ydjya-s), a^ios (*dy-rt-oy, Boisacq, s.v.), a(f)dyioi

{><T^dyi.ov, (Tcf)(i^(o
=

*a(j)ay!,a>). In this way comes p.ai'ia (/iatVo/:iat<I.E.

*mi}i-6-).

In I.E. there were a number of adjectives in (t) |;o
with verbal force (see

Brugm. Ord.^ n. i. 183 ff.), and this tendency has not been without effect in

Greek, though the suffix did not prove a fruitful source for adjectives.

3. Denominative adjectives.—This very numerous class con-

sists of adjectives formed from the stems of nouns by means of

the sufl^ -to? with the meaning
"

of, or belonging to."

Thus fSoKifiios {<doKifi})<86KifjLos<8(KOfMi), rifiios (<Tt^j)), Koafjiios

(<*:6cr/xor).

The suffix is thinly disguised by contraction in Oeios : ^eos-, Trel^os

(ned-ios, cf. Skt. padyds) : novs.

This came to be the appropriate adjectival suffix in cpds., e.g.

KaraxOoj'ios, fAaKpoxpoKios.

, From such regular formations as o-ojTripios the new
suffix -TTjpio- was extracted, which appears in

iKeTTipios, and in the neuter nouns in -Trjpiov given in § 137 below. Apart
from a rather numerous list of derived substantives (represented in NT by

t^€UKTT]pia and o-wxTjpia), this suffix soon worked itself out, and waif

displaced by -tikos. Thus we have KpiTrjpioi', but KpiriKos (see p. 379).
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The addition of -ws to various -t- stems produced
•(Tios (K. Bl. ii. 292), eKOu'o-ios : enovr-. In this way

-iTios came to be the regular adjectival formation corresponding to the

verbal adjectives in -tos, e.g. 0au|ji,daios : davfiaa-ros, and to the denomin-

ative nouns and deverbativa in -Tt]s, e.g. Stjixoctios : Srjfxorrjs {<8fjfxos),

yi'T|ai,os : yvrjcnoTris {<iyiyvofj.ai).

Note.— 1. Debrunner Worth. 143) observes that this -aios has

become speciallj' attached to compounds, since the verbal adjectives in

TOS favoured the compounds, and the nomina agentis in -tt}s were origin-

ally also peculiar to the compounds ;
in particular the feni. noun in -a-la

thus came into sharp contrast with -ens in the simplex verb. Thus

ycwais : dYCW<na, Soais '. tfAi.o"0aiTo8ocria, Kptais '. fSiKaiOKpiaia, CTTacris :

JaTvodTaaia.

2.
<t>iXnnTT)aios (Ph 4") does not, of course, belong to this group, but

has the Gr. -los added to the -e{n)s- stem of the Lat. -ensis. For the loss

of -n-, see above, p. 106. Ramsay (JTS i. 116) says this suffix is only used

in Gr. to reproduce a Lat. name, as Movtovvi']<tcos for Mutinensis. The

ordinary Gr. was ^LXnrnevs or -rjvos. Possibly the remembrance of

Homeric 'idaKTjo-Los (BP-D 6 n. 6) may be a factor.

With a- stems -toy combines to form -ahs (rarely

-aios as diKt] : SiKaios) ; thus we have diYopalos,

dvayKaios, dpxatos, tdRpoYajkiaios (see § 106 (a) and Vocab.), eSpalos,

Kpu<{>aIo9, CTirouSaios, wpaios.

Brugmami (Grd.^ n. i. 194) finds the explanation in the contraction

of *-a(rio- to -aio- in the three words KVf(f)a.'ios, yepaios, yrjpaios (the

accent in the last two following that in iraXaios). The rest would then

be formed by false analogy. Brugmann's earlier explanation {Or.^ 181,

retained by Thumb in Gr.* 212) rests on the loc. sing. -ai-\--j.o-. At

any rate the locative meaning so evident in dyopaios, dvpalos and

nvXmos gave the meaning
"
belonging to a place

"
to -alos, and it was

added in this sense to o- stems. Thus in class. Gr. we find vrja-aios and

xepa-alos. This predominant meaning may account for its wide use in

gentilic names. In addition to those given above on p. 150, the NT

supplies 'ASTjraios, Bepotatos, AepPalos, Kup-rji/aios. For Seurepaios

and TCTapraios see p. 176 above (also W. Bauer HNT ap. Jn IP^).

, In iraXaios and Kparaios the suffix -os is added

to the adverb TrdXai and to Kparm (cf. Kparai-nnvi).

Like SiKaios (Si'k'?) the following are proparoxy-

tone : piaios (
: /3ta), fAaraios (< pdrrjv < hcitt)),

Pe'paios (<!iaiva>, cf. /3e/3a-/xf i'), aKcpaios (accented as almost all com-

pounds with a-). For the noun TTpoo-Ke<j)d\aioi' see above, § 126 (c).

TaXai'Tiaios represents a class of adjective in
-taios

-^^rhich the suffix -laios stands for measure, weight or

value. Kiihner-Bl. ii. 292 f. suggests an origin in -i- stems, oraStaio?,

opyvimoj, though these first appear in Hellenistic. M»;viatof is early ;
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for ita frequent use in papyri of monthly accounts see Mayser Gr. i. 448,

and add Wilcken Archiv ii. 126 and P Oxy xii. p. 48.

The suffix -fios represents the convergence of two

formations.

(a) •fios<*-e(noi, attached to s- stems.

E.g. xe'Xeios : reAor (reXe(7-toy), eiriTiiScios (<adv. tniTtjdfs, see above,

§ 120), "Apeios : "Aprj^.

(6) -T/'ios (Hom.) <*r]F-ios attached to stems in (v : v.

In this way arose PacriXeios (
: ^aaiXfvs), daTeios ( : (ia-rv).

OiKcios ( : oLKfi/s, Hom.) would be popularly attached to oIkos after

OIK fis had become obsolete. With the help of this analogy the rapid

extension of the suffix to other stems can be explained.

'AvdparrfLos has its natural counterpart inyocaiKeios. So also we find

aiyeio? (
: a!^), feircipxeios {e'jrapxos), etriyeios (see above, § 120)> fAcyaXcios,

&XP610S (for deriv. see above, § 107, also Boisacq 1070).

This suffix, according to Brugmann {Gr.* 212),

originates in loc. sing, in -oi+j^o and is found in

TTotoy, Tolos, dkXolos etc. with vavTohs conforming to type.

It is represented in NT by ottoios and ojaoios.

The locative derivation is disputed by Hirt Hdb. 255. Debrunner

Worth. 144 derives the suffix from *o-oiFos, and regards it as originally a

Kompositionshinterglied with the meaning
"
kind,"

"
sort."

Two examples in NT.

riarpwos (in Hom., Hes. and Herod, always

narpaios ; see LS. From stem narpaF.. Brugmann Gi'd.^ ii. i. 206).

'YTTfpwoy (an adjectival ending added to vntp, following narpmos,

pr]Tp<fos), represented by the neut. noun uirepuov'. See p. 326.

(3) Nouns in -ia.

§ 136. Several important groups call for con-

sideration.

1. Names of Countries.—Many of these are back-formations from

national names. lupia < 2vpios < 2vpos; 'Axata < 'Axaios; ^puyia<
^pvyios< $pi'^ will serve as examples of many more in NT.

2. Abstract Nouns.—The normal type is found in cXeuOepia

{<i\ev6epios<e\ev6fpos), lena {<^(vt.os<$h'os), CT<oTT)pia (<cro3Ti]pios<

aarfip). So with i^auxia, irapOei'ia, ffKoria, ({>iXia.

But a far larger number are formed straight from nouns, or from

adjectives in -os without the intervention of an adj. in -los, e.g. :

from adjectives in -os, SeiXia, i\a<^pia, Koii'aji'ia, (xaXaKia, fxupia,

TTiKpia, TTOCTjpia, puTTapta, acx^ia ;

from nouns, dyyeXia (ayyfXoy), r\y€iiovia {^yepcop), iqXtKio (^Xt^),

Ku^ia {kv^os), fiayia (pdyos) ;

from verbs, dp.apTia ("dva), ajxapr-eiv), fiapTupia (°e'«) ;
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from compounds, e.g. ^iTtix°pr\->iia. {"yiu)), t'^ei'oSo^ia (fKfvdSo^or).

So dYpuTTi'ia, tdi'Tifxi<T0ia, £irapx(e)ia, te<(>iii|i€pia, <|>iXaS€X4)ia,

(§ 108), 4)i\a>'0pw7ria, ^JiXapyupicx, (JuXoi'eiKia.

Compounds in -la are formed direct, e.g. dvaXoyia (from prepositional

phrase, see § 113), tc6cXo0pTiaKia (§ 108).

(4) Nouns in -da.

Abstracts in -eia are formed either from

nouns in -ey? (originally through the mediation

of an adjective in -eto?, for -rjlo'^), or from verbs in -evw.

•eia

Thus Pa(nXeio</3a(ri\etoj</3a(nX€i;r.

All the other abstracts in -eia found in the NT are derived from

verbs in -eixo {-fvo^ai) : viz. dXa^oceia*, dpeaKei'a*, SooXci'a, epiOei'a*,

epfjiif]veia*, Oepaireia, fOpiQcrKeia, lepareia*, KoXaKCia*, Xarpeia, IXoycia,

tficOoSeia*, |jioix€ta, vr\(m'\.o., toiK€T€ia, iraiScia, fircpiCTO-eia, TroXireta,

TTopeia, TTopceia, TrpayfAaTeia*, -n-ptorPeia, t'n-po<J)T]T€i,a, ajpaxeia. <{)ap-

/jiaKcia*, <|>uT£ia.

Note.— 1. Those nouns marked above with an asterisk (*) are spelt

by WH in the shortened form -ia (App.^ 161). This is due to the itacistic

tendencies of the scribes in the age of the great uncials. See above,

pp. 57, 76 f. and Proleg. 47.

2. The transition from abstract to result is seen in some words, e.g.

4)0T€ia pJanting in Xen., LXX, but plant in Mt IS^^ (as in inscrr.) ; to

collective concrete in Oepaireta (Lk 12*^), oiKereia (Mt 24**), irpcffPcia

(Lk 14^2 19^*). 0pT]crKeia hovers between worship and the ritual of

worship (see Vocab.). MeOoScia used in malam partem in Eph 4^* 6^^,

as in Polyb. and LXX. See J. A. Robinson in loc. Vocab. s.v. shows

that in papp. the word reverted in meaning to method.

3. For dpcCTKcia and epiOeia see p. 67. That the former is derived

from dpeo-Kevco is clear from the bad sense in which it is used by class,

writers and in literary Hellenistic. For vernacular support of Philo's

use in good sense, as in NT, see Vocab, 'Epi0eia<e'pi^evo/iat to work for

hire, <(pi6os day labourer, worker for hire. Selfishness rather than

factiousness was the original meaning, labouring for one's own interests

rather than devotion to public service. So in the 3 NT passages. See

Kennedy EGT ap. Phil l^®, and Vocab.

4. The word Xoyei'a was rescued by Deissmann {BS 142 flf., 219 f.,

LAE'^ 103 f[., 2104) from Grimm's class of
"

biblical words," and the dis-

covery of its verb \oyev<x> to collect (see Wilcken Ostr. i. 255 n.^, 493 f.)

removes its derivation from doubt. For further instances of this word, so

common in the papp. and yet entirely absent from literary sources, see

Vocab. s.v. npo<t>if)T€ia is Hellenistic, with very slight support until we

come to papp. and inscrr., for which see Vocab. s.v.
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, Masculine nouns in -la? originate from

abstracts in -d.

Thus ceacias, the only NT member of this class, is derived, ace. to

Debrunner {Worth. 145), from *veavia youth (abstract), which then gave

youth (concrete collective) from which the individualised masc. form in

•ins came.

(5) Nouns in -c-ia.

Abstracts in -aia are derived in the same

way as the adjectives in -trto? (*-tio9) ;
see

-aia

above, § 135.

(a) From composita came dyv'^o'ia, dflai'aaia, dKaSapo-ia, aKpaaia,

d-jriaTia,^ tdKaTaaraCTia, dawTia,^ td4>0apo-taj faixfAaXwaia, ffAiaGairo-

Soaia, tiTpoCTWiToXT]fAvj/ia, talp.areKxuo'ici, 6pK(op.oCTia, co|j,o-, v-ou-, fopo-,

tulo-QcCTta, tKEfoSo^ia, fSiKaiOKpLCTia, foXiYOTi-KXTia.^ euepytCTia,

euxaptcTTia, tTraXifycKeaia, irXeot'e^ia, firpcoTOKXicria, TrappTjcria, Sixo-

arao-ia, eKKXirjaia, ixexoiKeaia, fdirocrTaaia, aucwfjiocria.

(b) The only simplicia to come under this heading are Quaia and

KXiaia.

(c) Seven abstracts from verbs in -afw (-d^ofiai) complete the list:

yufAJ'ttCTia, 8oKtp,a(ria, epyao-ia, eroifjiaaia, j6itTa<Tia, irapaxcip.ao'ia,

<{>acTaaia.

Note.—1. napax€ip.aaia, from 'atw (see § 123), a verb used by

Polyb. ii. 54. 5. The simplex x^'-h^aa-ia is also used in the same context

of winter quarters, upon which Capes remarks :

" The word is used by
Herod, of the haunts of birds (ii. 22. 6), but only reappears in the later

language."
2. For fuller treatment see Fraenkel ZVS xlv. 160 ff.

(6) Neuter Nouns in -lov.

-101'
§ 137. This extremely large class of nouns

requires systematic treatment, both because

of the common belief that its fundamental characteristic is the

diminutive meaning, and on account of its prolific extension

from the Hellenistic age onwards. It is necessary to separate

nouns which do not originate with the diminutive connotation

from those that do.

1 For phonetic reasons the r- remains unchanged in these words.
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1. Nouns in -lov {other than diminutives).

Here we may follow the same classification as in § 135 above

when dealing with adjectives, for the substantivised neuter of

such adjectives probably marks the starting-point of this

development.

1. Adverbs and locatives in -t do not seem to have contributed nouns

to our NT vocabulary.
2. Adjectives.

—
(a) Verbal adjectives (as in I.E.) are responsible for

a number of nomina actionis. In some of these the verbal force is strongly
felt throughout the history of the word ; in most the concrete meaning

superseded the abstract at an early stage. Closely associated with these

are many denominatives in -to- themselves formed from nomina actionis

and nomina agentis. Other nouns are formed directly from verbs without

the intervention of any adj. : e.g. firpocr^xlYiot' and tCTiTO|ji€Tpiov. For

extra-biblical use, see Vocab. s.vv. The noun may have come to represent

the result of the action, as in Xoyioc, euayYcXioi', fGejjieXioi' ; ox its object,

as
<r<j>ciYioi' ; or its instrument, as i\idriov, to^/oifioc (see Vocab. s.v. for

history and meaning), TrapafxuOioi'. Sometimes the subjects of the

action are expressed collectively, as in aujjnToo-ioc, cruve'Spiof, tcrufiPooXioi'

(see Deissmann BS 238 and Vocab. s.v. for this late word), and by analogy,

tTrpeCTpuTepiok.

This varying relation of the noun to the verbal action is sometimes

reflected in the different uses of the same word. jTe^pyiov in 1 Co 3*

(a rare word, see J. Weiss in loc.) seems to ^husbandry, tilth, as in LXX**"" ;

whereas in Pr 24** 3^, as in Strabo, it =field. So ixaprupiot'.

(b) Very near to these in meaning are adjectival abstracts in -lo]'

expressing a state or attribute.

The change in relation to verbal action may account partly for the

two meanings of aiTtof in Ac 19*** ( =cause) and in Lk 23*- ^*- ^"^

( =crime).

So Petersen (rr. Ditn. 27,
"

to mnov '

the cause,' with the distinct idea

of activity, must have been originally conceived as
'

the blame-worthi-

ness,' for it comes from the adj. ainos,
'

blame-worthy.'
"

The transition from abstract to concrete is seen in Saip.dkiot',

divinity ( < Sat/xoVios-, divine). From a vague meaning of
"
divine power,"

a personal denotation was evolved. The Hmitation in Attic (as in magic,
see BS 281 and Vocab. s.v.) to inferior deities is probably due to influence

of diminutives in -lov. See below, § 138.

(c) Compound adjectives. We may note specially two kinds :

a. prepositional compounds, in some of which the adjective sur-

vives, e.g. \i.eQ6piov, uirot^uyLOv ; but not in all, e.g. ivuirviov

(see above, § 109), TrpoauXioc (§ 125 (c)).

/3. numerical compounds, and those signifying a part of the simplex.

Cpds. of rjfit- and oKpo- are common. In the NT we find

fi^p.iojpioi' (Rev 8^ XP 046), d.KpoGii'ioi' (§ 106), tp.ecrovoKTio*'.
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3. Denominatives. (As some of these are formed from nomina

actionis they have been referred to under 2 (a) above.)

The infinite variety of meanings connoted by this suffix forbids an

exhaustive classification. The main groups come under the following

headings :

(1) Appurtenance,

(a) Place.

a. The primitive is nomen agentis. The derivative denotes the

place connected with the person. 'Efjnropto*' {<efxnopos),

jTeXuvioy (<iT(Xoi>vr]s). {Ct. BfKarwvrjs : SfKaroiviov iv/B.C.)

A special group is formed from nom. agentis in -ttjp, of the type

fiiKaa-Trjp : SiKaa-TTjpiov. The termination -rijpiov was then detached and

applied to iwmina agentis in -tt]s. Thus taKpoaTripio>', 8e(T(jiwTiipioi',

KplTl^piOV', OlKTJTrjpiOC (KttT-).

/3. The sanctuary of a god or hero. 'Att6\\q)v : 'AttoWwvlov,

NviJ,(f)7] : Nvfxctxiiov. So
'

A(TTapT('iov 1 K 31^".^ On this

analogy feiSoiXioi' (an idol's temple, 1 Co 8^^).

(6) Instrument or Means.

a. Sometimes the primitive is not extant, e.g. tfidnov ( < *//xa

<*Ficrp.a< J*uis),
"
that which is vised for winding about

or surroimding." iTTjSdXioi' {<ni]86v=blade of oar)^

tYai^o<j)uXdKioi' (see above, § 105).

/3. Primitive is a nr)men agentis in -rr^p (-r»;y).

Ai<r0T)Trjpioi' (see Vocah. s.^'.), OujjiiaTiipioc, tQoataCTTrjpiok', flXao-Ti^pioi'

(Deissmann BS 124 ff.), )j.uo-Tr)pio»', awTi^pioi', TeKfirjpioc (see Vocah.

9.V.), <|)uXaKTrjpio»' (see below, § 150), Kav(tT)Tr}pLov (<tKauaTT]pi<il^w).

(c) Vessels and utensils, household effects.

These really form one congeneric group with words like TroTi^pioi',

f uTToXr^i'iok', fuTTOTToSioc. The primitive of rpupXioi' is not extant.

(d) Herd of domestic animals. E.g. noi\i.vi.ov (=herd of sheep : rroipi^v).

See below, p. 346.

(e) Part of the tvhole designated by the primitive. E.g. Kpdviov : Kcipavov

=that which belongs to the head, the skull, f^atov {palm branch : /3atV).*

(/) Indefinite plurals in -la. "Opia=what belongs to the boundary,
limits, frontier. <I>opT(a= the things belonging to the load (<(f)6pTos=
load), then ^opriov =load. X(opia=\Yh&t belongs to a particular country

(x^ipa), regions. Then x<«'pioi', a particular place, or, as in Mk 14'^^ ^n
enclosed piece of ground (RVmg).

(g) A word that comes under none of these headings is fSuo-ecTepioc
(Ac 28* xAB, see p. 125). Can this late form of the word be influenced

by fxea-evripiov, one of
"
a large number of words beginning with paao-

which are of a heterogeneous semantic character
"

(Petersen, op. cit. 37) ?

For its derivation see p. 287 above.

1 Cf. P Gurob 22^0 'Shdpaiov,
" '

XcPpoffiSiov,
"

'Ep/iaiov,
"

-^ax/J-^eiov,
*°

Necpdipnelov (iii/B.c).
- The new LS accents 8aiov (^ais).
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Note.— 1. Under (a), (b) and (c) we see examples"
of -Trjpiov as a suffix. 'Op^r]Ti]pwv (found in Xen.,

Isocr. and Dem. and more freely in Hellenistic authors), TroXffxrjri^piov

(Polyb.), show that in Attic and literary Hellenistic the suffix was already

productive in the formation of new words. For new words appearing in

Ptolemaic papyri see Mayser Or. i. 439 f . For later words, cf . aTravTijTrjpiov

{inn) in PSI iii. 175* (a.d. 462).
'

Ayvevr^piov occurs in the Gospel frag-
ment P Oxy V. 840*- 1^

2. Some nouns in -Trjpiov pass from the local meaning in the later

language, e.g. ^ovKevrr^piov, council chamber in class. Gr., becomes senate

in Polyb. ii. 50. 10 ; cf. Dion. H. 2. 12.

KpiTi^pioc, which is used with both the instrumental and the local

meanings in Plato (so papp. and inscTr.)=tribunal Jas 2', but law-suit,

cause 1 Co 6^" *
(see J. Weiss in loc).

(2) Material, substance.

This can be illustrated from the NT by dpYupioc {apyvpos) silver,

silver coin, money ; xP"<'io>' ixpva-os) gold, piece of gold, money, golden
ornament ; x'^^'^^o*' (x^-^'^o^) brazen vessel (Mk 7*) ; Kepdp.ioi' (K^panos)
earthenware vessel ; PipXi'of (/3t/3Xof, fdvliXos) that which is made of

papyrus pith, a papyrus roll, book ; arxoi/iov rope, that which is made of

reeds (axolvoi); 6Q6vi.ov {odovtj) that which is made of linen, linen cloth^

bandage, swathing band ;
criTioi' {o-itos wheai) grain (generally used in

plur. =/ood, provisions); KV]piov (K7//3ds= bees-wax) honeycomb (Lk 24*^,

EKMe).

(3) Category.

This class of words with the connotation
"
belonging to the category

of,"
"
having the nature of," Petersen divides into those in which -lov

has a "generalising" nature, under which Qr]pioy would come, and
those in which the suffix has a

"
specialising

"
force. Under the latter

heading must come aat'SdXioi' (from a root of Semitic origin) a shoe of the

sandal kind ; freTpdSioi' (see above, p. 176) ; l^wof (which is adjectival
in origin and has no noun primitive).

(4) Similarity.

NT examples are 'f'KepdTioi' {K€pas horn) caroh-pod (Lk 15^®), KoXXoupioi'

(p. 78) {K6KKvpa= KoWi^, a bread-roll) eye-salve, because put up in small

cakes (see Vocab. s.v.), ffTcpuyiof (nTfpv^) anything like a wing—in

architecture, a turret, a pinnacle, battlement or pointed roof.

IToird^ioi', a word of uncertain derivation, in which the root is almost

certainly Semitic (see Cheyne in EBi. s.v.), possibly owes its suffix to the

influence of ovvx^v (ow^)
"
that which is like a nail,"

"
a gem streaked

with veins," an ony.i; dvdpdiciov {av6pa^) a kind of jewel that is like

charcoal. Under this heading of Similarity come the names of quite
a number of articles of dress and ornament.

Under the influence of such words as 8(X<pLviov ( : 8fX(f)is) the -toe

suffix came to be used as the normal ending for plant names. In this

way probably we can account for the two forms |d«|»iV0io»' (Rev 8^^ K*
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and (i\lrLr6os (Rev 8^^ A et al.) ; see above, p. 123. Here also should come
in fiilicii'ioi' (for its Semitic root see Lewy, Fremdworter, 52).

-eioi'
As with adjectives in -to?, the nouns in -lov

provide a subdivision in -eiov. Here, again,
we notice the convergence of two formations, those deriving
from s- stems and those from nouns in -eu?, or verbs in -ev(o

(see above, p. 339).

(a) 'AYyeioc ( : ayYos)- See Vocab. for variety of meaning in papyri.
Aamoi' ( : 8dvos <*Sai/6y= Skt. dind-s. See Brgm. Odr.^ ii. i. 256, 526).

(6) BpaPeioc ( : ^pa^evs), Trai'Soxctoi' (
: irat'Soxcus), rafieioi'

( : Tafi€va)) ; for spelling see above, p. 89.

This suffix before long was appended to other stems, as we are re-

minded by <nt]ii.elov (
: a-^jfia) and ^i.vit]fiei.ov (

: /xr^yua).

0eio»' (Horn, didov sulphur fumes) brimstone (<*6F((T-fiov : <I.E.

*dhuos breath); an adj. "emitting vapours, fumes," from a noun *df6s

or *6e6v (6Ffa-6s, -ov)
"
breath, fume." So Boisacq 337 ; q.v. for con-

nexion with dfos and 6vo).

Note.—Tliis termination was added to various stems in the classical

age to betoken a place (especially for the carrying on of business), e.g.

XaXKfvs : pfaXKiiov, KairrjXos : KairrjXdop, Mova-a : Mova-elov. In Hellen-

istic it proves a fertile source for such nouns as the papyri show, e.g.

\ypa(t>f'iov (
=" writings" in Clem, ad Cor. 28^), -\dyopovop.flov Sindfivrjpoi't'iov

different names of the same notarial office (see Archiv vi. 104), dpxe'iov

ficaTaXoyeiov. For all these terms see Mitteis, Papyrusktmde, ii. i. 59 £E.

A notable instance comes in a schedule of water rates, P Lond 1177*°

(a.d. 113) (=iii. p. 183), where a Jewish place of prayer -fdixHoi' is

mentioned in the same connexion as a npoarevxr] or synagogue.

2. DiminiUives in -lov.

... § 138. This term is here used to include

words with a
"
deteriorative

"
and "

hvpo-
in -lof. ...

coristic
" ^

significance, as well as those which

connote relative smallness of size. The entire class has probably
arisen from the use of the suffix (see above, p. 343) to connote

similarity to the type represented by the primitive noun. The

original meaning is then
"
a kind of,"

"
something hke."

Note.— 1. The question whether the diminutive suffix is inherited

from I.E. or was developed in Greek within the class, period is stiU open.

1 The ancient Greek grammarians coined the word vwoKopiaTiKo. (from

viroKopi^e(j-0ai
= " to speak as a child {Kopri)

"
) for words formed to express tender-

ness, and so smallness and even disparagement. It seems better to restrict

its use to the original meaning.
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Brugmann {Grd.^ ii. i. 676) states that -{i)io- was a diminutive suffix

in I.E. times. But his earlier view (Gr.'^ 180, retained by Thumb in

ed.* 212) was that this development in the use of the suffix was post-

Homeric. The absence of diminutives proper in Homer might of

course be deliberate, but the total absence of
"
faded diminutives

"
is

significant. Two strong arguments in favour of the post-Homeric

origin of diminutives are: (a) The dim. meaning is only found in the

historic Gk. -lov, never in words such as ire^ov (<irf8-yov) or those in

which the dissyllabic -lov is merged in a diphthong, as -aiov, -tiov, -oiov ;

thus this function may be presumed to have developed after -dy-, -acn-,

-eai-, -o(Ti-, had become -^-, -at-, -et-, -ot-. (6) The accentuation of

naibiov, which was the principal pattern of diminutives and one of the

oldest. Ilats <7rafif was still often dissyl. in Homer (n-diV), and the

diminutive, if formed in early Homeric times, would be accented on the

antepenult [naihiov >TTai8iov). This suggests that naiBiov and all words

modelled thereupon must be later at least than the earlier parts of

Homer. See Petersen Greek Diminutives in -lov, from which this account

is abridged.

2. The accentuation of
"
diminutives

" seems to defy precise de-

finition. Petersen (ib. 12 ff.) suggests
"

trisyllabic substantives in -lov,

if all connexion with the adjectival types from which they are derived

has faded from the mind, have a tendency to accent the penult if they
are dactylic, but the antepenult if they are tribrachs." But in view of

the conflicting analogical influences at work both in early and later times

he cannot make use of accent in his treatment of the semantic develop-
ment of the -Loi' diminutives.

Diminutives, which are found sparsely in tragedy, abound, as might
be expected, in comedy. During the Hellenistic period the intimate

language of the home and the speech of the lower social strata forced its

way up into the vocabulary of literature. Words which originated in the

nursery and the streets lost their hypocoristic meaning or became "
faded

diminutives," in many cases superseding the primitive noun. (See

p. 346, Note.)

In the NT the following classes of diminutives in -lov are

represented :

Persons.— flaiSiov' (ttoIs), OuyaTpiov' (
: 6vydTi]p). ^TiKviov (1 Jn passim)

(
: TfKvop), Kopdaiof (

: Koprj). In all of these the hypocoristic use is

specially evident in the vocative.

Animals.—iTpouGioi/ (
: arpovdos), iTpo(3dTiov (

: TrpajSarov), dpciOf

(
: aprjv), vocraiov

(
: voa-aos).

Parts of the body.
—

fClrlov {
: ovs).

Geographical terms.—f NTiatof (
: vrjaos).

Food.—f^iX^oi' (=fi^) «.X. in Mk T^s
(|1
Mt 15"), t«^w^Alo^' Jn 132««-

(elsewhere Marcus vii. 3, Diog. L. vi. 37 and papp.). By this time iraiSi'oi'
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and TrpoPdriov arc faded diminutives, for no consideration of size

distinguishea them from their primitives.

noi|ji»'iok might seem to show a survival of hypocoristic use in Lk 12**,

but the addition of to fiiKpov proves that there is no consciousness of

diminutive force (see p. 342).

'flriov is a faded hypocorism and has
"
passed from the language of

nurses and lovers into universal use. Both dirlov and wrapiov are never

used when the ear is thought of as an organ of hearing, nor in a figurative

sense, but only when the outer ear is distinctly in mind "
(Petersen ib.

183).

Note.—Petersen cites Plut. Ages. 13 in proof that fTrtoroXtoi' was

a true diminutive. But its fairly common use in papyri without any
such suggestion, e.g. P Fay 122' (c. 100 a.d.), P Lips 69* (118 a.d.), shows

how easily the diminutive became a substitute for the primitive. Vogeser
illustrates this tendencj' in the later vernacular and cites many passages

where piKpov is added [Or. Heiligenleg. 42 f.). The full development of

this tendency is seen in MGr. (See Thumb, Hellen. 178, 220, Handh. 62.)

3. Conghitinates with -cov.

§ 139. -l8-iov is a suffix which probably
takes its rise from stems in -i8-, e.g. d<nri8-L0v

( : ao-TTt?). The suffix was then applied to other stems, as

in KXikiSioc
(

: kXivt]). The uncertainty whether some words

in -lSiov had primitives in -i- or -lo- {e.g. in NT mmKiSioi'

KirLvcLKLov or <7rLva^ may have given rise to the suffix -Biov

which appears in LxOoSioi' ( : t'x^u?).

At the side of -i8inv there appears a suffix -tbioy, as in ^ifiXiSiov

(<*/3t^X^-(^tol'<^^^Xlo^'), ol<i8iov
( <*o£KfiStoi'<oiKi'a, but also assignable

to oIkos). In this way some have explained IxOvSiov : Ix^vs.

Further examples are dypi^tov [Mart. Polyc. 5^), (3i^\i8iov (Herm.
Vis. iii. 1^; Ignat. Eph. 20^), ^Kpidiov {Mart. Polyc. 16^), fVto-roX/Stoi/

(P Hamb 89* ; PSI i. 93^5). Thumb Dial. 376 quotes PoUux x. 116 to show

that Aristoph. used 'KvxviSia for Xi';^i'a. Cf. P Ryl ii. 239^^, nvapiSioi' piKpov.

See also Mayser Or. i. 428 for productivity of this suffix.

Stems in -ap- provided a number of diminu-
^ tives in -apioi' which was then regarded as an

independent suffix, and used to form a large number of diminutives, e.g.

yoi'aiKdpioi' (
: yvvi)), KKivapiov ( : kKIvt]), Kwdpiov ( : kvwi'), o^apioi'

( : ovoi), 6»)/dpiot' (
: oi\rov), iratSdpioi' ( : Trais), irXoidpioi' ( : nXoiov), fwrdpio*'

( : coTi'oi').

Note.—1. The freedom with wliich this suffix was used in coining fresh

words is seen from such a formation as Kep^iKupiov (Herm. Vis. iii. 1*)

(<Lat. cervical <cervix), ^vXdpiov (3 K W^ and papp. ; see Vocab. 434 f.),

poaxdpiov (LXX and PSI vi. 600*).
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2. The decline and disappearance of the diminutive force in these -dpiov
formations becomes evident from their use in the papyri. Thus Koa-jxapiov

(P Hamb 10*^ xP''^^^ f" Koa-fxapiois ppmnla), (fjepvdpiov (BGU iv. 1102^^ where
the amount of the dowry is quite substantial), wdpia (BGU iii. 781 v.^).

Olvdpiov preserves a diminutive meaning in Epict. Ench. 12 (e'K;^e(rat

TO fXddiov, KKiTTTiTai TO olvdpiov), but the deteriorative force found in

Demosth. c. Lacr. 32 is retained in P Flor ii. 160^, according to Com-

paretti's note
"
a light wine, or of inferior quality," though there is

nothing to indicate this in the context. See note in P Par p. 414 and
additional ref. given in Witk.^ p. 27 n. In MGr the process is complete,
as XcovTapi shows (see Thumb Handb. 338).

Not to be confused with these are the Latin loan words, in which

assarius and denarius are given this common neuter ending, dcro-dpioi',

8T]»'dpioi', CTouSdpi.oi' {sudarium, see BS 223), which, with aiKccpios, is

simply transliterated. For papp. see Vocab. s.v. For further creations

under Latin influence see Vogeser, Gr. Heiligenleg. 41,

These secondary suffixes can be yet further combined, as in tPipXap-
ihiov (Rev 102- sff), tpipXiSdptoi/ (Rev 10^ C, 10^ N, 10^ 046). BipXiStoi/

and ptpXapioi- (Rev 10^ A*) have also some MS attestation. In Herm.
Vis. ii. P, Qi^Xapidiov and jSi^Xidiov are used together synonymously.

(7) -eo-.

The simple suffix -eos {<*-fi^os), which in Attic

contracts to -ovs (see above, pp. 120, 121, 156 for

irregularities in NT), forms a group of adjectives of material, represented

by dpyupoGs, xpuuoOs, xc^^koGs, (nSifjpous. The transition from material

to colour, e.g. irop^vpous, may have been helped by the secondary

meaning of XP'J0"0"S= golden.
The old connexion between -eio- and i- stems, which is absent from these

adjectives, appears in a few nouns which bear trace of adjectival origin,

e.g. oCTTcov' (cf. Skt. dsthi), and opi'eop' {<opi'Ls). In the same way the

stem of CTTcpeos appears in a-Tepedes (Brugm. Ord.^ n. i. 199).

Two masc. nouns in -eoy seem to come in here.

©upeos in its Hom. meaning
"
door-stone

"
shows its derivation from

dvpa more clearly than in its Hellenistic meaning of
"

shield
"

(Polyb.

Plut. Eph 6i«).

t<l>uX€os (Mt 8^"
II
Lk 9^*) occurs first in Arist. For derivation see

Boisacq, s.v.

(8) -la.

§ 140. Widely productive at an early stage of the language
for the formation of feminines to adjectives and nouns, this

suffix now survives in longer suffixes in -a impure used for

VOL. II. PART III.—24
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forming the feminine of third declension adjectives and parti-

ciples with three terminations, e.g. -ovaa {^=-ovTia) etc. See

§ 65 above.

^epovT-, (Pepovaa {=(f)ep6vTj.a), cf. Skt. bhdrant-, hhdranl-i.

In yXwao-a ( =*y\uixia) the suffix is added directly to a root.

1. Nouns in -eid.

Feminine nomis in -em are almost all

regularly formed feminines of the etr-stem

adjectives (<*-ecr-ia). As a separate feminine was not used

for these adjectives, the feminine was used substantivally.

From adjectives in -rjs we have dKpiPcta, dXi]6cia, di'aiSeia*,

auTcipKcia, o-uyYcVeia, eTTieiKcia* (§ 120), elXiKpikeia* (§ 105), ivipyeia,

KaKOi]0eia*, arvvr]Qeia, eyKpareia, euXajSeia, d-, 0€o-, eu-{T€|3€ta,

CTTifjieXeia, KaKOird0€ia,* '\-npavTvd6eia,'* diveiGeia, euirpe'iTEia, do-e'Xyeia

(§ 107), daOeVeia, dCT<f)dXeia (§ 107), auiTeXcia (§ 127 (6)), fcKWi/cia,

eTTi4>di'€ia, KaTr)4)6ia ; to these must be added dirc-jXeta, poi^Oeia,

a)<j)e'X€ia*, which are verbal derivatives.

Three more which come from -es- stems have yielded to the influence

of the -la class, viz. dT]8ia (Lk 23^^ D, see Vocah. s.v.), d<|>ei8ia, euuSia.

The same influence affected the orthography of other words. See p. 78

above, also WH App.'^ 161, where the words marked * are spelt -to,

dKptPta, direiOia (in Heb.) and cKTefta being treated as doubtful.

Originally a similar suffix ( <*-€f-ia or *-7]F-f.a) was used to form a few
feminine titles to noims in -evs, whilst -eta (the fern, of adj. -eios) served

for abstract nouns, e.g. ISaaiKivs, king ; (iaa-ikeia, queen ; ^acrikda,

kingdom. But in the Tragedians -is has already displaced -eia, and in

Hellenistic the Macedonian suffix -laaa estabUshed itself and spread

widely from ^aalXicra-a to other feminine titles (see Mayser Gr. i. 255,

and below, p. 349).

2. Nouns in -aiva.

This suffix
,
so largely used in Greek for

feminines from -n- stems {*-n-id >'^-av-iia,

>-aiva), is only represented in NT by tydyvpaim, the name

Tpu4)an'a, and the adj. p.eXaii'a.

The origin of the suffix is seen in such a word as re'/crcov : riKraiva

( =*TeKTav-ia) (cf. Skt. tdksan- : taMn-i). Then through similarity of

nom. in -wv, this became fem. suffix for nouns with ovt- stem. The
suffix was detached and appended even to -o stems, specially for names
of persons and animals, e.g. Xtcov : Xeaiva, Xvkos : XvKawa.
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rdyypau'a may be derived from yoyypos (so Boisacq), or may come

directly, with reduplication, from ypaiv(x>=ypaa, to gnaw.

(9) -Tp-ia.

fMaOriTpia is the only NT example of this

-Tpitt form of the feminine of nomina agentis in -rij'i

(^<-T'tjp, see § 150).

To Mayser's instances {Gr. i. 444), /Se/Stucorpia and TrponaXrjTpia, we

may add dyopdarpia, P Thead 1" (a.d. 306), BGU iii. 907" (c. 185 A.D.).

(10) -laaa.

This suffix (from *-t/t-ia) arose with such

examples as KiXt^ : KiXtaa-a, but was widely

used in the Hellenistic period under the influence of the Mace-

donian court. See (8) above.

BacrtXicTCTa (see Vocab. s.v.), oii'io-o-a (Mk 7^® D), oifiKiao-a (ib.

B et al.), Iu(jo<})oii'iKiCTaa (ib. {<AL et al.).

The papyri furnish further exx, of this fem. formation, e.g. Trarpojvia-aa

IGSI, 1671, P Oxy iii. 478^7 (a.d. 132), dproKdniaaa (new fem. of dpro-

Konos) P Oxy viii. 1146^-^ (early iv/A.D.). Mayser (i. 255, 451) cites

upicra-a from numerous Ptolemaic papp., and the two adjectives peKavo-

anaXaKia-cra (iron-grey) and yf/^aKadiaaa (dappled) from a register of

cavalry horses, P Petr ii. 35, col. V- ^
(c. 240 B.C.).

(11) -iaao<i.

The proper name NdpKiaaos preserves a plant
me showing the same suffix as kvti

Vocab. S.V., and for the suffix -crtroy, Kretschmer Einl. 405 if.

name showing the same suffix as Kvirdpiaaros. See

(12) -ev-.

(a) From the earliest period this was freely

used as a denominative suffix to indicate a

person specially concerned with the thing denoted by the

primitive. It thus came in time to mark a trade or profession.

Our examples are dXieus, tPupo-eu's, tYfa«()6u'9 (see p. 108), YPctfAfAareus,

Upeus, iTriTeus, K€pap,eus, <|>app,aKeus (only in inferior MSS of Rev 21^),

XaXKCu's.

(6) In a few words we have trace of an early formation from a verb,

yoi/eus (<yfv-e(rdai) and ^oveus (< sj<pfv. cf. Horn. f-irt-<f)v-f).
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(c) In compound formations this suffix is almost confined to pre-

positional compounds (for reasons shown by Debrunner Worth. 152 f.).

TKaTayyeXeus is a NT example. nacSoxeu'sis an exception. Ivyyevcuaii'
as read in some MSS in Mk 6^ Lk 2", is really from the adjective (rvyytv^s—
an instance of popular heteroclisis, see above, p. 138.

(d) Ethnica were generally formed by substituting -(vs for suffix in

name of city or countrj^ e.g. ©eo-aaXoi'iK-eos {-rj), KoXdo-a-eu's (-m),

Aao8iK-eus (-ta), Tapa-6us (-oy).

From names in -«a, both -eievs and -fvs (-aevs >-e€vs >-fvv)
were formed in Attic, e.g. AeKe'Xeia, AtKeXeievs and AtKfXtvs ; in Hellen-

istic almost always -fvs, e.g. 'AXe^ai'Speus, 'AfTiox£U5.

(e) Ntipeu's (Rom 16"), a personal name, possibly marking one of Nero's
freedmen ; see Rouffiac 91 for inscriptional evidence of widespread occur-

rence in Galatia and Athens. The name, of course, is as old as Homer.

(13) -eu- : -U-.

(a) -eu is represented by the solitary noun irfjxus

(p. 141) and the adjectives on p. 160 above.

(b) -u-. For noims see p. 141,

B. Nasal Suffixes.

(1) -mo-, -md-.

1. Nouns in -/ao?, -dfio^, -o-/xo9.

§ 141. This suffix originates in au I.E.

abstract suffix which appears in different

stages of development in Gr, While it is used primarily to

form verbal abstracts, that meaning is often lost in the concrete.

(a) In Xifjios hunger, Xoi/xos plague, the underlymg root has vanished,

though both may perhaps be related to Lat. letnm
( =decUh ).

(6) It is attached to primary verbal stems in a number of words,

such as dppios (probably from J seen in dpapia-Kco), Ppoyfios (/3pv;^w),

Pwfios (</3a-, cf i'-l3Ti-v), tuiroYpafji|ji6s (ypacpw), 8ia)Yp,6s (StcoKw), feXcyfxos

((Xiyxo, also dTreXey|i.6s fr. an"), 68upp,os (odvpofiai), oiKTipfids

{oiKTeipco), tep.TTaiyp,ds (epnal^a), CTCiCTfAOS (o-ft'o), cf. rrf-aeicr-pai, i-(jfi(T-6rjv),

^payfios (^pao-o-co), »|/aX|Jids {y\rak\(o).

(c) Its more typical use is with denominative verbal stems, e.g.

tdpTT-ayfjios, arcfayfios, (TTTjpiyjjids.

, {d) Far more usual is the extended form of the
^

suffix, '(Tpos, which is specially attached to the

denominatives in -i((ii, -a^oa and v^w, with dental stems.
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From -1^0) come tdyi'io-fjios, -apria/jios {jnix-, iKar-), tpaiTTicTjios,

Paaat'iafx^S (Alexis in Athen., 4 Mace), Gepiajjios, flfiaTiafjios (see

Vocah.), t'louSaiajjids, JKaGapiafjios, Xoyiajjios, fj.aKapi(T|jL6s, p.epio-)i.6s

(oia-), Toi'eiSiCTfjids, fTrapopYiCTfAos, firopiCTfids, fpai'TiCTp.ds, fo^fiPPciTKTfjLos

(see Moffatt ICC, up. Heb 4^), eTnaiTiapos (from Xen. down), td<})ai/ia)ji,ds,

jaaj((>poi'i(rjj,6s, t^xoTiajiios, xP^lfAtiTiafJids, t»|'i0upiorp,6s.

From afw, TaYiao-p.ds, dairacrjxds? tei'Ta<}>ia(r(Ji6s, iretpao-p.ds, firapa-

TTiKpao-fjids.

From
-i)^ci), tyoYYuafjids (see Rutherford ^P 463), KaTaKXuafAos (see

Yocah.).

Then the suffix jjassed over to nasal and other verbs whose perf. pass.

ended in
-(T^Lai as with the -fco verbs, e.g. IXacrjuios ((XatrKw, of. (Xao--^i?Ti),

tfAiacrfi,6s (/itan'w), tfJi.o\uo-p.6s (/noXv^w), Trapo^uCT|ji6s (7r«po|i;i'a)), tKuXia|j,6s

(2 Pet 222 ^Q^ (^.i,XiVSco, later form kv\[c^, p. 246).

Aeo-fxds exhibits this suffix as early as Homer (Sew, hi-hi-\i.ai).

Note.—For papyrus nouns in -/nds, see Mayser Gr. i. 435 If., and for

the very large class of new formations in -tcr/idy cf. 8eiyfj,aTiafji.(k PSI
iv. 3588- 21

; ifXTTvpifTfios PSI Iv. 338'- 15
(v. Intr.), 339^ (all iii/B.c).

A / (fi) In the termination -B^w we have the root
'

determinative ^ -dh- combined with the suffix -/xdy.

ApiOfids where the root is api-, as found in vrjpiros {—numberless),

tPaGfids (see p. 112, Vocab. s.v.) from the root (Sa- (seen in ^aiVw <*^api,o}

<*g'*tn'io) 0T) (f-(3T)), KXau0p,ds from KXm'o) (fut. KXav-a-opai).

(/) Several nouns in -fios go back to a very early

stage in the language.

"AcejAos (I.E. anei, to breathe, cf, Skt. dni-ti).

ATJfios ( J dd(i), cf, Skt. ddti, to cut, divide) originally meant the portion

of territory belonging to a community, then a canton, finally the people

(see Boisacq 182),

KaXttfios (I.E. *k°l'mo-s, see Boisacq 397).

Kepajios (I.E. *qer'mo-s, cf. Lat. cremo from V *qer or *qar, cf. Lat.

carbo (*car-dho), see Boisacq 436).

KdcTfxos {<*Kov(Tpo-i I.E. *kens-=to make authoritative announcement,

cf. Lat. censeo=to judge ; see Boisacq 500).

Kaip,os (opinion is divided between I.E. *qo{i)mo-s from a supposed

sj qoi=to meet, suggested as root of kw^;;, and I.E. *ko[i]-mo-s, cf. Skt.

^igdti=to share with one, Boisacq 544).

Mufjios probably connected with dfivpav, for which Hirt suggests I.E.

1 For root-determinatives see Brugmann KVO 296 f., Hirt Handb.. 202 ff „

Debruimer Worth. 3 f. The term is applied to a consonant comiug between

the root (or base) and the suffix, differing from the former in that it contri-

butes nothing to the meaning of the word, and from the latter in that it is not

used in the formation of groups of words (cf . Tpep.eiv, rpeffffe, trepidus, where

/ui, (J, p, belong neither to the root nor to the sufhx).
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moam (see Boisacq 57). For vowel gradation see Hirt Hdb. 89. On the

interesting Biblical history of the word see Hort Comm. on 1 Pet. p. 77.

riiJXcfAos. Uncertain derivation. See Boisacq s.vv. TreXt/xifco, TraXXtd.

With these should also come :

noTap-os (Lesb. 7rdra/iof)< I.E. *petd-, to move rapidly, Jly, tumble (of.

fnrdfjirjv), of. also I.E. *pet- *pete-, Skt. pat-man, nira^ai ((nTOfirjv).

2. Nouns in -fir).

This formation is closely parallel to that in -fi6^, and was

used for verbal abstract nouns, many of which became concrete.

(a) The verbal root is evident in
yv(!i\i.r[, S^o-fXT] (for accent and meaning

see Vocah. s.v.), Spaxf^i] {K^pda-a-ofxai, but for other theory see Vocab. s.v.),

Soafirj (<^vva). First = 8v(tis setting, t]ien = weM), p.t'TPl, pufA^ (<pvofxcu.

For its Hellenistic mea.rnng=street, see Rutherford NP 487-8), aTiyfiri

(<(TTiC(o <*any-jfO)), Tifiri {<TLa), r/i-co), 4)^^ (<0'?mO-

(b) The suffix -(Tfir]
is half concealed in atxA"? (whence aixfAaXwros),

which comes from *aik$md, and oafiri (cf. oS/^jj, p. 112) from ofw.

(c) Other nouns are tSoKifATJ (see Vocab. s.v.), t^V^ (<*Ci'0"A"* or

Cvpd, I.E. *ju(s)-ma, "juice," "pottage," see Boisacq, s.v.), KaXafArj (see

under 1 (/)), 6p|Jir| (<I.E. *ser-), -nuyiL-f] (see Boisacq, s.v. 7rv|), which seems

to be concrete ( =fist) in the difficult passage Mk 7^. The verbal force

is prominent in Barn 12^ (fighting, fight).

©e'pjxT) (=6fpp-T]) is not in place in this group.

3. Adjectives in -fio<i.

§ 142. These are mainly denominatives and compounds.

(a) I'VirepaKfAOs (for derivation see p. 326 above). For meaning, how-

ever, of this (ITT. Xey. see J. Weiss ap. 1 Co 7^^, where the comparative force

of the adjective is taken to be modal rather than temporal. So D. Smith

(L. and L. of St. Paul, 268 n. 6) favours
"

exceedingly lusty
"

rather than
"
past the flower of youth," and cites V7r€pa<iia^a>=excel in youthful vigour

(Athen. 657 D). 'ATr68T]fi,0Ss tSi8paxp.os, aj^ujios, TTpoQujios, ajxajfios

(see Vocab. s.v.), r\Zvo(rii.o<5, ao-T)p.os (also eo-or°, eiTt-<r°, iTapd-cr°), Sto-TOfxos,

tauKCTUixos, aTtjAOS (also papu-T°, ev-j", Jl<t6-t°, ttoXu-t^), |3Xd<T(|)T](xos,

and €u<})r]fios, eowKUfxcs, and 4/eo8(ij»'up,os.

(b) AiSujxos (Boisacq derives from *8i-, cf. dis
"
deux fois

"
+8v-pos"

apparent^ de fa9on peu claire a duo
"

; cf. dp.(f)i8vp.os
"
double." Brug-

mann IF xi. 283 n. suggests influence of vi]8vpos), epTjjxos (<I.E. ere=
separate, cf. dpmos, scarce, Lat. rarus), jr\p€p.o<s (1 Ti 2^, see LS, and
for vernac. use see Vocab.). The derivation of €toi|xos is obscure. (See
under (4) below.)
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(c) t*'A0€«7p,os (2 Pet 2' 3^', see Mayor in he. and Vocah.) <de(T}i6s for

Laconian 6e6^6s. For analogical invasion of a (from -a^os group) into

conglutinates in -d-fios see Bi"ugmann Grd.^ ii. i. 252.

(d) "EpSofAos represents a distinct suffix -/jo-, cf. Lat. septimvs, and see

Brugmann Grd? ii. i. 225 f.

4. Adjectives in -{a-)i/jLo<;.

Those in -i/xos begin with adjectives in which -/xoy was added to

an i- stem ; thus nprnixos (
: npat), o»|/ifjios ( : *o\//-/) were formed from

adverbs (for irp<5i|ios, the correct rdg. in Jas 5', see p. 73 ; Ruth. NP
124) ; noun stems are recognisable in the Homeric KaWi-pos and

(fiaibifioi (where -t- represents an r- suffix (pai8p-6s), and thus the ending

-tjjLos came to be detached and given as a new suffix.

Examples in the NT are 86ki|xos and dBoKtfjios, o"7r6pi|j.os, 4)p6cip.os,

tei<|>e\ip.os. We may compare the proper name Tp6<{)i(j.os.

The same suffix -fios joined to ti- stems, i.e. to verbal abstracts in

-a-is, produced the suffix -o-t/xoy, which has become very productive in

late and MGr. (Brugmann-Thumb Gr. 219). For papyii, see Mayser
Or. i. 449.

Thus ppciaifjLos, 0amaip.os, XP^'''"'M'°^' ^'^- proper name 'Oi'i]fft)m,os

(with the play upon words in Pliilem ^^).

Note.— 1. Debrunner Worth. 155 suggests that from -t stems the

suffix passed naturally to the verbal abstracts in -a-is in which the Attic

effacement of the t- character (declension -ecos, -et etc.) favoured a further

transference to other verbal nouns {e.g. ndxifJLos : iJ-dx^)f ^^d then to

nouns other than verbal {e.g. uofupos (-ws) : vopos). (See also Solmsen

Or. Wortf. 49.)

2. "Eroifios (earlier (Tolfios) might possibly come here, but Boisacq's
verdict seems against this (" mot obscur ; formation isoWe ").

(2) -men-, -mon- {-f^a, -firjv, -^m>).

1. Neuters in -fia.

§ 143. This very productive class of neuter nouns originates

in I.E. -mif,, which, is widely represented in many branches of

the parent language.

In Greek it appeal's as a dental stem, but the close connexion of -pa

with -men- is seen both in comparison with Latin {e.g. ovo-pa, -paros,

no-men, -minis) and in the continuance of the n- stem in verbal derivatives

in -paivfiv (see § 167) and in the cpds. in pwv (see p. 355).

It is found with :

(o) Primary verbal stems : "Apjia, jSrjfAa, 3X€|jLp,a, i^i-^\r]^J.a, ppw/xa,

Ypcifxpa, SeiY/Aot, Se'pfia, Sid8T)|jia, uttoS
, 86yji.a, t86p.a, tcV-SujJia, Su>p.a,
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6aGfi.a, tdi'd-0€fj,a, di'd-Orjjj.a, 0p€|jifAa, lajia, KaXufAjjia, Kaufjia, K€pp.a,

KXe'p,|Ji,a, eyK\r\fj,a, KXTip.a, KKi\xa, tTrp6o--KOfJL)j.a, Kpi|jia, KTT]/jia, Kup,a,

Xeiixfia, tKaTd-Xup,a, p.iYM'<^) P^'^M'*^) OM'P''*' n'Xdo-p,a, TrXe'Yp.a, irf€Cp.a,

fTTOfjia, TrpdyfJia, iTTuapra, TTTwp,a, pT]Y|j.a, p'fjp.a, <TTr€'p|jia, arefjifia, 8id-

dTTfjia, o-Tiyfjia, CTX^IJ-a, Tdyfjia, t^'i'-TaXfAa, Tpaupia, Tp-qp-a, CTuV-rpififia,

feK-Tpwjjia (Rutherford NP 288 f.), X'^<J'^^o, XPW°-> t'T€pL-*|'T|p.a

(§ 124 (6)).

Note.—In Hellenistic a great preference is shown for the short

penultimate in such words as KXifia, Kpifia, irotia, which had already

come in as doublets to KKifia, Kp'ina, -n-Mfxa, under the influence of the

feminine abstracts in -o-is- (ScJ^a: Soo-ts etc.) and the vei'bal adjectives in

-Tos. See [diros) above, p. 57, also Brugmann Gr.* 222. The two

forms dvdOirjfjia (votive offering) and dcdOep.a {curse) were both preserved

for the convenient distn. of meanings : see Proleg. 46, Vocab. s.w.

(b) Denominative verbal stems : 'Eir-dyYeXixa, ait'iyfia, aiTTjfia,

taiTiwp.a (for class. aiVi'a^a, see Vocab. s.v.), tdXi<Tyif)p.a, dt'TdXXayp.a,

dp.dpTT]p,a, fcii'TXrjp.a, fpSeXoyfJia, PouXTjfxa, tyevYifia, yevvr]fi.a, td-yi'6r]p,a,

d-8iKr]p,a, SiKaiwjjia, 8ojpir)p.a, 'j'eSpaiwp.a, eXt,yp,a, je^-epafia, tei/€'pyT)|j,a

(see Capes Ach. L. p. 248), paSiou'pyTjfxa, eiT-ep(oTT)p,a, l^i^TYip-a,

tTJTTr]p,a (see Lightfoot, Lietzmann, J. Weiss ap. 1 Co 6', and Vocab.

6.V.), t0e'XT]p,a, 0up.iap.a, tlepdreupia, f'Tepi'-Ka^apH'a) foXo-KauTUfia,

Kaux'Hp.a, Kiipuyp.a, p,i(T6(ijp.a, v6r\\i.a, t'oo'Tjfxa, oiK'r]p.a, 6fi,oiw)JLa, 6pdp.a,

Si-opGcofxa (Ac 242 }^AB 33), KaT-6p9wpia {ib. oj), opfAif]fji,a, J^).eaovpdvr]^l.a,

6(J)€iXr^p,a, 6)(upwp.a (Xen.), 7rd0ri[Ji.a, fTrepiaa'eup.a, irXi^pajfAa, TroiT)p,a^

TToXiTeu/jia, d-o-0eV-r])j,a, CTKTJk'cop.a, o-xepewfia, arpdreup-a, TpuTrrjfxa,

tucrT£pY)p.a, u»j/(i)jxa, <}>iXT]p.a, ^povrnia, 4>u'pdp.a, )(dpayp,a.

(c) The suf&x takes the form -a-fjia
with -t^w, -d(a>

and other dental stems : from -i^io come tpdiTTio-p,a,

KTi<rp,a, i'6\xi(Tp.a, pdin(7|uia, tcr)(i(rp.a, t)(dpiap.a ;

from -aCco, tdTTauyao-p.a, CTe'Pacr)j.a, o-K€TraCTp,a, tdiTO-o"Kia<rp.a,

<\>dv^a<r^la, Ixopraapia ;

from other dental stems, irXdo-p.a {irXdaa-coKTrXadia), ^e6<T^^.a

{>p-ev8oiJ,ai).

Thence the suffix spreads (as with -a-fiSs, p. 351 ) to nasal stems and stems

of other verbs with perf. pass, in -afiai: irTuo-p.a (tttuco), x^'^'I^c^ (x"*'"'^*"

or ;^aiVco), XP^'o'M-'^ (XP''^)' K^'Xeucp-a (fceXeucu), KXd<rp.a (kAoo)), KuXi(rp.a

(kvAiVSco :
"/Jia, 2 Pet 2^^ j^AKLP), p,iacrp,a {fiiaivoo), j-KaTaTreTaap-a

(KaTaTreTavvviJLi) ; also fifdvafxa (Herm. Mand. viii. 3 : ixedva-Kco).

{d) A few words of uncertain derivation remain :

Aip,a<*ar/;/ia, *alafia, cf. Skt. is- isds,
"
juice,"

"
drink,"

"
power."

"Ok'op.a cf. Skt. ndma, Lat. nomen; Brugm. Grd.^ n. i. 234; Boisacq,
s.v.

Jro^ia. See Grd.^ i. 383
; Boisacq, s.v.
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I(I»p.a probably <*tuomtit, "swelling." I.E. *teud- which is seen in

(Tcoos {*tF(o-Fos) (Taos (rFa-Fo-s) etc. Boisacq, s.v.

Xe'ifia (xei/Jiappos), see ;(6t/iQ)i'.

Note.— 1. Although the close verbal connexion of these nouns in

-fia is evident throughout the history of the language, in its eai'lier stages
there was at the same time a tendency to use these formations for all

kinds of nomina actionis, and another to lose the verbal conception in

the most concrete of nouns. In the classical, and still more in the Hellen-

istic period, a differentiation of meanings was observed in the use of the

several formations : -crir then expressed the verbal abstract (cf. Latin

-tio), -fMos generally indicated the state, and -fia the result of the action (see,

however, pp. 350, 374). Behninner {Worth. 157) points out other factors

which played their part. Thus phonetic sympathies gave a preference
for -rjfia over -r]fx6s, whilst -la-fios was preferred to -lafia. The NT Ust

shows 35 nouns in -rj^a as against one only in -/xoy, bijiMos, which goes
back to very early times (see above, § 141 (/)), and 23 nouns in -lo-judy

against 8 in -la-fxa. He also finds distinctions due to the period, dialect

and style of Greek writers.

2. Thumb {Hellen. 216) calls attention to the productivity of this

suffix in the Koivrj, and attributes it to Ionic influence. Where Attic

uses mruKpia-is, eyKXicrts, vIkt], v6(tos, the Kotv^ prefers airoKpiiia, eyxXt/xa,

viKrjfia, voarjua. He also remarks that outside the Koivrj this formation

is most common in poetry, and specially in the Tragedians.
3. See Capes Ach. L. p. 247, for relation between a-varaa-is in Polyb.

ii. 42. 1 and crvaTrjfia ib. 41. 15.

4. See Helbing Gr. 113 ff. for LXX nouns in -fia. To his list Wacker-

nagel ThLZ xxxiii. 641 adds di/da-re/na, civTa7r68ofj.a, d(paipefia, aTroSo/xa,

^uirayiia, ^6p.a, fvpffxa, exj/efia, ^ep-a, KaOepM, napadepa, avarepa. See also

Thackeray Or. 80.

5. For words in -pa in papyri, see Mayser Gr. i. 433 ff., to which

add, e.g., dyaviapa C P Herm 121", Karopdupa 125 ii.*, TtXeo-pa 127^",

Sandvrjpa BGU iv. 1126", v8p€vpa BGU iv. 113012.

2. Masculines in -/xrjv and -ficov.

These suffixes were specially used in the formation of nomina

agentis and adjectives.

Ai/JLI^f, TTOlfJLTlV, tdpXl-1TOLfJI.1]l'.

tApTep.wi' (
: dprdw), x^'H'*^*' (=X"M")' Saifiwi' {<*d'i, cf. 8aiopai),

Tjyep.wi' (
: ^ytopai), <<>i\iifjiwc.

Adjectives: EXer]|ji.wf, oiKTipiJiwc, eiriCTTi^p.wc, a,(T)(r\p.it)v, euax^lfAWi'

(3) -mi:

A small group of nouns may be mentioned here.

Qepis ( > dGefiiTos) cf . Av. ddmi-
( Brugmann Gr,*

219, Grd.^ II. i. 254), and probably Sumfiis.
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(4) Other Suffixes in -n-.

§ 144. -en, -on.

For these nouns with their various ablaut grades, see above,

pp. 134-6, also Brugmann Gr.* 219 f.

It has been observed (J. Wright Comp. Or. Or.

-tji' and '(i>v

j2Q^ ^1^^^ ^jjg suffix was specially used in the forma-

tion of nouns denoting (1) animate objects and (2) parts of the body.
Under these headings come :

(1) 'ApT]v (see p. 135), apo-rji' ; yeirajv, kuwi/, jeKTfjiv, Tpuywt'. To this

group SpaKWk, Xe'wv, Gepdirwi' originally belonged, as the feminine forms

•aiva ( =-ai'-ia) show.

(2) The only NT words which represent this class are i>pr\v, criayw.

Perhaps ^pa\l.(i)v may come in here.

(3) A verj' old use of the suffix -q>i> (gen. -covos) was to represent the

possession of a quality or characteristic signified by the primitive noun.

Examples of this usage are not here in evidence, but an extension of it

is seen in the formation of surnames, nicknames, and, indirectly, in the

patronjTnics in -iai'.

We may quote Tip.(i>v, Zijiwi', 'HpwSiwt'. For other names in -av,

see above, p. 146.

(4) There is uncertainty about the origin of place-names in -6)i> (gen.
•
wi'os) and words indicating locality.

To this class belong dixTrcXoiv', td<})£8pc5v, KOLTtay, p-uXcik (Mt 24''^

D et al.), jvup.^(o\>, iruXwc. For 'EXaKoK see above, pp. 151 f., for

KcSpajv (so in Josephus) see above, p. 149.

(5) For the comparative suffix see above, pp. 165 ff.

(6) For derivation of aiuJf see Vocab. 166.

(5) -no-, -nd-.

1. -1/09, -VTJ.

S 145. As primary sufiix in nouns and

adjectives.

(a) Nouns, e.g. alcos, dfifos, Gpov'os, Kairi'os, oicos, Trop^os, uttvos,

Xpoi'os ; iw*''n, kXii'T], TrXdt'T], crKii]vr\, ^drvr\, ^divt] ; Scitttoi', Kpivov, TCKt'oi'.

(b) Adjectives, esp. verbal adjectives, e.g. dyj'os, Scti'os, ttttjcos,

(Tcpfos, YUfikos, iruKi'os.

-s-no- is disguised in Xux>'OS (<*\vk(tvo-s), Texnrj {<*T€K<rva).

"iX^'os {<iksm7io-, see Brugm. Grd.^ n. i. 265, 245) belongs to the
stems in -a, see below, § 158.

-va is found in a few back-formations from verbs.

Thus fiepifli/a from fiepifxvc'Ko ; cf. i'pewa from °«&), yh'va
from yf I'l'dco. So Solmsen. Wortf. 39 f., 238, following Wackemagel
KZ XXX, 300, 314.
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2. -ai^o?, -avTj, -avov is used in the formation of a number
of nouns and adjectives.

ai'-os, -T|,
-01'

{a) K\i^o.vo<i, oupai'os, <TT€<f)avos ; Pordi/t], Sairdi'T),

(i<xpy/avt\ ; SpeTrat'oi', Xd)(afOf, Tv^yavov, ^p6ya.vov.

(6) iKacos, 6p<f)ai'6s.

Note.—According to Solmsen Wortj. 257 f., cj^iSi-a is a substantiv-

ised adj. in -Si'os (cf. MaK6Si'(!?=Ma(fe8ai'Of), *(xi8vr] becoming €xi8»'a

under the influence of dpaKotva,

3. -eiv6<i arises from -1^09 added as a secondary suffix

to neuter stems in -es (-eiv6<;^-€(r-vo-<i).

inus €\€€icos : eAeo?, opeicos '. 0/309,

In <j)a>T€ii'6s the same suffix has been transferred to the stem of the

Attic
(f)ci)s (0(x)r-) from (f)afLi'6s {<.*(f>aFfcrvQs) : cjidos.

Analogy played a larger part in the formation of a-Koreivos either

in the direct influence of (fxareivos or through the influence of the neut.

(poos in changing 6 o-kotos to to o-kotos in the early classical period. See,

however, Brugmami's theory (p. 126 above).

ricTeii/os (<TTfToixai) and raireti'os (for deriv. see Boisacq) are

probably analogical formations.

Note.— 1. As *fo--i'o-j has produced this group, so *a(T-vo-s is not

altogether unfruitful, as evidenced by ctcXi^i'T) (Attic for Lesb. a-eXavua),

which is the substantivised fem. of *afX-a<T-vo-s : <re\as.

2. WH App.^ 161,
"
Adjectives that in the best MSS have -ivos for

-eti'oy are opivos, <tkotiv6s, (paru'os."

4. -ovT} is a suffix used in words to denote tools, instru-

ments etc., as peXoi/T] (perhaps also oBovt]),

and also (with a different accent) to form

abstracts, e.g. liSocii.

The derivation of odovrj is uncertain. Some trace it to *F(d6vr}

(accounting for its form by vocalic assimilation). Cf. Zd. fra-vabdmnd,
Fr. vetne, A.S. woed. Others find evidence of Semitic origin, and cf. Hebr.

|1DS yarn. See Boisacq 687, 1119. Its use by Luke, as also that of

^ekovT], is remarked by Hobart, pp. 218, 61.

5. -vvo<i, -vvT],

Originally an extension of the -vo- suffix
'

to u- stems, this never became productive
in the formation of nouns.
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Of the four which occur in the NT, ai<T){uvr\ is a back-formation from

alaxvvoi which was formed from the much older o(V;^oy.

BoOui'os (< \'hhed{h), bkod{h)) is a rare and late equivalent for

IHudpoi and is probably influenced by the cognate fSudvi.

In KivSucos and oZuvr] the -k- has not been explained, but for the

latter see the suggestion in § 111.

6. -CffO?, -(TVVI].

The adjectival suffix -<Tvvo<i, of obscure

gin, was ne

tion of abstract nouns in -avvrj

origin, was never iruitiul except in the torma-

Starting from such adjectival formations as dovXoawos, an extended

form of SoCXof, the suffix -a-vvr] was added to nouns ending in -oy, to

nouns and adjs. in -rjs, to adjectives in -m> and even to nouns in -is, whifii

were all treated as o- stems.

In the NT we have :

AiKaioaot'i] (
: Sixatos), t^\€r]fj.o(ruVT] ( : fXefjfjLmv).

'A^pocTuvi], eii(^pocr6vif], crw(j)pocrufr], j'Taireii'o-<}>pO(Tu>'T) ( : '(fypoov).

'ACT)(T)(jiocnj>'T), ev(T\r]p,o<j6vr] ( : °-a)(r]p.oiv).

'lepWCTUt'T) (<(fpea)o-i'i/7; Attic <l{pr]F-o(Tvi'r]) : ifpfvs,

became in Hellenistic a model from which -oxri'i'?; was

conveniently applied to avoid a series of short vowels, e.g. fayaQuxrvyt],

fayi<i)ar6\>Y\, tfxeyaXwCTUfi].

For frequency in Hellenistic see Vocub. s.v. ciyafiwa-vur], and for NT
see SH Romans, p. 404.

7. Temporal Adjectives in -ivo^.

, § 146. These can be traced to locatives or adverbs

in -i (see Brugmann Grd.^ n. i. 270). Thus eapivos :

i'api, Trpwtcos : TTpcol. In the class, age -tj/os was applied to other stems,

eo-Trepik'os (which appears in Xen.) superseding the earlier ea-iripios

formed regularly from eanepos. The detached suffix was then used

analogically for all kinds of time descriptions ; e.g. lopOpikos (
: opdpos)

Lk 24^2 for earlier form 'opdpios (ih. E et al.). also Herm. Sim. v. P (see

Lobeck Phryn. 51), and raxi-ws (
: rdxa).

iKaOTifxepikos (<Ka^' rifxepav, § 109; see p. 158) survives in MGr
KadrjpLfpi'os.

<t>0ii'oirwpicos, see above, § 106, and Mayor on Jude ^^.

Of. vvKTepiink, quoted from papp. in Vocab. 432a ; also Clem, ad Cor. 20".

KMpoi eapivoi kqi 6epivo\ Ka\ perancopivoi nai )(eifj.epivoi
fv

elprjvrj fifTanapa-

SiSoao"ty aXXr^Xois,
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8, Adjectives of material in -tvo^.

A large group of adjectives signifying material,

origin or kind was formed with the suffix -ii'os, in

prehistoric times originating with i- stems, but from Homer onwaid found

used with all kinds of stems.

The NT supplies dKd^'0^^'os, fdjj.apdi'Tii'OS, di'GpwTTii'OS, ^uaaivos,

SepjJidTir'os, e\e4)dcTtfos, fOuiTOS, fKOKKii'os, KpL6i>'os, XiOtTOS, tM''^^'*'°5j

luXifOs, oo-TpdKifos, TTupifos, 0-dpKicos, Tptxt*'OS, uaKikOicos, udXicos.

To these may be added adpSicos (Rev 4^ P et al. for a-aphmv) and

tafiapdySn'os, the adjective in each case being used with \i6oi (under-

stood).

Two oxytones obviously belong to this rather than the preceding
class :

AXtiGii'os the only adjectival derivative in this group, from nXrjdrjs.

neSifos {<ne8iov) which probably follows the accent of its antonym
opeivos (see 3. above).

The activity of this suffix in late Greek (of. oldafiivos P Flor ii. 170'

(iii/A.D.) ; vafiivos, (see Herwerden Lex. 5.v.) suggests a possible explanation

of the form <ruKdp,n'os (see above, p. 153).

9. -lvo<i, -avos!, -rjv6<;.

Ethnica and adjectives signifying
"
belonging

to," which have the suffix -ivos, may have originated,

as Debnmner (Worth. 162) following K.Bl. ii. 296 suggests, in words

formed from the names of Greek towns in S. Italy and Sicily, and were

therefore of Latin origin (e.g. 'KKpayavrlvos, Tapavrlvos).

In NT we have 'AXe^ai'Spikos (which, however, in the best MSS is

'AXe|ac8pn'6s), 'E<j)6crii'os (296 and another cursive ap. Rev 2^), and the

unquestionably Latin Ai)3epTi>'os.

, , -avos and -i]v6s, which were not native to Greece,
' "^ came to be used from the time of Alexander as

ethnica, for Asiatic towns and districts. Thus 'ABpapvTreiov : 'ASpa-

fi.uTTr]v6^ (WH 'A8pa(xui'Tr]v'6s), 'Aa-ia : 'A<Ti.av6s, repaad : TepaaTjcos,

Aafxaa-Kos : Aa\ia<TKr]v6s, Nafapci : Na^apTjvos. Also MaySaXa : May-

8a\T)i'ri. Used as nouns for place-names, 'APetXif)i'ii, MeXiTrJcr] (Ac 28^ B),

MiTu\r\vt].

10, -lavo'i.

,
Latin is also responsible for the extended suffix

•lavos. Stems in -i took the normal Latin ter-

mination -anus to denote a follower of a party leader. The partisans
of C. Marius were thus termed Mari-ani, those of On. Pompeius Pompei-
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ani. It was an easy transition to Ccesar-iani. Tlius Xpianaras,

'HpwSiai'os.

Note.—R. S. Radford,
" The Sufl&xes -anus and -inus

"
in Gilder-

sleeve Sttidies, 1903, pp. 95 S., shows (after Schnorr v. Carolsfeld,

Archiv /. lat. Lex. i. 177-194) that the formation was so regularly from

the nomen in -ius (or -ia stems, cf. Fimhriamis) that
"
from the second

half of the Augustan period on new formations are made only in -ianus."

On p. 98 he catalogues
"
extension of the purely Roman suffix -anus

(-ianus) to other than Roman words." Thus Herculanus, cf. Plant-

aneus, Trophonianus (Cic), Thyonianus (Cat.), Hannihalianus, Hasdrn-

halianus and many others. The suffix when added to names of persons
makes a possessive, closely allied to gen. for cases of adoption, but more

restricted than corresponding gen. and tending to recur in set phrases.

He eft.
"
the Clayton-Bulwer treaty," etc. [Germ. -sche\. Varro says

(LL 9. 42, 71 Sp.) from Faustus should be Faustinus, Faustianus could

only rightly be from FauMius. But Cato says Quirinianus. Cicero

avoids these new forms in the orations and philosophical works, and

uses them twice only in his letters. From -on- base he has Pisonianus

and Neronianus in or. and phil. The suffix -inus was practically obsolete

in the silver age. The conclusion is
"
that the possessive adjectives in

-anus are later formations of the language, and that the gentile adjective

{Titius, Aelius) originally possessed a much broader, perhaps a wholly

unrestricted, use. This older usage was always retained in the ritualistic

language, in the poets and in the authors of archaic tendencies." ^

C. Liquid Suffixes.

(1) ^ Suffixes.

1. -lo-, -la-

. § 147. The simple suffix -\os, -Xij was not fruitful,
'

'
^

though a number of woixis survive.

Nouns: AuXos, a$\os (n-Fe^-Xos) (>d0Xe'(i)), !iT)Xos, |uXoc, OTrXot'

(<I.E. *sop-lo-m), aTn^Xaiov (cf. Horn, a-neos), aTriXos, cttuXos (Skt.

sthurd-s).

'OfAixXr], 4>uXi].

Adjectives: Bc'PtjXos, SeiXos, St^Xos (<*Sq7;Xo$-), 8ouXos, orpf^Xos

( Xj-TpepXow), Tu4>X6s, 4>auXos.

Note.— Be'Pif]Xos, an old t.t. of religion, from \' /3>;-
in liaivu, means

accessible and so profane, as opposed to (ijSaTos, inaccessible and so

sacred. ZiriXos Boisacq (p. 693) connects with kijXis, Lat. cdligo,

squdltts, <I.E. *sq^d, or else from I.E. *spoi- *s^f-. Rutherford NP 87,

identifies with o-TriXdy [<I.E. *spei-, *spi=to he pointed, cf. Lat. spina,

spica, pinna {*pitnd), Boisacq, p. 896 f.], and
"
tracks o-tt/Xos rock through

^ Mr. E. E. Genner calls attention to such formations as 'Arrt/cmcos from

"Atticus."
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au easy gradatiou of meanings historically consecutive from tlie beginning
to the close of Greek literature. Originally meaning rock, it came to

signify successively porous rock, rotten-stone, clay, and clay-stain, till Paul

could employ it metaphorically as in Eph 5^', and Dion, H. apply it to

men with the meaning (Zreg^s o//mma7wV</."

2. -a\o-, -ekO', -i\o-.

These are more numerous.

Nouns ; AiYiaX<5s, 8i8aaKa\os, uaXos (see Thumb
in DAC i. 553b) : KupPaXoK, irTjSdXioc, faKcii'SaXoi',

fCTKu'paXof (<I.E. *squb-, see Boisacq s.v., but see § 105 for derivation,

which removes it into class of cpds.) : dyKdiXT] {<ayKos), Ke^iaXi^

(of. Gotha gibla, OHG gehal), KpcTrdXT], anaraXT] (
> fo-iraTaXdw), <(>idXT].

Adjectives : 'AiraXos (cf. Lat. sapere, and oTroi juice), p.ey'i^"!!-

. "AyyeXos, cifjnreXos, fiueXos ; dye'Xif), »'€(|>eXT] (Lat.

nebula) ; evrpdneXos (>°Xia, § 106).

X 'OpyiXos, TTOiKiXos : KOiXia {<ko1.\os < *KoFtXoy, cf.

Lat. cavus).

Note.—AtyiaXos. Hirt IdgF (1917) xxxvii. 229 f., starting from

Hesych. alyes
'

to KVfj.aTa
'

Aoipuls (also Artem. Oneirocrit. ii, 12), leaps
to ai^=shore. Then in such a line as Hom. II. iv. 422 ev alyiaXto may
originally have been iv alyi a\6s, i.e.

"
on the shore of the salt-flood."

If this association was frequent, they flowed together into one word, at

least in pronunciation. We should then have a connexion which was
transformed into alyiaXa, to form again a nom. from this, alyiaXos.

iKcii'SaXoi', Moulton E.ip T xxvi. 331, connects with Skt. skand

"leap,"
"

spirt," Lat. scando, O.Ir. scendim
"

I spring," and holds that

aKcivBaXov existed before (T<av8a.Xi]dpov (Arist. Acharn. 687), though not

occurring in literature.

KpeirdXT) (for spelling see p. 81) possibly connected with Kpanrvos

swift, impetuous. So Boisacq 506, who, however, rejects the theory of

a primitive *KpaiTvios, related to KaptrdXinos, and is unconvinced by the

etymology *Kpdi- head + ttoXt).

3. -d\6-, -7]\6-, -wXo-.

These productive adjectival suffixes, in which -dX6s came to be

specially appended to stems with corresponding verbs m •dv, and ->;Xof

to stems with similar verbs in -fh>, are not represented in N.T.

The later use of -i]Xos to form nomina agentis has

provided KdwtjXos (whence "Xeuw), rpax^Xos (properly

"carrier," so Brugmann Or.* 231. For another derivation see Boisacq,

5.t;.). The detached suffix is appended without any semantic reason in

u\I/Y]X6s.

-(i)X6s -coXos is represented in dp.apTwXos and eiSwXoi'.
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4. -v{\)\o-.

. The diminutive conception which was always

closely related to the -lo- suffixes and is specially

evident in the mass of Latin diminutives in -ulus, -ellus, -illus, comes out

in Greek, specially with words in -vXoy and -uXXos. In proper names this

suffix generally marks either a pet name or an abbreviation of a compound
appellative.

AciKTuXos (<*SaT-/c-uXo- <*dnt-qo-, cf. MHG zint, Germ. Zinke, Zacke),

ace. to Brugmann {IF xi. 284 fE., Gr.* 159, Grd.^ n. i. 484), originally meant
"
Uttle tooth."

lra<^u\r] (<I.E. *stmhh-), see Boisacq 90, 91, 903.

tBripuXXos (Rev 2120, go ^Iso in Tob 13" B). For the form [SrjpvXXiov

(Ex 2820) see above, p. 343.

T6pTuXXos=Lat. Tertullus, dim. of Tertius.

TpwyuXioi'. For this
"
Western and Syrian

"
reading in Ac 20^® see

WH App.'^ 98. For spellmg see WS 47, and Ramsay CRE 155.

5. -aX,€09.

It is curious that this extended suffix which was
-aX€os

widely used in the Koivi^ (Br.-Thumb Gr. 231) does

not appear in NT except in inferior MSS for vr^^oKios (see p. 76).

6. -aki<i,

. This seems to be a feminine suffix in names of

animals, in 8(ip,aXis (perh. through masc. Sa^aXrjs,

where V is 8a^- (cf. Ir. da,m<Celt. *damo-s), irdpSaXis (masc. TrapSoy

<I.E. *prda, cf. Skt. pfddku-h). So also /xotxa^is (LXX, Test. XII
Patr., Plut. ; for Attic noixas, see Lobeck Phryn. 452).

Quite distinct is crejiiSaXis, cf. Lat. simila {*sem-). Possibly from I.E.

sem,- <*bks-em- (: \//-ci)/ndy),
cf. *bhas- to pound, which fits the meaning

fiyie wheat. This rare word (Rev 18^') in addition to citations in Gr.-Th.

is found Justin M. Ap). i. 37 and papp. (see Vocab. s.v.).

(2) r- Suffixes.

§ 148. The most important words with r- siiffixes are the

nomina agentis in -rrjp and -rwp (see §§ 150, 152) and the

related formations in -Tpo'i, -rpov (see § 152), which are dealt

with below.

1. -ro-, -ra.

This suffix was partly connected with the -p in
-pos, -pa

i J
« e.

the nom. and ace. sing, of neuters, e.g. ai/uopo; : v8a>p,

aXeupoc : *d\eFap, and with the suffix -er, e.g. avpa : arjp.
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Nouns : 'Aypos, ctypa, aKpof, air'pa, d(|)p6s, Swpov'^ eSpa, (ereSpa, see

above, p. 125), <Ly(Ppa, KX'qpos, K6-np\.ov, KOTrpia, Xeirpos, Xe'irpa, fJiTipos,

(>c<|>p6s, ojJiPpos, Trerpa, iriipa, irXeupd, irpwpa, orraupos (Brugm. Ord."^ n.

i. 351), riippov (Te<|)p6(i)), X'^P''^-

Adjectives: Aio-xpos, avuSpos, ("t(f)f8pos {>\6.<^ehp<i)v, see § 115),

eXa^tpos, epudp6s, £X^P°5) Xajjnrpos, jiaKpos, /iiKpos, >'€Kp6s, I'wGpos

(see Vocab. s.v.), S^pos, iret'txpo's (see Foca6. s.v.), 7rj;po? (d>'d7rT)pos),

iriKpos, o-airpos, aKXif]pos, avvedpos (>aui'e8pioi'), uypo's, xXwpo's, >|'UXP°5-

2. -apo-, -epo-, -opo-, -vpo- (principally ^vitll adjectives).

See Brugmann Grd} ii. i. 347 f .

KtOdpa ; iXapo's, Ka6apos, Xnrapo's, puTrapo's,
-opos, -apa ,

'Eo-Tre'pa, f\\i.ipa. ; iret'Sepds, irei'Sepd ; pXaPepo's,

Upos, Kuprepoi (whence °pif]CTis), <J)ak€pos, <j>of3epos.

With different accentuation, eXeuflepos (e- prothetic vowel, Brugmann
Or.* 173, of. Lat. llher. Boisacq 242, derives from *i\fv6os, generation,

people, of. 0. Slav. Ijudlje).

Bop^opo; (2 Pet 2--, a classical word found else-

where in bibl. Gr. only in Jer (LXX) 45*) : XoiSopos.

For the -Fopos cpds. (e.g. Gupwpos) see § 105. Q(cop6s (>°p€w) belongs

probably to that group ; see below, p. 391.

"Axupof ; dpyupos (Skt. drjuna-s, bright, white),

oxi'pos (oxu'pwfjia), \j/idvpos (|ij/i0upiap,6s).

3. -dpo-, -rjpo-, -vpo-.

As with -lo- suffixes, combination with stems ending in long vowels

{e.g. 68vvT)p6s : oSui'dw, oSvpr]) formed a class to which adjectives derived

from other stems were added by false analogy.

-dpos <l>Xudpos {(jAvcio).

AoaTT]p6s {avco, dry up, <*av(rj.<x), Lat. haurio, haus-

tum), aux|J.T)p6s [avxp-os, drought), 0Kvt\p6<i {•.oKveo),

oKvoi). TTOk'Tjpos {: TTopfopcu, novos). ToX/if;p6f (>ToXp.ripoTc'pws) formed

regularly from roXpaa. The origin of the noun aiSiipos is unknown.

"AyKupa (ajKcov), KoWvpa (>KoXXuptoi', see p. 78) :

-upos, -upa . / ,, ^ ,
•^ ' ^

iaxup09 (laxvi)-

4. -ijp, -(Op.

For aiip see Brugm. Grd.^ u. i. 339, d^p, ib. 332 f.

, tKariiywp is a Hellenistic back-formation from
-IIP. -wp

icarljyopos (see Thumb Hellen. 126, and Brugmann-
Thumb Or. 210 n.^, also p. 127 above).

VOL. II. PART III.—25
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5. For -T€po9, see below, § 153, p. 369.

6. -dhro-, -dhrd-, and -dhlo-, -dhld-.

This suffix seems to be related on one side to the -i'o-, -lo- suffixes, and
on the other to those in -tro-, -tlo- (see § 152 below). Brugmann (Ord.^ ii.

i. 377) regards this -dh- (as in -dfjLos, § 141 above) as probably a root deter-

minative.

. . OXeOpos (oXXi'/it, <oX-i'i'-/xt), op6pos, (TKvdpoi~

ci (>o-Ku0pojir6s) <*(TKva6p6s (by dissimilation) : ctku-
'

'"^

(ofiai, «|)6pTi0pot' (Lk 21" BDW, see pp. 110, 369),

KoXufiPriSpa (: KoKvix^da>).

There is no NT example of -d\o-, but yevidXiov {Mart. Polyc. 18') is a

derivative of yevedXov and appears in disguise at Mk 6^^ D (see p. 112).

D. Suffixes with Labial Stops.

1. -TT-.

§ 149. Apart from noTanos (see Prol. 95 and pp. 112,

271 above), stems in -n- are kw»'w\|/, jjkoXwij/, {JSpwA//-

(uSpwrriKos) (genitives in -coTros), aK6Xov|/ (gen. -owos), XaiXa\|/ (gen.

-anos). (See further Sturtevant, CI. Phil. vii. 425 ft'.)

As akGpcjTTOs has not been dealt with among the cpds., it may be

mentioned here. Boisacq rejects the old derivation av;jp +(»>// (which
leaves the -d- unexplained), preferring <*ai'8p-ha)no-s "having the

appearance of a man," where the second element is related to the Gothic

saihan, to see, Lat. sigmcm<*seq''no-7n.

2. -bho-, -bha-.

, ''Epi(|)os is the sole representative in the NT of the

old class of animal names in -epos (cf. f'Sa(f)os).

We may note three other words. "E8a<J)os <*e5-, \/sed), by the law

which forbids successive aspirates under the influence of eSor has passed
from the masc. type to the neut. with stem in eSa0e(o-)- (Brugm. Grd.^

II. i. 390). KdXa0or is preserved in f KoXa<()i!^w. vl;i^<|)05 pebble, polished

by the churning of the waves, suggests cormexion with I.E. *bhs'-bh-

>Skt. bhas-,
"
to pound,"

"
crush." The same root appears in ylrdfipos

( =sand). See Boisacq, s.w.

E. Suffixes with Dental Stops.

(1) The -t- Suffixes.

1. Notnina agentis in -rrjp, -rcop, -rr]<;.

§ 150. The original distinction between these suffixes was

that simple verbs formed nomina agentis in -rrip or -roip, and
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noun compouuds in -tv?. Compound verbs followed the usage
of the simplex when the preverb was felt to be an integral part
of the verb ; otherwise they took -tt;?. Ionic-Attic very early

substituted -r?;? for -rrjp, with the result that in Hellenistic

-T»7«? is left in possession.

, A few of those in -rrip, -raip, mostly religious and

legal terms, survive : o-wrrip, <j>worTir|p, (fyv'KaKrrjp (pre-

served in <j>oXaKTiipioi').

|Ko(7(JiOKpdT(«)p, fTravTOKpaTOjp (see § 107), -f-KxriTajp,

^
irpciKTwp, pr]T<iip. IireKouXaTwp is a Latin loan word.

01ki)tu>p occurs in Clem, ad Cor. \4t*. OiK-qTrjpioi' is witness for the

earlier -Tt^p, 'AXeKTwp (superseded in Att. by dXfKTpvwv, but reappearing
in Koii'>; : see Rutherford NP 307 f. and Vocab. s.v.) should come here,

if Kretschmer (KZ xxxiii. 560) is right in deriving it from dXe'^w. See

Boisacq 43.

Note.—Fot difference of accent in -Tr]p and -rap see Brugmann
Ord.^ 11. i. 331.

,
The vast majority of these nominn agentis are

' ' ^ formed in -ttjs.

From verbs in -do : 'AKpoarris, Ku^€pvY\Tr]s, TTkavr\Tr]<s, ToXfji,r]Trjs.

From verbs in -f'co : A6Xt)tiis, eirtOufjiifjTiiS) tKa0T)YT)Tris, tKara-

<|>poi'T)Tr|s, p.€TpTjTr)s, )xip,T)Tiis, TTOiiiTiiS) t'"'poa'aLTT]s (a late word—
Pint., Luclan—by haplology for irpoa-aiTrjTris, see Hirt Handb. 172),

tTrpoaKui/T)Tris (NT A.X. Jn 423. ggg Vocab. s.v. and LAE^ 99 f. (MOl),

for probable pre-Christian use), to-ui/^TjTTjTrjs (NT d.X. 1 Co 1^", elsewhere

only in the citation in Ignat. Eph. 18^).

From verbs in -ow : ZtjXutiis, fXuTpwTT)s (LXX, Philo, Just. M.,

Act. Thorn.), freXeiwriis (d.X. in Heb 12^—apparently coined by the

author).

From verbs in -evw : BouXeoriis, epp.Tii'euTTis, fo^o^peuTiis (d.X. in

1 Co 10^° ; for form see p. 71), iraiSeo-nis.

From verbs in -d^w : tBiao-Ti^s (NT d.X. in Mt 11^^^ a. late form for

^laras, Common in Pindar. Wetst. cites from Eustath. and Aretaeus

alone. Gr.-Th. quotes Philo Agric. 19, where Cohn and Wendland print

divisim, ^ias tuv), SiKao-Tiis, to-TaaiaCTTii]S (for class. a-racucjTrjs).

From verbs in -iCa>: 'Ai/SpairoSiCTTTJs (see p. 286 for derivation of

this class, word ; in NT only 1 Ti 1^°), tPaTrTicrTri? (NT and Joseph. ;
see

Vocab. 102 6), Pacrai'io-Tiis, fSai'icTTYis (for form, see p. 77), t'EXXtifiaTi^s,

felopKiCTTi^s (apart from NT d.X. Ac 19^*, only found in Joseph., Lucian,

and eccles. writers), leuayyeXiCTTiis (NT and eccles., but see Vocab.

s.v. for inscr. possibly non-Christian), Gepiari^s, tKepfxaTiCTTiis(8eeN. 1

below), Iktio-tyis (NT d.X. 1 Pet 4^* ; see Vocab. s.v. for \ise in Koivr]),

\r\<nr]s, p.epi.crTiis (NT d.X. Lk 12^*. To Pollux and eccles. add Koivrj
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exx. in Vocab. s.v.), faaXinaTris (for class. o-aXTrtyKriyy, Lob. Phryn. 191),

uPpiaTTjs, «|»i6upi(rrTis.

From verb in -vfw : troYYuaTrjs (NT a.X. Jude "; elsewhere only
LXX, Sym,, Theod.).

From other verbal stems : jrywCTTTjs (in which a is inserted before t

as in SumaTTjs and »|»€uo-tt]s), jSioiKTris (NT d.X. 1 Ti 1", elsewhere
Did. 52, Barn. 20^, Sym. But the LXX cpd. ep-yoStw/crr/y is

"
profane,"

as shown by a iii/B.c. papjnrus : see Vocab. 166a), fSoTTjs (('i.X. 2 Co 9'

(LXX), for class, bori^p ; see Vocab. s.v. for pre-Christian inscr. fKBorr/s),

tcfXTTaiKTiis (only LXX semel, 2 Pet 3^, Jude "
: see Mayor Commentary,

in loc), £Tr€i'8uTT]s (see n. 2 below), e<j)eup£Ti]s, KXe'irTtis, Kpirrj?, fia0Y]Tris

(of. fie-fiad-r]-Ka), vop.o6iT-i]s (a T.P. cixl., see § 105), 6<|)€iX€tt)s, irapapdTTjs,

tTrXiiKTT)s, tiTpoo-wTroXr]p.TrTt)s (§ 105), iTpo<|)riTT]s, U7rT)peTris (§ 129 (b)).

Note.—1. KepfAarioriis (peculiar to NT and related writings) is

formed from °i(a), a classical verb for to cut funall, which gained the mean-

ing in Hellenistic to coin into small money (Anth.), to exchange (for papp.
see Vocab.) ; tKoXXuPio-Trjs, a late word (Rutherford NP 499, common in

papp., see Vocab.), has no corresponding verb, and must owe its form to

analogy, probably with Kepfiaria-Tij':. The noun koXXv/3o? is of Semitic

origin.

2. As with nouns in -Trjp, we can trace an easy transition from nomen

agentis to instrumental meaning in some words, e.g. iirevZur-qs , |j.eTpT)T^5.

2. Derivatives in -rij'ifrom nouns.

§ 151. The denominatives include faurirjs, TrpeaPuTTjs. The suffix

is found after a variety of stems, some of which have given rise to complex
suffixes which were freely used in the production of analogy formations.
Thus:

(Tt)s : from stems in -o-, oikc'ttjs (oIkottjs only found in vulgar
curse tablet, Meisterhans* 117), t<^i'fA4)uXeTT)s (for Attic cf)vXeTT)s,

from (f)i}\ov or cjivXr)). So euepyeTTjs (see below, under cpds.).

a>TT]s : from -o- stems, 8ea|j,oiTT)s, iSiojttjs : from -a stems,

o-TpaTiwTT)s, fo-uv'rjXtKiwTTis (for class. ijXiKiwr^s-).

iTr)s : from -i- stems, TroXtTT]s. By analogy fieaiTtjs and a

group of appellatives which t£x>'itt)s and Tpa7rej^iTr]s (WH
-€LTr]s) represent in the NT. These two influences may account

for 'ApeoTrayiTTis (§ 106). The common ethnica in -trrjs are

naturally reinforced by the Semitic ethnica in •<

(fem. n
)

though the spelling -(iTrjs is better supported (WH App.^ 161).
See the list above, p. 150.

NiKoXaiTT)s, a follower of NtKoXaof—an easy extension of the

idea of
"
membership

"
that constitutes the preceding classes. MapyapiTTjs

may (through its association with precious stones) be quoted as the one
NT example of a class of nouns with this suffix used of kinds of stone {e.g.

irvpiTTjs, alp.aTiTT]s ; cf. Lat. anthracites (Pliny)).
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3. Compounds in -t?;?.

The large class with -araTTjs as second member of the compound
is represented by e-n-io-TciTifjs and irpwTOCTTdTTjs (a K.D. cpd., § 106).

So auTOTTTKis (a K.D. cpd. § 106) and eTrdTTTT]s {§ 120) represent another

group. Three T.P. cpds. (§ 105) are dpo-ei/oKotTTis (from apa-qv, koitt]),

olv'OTroTT]?, t4>pe»'ciTrdTTis. Probably to the same class belongs xP^o'J'^'^"

Xe'TTjs (for form see p. 73, also Lob. Phryn. 691).

Note.—-The accentual variations within these groups call for some

notice. Brugmann {IF ix. (1898) 368 n.^) draws attention to the corre-

spondence between the masculines Kklnrr^s, yvfj.vrjrrjs etc., with their pen-

ultimate accent, and the abstracts ^Xao-r/;, diirij etc., just as kjjiti^^

etc. correspond to the abstracts aKrrj, p.f\(Ti] etc. But the connexion

is not shown. The fullest treatment is in Fraenkel, Geschichte der

griechischen Nomina agentis, ii. 199-215. Debrunner Worth. 175 f., while

suspecting that the ancient grammarians added to the confusion by
unreliable transmission in individual words as well as groups, offers the

following general rules. Derivatives in -ttjs from nouns are barytone,

also the old nomina agentis in -rr;?, and the compounds, together with a

few uncompounded formations as iKerris and KXenTTjs. Oxytone are

those formations in -rrjs which have taken the place of an earlier -rrjp.

Thus oiKiTr^s, ttoXlttjs, fieo-/xcbTr;f, fTronrrfS, oIvottoti^s ; but ^ovXevTr]s.

Other factors, however, may break through this partition. Thus the

Hellenistic Sor^s- (for Homeric SoTrip) is under the influence of -86tt]s, so

often the final member in cpds. (e.g. fucrdairobcyrr}^). On the contrary,

KpiTr]^ (also vTTOKpirrjs), which rejjlaced Dor. Kpiri-ip, maintained a sturdy

independence of 8iKaio-KpiTT]s etc. because of its legal use. It will be

seen that generally those formed directly from a verb are oxytone.

•4. Abstract nouns in -t?;?.

§ 152. These are nearly all formed from
Abstracts

adjectives in -o-, with the result that the
^^

suffix -c;T?;9 is regularly attached to the con-

.sonantal stems as well.

From nouns in -o- : j-GeoTTis, ta8e^<t>0TT]s (note extension of meaning
to concrete and collective sense. See Vocab.).

From adjectives in -o- : fAyionqs, tdyfOTTis, dSporris, aicJxpoTTis,

fYU|Jl»'OTT)S, td8T)X6T11S, t0ei6TT]S, IKai-OTTlS, flXapOTr]?, ICTOTTIS, KaSapoTTjs,

Kttit'OTTjs, fKupioTTis, XafiTTpoTTis, tfAaTai6TT)s (scc Vocob.), ||i,eYaX€idTir]s,

ceoTTjs, ofxotoTnis, oaioTTis, -n-aXaioTTjs, cr€fji,coTT]s, aKXT)p6TTis, TeXeioTTis,

frijiioTT]?, y^p-(]<TT6rr]<i
: diTX6Tr]s (from -60s).

t'A4)eXoTT)s (from -rjs, for which see § 107) appears in the Koivi] together

with class. d(p(}.fi(i, e.g. Vett. Val. p. 240". (See Vocab. s.v.)

riioTTjs (from TTtcoi'), tlk'OTTjs (from eJi gen. ei'Of).
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From adjectives in -uy : BpaSuri^s, t€o0uTT)s, irpaoTTjs.

Note.—For the accent in PpaSuTrjs see Br.-Th. Or. 180 and Debr.
Worth. 184 n.^. The distinction seems to rest upon an I.E. principle of

accentuation. In Att. and Hellen. there was a tendency to assimilation,

e.g. Att. Kov(f)oTT]s : Tpa\vTr)s. Hellen. yXvKVTtji etc. : veorrjs.

5. Other nouns in -rijp.

-TTjp These fall into three groups :

(a) Closely connected with nomina agentis, already
discussed under 1, are a number of terms for instruments, tools, etc.

(cf. words in -rpov (under 6. below).

fNiTTTrip.
—This word for basin, found tirst in Jn 13*, and elsewhere

only in writings influenced by the Johannine narrative of the foot-wash-

ing, is formed from the late verb vinrui (class. vi^u>) : cf. Kparrjp, KprjTi-jp fr.

KfpdvvvfjLt. iTaxi^p (Skt. sthdtdr, Lat. stator, I.E. *iithd-, cf. \' sta- of i(TTr]p.i),

used first of a weight, then of a coin. The connexion with nomina agentis
is here traceable.

XapaKTTjp {xapua-a-o)), originally a tool for engraving, then of the

die or mould, then of the stamp or impress, as on a coin or seal ; so Heb l"*.

(b) Terms of relationship: ©uyciTiip, ii.r]T-t)p, TraTr^p. On the
"

re-

lative
"
force of -TTjp cf. under 7. below.

(c) A few other nouns of various meaning :

'A<TTr\p (Skt. star-, Lat. stdla <*ster4d. The a- in Gr. and Arm. astl

is not prothetic. I.E. *aster, gen. strds. Boisacq, s.v.).

raarrip.
—^Brugmarm {IF xi. 272 n.) suggests connexion with yiv-rn"

he held," ye/xm
"

I am full of anything," ye/xoy, yopos etc. For the

(T he compares Skt. vasti-, vaniSthu-, Lat. ve{n)stca ; Germ, wanst, Lat.

venter.

Note.—Brugmami (Or.* 180) suspects that the recessive accent in

p,i]TT]p, GuyaTTip, for *pr]TT]p, *6vyaTT)p (Skt. mdtd, duhita), is due to the

influence of the vocative fi']rep, Ovyartp, in the same way that personal

names prefer the recessive accent on that account. (See p. 59 above.)

6. Nouns in -T/309, -rpa, -rpov.

-xpos, -Tpa, These are closely related to the -ter-, -tor-

-xpov' suffix of the nomina agentis.

(a) -rpos, a most unproductive suffix, is represented in NT only

by iaTp(5s (
: Idrrip, Ion. Irjri'jp).

(6) -Tpd is seen in fjiT]Tpa, womb, where the instrumental force is

evident.

(c) -Tpov is common in names for implements. Debi-unner {Worth.

J76f.) traces three stages in use of this suffix: (a) instrument, (3)

locality, (y) payment.
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Under (a) we have ayKiarpov (Mt 17", Ignat. Magn. lU), aporpoi',

d)jL<()ip\r]aTpoi' (§ 112, 1 (6)), eaoTTTpoc (§ 117), Kevrpov, Xourpot', \i.€Tpov,

4>6^y]Tpov (Lk 21". So most MSS, see above, pp. 110, 364. Both
suffixes are old, but this spelling was preferred because of dissimilation of

aspirates. Bl-D § 35, 2). Under (/3) OeaTpoi' (so Ac IQ^'J-^i; then

spectacle as in 1 Co 4^). Under (y) Xurpov and dvTiXuxpoi'.

Note.— 1. The accent of Xovrpov, like that of another Homeric word

Satrpoi', distinguishes it from ahnost every other noun in -rpof. (For
the group of cognates, \ovTpu>v and Xovrijp, with wliich it is so closely

alUed in meaning, see J. A. Robinson ap. Eph 5^®.)

2. The papyri show that -rpov was still active. Thus for (a)

(yKoiprjTpov
"
counterpane," P Petr ii. 9^'' ; for (y) the very common

(Poperpov
"
cost of carriage," e.g. P Ryl ii. 209* (ii/A.D.).

7. -T6/309.

§ 153. This was confined in the historical period
•^ to the formation of the comparative of adjectives, but

the suffix -tero- was used at a much earlier stage to indicate ideas that were
relative rather than absolute. The I.E. comparative in -tero- did not stand

for an intensification of the positive, but represented a comparison. So

the form in -tero- expressed no absolute property of a thing, but a

relationship. Pairs of correlatives or opposites were thus formed,

E.g. dpiarepos
—

Se^irepos (cf. Lat. sinister—dexter).

T]fjie'T€po9
—

up-e'repos (cf. Lat. noster—vester),

opea-Tfpos
—

dyporepos (" on the hiUs
"—"

on the plain ").

Streitberg {IF xxxv. 196 f.) contends that the suffix -ter- is to be

explained in the same way. It is seen at once in the terms for family

relationship vari^p, p>]Tt]p, dvyarrip, (ppdrrip, which all point to the charac-

ter of one person in relation to another. We can understand why such

nouns should be provided with the same suffix as the so-called compara-
tive formations. It is but one step further to claim that the same holds

good of the nomina agentis. These originally were concerned with ideas

which had no unqualified but only a relative meaning, and would be

unthinkable except in some external connexion. Just as the term
"
father

"
involves a relationship to another person,

"
child," so

"
giver

"

(ddtar-, dorrjp, dcorcjp) implies relationship to a second party. Thus the

suffix -ter- is appropriate here also.

Comparatives. See above, pp. 165-7. The ordinal devrepos is of the

same formation.

Pronouns : 'ApcpoTfpos, erepui, see p. 182 above. Ylorepos, which of

two, survives in NT only in adverbial form, irorepoi', whether, Jn 7".

The adj. dWoxpios owes the secondary suffix -to- to its original

•antonym I'Sto?. The primary suffix -rp- is the weak grade of -rep-. For

similar ablaut changes see Brugmann Gr.^ 228, Ord.'^ n. i. 165, 329.
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8. Nouns and adjectives in -to<;, -tt), -rov.

§ 154. These suffixes were chiefly used in the parent I.E. to form verbal

adjectives and ordinal numerals. In Greek the verbal connexion is less

strong than in some cognate languages, and -ro$- is not the mark of the

perf. pass, partic. (cf. Lat. -tus), but is free from tense and voice con-

nexions (Proleg. 221). The verbal attachment was weak enough to

allow the suffix to be added to noun stems.

-TOS
(a) Verbal adjectives. For formation see

pp. 188, 224, and for accent, p. 224.

These may be grouped conveniently under the conjugation classes

(supra 184 f., infra 381 S.). Often the neg. adj. alone occurs.

From verbs in I. a. (a) : f'ASidXenrxos (see Vocab. s.v.), fdKarciXoTos,

IdKaTdirao-TOS (p. 253, Vocab. s.v.), tdKardaxcros, nKaXvros (-o>S, Vocab.

S.V.), dfAt/xTTTOs, dp,eTap,€\r]TO'i, dkCKTOs, fdi'eVSeKTOs, dirio-Tos, fdiroSeKTOS,

d-TTTaioTTOs (Xen. and later), ypaTrros, IScktos {Vocab. s.v.), cKXeKTos,

t^eo-Tos, f0e6irveu<TTOS (p. 255, Vocab. s.v.), •firapeicraKTOs {Vocab. s.v.),

TTiCTTos {Vocab. S.V.), fTTfiKTos, tTrpoCTTiXuTos (p. 2.37, also Vocab. s.v.),

faufeKXeKTOs-

(6) 'AirpocriTos.

I. 13. (h) 'AKardo-TaTos (Hipiwcr. and Hellen. writers), tajxerdOeTos,

dkeuGcTos, do-uVcTos, eyKdOexos, ckSotos, £K6eT0S, euGeros (§ 106),

/xeruSoror (eu|ieT°, § 106), napadoTos (jiraTpo-", § 105), nfpia-raTos (euTr°,

§ 106), CTOl'CTOS.

II. a. {a) 'Ai'afidpTTjTOS, di'€iriXT))ji,'iTTOS, tdTT€piTp.if]TOS, Troroy (>noun,

770X09, p. 254).

(6) Auwaros, whence dSuVaxos (§ 106).

II. IB. (a) 'A|j.exaKii'T]xos, TrpoailxiTos (§ 125).

(b) "AKpaxos, dppwaxo9 (Hippocr. and Hellen.), ao-jBcaxos,

oTpcordf (Xi0o-°).

III. f'ATrfpia-TraoToy (f-us).

IV. (a) 'Apecrxos, €udpe<Txos(Foc«6. s.v.), -/Spwrdy (t<rr]Td-, taKwXT]K6-),

iTa0r]x6s. M6^uoTdj>d|j.€'0ucrxos (in Plut. = "
not drunken," then used for

a remedy against drunkenness, and so of the stone {tj afied.)).

(6) Ayi'waxos (§ 106), fdKaxdY>'waxos, yt'coaxos, SiSaKxds.

(c) AlxfJ-dXcoxos ( <mxM?7 and riXto-Ko/iat, a T.P. cpd., § 105), 0fif]xds.

There are no verbals from verbs in Classes V. and VI. Those in the

next Class foUow the subdivision of verbs in yo : ye given below, § 160.

VTI. From verbs in -dw. 'AyaiTTjxds, fdpxiyeVi'Tjxos, dt'e|€pau>'T]xos,

d)j.w)JiT]X09, ddpaxo9 (§ 106), y£vvy]T6^, opaxds. From )(pr}ofiai,,

XpT)o-x69 (p. 265).
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in -e'o). tAY«»'«t*^0YT''°5, tdXdXT]TOS, td,|ji.eTai'6r]Tos, fdmiroXo-

Yr]TOs, dcapiOfj-TiTos, di-eyKXTiTos, tdi'eK8iriYT]T0S, f-dfCKXa-

Xtjtos, dfOTiTos, dopaxos (§ 106), dpKCTos, auGaiperos, fdxeipo-

TTOiriTOS, 8uO-|'OT]TOS, 'ElTaiVCTOS, €1Tnr60T)TOS, t«U^OYT]TOS,

kXtitos, irapdKXirjTos, tiroTafjio<t>6pT]Tos, (for papp. see Vucab.

s.v.), aruyriTos, x£ipo'n'0'-iT''os-

in -OG). Miffflwros.

in -v(o. -6vTos ("NiSwXoGuTos, UpoOuxos), -(fjvTvs (efJi<j)UT0S,

•'e6<j)UTos).

in -evo). 'AiTai8euTOS, do-dXeuros, fSuCTepp.rji'cuTOS, fXa^eoTos,

(TlTeUTOS-

in -aivu). fAp'Opacxos, dixiacros, dirapaPaxos (Ruth. NP
367. For meaning, see Westcott ap. Heb 7^* and Vocah. s.v.),

dire'pai'TOS, a(|>ai'Tos (see Vocah. s.v.), u(j)ai'Tos.

in -ivw {-n- yn). 'ASidKpiTos, tdKaraKpiTos, dcu-jroKpiTos, 'Actui'-

KpiTOS, fauTOKaraKpiTOS.

in -vvo). Ykv^-naiayuvTo^.

in -a/3co, -iipu). 'AKaGapros, (^OaproS) difjOttpTos. (Here also

may come prjTos (-ws), dppT)TOs, di'ttfTip-qTos. See p. 235.)

in -XXo). 'AttoPXtjtos.

in -TTTw. |''AYk'a<})os (=«yva7rToy, see Vocab. s.v.), jdKaTa-

KaXuTTTos, dp.€|ji,irTOS, dfiTTTOS, dpa<j)OS (= tttos), Kpuirros.

in -cr<T(o. t'AcuTroTaicTOS, draKTos, tpSeXuKxos, irXao-ros,

TaKT^S.

in -d^w. t'A»'e|ixi'ioi<TTos, dirapacrK€uaCTT0S, fdTreipao-TOS,

tSoCTpdo-TaKTOs (for guttural form, see p. 230 and Vocab.

pp. 106, 173), 0au)j,aaT6s, cre^acnos.

in -I'fo). fAaTrjpiKTOs, dOtpuos (for older d^€/xt(rros),tdCTTi]pi.KTOs,

d^dpiaros, euxdptcTTOs, fCTiTicrros ;
also aa-wTos (-ws, § 106).

But aOifxiTos (for older adifiurros) from BifiL^. Xpiaros
is from xp'«"'

Note.—1. The general rule for accentuation is that verbal adjectives

in -Toi are oxytone when uncompounded, or when compounded with a

preposition if they denote possibility (three terminations). Othei-wise the

compounds are proparoxytone (and of two terminations). But as the

passive meaning can so easily pass over into that of possibility, we often

find paroxytones with two terminations for oxytones with three termina-

tions. For exceptions to these rules see K.Bl. i. 538. Schmiedel (WS 69)

explains ckXcktos as derived direct from eVXeyw (with no corresponding

simplex), so also euXoyriTos from fv'hoyea. This probably explains

au^'€T(5s. Zu»'eKXeKT«i9 is influenced by its simplex above. For diroSeKTos

and €kX€kt<5s, supra, p. 58.

2. 'A)xe'0oCTTos and SidXcKTos j^reserve their adjectival force, as is shown

by their feminine gendt'i, due to the supplyof Xi'^os and yXcoa-a-a respectively.
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(6) Nouns, abstract and concrete.—The masc, fern., and neut.

of these verbal adjectives often came to be used as abstract

nouns. Many, however, have the concrete meaning,

a. QdvuTos, Koi/iopTos, koit€t6j, fAttaros (see p. 110 above, v6tos

(see Boisacq, s.v. vdco), ttXoGtos, ttotos, TTuperos, ueros, 4)6pTos,

Xopxos. Irparos {Ka-ropvvfii) is represented in NT by compounds (e.gr.

crTparr]y6s, o-TpaToXoycw). Iitos {<*\J^ctos : \jria>=pound. So Prellwitz.

Boisacq gives this with alternative etymologies), efiauros (<Hom.
(vi.av(a=rest in. Hence original meaning was solstice, i.e. place of rest in

the sun's progress. See Boisacq s.v., and Brugmann IF xv. 89 £f., xvii.

319 f.).

. (i. 'Aperi], ^povTr\ {(3penw), yei'eTr^, koitt], KpvTTTt],

TeXeuTrj, /neAer/) (Barn. 10^^). 'EopTrj possibly belongs
to this group if the derivation <*Ff-Fap-Ta is right. (See Boisacq s.v.)

, y. 'EpTreroM (epTzco), TrpoPaTOi/ (Trpo/Sau'w), Xeirroi'

(XeVco) ; apiCTToc rightly comes in here, <*apt <*d[i]epi

(a locative form=m the morning) and *f(TT6v <ed(o (=eat). See Brugm.
KVG 453, and, for loss of e by ablaut, ib. 143. Uotuv drink occurs in

Did. W, Ignat. Tral. 2^, Ep. Diogn. G".

(c) Suffix -WTO?.—A special variety is the suffix -wto?,

originally belonging to the verbal adjective closely associated

with verbs in -ow (see IV. (c) above), and then attached to

other stems, even to nouns, in the sense of
"
supplied with."

, AiPat'ojTos {<\L^avos) may come under this

heading, if in Rev 8^ it= censer, a view which Charles

supports (ICC in loc). See, however, Vocab. s.v. KiPwtos is a word of

Semitic origin and uncertain etymology.
In later Greek the fern, form -oirrj is fairly common as an elliptical

subst. with the meamng
" made of" or

"
coming from." Thus fn^Xwrr]

sc. Bopd) coat of sheepskin {<p.ri\ov sheep). See Mayser Gr. i. 454,

Jannaris Or. 297.

{d) Superlatives and Ordinals.—For the -to? suffix in the

formation of superlatives see above, §§ 67-69, and for the closely

related ordinals see § 72.

The suffix -to- appears chiefly in ordinals, e.g. €ktos (Skt. sasthdh)

Lat. sextus). From evaros, ^(Karos etc., -aros became detached as a

distinctive suffix and is found in two superlativas, Trpajro? and i'axaTos

(see p. 167). How the once productive superl. suffix -raros arose is not

clear. Brugmann [Gr.^ 202) suggested c()epTaTos=(Pfpi(TTos as the

explanation, but this is dropped in ed.'* (p. 238). Others account for it by

i
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comparing the Horn, vararos with Skt. uttamds and assuming that -ra^o-

became -raro- under the influence of -ros in -kttos. So Hirt Handb. 294.

The suffix -(OToy goes back to I.E. (cf. Skt. -i^tha-, Goth, -ista-), and is

composed of -is-, weak grade of the suffix -jes- (cf. Lat. magis), and the

-to- already mentioned.

. -Tc, -rei.

Under this heading we find in NT only the group of adverbs in -lari,

for which see p. 163.

10. Nomina actionis in -ti-.

§ 155. A very productive suffix from the

I.E. period in the formation of primary verbal

abstracts (nomina actionis) of the feminine gender.

For the change of t to a- before i and e at a primitive stage of the

language, see Brugmann Gr.* 118.

This suffix was originally added to the weak grade of the roots or

bases (as with the verbal adjectives in -ros). In time, however, with

the gradual passing of the ablaut distinction in many verbs, and partly
under the influence of other forms of the verb, and of other verbal nouns,

the suffix was attached also to the strong grade of ablaut. Thus priais,

86<riSj but in Hellenistic pevcns came in for the earlier pvais. It is there-

fore worthy of notice that puais is the form in the NT.

(
1 ) Formed by adding suffix directly to root or base :

Al'peffis (A>'-, 8i-, Ka0-), |3dais (ck-, Kara-, -rrapd-), Ppwo-ts, yiy^ai^,

yvC)(Tis (dvd-, 8ia-, teiri-, firpji-), Socng (dcTaTro-, irapd-), Suais

{<8iiva)=set), cycpais, flXeylis, fcXeuo-is, e^is, OXivJ/is, iWis, Kauais,

kXtictis (irapd-, Trp6<T-), Kpiai; (dcd-, diro-, hid-, fKard-, otto-), ktictis,

Xt)|jh|<is (drd-, dcTi-, jaerd-, irpotr-), Xuais (di'd-, eiri-). opacris, ope^i?,

oij/is, TTOcTts, TTpd|is, TTTwais, pocTis, CTTdcTis (di'd-, diTOKaTa-, eK-, e^ard-,

CTTi-, TeiTiau-, utto-), Td|is, <()d(ns (irpd-), <|>uais, XPT''^^^ (fdTro-).

In the following words the suffix is added to the compound verbal

stem (as was the case with most of the compotmds just given in brackets).

They are put in a separate list as the simplicia are not found in NT :

"Yiraplts, dcd|3X€v)/i5, fdi'd-, diro-, ec- Sei^is, fdireK-, eV- Suais,

(<°8i'w), dv-, d<j)-, irdp-, ctuc- ecris, jKarda^edis, dvTi-, dTro-, eiri-,

perd-, f-TTept-, irpo-, jcruvKajd- 0eais (dean in Herm. Vis. iii. 13^),

d<j>i^iS, diroXauCTis, dvd-, utto-
fi.vr]ai<s, "fKardvu^is, di'Oi|is, dm-, Kard-

irauCTis, cVtcu^is, fdkd-, f-rrpoo--, auy- x'^o'i?-

(2) This suffix was then attached to denominative verbal stems,

especially when the existing noun from which the verb was derived did

not convey the abstract verbal meaning.
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Thus from verbs in -d<o :

t'AyaXXiaCTis (see below, p. 385), oItt-, ctuc-, Iutt- dfTTjais, YeV»'T)<ns,

t€V8c5p.T](7is (pp. 73, 307), tKau)(T](ns, KoijjiTjais, Ku^ipvr\cn<;.

From verbs in -e'w :

AyacaKTYiCTis, td0eTT]<ns, ta0XT)ais, falVeais, 8€'t)(tis, Sit^y'H*'''-?) 'I'^kSi-

KTjais, ei'6u)JLT](ns, J iTTiiroQ-qai'; , '\e(TQr\cns (but see p. 133), ^>lTT]ais,

KaToiKTjcris, Kt>'Y|(ns, tTrapaTi]pT]ai'5, TroiTjcns, TTrpocKapTepTjcris, tttot^ctis,

fo'up^xoi'Y^crts, ji)(nepr](Tis, 4)p6i'T)ais.

Tiie short vowel in the penult of aii'eo-is, as the long vowel in GeXriais

{<d(\u>), is probably due to the influence of the aor. fivfo-a, fdi\r](T(i

(see Brugm. Gr* 239).

From verbs in -ow :

t'Ai'aKaii'wats, |3e3aioj(ns,
'

(3iwtns, 8i-, iirav- opOwais, ScKaiuais,

feKirXiqpwCTis, "j'eprip.wais, '}"KaTacrKr]>'w<ris, "{"XuTpwats, |"|Ji6p<J)wais, "[v^-

Kpwcris, ofjioiwCTis, Trupwcns, Trujpwcns, Taireivojcns, TeXeiwais, '|"uTroTUTTW<ns,

•j'<j>ac€'pojCTis, j'cJjUCTiaJOriS.

From other verbal stems :

K6Xao-is( : -u(<o), fKaTdprto-is (
: -I'Cw), j"dTi-OKdXu(|/is (

: -Trrw), aia0T]ais

(
: ala-B-uuo-fjiai), augYjais (

: av^-uv-co, fut. av^rjaco), dXwais (
: aXidKOfiai,

fut, dXcocro-^ai). o-ui'£i8t)<tis (
: avvoida, fut. -ctSijcrco), 'j"Tr€Troi0T]ais (

: Trei'^o),

Trinoida).

Notes may be given on three words.

"AXuais chain is of uncertain etymology, and may have no connexion

with these notiiina actionis.

n€TToi0Ti<ns.
"
Substantives in -o-tr from the perfect stem were not

used by Attic writers
"

(Rutherford NP 355).

Iui-ciStjo-is (see above § 127). For history of this word see Norden

Agnostos Theos, 136 n.^. It is noteworthy that with one doubtful excep-
tion Epictetus prefers the participle to a-weidis (cf. Bonhoffer, Epiktet u.

das NT, 156).

(3) The old form of the suffix -th survives in a few old words only.

DiCTTis {=iTid-Tis), rpCTTis fasting, where vr) is the result of contraction,

high grade «e coming before e in Anlaut, \^ed-, see above, p. 287.

The masc. jiavris (Herm. Maud. xi. 2) was originally fem. abstract

(cf. Lat. liostis. Brugmann GV.* 239).

Note.— 1. -ens nouns in Hellenistic no longer represent action merely,

but also result. Thus Kxiais creation or creature, y^'wo'ts the result of

insight, as well as insight itself.

2.
"

-o-ty is apparently concrete in aiTtjais C P Herm 73 ii^, but oiKodoixrja-is

in 83^ is nomen actionis ; so Tr\dKa)(Ti<: 94^^, SiyXwo-ty lOP". But KXTjo-ts

1016, o'lKTja-ii 119 iii^', (TVfxTrruicni often, Kparijaii 119 iv^^, /3f/3a('cocrtj ^^,

fxirpr^crii v^*, i"idXr]cn.s verso iii^^ [are concrete]. "A^ioa-is ib.^'^ less clear.

Tlpd^is, legal execution (BGU iv. 1115^^ etc.). Thumb {Dial 373) says
-(Tty and -pet were signs of Ionic influence in Attic prose."

—J. H. M.
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(2) The -d- Suffixes.

§ 156. Though originating in the I.E. period, this suffix

had a specially extended use in Greek.

1. Nouns in -a8-, -i8-.

, » . 1. As a root determinative it appears in such
^ formations as napa-a-Ta-s, -d8os, which became a

model for formations in -as, -u8os. Thus ik/xcis (Lk 8^, see Vocab.),

Xafiiras, CTiriXds (Jude
^^

: see Mayor in loc), CTTipds (]VIk 11*, see Swete

in loc. For (rroi/3ur and a-rv^ds see p. 76 above). Aopxas, a woman's

name, means
"
gazelle," and is an instance of a form modified by popular

etymology, (opads (
=I.E. *iork-s) being conformed to supposed connexion

with dfpiiopai.

2. Patronymics and place-names are represented by 'HpwSids,

Tipepids, Tpwds, and 'EXXds.

3. For the numerals p-upids and x^^^iSj see above, pp. 169, 176.

j>

4. The old class to which TroSaTr 's, dWotanns
etc. belonged is represented in the NT by iroxa-n-os,

which has been modified by popular etymology under the infiuence of

TTOTf. (See Proleg. 95.)

5. The ethnica in -is are represented only by

'EXXT)^'ls ( : masc. "EXXrjv), and 'EPpais (a peculiar form

for the more usual 'Ef^pa'iKos, rj, 6v), which is found twice in the LXX
(4 Mac 12' 16^5, 17

'E. (pav^) and in the NT in Acts ter {tj 'E^. SidXefcros).

lafiapeiTts in Joseph. =the region of Samaria, but in Jn 4^ is the fem.

of 'S.ap.apeir-qs.

6. Feminine appellatives in -is are jauyyev'is (from m. -r]s), •\\i.o[.ya\i%

(Hell, form of Att. p,oixds, see above, § 147, from m. (xoixos), tirop4>op<5Tr<ijXis

(from m. -rjs).

7. A diminutive meaning may be traced in 6upis (
: 6vpa), K€^aK\.%

(
: Kf(f)aXrj), irivaKLS (Lk 1®^ C^D)). Cf. Plummer in loc: 'All four forms,

iriva^, TTivoKis, nii'dKioi', and TTivaKidiov, are used of writing- tablets, and

TTivaKida is v.l. here. But elsewhere in NT niva^ is a
"
dish

"
or

"
platter."

'

8. Apart from these groups we have a large number of nouns with

the -IS termination. 'AKpis, dCTins, dTfiis (cf. drpos, <('ico = to blow),

fPoXis (Heb 122" (LXX) minusc. pauc), eXiris, kXcis, Xems, p.€pi9, Trais

{<7rdFis), irayts, pa4>is, poTi's, (xai'is, <T<^payis, a4>upis (see above, p. 109).

"lao-TTis, a word of Phoenician origin (see Boisacq, and cf. Hebrew

nQi;>^}. *lpis <*Fl.pi.s, I.E. *ui-ri-s.

napo\|/is (see above, § 123). The Atticists condemned the use of this

word in the derivative sense (see NP 265).
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Harpi's, originally poet. fern, of Trdr^to?, then aubst. (=/; narpia yrj),

lu'pns, Awis.

9. -Tis has become the regular feminine for nomina agentis in -rrji,

e.g. Trpo<|>T]Tis, irpoo-TclTis, and for denominatives in -rrfs, e.g. irpeCTPuTis,

2. Conglutinates with -aB-, -tB-.

_.g
These are represented in the NT only by the

neuter nouns in -i8i.ov, for which see above, p. 346.

3. Nouns in -Bov-.

c / c \
The sole NT representative of this formation is

-(XjJV (-001'-) \ c. / T-,

X^^i^^iowf. Found m Rev 21i" alone in Biblical

Greek, it is the name given to a copper silicate found in the mines near
Chalcedon. The place name itself is a derivative of x^Xkos copper.

It is doubtful whether aivSmv should come under this heading. It

seems to be an Oriental loan word ; cf. Hebr. pno
"
linen wrapper."

4. Adjectives in -coB7)(;.

These have been given in § 107 above (p. 283) under compounds.
The fondness of Hernias for words of this formation is striking : iprjuadrjs

{Sim. ix. 26^), KpoKwSrjs {Sim. vi. P), /xao-rwSj^r {Sim. ix. 1^), nvpoddijs Ka\

alfiard>8r]S {Vis. iv. 3^), Kpr]fxvM8r]s, ciKavdaSrjs, rpt^oXciSj;? {Sim. vi. 2*),

<iKai'd<i)8r]s {Mand. xii. P- *
et al.).

(3) The -d- Suffixes.

See above, p. 364,

F. Suffixes with Guttural Stops.

(1) The -k- Suffixes.

1. Primary nouns in -Krj.

§ 157. A few words have this as a primary
suffix, e.g. 0i^KT|, I'lKT).

ci'KT]<*«i- according to Osthoff MU iv. 223 f., who eft. Skt. n'l-ca-^.
But this is very doubtful ; see Boisacq 671.

2. Adverbs in -tf, -a^.

-ii,.ai
"'P'^ (§ ^^^ (^)) ^^^ ^''''^ (P- 286) are

nom. sing, of adjectives petrified as adverbs

(cf. avafxi^, Trard^, Brugmann Gr.^ 207).
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3. Nouns with stems in -uk-, -e«-, -rjK-, -vk-, -ik-.

Nouns in -a^.
"A^'^pa^ ^wpat KcJpat iriVat 4)u\a^ x«Pt^? ;

> _ > t

'

n -fK- : dXciiTT]^ ; in -tjk- : o-kwXt]^ ;
in -vk- : Kt^pu^

(for accent, see above, p. 57) ; in -(a)iK- : yuv-f] ;
in -k- :

4>TJXi,^, «t>oiki|, <f)oifi|, xo^''^!-

The history of the relation between ywaiK- and ywij is uncertain,
but that it goes back to prim. I.E. is shown by Armen. kanai-. The
accent in ywaiKos may be derived from the monosyllabic */3i/atK-

(*/3t'nt(cds). See Bi-ugmann IF xxii. 171 ff., Gr.* 242. For etymology of

dXanr}^, see Brugmann Grd.^ n. i. 474.

4. Denominative adjectives and nouns in -ko-.

uaiKos ((hv-a-i-s), dXoKos (n\s), uaXaKOS ;

-KOS, -KTl, -KOI/ .

cpapfxa/coi' ; ((>uAaKir].

'AXukos is supplanted in Hellenistic by d\iK(k, really a distinct word.
See above, p. 80, and Vocab. s.v. (Apart from Jas 3^^ the classical

form is found in the Bible only in the name for the Dead Sea, Num 3^^,

Deut 3".)

<t>(£pp.aKov<*0ap/ia<*6/i-rmen-. So Brugm. Grd.^ n. i. 486. See,

however, Thumb in Brugm. GV.* 241 n.*, and Boisacq 1015 n.^

MaXaKos< I.E.*»i°Z -^d-s, <melaf-, to grind, pidverise (see Boisacq,
s.vv. ^okdaKos, fxvWco, I3\df:it]). For the meaning of this word in 1 Co 6®

see Deissmann LAE 150 (^164) n.*, Vocab. s.v.

5. Denominative adjectives in -iaK6<;, formed from nouns in

-to-, -m, on the analogy of -ta? : -tV, -idSrjfi
-laKos /(v /c, /c,

: -1077?, -LaC,eiv : -c^eiv.

fKupittKos (Kvpios), foLKiaKos, are both Hellenistic formations.

For the contemporary use of KvpiaK6s=imperial, and for the origin

of the use of
!] KvpiaKr]=Lord^s day in Rev 1^", see Deissmann BS 217 ff.

LAE 362 ff. (2358 ff.), and Vocab. 364.

OiKiaKos (Mt 10'^- ^® onh^ in Gr. Bible), a Koivr) formation found in

papp. (see Vocab.) in the sense of a member of a hoitsehold. OiKeioKoy, read

v.^^ by CDMU (v.^® Ur), is a late formation from oiKflos, meaning
his oivn. (Found in Plut. Cic. 20).

6. Denominative adjectives in -iK6<; (after -co'i the most

productive of adjectival suffixes in Greek),
"''*°^

from prim. I.E. -iqo-, as in Skt. parydyiM-s

(=strophic) from parydyd-s (=strophe), cf. Lat. modicus :

modus.

(a) In Homeric period these were mostly ethnica, which continue to

be formed in this way.
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'AxciiK^s, TaXariK^s, 'EPpaiK^s. 'EWtji'ikos, louSaiKos, IraXtK^s.

AeoiTiKcJs, riovTiK^s, 'Pa)fjiaiK(5s.

oinKT] (p. 149) and Ia(j,o0pdKTi (-dpaKr), BE) are of a diflferent

formation.

(b) The extension of this suffix in the classical period probably arose

with such words as (fivaiKos, fiavriKOi, where the suffix -Koy was attached

to an -(- stem.

The idea of
"
belonging to

"
is seen in paaiXiKiSs. (For the meaning

in Jn 4*® see Bauer in loc, in Jas 2® see Hort in loc. and Deissmann LAE
367 n.3 (2362 n.^). For the stem see Fraenkel ZVS xlv. 222 f.). The suffix,

which was a favourite with the Ionian sophists, came into common use

with the Attic writers in the latter part of the fifth century B.c.,^ where

the meaning of
"
pertaining to,

" "
with the characteristics of," became

prominent. In the NT list we have japxiepariKos, leOciKos, €ipT)k'iK(5s,

iTTiriKOs, KcpafAiKog (see note 2 below), Koorp-iicos, jXeiToupyiKos (see

LAE 70, ^76), XoyiKos (see Vocab. s.v. For Rom 12^ see Lietzmann HNT
in loc. ; for 1 Pet 2^, Hort in loc), jiouaiKos, f|jiuXiKos, kOjiiKos, fokiKos

(NT, papp., inscrr., see Vocab, s.v.), irarpiKos, irpojSaTiKos, onpiKos (by
vowel assimilation for o-j;piKOf, see Mayser Gr. i. 150, WH App. 158.

above p. 72 ;
—

really an etlmic adj. from of S^pts-), Itoikos, tvttikos,

(|-WS), j'TU^XOl'lKOS, uSpWlTlKOS. txOlKOS.

From compar. adjectives come dcwrepiKos. t^^<«*'''*P'^'*05' ^"d from

adv. KudoXov, KaOoXiKos (in the titles of Cath. Epp. in late MSS. See

Mayor Comtn. James ed.- cclix).

Koii'wi'iKos, originally
"

social," later acquired the meaning
"'

ready
to go shares

"
(so 1 Ti 6^*), and thus approximates to a nuance found in

some of the adjectives in -tikos (see below (c)).

ZapKiKos, ij/uxtKos, TTfcufAaTiKoSi CTw/jiaTiKos form an important group.
Note.— 1. The distinction in meaning between adjectives in -ikos

and those in -wos is generally maintained, the former connoting . . . -like,

and the latter mode of ... . It corresponds to that found in the English
suffixes -y and -en : e.g. leathery, leathern, earthy, earthen.

" The ter-

mination -ivoi denotes a material relation, while -ik6s denotes an ethical

or dynamic relation, to the idea involved in the root" (Plummer ap.

I Co 3^, where aapKivois is deliberately chosen in distinction from

(rapKiKoi in v.^). The true reading is presei-ved in NABC*D* 33 ;

aapKiKois (D^EFGLP) is an obvious correction. The same contrast

with TTvevpciTiKos has led to the substitution of -ikos for -ivns in Rom
7^* (X'^LPco) ;

a similar misunderstanding is answerable for -iiifjs (r)

in Heb 7^^ On the other hand -ikos is right in Rom IS^'', 1 Co 3' (bis)

(luoi D*FG) 911, 2 Co 112 {.ivr, FG) lOS 1 Pet 2". In 1 Co 3* S^LP have

1 Fraenkel, ut supra, 205 f., gives statistics showing the relative frequency
in Euripides compared with Sophocles, in Thucydides : Herodotus, and in

Isocrates : Isaeua. It is specially common in Plato, Xenophon, and Aristotle,

and in scientific terminology.
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aapKiKoi, where avdpamoi is the true reading. (See Westcott ap. Heb 7^*'

for true distribution of these words.) For confusion of meaning in these

suffixes see Vocah. s.v. ^vXivos.

2. KepafAiKos earthen {<K€pafios clay) is to be distinguished from

KfpapeiKos of a potter {<K(papfvi). It was a late form, deprecated by

Phrynichus (see Lob. 147), for class, nepaneovs, which was already

undergoing change in Hellenistic (-patos, Polyb., -peios Plut.). Fraenkel

shows {ib. 221) how closely KepnpeiKos and -jkos approximated in

meaning. In view of P Lond 121®^' (=i. p. 112) dno rpoxov [Ke]papiKov

and Ps 2^ as arKevos Kepapeas, Rev 2^' [a-Kevr] KfpapiKa) is probably an

itacism (see above, 76 f.).

3. The form apxiepariKos follows the classical lepariKos, which is

influenced by the verb IfpaTevai, although there is no verbal stress in

the adjective.

4. 'hXikos, iTT|XiKos, rt^XiKos (ttjXikoOtos) preserve a suffix -Xi- (cf.

Lat. qualis, talis) to which the secondary suffix -kos is attached.

, (c) From nomina agentis in -r?;? were

formed many adjectives in -tlk6<;, in which

the verbal force was strongly present. These verbal deriva-

tives took the same sufi&x with either an intransitive or a

causative force.

Thus aipETiKos capable of choosing (Plato) and so factious (Tit 3^°,

where the current use of aipf(ns=secta, factio, has coloured the meaning,

see Parry, Comm. in loc), -j-SiSaKTiKos apt at teaching (1 Ti 3^, 2 Ti 2^*),

elsewhere only in Philo. The class. SiSao-KaXtKos appears even in Vett.

Val., and survives in MGr (see Vocab.). KpiriKos able to discern,

f-irapaXuTiKos the late and vernacvdar word (probably formed on the

analogy of dvakvTiKos, diaXvTiKos, eKXvTiKos, from Arist. onwards—for

exx. see Fraenkel ib. 216) always used byMt and Mli, whereas Lk retains

the medical term TrapaXfXvpevos, o-uo-xaTiKos {<(Tvvl(rTr]pi) post-classical

in sense of
"
constructive," and more often, as in 2 Co 3^ a t.t. for

commendatory (letter), t'n'po<}>'T'"iKos (KTrpocfiriTrjs), apart from Rom 16^^

2 Pet 1^^ and Patrr., only in Philo and Lucian.

Note.—1. Biwtikos (</3tdco) as first used by Aristotle =^< to

live, lively, and shows analogy with most words in this group. But its

regular use in Hellenistic (Polyb., Diod., Philo, Plut., Artem.), condemned

by Phryn. (Rutherford NP 459), appears in Lk 2p4, 1 Co 6^ where

it is adj. corresponding to /3tof (see Lightfoot Notes 211, Field Notes

171). This meaning of
"
worldly,"

"
secular,"

"
business,"

"
everyday"

can be illustrated from the unliterary as well as the literary Koivrj (papp.

Vett. Val. etc., see Vocab. s.v.)

2. friiCTTiKos, that crux interpretum in Mk 14^, Jn 12^, if a Greek

word, is either (a) from vio-tos {KtreiOa) fit to be trusted, genuine, though

elsewhere of persons, as in Artem. On. ii. 32, 66, iii. 54, where =faithful

VOL. II. PART III.—26
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(applied to woman); or (h) from nurrik ( <7ru'co) = 7roroy, liquid. If a

loan-word, John Lightfoot's conjecture (Hor. Hebr. ii. 446), followed by
Merx {ap. Mk 14^), is possible, that we have a transliteration of the

Aramaic XpnD'"D, pistaca. So that the ointment was unguentvm balan-

ininn. Against this must be set the difficulty of the Syriac translator.

Abbott {J.V, 252), following Wetstein, who quotes abundant instances

of (TTTiKUTov as the name of an ointment {<spic<t, cf. Vulg. spicati),

suggests that an early Galilean tradition, finding in the original some form

of a-uLKdrov, played upon it by saying
"
not o-niKaTov but TrtortKoi'."

W. C. Allen (Comm. on Mk. 168) supposes a-niKdrov transliterated into

Aramaic and misread by the Greek translator. (See also Vocab. s.v.)

7. Nouns in -tV/co?, -io-kt).

A frequent diminutive suffix, represented

in JN i only by JpaoriXiaKos, fcat'iaKOS, TTaibiCTKTj.

BaffiXiCTKos, which D reads in Jn 4*^- *^, a diminutive precisely

corresponding to ouv princdet. So Polyb. iii. 44. 5, Dittenb. OGIS 20P' *"

(quoted by Bauer in loc).

naiSio-KT). The deteriorative force of this diminutive is constant in

the NT. Cf. Meyer, Ostr. 57® (a.d. 192) and Deissmann's note, LAE 186

(^200) n.'
"

iTai8iaKi] meaning as in the NT a
'

female slave.'
"

The formation of a diminutive i/eavia-Kapiov (Epict, ii. 16. 29) shows

that veafto-Kos was a
"
faded diminutive."

(2) The -g- Suffixes.

1. Nouns in -ay-, -vy-, -ly-.

This group was no larger in Greek than
-ay-, -uy-, -ty-

.^ ^^^ cognate languages ; see Brugmann
Grd.'^ II. i. 506 fE. "ApiraC (for dpTrayi^, see p. 335), irrepul (for

TTTepuyiov', see p. 343), fAaaTi^.

2. Nouns in -77-.

A group of words denoting a hollow or
^ a musical instrument is represented in the

NT by Xdpuyl, ffdXTriy^, <(>(ipay^.

(3) The -X- Suffixes.

To this small miscellany belong CTTOfxaxos,
^'

0pii clpi/il (see p. 130).
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G. Stems in -a--.

Stems in -o<; : -eo--,

. . § 158. {a) Nouns. For this class see p. 138

above. Of the sixty-two nouns found in the

NT notes are required for very few.

f rXeuKos first appears m Arist. For vernacular use of this NT an.

Key. in Ac 2^', see Vocab. s.v.

"EXeos and (tkotos ; see above, pp. 126 f .

NiKOs. An old word, as Lobeck Phyrn. 647 shows. Wackernagel,
Hellenistica 27, suggests that ve'iKos, a poetical word in Attic, and

aUve in Ionic for Herodotus {= contention), passed into the Koivr) with

the meaning victory, through confusion with viKtj.

ZrpTJi'os. This d.X. in NT at Rev 18' first appears in the New Com.
See Lobeck Phryn. 381, Kennedy Sources 41.

(6) Adjectives.
—For this class see p. 162.

THE FORMATION OF VERBS.

§ 159. In considering the formation of verbs by suffixes we

have to do with present stems, and shall follow the classification

set forth above on pp. 184 f . Under most of the headings a

classified list of verbs occurring in the NT will suffice without

further comment. Class VII., however, is very rich in types,

and was specially productive in the Hellenistic period. These

types must be discussed in greater detail. As a general rule

the simplex preceded by a hyphen is given for composita. If

the Prwverhia do not follow within brackets, they may be found

by reference to the List of Verbs, § 95.

I. a. Person suffixes added to root.

(a) With thematic vowel :

-ayx*'') ^Y^» dXei^xo, avoiyu), cipxw, |3Xe'Tra>, PouXo/iai, Pp€';(w, (3puw,

ypd^oi, 8eop,ai (p. 195), Sepw, 8e'xop.ai, StwKw, -Suw, -eiKw, eXe'yxw,

cXkw, €|i.e'w (p. 236), -ETTOfJiai, epeiSw,. epeuyofjiai, €p)(op,ai, euxop,ai,

e'xw, l^e'w (p. 195), tjkw, Ge'Xw, 0Xdo>, 8Xi|3w, Opau'w, Ka0eij8w, XdfiTTW.

Xe'yw, XeiTTCJ, Xouu, Xuw, |jLe'XXw, -p-eXo/xai, fA€'p,<|>op,ai, p.eVw, -ve^l.(t),

fT)4)u, -oi)(Ofiai, Traiw, irauw, ireiGu, irefAirw, irXeKw, tt-Xco) (p. 195),

TTvtu) (p. 195), -irviyfa, irpiw, irraiw, pew (p. 195), cr4^o}iai, -ct€i«, ariTTa),
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o-Tr€o8oj, CTTt]KW, o-Tpe'<j>a), Tr|Ka), TpeTTOj, Tpi^<i). Tpe'xw, TpiPw, (j>ei8op,ai,

<|)€pa), <j>6uYw, <^6iyyoii.ai, -xe'w (p. 195), v|/€u8op,ai, -v|<uxo>.

Note.—In avvQXdu) the simplex d\a{<T)-w may be from *f//)/«d<> Skt.

rfr^a^, mill- stone (cf. Sftpas), see Boisacq 347 n.V

(6) Without thematic vowel :

EifAi, -elfii, cmo-Tafiai, Keijjiai, Kpe'|j,apai, <^y\\i.i

Note.—Kpv^a {ircpi") is a late formation, following the analogy of

rpi^o) : (Tpi-^a. (See Thumb in Brugmann Gr.^ 375 n. 1.)

I. /3. Reduplicated forms.

(a) Thematic :

rivofiai (class, yi-yvopai, see p. 232), ttiittw {*ttX-tttw), tiktw (*ri-r«Q)).

(6) Unthematic :

AiSufii, -iri|jii, lo-TiifAi, Kixpil/Ai, Ti6ifi/ii ; (with nasal inserted)

TTlfJlTrpTlfll.

II. With formative suffix in -n-.

a. (o) Suffix vo : i/f or avo : avt.

(i) Added to root : AaKkw, SuVw, [(ttolvu (p. 241), Ka/xi'a),
-ktcVi/ci)

(p. 245), ttIvq), Te'jxvw, -xui'i'w. Aicr0ai'op,ai, dp.apTciJ'o), au|d^a), pXaa-

Tdco) (but see p. 231), toiTTd>'OfjLai (for this late present, a back-formation

from a)(j)6t]v,
see pap. instances in Vocab. s.v.).

(ii) Added to root with nasal inserted : Qiyyavo), Xayxdcw, Xafipafu

(p. 247), Xai'Gdi'w, XiixiraKW, jjiavGdva), irui'Odi'Ofxai, Tuyxdcw.

(b) Suffix vri : va added to root. AuVajiai, 6i'inf]fii (p. 251).

0. (a) (i) Suffix I'vo : we. AeiKcuw.

(ii) Suffix vFo : vFf. Tifw, <{>6(ifa).

(iii) Suffix veFo : vfFf. -lKi'€'o|xai, Ki^eo) (<I.E. *qi-, cf. Lat.

a^-ci<(;5), TrpoCTKui'ea) {Kvvf(o=^*Kv-ve(r<o <*Kv-ve-(r-fjLi, according to Johans-

son, followed by Boisacq. Bmgmann {Grd.^ ii. iii. 276), however, follows

Wackernagel in deriving Skt. cumba-ti "kissed" from *cunva-fi, which

supports F as against a).

(6) Suffix vv : vv added to root. 'A}j.<^i€vvv}ii., SeiKk'up.i, ^oicfufii,

Kepdvvu\i.i, -KTevvv\n (p. 245), 'ii.iyvv\xi, -oXXup.i (*6X-i'v-fii), op.k'ufAi

(p. 251), ireTai'vup.i, TrrJYCUfAi, pr\yvviii, pdvvuiii, o-pcVvufAi, arpojt'i'Ufii.

III. With formative suffix in so : se.

Au^b) (cf. Lat. aiig-eo), KK6.-{cr)-<a, <r€i-(op)-a), (nrd-(<T)-a>.
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IV, Suffixes in sko : ske.

{a) Added to simple stems : 'ApeaKw, Poctkw, ynipdaKw, jAeSucrKOfiai,

TTcicrxw {=iTa6-(TK(ti), 4)do-KW, -<})auCTKa), -4)(07Ka> (for relation between

these last two words, and possible derivation of former, see above, p. 263).

(6) Added to reduplicated stem : BiPpcio-Kw, y\.{y)vi!)<jK{i), 8i8d(K)aKu>,

-SlSuCTKW (ef-), |Jll.|i.»'T]aKW, TTlTTpaCTKCU.

8o also iXdo-Kop.ai, according to Boisacq, p. 373, <*o-i-o-/\«-o-Ko/Lint.

(c) With t before the suffix:
'

kvaXlaKUi (but see p. 228 above),

yafiiaKOfjiai, eupio-Kw, -©ctjo-kw. To these we maj^ add the nw. Xey.

a-Tavpia-Kd, Ev. Petr. ii. 3.

Note.—1. According to J. Wright (Comp. Gram. 290), in such verbs

as aXiaKOfxai and evpia-Koo the -t- was the weak grade form of an original

long diphthong -e^-, -oi. Such presents as Attic di'/jaKco and pijxvjja-KOi

were formed by analogy.
2. The inceptive meaning which is so prominent in Latin verbs in

-SCO is rarely traceable in Greek. 'SU6v(tk.<x>, wliich in the active is used as

a causative of p.(6va>, means, in the middle,
"
to get drunk." But that

cannot always be pressed, as 1 Th 5^ shows. (See Milligan Commentary
in loc). TafxicTKU) is used in a causative sense in Lk 20^'*, and is equivalent
to yopl^a) in v.^®.

V. Suffixes in to ; te.

See above, p. 185, where it is shown that these may be ignored.

VI. Suffixes in 0o : 06.

This small class is represented bj' •{•dXi^Ow, effOa;, -j-K^rida), v-qOu (see

LS), ttXtjOo), nprjdci). The present stems TT\i]6u>, Trpr]6(x> are not

found in NT. 'A\t)9w, kci^Ooj and vr\Q(a are Hellenistic forms for nXeco,

<vd« and via> (Rutherford NP 90, 134, 240).

VII. Suffixes in yo : ye.

§ 160. For this very large class of verbs it will be convenient

to discuss word-formation under different headings from those

of the divisions suggested on p. 185.

i. Vocalic yo- ^presents.

These consist of 1. dm
;

2. eco
; 3, ow

;
4. i(a

; 5. i/w
;

6. evta.
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1. Verbs in dm.

[a) A few root verbs, iaa> (etym. uncertain,

V5oisacq, s.v.), idofjiai (<*tcrn-io-), KTdop.ai (cf. pf.

Kf-KTij-fjLia, KTrj-fjLii. Skt. ksdyati), and, with suffix -m-, Koifidw (c. koiVj;,

K(ljj.ai).

(6) Denominatives from a- stems supply the majority.

Bodu, Sairai^db), Siv|/du, 6£dop,ai, Karapdojxai {<KaTapa), Kau)(do)ji,at,

KoXXdwj va^Kcio) (Kara-), I'lKdw, oSui'dw (see Vocah.), 6pp,d(o, ireivdoj,

TTcipdo), CTiydoj, aiwirdw, j^CTTraTaXdw (once in Polyb., in LXX and late

writings), auXdw (<(tvXi) or (tvXov, both used mostly in plur.), Tifxdw,

ToXjidw, Tpuydw, Tpu<j)dw, cfivadco (cfJi-), xo^do). To these may be added

opdw for which SUtterlin (p. 10) postulates *6pa (cf. (f)povpd and Germ.

*ivaro).

(c) 'AYcnrdaj, y^vvdu), "fipauvdia (see p. 86), i^Trdofxai, p.epip.fdw,

Tt\avd<i> are not derived from the corresponding nouns in -a, which

are back-formations or
" noms postverbaux

"
; see pp. 335, 356 supra.

For f'pavvdo) see Solmsen Gr. Wortf. 50, who also (pp. 48 f.) derives

Hfpip,vd(i) from *p(pip(ov <.*p(pipos (cf. pd)(ipos etc.). Ttwdco, tpevvdco,

and wXavdu) had originally an -m- suffix, but were later taken over into

the -6- conjugation. 'Hrrdopai {<rJTT(ov) has replaced *']TT6opai (cf. Ion.

fo-a-uopai) under analogy of viKuopm. (See further, p. 107.)

(d) Conformity to type influences many verbs, especially when a

considerable group already exists with the same general meaning.
Thus the large group of verbs of sound in -aw is represented in NT

by ^pipdopai (cfA-)^ and fiUKdojuiai (<I.E. *muk-, extension of mu-, an

onomatop. word, Siitterlin 25). Another drawn from agricnltvre, and

represented in (6) above by rpuydo), supplies us with dXodw (<aXco$-

(Att.). faXwr), d|i.dw, XiKfidoj ( <\iKp6s). Sickness, and unhealthy desire,

furnish another group, as xoKdu) in (6). This may possibly account for

the LXX poixdco, NT fjioixdojjiai (Xenophon and Hellenistic), which re-

places the class.
/xot;^ei'&) (see Vocab.).

Analogy accounts also for the following : 'Arifjidw, Mk 12* D {<nTipos),

follows ri/xd(o {<Tifiri) : dvrda (dir-, utt-) <adv. civra (see § 114) conforms

to the pattern TTfipdw. ndpa, so nepdco (8ia-) <adv. irepav. Mw(Ji,dop.ai

{<p.u>poi) may be influenced by Xa^dopai (Xco/3?^).

(e) A few verbs in -dco apparently come under none of these headings :

'Apiardw {<api(TTov), efjnnirXdw (pp. 205, 254), ep.TTnTpdofjiat, Ac 28® N*

(p. 254), KoXup,pda) {<K6Xvpfdos), |xaado/xai (Aristoph. and HeUen.)

<*padiaopat. <*p.adia,l.'E. *m'i}tk-ia (Boisacq, s.v.), nTjSdu) (ck-) <7r7;Soi'

<I.E. *ped, which has the long grade of *ped, the root found in TrtBrj,

TTfCa, Tre'Soi', novs ; also xa\d(ji (deriv. uncertain, Boisacq, s.i\). f\ir]Ka^du)

(see Boisacq, s.v. -^dXXco).

^ See § 1 63 (3) (c) below. The new LS maintains this distinction between

^pifxdofj.ai and °6ofjLai, as between sound and feeling.
 •
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(/) t'EXcctoi is a later form of eXce'w (p. 235, and for confusion of

flexions, pp. 195, 197, 198). ripoaSoKdw, though simplex is SoKew.

{•'EXXoyau), a Koivt) word, is an instance of a verb in -da> formed from a

prep, phrase (see § 118 and Vocab. s.i\). reXdw (<*yeXa(r-tcd, cf. yeXco?)

is an example of a consonantal yo- present.

(g) There is really no justification for treating

verbs in -rdo) as a distinct class. The only possible

example in NT of a frequentative force is in o-Kiprdw (: a/caipco), though
it is doubtful whether there is any connexion between this ending and

that of the Lat. frequentatives (e.g. dictare : dicere). As the nomina

agentis in -rrji regularly form their verbs in -re'co, that noun formation

supplies no reason for a separate group here. The presence of r in the

stems of several a- nouns gives us yPXao-rdw (p. 231), fJieXcTdw,

TcXcuTdu). 4»pe»'airaTdu (<(^pei'a7rar77y) follows the analogy of diraTdcj.

'Epwrdw (<*epf-a)r-)is connected with epeco {epeFco) ; see Boisacq 278.

, (h) Some verbs in -uko are simply denominatives

from stems in -la ; e.g. SeiXidw, Kovidu), •|"TrpoaiTid-

ofAai (rt.X. Rom 3*. Its simplex <ama is common in class. Gr.). Others

are affected by the clearly marked groups in -kico (Siitterlin 29 ff., and

see (f?) above), e.g. •jaYCiXXidw (for class. fiyoXAa)). dporpidw (<nporpoi'),

6u|xidu (to burn incense, distinguished from 0op.6w, to be angry. The
latter accords with the only meaning attaching to the Gr. word dvjxoi,

whereas dvfiida goes back to the original and literal sense found in Skt.

dhumdh,l.'Ei. *dh'u-m6-s), KOTrtdw (Kkottos), (rrpifji'idw (a word first found

in the Mid. Comedy, see Lobeck Phryn. 381, Rutherford NP 475)

Karprjvos.

(t) For ir\(^, xP^oP'^'^'^j t'he only two remaining verbs in the class -ijw,

see p. 195.

2. Verbs in -ew.

§ 161. The principal classification follows

the distinction between verbs derived from

simple noun stems, and those derived from compound nouns

(and adjectives). In early Greek these verbs were more com-

monly formed from simple noims in -09. The proportion gradu-

ally changed, until in the Hellenistic period the overwhelming

majority of new formations came from compounds.

SUtterlin (p. 63) examines and corrects v.d. Pfordten's tables, and

with 1160 verbs in -ew shows the following ratio of new formations in

(a) Homer, (6) Classical, (c) Post-classical authors—
From simplicia, (a) 50, (6) 30, (c) 10.

From compounds, {a) 20, (b) 450, (c) 600,
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A. Verbs in -eco from simplicia.

(a) Denominatives in -e'co (I.E. *-e-id) corresponding to stems ending
in -0-, where the -e- represents the "/« gradation.

'AGXe'w (nd^os), dt/jXew (fr. ''\os=hold of ship, then bilge-tvater) to

bale out, thence simply to draw (water), dpyew (°Yos<a-, i'pyov), dpi0p,ew

(°fAos), auXe'o) (°Xos), yajjiew (°|i.os),
Seiircew {°voy), fSeCTfjieco (V°5) read

by CD and late uncials at Lk 8^^ for beo-fifiim (xBL 33) late and rare,

Scopeo/xai ("poi/) (LXX -ew, as less often in class.), OopuPew (°Pos), Gprji'ew

(°i'os), 0po6w (°nos-), Kapxepew (°po?<K(iprof, Ep. and Ion. for Kpdros),

KOicwcew (>6s), Koa^^.e(x) ( p.os), XoiSope'w (pos), jxeTpew ( poc), p,ip.€OfAai

(fiifios), (irapa-)fii'deofiai (fxvdos), foe'w {voos, coGs), I'oaew (°ctos), oiKew

(°KOs) (so iv', Kar-, ecKax-, cruy- : but irap- and irepi- probably from

cpds., see below, p. 389), oKk-ew ("voi), 6p.i\ew (°Xos) (for meaning see

Vocab. S.V., and for ofjuXos, see above, p. 335), ofiopeo) (fcrui'op.opew a o.X.

in Ac 18^; (Tvvofiopos is only found in later eccles. writers), from opopos

(see above, § 107, p. 284), is found as early as Hdt. and occurs in Plut.

See also Syllr 641", ed.^ 104416), dxXe'w (°Xos), Trarew {<ndTos<*pnto-s
[cf. TToi'Tos, Skt. pdnthdh, Lat. j^ons -tis\ <lJE,*'pent[h) : see Boisacq 803),

irXouTeo) ("tos), {lTt\.-)Tro6iu) ("dos), TToXcfxew {°p.os), (8ia-, Kara-) -irovett)

C^os), CTToixew ("x"^)' (ciiTO-)aTUYea» ("yos-), TT)pew (possibly
^ from rrjpos,

which is only found in Aesch. Supp. 248. It may come from I.E. *g'"-'e- :

cf. Skt. cdyati/'' perceive, watch" ; 0. Slav, atja <*ke.ja,
"
wait, hope" ;

Boisacq, s.v.), vfiveu) (°t'os), uo-Tepe'w ( pos), ^Ooveu) (Vos), <})i.Xe'w (°Xos),

(|)Xuapea> (°pos), <J>oj3€'w (°Pos), 4'poiJp«'w Cpos), X*^P^^ {°P"^)f ^'e'ofJ.ai (a>i'oj).

Note.—1. alveii) {alvo-s) belongs to this group, as Hom. fpirjaa shows.

The later form ^vecra (cf. fut. alvea-io) is due to its antonym reiKe'co

{<v€7kos, neut.).

2. rioieu) is denominative from *7roi-F6-s (so Boisacq, s.v.), which, as

Siitterlin (p. 41) observes, only survives in cpds., e.g. dproTrouk, baker.

(b) A few deverbativa in -ew (I.E. -e-io) with traces of frequentative

force. jTpriyopid), a Hellen. back-formation from pf. iyprjyopa of eyeipa,

TTopQiui {<Trep6(x>), piirTeo) (<p7rra), cf. iacto : iacio : see p. 257, also

Brugmann KVO 536), ctkottcw (ace. to Brugmann-Thumb Gr. 360, this

corresponds to a-KinTopai as an iterative. See above, p. 258, for the

denominative e-mcrKoiTew in 1 Pet 5^ (Aoo)), <|)ope'a), frequentative of (^e'pco

(but see Debrunner Wortb. 95 for (pnpeui<({)6poi).

(c) Denominatives in -eco (<*-fcr-fo) from s- stems. A few of these

preserve traces of their origin outside the present tense, e.g. xeXeoj, aor.

eVeXf o-a, f. TtXeaa. Most of them have conformed to the *-e-i6 type.

^ Mr. E. E. Genner observes that the word T7]p6s in Aesch. Supp. 248 is

almost certainly corrupt. [Sidgwick's textual note in the OCT is
"

fj Ti]p6v

ex ^Trjpov lit videtur factum M."—En.]
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('ATr-)dX-yea), (eiri-, KaTa-)/3ap€a), a later form of fiapvvui, eXce'w (see

above, pp. 195-7, 235, 385), 6afj.(3€w, Oappe'w later form of Qapcrew, Kpariu),

/xiCT^w, irt.vQ4(t). All these are formed from neuter nouns in -os, -«t-.

Note.—Bape'w and 0a/A|3€w are Ionic contributions to the Koivrj.^

(d) Denominatives from other stems.

ATTciXew {dneiXr]), feXaxTocew {("XcIttoiv). See Vocab. s.v. for other

occurrences of this rare word. 'lo-Tope'u {i(TT(op<*Fi8-Top-). For the

history of the meaning of this word (a.X. in NT Gal l^^=to visit) see Burton

ICC in loc, 59 Vocab. s.v. Auire'w
( : Xvttt] following dXye'co : aXyos),

p,apTup€(u (fxdpTvs, -vf)-), ^povioi {i>pr\y, (})pfv-), 4>(i)v4<x) ( : (jiavr^, following
dvTiio : diJTt], and other primary verbs of sound).

(e) A number of verbs in -eo remain, wliich are not formed from

compounds, but for which a Greek simple noun is not quotable. Some
are root verbs, but not all :

Aipe'w,
"
lYtymologie de alpfot est incertaine ; I'initiale n'a pas 6t4

f." Boisacq, s.v.

ALt€w, formerly comiected with oIki^w, Skt. yacati, Goth, aihtron, and

derived from base aieq'^. For Buck's phonetic objections to this,

see Boisacq, s.v.

f'AXtoryeo), a late verb (LXX'*^'), is attested by IdXio-yTjjAa (Ac 15^°).

Boisacq notes
"

le groupe -o-y- est 6nigmatique ; rapport possible

avec dXii/fti'."

"ApKe'w, of. Lat. arceo, arx, arcdnus, from base areq
"
to avert,"

"
repel."

Brugmann (Ord.^ n. iii. 339) derives from Skt. rdkSa-ti
" to arm,"

"deliver" <*{a)leq'S{o)-.

'Apkcofiai, possibly connected with Arm. uranam "to refuse," from *or.

'AcTKew. Uncertain etym. Boisacq quotes theory deriving word

from *ii-(TK6s<*di'-(rKos, and eft. dvuKcos carefully <Koe'co.

t'Ei/€iXe'w (Mk 15*«, etXe'co Ev. Petr. vi. 24) for classical eveiWa (Thuc).

See Vocab. s.v.

ZT)Teoj<*SiaTeta). Cf. Skt. ydtati
"
to fix," ydtate

" to make an effort."

KaXe'w, weak and strong grades seen in KaXe-crai., Ke-K\r]-pai, Lat.

cdlo, -are, clamor, cldmo. I.E. *qald- and *qel {')-. See Boisacq, s.v.

^ See Thumb DAC i. 555 a.
" Words like dTrapr/fw (in dirapTifffios), ^Krpw/xa,

Koird^u) (of the wind), oXwdos, cravSdXiov, crKopwi^iij, etc., in the LXX or NT
are of Tonic origin. The Ionic element includes, further, the so-called poetical

words of the Koivtj, i.e. Hellenistic words which formerly were to be foimd only

in the poets, but which from the fact of their occurrence in papyrus texts

concerned with matters of everyday life, and partly also from the fact of their

survival in MGr, are now seen to have belonged to the colloquial language.

They include, e.g., ^apew, ivrpewoixai., dafx^iw, /xeaovuKTiov, ireipd^u, pdKo^, ibpuofiai,

in the LXX and the NT, and dXesTiop, /Saa-rafw, ?pi(pos, (pa.vTdi'(>i, ^rjfMl^u, in the

NT. Words of this class were imported first from the literary Ionic of the

earlier period into the language of poetry, and then again from the vernacular

Ionic of the later period into the Kolvtj, and there was no direct link of con-

nexion between the two processes,"
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( EK-)>cfi/rf(i) to prick, stab, goad, of. Kovroi pole (Lat. contus), Skt.

rmthafi, ^nafhdi/ati, "to pierce."

AaKcu (see p. 246 and Vocab. s.v.), cf. Lat. /og-iwr {<*laquor, *laq-uo-).
I.E. */''5'-, extension of *l% reduced form of *ld(i)-

''

to cry." See,

further, Boisacq, s.v. XaUiv.

AaXe'w, onomatop. cf. Skt. lalalla. The original sense of to chatter

had quite left the word in NT times. See Vocab. s.v., where a
number of exx. from papp.

"
all bear out the usual distinction that

Avhile Xeyco calls attention to the .substance of what is said, the

onomatopoetic XaXe'cu points rather to the outward utterance."

Mue'w from ^ fiv, fxv, a sound made with closed lips. J. A. Robinson,

Ephesians 234, casts doubt on the derivation from
/ii'o) as that,

when used simply, always means to close the ej'es, not the lips.

For the fading of technical meaning from ixveco and fivaTijpiov in

later Greek, see Vocab. s.v.

*Opxe'op,ai. Cf. Skt. rghayati
"
to tremble," I.E. *erqh- (see Boisacq, s.v.).

riToe'w from s^l tttco-, tttci-, ttct- <*pet- seen in TtfTo^iai, TriVro), in nra^,

TTTci)^, nTa)<T<Tb) (see Boisacq 823,—also Siitterlui 84, on late date

of TTTola from which verb has sometimes been derived).

nwXeo) <I.E. *pel-. Cf. Skt. pdnate (*prnate <pl-n-).

(Airo-) crrepeoi. Root uncertain. Boisacq eft. 'MUr. serbh
"
theft."

("Att-, e|-) (od€(o. Cf. Skt. vadh-
"
to strike," <IE *««//(- *nodh- *u6dh-

(see Boisacq, s.v.).

'n<}>€Xe'a) (see above, §111, and Boisacq 732, 1085).

B. Verbs iu -eco from compounds.

§ 162. (a) Denominatives corresponding to stems in -o-.

Many of these are verbs in -(^ope'co, -Trote'to, -Xo-yto), -epyeco, which were

very productive verbal endings in later Gr. (For tables of relative

frequency in class, and post-class, writers, see Siitterlin 49).

The most noticeable groiips in the NT vocabulary are those in—
•
aycDyta : fSouXaycjye'w, fauXaywyew, |)(**^''''*^Y'^Y^'*^ (only Jas'"', Lucian*":

"yos first appears in Chryst.), fx^'^P^Y'^Y''*^ (Ps-Anacr., LXX,
Ev. Petr. X. 40).

 
npxiu) : -rreiOapxew (§ 108, p. 290) represents for the NT this very large

group, whilst for fTerpaapxew, which has "x'H? for its cognate in

NT, we may either postulate a form in -os, or account for the

verb by analogy (see Siitterlin 79).

-yoj'f'co : t,iaoyovi(ii (see Vocab. s.v. for LXX and NT meaning, to pre-

serve alive, as against class. use=^o endue tvith life, "i'TCKV'OYOi'eci).

-S^/ifw : diTo8T))j,e'w (§ 115, p. 299), eKSirjjJLe'w, ckSTj/jiea), eTri8Tip.€'(«> (§ 120,

p. 315).

-fpyeco : fdyaOoepyew (1 Ti 6** : the rare contracted form dyadoupye'w

appears in Ac 14'), iyepyiu (§ 118, p. 308), ffucepye'w, ycupyew

I
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(§ 105, p. 271), fUpoopyew, XciToupyca) (§ 106), aoi'uiroupYe'o)

(elsewhere found only in Hipp. Art. 824, and Lucian Bis Accusal.

17) is an instance of the tendency in later (Ar. to coin double cpds.

'YTTovpyea ( < 'yoy) is common in class. Gr., though °y6s is not found

before Xenophon.

-T)y((o : 68t|Y€w, xopilY^'" (see § 105, p. 275).

-Tjyopew : t^XXTjYopc'w (<°pos, acc. to v. d. Pfordten Or. Denom. 35, but,

"pos not given in LS.^ For verb see Burton Gal (ICC) 254 f.),

8T)p,T]Yop€w (§ 105, p. 273), KarriYOpew.

-OfTiu) : fdOerew (see Vocah. s.v.) is from Vof, with which we may com-

pare i'Ofi,o06Tea) (<°rf;f) and i'ou9eT6w, for which a primitive "to^

is not extant.

-Ovpim : d0u)jie'w, euGufie'w (§ 118, p. 308), ffiaKpoOufie'w.

-Xoyf'o) : diToXoYeofAai may possibly come in here, but see § 115, p. 299,

and Siitterlin 52. f/SaxTaXoYcw (§ 105, p. 272), >(f.veo.\o>fiw

(found as early as Hdt., whereas °yoy is not quotable until Dion.

H. Cpds. formed with Xoye'co were very numerous, so that analogy

probably plays its part), euXoYew (given by v. d. Pfordten 54 as

from °\os, but as the meaning of the adj. is reasonable, and of the

verb to praise, bless, the cpd. of eu and Xfyew may simply follow

the common type of -Xoyea verbs, esp. its antonym), KaKoXoYcw

(<°yos), ofAoXoYew (§ 107, p. 284), dp/ioXoyew (fcruf-
see § 105,

p. 272), tarpaToXoYew (2 Ti 2^).

-fiaxfco  in fOufAO/xaxew and XoYOjxaxew (a.X. 2 Ti 2^*) the first constituent

is instrumental (see § 105, p. 273), whereas in 6eop.ax€w (Ac 23^

HLP) and f 0T)pio/jiaxew (<°os- not °t]s, see Siitterlin 79) it is

dative.

-I'o/xe'o) : KXTjpocofxea), olKO^'o/Jlew, irapacofiew.

-oiKfa : Unlike the cpds. of olk€w mentioned above, irapoiitcw aud

TrepioiKecj are derived directly from irapoiKos, ireptoiKos. This

is clearly seen in the former by the changed meaning of the verb

in Hellenistic corresponding to the changed meaning of the adj.

from neighbouring to foreign, alien. (For irupoiKOi in Hellenistic

see Deissmami BS 227 f.)

-jToiew : dYCi0O7roi€w, jcipTji'oiroiew, ^woTTOie'w, KaKoiroie'w, |KaXoTTOi^u,

fp.oCTxo'n'oie'w (a. A. Ac 7*^), |6xXoTroie'oj (d.X. Ac 17^). A special

note may be given to oSoTroie'w (from Xenophon), which is read

in ]VIk 2^3 by BGH 13 etc. It is tempting to adopt this rdg. with

WH mg., and so avoid the incorrect use of the active for the

middle. But the avoidance of the term in the S\nioptic parallels,

^ The new LS cites the Etymologicum Gudianum, 51 5. 42. Mr. E. E.

Genner tells me that this medieval glossary, based on material of the early

Byzantine age, quotes, s.v. vvv-qyopo's. wap-qyopo^ and aW-qyopos as parallel

forms.
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and the evidence of confusion between act. and mid. in the papyri

(see Prol. 159), raises a doubt. For the word see Vocab. s.v.

-TTopeci): diTOp^w, euTTope'u, oSoiiropew.

-T-o/xe'co: SixoTOfit'o) (§ 106, p. 281), fXaTo^i-iiJi (elsewhere in LXX, Justin

M., Diod., <°fios [<Xnf, Tffxj'o}] only found in LXX and Josephus),

j"6p0oTOfjL£'w, a direct formation on analogy of other cpds. in -ro/nf co.

See above, § 105, p. 274.

(t>T,fxi(D: p\aCT4)Tjfji£'a) (§ 105, p. 272), 8ua<t>TifAew (§ 107, p. 287).

-^op(u>: co<j)op£'w (<°po$-, which started with the passive sense of bear-

able, and then developed the active meaning, fruitful, produc-

tive, common in the medical writers (Hobart 144), and in

Hellenistic. See further Siitterlin 42), KapTro4)op£w, j"Tr\T]po-

<f)op€a), which foUoAvs the analogy of TeXeCT<t>ope'(«) (§ 105, ji. 275),

TpoTro4)opew (Ac 13^* KBC^Do)) also found as a v.l. in Deut P^ B* ;

its existence (=4>(p(o t6v rponov) is attested hy Cicero Att. xiii.

29. 2. In the absence of °poi we must regard the verb as a direct

formation. tTpo4)o4)opew [ib. AC*E 33) is the reading of B'AF in

Deut P^, and the word occurs without v.l. in 2 Mac 7^'. The adj.

°/jos is not found before Eustathius.

A number of these verbs in -eco were formed from noun compounds
having a- privative or ev- as a prefix. In addition to those given above,

we find in the NT dyKoew {<*a-yvoo-s, <*yva-Fo-s, cf. Lat. cognitus,

<*-gna-to-s, see Brugmann Grd.^ i. 203; but see above, § 106, p. 281),

dSiKcu (as in class. Gr. both intrans. and trans., whereas feKSiKe'w ( <°kos)

is only used transitively. The latter verb is only foimd in Koivr}. For

papyrus exx.see Vocab.). 'ASukarew (Xen., Plat., Arist.) from °tos has given

us the analogous fSui'aTecj from °t6s, a verb found in PhUodemus the

Epicurean philosopher of i/B.c, elsewhere only in Paul (Rom 14'', 2 Co 9*

133). fAKatpfco (Diod. ^-io\i.o.i, N.T. a.X. Phil 4", Herm. Sim. ix. 10^)

is a Hellenistic derivative from the class. liKaipos, opposed to feoKaipe'w,

which is a good Kmvi) word (Polyb., Plut., papp.) condemned by
Phrynichus and Photius (Rutherford A'P205), who prefer ev a-xoXiis e'x*'"

(°pos and °pia are sound Attic, but not in the sense of a-xoXaios and

a-xoXr]). See Vocab. s.w., as also for remaining words in this group,

diTio-T€w, tdaraTew and draKTeo). -fEoapecrTew is used by Hellenistic

writers alone (so °tos can be quoted from tnscrr. and papp. in addition

to the
"

bibl. and eccl." citations. Vocab. s.v.). Eiivoeu) (§ 107, p. 287).

The remaining verbs in this class are :

'AypauXew (§ 107, p. 283), aypvirvioi (§ 108, p. 290), atjAoppoew {<°poos,

where the first element in the word is instrumental in case relationship ;

see T.P. cpds., § 105), dKoXouOew (§ 107, p. 285), tdi/TO(f)0aX)Jiew (unless this

vb. should be placed in class (e) below. See above, § 114 {b), p. 297),

PpaSuTrXoew (<*°7rXnos, see § 107, p. 284), SiaKoi'e'w (<°i'OS, but see§ 116,

p. 303, for another possibiUty), cTnopKew (§ 120, p. 314), llrcpoSiSao-KaXew

(§ 107, p. 284), teTepo^uyew (<°yos') occurs first in 2 Co 6" (see § 107,
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p. 284), tcueuSpojAEw (Philo and NT ; for Vor see § 106, p. 282), -feinrpo-

o-onre'u (§ 107, p. 287), cuxapiffTew (for meaning of this verb in Hellenistic,

see Milligan, Thess. p. 5, and Vocab. s.v., also Deissmann LAE^
132 n.8, 168 n.2 (2135 n.s, 179 n.^)), tcu«|/uxe'o> (§ 107, p. 287), fvcox^co

(auceuw^oCfjiai, tirst in Arist. See § 106, p. 282), {ava-)(ci)nvpfo>

{<(coTTvpov, § 107, p. 284), Oewpe'w (<°poy <*6ea.-opos, *-Fopos, cf. 6pda>,

O.E. waron, ware), i€poo-u\eu, •|-KaTaKXr]poSoTeu (Ac 13^^ minusc. pauc.

for °vop.i(a
"
from missing active sense of KXr/poro/x.," (Knowling EOT

in loc. See Vocab. s.v. for use elsewhere), j'K\r]poi'op,e'w, fXiSoPoXew,

fieyaXauxEu (Jas 3^ KC^KL, written divisim in other MSS ; both verb and

"^os as early as Aeschyl. ), i/auayew (for vavayos see § 105, p. 274), |ei/o8ox€w

(spelt in Attic with < for ;(,
as all the cognate words, see Rutherford

NP 362), oiKoSofjiew, oXiywpea) (for °pos see § 107, p. 284), orecoxwpe'a),

TaXanrwpeo) (§ 106, p. 282), TifAwpe'u, <j)iXoTi)Jie'o(jiai (for these 0tXo- and

Tipio- cpds., see § 108), x^iporoi'e'oj (§ 105).

(6) Denominatives corresponding to nomina agentis in -rjs, -T/;y.

There is one doubtful example only of verbs formed from first de-

clension nouns in -j;s, Terpaapxeu (see under (a) above).

As already seen in § 150 above, noun compounds show a strong pre-

ference for the ending -ttjs when forming nomina agentis. Eleven of

these supply verbs in -4a> in the NT. In most cases the nouns have been

discussed above, and the references are accordingly given : 'Ayai^aKTeo)

(§ 106), tau0ei/Te'w (§ 106), tYO''"'n"«T€w (§ 105), evepyereu) (§ 106), cojioGcTew

(see (a) above), loiKoSecriroTew (§ 105), TrXeoceKxeu (§ 105), fTvpocrw-

TroXTjfiTTTew (§ 105), auKo4)acTew (§ 105), uSpoiroTcw, uTnipeTew (§ 129 (6)).

(c) Denominatives from compound adjectives in -rjs (-?$-).

But for the absence of any survival in the s- conjugation, we might
relate this group to the *-es-jo- class in A (c). As it is, we can infer

that before the Homeric period these verbs conformed in all ways to the

predominating class of -o- stems.

'AfieXew, direiOco) (for meaning, see Vocab. s.v.), daejBe'w audits opposite

Euo-ePeu, aaQeveo), euXaPeop-ai, KaKOTvaSew (first in Xenophon), and the

other -iradeo) cpds., -j-fiCTpioTraGew (§ 107) and o-uv'-irafleu (§ 127), XucriTeXeu

(§ 108), 8iaaa(|)£w, which appears to have been formed straight from a-atjirjs,

without the intervention of *8ia<Ta(f)Tjs (§ 116).

(d) Denominatives from adjectival compounds in consonantal stems.

Of stems in -ov- the -(ppovem cpds. are as old as Homer. In NT this

formation supplies iTapa<J)poi'ew (§ 123 (6)), arfjx^poveo) (§ 107, pp. 284^5),

u\|/TiXo4)poce'a» (§ 107). In addition there are two «- cpds., d8if]fjioi'€w

(§ 106), a(TX>]\i.ovd(».

Of stems in -p- \|/eu8ofAapTupe'oj (§ 106).

Of stems in -S- topeoTTo8ew (§ 107).

(e) Compound verbs in -ew formed directly on the model of those

grouped under (6).
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This flexibility in verb t'ormation goes back to very early times, for

^uyp^u and €in)(€ip^w appear in Homer and ecOufjieofAai is very common
in class, writers. Still greater freedom was shown at a later stage in the

language, for the remaining seven verbs in this list are purely Hellenistic.

f'Ai'To4>0aXp,e'u (Polyb., see Capes, Achaean League, p. 262), possibly a

Class VII. verb* from avr o(t)dci\,jiS)v (§ 114 (6)).

EfOufAt'ofAai, from ev 6v^a (fx<»')» see § 118 (c), and, for meaning, Vocah. s.v.

f'Ek'KaKc'w (Polyb.) for iv kukm elfii. See § 118 (c) for derivation and

meaning.

f'E|ou8ei'€w (LXXand pap.). Sec above, §§46, 119, and Vocab. .s.c.

'EiTixeipcw, a verbal cpd. of Class VII. above (§ 109)— ^eipa df'ivai ini ti,

without the intervention of a noun cpd. : see § 120 (o).

fEuSoKcw (Polyb., Diod., LXX), a new verb made with an adv. (p. 292).

Zwypew, Class VI. above, from ^tahv aypeh> (§ 108).

fKaKouxe'w (Plut.^ LXX'"»", common in papp., esp. in marriage contracts,

see Vocah. s.v., though the derivative noun "la is found as early as

Aeschyl.) seems to belong to Class VI. A (§ 108).

fTeKi'OTpo4)€u (1 Ti 5^». Elsewhere Arist., Epict.), Class VI. A.

|-XpovoTpi(3€w (Ac 20"^^. Elsewhere Arist., Plut., and late writers),^ Class

VI. A.

Note.—The distinction of class in these verbs in -eat corresponds

broadly to a difference in meaning, which again lies in the nature of the

nommal tj'pes from which the verbs are formed. The compounds are

adjectival in meaning, and the derivative verbs have the force of
"

to be

what the adjectival word stands for." The simple nouns, on the other

hand, stand rather for things or abstractions. Other compounds are

virtually nomina agentis, and the derived verbs have what at first sight

appears to be a factitive force, though it actually comes under the general

meaning "to be so and so." The distinction is not absolute, and the

following considerations may be observed.

1. Verbs in -eco from simplicia sometimes admit the meaning
"
to be

what the noun represents." E.g. in class, authors, SiaKoi/eoj, Kapreptw,

KOicuceu, XaXeo), XoiSope'w, |j,i)xeofAat, aKoirew, TT]p€'a), uo-repew, (|>Xuape'a>.

Siitterlin 49 attributes this in TTjpe'w and o-kottcw to their being primitive

formations, whereas <j)Xuape'a) is from a nomen actionis °pos. In NT we

have also fSoi'aTe'w and its predominantly Hellenistic negative dSuj'aTe'w.

2. The factitive appearance of some verbs in -ew from cpds. involves

a question of accent. A good example is tXi0o)3oXew. The rule is that

when a T.P. cpd. is a transitive, or active, verbal in -os, it accents the

penult if this is short, otherwise the last syllable. But if tlie last part is

intransitive, or jiassive (in meaning), the accent is recessive (see Goodwin,
Gr. Gr.^ 194). Thus XiOo-^oXos throiver of stones, Xtdo-IBoXos pelted

with stones. The verb corresponds to the former only. Similarly

SiXOTojxe'a) follows the active meaning of dixoro^os. Of course this

* The classification here referred to is set forth in § 102 above.

I
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uncertainty as to the accent of the nominal cpd. sometimes leads to

ambiguity in the force of the derivative verb.

3. A number of Possessive (B.V.) cpds. give rise to ambiguity in their

derivatives. Thus, euOujJiew in class, writers is both trans, and intrans. ;

in NT always intrans. EuTropew class, both trans, and intrans. ; in NT
intrans. =to be well off. Similarly TaXaiirwpew in its NT occurrence

(.Jas 4») has the intrans. meaning, though exx. can be quoted from class.

\ATiters and LXX to support an active sense =/'o weary, distress.

4. Occasionally an unambiguous adjective results in a verb Avith

double meaning. Thus (TTevax(opos narrow gives °pew= (l) intr. to be

straitened (LXX), anxious (Hipi).) ; (2) trans, to straiten, compress

(LXX, Diod., papp.). So in NT the pass.
= to be straitened. (See

Vocab. s.v.)

Similarly with simplicia. 06pu|3os, uproar, gives "Pew ; {\) to make an

uproar ; (2) to throw into confusion.

5. In Hellenistic there are numerous examples of a tendency, already
traceable in the class, age, to give an active sense to the verb, though
its corresponding adjective is passive. Thus the good Koivif verb fdOeTc'w

to annul, cancel, comes from aderos, which is found in the passive sense

null, void, set aside.

6. Note the transitive force produced by the perfectivising preposition

OTTO-, in {d<j>uaTepew, to keep back (Jas 5*), see § 114.

7. The deponent verb (|)iXoTijJie'ofjiai may owe its form to the in-

herently middle force of the word in its classical (but not Hellenistic)

sense of to be ambitious ; or, as Siitterlin (p. 44) and Debrunner ( Wortb. 99)

suggest, it may follow the example of other verbs of desire, e.g. ^ovXofiai,

optyofiai.

3. Verbs in -6(o.

, § 163. This class of verbs, if not peculiar

to Greek, raust have arisen at a very late stage

in the I.E. parent language. We have already seen that d-

stems gave rise to -aw verbs, and -o- stems to -eco verbs.

The origin of the -ow verbs may probably be traced to three or four

influences.

{a) The analogy of the instrumental -dw verbs would play a part.

Thus, TreSi; a fetter, nebdco to fetter, a-Keny] a cover, o-KfTrdw to cover, from

which the transition was easy to (rrecjiavos, o-rKpavoM. This tendency
would be strengthened by the parallel formations /xj/i/i? : /xr/i'ico, fiedv :

fl(dv03,

(b) Apart altogether from the denominative verbs and their tense

system, there was a direct formation of denominative adjectives, e.g. Lat.

barba : barbdtus, aeger : aegrotus. So in Greek we have kovtos : kovtotos

provided with a rowing pole (though this adj. is not attested before Diod.).

Brugniann (A'T'G 532) postulates fiiaSos : fiiadtoTos, and derives from this
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fiio-dcodfjvm, fnadaxTui, e^iia-daxTa, and filially fiicrOom. (See also Grd.'^ il. iii.

206 and (?r.* 357.)

(c) Where there are pairs of nouns derived from the same root and

closely related in meaning, one ending in an -a- stem and the other in an

-0- stem, a verb in -6a> may well have arisen from the noun in -oy corre-

sponding to the already existing verb in -aw. Thus x^^h • xo^°'^>

Xokos : p^oXoo). (See Siitterlin 99.)

{d) Dr. Giles finds the beginning of this series in -dw
"
with denomina-

tives like /jiyoo) from *pi-y&)j (gen. */jtydos, cf. Lat. rigor), ibpoco from

iSpcos {—*suidr5s, cf. Lat. sudor= *suoid6sy' {Manual" 442 n.).

Whatever the origin, this type became very common in

forming verbs from -o- stems with a factitive or an instrumental

meaning. There are 96 verbs in -ow in the NT, together with

25 additional compomid verbs. Of these about three-fourths

are derived from o- stems (in about equal proportions from

nouns and adjectives), 7 from a- stems, 9 from 3rd Decl.

nouns, 4 from adjectives with consonantal stems, and a few

from prepositional and other phrases.

(1) Denominatives from -o- stems.

Many of these were normal in the classical period, some few

are only foimd in the late classical writers, others first appear
in prose in the Kolvt], whilst the considerable batch of fresh

formations shows that this suflS:s was actively creative. Atten-

tion need only be called to the following :
—

fAKupdw {<aKvpos common in legal phraseology. Vocab. s.v.).

YAvoKoia. (Back-formation, see p. 228.)

•j-'Ai'ttKaikow (first in Paul, for class. °il^o) (as in Heb 6® and LXX). See

Vocab. S.V.).

fAv'ttaraTou). (See § 113. A vernac. word found in LXX, NT and papp.
Vocab. S.V.).

"|''A<J)uiti/6w. (Late verb. In Anth. trans, to loake from sleep. Elsewhere,

as in Lk 8^', to fall asleep. For this meaning see § 115 and

Vocab. s.v.)

fB€pT)\6w. (First in LXX. See Vocab. s.v. °Xos.)

fAcKaxow. (Siitterlin 108 would derive this from
17 heKorrj (^epis), but

the adj. in -ros would account for the Hellenistic sufl&x -dw in

place of class. °Tevo). Note, however,
"
the rare anoSeKaroa (with-

out var. Mt^, Lk^, Heb^) is replaced by the rarer dTroSeKarevw

(N*B), Lk 18" " (WH App.^ 178). A reason for the new coinage

is suggested in Vocab. s.v.
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f Ei'TOTrcJw. (Hellenistic, though the simplex appears in Plato.)

f EiriSiopSow, (Almost peculiar to Tit P, is the common Biopdoa cpded.
with (n-L-=in addition. See § 120.)

0£p.c\i6u. (First in Xen. In MGr dfu€\icov(o.)

0u)j.d(j. (Act. in LXX only. In class, and in the one NT occurrence, pass.

=to be angry.)

Y\Kav6(a. (Act. in NT. Elsewhere pass., e.g. P Tebt i. 20".)

JKaTiow. (Apart from Jas 5' only found in Sir. and Epict.)

fKaoaow (for class. Kav^ari^a. See Mayor, ap. 2 Pet 3^".)

Ke<|>aXai6<u. If this rdg. is right in Mk 12* {€K((f)a\ai(oa-av), KfcpdXaiov has

given rise to a verb with a totally different meaning. Lobeck

{Phryn. 95) points out that *ce(^aX// >Kf(fia\l^(iv, caput percutere,

Xaifjios ^Xaifjit^fiv, pdxis >paxi^fLv and adds
"

alia huixis

significationis terminatio est in verbis yvadovv, i.e. eh yvddovs

Tvnreiv, yvi.ovv, Kf(fiaXai.ovi' in Ev. D. Marci xii. 4." But as

Ke(f)dXmov does not mean head, but sum total, or chief point

(whence di'aKe<j>a\atow, to sum up, see J. A. Robinson Ephes.

145), there is much to be said for the rdg. of t?BL, eicfcfiaXiaxTav.

The verb would then be fK€<|>aXi6w, formed from KfcfidXiov, a

Hellenistic diminutive of (ce^aA//. For further suggestions se

Vocab. s.i:

Kr\fi6u). Only in Xen. before Paul, who in 1 Co 9' (KJ7/i&)crfiy B*D*FG,

(f)ilj.o3<r(is NACco) substitutes this verb for (^i^oco, which our MSS
of the LXX read in the pass, cited. (Lietzmann (HNT in loc.)

thuiks Paul here gives the true text of the LXX.)

fKoXopdcj (first in Arist.), from koXo^os=maimed, mutilated. For ver-

nacular use of cognates of this verb see Vocab. s.v.

AuTpou. Class, but well established in vernac. See Vocab. s.v.

•j-MaTaiooj. LXX and Paul (Rom 1"). Act. only in Jer 231*, where

intrans. (
=to pretend).

fNcKp^b). See Vocab. s.v. vfKpos.

naXai<5u. In act. pecuUar to LXX and NT, but pass, in Hipp., Plat.,

Arist.

riwpow. Factitive verb in medical and Hellen. writers. Metaph, meaning

peculiar to LXX and NT. (For confusion with irripow in some

MSS, see J. A. Robinson Ephes. 271.)

'PuTTow. A rare class, verb given in NT lexicons on strength of T.R. in

Rev 22^^. "PvnuxTdTM seems to be without MS warrant.

According to v. Soden and R. H. Charles the alternatives

are pvnavdrira (N, 94, 2017), pvnapudijTco (205), pvnapev6r)TU)

(046 et al.) pynatrdTO) (2029).

Xap6«, For a-alpco, which was in common use in Tragedy. But even

this was condemned as un-Attic by Phrynichus (Rutherford

NP 156), who requires napaKopeui, as Koprjpa for a-dpoi'.
Lobeck

{Phryn. 83) remarks
"
aapovv improbat Phryn., non aaipfiv."

VOL. II. PART III.—27
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The explanation may be that o-apoco had completely displaced

(Taipetv=stveep by this time, the latter being only still used in

the sense of to grin.

tZT]|xeiow. For aq^lalva)(2Th3^*. See Milligan in Zoc).

Iirapyaj'ooj. From andpyavov a swathing-hand. Lk is preceded by the

medical writer Hipp, as well as by Arist. It is also used by Plut.

tliriXoo). A Hellenistic derivative from the word a-rrlXos, which in

late Gk. came to mean a stain (Rutherford NP 87 and Lobeck

Phryn. 28).

lTaup6u). In class, to fence with a palisade ; in Polyb. and NT= to crucify.

lT€p£6o>. A factitive verb, not found before Xen.

fTaprapou. o.X. in 2 Pet 2*, though the cpd. Kara is found in Sext. Emp.
and other late writers.

l+paytWow. From ({)paye\\iov =Lat. flugellnm by consonantal dis-

similation (§ 42). Only NT and eccles. Siitterlin 120 curiously
derives from "Xj;.

(2) Denominatives from -a- stems.

These are l^Yjfxiow (though Siitterlin 123 derives from *(rip.ios on the

ground that the fem. abstracts in -la are probably all secondary forma-

tions, see above, § 136), l^ufAow, '|'p,op()>6u (Hellenistic, as also is p,€Ta°.

flup,° is d.X. in Ph 3^° (J^^DcEKL), where a-vfipoptpi^o) is correct rdg. See

below, § 173), pitow (class., but feKpiJ^ow LXX and NT only. 'Ek° is

only in form a cpd. See § 119 and Vocab. s.v. Note the different senses

in which the two verbs are factitive), aKYj^ow (class., but iiri" Hellenistic,

Kara" Xen. and Hell.), f'Te<})p6a) (rj rtcppa ashes), |<j)U(no(o {«f)v(Ta bellows.

NT and eccles. for class. °ida>).

(3) Denominatives from other stems.

Stems ending in -es-.

From nouns, ctkotow (possibly from 6 crKoroy, then attributed to to

a-KOTos, hence by analogous formation), cXkow, Kupow, fcr0€i'6<o (a word

only known from 1 Pet 5", and its mention in Hesych.), ui|f6(i> (though this

may be influenced by its antonym TaTrfivoca Krairfivos). From

adjectives, ciKpipow, irXiripow (but Siitterlin 117 connects this with -o-

stem, and eft. Lat. plerus).

Consonantal stems, irupow, IxapiTooj.

From comparatives, eaaow (2 Co 12" x*BD*, see above, p. 107, and

Vocab. s.v. f]TTdopai), eXaxTow. Debrunner [Wortb. 103) traces these

verbs in -dw back to the neut. eXarTor, which resembles the neut. of -o-

adjectives.

For t^louSci'ow (Mk 9^'^ AC), 'Oifou (ib. {<69) see §§ 46, 119, and
Vocab. s.v,
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The dominant force of these verbs in -o'co was instrumental or

factitive, and as words tend to fall into groups under the stress

of similarity of meaning, this kind of relationship was a deter-

mining factor in the history of the growth of this class.

Instrumental conception shown in various ways, e.g.
—

{a) To present, or reward with ; to injure, or punish with :

2T)fAei6(o, OafaToo), fj-aaTiyow, ceKpow, (TTaupoco, frapTap^w, to4)\6w,

f«j>paYeX\6w. Perhaps we may extend to KT]p.6w, ^\.\i.6(a, )ji.ict06w,

cm.^av6<j), tx^piTow {to endue with xap'^j see J. A. Robinson Ephes. 227).

(6) To treat with kindness, or with eagerness, with evil, with guile etc. :

fSoXioo) (LXX and NT. See Vocah. s.v.), 1^t)Xow, l^ufxow, KaKow.

(c) To give expression to personal feelings :

GufAoofiai, which may have influenced efjiPpip.6o|xai (for the form see

above, pp. 198-201 ; for the derivation, Debrunner in IF xxi. 5.3 ; for

this group of words, Siitterlin 125).

The Factitive conception is evident in a number of group.s, e.g.
—

(a) Words meaning to make strong etc. :

fiKafou, titpaTaiocj (late form for °tui'co, see Vocah. s.v. Kparmos), and

flaxvpoo) (LXX, Herm. Mand. v. 2^), from -o- stems, are accompanied by

tSuva/Jlow {Vocah. s.v.), faOci'ou.

The group, which is quite Hellenistic, may have originated in such

pairs of contrasts as aa-Bevio) {to he weak) : aaBevoa {to weaken—as early

as Xen. Cyr. i. v. 3), Kaprtpeo) : Kaprepoa. On the other hand, the group

may have started with the class. PePaiiJw.

(6) A contrast of meaning may have produced u<|/ow (from an -es-

stem) to match raireii'ow, and rik-qpodi against KCfow. (See, however,

above, imder (3)).

(c) A very important variety of the factitive meaning is found in a

group of verbs in -dw, derived from adjectives of moral as distinguished

from physical meaning. Here the meaning is to regard as, to treat as, not

to tnake. Thus d|i6a) (see Lightfoot Notes on Epp. 105), SiKaiow (see

Evans ap. 1 Co 6^^ cited by S and H Romans 30).

4. Verbs in -ico.

§ 164. This small class of denominatives from i-

''''^
stems was almost confined to Homer. There are no

representatives in the NT, and the noun prjvis which is found in Hermas

{Mand. v. 2*), has produced a verb privtdco {Sim. ix. 23^) according to

the later formation. (See § 160 {h) above.)

Two verbs ea9iu» and kuXiw are later forms of ea-dco and kvXiv8<o, as

shown on pp. 238, 246,
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5. Verbs in -vm.

, § 165. A small class of denominatives in v- stems

is represented in the NT by dpruw from dprvs, which

Hesych. gives as Ion. for dp6ij.6s, cf . Lat. artus. (The same root as in apn,

apapi(TKO),) For the transition from original meaning to prepare to later

meaning to season, see Vocab. s.v. and Wakernagel's important note in his

review of Mayser Oram. i. (ThLZ xxxiii. 36, n.^). AaKpuu, lo-xuw, fji€9u(u

<p.f6v, wine).

Two other verbs kwXuo) and p.T)i'uw are of doubtful etymology (see

Boisacq s.w.) ;
(cwXvw probably belongs to Class I. a. (a) above.

In the following the suffix -yo is added to a root :

©u« {<*dhy-iio), -tttuoj (ek-, cfx-) {*[s]piu-io, Lat. s^'^to), <^oa) (Lesb.

(f)via <*<fivico), puofxat (<*Fpv-, *^ru^, see Boisacq 846).

Two other stems are represented by compounds. Kajjifiow, a syn-

copated form of Karapvoi, is a Koivr] word (see Ruth. NP 426 f.). For

(ipu'ofjiai
see above, pp. 330, 387 n.^ Its root (I.E. *(e)rew-=" cry") is

quite distinct from that of pvopm above.

6, Verbs in -evco,

§ 166. The denominatives were first formed from the stem

of nouns in -eu9. Strict phonetic law would require a verb in

-€i(o from *-vF-t- or -*eF-t-, but the influence of the nom. sing.

-ev-<i, and perhaps the analogy of other tenses (cf . Kai(o, *KaFio) :

€Kavcra) determined the form -evot. Thus -atw : -avaa : -avca : :

-eico : -evaa : -€vq).

As the suffix -ey? in a noun stands for one holding a pro-

fessional rank or vocation, so the corresponding verb in -evo)

marks the exercise of that profession. Thus PaaiXeu'w, Ppa)3euw,

^PfATiKcuo), &ype6u, fdXieu'w. This type became very productive

at an early stage of the language and spread to other stems than

nouns in -ev<i, largely under the influence of semantic analogy.

No doubt the relation tTTTro? : iTrireix; : iTnTeveiv partly accounts

for the freedom with which this suffix was added to stems in -ov.

The following groups are specially noteworthy :
—

(a) Domination, oversight, rank :

BacriXeub) (which PpaPeu'w regularly follows) gives by exampleiiY^H-o^'^uw

{"fiav), fOpia/jiPeuu, KaraSufao-TCuo), KcXeuw, Kupieuw (KaTa°)> TraiSeu'w,

TTpeaPcuw, eTTiTpoTTcuw, fd»'0OTTaTcuw (Ac 18^^ HLPSs, Mart. Polyc. 21),

dyycip^i^u (for this
"
interesting old Persian word,'" and the noun ciyyapos in

Aesch., see Vocab. s.v.). So perhap iirotneijo) (<°tt)s, originally

overseer).
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(6) Correlative to these are verbs for subjection, obedience and service,

especially religious service, thus leading on to verbs which mark the
exercise of religious functions :

AouXeo'w, Xarpeu'w, I'tiaxeu'w, fUpaTeu'w (see Hort Comm. 1 Pet. 109),

fxa>'Teuofi,ai, ffjieCTiTeu'w, TrapeSpeu'w (1 Co 9^',
"

kultischer Terminus,"
Lietzmann HNT in loc. See also Vocab. s.v. npoa" is read by KL and
later MSS), Trpo4)iiT€uw. For fxa0T]Teua) see note below.

(c) Verbs connected with hunting, snaring, etc. :

Aypeuo), 0Tjp€uw, eceSpeu'w (§ 118), fa^ttuw, tirayiSeuu and possibly
also i^oveuoi and foXoGpeu'w (late form of oX(dp(v<o). Kararo^eva (Heb
1220 (Lxx)) fln^jg j^g ^g^y -j^^Q rp j^ ^^ ^jjg strength of

"
nonnulli minusc."

(d) A number of these verbs mean "
to play the part of,"

"
to act as

"

the man denoted by the corresponding noun :

KaTnfiXeuw (°Xoy), to play the huckster, to deal in for purposes of gain.

For pap. illustrations in support of RVmg., see Vocab. s.v. So p,ay€uw
to play the iriagus, deal in nmgic ; TroXirei'o), in LXX and NT always "rcuofiai,

act the citizen, live one's public life ;
ttuktcuw Crrjs) act like a bo.ver, fight ;

tyup.i'tTcuu (spelling, p. 72), to be scantily clad (as in Dio Chrys. ; but in

Plut. and Dio Cass, to be light-armed, where we may possibly trace a noun

yvfiviTTjs formed after oTrXirtjs; see Brugmann Gr.* 237). The meaning
'

to behave as" is clear in fAoixeuw (°xo$^)> iropt'euw ( los).

Many of the verbs in -fuw fall naturally into none of these groups.

They are either factitive, or connote the possession of a quality, or re-

present an action. In some instances we find the relationship of quality

passing to that of action.

The factitive meaning is evident in—
A€o-|ji,Eucj to bind (°p.os), o-aXeuw to shake (°Xos a trembling), Jcwpeu'w

Cpoi a heap) to heap on, overwhelm, <(>uTeu<«) to ^/an/, fdiroScKaTeuw (see

°6w above, § 163).

The possession of a quality is conspicuous in—
'AX^iGeuw to be truthful, hence to deal truly (Field, Notes 192, Vocab. s.v.),

€ipT]i'euw, ^if]Xeu(u (late and rare for -ow), p,vTip,okeuw, Trepiao'cucD

(passes from the intr. to the trans., see Lightfoot Notes 48, Milligan Thess.

44), TriCTTCuo) (passes from the intr. to the trans., but in the NT the

activity of faith is strongly present in the word), tttuxcuw. o-ujiPouXeuw

(<°Xos). The cpd. f<j)iXoTrpa>Teuw, fi.X. in 3 Jn*, is from (jiiKonpmrm

(Polj'b., Plut., Artem.), the simplex irpwreuco (LXX, Col 1^*) is later class.

(Plat., the Orators etc.).

The idea of action appears in the following :

'Ayopfuo to speak in the ayopd (contr. "p'^j^w, § 172 (rf)) lost its specific

meaning, and its cpd. Trpo<rayopcuu=to address, Iiail (so Heb 5^^, see

Moffatt ICG in loc). See Vocab. s.v., and for use of ayoptvai and cpds.,

Rutherford NP 326 flf. AiakUKTcpeuu, a Hellenistic coinage (Xen.),

following 8ir}p,(pfvo} which occurs once hi Plato, afterwards in Hellen.
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authors. EjjiPaTeuw (see § 118 (6), Vocab. s.v.), jeiriyafAppeuw (see § 120,

Vocab. -s.v. yafijBpos), Kn^Suceuw, kukXcuu (rather rare word for common
°(<o, °6co, Jn 102* (B), Rev 20», see WH App.^ 178, also Vocab. s.v.),

fifTjoTcuw (as old as Homer, Kfivrjo-rrip < fj.vdofj.ai. See Boisacq 641),

nopevoi in class. Gk. was used with a transitive force, but only the far

more common °eu'ofxai survives (with its 8 cpds.) in the NT. Its

synonym oScuw was an early poet, word which reappeared in Hellen.

prose, nc^euo) (poet, until Xen.). The cpd. faixfJiaXwreuw (<°tos,

§ 105) probably followed the analogy of ^uyaSeuo) (Debrunner in Blass

Gr.^ 65). Lobeck (Phryn. 442) observes
"
Extrema Graeciae senectas

novum palmitem promisit alxiJ-a\(OT(vfiv."

Although the active ending -euo could, and did originally, convey the

dea of "being or behaving, or acting as ," the influence of other

classes of verbs where this condition is expressed by the middle {e.g.

axBofiai, albovpai) led to the formation of deponents in -cuofxai :

EyKpareuo/Jiai (<°tt)S, § 118 (c)), ejunvopeuofjiai (<"pos, assumed this

form through mistaken connexion with iropevopm, see § 118 (a)).

|n€pTr€peuofAai (<°pos, § 104) is first met with in 1 Co 13*; elsewhere

only in Marcus. flpayiJiaTeuofjiai ( < Tr/jay/xara, business) to trade, a

common commercial term in papp. See Vocab. s.v. fnapaPoXeuop-ai

( <7rapdl3o\os, § 123 (b), according to the true rdg. Phil 2^", rather than

'\napa(3ov\fvopai (CKLP), see Kennedy, EOT in loc). j"'PuTrap£uo/ji.ai

(read by 046 ap. Rev 22^^, see under puTrou above, § 163). ZTpareuofxai

{(TTpaTos, army in camp) to serve as a soldier, make war. Depon. only is

found in NT, though -eva> is occasionally used in class, authors. In later

HeUen. active used transitively =ewto. "fXpriaTeuop.ai (from °t6s) not

foimd earlier than 1 Co 13*.

Note.—In several of these verbs we observe the transition from intr.

to trans, use :

'E|XTropeuop.ai to travel as a merchant (Jas 4^^),
'

then, with a transitive

force
"
to import,"

"
purchase,"

"
traffic in,"

" make gain or business of,"
'

Mayor, ap. 2 Pet 2^. This meanmg of to exploit occurs in Polyb. xxxviii. 10,

where the active form is used. t®P'''*M'Pf"''J to celebrate a triumph (so

in Plut. e.g. Tib. Orac. 21, C. Grac. 17). Then, as in NT, to lead in

triumph. So Col 2l^ 2 Co 2^* (on which see Lietzmann HNT in loc,

with parallels from Plut., also Vocab. s.v.). fMa6T]T£oa), intr. to be a

disciple (Mt 27" ABL. So Plut.), and trans. =to make a disciple (Mt
28", Ac 1421): -euo|xai, depon. =to be a disciple, (Mt 13»2 27" NCD,
1. 33, 17).

ii. Consonantal yo- -presents.

These consist of A. -n-io-. (1) aivM, (2) -vvm.

B. -r-io; -1-io, (1) -aipo), -elpco, -vpw. (2) -aXko), -eWca,

-iXkd), -yX.Xft>. C. -TTTw, -aao). D. -^w, (1) -afw, (2) -i^o),

(8) -v^(xy, (4) -e^w. (5) -o^ft).
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A. Verbs in -n-io-.

1. -alvoi.

§ 167. These denominatives were formed

from a variety of stems. Starting with stems

containing, or ending in, -n-, the suffix was extended under the

influence of analogy to other groups of words.

Thus:

{a) To stems with -n-: rioiixaicoj (from 7roi/xfi'- <*-mn-i), eu^jpaikw

(from fv(f)pov-), pao-Kaicw (fr. fidaKavos <*/3a»c-o-/c-ai'o-s); Kcphaivu (present
stem not found in XT) maj" come from *Kep8a>i' (>'AKf'pSa)v proi^. name,
also Lat. cerdo, -on-is), see IF xxi. 20.

This applies also to neuters in -pa (<*-mn- ; of. ovopa, Lat. nomen):

Zr)jJ,at^'w (from a-Tjpa <I.E.* dhid-mu), Gepp.aii'u (probably from a neut.

*6(ppa), and Xufxait'Ofxai (from \vpa, not \vpri, see IF xxi. 22).

(&) The suffix is often added to stems in -pos. Debrunner (following

Brugmann Ord.^ n. i. 347, 578) recalls the interchange of the n- and r-

suffixes in I.E., and thus accounts for the partiality of the ro- and lo-

stems for -aiVco {IF xxi. 31).

Mwpait'w from °p°5, ^r^pcivbi from °p°5> TrtKpati'w from °pos, illustrate

this partiaUty, whilst jxiaii'U) from p.iap6s is an example of the inter-

change of 11- and r-.

(c) Certain verbs are treated by Brugmann ((Jr.* 349) as instances of

the io extension of a nasal present. To this class belong :

Mapaifoj (cf. Skt, mr-na-ti)<lJE. *merd'- {grind),*mere- {die) identical

in Lat. morior, ^poroi; mer-n-io >papaiva (Boisacq).

'Y<|)aa'u <*uebh-y,-jp >vcf)-avt.o >v(f)aivcio.

(d) The analogic spread of this suffix in verbal formation was aided

by certain groups of words. We need only consider the bearing of this

upon XT vocabulary. In the factitive group peXaipco (from peXai'-)

quite naturally led to XeuKaii'w from XfvKos, whilst 06p|i,aiVw set the

fashion for a whole group of words of which ^rjpaii'Ci) is our only example.

Under the influence of fiiaii'w the Homeric pvTroo} gave place to puiraii'u

(Xen., Arist.), with the result that an adj. puirapos was formed on the

reverse analogy of piapus : niaivu). One may hazard the suggestion

that TTiKpaii'w was influenced by yXuKaiVo), which Brugmann {IF xxxviii.

125 f.) has explained as a substitute for ykvKvvoi by the principle of
"

prohibitive dissimilation." rXvKa/i'w is the one verb from a -v stem

which joins the -alva class ; contrast its synonym tjSvvo). In the in-

transitive group there are a number of words representing a state of mind

or character, to which, in the class, age, fiupaivtt) belonged (see Note

below), and others representing a bodily condition, e.g. uyiaicw from

uyiris.
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Note.—As was the case with -euw verbs, we see a change from active

to middle, and from trans, to intr., in the following :

Mupaifo) (1) class, to he foolish. (2) In LXX and NT, factitive, to make

foolish (1 Co 1^"), -ofxai, to become foolish (Rom P^), to become tasteless (Mt
513

II
Lk 1434).

riiKpaiVw to make bitter (Rev 10*), -ojiai to show bitterness (Col 3^^).

2. -vuoi.

§ 168. Verbs in -vvu) stand in close relation

to adjectives and nouns with v- stems. But

since some adjectives in -v<; were related to neut. nouns in -09,

the verbal suffix -vva) came to be attached to other stems in -ov

where no such adjectives in -1/9 were to be found.

(a) In afiuvta and irXuVeu we have primary verbs, where -w is part of

the stem (see Debrunner IF xxi. 73).

(b) Adjectives in -I'y furnish us with paOu'vw, ^apuVw, PpaSuKw,

cuGui'w, {rrap-)6^vico, Tva\6v<si, irXarot'o)
; and irXT]6uVw may have been

formed from the Homeric noun nXrjdvs.

(c) Al<T\uv(a comes from alaxos, which had no corresponding adj.

in -I'f, (ai<T-){uvr] being a back-formation from the verb).

{d) BaGukw and irXaTu'vu became patterns for a group of words

represented by p-eyaXuVw, fAT]KuVw, and possibly ttXtjOui'w. na\6\>(i) prob-

ably led the wayforo-KXirjpui'w (from aKXr]p69).

(e) MoXuv'w is closely connected with fieXas (<*,aeXai'o-s), cf. Skt.

malind-s, I.E. melno-s. 'Orpi'i'o) (irap-) is really a compd., <*()-Tpv-v-i(o

<*6 (see § 111 above, and Brugmann Grd.^ u. ii. 817), and rpv (cf. Skt.

tvar-, Brugmann ib. i. 260, 311).

(/) Other -n-j/o- verbs: Kpii'u (Kpi-iz-ici)),
eXauVw (see p. 235. Solmsen,

Gr. Wortf, 51 <i\a-vv-t.a) <e'Ka-Fcov, nomen agentis from eXa- in eXa-o-at,

(\a-TTjp etc.).

B. Verbs in -r-io, -l-io-.

§ 169. (1) In -aipo) we have two primary verbs

'^'^
aipu and xo.l.p<a, and the denominative KaOaipw (from

KU0ap6s).
In

-ei'po) almost all the verbs are primary, thus,
'

eyetpw, Ketpw, CTTreipw, (pt/eipo).

For ojjieipofAai see p. 251 above.

OlnTtlpa) is another spelling for olnnpu, which Brugmann G-rd.^ u. i. 358

derives from *oliiTi-po- (cf. oIkti^co) after the tj-pe 6Xo(p{j-po-pai.
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, In -I'pco we have two primarv verbs, iTTupoiiai

and (Tupw, and the denominative fjiaprupofxai.

(2) The only verbs in -aXXo) in the NT are primary,

viz. aXXofjiai, (3d\Xa), 0dXXw, \j/dXXw. The same

appUes to verbs in -eXXw, viz. jieXXw, cttcXXco, tAXw, except dyyeXXw,
which is a denominative from oyyfXoy. For o/ceXXw see pp. 243 and 294.

In -tXXo) and -uXXco we have only the primary verbs tiXXw and ctkuXXu.

C. Verbs in -tttw and -crcrw.

1. § 170. It is an open question whether any of

the -TTTco verbs (except denominatives as xoXeTrro)

<Xa\en6s, none of which occur in the NT) were originally -to- verbs.

The NT list consists of airrw, pdirrw, ^Xdirrw, Gdirrw, 0puiTTa>, KaXuTrxw,

KdjUHTTO), kX^TTTW, KOTTTCi), KpUTTTW, KUTTTW, vilTTU}, pdlTTCJ, 'j'CITipdiTTW, piTTTCJ,

CTKdiTTw, CTK£TrTO|jiai, (iTTicTK° , late form of eVto-KOTreo)), tu'tttw.

Of these pXaTtrcj and I'lirTw, whose roots ended in a labiovelar (for

idXc'iTTTco cf. Skt. tnarc-, vinra < f^fneig"-), must belong to the -to- class,

for *neig^-io> vi(<o (cf. peq^'io> nea-aoo). Similarly with those whose roots

ended in
(f),

viz. PdirTw (e'/3d0f;i'), GdiTTw {sjdhrphh-), KpuTTTw {KpC(pa),

(TKaiTTit}
{f(TKd(f)}]i>, (TKcidyos), where the similarity of the aorist forms

{eKpv\p-a : eKaXv\p-a) reacted on the form of the present. The remaining
verbs in the list may quite well have come from stems in -io. S/ceVro/iaj

may be <*o-Kf7rj[o/xat <*(r7reKio/iat (=Lat. specio, Skt. pdSydmi). See

Brugmann, Or.* 343 f., also Debrunner IF xxi. 207 fif., Hirt Handb. 378 f.

-O-CTW
2. § 171. Verbs in -aao) are almost all from

guttural stems and most are primary.

(a) Guttural stems.—Primary: Apdo-cofiai {>bpayiia, Spaxp.!]), -fidaaw

(diro-, CK-), irpdaaw (from *7rpa/c(o)-, cf. rcipa, ntpa-v, Grd.^ n. i.

481), TapdCTCTU (rapax-), TaffCTW {e-rdy-jjv), ^p6,<T<T(t) {*<ppaKj^co), irXi^aCTW

(*7rXa«iw, cf.
Tr\-i]yr]), pr^crcrui (according to Wackernagel, Hellenistica 24,

Fraenkel, Nom. Ag. ii. 40 f.) supplanted prjywpi {to break) in the Hellen.

age, under the influence of i'TrXrj^a : ttXijo-o-o). There was a distinct verb,

Att. puTTco, Hellen. paaam Ion. prja-a-a {to throw, strike, dash). Debrunner

(Blass (?r.* 61) suggests that the two verbs coalesced in the Koivi], and

it is significant that the latter meaning fits the verb better in Mk 9^*

(where, in fact, D reads paaa-ei) and Lk 9*^, also in the cpd. npoa-eprj^tv,

Lk 6*^. For derivation of pdo-CTu see Vocab. s.v. pr)yvvp.i. <t>pi<ro-w (cf.

4>p^^)> vu(T(T(i>, opuo-ffw {*6pvxt:<>>),
TrTU(Ta(ji (cf. TTTv^, -vxos. Foi ctym. see

Boisacq 824). Denominative: naxdcTCTCj {naTayoi), <^u\d<T<T<i) (<|>uXa^),

Xapdaa-o) {xapa$), which is represented in NT by its derivative xdpayp.a,

dXXdo-aw probably from the adv. dX\d$ (Debnmner IF xxi. 219), ^Xi<ro-w

(see above, p. 236), pSeXoo-aw (/SSeXupoj, cf. Aesoh. (idfXvKTpoiros),

KT]pucraw (kt]po^).
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(b) Dental stems.—Primary: nXdaa-o) (*7rXa^tco, following the -x-«'»

type in present, but aor. eirXaaa, €irXda6T)i/. See Brugmann, Gr.* 119,

Anm.®). Denominative : irupeao-w (iTupeTos).

(c) 'Ei'TuXicro-w was formed from the prepositional phrase er rvXa under

the influence of eXio-orw (see Debrunner IF xxi. 235, Worth. 115); for its

rarity and meaning see Abbott JV 346 f. and Vocab. s.v. By back-

formation a simplex rvXia-aa was made (see LS s.v.).

(d) Iirapdo-ffw ( <I.E. *spereg-) is taken by Debrunner {IF xxi. 224) as

a -^Q) verb, which foUows the analogy of rtipao-o-w in the present (Aor.

also iairdpa^a) ; Tiva<T(ju> (diro-, eK-) of uncertain etymology ; 4)pudcra«

(like its cognate ^/ji/nao-o-o/xat) a lengthened form, related to (ppeap

{<*(f)pTJFap <I.E. *6^reup-) ; alvL(T(rop,ai (>aiViYfjia) from alvos. The

origin of the -laa-op-ai is unexplained.

D. Verbs in -^(o.

1. -d^o).

§ 172. This suffix originated in the attach-

ment of -10) to stems in -aB-, thus Xi0ds (XiOaS-)

\iQdl(i). In a few instances a guttural stem was so used, e.g.

ap7ra| (apiray-) : dpirdl^w. The use was extended to neuter nouns

with stems in -ut-, e.g. ovojia : 6vo^i.dt,w, and then to nouns in

-a- stems, e.g. dyopd : dyopd^w. In time -a^w was a sufiix that

could be added to any stem, though it is generally easy to

trace the influence of semantic analogy.

(a) How productive this suffix became may be judged from the fact

that out of about 70 verbs in -dfco in the NT only two are derived from

stems in -aS-, the second being (^pdtu ( <0paS-tco, see Brugmann Grd. ii. iii.

182 ; cf. (ppaSrj, dpi-(ppa8-7]s). l€pd|^op.ai. probably came from (riiiai,

which has not stem in -aS-, but see p. 258 above; and o-KCTrdfa) (whence

(j\i.o.) from (TKfTras, -aos.

(6) Kpdl^w and a^dtfti are the only other verbs (cf. dpird^o)) from

guttural stems, though a confusion of flexion is found sometimes in the

conjugation. See Proleg. 56, § 95 above, and Vocab. s.vv. apTrdfco,

/Sawrd^o).

(c) Like ofOfAdj^w are Oaufidl^w {Bavfia), )(^e>.i).dt,(i> ()(^flpa), SeXedl^w

(fieXeap, -aros).

(d) From nouns in (7 we have dyopdj^u (see Rutherford NP 214),

dKp.dl^u, dXaXd^cj, dvayKdt,ii}, auyd^w (see Vocab. s.v.), ^id'iu), SiKdl^w,

So^dl^a) (§ 118), e^oucridl^a), coprdl^co, €Trr]ped^(i) (see § 120), Or]\dt,<ti,

Kpauydj^w, Treipdj^o) fpoet. and late prose for 'pn<o), irappTio-id^ofAai ,
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o-cXrikidi^oiJiai (Mt i^* 17^\ A "
late and rare" word. To reff. given in

lexicons add Vett. Val. 113^°, and V^us, 127®- 3''), a-Kevd^co (Trapa-),

(TKiafco (cTTi-, Kara-), aTTOuSdj^w, -o-reya^a) (aTTO-), O'xo^<^l<«'» Tuppd^w

(Lk 10^* AP), x^eud^o) (see Solmsen 246 n.i).

(e) From nouns and adjectives in -[i.)os, -(i)oi' : 'EvuiTvidt^ia, ipydt,op.ai,

6opuj3d|^u, |'Kau(cr)TT]pid!^w, KOTrdj^w (icoTrof), cnvid^u (a.X. in Lk 22^^^ for

Attic (n']6(i} ; probably both alviov and its verb belong to the colloquial

Koiir}), UTTwirtd^w (from vttwttlov, but ffAuwird^w from fiva-^, see § 108

above, and Mayor JwZe a/uZ 2 Pe^ 95 n.^), XopTa^w (for history of word see

Lightfoot ap. Phil 4").

t'Ayid^w (on this new word coined (or appropriated) by Jewish piety

see Vocab. s.v.), drtfAd^w, yufAm^aj, SoKifjidtw, j'€i'Ta<J>idj^(i) (§ 118),

Irotfjidi^w, iiCTuxdj^cj, vr]indX,(ji (1 Co 14^0, elsewhere only Hipp., for

vtjTTiaxfvco (Hom.), vT]iridx^a>), j-rrapofjioidiicj (Mt 23^^, elsewhere only
eccles. ; for this and for the simplex read by B, 1, see § 123), •firoppdl^w

(Mt 16^2], from iruppos ; elsewhere only in Byzantine authors. In LXX
and Philo irvppi^m. The -afw form may possibly be due to the accom-

panying verb), '\fnuyvdl,<ti (LXX, NT, late). To these should be added

SiCTTd^w from *Sto-ros', cf. Skt. dvisthah {uncertain), e^erdl^u) (whence also

fVdfw (Wis 2^^) and jdverdloi) from eVeoy (<*eVeFos) true, real: see

Vocab. 42a, KoXd^w from koXos docked (<I.E. *qold-).

(/) From adverbs : Aixdj^w (St'xa), TrXeoi/d^a) (TrXeov).

(g) From verbs : 'Afji4)id^(ij (on the form and speUing, see p. 228).
" The

back-formation dfx(f)U(co (from the aor. of -evvvixi) is an obvious first

step towards dp,<|)id^w, which shows the influence of the large class of -dCw

verbs" {Vocab. 28a). For derivation direct from a/n(^i see p. 68.

-^ijSal^u, causative of ^aiva, mostly in cpds. (in NT only a cpd. with

di'a-, 6fji-, cTTi-, Kara-, Tvpo-, trw-), from fia- < \'g a- in Skt. jigati, cf.

Lac. 3 pi. j3il3avTL and Hom. ptc. ^il3ds{= striding). Aajjid^w (according

to Debrunner Wortb. 122 n.^) is a back-formation from iMixaa-a the aor.

of the older present stem Bdfivrjfii. ZTCfdj^w, originally a frequentative

of artvco. ^ayTdt,<t) from (paiva.

{h) A few verbs come under none of the above headings :

Acnrd^ofiai is derived from d <*n (cf. prep, ev, § 118), and sjseq^, seen

in the Hom. ewine {<*evaf7re) fcnreTf {<*fv-(nT(Tf), Lat. inseque.

Bao-rdl^w (for meaning and flexion see Vocab. s.v.), cf. Lat. gero {<*geso),

gesto, to carry.

Nuo-xd^w and its cognate vvirrakos from I.E. *sneudh- <*snd, cf. Lat.

ndre.

f nid^w (see pp. 69, 254) from I.E. *pi-s{e)-d-, cf. Skt. plddyati {*pi-zd-).

See Boisacq, s.v.

Note.—1. Semantic analogy may account for a few groups of words

in -(ifCO related by common meaning rather than by similarity of stem :
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Thus for utterance of sound, dXaXdl^w, Kpdj^w, Kpauydl^u, crrei'd^w ;

for reviling, ridiculing, reproaching, dTifj,d(^u, xXeud^w, cTTTipedl^w :

for teMing, judging, separating, SiKdl^w, Sixd^w. SoKijidl^w, e^erdiw,

-ircipdj^u, (nfidj^o) :

for numerical relatio7iships, folloAviiig fiovas : /Ltora^o) (a verb found in

Barn 4^". Herni. Sim. ix. 26^), 8vds : ^un^w etc., Sixdj^w,

Sio-Tdl^u), irXeoi'dl^a) :

for mark of age, dRfid^w, 'Tjiridj^o) :

for state of health : the related pair vyialvo) : vyiafco repi-esented the

intrans. and the factitive conceptions. Hence *i'0(raii'£o : voa-dCio.

The obsolescence of voaaivco led to the use of the passive -d^ofxai, to

mark the possession of a disease. Hence tf^^'l*'''«!^ojxai from which

by analogous formation Deissmann {LAE 251, -256) accounts for 8aiiiovi-

d(ofim, in Wesseley Zauberp. (=P Par 574)
**• ^oo',

2. The termination -o^o) does not always carry a transitive meaning.
This is seen specially when it is attached to -o- stems, for -oco here has

a prescriptive right to the factitive meaning. Rutherfoixi NP 284 says,
"
Verbs in -a^'co from adjectives in -os are rare at the best, and though

dTifidl^u), 8nr\a(Tid^u) and one or two more bear a transitive meaning, the

majority of such words are neuter." The famous crux ^id^ofxai is dis-

cussed fully in Vocab. s.v.

2. -t'tw.

that of -afw.

§ 173. The origin and extended use of this

most productive suffix is closely parallel to

(a) From stems in -iS-.

WyKoXi^o^ai {iy-), the simplex poetical, from dyKoXis, Homeric for

dyKdXT) (Lk 2^8). -j-'EkaYKaXil^ojjiai (LXX and Plut.) may be an old poet,

word which survived only in vernacular. Mt and Lk avoid it when used

by Mk 9^® 10^®. For meaning see Expos, ix. ii. 300. jBoXi^u (
Vocab. s.v.),

cXiril^w, epil^w, fiepi^w, pairij^w (for origin and meaning, see Rutherf. NP
264 ; Field Notes 105), piiri^w (see Hort ap. Jas 1®), CT^jpayi'l^w, ^povTi'^dt.

So irai^w is from TrdFis- AuXi|^op.ai might conceivably come from avXis

(Hom.), but is generally derived from aiX//. Kojii^w from Koni8r]

(Brugmann Grd.^ n. iii. 231: cf. Skt. gatna-h (<I.E. *komo-s) fdmi,

Boisacq 489. For various meanings of the word see Vocab. s.v.).

(b) Other stems with nominatives in -is follow this type, with the

mixed declension of fpts (ace. epu' and eplda) as a possible link (so

Debrunner Wortb. 128).

KiOapi^w, v^pitfO), x<^P^'!ioM'°^''. and, through similarity of declension

(see p. 140), tTreXeKil^w (<Cn4\eKvs. See Lob. Phryn. 341).
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(c) Guttural stems supply fJiacrril^w (Ac 22^', Ep. and late prose for

p,aoTiY<5w), CTaXiri^u), oTTjpil^a) (for mixed conjug. see p. 259), ^Xoyi^u

(<0Xo|, though possibly belonging to the class (h) below).

(d) From -a- stems come auXij^ojiai, dpyi^w, fcrfAupkiliu (]\Ik IS^^,

mingle with myrrh. Elsewhere only Diosc. fee like myrrh. In very late

writers, embalm), SiuXi^w (both simplex and cpd. are late—^from vKt^,

sediment), ^f\\i.itjia (see p. 387 n.^), f4)uXaKil^«,

(e) From (a) nouns and (/3) adjectives, in -oy {-ov). (a) 'A<}>pij^cj, tdKe/jLij^w

(elsewhere only schol. on Od. xii. 336. For class, drf/uoaj. See Hort ap.

Jas 1', also Mayor, who shows that James has a fondness for verbs in

-I'fco), Paaai'ij^w {^aaavo^, touch-stone), ^uGij^w, fy'^H-^^'^ (see N. 2 below),

euayyeXil^oj (§ 106), feurouxi'^w, fOearpi^w (first occurs Heb 10^^, but (kO'

twice in Polyb.), Grjaaupij^w, ftfiaTil^aj (Focrtfe. 5.i'.), jKaTonTpitw

{KaToiTTpov, mirror), Kct'Tpi^w (Xen.), fKoXa<f)ij^w (not found earlier than

NT, from noXacfios, vernac. for k6i>8v\oi, knuckles, see Lobeck Phryn. 175),

tKpooTaXXi^oj (a.X. Rev 21^^), Xoyii^ofjiai, jiupil^w (Ion. and Corned.

also pap.), 'Ofxi^w, ^ei-i^w, -oiKi'^co (itaT-), Jas 4' NBA (see X. 2 below),

tfieToiKij^o) (</;x£Vot/coj, Arist.), oirXi^w, fopOpt^w (LXX and Lk 2P^ for

class. 6pdp€VQ}. HeUen. ace. to Moeris, see Thumb Hellen. 123), opi^w,

opKi^w (soimd Attic iia spite of Phrynichus, as Demosth. Fals. Leg. 278

shows. See Rutherford NP 466 f., Lob. Phryn. 560 f.), opfiiCto (irpoa-),

irXouTij^w, TTovrl^io (xaKa-), Tropica) (whence f°CT)i6s), ttoti^w, pa^Sij^cj,

taKarSaXil^w (only LXX and NT, see Thumb Hellen. 123, Helbing Gr.

127), CTKopiril^w (an Ionic word, found in a fragment of Hecatseus,

elsewhere only in Hellen. writers for Att. a-KfMwvpi, see p. 387 n.^.

Rutherford NP 295 : from a-Kopnios, an engine for throwing missiles,

hence to scatter), (nr\ayxvi'C,oiiai (Thumb ib., Helbing ih., Vocah. s.v.),

TpaxriXii^u (Xen. ; for meaning see Moffatt ICC ap. Heb 4^^), Tufxirai'ijoj

(Eupolis and HeUen., originally to beat a drum, rvpiravov, later to beat to

death, see Moffatt ap. Heb IP^), ^opjiiiii, xpofij^w, »(/t)<|>i^«, <i/wp,il^w.

(/3) 'Ayi'i^u, dGpoi^o) (from aOpoos, assembled in a crowd, a copulative

(see § 107) for d imder the law forbidding successive aspii-ates, and 6poos,

noise<l.Yi. *dhreu-, *dhru-), faixfJ.aXojTii^cj (from °tos, see § 105), dpriCu)

(t^l- Kar-), tlcopKiiw (§ 118), Hvirntu, (§ 119), l^x^.plCopm (8i-, § 116),

JKaSapii^u (for class. <a6alpa, see Vocah. s.v.), dkaKaivt^w and \ivKo.ivl1^u>

(see Vocah. s.vv.), Ko\i^'it,ui, p,eTewpil^o)xai (§ 122 (6), Vocab. s.v.), 6p<^avi(<a

(dir-), irpoxeiptlco (§ 125), <JO^ilt^, t<TUfji|xop4.iV (Ph 310 XABD, 33;

nowhere earlier), crwl^w, ^aweri^^m (fi-. a-vvfros), Herm. Mand. iv. 2^, Ep.

Diogn. 12^, (first found in Aiist.).

(/) From other 3rd Declension nouns and adjectives.

Stems in -es- supply y^H'tlw (unless this belongs to class (h) below),

SaKcil^w (for spelling, see p. 77), eOi^o), feSacfji^a) (Arist. For meaning
see Field Notes 74), Oepi^w, ^^'€l8l^w, Jo-koti^cj. 'aX/^'o) (cruv-) {<h\tfVf
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n-FaXi]s, cf. doXXrjs : see Solmsen Gr. Wortf. 20). f A<T<}>aXi!^(«) (see Vocah.

S.V.), drcfiiu, d()>afii^cj, and efji<})ai'ii^w (see pp. 236. 307).

Stems in -oi^-, -mi/-. Aywi'iiofiai, Sai/xoi'ij^ofjLai, jK\u8u>'i(top,ai (Eph
4^*. Elsewhere only Is 5V, Joseph., Vett. Val.), crw<|)pov'i^w.

Stems in -|uar-. ^Aeiyiiarlloi (Mt 1^9 ^*aBZ j^ q^i 213. gee p. 320 n.i.

For other exx. of this rare word see Vocab. s.ik), fSoyiiaTil^oj (see

Vocab. 5.1'.), f KaufjiaTil^w, \i.eTa(Txr]fxaTit,(>i and (TvvcT\r\ixaTlt,(ji , Tpaufxari^u.

XpT]fiaTitw covers two entirely distinct words : (a) to be called, <xpr])j.aTa

(<Xpu>fiai, <*xpr)-ioiJ,ai) business, hence to do business under the name of

X, to bear the name of; (b) to ii'nrn, <xpr}fia {<xpoiy, <*xprj-ia))=xPV'^P-°^

(<XPliC<^)' oracle.

Stem in -cot-. 4>a)Tii^a).

Various stems supply faXi^w (from ciXs, dX6s : IMk 9***, Mt5", Ignat.

Magn. 10^ LXX ; first in Arist.), di'Spil^w, fxaKapij^w {<^dKap), fAUKxripil^w

( <iivKTrjp, nose), to sneer at, jnock (see Vocab. s.v.), Siaxcipt'l^w (§ 1 16 (a)).

(g) From adverbs: AaKTi^w (<Xn|, with the foot), to kick. Nocr4>tli<ij

{<v6a(j)i, apart, aside) has in the two NT occurrences (AcS^-^, Tit 2^°) a

special middle force, to jjurloin, supported bj' the papyri (see Vocab. s.v.).

This poet, word first appeared in prose in Xen. Cyr. rv. ii. 42, and is

frequently found in Hellen. authors (as Wetstein shows). Xupij^u ( < x«pt'f^3

leyyi^w (<e''yyi'y) not very common in papyri (see Vocab. s.v.).

{h) From verbs: fi/wpij^u from the same verbal root as yt-yvw-o-Kco, but

with the r that appears also in yvapLixos, norma {<*gn5rimd), then gndrus

{<*§n-), narro (<*gndro), ignoro (Boisacq s.v.). The original causative

force is largely lost, but is to be recognised in all its NT occurrences, even

Phil 122 (see Vocab. s.v.). 'EpeQit,oi (e'pe^co), ^TTpo<jox&iioi (Heb 310 f^'^^'

late form, rare outside the LXX, for irpoaoxdiw), irpi^w {rrpia)); xPlflw,

to need, is closely related to XP«<»^> but both are derived from an old noun

XP'] (see § 107 under dxpelos ; also Boisacq p. 1069). 4>Xoyi^w (if from

(f>X(y(o, but possibly it comes from (pX6^, and belongs to class (/) above).
The most common tj^e of verbal derivative, as the ending -riXw

shows, is formed from the verbal adj. in -ros. These verbs are generally

intensive or iterative. NT examples are aipeTij^w {alpeop-ai, 'peros)

(Hipp, and inscrr. Polybius does not use the verb, but its deriv.

°Ti(m]S=partisan), PaTrxi^o) {[idnro], /3a7rro's), ]pavTlt,<i) {palvu), pairos).

(i) The productivity of this suffix may be seen from the freedom with

which new verbs were coined from prepositional phrases. This began in

the class, period, e.g. aKopaKiC<o=e's KopaKas {(3a.XXa>), but grew consider-

ably in later Greek. In the NT we have dTrooTop,aTita> (see § 115, Vocab.

s.v.), but emaTOjjiil^co (see § 120, for form cf. (va-TOfxiCoi in P Par 574^^''*),

both of classical origin, fdTroice(|>aXi^(i> (see §§ 108, 109), jecwTi^ofAai

(§ 118), telouSckil^co (Lk 2311 W, see § 119), which are all Hellen,,

KOTaKpT)p,cil^w (see §§ 109, 121) first appears in Xen.
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As an example of new formations in papp. cf. {Vi/Sco/ji'^cu PSI iv. 435*

(258 B.C.).

(j) A few root verbs end in -l^a and maj^ be given here :

1^(0 (KaQit,u))<*si-zd-o or *Sfd-io < ^'serf, cf. e^ofim.

KTi^u, cf. Skt. kseti, ksiyati (see Boisacq s.v.).

o\ii(iii cf. Skt. chid-, chindtti, chintte, to cut, split, Lat. scindo, pf. scidi

(see Boisacq s.v.).

Tpit,(t) (Mk 9^* rp. T. o8. to grind the teeth), a word found from Homer
onwards for the utterance of any sharp sound, from I.E.

*{s)trei-g- with *strei-d- in Lat. strideo.

Note.—1. This suffix was freely used in coining words on the analogy

of groups with similar meaning. Thus [a) 'louSat^w follows the well-

known type of
"
imitatives," fn]8i(co, XaKcovl^co and even cf)i\iTnTi^(o, to

ape the Mede, to imitate the Spartan manners, to side ivith Philip, to which

we may add iWrjvi^ai (>°io-ti]s) to Hellenise, to speak Greek. (6) The

suffix was commonly used for the celebration of a festival ;
thus a-a^^arlCco

(LXX, Logion in P Oxy i. 1, °ap,6s Heb 4^) follows the example of navr]-

yupiCco (<TTaTiYupts). In this way may have arisen
yaix.i'l,(ti (on which see

N. 2 below), after the type iravvvx^C<^- (c) The only other group that calls

for mention here is that of verbs describing a sound, whether vocal or

instrumental. In the NT KiOapiJw, aaXirij^w, TUfjiirai'il^w, originated

thus : see (c) above.

2. The meaning of a verb in -I'^w often depends on the context, as

Rutherford observes {NP 179). Sometimes the instrumental force is

obvious, as in papSi^w, or the factitive, as in ycfjii^oj, or the causative, as

in iroTil^w ; but the lists given above show with how many verbs such

a ready decision is impossible. Consistency in verb formation was some-

times hindered by the previous appropriation of a suffix to another root.

An instance of this occurs in 1 Co 14^, where auXew and KiGapil^w are

parallel. Here the verb expected, ai-Xi^co, had been coined from the root

av\r] as early as Homer, with an entirely different meaning (see (a) and

(d) above). An important point arises over the distinction of meaning
between a verb in -1(01 and a cognate formation. Sometimes the primary

distinction between intrans. and trans, is maintamed, as in (r(«)<t>poi'e'a) and

o-ax^pokil^w, irXouTew and ttXouti^w. On the other hand, although Ka6e^op,ai

and Kd0T)fjiai were available for the intrans. sense, KaGi^w is intrans. in

more than 20 passages and causal in only 3, unless we add Jn 19^' as evi-

dently interpreted by Justin M. {Ap. i. 35) and Ev. Petr. m. 7. The

compounds of KaGil^w are all used intransitively (dfa- Lk^ Ac^, ciri-

Mt^, Trepi- Lk^), with the exception of <jw-, which is intrans. Lk 22^^ nAB,
but trans. Eph 2®. The meaning of Ya/jiil^w in 1 Co 7^* has an important

bearing upon exegesis. The verb is not found outside the NT, and here only
in the active. It has generally been assumed that yap-ij^w must stand

in causative relation to yoniiii), but apart from exx. given above, we have

the pairs varepeui : vaTfpi(a>, Kopeco : Kopl^co, to remind us that this
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distinction is not invariably observed. Lietzmann HNT in he. cites

Xpoci^o), tXiTiliw, ipitfii, u)3pi^a) as intrans. verbs with this suffix, and calls

attention to the tendency in Hellenistic towards the intrans. use of trans,

verbs (so Radermacher Or.^ 18 f. ^22 f.). He follows Wendland in conjectur-

ing that itacistic pronunciation, t'ya)ut;(7-a=fya^io-a, may have led to the

confusion. It is significant that in the only other passages where the

word occurs, Mk 12^* (and ||s), Lk 17^', yajjiiJ^eo-Oai means no more than

yaixucrdai.

3. -v^(o.

§ 174. This suffix was mostly used in onomatopoeic

formations, as yoyY"^" (papp., Epict., Marcus, as well

as LXX and NT ; classed as Ion., not Att., by Phrynichus ; see NP 463

and Vocab. s.v.), oXoXol^w (see Vocab. s.v.), KaraKXu^u from kXuSwi'

(common in papp., Vocab. s.v.).

4. -efft).

*Ap.4»i^iw (see pp. 228, 294, and 406 above).

Ka6^i^op.ac (from \'*sed). Di^l^u (see above, p. 264

and Vocah. s.v.).

5. -o^oi.

,„ The primary verb o^w (cf . oS-/n?;), and the denomina-

tive dp/xol^w (cf. dp/x6S-tor) the HeUen. spelling for

Att. -TT-ci) ; see Lobeck Phryn. 241, and, for other reff., Vocab. s.v.
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The right of such an essay to a place in a volume dealing with Accidence

and Word-foiination is obviously open to challenge. It may be defended

on two grounds. First, it will be highly convenient when such con-

structions call for treatment in the volume on Syntax to be able to refer

to their systematic classitication ui the present context, and thus to

save space where compression is most needed. Secondly, the student

who has foimd multitudinous references to this subject scattered through

every part of the Prolegomena, both in the main text and in numerous

additional notes, and who has felt the inadequacy of the brief survey in

the Introduction to this volume, will rightly expect a more detailed and

methodical mvestigation at the earliest possible place in this Grammar.

To the Editor there is the additional and sufficient reason that such was

the design of Dr. Moulton himself.

Before entermg upon this survey, however, it seems necessary to

remind the reader that in some respects Dr. Moulton's attitude to the

subject of Semitisms in the New Testament was slightly modified after

the first edition of the Prolegomena appeared. His main concern was to

support Deissmann in his contention that the New Testament was written

in no Judaeo-Greek jargon but in the liyigua franca of the first century.

He would have quoted, with some exegetical freedom, the sayuig of a

second-century writer,
"
The Christians use no strange variety of dialect." ^

But while he maintained this thesis to the end, a comparative study of

the successive editions of the Prolegomena, of the articles m Cambridge

Biblical Essays and Peake's Commentary on the Bible, and of the Intro-

duction to the present volume of the Grammar, will reveal a progressive

tendency to do full justice to the influence of translation where Semitic

originals may be posited with good reason. It must be remembered that

Wellhausen's Einleitung in die drei ersten Evangelien only came into the

author's hands when the proofs of Prolegomena were m an advanced

stage.
^ But the cumulative evidence set forth in that book, supported

by Syriac parallels to which his attention was drawn by Dr. Rendel

^
E]}. ad Diognetum, 5^ : ovre yap wov iroXeis Idias KaroiKovaiv ovre

5ta\€KT(j} Tivl 7rap'>;XXa7/iieVr7 xp^^^ai ovre §lov wapa.<X'r)iiov acTKOvaiv.

- See Proleg.^ xii. f. Additional notes were inserted at once at pp. 4 n.*,

11 n.i, 14 n.3, 58 n.\ 91, 94 n.\ 97 also n.*, 139 n.\ 163 n.^, 213, 224, 226"''

231, 233, 235, 236"^ 237, 240, 241 f. In the 2nd and 3rd editions further

points were considered on pp. 244, 247, 249.
413
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Harris, unquestionably restrained the ardour of the
"
grammatical

anti-Semitism" with which Dr. Moulton has so often been charged.^

Some years later, after reading Studies in the Apocalypse, he wrote Avith

reference to the grammatical anomalies of the Book of Revelation,
"

Dr.

R. H. Charles has recently shown how many of its mannerisms are due

to a literal transference of Semitic idioms." ^ None the less Dr. Moulton

insisted that many locutions which suggest Semitic idiom to the specialist

in Hebrew or Aramaic fall within the range of late vernacular Greek, and

he was careful to distinguish between pure Semitisms and those to which

that title can only be given in a secondary sense.^ The importance of

these
"
secondary Semitisms

"
is best seen when we "

are seeking for

evidences of Semitic birth in a writer whose Greek betrays deficient

knowledge of the resources of the language." A subtler test than that

of pure Semitisms is found
"

in the over-use of locutions which

can be defended as good Koivij Greek, but have their motive clearly

in their coincidence with locutions of the writer's native tongue."
*

This statement of the case satisfies two such able critics of

" Deissmannism
"

as Professor G. C. Richards ^ and the late Canon

C. F. Burney.*
One further point must be mentioned, though obviously this Appendix

is not the place for its full discussion. In an additional note to the second

edition of Prolegomena,'' Dr. Moulton hinted at the possibility that

Aramaic-speaking populations in Egypt may have infected the Koivij of

that country. In the preface to the third edition* this matter was

examined in reply to criticisms oflEered along this very line by Drs. Redpath,

Swete and Nestle. Dr. Moulton's fullest answer, supported by the

weighty authority of Dr. A. S. Hunt, is to be found in Cambridge Biblical

Essays.* Quite recently the argument has reappeared in two forms.

Canon Burney
^^ has attempted to turn Deissmann's flank by quoting

the word /xaySoXo^uXa^ from the very papyrus letter written by two pig

merchants at Ai-siuoe which Deissmann had used as an example of the

paratactic style of sources where no Semitic influence can be predicated.

Now this word contains the same root as the Hebrew VlJO,
and is un-

questionably Semitic, as Drs. Grenfell and Hunt show in their notes

1 Pere Lagrange has phrased it happily :

"
Tl n'en est pas moins vrai

que lorsqu' un helleniste ouvre le NT, en particulier les evangiles, il se trouve

transporte dans les tentes de Sem. L'exageration de quelques hellenistes

a ete, reconnaissant chaque objet comme deja vu dans le domaine de Japhet,

de preteudre qu'il en venait toujours
"

(S. Luc, p. xcvi).

=" Peake's Commentary on the Bible, 592 6 (art.
^- The Language of the New

Test.").
3
Supra 14-18. This should be borne in mind in qualifying two footnotes

by Dr. Charles {WC) Revelation, i. pp. x, n.^, cxUii, n.^. Vide supra, 33 f.

' CBE 474.
' JTS xxi. 286.

• Aramaic Origin of Fourth Gospel. 7.

* P. 242.
*
Pp- xvi H.

"
Pp. 468 ff.

'" Aram. Orig. 5 f.
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on the document.^ But then so was May^wXa, the name of a village in

the Fa3aim. Yet the reader who ransacks the volume of papp-i found

at Magdola
- will find as many Hebraisms there as he would find Gallicisms

in a bundle of letters written by a farmer of Ashby-de-la-Zoucli. It is

in vocabulary that the Egyptian i^apyri show any such influence. Even

here, as Schubart remarks,^ but few foreign loan-words are to be found.

There are several Semitic and Persian terms, even fewer Latin words

than we have in the Gospels, in spite of the large number of Romans and

Italians living in Egj'pt, and, most remarkable of all, the native Egyptian

languages have contributed practically nothing.*
The other form of the argument emphasises the ubiquity of the Semitic

stock.
" Some dialect of the Semitic family was spoken in nearly all the

eastern regions subdued by Greeks and Romans. . . . The mixing of

languages in the diliferent provinces at this time will tend to explain the

peculiar terms and formulae found in Aramaic and ({reek inscriptions

and papyri dating from the Imperial age. Many of these linguistic

idioms may still be properly called
'

Semitisms,' though no longer found

exclusively in the LXX and the NT. We may reject the notion of a
'

Judaeo-Greek
'

dialect, but the Greek received something of its pre-

valent form
'

by its passage through the Semitic mind.' . . . The Greek

papyri show how Semitic influence was perpetuated in Greek-si^eaking

regions. Many
'

Semitisms
'

silted throiigh into the Koun), and became

naturahsed in the Greek vernacular." *

This appears to be an overstatement for which no adequate evidence

has yet been adduced. If, however, it were to be fully substantiated,

this would be a striking contirmation of Deissmann's claim that the Greek

of the New Testament is essentially the spoken Kmvr] of the world of

^ P Fay 108^*.
°

Papyrus Grecs de Lille, tome ii.

'
Euijuhrung in die Pupi/rnskiinde, 188f.

*
Thackeray dealt with this question, Gr. 20. See also i\Iayser

Gr. i. 35-4.3. Later writers confirm the statements of Thumb Hellen.

107-120.
* J. Courtenay James, The Language oj Palestine, 70 t>. Unfortunately

this argument is confused by the introduction of NT Semitisms. On the

main issue, however, Mr. James has not made his position clear. He appears
to agree with Harnack and Moulton that some natural productions of the

KoLvri more or less accidentally coincide with Semitic forms. Six examples
are given.

" But even in these instances the prominence and frequency of

such words and phrases must be attributed to a nearer or more remote

Semitic influence." Five other constructions equally attested are then given

as neither natural developments of the Greek, nor accidental coincidences

\\ath Hebrew or Aramaic. " These and many other forms fomid in Greek

inscrip. and papyri could scarcely have come into the Koivrj except through
Semitic." A complete list of such forms, with accurate information as to

date and provenance, would ]Movide a valuable test for Mr. James's theory.

Meanwhile, it is difiicult to recognise any i)rinciple behind the classification

observed in n.^ and n.* on p. 72.
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Hellenism. The only dififeience would be that whereas the one school

finds this unity in the comparative absence of distinctive Semitisms, the

new school would have to concede this identity by postulating Semitisni

as a widespread characteristic of popular Hellenistic. Fortunately we
have not to choose between these alternative routes to the same goal.

We have rather to inspect every trace of possible Semitic influence in the

Greek of the New Testament in order to determine the degree of proba-

l)Uity that any book lias reached us through a Semitic medium, whethei-

near or more remote.

The method of treatment will be as follows. As far as possible all

passages will be tabulated which Semitic scholars have claimed as obvious

or possible Semitisms. They will be classified under grammatical head-

ings, the passages under each heading being arranged in four groups,

distinguished by numbers in bold type thus : 1. the Synoptic Gospels and

Acts, 2. the Johannine writings, 3. the Pauline Epistles, 4. the remaining

Epistles. The distribution of these constructions throughout the New
Testament can thus be seen at a glance. The distinction between

Hebraism and Aramaism wUl be observed wherever it should be recorded,

and separate notice will be taken of passages where a difficulty m the

Greek might be resolved bj^ reference to a hypothetic Semitic original.

Evidence will be offered, where it is available, of parallel usage in literary

Greek, or in the Koivi). To this extent the Appendix may serve as a

fairly comprehensive and critical survey of the present stage of the dis-

cussion. It is an attempt to assemble the data upon which students

will form their own judgments.

A. GENERAL STYLE AND STRUCTURE OF SENTENCE.

]. Position of the Verb in the Sentence.

An important consideration urged by Wellhausen {W^ 18 f., ^lOf.)

is the Semitic order of words. He claims that in Mark, -mth. few excep-

tions, the verb is followed by the subject. This argument has been

seriously discounted by Lagrange {S. Marc, Ixxxviii) on three groimds :

(a) This order is Hebrew and Arabic rather than Aramaic and Assyrian

{e.g. in Ai-am. portions of Daniel the verb more often follows than precedes
the subject), (b) Whilst the verb does more often precede than follow

the subject, if those instances are taken into account where, vmder the

form of a participle, the subject really precedes, the balance is changed.
A statistical examination of Mk 1-2 shows the subject after the verb 27

times, the subject before the verb 18, sentence beginning with participle

18. Moreover, in the Passion narrative the verb is far less often before

the subject, (c) In Greek the verb is often enough put before the subject,

with the same rule as in Semitic, of leaving it in the sing, when it has

two subjects. However vaguely Semitic the order uf words may be

in Mark, it docs not in tliis respect give the un-Greek impression of

I Maccabees,
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Strangely enough, Wellhauseu, as we have already observed (p. 32

above), does not attribute the priority of the verb in the word order of the

Fourth Gospel to Aramaism, but rather to general imitation of the

Biblical style, an explanation, wliich, in Prof. Torrey's opinion,
"
has

not the least plausibility
"
(HTE xvi. 323). Burney is silent upon the

question.

Strong support comes from E. Norden, for the judgment of such a

Hellenist as the author of Die antike Kvnstprosa carries great weight.
"
Placing the verb first is, next to parallelism of clauses—the two are

very often combined—the surest Semitism of the NT, especially in those

instances in which this position comes in a series of clauses. That has

struck me specially in Luke among the Synoptists, although in other

respects he inclines more to the Hellenic side. But he shows a greater

preference than the others for a flowing style of narrative, in which there

was naturally more opportunity for this position of the verb
"

{Agnostos
Theos 365). Lk l*'*^- is cited as illustrating the Senutic style of narrative,

both by the position of the verb, and by the linking of parallel clauses

with Kai. The second half of the Magnificat is given as an instance'

of the priority of the verb without the repetition of ku'i. Of course the

Hebraic style of these first two chapters of Luke is luideniable. The

initial place of the verb in the series of clauses (bound by the common
relative pronoun os) in the credal hynui of 1 Ti 3^® is declared to correspond
with its Hebraic parallelism of thought {ih. 257). So also the distinctive

position of the imperatives in the Lord's Prayer is compared with the

style of Jewish prayers, as in Is ST^^-^o, Sir 36i-i^

But the subject calls for more exact treatment than this, and Thumb's

section on "
Wortstellung," appended to Brugmann's Gr. Gr.^ 658 fl., is a

useful corrective. Thumb points out a distinction observed in MGr
between the order of words in a principal sentence and in a subordinate

clause, and thinks that in the Koivf] this distinction was beginning to

assert itself.
"
In dependent clauses without exception the verb follows

immediately upon the introductory particle, or is separated from it only

by the negative or the conjunctive pronoun, and practically without

exception the verb follows upon an interrogative word and a relative
"

(Handb. 202). We have therefore to give special attention to the place

of the verb in principal clauses. Here he rejects the rule for classical

Greek given m K-G ii. 595 :

"
the subject takes the first place, the pre-

dicate the last, and the object comes before the predicate." Delbriick,

with more caution, says,
" We have the general impression that the posi-

tion is a matter of freedom "
{Grd. v. (iii.) 65). Emphasis could, of course,

be gained by putting any word out of its usual order. The fullest in-

vestigation so far is that by Kieckers (see above, 32 n.), who examines the

place of the verb in prmcij)al clauses (excluding direct imperatives) in a

selection of passages from several classical and Hellenistic prose authors.

For this purpose he has taken 20 pages from Herodotus, Thucydides,

Polybius, and the Chronicle of Theophanes, 20 also from Xenophon (1(»

from the Anabasis and 10 from the Hellenica). Five pages are also taken

from each of the four Evangelists. The position of the verb is classified
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according to its occurrence in the initial (1), middle (M), end (E) position.

The results are :
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attempted that very much of the teaching, wlien translated into Ai'amaic,

conforms to the various metres of the poetry of the OT. It is for Semitic

scholars to say how far a valid argument can be built upon such data for

the contention that Mt preserves the teaching of Jesus as given in Q
better than Lk. Inasmuch as the teaching of Jesus, and the original

record of it, is assumed throughout this Grammar to have been in Aramaic,
and since the Semitic colouring of our Greek documents in these verj-

parts is not in dispute, no more need be said. For the influence of the

LXX upon Paul's most exalted passages, and for a study of parallelism
in the Epistles, see J. Weiss Festschrift f. B. Weiss, P. Wendland Die

ttrchristlichen Literatnrformen 355 f., and the ajjpendix on " Semitischei'

und hellenischer Satzparallelismus," in E. Norden Agnostos Theos 355 ff.

3. Tautology.

A Semitic colouring is seen in the continual repetition of an idea by
(a) a subordinate clause, or (b) a co-ordinate parallel sentence. Thus :

(a) Mk 713 (cf. Mt 15«), Mc 1223 (^f. Mt 2228), ^i^ 1319 (cf_ Mt 2421).

(6) Mk 213 (ef. Mt 9^% Mk 43" (D iv iroia napa^oX^ napa^dXoofiev)

(cf. Mt 1331, Lk I318), ]VIk 1128 (=Mt '2123=Lk 202),

JUk 12" (cf. Mt 221^ Lk 2022).

Archdeacon Allen, who gives a much fuller list (Exp T xiii. 329), shows

that in all these examples Mt has pruned some of the redundancy. The
faithful rendering of the Aramaic teaching of Jesus is responsible for

many "symmetrical tautologies" in non-Marcan sources [W^ 18), e.g.

Mt 6«, Mt 624 (_lij 1613)^ Mt 73ff- (=Lk G""'-), Mt V^- (=Lk IP'-), Mt

7i3f-, Mt 1112 (toned down in Lk 16i^). There is, of course, no violence

to Greek idiom in these instances.

A special form of tautology is that accompanying the adverbial use

of the relative pronoun (which is often attracted into another case) :

1. Mt 27* rriv TijjLT)v
Tov Terifirjpei'ov ov fTifxrjaavTO aTro vlcov IcrparjX.

Not from LXX of Zech lli2; probably from Testimonies.

See J. R. Han-is, Testimonies, i. 58 f . Also McNeile, Lagrange,
Allen in loc.

2. Jn 172'
rj dyaTTi] tjv ijyciTTrjads pe.

3. 1 Th 3* eVi Trdcrj] rfj x'^P9- V X'^'p'^M*''-

1 Co 72° (KacTTos iv TTJ KXrjaei fj eKA/j^f; ev ravrj] pevera.

Eph 1' )(dpiTos i]S e)(apiT(0(T(v, 1^^ e'vepyeuiv fjv evripyrjuei' (cf. 32", Col

12'), 2* dyaTTrjii ijv i^ydTTrj<jev ,
4^ KXr}(recoy f]i eKXi]diiTe.

(Eph 319 4^ 2 Ti P illustrate a different tautology.)

Dr. J. Rendel Harris, who called attention to this characteristic of

Eph. (letter to J. H. M., Dec. 28, 1913), also suggests that some of these
" Aramaisms " have been corrected, and that l^ to tvXovtos rrjs xop'-'''o^

i]s €7r€pi(T(T(vaei', had o for rji, P (v8oKiav ^v irpoiBfTo was originally

Trpodea-iv fiv TrpoedfTo, 311 f^^^^ np66((TLV . . . ^v eTroirjcrev was r)i> TVpniBeTo

(the pleonasm having been resolved in two different ways).
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He further urges large elements of Aramaism in 2 Peter.

4, 2 Pet 3' ffinaty^iovfi e^naiKmi^ 2^^ d8iKovix(voi fiiadov dSiKias, 2^^

TjSovrjv rjyovfifvoL rfjv (v rjfxepa rpvfprjv (regarding the almost

meaningless f]yovfi€voi as a substitute for the pleonastic

r]86iJ.evoi).

" The whole sentence is pleonastic and Aramaic." ^

P. Wendland also (Die urchristl. Literaturformen, 369 n.*)

observes that 2 Pet 2^^ 3^ give an impression of Semitism not

found in the parallels in Jude.

In view, however, of Epict. i. 29. 49, ravra ^e'XXeif fiaprvpth' kcu

Karato-;^i'i'eu' Tr]v tcXfja-iv r]v K(K\r)Kfv (6 6f6s) ... ; it seems needless to

label this idiom Semitic.

4. Parataxis.

Under this heading we must bring :
—

(a) Co-ordination of clauses with the simple Kai, instead of the

use of participles or subordinate clauses.—This is far more common in

Mk than in either Mt or Lk. As a characteristic of John, see Burney
Arayn. Orig. 56.

Wellhausen {W^ 21, ^25), who regards B as more reliable than D for

particles, shows that bi has often been substituted for Mk's Kai by
the other evangeUsts or by copjasts in all Gospels. He further claims

that there is evidence in the MSS of resolved, or imperfectly resolved,

parataxis in a number of passages, e.g. D retains parataxis Mk 3^^ {fJKovaav

Km f'^^Xdov), similarly 4^6 gi" 10^2. Also Lk 22^2 <tv 8e (Tviarpfyl^ov koi

(jTr)pi(Tov. In Mk 6'"
^2 B retains parataxis where D has participle.

D sometimes links a participle and a finite verb with Kai. E.g. Mt 26^''

TTopevdfli . . . Kai fiTTfi', Lk 9* e^€p^6p.fi'OL . . . Ka\ rjp)(ovTo. There are

many such instances in the D text of Mark, but, as Lagrange has shown

(S. Marc, p. Ux), these are cases (Mk 5^' 7^5 ip 141- 83) where Kai has

been inserted to correspond with the number of Latin words in d (16^* d

is missing).

For bearing of this upon general question, see Proleg. 12.

MilUgan (
Vocab. s.v. Kai) thinks it

"
impossible to deny that the use

of Kai in the LXX for the Heb. ] influenced the Johanuine usage."

Lagrange, in view of the sUght trace of LXX influence on Jn, suggests
Aramaic for Heb. For the hypotactic force of Kui from Aristotle to

MGr, see Thumb Hellen. 129, and for examples of some of the following

iKsages, Thumb Handb. 184.

(b) The co-ordinate use of subjunctive after (a) an imperative,
or (/3) d€X€lV.

E.g. (a) Mk 1** opa pT]8{v\ fiTTijs (but see Vocab. 455 b).

Mt 7^ acfies (K^d\(o (but see Prol. 175. Common in Epict., e.g.

i. 9. 15, dcpes Set'^co/xfi' avToiis ; ii. 18. 24, a(f)fs I'Sco ris ei).

^ In the absence of any textual warrant one must resist the tempting

suggestion to read 2 Pet 2^- ii^ <f>dop^ (f)0apri<TovTat.
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(3) Mk 10''* Ti dfXfTf /xe TToirjo-o) vfilv (xB, numerous v.lL), Mk 10'*

(=Mt 2032=Lk 18*1), -^^ 1412 (=Mt 26i'=Lk 229), Mk IS^^

(ADe), Lk 95^ Mt 1328.

Plummer ICG Luke, p. 264, who notes that iVa is not inserted

when the first verb is in the second person, and the second verb in the first

person, eft. Soph. OT 650. In class. Gr. common with /3ovXo/iat, which

is largely replaced by OfXo in NT. Cf. Plato Gorg. 521 d, ^ovXei a-oi

etTTO) ; Xen. Memor. II. i. 1, fiovXti a-Konainfv ; 10, /SovXei (TKC^afjLeda ;

of. Lat. vis maneamus ? See Prol. 185. Cf. BGU i. 38 (ii/iii a.d.) tI

There is therefore nothing Semitic in Jn 18^^ fiovXeade ovv diToXv(r<o

vfuv T. ^a(T. T. 'lovdaiMV ;

(c) The conditional parataxis of the imperative.—Wellhausen dis-

covers a Semitic locution when two imperatives Ihiked by kuI represent
the protasis and apodosis of an implied condition {W^ 25).

1, E.g. Mk 83* (=Mt 162*=Lk 9^3) dTrapvrjaciadco eavT^v km dpdra top

(TTavpov avTov nal nKoXovOdra) /not (
=then he will be my disciple),

Lk 7' ftVe Aoyco, kol la6i]Ta> 6 TraTs pov (=Mt 8* . . . koX

ladrjo-fTm). A less strikmg example is the imperatival protasis

followed by /cat and the future; e.g. Mt V (=Lk IV), Lk
10^8 rovro noUi koi Cw?]- Wellhausen adds Mt 12^^ with the

remark,
" The kuI introduces the ajjodosis, and after this the

nominative would have been used more fittingly
—nai 6

KupiTos avTov aaXos. He recognises, however (IP 13), that

this idiom,
"
Divide et impera,''

"
Give a dog a bad name

and Jiang him,"
^

is fomid in all languages. It is certainly

good Greek, as in Soph. EL 1207, ttiOov Xiyovn, kovx dpaprija-d

noTi. For other exx. see K-G ii. 248. [MGr.—R. McK.]

Burney describes this as less characteristic of Aram, than of Hebr.,
"
except where the sequence is clearly to be regarded as the result of the

preceding imperative." For examples in Hebr. and Aram., see Aram.

Orig. 95. He cites :

2. Jn P" epxea-de nal oxj/eadf. 16^* aiTelre kui Xrjp^j/ea-de. Elsewhere we
find-

Rev 41 dvd^a S}8f, Koi Se/^co crot.

4. Jas 4'- «• ".

(d) The temporal use of kqI in parataxis.
—{W^. 20. In =13 re-

cognised as quite good Greek.)

1. E.g. Mk 152^ Tjv de copa Tpirr] koi iaravpaxrav airov.

Lk 23"*'' (cat fjv rjdr]
wcrfi copa €KTrj koi aKOTos iyevfTo.

19*3 oVi T)^ovcnv T]p.epai eVt tre koi rreptKUKAcicrovcrii' (Tf.

Mt 26 I80V rjyyiKtv f] apa Km 6 ulos Tov dvdpanrov napadidoTai.

1 We might add " Wait and see"
{
= ^clv neiv-qre, &\pe(76e) in its historic

use in the British House of Commons,
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On this see Proleg. 12 n.^. Thumb, in Brugmann Gr.^ 640, eft. Xen.
Anab. II. i. 7 : Ka\ fj8rj

re f)v mp't n\rjdovcrai' ayopav kol fp^ovrai . . .

Krjpvicfs, and deprecates the suggestion of Hebraism. Bauer (Lex. 611)

gives several reff. to classical authors. [Common in MGr.—R. McK.]
We may add an interesting example from Tob l^H (on which see

D. C. Simpson OA i. 181, 203) : on op^ai'oi- KaTtXiniv p.e 6 narrip kul

anedavfv (" Because my father left me an orphan when he died").
Other possible instances in the NT are :

2. J n 2^3435 733.

4. Heb 88 (LXX).

(e) The consecutive use of khI in parataxis (closely related to (c)

and (/). (See Lagrange *S'. Matthieu p. xc f., S. Jean p. cvii, Burney Aram.

Orig. 68. For Waw apodosis, see Ges-K. § 143 (d), Kautzsch Aram. Or.

§ 69. 1, Marti K.Gr. 105 f.)

1. Mt 6* Kw. narrip crov . . . uiroduxrei croi.

8^^ fTriTpc^ov fxni iiTTfXde'iv Kat ^(i\|^fu (coutr. Lk 9" (iTTf A^oi-ri

6u\l/-at).

Lk 2^^ K(u ore (irXT](x6i]oruv rjpepai . . . koi eKXijdi] to ovop.a avTov 'hj(nns.

2. Jn 510 657 11" 14i«. Lagrange eft. Plato Phaed. o9e, <ai »y/<o^f.. Knl

tjjjuv f^f\6u)v 6 Ovputpos eiVf.

The clearest instances are in the Apocalypse. See Charles ICC
i. 101, 265, ii. 16.

Rev 3^" K 046. inv m tiKoia-ij tjjs (fxDvfjs p-ov . . . kqi t'Xei'o-o^ai Trpos

avTov. . . .

10' oral' ^eXX); (Ta\m((ci>, kih ereXfcrdrj to pva-Trjpiov tov deov. . . ,

14*' ^'^
ei TLS TTpnfTKvve'i to Orjpioi' . . . Kai avros nifTai ck tov

o'lvov. . . .

3. Phil P^ €1 Se TO ^rjv ev (rapKi tovto poi KupTTos epyov, (cai tl mprja-opai :

ov yvwpi(co. (But if ... , then what shall I choose ?)

Radermacher (G^r.2 223) accepts this reading and punctuation, but counts

it vernacular rather than translation Greek. [MGr.—R. McK.]

(/) Interrogative parataxis, where kuI introduces (a) a temporal

apodosis (W^ 20, ^13), closely related to (e) ; or (/3) a paradox (Burney
Aram. Orig. 67).

(a)

1. E.g. Mt 18^^ TTocTc'iKis apapTrjiXfi ... 6 aSfX^of ^01; Kai
u(j)j](ro) avra ;

26^3 . . . ort ov 8vvapui irapaKuXecrai tov Trarepa pov kol

napa(TTr](Tfi poi . . . ;

Lk 14* Tivos vpajv v'los
rj jSois eis cpptap TreaeiTai kqi ovk (vd(<os

avaarrdcrfL avTov . . . ;

24^® ovXi TavTa eSei rradeh' r. ;^pto-r6i' Ka\ fiVcX^eii/ . . . ;

3. Rom 1P5 (LXX).
(3)

2. Jn 2'^" TfrrcTfpdicovTa Kai e^ (Teaiv olKohoprjdi] 6 raos ovtos, Ka'i

(TV (j> TpttTir I'lpfpais e'yfpei? avTov ; So 3'" 8" Q^^ 11*.
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Lagrange adds 12^^ 7)ixels i^KOvaafxev sk tov vojjiov . . . Koi TTois Xe'yfir

ail . . . : with the comment that this interrogative phrase beginning
with Kai,

"
and yet" (often ironical), was quite good Greek. Cf. Eur.

Medea 1398, KarreiT 'Uras ; [MGr.—R. McK.]
For Kui adversative see below, under Conjunctions (p. 469).

(g) Circumstantial clauses introduced by km. (See W^ 19, Ev.

Marci 36, Ev. Lucae 110. Ges-K § 156). [Common in MGr.—R. McK.]

1. Mk P® Kai TTpo^as oXiyov et'Sev 'laKaildov . . . koi 'Icouvvtjv t. dSfX06i/

avToii, Ka\ avrovs ev t&j TrXoiw KaTapTi^ovras ra diKTva.

4^' Kai KoOevdrj koi eyfiprjTai vvKva k<u T]fjLepav, Kai 6 crnopos

^Xaara Ka\ prjKVvrjrai.

Lk 19** KOL e8a(f)iovaiv ere Kai ra reKva crov ev croi (i.e. the enemy
wiU beleaguer the city while her children are in her—
not only the regular poj^ulation, but all Jews from far

and near who have fled to the metropolis). But Torrey

(C. H. Toy Shidies, p. 283 n.) shows from Nah 3i«, Hos 10^*

14^, that these words are the object of the verb, not a

circumstantial clause.

Charles (ICC i. p. cxlviii ; ii. 120, 417, 431) thus explains Kai (
=

seeing tliat) in three passages in the Apocalypse :

2. Rev 12^*^ KOI avTol evLKi](Tav avTov 8ia to aifia rov apviov.

18' Kai 01 ^acriKeli rrjs yrjs per' avTrjs eiT6pvev(rav.

19^ 'AXXj^Xouia' Kai o Kanvos avrrjs dva^aivei els rouy atSivas tS>v

aldivcov.

(h) On Kai evdvs in Mark (=ovv in John)= Waw Consecutive, see

Burkitt Ev. da-Mepharreshe, ii. 89, Burney Aram. Orig. 68 n.

On parataxis as a test of Semitism, see also E. Norden Agnostos Theos

367, with Deissmami's reply LAE^ 132 n. Radermacher (Gr.^ 218)
cites many parallels from later Greek writers, and concludes that this

was a feature common to the popular speech in Hebrew and Greek.

5. Casus Pendens, followed by Resumptive Pronoun.

This is not to be confused with the construction in which the subject
of an interrogative sentence is put first for emphasis or clearness, e.g.

Mk 11'" TO ^dnTiapa to 'ladvov e^ ovpavov rjv rj e^ dvdpainosv ;

The casus pendens is generally, but not always, the nominative ; the

resumptive pronoun may be in any case. This usage is specially fre-

quent with participial clauses. Here, again, D seems to preserve the

construction in several passages where most MSS have smoothed away
the irregularity.

1, Two OT citations can be illustrated from the Hebrew original :

Mk 121" (=Mt 21*2 =:Lk 201') Xidov bv dneBoKipaa-av ol oiKo8opo0vTes, ovtos

eyevTjdri els Ke(f)a\r]v ycovlas. (Cited from Ps 117(118)22.)

jT
•

: T : IT f,-
-

--. r

Here the Greek svntax is obviously unaffected by the Hebrew. It is
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otherwise iii Mt 4^* o Xaos' 6 KadijfJLevoi eV aKorei
(fycos fi8fv fJ-iya, nai ro'n

Kadrifievois fv X^pa Koi CTKia davdrov (f)a)S dverdXtv airdis. (Cf. Is 9'.)

For Casus pendens in Synoptic Grospels see IF* 19 f., '^l 1 f.

Other examples are :

Mk P* D KUL Tovs daiiJLOvia f\ovTas t^e^aktv avra an' avTa>v (where
Wellhausen suspects an original ol daifxavia txovTfs).

iMk 6" 720 13".

Mt 5*" Koi roj OfKovTi <Toi KpiBrjvai koi tov ;^trwi/a aov \aj3eiv (D 6 diXwv rnv

XiTwva (TOV Xa/3e(i'), a0fy aiiTw Kai to IpaTiov.

10^^ D i] TToXis, els ^v (l(TeX6r]Te els avrfji', i^eTdvare ris fv avTjj. . . ,

*12^' TTiiv prjixa . . . aTroSaxroucrii' Trepi avTov Xoyov.
17^"* D Kai (Xdcov nposrov o^Xov npo(Trj\6(v avrw nvdpoiTrnsynvvTrtTwi'. . . .

1320. 22. 23
( ^Lk gi* ") 1338 1511 1928 2413 252»' 2623.

*Lk 12** navTi 8e w e86di] ttoXi\ ttoXv (rjTrjdrjcreTai nap' avrov, nai w

napiOfVTO ttoXv, ntpiacrorepov aiTr]a-ov(riv avrov.

Here the castis pendens is in the dative by inverse attraction of the

relative.

21* Tavra a Beoipdre, (Xevaovrai tjpdjjai (v ais ovk d(f>fdT](T(Tai Xidos eVt

Xidct) OS ov KaTaXv6r](T(Tai.

Cf. the parallels Mk 13^, Mt 24^, in which the casus pendens has been

absorbed by making it the object of ^Xineiv.

Other examples are Lk 12io* 13* 2350-52, Acts 7*» (LXX).
* N.B.—Passages in which the suspended clause contains nds.

2. For casus pendens in Johannine writings, see Burney Aram. Orig.

34, 63 flf., 151 ; Torrey HTR xvi. 322 f. ; Lagrange 8. Jean cxf. ; Charles

ICC i. pp. cxlix, 53.

Jn p2 o(joi Se '{Xa^ov avTov, eScoKef avTols. . . .

Burney cites also l^*- ^ 326-
^2 511. is. 36. 37. 38 539. 46 718 §26 iqi. 25

1248. 49 1412. 13. 21. 26 152. 5 172. 24 JglS. Qf thCSe, %^^ 152 172 have TTdy

in the suspended clause.

1 Jn 22* vfids o rjKovcrare dw' dpxrjS, (v vfxiv ^eveTO}.

Rev 2~® 3^2-
21 ^ j/ik6)1' 8(i(ra> avra. 6* 6 K.a6rjpevos indvoo avrov, ovopa

avrm 6 Qdvaros. In obhque cases 2'-
" 6* 21^ (046).

Lagrange shows that in several of the examples from Jn there is a

degree of emphasis which accords with classical usage, and he regards
them not as translation Greek but as locutions which would come naturally
to those accustomed to the vigorous rather than varied Semitic idiom.

But he recognises a Semitic locution when a pronoun lesumes the clause

introduced by Tray {8. Jean, p. cxi).

Closely allied to this construction is one in which nds is used with a

participle in an introductory circumstantial clause, though no resumptive

pronoun follows [W^ 11). Such hyperbaton, however, is not unclassical.

E.g. Lk 6*' nds o ip^dpevos npos pe . . . vno8fi^co iiplv riia eVrii' opoios.

(In Mt 72* the nds 6 tp^dpfvos becomes subject of 6poiu>-

Brja-erai, and the syntax is more precise. Wellhausen
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suspects a similar correction of an original nominativus

pendetis in the gen. abs. of Mt 13^^).

The Hebrew construction (see Ges-K § 116 w) may be illustrated by
1 Sam 2" inbn -lyj Xn^i nar nnf

t;'^X-!'3, which, rendered quite literally

into Greek, would be nas 6vu>v Svaiav, rjpxfro 6 nals rov Ifpeoys- {The

LXX, with a different verse division, reads kuI to 8iKai(ofia rov Upfcos

TTapa Tov Xaov navTos rov dvovTOS, koI fjp^fTO to Traibdpiov tov Upicos . . .).

In 1 Sam 3^' the same construction is rendered by gen. abs. in LXX.

Closely akin to this is

Sir 31"*^ 6v(ri.a^(J0i> e^ ddiKov, npo(r(f>opa pefiwarffievri, koi ovk fis (vBoKiav

fKtiKTjjjiaTa av6jj.biv.

(RV 34^8 He that sacrificeth of a thing wrongfully gotten, his offering is

made in mockery.
And the mockeries of wicked men are not well- pleasing.)

Box and Oesterley (O.A. i. 435) supply an original rin:0 hyo n3f

D-ynyn, pointing h)Vi:^ nnr, where the Greek translator read
h)Vp naf^

and rendering "The sacrifice of the umighteous man is a mocking

offering."

The casus pendens, followed by resumptive pronoun, is said by
Radermacher {Gr.^ 21 f.) to appear quite early in Greek literature and

to be common in the later language. His examples from Hom. Od.

xii. 73 and Xen. Cyrop. i. vi. 18 are not parallel, but the Silco inscr.

{OGIS 201^'^) is near enough : ol dea-irorai tcov oKXmv iOvav ovk

a.(f)Q)
avTovs Kadeadrivai els rrjv aKidv. Quite a crop of instances has been

gathered from Aelian De Nat. Anivi. e.g. i. 48, 6 Kopa^, opviv cvtov

cf)a(nv iepov. Cf. i. 19. 55, ii. 51.

For other instances see K-G i. 47. 660. (The two cited by Mr.

G. R. Driver, Lucian, Dial. Mort. xii. 5, Epict. Ench. 42, are not parallel.)

A good papyrus example is BGU ii. 385' (ii/iii a.d.) khX 6 evtydov {i.e.

(veyicmv) croi ttjv f'nicrToXijv, 86s avro) aXXrjv. See also Thumb Hellen. 131,

and, for survival in MGr, Handb. 32. [Dr. McKinlay shows that the

idiom is so thoroughly vernacular that, out of 27 instances cited by
Burney in Jn, Pallis retains 25 in his Romaic Gospels. There is no

parallel in MGr to the nom. pend. with part., but the constr. was

common in Med. Gr.]

6. Constructions with kuI eyeVero.

These are (a) koI iyevfTo r)Xde, {b) kcu iyiv^To Ka\ rjX6e, (c) lyiviTo

(Xdeiv. See Proleg.^ 15 ff. for detailed treatment.

Thackeray {Gr. 50 ff.) shows that with a single exception LXX uses

(a) and {b) only. His statistical table j>roves that (6) predominates in

LXX as does its equivalent in Hebr., but this predomuiance is accounted

for by the slavish imitation of the Hebr. in the later historical books.

The first two books of the Pentateuch and the prophetical books prefer

(a). Both (a) and (6) seem to have been
"
experiments of the translators,

which must be classed as Hebraisms," but the asyndetic form (o)
"
was
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rather more in the spirit of the later language, which 2:)referred to say,

e.g.,
'

It happened last week I was on a journey,' rather than
'

It was a

week ago and I was journeying.'
" We notice further that while the

translator of 1 Mac uses (a) three times and (fe) five times, the free Greek

of 2-4 Mac avoids both and retains the classical a-vvfj3r} c. infin. (as

in Gen 41i3- 4238).

The following tables (based partly upon the references supplied in

HavTkins HS 37) will illustrate what has been written in Proleg. about

the distribution of these constructions in the Gospels and Acts.

(o) Kai cyeVero (feYeVeTO Se) ^X0€.
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(c) eyeVero 8e (*Kal iyivero) iXBeiv.

Temporal Clause.
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Cf. Atticum ea-Tii' c. inf. ut Plat. Kep. i. 331c . . . et eanv u(tt€

'fieri potest, ut
; fortasse' Sophocl." See Vocal. 126a for pap. exx. of

(av yevtjrai c. inf. ='if it should happen that' and <roi ylvoiro c. inf.

With these may be compared P Petr ii. 13(19)^° (iii/B.c.) as corrected

by Wilamomtz (=Witkowski2 p. 19) a[XX'] k'a-Tat kql QevSopov

KaTd\ei.(fi6evTa ravTo noidv. Thackeray also calls attention to yiverai

fvpf'iv
= 'it is possible to find' in Theognis, and Xenophon's use of eyevero

toare or cbs-=' it happened that.'

Dr. G. G. Findlay (letter to J. H. M., December '09) remarks : "The
instances of iyevero (Se) with infin. in the non-Palestinian parts of Ac
seem worth considering separately, as evidence that the usage was not

mere Hebraism. It is curious there is no non- Biblical ex. Ac 20^*

seems decisive evidence of the native (or thoroughly naturalised) stamp
of the idiom."

[(a) Common in MGr (with awfi'Sr], avve[3r]Ke), see Pallis's Romaic

Gospels.

(b) Found occasionally in MGr dialects.—R. McK.]

7. co-oedination of the participle or infinitive with the
Finite Verb.

(In addition to authorities cited below, see full treatment by Burney
JTS xxii. 371-6.)

Driver Hebrew Tenses § 117,
"

It is a common custom with Hebrew

writers, after employing a participle or infinitive, to change the construc-

tion, and, if they wish to subjoin other verbs which logically should be

in the partcp. or infin. as well, to pass to the use of the finite verb. Thus

Gen 27'* X^'l T^' "I2ifn^
6 d-qpeva-as drjpav kul elaeveyKas (lit. 6 drjpeva-as

Brjpav Ka\ il<Tr\viyK^).'''
^ The bearing of this upon the grammar of

the Apocalj'pse was first shown by Archdeacon Charles (Studies in

Apoc. 89 ff., ICC Revelation i. pp. cxliv ff.), but Burney {Aram. Orig. 96)

extends the usage to cover two examples in the Fourth Gospel,

and quotes Dn 4^* to show that the construction is found in Aramaic

also.

On the other hand Holden, in his note on Xen. Cyrop. n. iii. 8,

cites 9 passages from the Cyrop. in which there is a transition from the

participial construction to that of the verbuni finittim. (The other

eight are i. iii. 5, n. iii. 17, 21, m. iii. 9, iv. ii. 10, v. iii. 30, iv. 29, vni.

ii. 24). Cf. also ShiUeto on Thuc. i. 57, 58,
" The return from the sub-

ordinate to the primary construction in Greek is too well known to require

more than a passing illustration. ... iv. 100, a'AXw re rpoTrw Treipd-

crai'Tes koi pr])(^avi)p npocrqyayov (inst. of Trpoaayayovres). Plat. Theaet. 144f,

dv8p6s . . . KOL fiWccs fv8oKipov Koi . . . KareAtTTfi' (inst. of KaToXiTroi'Tos

or oTi KareXiTj-ev). Examples of this sort might be multiplied to any

^ Dr. R. H. Charles ICC Rev. 1. p. cxlv, wrongly refers to this for a Uteral

translation in LXX. Even the reading of A eiffrjvejKas does not secure that.
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amount." For numerous examples see K-G ii. 100.^ For later Greek

see Jannaris Or. § 21686.

N.B.—In all these citations the participle is used for the verhum

finitum, and in the great majority it is in the nominative.

The NT occurrences are :

(a) Participle.

1. None.

2. Jn 1'^ redeafjiai to TTPevfia KaTa^aivov . . . (cai e'fxeivfi' eV avTov.

5** 7rS)s hvvacrdf vfiels TriareiKTai., 86^av Trap' oXXijXtoi' Xafi^dvovTfi,

Kot TTjv 86^av TT}v Trapa tov jjlovov deov ov ^rjrelre (H ^TjTovvres) ;

2 Jn *
8ia. Tfjv d\r)dfiav ti]v pivovtrav iv t'jplv, Koi ptd' fjpaiv earai.

Rev P- ®, rc5 dyaTTcbiiri rjfids Kai Xvaavri r]pas .  . koi (noir)(Tfv rjp.ds

^aaiXeiav .

H8 22. 9. 20. 23 39 714 142-3 153, [Charles {ICC i. p. 15) adds 20*.

treating oirives as an editorial gloss.]

. Uol 1* TO pvcTTTjpiov TO aTTOKtKpvppfvnv ano tu>v aiavoov Kai otto t<oi'

yeveav, viiv 8e fcpavepadrj.

Of these examples R. H. Charles rejects Jn P^ i^ agreement with

Abbott JO 335 (" the meaning is
'

it abode once for all,'
"

i.e. aor.

ind. in contrast with pres. ptcp.). J. H. Mouiton disallows Col P",

accepting the punctuation in WH, and Burney dismisses Rev 1^^ 20*

on the ground that the Hebrew construction requires that the finite A'erb

should express the proper sequence of the ptcp., and not describe an event

actually prior in time to its antecedent.

The extreme frequency of this construction in Rev marks it as a

Hebraism there. Moreover, Dr. Charles has strengthened his case by

giving instances in which the ptcp. is in an oblique case.

4. Heb 8^° 10^' (both LXX) are not pressed, for reasons given by Charles

Studies in Apoc. 90 n.'^.

(It is quite possible that a similar Aramaic construction lies behind

the awkward Greek in Lk 10^ kui tls
fji'

tiv noXiv elaepxfio'Of koi 8f)(Ci)i'Tat

vp.ds, ea-dieTe. . . . R. H. Charles observes the loose construction in

1 Co 7^^ yvvr'] r)Tii e'x^' av8pa airLCTTOv koi ovtos avvfv8oK(2 (=Kfl(

arvvfv8oKoijvTa) and suggests an idiomatic Hebrew background. But

this could be paralleled in class. Gr. from Homer downwards, e.g. Od.

ii. 114. See Monro Horn. Gr. 247, K-G ii. 432 f.)

Two papyrus examples may be given. BGU iii. 846^* (ii/A.D.)

"HKOVcra irapa to\ii vi\ov pov tov evpovTa (rai iv rw ApcraivoeiT!] Koi aKaipas

ndvTa a-oi 8u)yr]TaL. P Ryl ii. 153**^ (a.d. 138-161)
"

If anything happen
to my son being childless and intestate," ^ Ka\ TtKva pev e'ixovTi eni-

ptTa\{Xyi^>l 8e Kai Tci T€Kva "or if he has children, in the case of the

decease of those children . . ." [Pallis renders Lk 10* literally.
—

R. McK.]

^ The construction illustrated by these examples from class. Greek is not

close enough to that foimd repeatedly in Rev to discount Hebraism in the

instances cited below.
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(b) Infinitive.

The solitary instance of the resolution of the infinitive into a finite

verb in the following clause is claimed by Charles for

2. Rev 13^* Koi (86dr) avra dovvai rrvevfjLa rfj flKovi . . . koi Troirjcrrj,

on the ground that the sense demands this co-ordination of noirjo-r) with

SovvM rather than mth the intervening iva Xahrja-;] "7
eiKcov.

Cf. Tob 2* N Koi . . . '46rjKa fJ.iXP'- '"o^ '"'o'^ TjXtov 8v(iv K.a\ 6a\lr<o avTOv {om.

BA, -rw P Oxy). D. C. Simpson OA i. 206. :

" An instance of the resolution

of an infin. into a finite verb in Hebraistic style, and of its rejection or

modification in a subsequent recension."

B. THE SEVERAL PARTS OF SPEECH.

1. Pkonoiins.

(a) Definite Article.

(a) Unusual insertion ofthe article.
"
Peculiar to Hebrew (cf. analogous

examples in Biblical Aramaic, Dan 2^* 3^ et al.) is the employment of

the ai'ticle to denote a single person or thing (primarily one which is as

jet unknown, and therefore not capable of being defined) as being present
to the mind under given circumstances. In such cases in English the

indef. art. is mostly used." Ges-K Heb. Gr.^^ § 126, q. Wellhausen's

examples (IP 26, ^19) support his assertion that Codex D preserves

many Semitisms which have been pruned away in other MSS (see Proleg.

242). With one exception, Mk 10^^ bia tyj^ TpvfiaXlas rrjs pacj^iSoi (where
Mt and Lk have dropped the def. art. before each genitive), all the

examples are peculiar to D, viz. ]VIk 3^* to reXos, 8^^ t6 aijfielov, 9^^ to

naidioi', 12* roly yecopyoif, Mt 10^* tov dacrapiov, 14^^ €irl rw nivaKi.

See Proleg.^ 81. 236.

O) Omission of the article {W^ 26, ^H), see Proleg.^ 81. 236.

1. Blass^ 150 called attention to illustrations of the Semitic rule which

drops the art. Avith a noun in construct state, and quoted many examples,

especially from the Hebraic songs in Lk. In prepositional phrases
Debrunner (Bl-D § 259) recognises Greek usage. Wellhausen notices

the omission of article with noun in construct state preceding a definite

noun, Mt 12*^ (=Lk IP^), and compares two relics of this construction

in D, Mt 10^^ dp-qvT} vpcov, Lk 11^' viol vp.av, emphasising "the extra-

ordinarj' importance of this unpretentious Semitism."

In view of this, W. C. Allen's claim that Mk 3^^ rois viols toiv avSpdonoiv
is a pure Aramaism seems questionable (Exp T xiii. 330. See also his

Comm. on Mk. p. 50,
"

r. vi t. dvd.^a^^ ''22. Cf. Dn 2^^ (e), where

LXX substitutes uvOpaTrui' for ol viol rav dvOpancov "). But see below,

p. 441.

The evidence of D in this matter is of dubious value considering
the long list of omissions and additions of the article furnished by Von
Soden {Die Schriften des XT, i. ii. 1309), who comments on the remark-
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able uncertainty of its treatment f)f the article and attributes the

omissions partly to scribal blunders.

2. Torrey {HTR xvi. 323) finds "traces" of this .Seiiiitism in six

phrases in John :

Jn 1*^ (TV el 6 vlos tov 6foi, (tv jiacnXevs el tov 'irrpm'jX (for 6 jiacriXei <i).

4* rjv 8i eKel TDjyr] tov 'laKajS.

5^' vlos dv6p<anov.
5^^ els avu<TTa(Tiv C^rjs . . . eh civarrTacrii' Kf)iae(i)i.

6" prinaTa C^iis alcoinov ex^eis.

9* orav ev ra Kocrjjiio d), 0coj elfXL tov koctjjlov (contr. 1* 8^^).

For the qualitative force of the anarthrous nouns in the last two

exx., see Proleg. 82.

(6) Personal Pronouns.

(a) Redundant use to strengthen definition of noun {W^ 27, ^ig).

1. Mk 5^* D aurco r<u Baiixovi^ofxevw.

6^' avTui yap 'Hpu>8rjs.

6^* D avTrjv yvvaiKa tov d8eX(f)ov crov.

6^^ AC avTTJs TTJs 'HpcoSidSoy.

Mt 12*^ D avTov TOV dvdpaiTov eKeivov (but not in
||
Lk IP*),

in Mt 3* avTos 8e 6 'laiuvrjs may mean " John in liis person,"" or
""

As
to himself, John . . ." [Perhaps simply

"
John." So Med. and MGr.—R. McK.]

In IVIk 6^2 W. C. Allen suggests that whether avTr]s or uvtov (xBDL)
be the original reading, the word is due to mistranslation of nn"i2

XpnnT or of
N^l'lin na, the daughter of Herodias {op. cit. 330, also

Mark, in loc). In the former explanation T the sign of the genitive

has been confused with the Aramaic demonstrative pronoun. (Cf.

Stevenson Aram. Gr. pp. 24 and 18).

2. Jn 9^* Tovs yovels avroii tov dva^Xeyj/avTos .

^^
ciyovcnv avTov Tvpos tovs <^. tov noTe Tvcfikov. (Burney Aram.

Orig. 85, who quotes Pal. Syr. in support of these

Aramaisms, adduces 9^^ as a parallel to Mk 6^^, and 9^^

as reproducing
"
another peculiarly Aram, idiom," viz.

"
the anticipation of the direct object of a verb by a

pronominal suffix.")

(/3) Unusual frequency of the oblique case of the unemphatic personal

pronoun, e.g. ol padrjTai avTov, 8vo eK Toiv padrjTcov avTov (for class. oi p.a6rjTai,

bio fiaBr^Tai). [Idiomatic in MGr.—R. McK.]
"Wellhausen (IP 29, ^22) was here following Blass (§ 48, 2), who found

the reason for this in the Semitic usage where these pronouns are easily

attached as suffixes to substantival and verbal forms. But the evidence

from the Koti/j? given in Proleg. 85 is accepted by Debninner (Bl-D

§ 278) as partial explanation. In addition to jDapyrus examples given in

Proleg. and Vocab. 94, we may add P land 9*° (ii/A.D.) a-ov to 7rop(pvp[iv

eVt a-e d] ve [rrepylra], on which editor remarks,
"
persaepe pronominis
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genetivus sic collocatur. velut P Oxy vii. 1064* (iii/A.D.) tlSas a-ov

TO crnovdalov. Seiungitur etiam a substantivo uno pluribiisve verbis,

velut BGU ii. 523'^* nl8ds fiov yap rijv npos f'/xe
Koi ere 0tXiai'."

(y) Confusion of personal and demonstrative pronouns.

It is hardly necessary, with Wellhausen (^30, *23), to posit a Semitic

identity of pronouns as in any way the cause of a Lucan peculiarity.

That Luke writes, 10^^ e'l- avrr, rfj &pa, where Mt IP^ has ev (Ktiva tw

Kaipu), or again in 12^^ when Mt 10^® and Mk 13^^ have €K6U'r/, can hardly
be accounted for by fidelity to an Aramaic original, when we observe

this use of avros 6 by Luke when Semitic sources are not in question,

e.g. Acts 16^* 22^'. Other examples of this mannerism are Lk 2^' 7*^

20^*. For distribution of avros 6 in NT see Hawkms HS^ 16. For

Hellenistic parallels to the Lucan idiom see Proleg. 91 and Vocab. 94.

(8) Burney (ut supr. 80 if.) accounts for the great frequency of the

unemphatic use of the personal pronouns in the nominative in John

by the Semitic idiom by which the pronoun marks the subject of the

participle. This may well be a
"
secondary Semitism

"
in John, as in

the LXX.

(c) Reflexive Pronouns.

The attempt {W^ 30, ^23) to find the general want of these pronouns
reflected in the Grospels is sufficiently discussed in Proleg. 87. To what is

said there about substitutes for the reflexive pronoun we may add

that Mk 2® shows the equivalence of 8ui\oyi^fadai iv eavTo'n, and SiaX.

fv Tals Kap8iais vpav, which is a Semitism of vocabulary to be expected
in sayings of Jesus or in passages which echo the language of the Old

Testament.

The substitution of eavrovs for dWi^Xovs in D {e.g. Lk 24"- "•
^^) proves

nothing, for it is not constant, and the reciprocal use of the reflexive

pronoun is, apart from NT usage, common in papyri : e.g. BGU iv,

1101* (i/s.C.) eTTfi avvovTfs earois er[»; . . .] f-)(a>piadT)pfv ott dXX^Xwi',

1 110^^ <Tvv\a)povp.(i' npos earovs enl roZcrSf, and so 1157^'* (i/B.C).

(f?) Indefinite Pronouns.

A Semitic origin is claimed ( IP 27, ^20) for three substitutes for ns,

where the indef. art. would be used in EngUsh.

(a) Eh.

1. From Mt, Hawkins quotes {HS^ 30) 8i» 18"(?) 21i9, 268» (" Per-

haps also 9^®, wliich, if f[y is the right reading, would correspond to

eh T^v in Mk 522 as 26«9 does to pia tw^ in ]\Ik U'*." The difficulty of

fia-eXdoii' is shown by the corrections TvpoaeXdoiv N^B, ris Trpoo-eX^coi'

LG). To these add Mk 10^^ 12*^ 14*" (n'AL), Lk 5^ D {th tv nXo'iov).

Torrey (CDA 7) would add Ac 12^° (here improbable).

2. Rev 813 913 i82i_

Radermacher {Or.^ 76 n.^) cites Strabo (p. 230) tirrjyyeiXaro fva dyava
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ImriKov. For els c. part. gen. (e.g. Lk 5^^-^' 15^^) = riy see Prnl. 96 f.,

Vocab. 187, where papyrus evidence is sujiplied. See also Bl-D § 247

who denies weakening in classical exx. In MGr eVay is indef. art.,

Thumb Handb. 328.

(/3) avdpcDTTos, corresponding to Aram. &'3 which, in the st. abs.

is used for qxiidam, and is put before and after nouns. This, of course,

is also very common in Hebrew, and is sometimes reproduced in LXX,
e.g. 1 Ki \1^° nJlO^N* ntJ'S = ywi) xhpa (whence Lk 42«).

Thackeray {Gr. 45) observes this use of av-qp and avBpanos, and while

noting a similar use in Aiistoph. regards it as Hebraism in OT.

Possible examples of avdpwnos with another noun in this indef. sense

are:

1. Mt 11"
( =Lk 73'») 1328- « D 52 1823 201 21^3 22^.

Simple av6p(x)Tros=Tis.

3. 1 Co4i72« 1128.

But Epict. iii. 23. 15 is quite parallel to this Pauline use. (For
Greek usage see new LS, s.vv. avi-jp, ("vBpconos ; Vocab. 44.

(7) The plur. of indef. pron. often exjiressed bj' dnu or e/< c. gen.

(
=Hebr. and Aram, p), e.g. jMk 5^' 6*^, Mt 233*

(
=Lk 21i8) .

But in KoivT) OTTO and €< c. gen. had largely rej)laced part. gen. (Proleg.

12. 102, P land 8® note), and even in class. Gk. the part. gen. was not

unknown as subj. or obj. of a verb, e.g. Xen. Hell. iv. ii. 20, HfWr^viis
de Kara Qfcnrias yevopevoi epa-^ovTO re kg] iv X^P^ emTTTOv eKarepaiv. See

further WM 253, Brug.-Th. 442, Jannaris § 1313, Bl-D § 164. Buck

{Or. Dial. 195) remarks that part. gen. as subj. is found in Av., Lith.,

and once in Umbrian.

(8) The negative of the indef. pron. assumes some unusual forms.

(i) Eis . . . ov. Mt 102^ ev e^ avTcov ov TTfae'irai is claimed as
"
unadulterated Semitism

"
(W^ 31, 224). It may be an extension of

the usage found in Mt 5^®, Lk 1 1*®, for which parallels in Dem. c. Onet. i. 33,

Xen. Anab. v. vi. 12, are given in Bl-D § 302. [Med. Gr.—R. McK.]
The emphatic ov8e . . . fis is sufficiently attested in classical and

Hellenistic Gk., and ovdtis (o-nv os is acknowledged {W^ 24) to be
"
certainly not unGreek," though Wellhausen compares it with Syr.

lait de.

(ii) Ilns- . . . ov, for Hebrew and Aramaic ^D . . . N7-

To what has been written by Moulton in CR xv. 442, add reff. given

above, p. 22 n.'. D. S. Sharp cites Epict. iii. 22. 36, iraa-a ^//vx'? nKovaa

arepeTai rrjs ciXrjdelas. R. Law {Tests of Life, 379), commenting on

1 Jn 2^^,
"

It seems questionable whether this is a Hebraism, as is usually
said. The explanation of the idiom probably is, not that Tray was used

in a consciously distributive sense, but that, in vernacular Greek, the

negative was attached in sense to the verb, where we attach it to the

nominative (' aU are-not
' = '

none are '). The attachment of ov to what

seems to us the wrong word is not unusual in Greek [e.g. in Aristoph.
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Vesp. 1091, TTui'Ta Hi) ^f8otKevcu = iM]8(v SfSoiKfVoi.—J. H. M.], and is

invariable in the common ov (ji^fii tovto flvai=l say that this is not so."

[Rare in Med. Gr.—R. McK.]

1. Mk 132» (=Mt 24^2) oiK nv ('awdij naaa acip^.

Lk P' ovK a8vvaTi](T€i napa r. dtov nar' prjixa. (Not a quot. from

LXX or Heb. of Gen 18".)
Ac lO^'* ouSfVoTf ffpayov nav koivov.

2. Jn 6*' (Vn Trdi' o Sf'S&xe'i' poi pi] (\noX(<Tu> i^ avToii. (See also

p. 424.)

11^* nas 6 ^Siv Kcii mcrnvdiv els (p( oii pr] ano6dvi] fh rhv alwva.

12*' tV« TTas 6 Tri(rT(va>v (Is fpf (v tt) (tkotio. prj pfivr],

1 Jn 2^1 nav ip'evBos eK rrjs (iXrjBfias ovk fariv. (In the similai

construction in 2'''-
-*

3'-
» 4^ 5** the Troy is positive, anfl

the oil negatives the verb.)

Rev 7^® ovSe prj neat] err' avrovs 6 fjXios ov8( nav Kavpa.

18^2 Ku'i nas rexvLTTjs nda-rjs rixvris ov pf] evpfdjj iv <to\ (TI.

2P' Koi ov pT] flcreXdij els avrrjv ndv KOtvov.

22' Koi nav Karddepa ovk eurai en.

(Charles has not included this construction in his list of Hebraisms.)

3. Rom 32o= Gal 2iM=Ps l^S^ LXX for: ^n-^3 '!\':th P'^)i' i6 ^3)-

Eph 4^' nas Xoyos aanpos eV r. aroparos vp.atv prj eKiropeveadai.

6* oTi Tra? nopvos . . . ovk e)(ei KXrjpovopiav.

4. 2 Pet P" oTi ndaa npo(})i]Teia ypn(j)i]S I8ias eVtXuo-ftos ov yiverai.

Cf. Didache 2' ov pia-rja-eis ndvra avdpanov. Protev. Jac. vl. 1, ndv

KOIVOV Ka\ aKadapTov ovk e'ia bupxecrOat, St avTrjs.

WM 216 observes that
"

this Hebraism should in strictness be

limited to the expression ov {pi)) . . . nds ; for in sentences with Tray . . .

oil [pi]) there is usually nothing alien to Greek usage."
For the latter Radermacher {Gr.^ 220) cites Dion. H. Ep. ad Pomp.

756 R, OVK dno Toil jSeXrlaTov ndvra nep\ avrav ypd(f)(ov. Wackemagel,

Vorlesungen ii. 274, eft. Propertius ii. 28. 13, semper, formosae, non nostis

parcere verbis,
"
niemals versteht ihr."

(e) The Relative Pronoun.

(a) The Hebrew construction by which indeclinable ">t^'N is followed

by a pronoun or pronominal suflfix is paralleled in Aramaic by the use

of "n or ^T indecl.

1. The passages which have been claimed as examples of this

Semitism (see Blass Gr.^ 175, Bl-D § 297, W^ 22, 215, Burkitt Ev. d. M.
ii. 75) are Mk V (=Lk S^^. Note Mt corrects, also Luke in Ac 1325), 725

(Note KB omita^T^f). Mt 10" D, rj
noXis els rju ela-eXdrjre els avTTjv, 182"

D, Trap* ols OVK elp\ ev peaa avrav. Lk 8^2 X), S)v epxerai 6 8id(3oXos kqI a'lpei

dno Trjs Kap8ias avrav rov Xoyov.

Mt 312
(
=Li5 317) is normal Greek, as Burney Aram. Orig. 85 n. seems

to allow.
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The conjecture tliat Lk lO^"^ should read, in the absence of all textual

evidence, ^s (for fJTis) ovk (i(f)aipfdr]<T(Tai avTt]s (
=slie has chosen the better

part from which she shall not be taken away) was oflfered in W^ 22, but is

withdrawn in the 2nd ed.

Of the same kind is Mk 13'* BXi-^is, o'la ov yeyovev TOiavrrj (N.B.
—Ml

corrects, ^Ai\//£f fieydXrj, o'la ovk e'yeVero). Hawkins HS^ 134 points out

that this does not occur "in Dn 12^ (either LXX or Theod.), which is

here being referred to. See, however. Gen 41"; and compare ^ns roiavrt]

in Ex 9^* and 11®. Somewhat similar is Mark's o'la . . . ovtcos in the

best texts of O^."

Cf. Ac 151" (LXX).

2. Burney {Aram. Orig. 85) cites Jn 1" \^^ I32« IS" (also 9^6, see (}-i)

below. 18^ is doubtful).

In the Apocalypse Moulton notes six examples : Rev 3® 7^-
"

138. 12 208 (to which Charles adds, onov . . . e/cfl 12«- ", and

ono{' . . . (TT avTuv 17').

3. Philem ^^
is not an instance, since avrov is emphatic, with the

following clause in apposition.

4. 1 Pet 22* K*LP oh r« /xcoXcoTrt avToi,. (See ProlJ' 237.)

Moulton discussed the question in Proleg.^ 94 f., 237, 249. In EM.
150 f. he cites, after Helbing (Or. p. iv), P Oxy i. 117 (ii/iii a.d.) e^ S>v

ficoo-fts To'ii Trai8iois aov ei' e| avrSav, but quotes Wackernagel {ThLZ xxxiv.

227) as thinking that the equivalence of MGr wov clauses and such

sentences as oh e86dr} avTo7s is not proved. (See Psichari, 182 f.).

Thackeray (Gr, 46) finds the construction in all parts of the LXX,
where it

"
undoubtedly owes its frequenci/ to the Hebrew original. But

the fact that it is found in an original Greek work such as 2 Mac (12"

fv
f]

. . . fv avTj]) and a paraphrase such as 1 Esdras (3^-
' 4^*-*^ 6^^) is

sufficient to warrant its presence in the Koti/?/." We may add that some-

times, as in Is pi ev n  • • «'" a^T.';, the construction is used in the

Greek with no corresponding use in the Hebrew (see Ottley Isaiah i.

p. 41, ii. p. 108).

Canon Box has shown how this Semitism has infected the Latin of

4 Ezra: e.g. 4^^ de quo me interrogas de eo. Cf. also ^i'^Q^*-^^ 132*

(OA ii. 547).

A common classical usage, when a relative clause is continued by a

clause co-ordinate with it, is to abandon the relative construction in the

second clause and to replace the relative by a personal or demonstrative

pronoun (cf. Xen. Cyrop. m. i. 38, iv. i. 15, v. ii. 15). Mr. G. R. Driver

(Orig. Lang. 4) quotes, for the extension of this idiom
"
to single-limbed

relative clauses," Soph. Phil. 315 (MSS), oh 'OXvumoi SoIeV ttot avrols.

Callim. Epigr. 43, o)v 6 niv avrcbv. Anth. Pal. vii. 72, hv 6 jiev u/xwf. For

further exx. see Radermacher Gr.^ 217, and Jannaris § 1439. We may
add Clem, ad Cor. 2P ov

rj nvor] avrov tv rjfiiv eariv. [Med. Gr.—R. McK.]

(/3) The same particle T
('''n)

can also introduce a subordinate clause

and may be rendered bj' on, ov 'Iva. (See below, pp. 469 f.)
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1. It has been suggested that sometimes these particles in the Greek

text mistranslate the Aramaic relative. Thus W. C. Allen {Exp T xiii. 330

and Comm. in loc.) explains Mk 8^'* on a>s SeVSpa opui TrfpiwaTovvras, where

oTi—'^=ovs. So IP 22,
2
15, explains IVIk 4^2 ov yap eanv Kpvrrrov, ftp')

iva ^avepmOfi {—nisi quod reveletur=qvod non reveletur). The parallels

in Mt 10^® and Lk 12^ (6 ovk d-rroicaXvfpSi^aeTai), and Lk 8^' (o ov pi) yvma-dfj

Koi fls (fyavepov i'Xdrj) support Wellhausen.

We may, however, cite Epict. Ench. 51, irolov ovv k'n StSao-KaXoi-

npocrSoKas, Iva fls fKfivov inrfpOfj rfji' fnauopBcoaiv TTOiTJcrai T171' afavToi;

where Melcher {De Sermone Epicteteo 85) observes
"
Att. fls ovrwa vntp-

So Epict. i. 24, 3, ov8e\s S« bfiKov KardcrKOTToi' rripTTfi, iv', av pdvov

aKOXXTr) \l/6(f)ov
Kal aKidv iroOfv i'Si;, rpexaiv e'A^// TfTapayptvos . . . (Att. :

oaris . . . fXfvcreTai, vel TrpocrtKriv . . .).

Moulton {Einl. 332 n.) accepted Wellhausen's explanation of ]\Ik 4"

(retained in Mt 8^^, slight^ changed in Lk 8^°), ris I'lpa ovros fcmv, on

Ka\ 6 (ivfpos Ka\
1)
ddXaaaa vTranovfi atVw; where on is used only to avoid

w . . . avra. Lagrange, however {S. Marc, p. xc), cites Plato Euthyph.

2 a: Ti vfcoTfpoji, d> Soj/cparfy, yeyovfv, ort cri' . . . diarpiiSfis ;

There seems less reason to follow Wellhausen in taking on= os in

Mt IP^, or in reversing the process in Mt IP" (" still more than a prophet

is this, for about him
(''n?y"^)

is it said").

2. Burney {Aram. Orig. 75 f., 101 flE.) discovers many such mistransla-

tions, supporting his contention in some instances by quoting the Syriac

or Arabic versions :

iva for relative :

Jn 18 57 63"- 50 93« 14i«.

Rev 19^5 is quite parallel to Jn 6^".

on for relative :

N.B.—The converse is suspected by Burney {ib. 29, 34) in Jn 1*- ^^,

with Torrey's strong endorsement {HTR xvi. 328) :

Jn 1* punctuating o yiyovfv tv avra ^co?) rjv, and taking o ytyovtv
=

NIHT, the result is
"
inasmuch as in Him was life."

1^' supporting the poorly attested qui natus est by showing that

in Aramaic the final ^ alone distinguishes the sing, verb from

the plur., whilst the next sentence begins with 1 {nai).
" Who

believe on His name, inasmuch as He was born, not . . ."

In neither instance is thei-e any necessity for this explanation of the

relative pronoun.
^Mr. G. R. Driver {ut supr. 3) remarks (a) that if this usage is due to

Semitic influence, it is strange that the Hebr. "iC'X is never so rendered

in the LXX ; (6) in no case in Jn is this translation necessary ; (c) in

every case (exc. 1^ and P*) the constr. occurs in words presumably

spoken originally in Aramaic. The last observation tells against Burney's
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theory that Jn was (niis-)tianslated from a written Aramaic original,

but not against the possibility that we have here a genuine Aramaism.

Lagrange (S. Jean, p. cix) shows that in the Ancyra insci-. (Cagnat iii.

188) the Lat. e.r 51(0 . . . darentur is rendered, 'Ivae^ avrov . . . BiBcovrai,

whilst in two other passages 'Iva represents ut. This, coupled with the

examples given above from Epictetus, shows that by this time iva was

used in Greek as equivalent to a relative. We may therefore speak of

this use in Jn as a secondary Semitism.

(y) The indeclinable particle T is suspected by Burney (ut supr.

101 ff.) to lie behind the difficult syntax of the relative pronoun in this

characteristic group of passages in the Fourth Gospel.

2. Jn 10^® 6 nuTi]i> fxov 6 8f8a>Kei'
fjiOL

TTfirrcor fie'iCaiv iariv. (o NB*LW,
<is A. fxtt^ow NLW, /xfifoi' AB).

17^^ Ti]pi]crov uvTovs ev rw ovoyLari aov <o Se'^asKay ixoi.
'^

eyw iri]jiovv airovs iv tu> ovofiari <tov a> 8f8u>Kus fJioi.

(<i NABCLW, ovs D^, 6' D*).
Cf. 17** IlaTr]p, b dedcoKus poi, ^e'Ao) jVa onov eifxl e'yoj KUKe'ivoi dxrii'

jj-fT efxov.

17^ iva TTciv o 8f8coKas avro) Scocrei avrois ^a>7]v alwviov. Burney

suggests nav 6'=^ N?3 Aramaic for "all who," "every

one who,"
"

all which"
; so Hebr. i"?3

"
the whole of it,"

with plur. reference, cf. Ex 14'.

6'' Trnv o Si'ScofTti' fxoi 6 TraTTjp npos ep.e fj^fi.

^^ iva TTuv o dedcoKev fioi /jltj
aTroAeVw e^ airov, aXXa ava(rTT](T(i)

avTo rfi (axuTij r]p.epa.

Cf. 1 Jn 5* on rrav to yeyewqjxivov e'/c rov deov viko. tov Kucrp-ov, which

shows that the neut. nav is used as a collective pronoun.

In none of these instances does Lagrange so much as suggest Aramaic ;

the attraction of the relative is offered as the explanation of 17^^* ^^.

Mr. G. R. Driver does not dispute the Aramaic origin of the idiom, but

observes that in every case the passage is attributed to Jesus, and is

not evidence of an Aramaic Gospel translated into Greek, but of the

Aramaic of the ipsissinm verba of our Lord.

(8) By this ambiguous use of "H Burney accounts for the Lucan varia-

tion o( (ikinovrfi for the Matthaean on liXenovaiv . . . on aKovovaiv, . . .

rVDC'-n \][m in Mt 13i«-i'=Lk lO^^-
2*

(The Poetry of our Lord, 145).

(/) Distributive Pronouns and Pronominal Adjectives.

(a) The absence in Hebrew and Aramaic of special words correspond-

ing directly to aWoi or erepos, involves the use of certain Semitic idioms

to express the idea alter . . . alter. (See G-K § 139 (c).)

These are :

(1) »'''« with Vnx or iny°l as correlate. Gen IS^^ (LXX fKaoroj

OTTO TOV dHf\cfinv aiiTOv),
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(2) nr , . . -; Ex U^o (LXX kgI oi awip-L^av u\X))X.ns), la 6'^ (LXX
fTfpos rrpos rov erepov).

CM ^^x^ . . . nnxn 2 Sam 14« (LXX ^m (nmatv o th rov (va
T V T T V T

d8fXcf)6v avTov).

(4) The substantive repeated Gten 47^^ (LXX an' "iKpav 6p!u)i> AlyvnTov
€a>s r«v ,'iKpcov), of. Dt 4^2 28«*.

(2) and (3) are both found in 1 Sam i4* "^p n;jo (LXX k'vdfv

. . . i'vdfi') and nnxn . . . nnxn (LXX rw ev\ . . . rd nXXw).T V T T V T ^ t t I '

Thackeray (GV. 45) observes:
" The rarity of phrases like frepos rov

iTfpov (still found in the Pentateuch, Isaiah and the early chapters of

Ezekiel) is partly due to the tendency in the Koivij to abandon words

expressive of duality. But it is noticeable that the use of uvr]p
= eKa(TTOi

is practically contined to one group of books," in which "
(Kaaroi,

which is freely used in other parts of the LXX, is either wholly or nearly

unrepresented."

1. In the Synoptic Gospels (1) and (2) are not represented, but the

idiom of (3) may possibly be found in Mk 152^ Mt 20^1 24*"^- 27^8,

Lk 18^" D, fis <i>api(Ta'ios Kat els rfXcoXiovrji (sic), and (4) in Lk 11^' oIkos

inl oiKou TTiTTTei, ]Mk 132 (=Mt 242 =Lk 21«) Xidos eVl Xidco, Mt 233* dno

TToXeas fls ttoXii'. {W^ 30, 223.)
" From city to city," however, is quite

idiomatic English and is not necessarily Hebraic. A closer parallel than
this seems to be Lk I72* axTntp yap t) du-TpaTrr] dcrrpaTrTovaa fK Ttjs vwo rov

ovpavov els rfjv inr' ovpavbv Xapnti.

2. (3) is found in Jn 20*2^

3. and in Gal 422.

But in both exx. eva . . . Kai tva is probably due to the gradual

disappearance oi p.h' . . . de in Hellenistic.

See Bl-D, § 247. 3, and for vernacular use, Vocab. 187. [(4) Med. and
MGr.—R. McK.]

(/3) Closely akin to the idiom of (3) above is 1 Ki 22^3 DHO nriwX -I3l3

Let your speech be like the speech of the rest of them. This has been cited

(IP 30, 223) to explain ]VIk 6^^ on npo(f)T]TT}s as fls tuiv ttpocfyrjrav ,
A

prophet as another prophet, like any other prophet. Moffatt translates,
It is a prophet like one of the old prophets. Lk 9* corrects, on 7rpocf)r]Tr]s

Tis Tcov ap^aiwi' dvicTTrj.

(•y) For
"
the rest

"
as compared with a single example of a class,

Hebrew and stUl more Aramaic use ^3.

Thus Gen 3^^
" The serpent was more subtle than any other beast of the

field;' nn&'n n;n ^b'j.

Gen 433*,
" And Benjamin's mess was five times as much ew any of the

rest of theirs;' 2^3 nxb'Sp.

This use of ttus may possibly be seen (so W^ 31, 223) in ]VIk 4",
Lk 320- 21 132. 4^ though in Lk 320-

21 the explanation is far-fetched.

[MGr sometimes uses oXos in much the same way.
—R. McK.]
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2. NUMEKALS A'SB DISTRIBUTIVES.

Semitic influence has been suspected in—
(a) The use of Cardinals for Ordinals in dating Incidents.

Cf. Gen P iriN DV (LXX, ijfxepa /xm). So in Aramaic (Kautzsch Gr. 122,

Marti Or.^ 82, Dalman Or.^ 131). See Proleg. 95 f., 237.

1. Cf. Mk 162, Lk 21S rrj ixia rav aajBlBarav.

Mt 28^ ds iiiav (Tafi.

Ac 20' iv T?i fiia T. (Ta[i. [Plummer {ICC, p. 407) suggests tliis

meaning (unnecessarily) in Lk 17^^ ort eTndvfirjo-eTe fxiav

Ta>v TjfjLfpwv roil v'lov r. di'dpanrov Idelv.^

2. Jn 20^- ^®. [Ctiarles unnecessarily suggests this in Rev 6^. See

ICC i. p. cxlviii.]

3. 1 Co 162.

See however p. 174, Proleg. 96, and for MGr, Thumb Handb. 82.

[Med. Gr.—R. McK.]

(6) The use of Cardinals for Adverbials.

1. Mk 4®* 20
6ty TptaKOvra kui €v i^TjKOVTa Kat fv fKarov.

" The MSS offer many variations and combinations of fts- and ev.

But whatever be original, it is no doubt due to over-scrupulous transla-

tion of nn," W. C. Allen (Exp T xiii. 330), who cites Dn 3^9 nj;3K'-nn

seven times, and Gen 26^2 (Targ. Onk.) riNO *in
?)3^

one hundredfold.
' ' The writer of the First Gospel has avoided the Aramaism by substituting

o . . . o . . . o" {Comm. Mark, 79).

(c) Distributives expressed by Repetition, either of the Cardinal

Number or of the Noun itself.—The former is literally reproduced in

LXX, e.g. in a? ih 1 Chr 24^, Suo Suo Gen 6^9, eVra iivra Gen 7^. (This is

also Aramaic, Dalman Gr."^ 135.) The latter e.g. in 2 Chr 34^^ epyaala kqi

e'pyaa-la (
= mi^VI mi3y?j in every department of work). Sometimes

tcard is combined with this reduplication, e.g. kut eviavrov iviavrov 1 K
7^®, Kara fiiKpov fiiKpov Dt 722, ^^^^^ <pv\as <pvXds Zech 12^2,

1. The NT supplies dvo dvo Mk 6' ; avfirroaia avfiTToaia, npaaiai npaaial
Mk 639f- ; ^eapiai Seafias Mt 133" Epiph. ;

dva Svo bvo Lk 10^

B al. ; els Kara els (IVIli 14^^) is claimed as a hybrid confusion

between the Aram. TPI Tn and the vulgar Greek Kadels.

3. 2 Co 4^' dXX' 6 eVco rjfxaiv [av^pwTTOS'] dvanaivovrai rjixtpa Koi rjjxipa is

regarded as Hebraism by Bl-Debr. § 200. 1. = DV1 DV

(contrast Heb 3^' KaS" fKaoTrfv Tijiepav).

See Proleg.^ 21 n.^, 97, for the significance of these locutions, with the

important additions made by Moulton in Einl. 156 f. (See also § 104

above.) Psichari (183 ff.) adduces MGr examples to support Thumb's denial

of Hebraism (Hellen. 128, Handb. 83). Wackernagel {ThLZ xxxiv. 227),

however, recognises a Semitism in Mk 6^^^-. G. and H. point out on P Oxy
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vi. 940' (vi/A.D.) that aov fiiav ^iav means together with you, and is not
distributive in that passage. The new LS cites Soph. Frag. 201, fxlav

fxiav {=KaTa fxiav).

3. Adjectr'es and Adjectival Substitutes.

In Hebrew the wide use of the construct state largely took the place
of the adjective. Greek has many corresponding uses of the genitive
case of a noun to mark description, material etc. The two most char-

acteristically Semitic idioms are
(
1

)
the genitive of an abstract noun in

place of an adjective of quality, and (2) the use of vl6s with a following

genitive of origin or definition.

(1) The so-called
"
Hebraic Genitive" is an extension of the con-

struction found in Greek poetry, as shown in Proleg.^ 74, 235. In the

LXX Thackeray regards it as
"
partly but not altogether due to literal

translation
"

{Or. 23). The same may be said of the NT instances.

To the classical instances referred to in Proleg.^ {tit supra), Radermacher

{Or.^ 109, 111) adds Herodotus iv. 136 m re rjfifpai vfuv roii upiO^ov

dioixr]VTai. From late Greek he cites Demosth. hi Midiam 93 (" an

interpolated document of the Hellenistic age") 17 Kvpia tov vofiov

{the legal limit—contrast
77 Kvpia in § 84, the equivalent Attic

term) ; Marcellinus Vit. Thuc. 57, \6yot. dpoivfias (as well as Xtiyoi

etpcoi'tKoi), pseudo-Chion Ep. 16. 3, drre)(^deias epyov, and, in view of

Pauline parallels, pseudo-Hippocr. Ep. 10. 6 crapa crocplrjs. Thumb
(Brugmann Gr.* 677) dissents from Wackernagel's assumption that MGr
ai'dpoiiTos rrjs pniaToavvr^s, a trustworthy )/ian, is a Hebraism.

1. Mk 226
(
^]yit l2*=Lk 6^^) ol nproi T>> Trpoddaecos a t.t. from the OT.

Lk 422 01 Xdyoi rrjs x^P'^'^'os, 16^ olKovopos rrjs ddiKias,
^
papctivus Trjs

ddiKias, 18' Kpirrjs rrjs dSiKi'as.

Ac 6^^ N'D prjpara ^Xa(r(j)t]pias, 8^' X"^"? '"''^p^as, 9^* aKevos eKXoyijs.

2. Rev 13^ 17^ ovopara ^\a(r(f>ripias.

3. Rom 12« nddq dripias, S^l rfju eXtvdfplav rrjs 86^r]S k.tX., 1220 (LXX)
avdpaufi nvpos. Possibly Eph P* 4^2 (see p. 485).

Phrases with acbaa. Rom 6* to <t. t^s dpaprias, 7^* to <t. tov 6avdT0v,
Ph 32^ TO cr. rrjs TaTreivuxrecos I'jpaVy to cr. Trji So^rjs avToi,

Col 122 211- 7-0 (T. Trjs aapKos {avToii).

Phrases with rjpipa, Rom 2' rjp. opy^s, 2 Co 62 r^p. a-oiTrjpUn (LXX), cf.

1 Pet 2^2 ^^_ eTTKTKonrfi (LXX). These are rooted in the

language of the OT, but they can only be termed

Secondary Semitisms.

4. Heb 1213 lii(a niKpias (LXX Dt 29^8 AF ; see Bl-D § 165).

Jas P^ aKpoaTrfS (TriXrja-povrjs. Perhaps vopov TeXeiov tov ttJs fXeu-

dfpias {ib.) and to Trpocrunov tPjs yeveaeats avTov (2^) come
under the same head.

Debrunner (Bl-D § 165) includes Ac l^^^ 2 Pet 2^°. But piados (r^?)

dbiKias is an objective genitive. (Cf. Ezek 14*
fj
KoXaais ttjs ddiKias avTov,

4412 fig KoXaaiv dSiKias.)
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(2) The use of vl6s or t4kvov with genitive in metaphorical sense.

Thackeray {Crr. 41) observes that in LXX "this Hebraism is mostly
confined to the literal group : the Hexateuch, Isaiah and Chronicles

generally avoid it." WeUhausen sees in this a common mark of genuinely
Aramaic style (cf. Arabic dhu), W^ 27. NT instances are :

1. Mk 219 (=Mt 9i5==Lk S^*) vl t. vu/x^wvoy; 3^^ vl ^povT^s.
Mt 23" VI. yeeuvrjs.

Lk 10' vl. flprjvrjs, 16^ 20'* 01 vl. t. alcovos tovtov, 20'* vl. r.

dvacrrdaeas.

Ac 4'* vlos 7rapaKXrj(Tfa>i.

2. Jn l?-*^^ 6 vl. T. dncoXeias.

3. 1 Th 5^ vl. (pwTos, 2 Th 2' 6 vl. r, oTrcoXft'a?.

Rom 9*, Gal 4^^ rd rinva T. eVay-yeXiay.

Eph 2^ 5® vl. T. dnfidfias (whence imported into text of Col 3* in inferior

MSS), 2^ TiKva dpyrjs, 5® reKva (pcoros, Col 1^' r. vl. r.

dydTTt^s avTov.

4. 1 Pet P* reKva vwaKofjs, 2 Pet 2^* icardpas Tfuva.

N.B.—01 viol T. TTovijpov (Mt 13'8), vl. 5ta/3dAou (Ac 13^"), as also to

TiKva Tov Sm/3oXou (1 Jn 3^°), hardly come under this heading.
Deissmann {BS 161) accepts these in 1 and 2 as translation-Greek. Of

those in 3 and 4 he says,
"
In no case whatever are they un-Greek ; they

might quite well have been coined by a Greek who wished to use im-

pressive language. Since, however, similar terms of expression are found
in the Greek Bible, and are in part cited by Paul and others, the theory
of analogical formations wUl be found a sufficient explanation."

(3) The phrase 6 vlos tov dvOpa-n-ov, a literal translation of the

Aramaic ^<t;'3X "12 was quite unintelligible except on Palestinian soil.

Apart from its frequent use in all the Synoptic Gospels (on the lips of

Jesus), it is found in—
1. Ac 756.

2. Jn P2 313.
14

627. 53. 62 828 986 1223- 34 I33I.

The phrase vlos dvdpunov occurs 3 times. In Jn 5^' the anarthrous

form is probably due to the wi-iter's sense that the title is here used

qualitatively. In Rev P' 14^* the wording is doubtless influenced by
the LXX of Dn 1^^

On the whole subject see Dalman WJ 234-267.

4. Degrees of Comparison.

(a) The absence of degrees of comparison in Semitic languages (other

than Arabic) may account, according to WeUhausen, for the use of the

positive adjective in some passages in the Gospels. (See W^ 28, ^21,

and Moulton's discussion in Einl. 124 f.)

1. Mk 10^5. Clement of Alex, reads evKoAws for evKononTepov. Tdxiov (D)

suggests an independent smoothing of fvKokas.
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Mt 22" TTola fVToXi] fieydXi], a less idiomatic rendering of the Aramaic

(from Q?) than Trpmrtj vdi'Tcov in IVIk 12^8. Note that Mt
22^8 fieyaXr] kgI Trpatrr] evToXr] is quoted by Justin M. Ap.
1. 16 as pey'ifTTrj.

Lk 5^® 6 naXmos xPl'^'''^^ icrnv, according to Wellhausen [Das Ev.

Luc. 19), must be taken as comp. or superl. Plummer
(who regards xPW'O'^^P^^^ AC vg, as a corruption) and

Lagrange defend the positive interpretation.
Mli 9"- «• 47 ^gXov . . .

,J, whilst in *2
f^axXov is mserted.

(b) The comparative particle is sometimes used after a verb as though
by itself it meant "

more than."

1. Mk 3*, Lk 15^

Lk 17^ XvaiTfXe'i aira . . .
ij

. . . (contrast Mt 18' a-vp(f)epfL avno

iva, Mk 9*^ KaXov iariv avTc^ fiaXXov et . . . ).

TF^ 21 acknowledges that this is found in Plut.

For classical instances see WM 302, Riddell, Plat. Apol. p. 183, K-G ii.

303. [Rare in Med. and MGr.—R. McK.]

3. 1 Co 14^^ deXu) . . .
?/.

Cf. the agraphon in Justin M. Ap. i. 15, deXei

yap 6 7raTT]p 6 ovpavios rr^v pfrdvoiav rov dpapTaXov rj ttjv

KoXaa-iv avTov. Gildersleeve {in loc), eft. Eur. Tel. fr.

714 N2:

(rpiKp' ai' SeXoipL koi Kad' rjpipav e;^cor

aXvnov olKtlv ^lorov rj
nXovroiv vocrelv.^

(c) For reduplication to express the elative force of the adjective, see

Moulton's treatment, § 104 above ; Delbruck Grcl. v. (iii.) 139 ff. Wetstein

(ap. Heb 10^'), eft. Aristoph. Vesp. 213 rl ovk d'TTeKoiprjOrja-av oaov oaov

(TTiXr^v ; For numerous parallels see Radermacher Gr.^ 68 n.^. [MGi-.—R. McK.]

1, Lk 5' D ocTop oaov for oXiyov.

4. Heb 10^', which may be an echo of Is 26^", pinpov ocrov oaov, in

introducing the citation from Hab 2^*-.

Conybeare and Stock {Selectiotis from LXX, 11) refer to (r(f)68pa

,T(})68pa, Ex V- 12, Num 14', Ezek 9^ Jdth 4^
; acpdBpa (T(f)o8pS>s Gen 1^^

Jos 31' ; dipoiinds dipai'ids Ex 8^*, civco av(o . . . KaTco (cdro) Dt 28*^.

They observe, "In all the above instances the kind of intensification

involved is that of a repeated process."

{d) For the comparative use of napd see below, under B 8.

(e) The superlative idea was sometimes expressed in Hebrew b}-

adding DN"i?X7 to the adjective. This could be rendered literally in the

LXX by the
"
dative of the person judging." Thus Jon 3^, iroXis pfydXij

1 Mr. E. E. Genner tells me that this passage is cited by two authorities,
one of which gives fiaWov instead of §ioTov.
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Tw 6€ai, an exceedingly great city. Two possible instances are found in

NT:

1. Ac 72" a(TTfios tS) 6fa>, exceedingly fair.

3. 2 Co 10* Sui'nra rw (9ew divinely strong (Moffatt). In this passage

more probably dat. commodi. For the former see Prol.

104, also p. 166 above.

(/) A well-knowai Hebrew equivalent for the superlative D''t?^1P IJ'IP

has sometimes been discovered in—
2. Rev 19^® ^acrcXeiis ^aaiXewv, <vpios KVplcov.

3. 1 Tim 6^^ 6 (Baa-tXevi rwv l3a<riK(v6vT<ov nai Kvpios twv Kvpievovrau.

4. Heb 9^ <TKrjvf] 17 Xeyo/iei'7 dyia Ayicov.

The last is Hebraic, but is introduced as a stereotyped t.t. In the

other two, /3ao-. (Saa: means
"

ruler over kings." Cf. P Leid. W'"'"'-
"

(ii/iii A.D.) i'vSo^o evSo^oTdrcov, 8aip.a>v 8aip.dova>v, nXfct/xe dXKt/xwrcirwv,

ayie dyioiv. P Par 512* (
=UPZ i. p. 360, ii/B.C.) fXei p.oc dea 6e5)v. For

MGr, Thumb (Handb. 33) gives yevaiKu rav yevaiKav
"
a queenly woman,"

(TK.\al3os T^s (TKXalBias
"
a vile slave."

5. Adverbs and Adverbiaj. Locutions.

"
Adverbs derived from adjectives are certainly common in later

Syriac, but are not properly Semitic" (IP 28, 221).

Various substitutes are employed :

(1) In Hebrew
"
the infin. absol. occurs most frequently in immediate

connexion with the finite verb of the same stem, in order in various ways

to define more accurately or to strengthen the idea of the verb
"
(G-K

§ 113 I). This is extremely rare in pure Aramaic.^ In the LXX there

are two main forms adopted by the translators for rendering this idiom.

Leaving on one side the purely Greek constructions, in which an adverb

replaces the infin., or the infinitive is dropped without replacement,

and on the other the solitary instance of barbarously literal employment
of the Greek infinitive (Jos IT^^ B), Thackeray (Gr. 48 f.) shows that the

translators had recourse to—

(o) Finite verb with dat. of the cognate noun. So Gen 2^^ jSpaxra

0ay,y=P3Xn bba ^' OavdTco dTrodavel(rd€=rfi}2r\ niD,

Possible NT examples :

1. Lk 22^* emdvpla eVf^i'p/o-a.

Ac 2^° opxo) a>p.o(Tev (not citation, but in introducing LXX quotation),

4^' (EP syr''', ChryS.) dneLX^ dT7eiXij(Ta>p.(da, 52* TrapayyeXia

TrapriyyeiXap-ev, 23^* dvaQipLon dvedep.aricrap.ev .

Also the following in LXX citations : Mk 7io=Mt 15*. Mt 13", Ac 2".

With qualifying adjective, Mk 0*2 i^ia-Tr^aav evdis eKo-Tda-ei /xeydXr], Lk 1*^

ACD dve<j)o>i>t](T€v (f)oivfi peydXi] (Kpavyfj XBL). (With this BGU ii.

42722, n^\ ^i^aiaxrei ndan (ie^atuxrei, has been compared. But this stereo-

1 See Dalman WJ 34. Torrey {CDA 33) disputes the rarity.

VOL. II. PART III.—30
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typed formula wliich occurs in scores of contrasts is not parallel to any
of these examples, but ratlier to Eph J^.)

2. Jn 329 ;^opa x«tp"- (Jn 18^" 21^® must not be placed under this

heading.)

4. Jas 5^' npoaevxfl Trpoaijv^aTO.

See the discussion in Prol.^ 75 f. 245, and more fully in Einl. 118 n.^

where P Oxy i. 5^® (early Christian document iii/iv a.d.) is mentioned,

on 8oxJj dfKTiKov fcrTiv. Radermacher {Gr.^ 129) adds Anderson-Cumont

Gr^goire Studia Pontica iii. 71o. 1. jBiaxraara /Siw, and calls attention

to the many parallels in the language of Attic tragedj'^ and the Old

Comedy, e.g. (/xi^w raplBeli', (f>6(ia> 8e8ih'ai, (pvad irer^VKivai, rderw voaeiv.

He rightly sees the Semitic influence only in the extension of such ex-

pressions in the NT.

(6) Finite verb with participle of the same verb or a verb of kindred

meaning. Thus Gen 3^* TrXrjdvvav 7rX7;^ui'aj= HBIN n2"in. The only

decisive NT examples are in quotations from LXX :

1. Mt 131* ( =Mk 412) ^XenovTis ^Xex/^ere (LXX).
Ac 73* I8^v d8ov (LXX).

3. [1 Co 2^ (so Wendt on Ac 7'*). But the only possible meaning is

"When I came".] Eph 5^ 'lare yivwa-KovTes. (See Prol.^

245, also supra, 22 and 222.)

4. Heb G^'* evXoyai' fv\oyT](T(o ae koi TrXrjdvvav irXrjdvva) tre (LXX).

Canon Box {OA ii. 547) calls attention to the extreme frequencj^ of

this Hebraism in 4 Ezra as one of the reasons for postulating a Hebrew

original behind the Latin text. He instances 4^ excedens excessit cor

tuum, 42^ festinans festinat, 5'*' odiens odisti. Another example illus-

trates (o) above : 4''' mensura mensuravit tenipora et numero numeravit

tempora.
See discussion in Prol. 76 ^ and Einl. 118.

A good Koivr] instance is P Tebt ii. 421^^ (iii/A.D.) kcu
firj (tkvXjjs rrjv

yvvoLKd (Tov
fj

TCI 7rai8ia, €p)(6fiei'os 8e epxov Is Q€oyovi8a,
'

but in anj'' Case

came to Theogonis." (The editors' trans.
" when you come," misses

the pleading note of the urgent appeal.) See Goodspeed AJT, xii (1908),

p. 249 f. With this cf . instances of redmidant participles in class. Gr.

given by K-G ii. 99. (Radermacher Gr.^ 210, eft. Scho). Dem. c. Androt.

17, oTToSpaf wx^^"' ^^d Bekker Anecd. 425; 5 dnicov axero' a-vvrjdrjs 6

n-Xfovaa-fj-os rois 'Attiko'is.) This may explain Eph 5". In the LXX
Hebraism is undeniable.

(2) The cognate accusative of the abstract noun is sometimes used

in the LXX, where the Hebrew uses a similar construction to strengthen
the force of the verb, e.g. Gen 27*^ i^ia-Trj 8e 'IcrauK eKcrraa-ir ixfyaXriv

a-({)68pa. The construction is common to Hebrew and Aramaic. But

^
Against the parallel from Aeschylus given there, Mr. C. D. Chambers

wrote (letter, Aug. 1921),
" The passage m P. V. would only be even remotely

parallel if it ran. ixar-qv ^Xeirovres, ixarrfv e^Xfirov, ov kXvovt€5 ovk iJKovov."
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f(jj<)i:ii]6i](rai' (polSov neyav (see Mk 4*^) is only given twice in H-R (Jon

P", followed v.i® by €0. (po^a /xeyaAw, 1 Mac 10^) as against (pofSelaOat

(T(f)6dpa twenty times.

Examples in NT of this intensive use, resembling the Semitic con-

struction :

1. Mk i''^
eV/)o/ir;^?;(rai^ (j)dl:iov jieyav.

Mt 2^** f^dpijcrav xopuv p.(yaKi]v (T(p68pa.

2. Rev 16^ eKavfj-aricrdijaav Kavp-a p.iya.

(3) The adverbial use of an auxiliary verb (If^ 28, ^21).

(a) The clearest instance is the use of Trpoa-ndevai (npoaTidta-dai)

for the Hebraic tl''Din (c. infin.)
= 7raXii'. Thackeray (Gn 52 f.) shows

that in LXX it takes three forms : (a) npocriOeTo Xn/3en', (/3) npoa-iOtTo
KOI e\aliev, (y) Trpocrdels fXa^fv. (a), with 109 examples, and (/3), with

9, are direct imitations of the Hebrew ; (y), with only 6 instances, is nearer

to classical types.

Varieties of the same Hebraism appear in the Latm text of 4 Ezra

(see G. H. Box, in OA ii. 548), e.g. 5'^ adiciam (dicere) coram te, 8^^ noli

ergo adicere inquirendo, 9*^ adiciam dolorem, 10^^ adposiii adhuc loqui.

(a) is represented in NT by—
1. Mk 14^^ D ov

p.rj TTpoado) nelv {al. ovKeri ov
fif) ttiw).

Lk 20"- ^'^

Trpocre'dfTo nep.'^ai (not D)=Mt, Mk TraXiv aTreVretXei/.

Ac 12^ TTpo(T(6(To (TvWalifiv Kcu JJerpov is rather similar, but see

Bl-D § 435, and cf. Clem, ad Cor. 12^^ kuI npoa-ddevTo avTJj

bovvai (Trjpiiov.

(y) Lk 19^^ TTpocrOeii fine (cf. Apoc. Petr. 4 npoudeli e'cfjij).

See Prol.^ 233, Einl. 3, Vocab. 551.

Also Schmidt De Eloc. Joseph. 514-7, Cronert in Wessely Studien

iv. 3, Deissmann BS 67 n., Burney Aram. Orig. 14.

Helbing {Gr. p. iv) disputes that (a) is necessarily Hebraistic and oft.

Pseudo-CaUisthenes ii. 41 (end), ovKin ovv TTpoa^diprjv ahvvara eTTixeipelv,

also P Grenf i. 53^®. (But the obscure Greek of this iv/A.D. letter

only furnishes a parallel in Cronert's rdg., Trpoa-redeiKafiev eav.)

(6) Wellhausen offers two other examples (W^ 28, ^21).

Mk 14* TTpoikaiiev pvpiaai. W. C. Allen {Comm. Mark 169) regards
constr. as unclassical, as npoKapfiava) has nowhere else the sense of

"
an-

ticipating
"

the action of a subsequent verb. He refers to Joseph. Ant.

vi. 13. 7, xviii. 5. 2 ; B.J. i. 20. 1 ; Ignat. Eph. 3^, but thinks they are

not parallel. He concludes that, while the phrase is not impossible

Greek, it is probably a translation of Aram, root DTp. Mt 26^^ avoids

npoeXalBev. Lagrange {S. Marc, in loc.) thinks this on a par with the

Attic (f)dcn>a) c. inf. (rare in Att. but frequent in later writers) and eft.

Jos. Ant. xviii. 9. 7 (j)Od(Tns vnavTid^fu'. But he admits the striking

resemblance to Aramaic and compares syr^'" H^DB no^ip.

Mk 6*° ACDoo lat syr duova-as avrov ttoXXo ewoiei he listened

to him often. Debrunner (Bl-D § 414) agrees, but W. C. Allen and
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Lagrange prefer iinoim (XBL bob) as giving better sense ("car avec

fTToUt ce qui suit est absolument banal"). Strangely, neither com-

mentator recognises a possible Semitism.

The two exx. under (b) are not found in the LXX, but Thackeray's

comment on the adverbial use of all such auxiliary verbs may apply.
" The classical language had used verbs like 'Kavddveiv and (f)$dveiv with

a participle in a similar way : in the later language the participle with

(7rpo)(t>ddveiv was replaced by an inf. : the constructions given above may
be regarded as a sort of extension of this use

"
(Or. 54).

noXXd adverbial [W^ 28).
" The frequent TroXXa as an adverb may be due to translation of the

Aramaic >y^. Cf. Dn e 2^^ X^yC= i-oXX^, 5^ 6^^- 24= 7roXi''' (W. C. Allen

Exp T xiii. 330). Marti (Gr.2 92*) gives X^Jb*, pi. fern. IX''3C' much; adv.

very, Dan. Pap. El. I. 2 [=Strasb. 2]. Dalman [Gr.^ 102) says,
"
Pecuhar

to the Galilean dialect is a special preference for the ending in
\.

This

accounts for the form po very for ''3D."

The NT occurrences of noWd adverbial are given by Hawkins H8^ 35

thus :

1. Mk 1** 3^* S^°- ^'- ^'- " 6*° 9^' 15^. He regards all other instances as

accusatives.

3. Rom 16«- 12, 1 Co 16"- ".

4. Jas 32.

The free use of the adverbial accus. in Greek removes this from the

category of Semitisms. See LS s.v. ttoXvs. The disproportionate use

of noXXd in the second Gospel is a Marcan mannerism which may be due

to Aramaic influence.

ndXiv and fvdvs as conjunctions.

UdXw, a favourite Marcan word (in narrative Mt 6, Mk 26, Lk 2), is

sometimes an inferential conjunction, not merely again, but further,

thereupon, and has been claimed as a translation of the Aramaic tub

(Dalman Or.'^ 213, pin 3in ferner noch). So W^ 28, ^21, endorsed by

Souter Lex. s.v. But in many even of the Marcan instances, the

meaning is really iterative, and where the meaning is inferential it is

uimecessary to go back to Aramaic.
"

IVIight not rrdXiv come to have

the same secondary meaning as
'

again
'

in English, i.e.
'

however
'

?

See P Oxy xiv. 16762°
"

(Moffatt Expos viii. 20. 141). [Med. and MGr.

—R. McK.]
Evdus (evdews) is not only extremely frequent in Mark, but is sometimes

an inferential conjunction"^(e.y. Mk V^- ^^- ^^- ^'^ "
So then "). Hawkins

HS^ 12) gives the relative occurrences in the Gospels as Mt 18, Mk 41, Lk 7,

Jn 6; in narrative Mt 12, Mk 34, Lk 1. Dalman {WJ 28) equates

the temporal evdvs {-eoos) with Ai-am. TD, which, however, is far less

common. Lagrange (-S^. 3Iarc p. xcii) suggests that its other meaning

resembles pTS or H^B, which occurs often in Daniel (see Marti Gr.^ 57*).

Burkitt {Ev. da-Meph. ii. 89) suggests influence of Hebr. 1 consec.

But Mk's freedom from Hebraisms weakens this contention. Dalman
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is doubtless right in saying the excessive use of this adverb in Mark

depends on
"
the particular predilection of the author, and is due prob-

ably to Greek rather than Jewish-Aramaic influence."

Temporal use of l8ov.

This has been claimed as an Aramaism {W^ 29, ^21) representing

Aramaic xn (neither Marti {Or. 67) nor Dalman {Worterb. 107) quotes

any such use).

1, Lk 13^' r^i> ebr)(Tev 6 ^aravai Ibov SeKa koI oktoj er?/.

13^ l^ov Tp'ia iTTj [a<^' ov om. AXA . . . min syr^'"
^'^

''] i'pxofiai.

This corresponds to the Hebrew use of HT (Ges-K § 136, b. 3), which

is often translated literally by raOra in LXX, e.g. Gen 31*^ Dnb'j; '''p-nT

^n^33 njti' LXX, TavTci /iO( e'lKoaw errj e-yco elfii
ey rf) olkio. crov. So

Num 1422, Judg 16^^, Zech l^(f)8i]). But this temporal HT is sometimes

rendered ISov.

Deut 2^ 18011 TecrcrapciKoi'Ta err] Kvpioi 6 deck crov peru (rov.

8* 01 TToSef crov ovk irvkuiOrjcrav l8ov reacrapaKovTu er»;.

Gen 27^' errrepviKe yap pe l8ov [R tJSr] A] bfvrepov tovto.

It is noteworthy that where this nominativus pendens occurs in Mk 8*

(to which D adds elcriv, utto rrore) fjbrj is the word used.

The papyi'us instance, BGU iii. 948, given in Proleg.^ 1 1 n.^, is very
close to Lk 13^^, which, however, may well be an instance of Luke's

adoption of LXX language.

6. Verbs.

(i) Voice.

The Passive is used less freely in Aramaic than in Greek. Wellhausen

looks for evidence of Aramaic influence in three directions {W^ 25, -18).

{a) Aramaic avoids passive when the subject of the action is named.
Hence comparative rarity of passive with utto in Mk.

M-G show UTTO after passive verb as follows :

1. Mk 7 times, Mt 22, Lk 22, Ac 36.

2. Jn 1, 3 Jn 1, Rev 2.

3. Rom 3. 1 Co 12, 2 Co 10, Gal 4, Eph 2, PhU 2. Col 1. 1 Th 2, 2 Th 1,

2 Tim 1.

4. Heb 8, Jas 4, 1 Pet 1, 2 Pet 5, Jude 2.

(6) Impersonal use of 3rd plur. act. in place of passive. This is

usual in Hebrew (G-K § 144 g) as well as Aramaic (Kautzsch Aram. Or.

§ 96. 1 (c)).

1. Mk 6" 1013 1326 1527; Mt 123 515 716 249.

Lk 6" 122"- *8 1435 169 1723 1833 2331
;
Ac 32. [Lk 12" may be de-

tached from its context in Q. Cf. Mt ]0^^.]
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2. Jn 15« 202, Rev 128.

3. 1 Co 1020 BDG. [An echo of several passages in LXX.]
4. Heb IQi (see Proleg. 58 f.).

(c) The use of an intransitive verb in place of the normal Greek passive.

1. Mk 421 719 (contr. Mt 15") 9« (contr. v.*') U^i.

Mt 1727 812 (contr. Lk 1328).

Lk 4« 82.

(W. C. Allen, Exp T xiii. 330, found in epxirai Mk 421 a mistranslation

of the Aphel or Ittaphal of sns
"
bring

" or" be brought." Lagrange,

5. Marc p. xcvi, proposes that the text should read Vn^n 3rd plur. Aph.
as in Dn 5^, and that the n was mistaken for the interrogative particle.)

Archdeacon Allen has strengthened the case for Mark's Aramaism

by giving a list of thirteen places where Mt. has changed an active or

middle verb in Mk. into a passive (ICC, Matthew p. xxiii).

The three groups of data given above vary in value. The statistics

of (a) are not very convincing, especially as the free use of vivo after a

pass, verb is found in reported sayings of Jesus ; (6) is more weighty, as

this use is vmcommon in Greek apart from \4yov(n, (paai. [Yet note

that in all the exx. from the Gospels under (b) Pallis preserves the idiom.

The passive is rarely used in MGr.—R. ^IcK.]

(ii) The Infinitive.

In the LXX the influence of the prep, b has given the infin. a very

wide range. Thackeray (Gr. 24) observes the great extension of the

inf. with Tor, and an enlarged use of the
"'

epexegetic infinitive."

As examples of the former cf. Gen 1825, 2 Sam I921, 1 Chr lU^. For

the latter cf. Dt 29* kuI ovk eScaicfv Kvpios o Beov vfuv KUpBlav el^evcu

KOI ^(pdaXfxovs HXeTrew kcu a>Ta (iKOveii'.

Moulton {Einl. 346) denies that such infinitival constructions in the

NT owe anything to Semitism, except in those books where actual transla-

tion from Hebrew or Aramaic is in evidence.

(a) Tov c. inf.
—To the full treatment accorded to this construction

in Proleg. 216 f. Httle need be added here. Hawkins (HS^ 48) classifies

all the NT uses, and adds,
"
the telic use of tov with the infinitive remains

a decidedly Lucan characteristic."

Radermacher {Qr.^ 189) recognises its moderate emploj'ment in correct

Greek (as also by Mt and IMk), but remarks on the frequency and freedom

of the use in Lk, Ac, and Paul as resembUng the
"
Jewish-Greek

"
of

the LXX. For class, reff. see Stahl Synt. 675, K-G ii. 40. Thumb
{Dial. 373) recognises ultimate Ionic influence on Attic.

Only one NT example deserves examination as direct Semitism.

2. Rev 12' Kat fyevern 7r6Xep.os fv rco ovpavoi, 6 ^li-)(ariK Ka\ nl liyyiKoi

avTov TOV TToXenrjcrai fiera roii BpuKovros,
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Charles {ICC, i. 322) rejects Moulton's explanation [Proleg. 218), and

shows that this is a literal translation of a Hebrew construction/ already

followed by the LXX in several passages. E.g. Hos 9^^ 'E^pat^ rod

i^ayayflv = H^'^Sn?
D''"]DJ<, Ephraim must bring forth ;

Ps 25^* kul
>)

biaBrjKT} avToi) rov brjkaxrai aiirois = I Dyiinp in'''131 (Vulg. et testamentum

ipsiiis ut manifestetur illis) ;
1 Chr 9^* d8f\(po\ avruv . . . rod dcrnopev-

fcrdai Kara eirra Tjnepai
= DVO'il T^VIW Xi3? Di^^nS' their brethren had to

come in every seven days. So Eccles 3^^ oa-a rod yivea-Bai =T\S'^Tp IC'S.

"
Thus in the Hebrew the subject before b and the infin. is in the nom.,

and the Greek translators have literally reproduced this idiom in the

LXX." The original Hebrew is then taken to be DH^H^ VDX^JD^ ^XS^D

P3ri3 Michael and his angels had to fight with the Dragon. {N.B.—X, 046

omit Tov.) Charles claims that the same use of the infinitive (this time

without tov) accounts for the reading of A in 13^° el' ns ei> fxaxaiprj

dirOKTavdrji'ai, avrov iv p.axnipij dTTOKravdrjvaL, and SUSpects that aiiTov is a

corruption of avros. The Hebrew would be annn Xin niO^ mna IK'X

T

Apart from the uncertainties of the text in this passage, this is a

useful parallel, as it enables Dr. Charles to meet an obvious objection
to his claim that tov TroXf/^Jjo-ai is a Hebraism. For tov c. inf. does

not seem the most literal translation of ? c. inf. He gives {ICC, i. 356)

a list of the various attempts made by the LXX to reproduce this Hebrew
idiom. Ps 32* (XB) is a close parallel to Rev 13" (A). For the Hebrew
constr. and a fuU list of examples see G-K § 114 h-k, Driver Teyises § 204.

Guillemard, Hebraisms in the Greek Testament, p. 3, ap. Mt 2®, quotes
the Heb. and LXX of Mic 5^.

" An apt example of the practice almost

universal, in that version, of rendering ? with infinitive, after neuter

or passive verbs, by tov with Greek infinitive ; to the loss very often

of all intelligibiUty or sense : e.g. 2 Sam W-^, Gen IS^s, 1 Chr 11". The
translators appear to have concluded that a Greek idiom, which was

the appropriate interpretation of the Hebrew idiom under certain con-

ditions, was always to be employed as its equivalent : and so have inti'o-

duced into their version renderings which are otherwise inexplicable.

And to this we owe, in great measure, the strange and startling

instances of the tov with infinitive, occasionally met with in the NT."
With the one exception of Rev 12' tliis sweeping assertion

is disproved by the analysis given in Proleg. 216 ff.
" The general

blurring of the expressions which were once appropriated to pui'pose
"

;

^ This genmdival use of ? with the infinitive is common to Aramaic and

Syriac as well as Hebrew, and Burkitt {Ev. da-M. u.. 66) has pointed out that

Ja 9'" in syr'''" is a good example of the infin. used without a finite verb to

express
"
must." The alleged Aramaised Greek of Jn is free from the in-

fection that might be looked for, since the Syriac hade Vmetdammdru bdli

is % translation of ec rovru yap rb dav/j-affrov (ariv.
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the tendency to substitute ha c. subj. for a noun clause leading to

the similar use of rov c. inf. in a few cases ; the original adnominal use

of the genitive of the articular infinitive : these account not only for

the examples dealt with in that analysis, but also for the six LXX
passages (viz. Lk 4i<>, Ac 13", Rom lli". Gal 3i«, Heb 10^ 1 Pet Si". The

LXX is not accountable for this construction in the Pauline mosaic

of Rom 118).

See also Radermacher Or.^ 188 ff., D. Emrys Evans CQ xv. 26 f.

(Vide infra, pp. 484 f.)

(6) The simple infinitive (a) in jussive sense, corresponding to late

Hebrew independent infin. c. ?.

1. Lk 24*' Koi Krjpv\drji>ai f TTt TO) ovojxaTi avTov /xerai'oioi'. Thus W 23,

Das Ev. Lucae, 141. The sense precludes the dependence
of the infin. on ovras yiypanTai, as seen by syr^'" and

arm., which substitute eSei for yiypanTai, and by AC^fq

Vg., which insert Ka\ ouVw? eSei after yeypmrrai. But

possibly the infin. depends, by zeugma, on the (Inev of v.*®.

See {(:i) below.

2. Rev. 1310 A. See (a) above.

(/3) After eTTTfi'. This is not set forth in G-K or in Driver Tenses,

but W. C. Allen {Mark, p. 50) shows that in late Heb. and Aramaic

10X = command, was followed by 7 c. infin., and is represented in LXX
or e by d-rrev c. infin. Thus 1 Chr 21", 2 Chr P^ 14^ 292i- 2^. 3o 314. n 3521^

Esth 110 6S Dn 2^ e 2*« e 3^9 e 52.

1. Mk 5*' Kcn eiiT(v 8o6rjvai avrfj (payftf.

8' Kol (v}<.oyr]acis ovTci direv kcu ravra Traparidevai.

Lk 12^^ 6i7re Tco nSeX^w fj.ov p.epi(Tacrdai. p.fT ejxoi/ Ttjv kXijpovofiiav.

Allen grants that the usage in Mt 16^^ and Lk 9^* is not quite parallel

3. Rom 2^2 o \eycov p.i] p.oi)(^ev(iv jjioi^^evfis ;

But Lk 1213, Ron^ 222 (cf. Mt 53*- 39) are sufficiently close to P Fay
1093, cited in Vocab. 372a, to remove them from this category. For

Mk 5*3 see Bl-D § 392 (4). We may add that the simple inf. in jussive

sense after Xtyco and et^Troi' is quite classical : v. LS.

(c) iv ra c. infinitive.
—

Regularly used in LXX to render 3 c. inf.

According to Dalman, WJ 33, the Targums copy the Hebrew idiom, in

Biblical Aramaic the kindred construction of 3 c. inf. is used (Dan 62^),

but the construction was wanting in spoken Aramaic.

The NT occurrences are :

1. Mk 4* (=Mt 13*=Lk 85) 6*8.

Mt 13*- 25 2712.

L]j J 8. 21 2^- 27. 43 321 51. 12 §5. 40. 42 018. 29. 33. 34. 36. 51 IQ^^- 38

JJl. 27. 37 J215 141 1711. 11 1835 2915 24*. 15. 30. 51

Ac 21 326 430 88 93 1P5 191.

3. Rom 3* (LXX) 15", l Co Ipi, Gal 4}^.

4. [Heb 28 312-
15

813. But none of these clearly temporal.]
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Mk 4* and the majority of the Lucan examples are found iii na't

ijivfTo constructions (see tables p. 426 above). All the above passages
use iv rw c. inf. in the temporal sense (including Lk 12^^, see Moulton

Einl. 342 n.^) except Ac 3^® 4^", Ro 15^^ and those from Hebrews.

The treatment of tliis construction in Proleg. 14, 215 was slightly-

modified in Proleg.^ 249 {Einl. 341) under the influence of E. A. Abbott,

who wrote (Nov. 1907):
"
Of course ev tw c. in^n. =consisting in, etc.,

would be allowable in Attic. But I confess I go with Blass in thinking
that fi' Tw c. ini.— during is non-existent or very rare in Thucydides."
The instinctive feeling of two such scholars as Dr. Abbott and Dr. Henry
Jackson led to the transference of this

"
Hebraism "

to the category
of

"
possible but unidiomatic Greek." This, of course, does not apply

to Ac 3^® 4^" or the examples in Hebrews, which do not depart from

classical usage. Moffatt's rendering of Rom 15^^
"

with all joy and

peace in your faith," confirms us in removing this also from the class of

Semitisms. The remarkably large number of examples in Luke and

Acts is one more evidence of the great influence of the LXX on the style

of Luke.

That the temporal sense of ei' tm c. inf. is not impossible Greek seems

to be shown by Soph. Ajax 554 eV rw (ppovfiv yap prj^iv fjdia-TOi ^los.

(iii) The Participle.

(a) The Use of the Participle in Periphrastic Tenses.—See the very
full discussion of this question in Prol. 226 f., where the periphrastic

imperfect is recognised to be a secondary Semitism in the Sjmoptics and
Acts (cc. 1-12), inasmuch as these books are based on direct translations

from the Aramaic. Blass's treatment {Ch\ 202 £f., Bl-D § 353) is on the

whole accepted (as also by Thumb Hellen. 132). The construction is

classical enough in itself (see K-G i. 38 ff.), but with a certain emphasis,
that justifies its use in John and Paul, but can hardly be maintained else-

where in the NT. Moulton's papyrus examples of eaofim c. perf. part.,

and of the periphrastic pluperf. are supplemented in Einl. 358, and more

might be given. Here we must only stop to note Mt 24^' neaovvrai

as a correction for the more vernacular ea-ovrac TrlnrovTes of Mk 13^^.

[Med. but not MGr, though found in Laconian dialect.—R. McK.]
Restricting our survey to the periphrastic imperf. we notice that

this is fairly frequent in the LXX (see Conybeare and Stock, Selections,

p. 69). The construction is found in Hebrew, though its frequent use is

a mark of the later writers, and of the decadence of the language (Driver

Tenses, § 135 (5)). In Ai'amaic, however, this analytic tense often sujjer-

sedes the imperfect. In Biblical Aramaic the periphrastic tense rather

emphasised the duration or the repetition of the verbal action or condition

(Kautzsch Aram. Or. § 76 (/), Marti Gr.'^ § 102 {d)). Duration was

emphasised by this use in the Aramaic of the Babyloiuan Talmud (MargoUs
Or. § 58 (/)). The same construction is rarely used in the Targums, but

is common in the Palestinian Talmud, though generally to bring out the

thought of duration, repetition or habit (Stevenson Aram. Or. § 22 (2)).
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In the NT we find the imperf. of fi'/x'
with the present partic. as

follows :

1 Mk P- 2®- ^® 4^* 5^- ^^ 9* 10'^' 32(''i ) 144. 40. 49. 54 1540. 43_

Mt 720 830 1922.

£^]j JIO. 21. 22 233.51 4.20.31.38.44 gl. 16('.i, ) 29 gl2 g40 g53 ] ]
14 J^IO. ll(/,i.)

141 151 1947 213V 238. 53 2413. 32

^Q JIO. 13. 14 22. 5. 42
gl. 13. 28 99. 28

](j24.
SO

J J6 J25- *• 2" ]47 1Q9. 12

18' 213 22"- 20

2. Jn l"- 28 26 323 10*0 IP 1323 1818- -i. 30.

3. (2 Co 5»9)/ Gal P^- 23_ pyi 026.

4. I Pet 22^

The most important results from an analysis of these data are Mt's

almost complete avoidance of this locution when following Mark's narra-

tive, Luke's rejection of it in every instance where a Marcan parallel

allows comparison, and yet the freedom with which it occurs in the Lucan

writings. It is so often introduced by Luke when absent from the Marcan

source that one hesitates to suggest its frequency in cc. 1, 2, in
"
Proto-

Luke," and in Ac 1-12 as evidence of fidelity to Aramaic originals.

(Lagrange S. Luc. p. cv, observes that most of the examples in the Gospel

accord with Greek usage.)

Blass finds in most of the Johannine passages that ^i'

"
has a certain

independence of its own." It is strange that though Burney devotes a

page and a half to a list of the instances of this usage in the Aramaic of

Daniel, it is merely to show that the LXX and Theodotion generally

translate hy the imperfect, whereas he is silent about the 10 instances

that might possibly be adduced from the Fourth Gospel.

A similar construction in which eyevero is joined with a present

participle appears in Mk 1* g*-
'
(to be changed by Mt every time). Archd.

Allen {Exp T xiii. 328 f., ICC, Matthew xxii.) quotes Dn P® and La l^^

as e\adence of its use in LXX or Theod. to render the same idiom in

Biblical Aramaic. The construction only comes once in the Apocalypse,
here with yivofim.

Rev 3^ yevov ypT)yopa>v.

(b) Redundant use of Participle.
—For the various forms of this Semitic

pleonasm see Dalman IIV 20 ff . ; IP 17, 214; Lagrange 8. Matthieu

p. xcv, S. Marc p. Ixxxvii, 8. Luc p. cvi ; W. C. Allen Exp T xiii 330 ;

Burney Aram. Orig. 52 ff.

It is hard to say when the participle is really pleonastic, but a Semitic

flavour clings to the following examples :

(a) 'EA^wi' (epxofifvos), aTreXdwi-, vnp(x<Ofls, coupled with finite

verb. [Med. and MGr.—R. McK.]

1. 'EXdoiv. m<. 523 726 12*2 14". 15
iQi^ Lk 1525

WiTfXdwv. Mt 132s- 4«
18=50 2518 25.

1 I include 2 Co 5^^ m spite of the disclaimer in Prol. 227. Of recent

commentators Windisch agrees with ^[oTilton. but Plummer, Bousset and

Lietzniaiiii treat qv . . . KaraWdcrcrojv as a peri])l)iastie imjierfcct
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nopeveels. Lk 722 (
= Mt 11*) 1322 1410 1525. (£„ gu the Syr. versions

have not translated nopevofxfvoi.)

[Ac 16^^- '^ eXduvres emphatic]
3. Eph 2" eXdcov evr]yyeki<TaTo might possibly come into this class, but

f\6uiv is probably significant. (See E. Haupt in Meyer's

Koinmentar, in loc.)

N.B.—This construction, corresponding to the redundant Tjpn and

Ni3 in Hebrew, which is also Jewish-Aramaic, is absent

from John.

(ji) \\<pels, KaraXiTTcoi' (with verb of departure).

1. Mk 436 8^3 1212 1450.

Mt 133« 16* 2117 2222.

N.B.—Jewish-Aramaic rather than Hebrew. It is absent from Luke

and John.

(7) '{^(frTcis or ey6j3^^(y (followed by verb of motion).

1. Ilk 135 21^724 lO'.

Mt 9^ 124 213 IJ- 2»- 21 97. 19.

LJj p9 429. 38. 39 528 15I8. 20 1719 231 (2412) 2433.

Ac 5« 82' 939 1020- 23 221".

N.B.—This idiom is common to Hebrew and Aramaic (see Dalrnan

loc. cit.). It is absent from John.

(S) \\noKpi6e\s eiTvev.

This locution is of interest apart from the element of I'edundancy.

It is strictly redundant (in the sense that nothing has been said to wliich

an answer is needed) only in a few jjlaces, viz. Mk 9^ IP* 123^, Mt 11--'

1238 ^v 1515^ J74 28^. It deserves mention here because of its extreme

frequency in the Synoptic Gospels, and its close resemblance to the

common Hebrew idiom "i?DN'1 jy*!. This Hebrew construction is copied

by the LXX and the Targums and in Biblical Aramaic ipNI njy is often

found. But Dalman goes on to say that in later Jewish Aramaic this

formula is quite unknown. "Direct sjDeech is introduced by the simple

"i?2N. . . . The word for 'answer' in Galilean-Ai-amaic 2'JN is rarely

used. . . . ^""HX the word for
'

answer
'

used by Onkelos, appears to

1)6 as yet a learned term for
'

making good an objection.' Probability

supports the view that the formula in question was miknoAiTi in genuine

Aramaic." Tiiis statement is the more significant in view of the follow-

ing data. The locution is found (sing, or plur. with an occasional \4y(i,

i'(f)i-i
or fpel).

1. Mk 15 times, but with a high proportion of Xe'yet for (Inep.

Mt 45 „

Lk 38 „

Ac 5 „ (419 529 82*-
34

259).
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2. In John the participial construction is not found once, but, as

Burney shows, aireKpidri {-drjcrav) occurs at asyndeton opening 65 times

(and with anoKpivirai once), whilst the verb with a connective particle

opens a sentence 11 times. Mk 12^® is the only other instance of aniKpiBr]
as an asyndeton opening. Burney's conclusion is remarkable. "It is

difficult to resist the conclusion that uireKpidr] kui elnev is a literal

rendering of the Aramaic lips') njy and inrfKpiBrjdav koI (Ittuv of

pipxi ijy^
for which, as we have seen, they stand in Theodotion's

Daniel." But in 38 instances an^Kpidrj {-ija-ni') introduces the words

spoken without further verb.

In other words, the first three Evangelists have modelled themselves

here on the familiar language of the LXX, whereas John in 26 passages
follows the example of the Aramaic part of Daniel, and in the remaining
38 passages uses the ordinary Hellenistic word, betraying his Aramaic
cast of thought only by asyndeton.

(f) 'EXfiXT^CTfJ/ (f ITT 6 7') XeyU)!'.

1. Mk 828 1226^ Tvit 23«- 2818, j^^ 143 oi^f-, Ac 8^6 26^\

2. Jn 812.

(For the indeclinable use of Xeyav (Xeyovres) = ibN? in Rev 4^ 5^^- ^~

111. 15
146^ gee Charles ICC, in Inc.)

The Hebrew ibS?
. . . iBl^l is also imitated in BibUcal Aramaic

twice (Dn 6^2, Ezr 5"), and in the Targums, but Dalman denies its place
in the later Jewish-Aramaic dialects. On the other hand, Lagrange

{S. Matth. p. Ixxxix) finds it a dozen times in the Elephantine papyri
and accepts it as commonly spoken, but not very pure Aramaic.

For the constant introduction of oratio recta by dicens in 4 Ezra,

esp. dixit dicens, 11" 12", see G. H. Box in OA ii. 548.

Other participial uses, such as KoOiaai, eVrcos, a-TaOels, are less

pleonastic than idiomatic, and belong to the category of Semitisms of

vocabulary rather than of grammar. See Dalman WJ 22 f., Proleg.^

230, 241. To the same class belongs Mt 52, kcu avol^as to aropa avrov

(Sidaa-Kev avTois Xf'ycoi', on which See Bornhauser Die Bergpredigt, 6 ff.

Wellhausen accounts for the wealth of pleonastic verbs in these con-

structions by the lack of compound verbs in Semitic languages, which

necessitated the use of a special root to express eveiy shade of meaning.

(0 Wp^dfxfvos. [See Prohg.^ 182, 240 (Einl 287), Vocab. 82 6.]

1. Mt 208.

Lk 235 24*'.

Ac 122 1037 11*.

2. [Jn] 88.

Torrey's claim (CDA 25) that this is an Aramaic idiom in Acts is

disputed by J. W. Huiikin (JTS xxv. 401) on the ground of the papyii

usage, also of its occurrence in Xenophon and Phxtarch. See further

ijp^a(v)Tt) c. infin., below under iv («),
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(iv) Indicative Mood.

(a) Redundant Auxiliary Verb.

This characteristic of Hebrew and Aramaic has ah'eady been dealt

with under the Participle, and we there saw that in 26 instances

John substitutes the indicative for the participle so familiar to us in the

Synoptic formula airoKjuOiis elnei'. The Johannine dneKpldr] Knl iiirtv

is not the only example of a redundant verb in the indicative. The

most striking example is H/j^o/xat.

1. "Hp|a()')ro C. infin.

jyjjj 245 2^3 41 517.20 g2. 7. 34. 55 gll. 31. 32 2Q28. 32. 41. 47 JJ15 ^2^^ 13*

J4I9. 33. 65. 69. 71 J58. 18

Mt 4" IF- 20 121 1621. 22 2622. 37. 74
[Also in other tenses, in sayings

of Jesus, 1824 and 24*9, ^nd in U^".]
Lk 42^^ 521 715. 24. 38. 49 912 1129. 53 121 I4I8. 30 I5I4. 24 1937. 45 20^ 222'

232. [Also in other tenses, in five passages from sayings of

John the Baptist or of Jesus, 3^ 12*5 1325- 26
149.]

Ac 11 2* 1826 242 2735.

2. Jn 13^

This cannot be called a Hebraism, for though it is found fairly often

in the LXX a glance at H-R shows that it has no fixed Hebrew original.

Sometimes it represents a word with a definite meaning {e.g. Hiph. of

pNf) often the Hiph. of ?pn^ sometimes {e.g. Gten 2^) it is without

warrant in the Hebrew, and occurs quite freely in books without a

Hebrew source.

On the other hand, it is claimed that its use in Mark is due to the

use of ^"IC in Aramaic as an auxiliary verb. See W. C. AUen, Comm.

Mark, 49 f., who points out (a) all the 26 instances in Mk are in narrative,

and not one has special emphasis. (6) Mt omits aU but 6 of Mk's instances,

probably from the perception that the word was Aramaic leather than

Greek, (c) Luke's use is remarkable. He retains only 2 of Mk's cases.

Of the remaining 25, 12 are in sayings, 13 occur in narrative, 5 of which

occur in passages with Marcan parallels. His conclusion is that the

frequency in Mk is due to translation from Aramaic, in Luke partly to

the Aramaised Greek of his sources, partly to a feeling that (especially

in
"
began to say ") such phrases were quite natural in Greek. I venture

to add that its comparative frequency in the LXX may have inclined

Luke to its use, as was possibly the case with cnroKpidels eiTrer (see above,

pp. 453 f.).

G. H. Box {OA u. 548) accounts for the very frequent use of incipere

c. infin. in 4 Ezra as a literal rendering of Heb. P'^Nin^ and eft. the

similar use of npx^a-dai in the Gospels.

Radermacher ^ calls attention to a parallel to ffp^aro \eyeiv in the

vulgar Latin coepit dicere, c{o)epimus ascendere, ubi coeperit lucescere.

1
Idg. F. xxxi. Anz. 6 (his valuable review of Moulton's Eiiileitung). The

point is not mentioned in the recent 2nd ed. of his Ne^destamentliche GrammcUik.
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The fullest treatment that this idiom has received is b}- J. W. Jiunkin

ITS XXV. 390^02,
"

Fkonastic
"

n^xofj-ui in the New Testament. Here

Dalman's examples of the Aram, nc' and post-Biblical Hebrew

^Tinn are examined closely, the former being found to carry the

ordinary meaning, whilst the latter is sometimes semi-pleonastic. Test.

Levi (Charles's ed. pp. 249 f.) is quoted in Aramaic and Greek in support
and Enoch Ixxxix. 42^9 (which is based on an Aramaic original) is

shown to favour this locution strongly. Aichd. Hunkin then adduces

numerous parallels from Xenophon and two from Aristophanes. This

leads him to the conclusion :

" The above parallels are quite sufficient

to show that the usage of iipx^fj-ai with the infin., as we have found it

in Mt or Lk, is no indication that either St Matthew or St Luke was

acquainted with Aramaic. Nor does it necessarily suggest that any of

the documents used by St Matthew or St Luke was originally written

ia that language. ..." The loose and somewhat pleonastic way in

which
"
begin

"
is used by Mark, and in some of the Lucan records of the

speeches of Jesus, is admitted to be due to Ai-amaic.

{b) Tense.

(a) Historic Present and Imperfect as renderings of Aranmic participle.

a. Historic Present.—The projiortionately high frequency of this in

Mark has been claimed as an Aramaism by W. C. Allen, and in John by

Bumey. [MGr.—R. McK.]
The statistics (given by Hawkins H8^ 144 ff., Barney Aram. Orig. 87)

are as follows :

1. Mk 151 (of which 72 are words signifying speaking, e.g. Xe-yft, iprjaiv).

Mt 93 „ 68

LiK y ,, D ,, „ ,,

Ac 13 „ 11

[N.B.~Oi Mt's 93 examples, 21 are retained from Mk, and 15 occur

in Parables.

Of Lk's 9 examples, 5 come in Parables.]

2. Jn 164 (of which 121 are words signifjnng speaking, e.g. Xe'-yei, (^rjcriv).

It is evident that both Mt and Lk regarded this as a vulgarism to

be removed when possible (see Proleg. 121), but Thackeray, Schweicli

Lectures, 20 ff., has shown strong reason for denying that it is due to

Aramaism. Taking the first three books of each of the four leading

historians he finds the historic present in Herod. 206 times, Thuc. 218,

Xen. 61, Polyb. 40. Thus in the classical age it was common to the literary

style and to vernacular, whereas in Hellenistic it was increasingly regarded
as vernacular. Hawkios {HS^ 213) shows that out of 337 instances in

the LXX, 232 occur in the four books of Kingdoms, of which 151 are

found in 1 Kgd. Thackeray's thorough examination shows that in Mk
as in 1 Kgd the historic present tends to come at or near the beginning
of a paragraph. The exceptions are specially dramatic, as Mk 15^*- ^'

(pictorial). Verbs of (a) saying, (b) seeing, (c) coming and going, (d) bring-
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ing and sending, are conspicuous. Tlie tense as a rule is dramatic in the

sense tiiat it serves to introduce new scenes in the drama. Cf. stage

directions,
"
Enter . . ,,"

"
Scene . . ."

"
Loquitur . . ." He con-

siders Archd. Allen's claim for Aramaism in the Marcan use quite
untenable.

" Would he maintain that 1 Samuel lay before the Greek

translator in Aramaic ?
"

Allen pointed out (following Noldeke, Si/r. Gr. 190)
^ that in Syriac

this participial expression of action described as taking place is practic-

ally limited to the verb
"

to say
"
{Exp T xiii. 329).

/3. Imperfect.
—Stevenson Aram. Gr. 56. In Palestinian Talmud and

Midrash
"
the use of participles in place of i^erfect tenses in narratives of

past events is very characteristic."
"
In Old Test. Aramaic the par-

ticiple ... is a very frequent alternative to a perfect in narratives of

past events. It is also used as a progressive tense descriptive of events

in the present or the past, and in stating general truths." In the Tar-

gums participles often represent Hebr. imperfects, but not to the same
extent as in the Palestine Talmud and not in the same uses.

Allen {ut supr. also ICC, Matthew, p. xxiii) observes that there are about

220 imperfects in Mark, about 30 of which Mt changes to aorist. He finds

a striking parallel in Theodotion's version of Daniel (which contains 149

verses from Hebr. and 206 from Aram.).
"
In rendering Hebr., Theod.

uses about 9 imperfects ; in rendering Aram., about 64. Of these 64

about 4 correspond to perf., about 12 to imperf., but about 27 to a part., and

about 21 to a part, with n'n. That is to say, a literal translator, where

he had an Aram, partic, or partic. with HTI^ thought it natural to

render them by imperfects."
To estimate the force of this argument we must examine the other

historical books in the NT. Hawkins's figures for the imperfect (ex-

cluding f(pT], and with Burney's correction of that for John) are :

Mt 79, Mk 222, Lk 2.52, Ac 314, Jn 165,

and he adds the explanation that the smaller proportion in Mt and Jn is

partly due to the larger amount of discourse in proportion to narrative

which they contain {HS^ 51).

If we adapt these figures to an average per WH page, the results are :

Mt 1-16, J^Ik5-4, Lk3-5, Ac 4-5, Jn 31.-

A further test reduces the significance of this argument for Aramaic.
"

I find that in MiUigan's Selections from the Greek Papyri there are 22

impf. to 111 aor. ; in Mk 1, 19 : 39 ;
in Mt 3 and 4, 7 : 29, in Polybius

(7 pages in Wilamowitz Lesehuch) 37 : 54 ; and in Appian (6 pp. in do.)

90 : 25. So Appian here uses impf. seven times as much as Mk does,

and Polybius U times." (Note by J. H. M.)

^Noldeke Syr. Gr.- 206: "Die Erzalilung verwendet das Part. act. (als

Praes. histor.) fast nur bei 'dmar, aber dies 'dmar, 'dm^rd, 'dm^rin, 'dm'rdn,
 

er, sie sagte
'

;

'

sie sagten
'

ist sehr haufig."
-
Burney counts 118 cases in Jn 4-12. i.e. 4 '3 7 per WH page.
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(b) Future for Imperative.

Lagrange (S. Matthieu, p. xcv) traces this use iii the Gospels to the

(Semitic use of the imperfect for both jussive and future, calling attention

to the alternation of imperatives and jussives in Dan 4^^'^3_

Thus he accounts for Mt 5*^ en-eadf (Lk 6^® yivfo-de), 6^ oiV- eVeo-^f,

2026- 27
i'^^rai (so Mk 10*3- ", but Lk 222« yti/eV^o)), 23" i'arai (so Mk 936).

On the other hand, Mt 2P ( =Lk lO^i) e>e?rf, where Mk IP has imper.
e'lTTarf.

(c) Aorist for Present.

In Proleg. 134 f. reason was given for regarding a number of NT
examples, which seem to come under this heading, as either epistolary or

gnomic aorists, or else as instances of the very old use (ordinary in early

Sanskrit) of the aorist of the proximate past.

Two instances stand apart from the others.

Alk 1^^
(
=Mt 3"=Lk 3^2) 61/ (Tol (v?)6Ki](ra. This may be explained as

summary aorist (referring to the
"
30 blameless years," so G. G. Findlay),

or the aor. of indefinite time reference, or else as the aor. of proximate

past (the Dove the sign). All the^e are fuUy in accord with Greek usage.

Notice, however, the allusion to Is 42^ "E'DJ nn^il "'T'na, LXX, 6 eKXexros

^ov, 01' evdoKrja-ev i) ^v)(>] jiov (B npocnhi^aTO avrov
fj >//-. /iov.), quoted

again (with 6 dyanrjTos for 6 e'/cXf ktoj) in Mt 12^^. Here the Hebr. perf.

{delighteth, nV"i is stative) is represented by Greek aor. Allen {ICC,

Matthew 29) says,
" The aor. evSoKrjaa is modelled on the aorists of the

LXX in this passage, which were probably interpreted as implying the

divine election of Israel, and so here the divine election of the Messiah."

Mt 23^ eVi rrjs MoovcTfcos KaSfdpas eKcxdiaav oi ypafMnarels nai oi <!>. One

naturally remembers Ps P with the three perfects T)pn IDi?
2K'^

rendered

in the LXX by three aorists iTropevBt), ea-Tt], iKaOurev ; cf. Ps 122^, For

the whole subject see Driver Tenses §§ 12, 35.

Prof. G. C. Richards, reviewing Proleg. in JTS x. 284, wrote :

"
Is

it ingressive,
'

they came to sit,' effective,
'

they seated themselves,' or

constative,
'

they sat
'

? It would be very inappropriate to call it gnomic.
WeUhausen claims it as an Aramaism. Is it not probable that he is

right, and that a limited number of verbal forms in the NT will defy

analysis on Greek lines ?
" To which Moulton replied (Einl. 220 n.^) :

"
I am not sure of this, although, as often shown, I am in no way opposed

to the assumption of
'

translation-Greek.' It may be translated by
'

they
seated themselves,' an act of indefinite time reference in the past, as every
rabbi in turn claimed this ex-cathedra authority on beginning his life-work ;

the tense is then natural. It is ingressive, and expresses the self-asser-

tion of the would-be Moses more vigorously than the present could ; and

it is iterative, for it applies to many individual scribes."

WeUhausen 1 admits that e^aTrrto-a Mk P (=/3a7rri'^co Mt 3", Lk 3^^)

and eBia-raaas Mt 14^^ are rather different, as they refer to an action

1 See W^ 25, ^IS.
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completed in a moment, or, as we should prefer to describe the tense,
"
the aorist of the thing just happened

"
(proximate past).

7. Nouns.

The peculiar idioms in the treatment of nouns come more conveniently
under other headings. One or two special uses are mentioned below.

(1) Casus Pendens : see above, A 3.

(2) Accusative Case : see under adverbial expressions, B 5. A special

instance of alleged Hebraism is Mt 4^^ 686v daXdaa-rjs for D^n T]"l"n,

But see W. C. Allen {ICC in loc), who shows that it is not from LXX, but

probably due to careless copying from some other version.

(3) Genitive Case : see under adjectival substitutes, B 3.

A Hebraic use of the genitive after a perf. pass, part., or a verbal adj.,

has been suspected in such passages as :

1. Mt 25'* o'l evXoyrjfieuoi tov Trarpos (nilT' TjllB LXX (vXoyriTos Kvpiov,

or evXoyrjjJLfvos inro KVpiov).

Lk 2^^ TO eWia-ptvov tov vopov. [But is quite class. =r6 i'dos tov v6pov.'\

Mt 11" (=Lk 7^^) eV yevvTjTois yvvaiKtov (cf. Job 14^ 15^* 25*, yevvrjroi

yvvaiKOS, HK'N ll?] and contr. Gal 'i* yevofievov €k ywaiKos),

2. Jn 6*5 (LXX) Kill ((TovTai ndvres 8i8a<Tol Beov
(
=Is 54" niH^ n^l©!?).

3. 1 Co 2^' oiiK iv didoKTols dv0pa)Trii'r]S aocfiias Xdyotr, dXX ev 8t8aKTols

nvfvpaTos.

If in some of these we must acknowledge the influence of the LXX, we
can also see an extension of a use common in poetry, e.g. Soph. Ajax 807

(fxnTos T]TraTt]uivT], Eur. Or. 497 TrXjjyels 6vyaTp6s. See K-G i. 376.^

(4) Dative Case : see under adverbial substitutes, B 5. A few special

uses remain for treatment.

(a) Dat. of agent after pass. part, is claimed by Wellhausen as

Aramaic,
"

as amandus rnihi, or rather amatus mihi''' (W^ 25, ^18).

Noldeke {Syr. Or.^ § 279) attests the fondness of Syriac for this construc-

tion. The one NT example is Lk 23^^ eVrii/ Trenpaypevov avT^. It is

not easy to see why Lk should have preserved the Roman procurator's

statement in Aramaised Greek. But the numerous examples of the dat.

of the agent after a perfect passive given by K-G i. 422 show that it

was perfectly good Greek. Cf. Thuc. i. 51 , 118 ; Hdt. vi. 123 ; Isoc. iv. 4
;

Lys. xxiv. 4 ; Xen. Anah. i, viii. 12, vn. vi. 32 ; Cyr. vn. ii. 15, and more

closely Dem. C. Aphob. 1 : 8(1 8irjyrj(Ta(T6ai tu tovto) neirpaypiva ntpX rjpaiv.

Cf. Kalker 279 :

"
Dativus, qui cum passivo conjungitur, eadem notione

qua vTTo c. genit., saepissime a Polybio usurpatur: e.g. i. 13. 3."

P Petr ii. 13(19)^' (iii/B.C.) ( =Witk. 8") ovdiv a-oi pi] yevrjO^i Xvnrjpov, dWa
ndv fl_po\ ecTT^ai nfCppovTicrpivov tov ae yeveadai aXwov.

1 With Jn 6", 1 Co 2^\ Mr. E. E. Genner eft. Soph. El. 343^ poveerripaTa

Kelvrjs didaKTo,, and such phrases as to. ireiroXiTevp^va avTwv in the orators.

VOL. II. PART III.—31

/
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(b) Dat. after ei'oxos, claimed by Wellhausen as
"
ungriechisch."

( W^ 33 f. omitted in ed.^). Mt 5^^^ e'voxos earai rtj Kpiaei.

J. C. James, Language of Palestine 72 n.*, observes :

"
It is equivalent to

b'Vipn\ N\^9i?nX
Onk. Gen. 26iS LXX davdrto fvoxos ea-rai:' But davdrov

has the best MS support, and it is not easy to see what bearing the Hebrew

original DOV nitt, or the Aramaic of Onkelos, has upon the alleged Sem-

itism of the Greek idiom. Moulton has shown conclusively (Einl. 373 n.^

Vocab. 217) that this, as well as other NT uses of e'voxos, accords with

Greek usage.

(c) Dr. Charles explains the difficult dative in Rev 21^ rols Se 8fiXo'is

Km aTTKTTo'is . . . TO ^epos avTcov as a reproduction of the Hebrew idiom

by which ? introduces a new subject {ICC i. p. cxlviii, ii. 216 n.^)-

Viteau iStude ii. 41 f., eft. 2 Es 10^* Ka\ -n-aa-i rols iv noXeaiv fjixav . . .

fXdtTwaav.

8. Prepositions and Improper Prepositions.

The eocteyisive use of many prepositional phrases in LXX is recognised

by Thackeray as due to Hebrew influence.

'Airo and eK in constructions influenced by fp.

(a) Thackeray {Gr. 46) notes that in LXX otto c. gen. is thus used

instead of ace. after alcTxvvfcrdai, (vXalBeladm, Xavddveiv, 7rpo(re';^f(i',

TOfpfiv, V7repr](f)aveveadai, inrtpopdv, (f)o^fla6ai, (pvXcia-af(Tdat.

NT instances are :
—

1. Mt 715 10" 16«- "• 12 (=Lk 121), Lk 20« Trpoaexfiv dnS.

Mt 10"=Lk 12* p^ (fio^Tjd^Te OTTO TMv. . . . Hawkins (HS^ 64) observes

that against tliis NT example the LXX contains the idiom 49 times,

25 of them with drro -rrpoa-coiTov, out of about 440 occurrences of the

verb.

IVIk 815 12^8, ^Xentiv iiTTo (see p. 31 above).

Lk 1215 (fi^jXda-afa-de d7r(;. (Cf. Xen. Cyr. ii. iii. 9, Hell. Yii. ii. 10.)

2. 1 Jn 5^1 (fivXd^aTf eavTci dno r. eiS.

2^8 pr] alcrxy^'&^pev an nvTov ev tjj napovcria avTov.

TT'i 32 attributes cfxvydv and (pnlSeladaL dno to Semitic influence, but

W^ 25 concedes that they can also be Greek. So Kpinrroi dno is as

old as Homer {Od. xxiii. 110) (Bl-D § 155. 3). For d-no npoa-utirov,

however, see below. Mr. Emrys Evans touches upon this idiom in a

paper upon Case-LTsage in the Greek of Asia Minor {CQ xv. 28). He cites

C. and B. ii. p. 565 (no. 466), iav Se ns p>) (pol3r]6f/ tovtwv rav Karapav. By
the side of this ablatival genitive he sets Pelagia x. 12 (Usener, p. 12), prj

biiXida-ijs an avTov, and concludes that the NT construction is a develop-
ment quite natural to Greek—a

"
secondary

" Hebraism, [npoa-e'xw and

(pvXdaaco dno in Med. and MGr, IBXeno) dno in Med. Gr, (po^ovpai dno in

MGr, which prefers 0o/3. c. ace.—R. McK.]
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(b) Mt lP9=Lk 735 SiKcuovadai dno is taken as Aram. D"li? |0

=Hebr. "iQp by Wellhausen {W^ 32, ^25). But it seems far better to

take this utto (as so often in the Koivrj) as=l7j-6, marking the agent after

a passive verb.

(c) The causal use of dno has been explained thus. (For otto in LXX
=causal jp, cf. Gen 9^^ Ps 76^.) W^ 32, ^25 cites from Synoptics :

1. Mk 2* D dno Tov oxXou (for dia rov ox-)'

Mt 18^ oval OTTO Twi/ <TKavM\wv, 1426 28* OTTO TOV (j)6^ov [add 13" nno

T^f X'^P^^ avToii^.

Lk 22** dnb Tijs Xinrrjs, 24" drro x^^P^s [add 19^ fiTro rov oxXov, 2P'
dno (pujSov^.

Ac IP^ aTTo T^s OXi\}/€a)s, 12^* otto T^f ;^a/jay, 22^^^^ otto rf^y S(j|7S-.

2. Jn 21® OTTO T. TrXrjdovs r. ixdvcoi'.

4. Heb 5' dno T. evXalSeias.

This usage is classical (see LS). For vernacular examples see

Kuhrmg 35 f., Vocab. 58 f. For parallels to Mt 18^ see Prol.^ 246. [Med.
and MGr.—R. McK.]

(d) A special kind of ablative use appears in—
1. Mt 272* deu>os dno, Ac 2026 ,,a0apos otto [cf. Gen 24" ddcfos dno {fK)=

(O ^p3], for which abundant parallels from papyri are given

by Kuhring 52 f. See also Vogeser Spr. d. gr. Heiligenle-

genden 26.

Lk 24^^ ('{(pavTos iyivero dn' avrav, claimed as a Hebraism by Psichari

Essai pp. 204 ff. See Vocab. 956.

(e) The partitive use of nTro after eadUw.

Mk 728 =Mt 1527. McNeile Comm. in loc. "The Hebraic (o-dUiv

dwo (p ?3N), frequent in the LXX, is not found elsewhere in NT; cf.

ia-d. eK." It is an instance of the more general use of dno or «< c. gen. to

replace the partitive gen. in later Greek. Cf. MGr. dfinvdo) dno x^P-^>

I eat (of) earth (Thumb Handb. 102). [Very common in MGr.—R. McK.]

(/) The phrase otto ^ids Lk 14^^, has been claimed as a literal trans-

lation of Aramaic NHn |?3

"
all at once,"

"
suddenly." See above, p. 28.

Moulton asks (Einl. 15 n.^),
"
But why fiids fem. ? Simply because it is

a Greek idiom." Blass (Gr. 140 f., Bl-D § 241, n. 6) regards it as a

stereotyped phrase,
"
with one mind or voice," and eft. Aristoph. Lysistr.

1000, dno fiids v(TnXayl8os (strictly of runners in a race, who rush off

together at the fall of the single rope). Plummer ICC in loc. supphes

yvbofirjs for an
"
expression unique in Gr. literature," and eft. Philo (De

Spec. Legg. ii. p. 311), dno fxids koI r^s- airrjs yvmij.r]s. For the Semitic

use of the fem. see G-K, § 122 q. I cannot trace the Aramaic idiom in

the grammars of Marti, Kautzsch, or Dalman, or in Dalman's Worter-

buck. But the Syriac mecJi'dd supplies that meaning.^ Moulton {op. cit.)

^ As Mr. C. R. North informs me.
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adds :

"
My thesis does not in the least deny the Aramaic origin : I only

protest that the translation is quite idiomatic." It appears that such

idioms are not uncommon in Med. Gr. and in MGr. For one example
(in a story from Epirus) see Thumb Handh. 240, to (Spddv e'xTVTrrjcrav

TO KovTcrovpo oKoi ano fivia Koi to €Kavau KOfifiUTia, also p. 244. [Med. and
MGr.—R. McK.]

Aia.

Mt IP TreuTTfa' 5td= 1"'3 rhz\ Hebr. and Aram. So W 31. The

idiom is seen more clearly in Mk 6^ 8ta twv x^-p^^'y Ac 2^^ (k^otoi' Sio

Xfipos avopoyj', where Torrey {CDA 6) observes that the same Aramaic

words are rendered napaSiSoTai els tcis ;^ftpay tuv dfiapToiXiov in Mk 14*^.

See, however, supra, p. 29, Vocab. 145 f., where it is said that 8ia ^fpor
c. gen. is based on H^B^ but is not a literal translation.

"
It is obviously

modelled upon the vernacular phrase 8ia x^'P^^* o^ money paid
'

directly.'
"

Ets.

(a) Els c. ace. in place of predicative nom. (esp. with elvai, yivfo-ffm,

Xoyi^fo-ffcu) or predicative ace. ("Semitic influence unmistakable," Bl-D,

§ 157. See 0.vf. Heb. Lex. p. 512).

Moulton {Proleg. 71 f.) discounts Hebraism,
"

for the vernacular

Bhows a similar extension of the old use of fls expressing destination,"

but he allows Semitic influence in some of the passages, adding examples

(p. 76) from non-Semitic sources. For further examples see Radermacher
Gr.2 21 and D. Emrys Evans CQ. xv. 24 f. [Med. Gr.—R. McK.]

Johannessohn {Kasus und Prdp. 4) gives examples of this LXX
rendering of P, and others where LXX thus renders Hebr. nominative.

But his most significant results show that whereas the predic. nom. with

dpi and ylvnpai is common in all four books of Mac, els c. ace. is used

instead of the predic. nom. in 1 Mac only, where it occurs 15 times, and

instead of the predic. ace. 5 times.

See F. Schulthess (ZNTW xxi. 221) for denial that b predicative is

Aramaic. Where it is found in Bibl. Aram, it is 7 resultant and is a

Hebraism. So in Syriac it is restricted to OT translation.

1. With ylveadai. Mt 21*2 (LXX), Lk 1319, Ac 53«.

With elvai. Mt 195 (LXX), Lk 3^ (LXX).
With \oyiadr]vai. Ac 19^^

For predicative ace. Mt 21« Ac 7^1 (LXX) 13*' (LXX) 13" (cf.

1 K 131* els clpxoi'Ta^T::^),

2. With ylveadai. Jn IG^", Rev 8" 161'.

With elvM. 1 Jn 5^. (But A. E. Brooke in loc. takes it =are for the

one thing, tend in the same direction, exist for the same object.)
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3. With (ivai. 2 Co 618 (LXX), Eph S^i (LXX). Cf. Ro 5^8 (fiV ^ard-

Kpijia SC. ( eyevfTo).

With Xoyia-eqvai Rom 2^6 4^ (LXX) 98.

4. With elvm Heb 1^ (LXX) S^" (LXX).

(b) TTKTTfveiv els c acc. See Burney, j4ram. Orig'. 34, and Proleg.

68, where a table is given showing the distribution of the various con-

structions with nia-Tfiifiv. Semitic influence is recognised in the literal

translation of II ppXH by the prepositional phrase, reserving the simple

dative for ? "n.

1. Mt 188 (_Mk 9« ABLe), Ac 10" 1423 194.

2. Jn 1^2 2^^' 23
3I8. 18. 36 439 g29. 35. 40 75. 31. 38. 39. 48 g30 935. 36 2Q42 1125.

26. 45. 48 1211- 36. 37. 42. 44. 46
I4.I.

12 1Q9 1720_

1 Jn 510- 13.

3. Rom 10", Gal 2", PMl po.

4. 1 Pet 18.

(c) A curious use of ft? appears in Ac 7^' ^i^ dtuTayas ayyekav, where

Torrey (CDA 33) explains that ds=
/,
which sometimes means "

according

to,"
"
by." p3N^p 'pP^^h

"
by the ordering of angels." Cf. Ps 119"

T'OBt/'DP
"
according to thy ordinances."

(d) The phrase nopeiov (vnaye) fls elpl]vr]i> (Mk 53*, Lk 7^° 8*8) must

be due to the LXX, where it often represents the Hebrew DvC'p T]?.

See OHL, p. 516, for similar examples of this adverbial use of p with

abstract nouns.

(e) For etV dndvTrjcriv
=

nii~\j>7 see Proleg. 14 n.*. [Med. Gr.—R. McK.]

'Ev.

(a) For the instrumental use of eV see Proleg. 12, 61, 104, and above

p. 23 ; also Kuhring 43 f., Rossberg 28. [Med. Gr.—R. McK.]

(6) The causal use of eV has some support from the papyri : see

Kuhring 43, Rossberg 29, Vocab. 210. H. A. A. Kemiedy {Exp T xxYiii.

323), however, gives a list of passages in which the LXX rendering of Zl

has probably left its influence, with the meaning because of, by reason of,

for the sake of.

1. Mt 6^ Ac 729 (LXX). Add Ac 24i8.

2. Jn 1630.

3. Rom pi- 24
53, 1 Co 4« 71*, 2 Co 125- », Ph 1^3. Add Rom 9^ (LXX).

4. Add Heb W^ Ips (LXX).

(c) Dr. Moulton acknowledged a Semitism in ofAoXoyeii' iv [Prol. 104),

and observes Nestle's warning that the construction with II is Aramaic

rather than Hebrew {Einl. 169). Lagrange 8. Matthieu, p. civ,
" En

aram. j^n^ a Pa, ou plutot Aph. Le syr sin met le 2 meme a Jo 12*2."
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Moulton also accepted G. G. Findlay's suggestion that
oji.i'ijv'ai

iv

and els (LXX, but not in Pent.) are Hebraistic, occurring in religious

formulae, and only in Mt and Rev.

1 Mt 5'^- ^^
23^*'''"' lS{bis) ZOlbis) 21i^is) 22(f«s)_

2. Rev 10« (LXX).

Lagrange {I.e. p. civ)
" En grec on emploie I'accus. ou nard, ou le dat.

La construction avec (v est done surement semitique ; en aram. i'3C>

k ritpe. et 3."

The •n-iCTTeueii' iv of Mk 1^^ Moulton afterwards accepted as transla-

tion Greek {contra, Proleg. 67) under the influence of Dr. Burkitt, who

compared Jer 12® nfj TrLcrTevatjs iv airois on Xakovaiv tt^os ae KoXd.^

" Then euSoKcIi/ ev nvi (once in Polyb.) would be encouraged by
the same tendency, in place of regular simple dative (see Milhgan Thess.

p. 106)—the ace. also is used
"

(J. H. M.).

To the same class belongs aKakSaXi^ecrOai iv.

1. Mt IP 13" 2631- 33, Mk 63, Lk 1^\

Lagrange S. 3IaUhieu, p. cviii,
" Le prep, tv est un reflet du semitique

.... L'arameen est probablement ^pn a Ifpa. Les verss. syrr. ont

repris pC'3 comme I'heb."

In addition to these verbal constructions with eV, W^ 32 ^24 claims

6pxeo-0ai €i'= "to come with," "to bring."

1. Mt 2p2 ?jKdfv . . . (v 6Sw 8iiiaio(Tvvr]s=broi(ght the method of

righteousness.

16^* {pxo^ifvov iv Tjj ^acT. avTov= bringing his kingdom.

Lk 23^^ orav f'kdijs iv rfj fiacr. <tov (BL (ls=iv acc. to Wellh. Note that

D reads iv t. r^fxipa T. eXeucTfcof crov).

This interpretation seems gratuitous in every instance.

Other uses of this preposition mentioned by Wellh. may be simply
instances of the intrusive iv so common in the Koivtj (Kuhring 12),

e.g. iv TToia i^ovala (Mk IpS), iv dwcifiei (Mk 9^), iv SoXo) (Mk 14^).

Add to these Mt 7^ iv m fiirpa, 7® iv rois woaLv alrav, 22^® iv aKT)6(La

(contr. Mk 12^4=Lk 20^1 Vtt' uXljSeias).

1. Lk 16^8 iv ndcri tovtois (J<BL) is corrected to iirl in AD; cf. avv

Tvaa-iv TOVTOIS (24^1). Possibly both represent 3.

Mk 1^3 52 iv TTvevpaTt aKaddpTa is a Semitism of thought which

naturally employs this possible construction in Greek.

{d) iv Tw c. infin. with temporal force. See pp. 25, 450 f. A dis-

tinctive feature of Luke. Hebraic, not Aramaic construction.

iR C. B. to J. H. M. (letter, 30/8/10),
"

ovk iirLcreiaare avrf (Mk ll«i

-Mt 2125) jg ti-^j by tije Old Syriac,
'

believed not in him '

: in the Peshitta

it is
' beUeved not him.' The Peshitta is hteral : the Old Syriac gives the

Aramaic idiom."
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EjATrpoo-Oef, ecai'Ti, ivavTioy, iyutiviov. (See above, § 130.)

Radermacher {Gr.^ 145) sjjeaks of the first and last of these, together
with np6 TTpoamTTov and ano Trfwawnov, as Semitising substitutes in the

province of
tt/jo.

EjxTrpoffGei' 84 times in LXX for ''3D?. 'Ev(otti.ov hundreds of times

in LXX, for either ''JDp or
^^''Vy, cVai'Ti and evai'Tioi' both very common

in LXX, generally for ''J^V3. Burney remarks (Aram. Orig. 15) that

Hebrew distinguishes between "y^ in the [physical) sight of, and "ya in

the (mental) sight of, and finds a corresponding distinction in the NT
use of ivmniov and e'vavrioi'.

For the three Hebrew expressions, Aramaic uses Dip..'

Ep,7rpoo-0ei' is good Greek, surviving in MGr as ifxnpos, fnrpoa-Tu.
The two following uses, however, are undeniably Semitic.

1. Mt 11 =Lk 10 ovTOdS fithoKia eyevfro epTTpoaBiv aov.

Hebrew
''_:S^p ji^n, Aram.

D1J> Niyi=% good

pleasure, thy will.

Mt 18 ovrms ovK ecmv 6(\rjpa eprrpoadev tov narpos vpu>v.
Mt Zo on K\(i€Tf Tr)v fiacrCkdav t. ovp. f'pirpocrfieu tmv

di'dpodircov, may be due to wrong translation of

mp which serves also for ivavriov.
T t;

"Evclvti. For Kou'r/ use see Wackernagel Hellenistica 1 ff. and
Vocab. s.v.

Lk 18, Ac 710 (LXX) 821 KABD (LXX).

'EcafTiof. Before, in the presence of. For use in this sense in papp.
see Vocab. s.v.

Lk 1« 2020 2419, Ac 7" ABCD (LXX) 8^2 (LXX).

'Et'oJirtof . See above, p. 15, and Vocab. s.v. Survives in the Kadapevovaa,

not in MGr vernacular. [Med. Gr.—R. McK.]

1. Lk 22 times, Ac 13 times.

2. Jn 2030, 1 jn 322, 3 Jn e, Rev 34 times.

3. Rom (3), 1 Co (1), 2 Co (3), Gal (1), 1 Ti (6), 2 Ti (2); 4 of

which from LXX.
4. Heb(2), Ja(l), 1 Pet (1)

KareVai'Ti. Opposite, over against, Mt 2P, Mk 11" 12" 13\

In the presence of, Mt 272* (bd)_
Rom 4", 2 Co 2^7 12i9.

For the former meaning in Koivt], see Vocab. s.v. Very
common in LXX.

KaTCkWTTtoc. In the presence of, Eph 1*, Col P^, Jude 2*.

LXX 7 times (+Dan 9, 1). See Vocab. s.v.

'AireVai'Ti. Over against, Mt 27®^ ; against, Ac 17^.

In the presence of, Mt 272'' (nAL), Ac S^^ Rom 3^8 (LXX).
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Here we may conveniently take the prepositional phrases with

TTpOCrcOTTOV.

'Aito Trpocrc5Trou="'3QO.

1. Ac 320 5" 7«.

2. Rev 6" (? LXX) 12i« 20" (LXX).
3. 2 Th P (LXX).

'EttI Trp6(Ta)7ro»'="'iE3 ?y.

1. Lk 2P6. •

'Em irpoCTwirou.

1. Ac 1728 (cf, jer 3212 [LXX=252« Heb.]).

ripo TrpoCTc5Troo="'3S7^

1. Mk P=Mt llio=Lk 727 (LXX).
Lk I's (LXX), 9^2 IQi, Ac I32*.

In all these passages the influence of the Greek of the LXX is unmis-
takable.

Kara irpoCTwirok' used adverbially, as in Ac 25^^ 2 Co 10^, Gal 2", is

certainly not Semitic, but its prepositional use in Lk 2^^ Ac 3^^, though
not uncommon in Greek (cf. Xen. Cyr. vi. iii. 35, ttjv Kara irpuaQinov rrjs

di'Tias (PuXayyos rii^iv,
"
the post immediately in front of the enemy's

phalanx"), is suggested by the OT idiom.

Radermacher {Gr.^ 143) observes that while some of the improper
prepositions and prepositional substitutes so common in NT are good
enough Greek {e.g. anp, evavn, Karevavn, dnevavri), as a general rule

this wealth of substitutes (esp. periphrastic substitutes as diro Trpoawvov,

irpo Tj-poa-oiTTov) is due to Semitic influence, from which those papyri
are not free which exhibit corresponding usages (e.g. eVcoTrioi' nvoi).

Merd.

(a) rioieij' (fKeos) fierd rivoi corresponding to DJ? IDn 7WV (as often

in LXX, e.g. Gen 2629).

1. Lk F2 1037 : 158 (^eyaXvj/fii/ eXeoj fifrd).

Ac 142' 15* (ocra (TTolrjcnv 6 6f6s per avTcov).

Cf. Tob 12 TTepi a>v iTTolrjafv ped' vpcov.

1 Mac 10 Ka\ di'Tawodaaopf V iip'iv dyada dvd' d);' Trotftre ped' fjuav.

Herm. Sim. v. 1^ nepl navrav otv enolrj(T( per ipov.

See Proleg.^ 246 and Vocab. 401a, where, on the strength of Kuhring's
citation from a Byzantine pap., this "solitary Hebraism left to perd"
was said to be demolished. But J. H. M. afterwards was inclined to

withdraw this statement and recognise translation Greek (note by W. F. H.,

1914). For Hebr. and Aram, idiom see Torrey CDA 38)

(b) rioXejxelc /xcTa rivos.
'
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2. Rev 2" 12' 13* IT^* (also Trot^am 7^6\e^lov fierd, Rev IF 12" 13' 19").

See Proleg.^ 106, 246, Vocab. 401a for use in papp. and MGr (for

which see Thumb Hellen. 125, Handh. 103). But in view of Charles's

treatment of Rev 12' {ICC i. 322, 356: see above, pp. 448 f.), we should

probably allow for the influence of the LXX in all these passages.

Mcra^u.

The idiom in Mt 18^' inra^v a-ov kul avrov fMovov—privately is Aramaic

(TFi 32, 226,
"
unter vier augen," Noldeke, Syr. Gr. 189 n.i :

" Even
the Greek text has the Aramaising idiom"). This is literally rendered

by syr^"', which gives the same idiom for Kar ISlav in 17^^ 20^', Mk 9^^

(see W^ 32, ^26 also McNeile Cornm. Matthew, 266).

riapd.

napd c. acc. to mark comparison after a positive adj. or a noun, or a

verb. Semitic acc. to W^ 28, ^21 (=}p).

1. Lk 132- * 181* (j^BL),

The use of napd after a comparative is very common in Hellenistic,

merely extending a classical usage. There are many exx. in NT, esp. in

Hebrews. But the instances given above conform to the very frequent
construction in LXX, where Thackeray {Gr. 23) recognises influence of

Hebr. JO bilH, but notices that in MGr fieyaXvrepos dno has become

a normal phrase (see Thumb Handb. 102).

Hpos.

Upos c. Si,cc.=ioith has been claimed as due to Aram. DP {=apud,

irapd, or ad, rrpos) by J. R. Harris {OPJ 7 &.), Burney {Aram. Orig. 28 f.).

1. Mk 63
(
=Mt 13^6) 919

(
=Lk 9") 14*9.

2. Jn IS 1 Jn 12.

3. 1 Th 3*, 2 Th 2^ 3", 1 Co 16«- ', 2 Co 58 11 9, Gal ps 2^ 418. 20^ Ph p*,

Philem ".

4. Heb 413.

Mr. G. R. Driver {Orig. Lang. 2a) denies Aramaism in any strict sense,

regarding this as "an extension of many classical usages, particularly
in such phrases as ivBvpfia-daL irpos avrov." He eft. irpos pe nalaai "to

play with me," quoted by Stephanus {Thes. iii. 573).

Hellenistic usage may be seen in Syll.^ 1109*^ (a.d. 178) bibovres

TjpKpopLoi' ptxP'-^ oTov TTpos jwalKas axriv. D. S. Sharp cites Epict. iv.

9. 13, npos 6v ecTTL aov TTiBavuiTepos. With Heb 4^^ cf. the formula cos

irpos ai rov \6yov iaopevov,
"
Knowing that you will be held account-

able," P Hib 533 (B.C. 246), P Oxy ix. 1 I88I'. [Med. Gr.—R. McK. See

also Jannaris Gr. § 1658 (c).]
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9. Conjunctions and Particles.

'AXXd.—The Aramaic N^S combines exceptive and adversative

meanings. Hence it has been claimed that «XXa and et
/xi^

are some-

times confused in the NT [W.^ 24, n6). We must note, however, that

in LXX aXXci translates 'F}h^ in Gen 2129.

'AXXfi for el
fjLT] (or e'ai' iirj).

The clearest cases are :

]Mk 422 oil yap eariv ri Kpvnrov, (civ
firj

Iva (fyavepcodfi' ov8f tyevtro

diTOKpvcfiov, dXX' 'iva (\6i] fli (fiavepov

where dXXd and fav
p.!)

are parallel ;

9^ ovKiTi ovhfva ilbov dXXa tov 'Ir^aovv povov p.(6' tavToiv (ACLWe. (I

pjj NBD 33=Mt 178 el p{] sine var.)

where the alternative texts are equivalent.

For Mk 10*" (=Mt 20^3) see Proleg. 241. In Einl 269 n.^, Moulton

eft. Soph. OT 1331, but adds,
"
Of course I have nothmg against the recog-

nition of an Aramaic idiom as the reason for the choice of a similar Greek

usage to render an Aramaic locution."

El prj (or fan pi]) for aXXa.

1. Mt 12* o ovK i^ov Tjv avTO) (paye'iv . . . (I p^ toIs lepeiKTiv povois.

Lk 429 Kal irpos ovbfpiav avrav fnep4>6r] 'HXfias fl
p-i]

fls 2ap67rra

2. Rev 21" KOI oil
pLT] flafXdr] fls avrijv ndv koivov Ka\ 6 troiayv ^SeXvypa

Ka\ yl/fvbos, d pf] 01 yeypappevoi iv rw ^i^Xiu> Ti]S fco^s tov

'Apviov.

3. Gal 2^' oil SiKatovrai avdpconoi i^ epyav vopov iav
p-rj

ha ni(TTfa>s X. 'I.

Hort {Comm. James, p. xvi) denies identification in Gal 1^': "For

the very late exchange of 6( pi] and dWd in NT there is no probability

whatever. In three other books of NT in less good Greek (Mt, Lk, Rev),

the meaning looks like this, but fallaciously."

We may quote for classical usage Xen. Hellen. 11. ii. 10, (vopiCov be

ovbfpiav fivai acorrjpiav el pi] nadelv upon which G. M. Edwards observes,

" '

They had no safety except to suffer
'

may be equivalent for
'

they had

no safety, but must suffer.' Cf. Mt 26" and Shaks. Kg John iv. i. 91."

(" Is there no remedy ? None but to lose your eyes.") For eiw pi]
=

"but only" Mr. E. E. Genner eft. Andocides de Myst. § 89: pr]^ eV

dvhp\ v6p.ov TiQevai edv
p.i]

tov avTov ew\ irdcnv AdrjvaioLS.

El.

In solemn asseverations el negandi corresponds to Hebrew DS.

(1 Sam 14« bSS" CX r\''n'' ''n
^fj Kipios el Tvea-eWai, cf. 2 Sam 11".)

1. Mk 8^2 dp.i]v Xeyco vpTiv, el bodijcreTai tj] yevea TavTrj a-rjp.e'iov.

(N.B.—In parallels Mt 16* 12^9, Lk IP^, kul arjpe'iop ov bodijaeTai.)

4. Heb 3" 43- 5 (LXX).
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A Hebrew idiom.
" Aramaic has nothing like it, except in the

Targums. Probably a reminiscence of LXX ; Gen 14^' etc." Lagrange,
S, Marc, p. Ixxxi.

Kai.

The use of Kai in contrasted statements is a characteristic of

the Fourth Gospel. Burney (p. 66) treats this as a literal rendering of

1 adversative, which is common to Hebrew and Aramaic. This use of

Kai
" but" is a slight extension of Kai

"
and yet," discussed under

A,4:{f) (/3), andean be found in class. Gr., both with and without ov. (See

K-G ii. 248.) The best examples in the Gospel are Jn P 17". Cf. also

JIO. 11
311. 19. 32

4.20 539. 40. 43. 44 g70 ^4. 19. 30 g20. 52 030 J2^* 16^ 20^' 21^^.

[Med. and MGr.—R. McK.]
For other uses of Kai see under A, 4 above (Parataxis).

'On.

(a) "Ort recitativum is of course well established in Greek,

(Goodwin 3IT 285 f). Guillemard observes that in Gen 28^6 44^8 [v.l] it is

used to translate T]S or jDX
"

verily," and is often used for ^3,
which

is sometimes (e.g. Gen 29^^, Jos 2^*, Jer 22^^) strongly asseverative. He
claims that in many NT passages (e.gr. Mt 7^3 10'' 142« IQ^ 26«5- 72. 74

27«)
that is the force of on.

Archd. Allen {Exp T xiii. 330, Comm. Mark 48) attributes frequency .

in Mark to influence of Aramaic \ For use of ort recitativum in papp.

see Vocab. s.v. [Med. and MGr.—R. McK.]

(6) "Ort for relative pronoun. See above B, 1 (e) (/3).

(c) "On for temporal particle. Burney {Aram. Orig. 78) detects con-

fusion of "n = on and "H = ore in two passages :

Jn 9® ol dfoypovvTfS avTov to nportpov oti ttpoa-air-qs rjv.

12*^ Tavra fivrfv 'Hcraiar ort eidev ttjv So^ar avToi.

In the latter this explanation is unnecessary, whilst in the former

Mr. G. R. Driver {ut svpra) eft. 4^^, also Ps-Nicod. I. B. i. 3 eldov roiis

'E^paiovs on tarpicvvvov iv rfj oSw ra Ipdna avrcov, where the on clause,

according to the late Greek use, plainly means "
strewing their garments

in the way."

Similarly
—

\va.

(a) "Iva for relative pronoun. See above B, 1 (e) (pp. 434 3.).

(b) "Iva for temporal particle. Burney {I.e. 78) accounts for Iva as for

ort above in the phrase 'dpxerai apa Iva c. subj.,
—a characteristic of

Jn (who however uses ore in 4^^- ^^ 5^^ 16^', and iv
fi
in 5^*).
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2. Jn 1223 131 162- 32 1

[Rev £21, but here ti/a fxeravoijcrr] is clearly final.]

Mr. G. R. Driver cites several instances from late Greek of Kaipbs

epxfTai (((TTiv) iva, whilst MGr e?i e Kaipo? va ("\Btjs is the regular idiom

for
"

it is time for you to come." To this we may add, ^pdev 17 apa va

nfddvr),
"
the hour came to die

"
(Thumb Hdb. 187). This usage is

therefore at most a secondary Semitism, and can quite as easily be

explained by the writer's strong partiality for this particle, which had

already gained great flexibility in the Koivrj.

Ifa
fiT].

Burney {Aram. Orig. 100) finds very cogent proof of translation from

Aramaic in

Jn 12^°, where It) a prj represents the Aram. K?"l, though the Hebr. |Q

is rendered prj-n-ore in LXX, which is retained when the same
citation (Is 6^") is given in Mt 13^^ and ]VIk 4^2^ Moreover,
the Pesh. translates d'ld. But Iva prj is perfectly good Greek

(see K-G ii. 378 f., Goodwin MT § 315), and its general use

in the Ptolemaic papyri is clear from Mayser Gr. u. 240 ff.

When Burney says that pi-jnore never occurs in Jn, though
found in Mt 8 times, Mk 2, Lk 6, he does not add that "iva pij

is found in every book of the NT except 2 Th, 2 Tim, 1 Pet,

3 Jn, often with the meaning
"

lest." It is equally significant

that p.i)TvoTe does not occur in Rev, though Iva
fir)

is found

there 11 times. Yet Dr. Charles claims that Hebr. not Aram.
is the background of the Apocalypse.

Dr. McKinlay observes that in the Modem Version of the NT 8ia va
p.rj

is used in every passage in Jn where iva
y.r]

occurs. Pallis generally
has yia va

p.T], but sometimes /iijTrwr.

C. MISTRANSLATION OF SEMTIC WORDS OR PHRASES.

The following instances are amongst those that have been offered :

1. Mk 2* dTT€(TTeya(rai> ttjv crreyr^v (cat (^opv^avres ;;^;aAa)a-t. Wellhausen,
because of the reversed order and the redundancy, retrans-

lates the first clause N12? \1vp'^' which might also mean

"they brought him to the roof" (W^ 37). Schulthess

{ZNTW xxi, 220) protests that this Aramaic phrase would

mean "
to uncover the roof," but not

"
to bring him to the

roof," for which p''DK would be the right word.

^ C. J. Ball Exp T xxi. 91 so takes it in 8^S reading 'BK for 'DV
"
rejoiced when he saw my face." For a different explanation see under

C, below (p. 475). But see Vocab. s.v. 'iva (5).
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Mk 7^^ f^f\6o}v (K T. opiiov Tvpov rfKd(v ^ui lihaivos ei? t. BoKacrcrav t. TaX.

Wellh. (ib. 37) suspects Sia 2iSa)i'oy=p'«V3, which should

have been rendered irpos Brjaa-aiScn' (so 6*^ D). But this

geographical correction is unnecessary.
See also Archd. W. C. Allen, Comm. Mark, 50 f.

Mt 23^^ Kadapi^fTf TO i'^u)dev tov noTrjpiov k. rrji 7rapo\|/-iSo$', ecrcodfv Se

yfp.ovcni' f^ apTTayrji k. aKpacrias. Luke IP®, rightly, to 8e

i'acodfv vpav yep.fi. The sense in Mt requires yepere for

yipovaiv. In Aram., participle in both clauses. {W^ 36, ^27.)

28^ o\j/-e
5e aajSlBdrcov, rfj enKpayaKoiKTyj fls piav (ra^^druiv. Torrey

(C. H. Toy Studies, 300) postulates an Aram. \1J3 Nn3C' "i^^DXa

X3ti'3
nrij

"
after the Sabbath, in the night introducing the

first day of the week." This is not a case of mistranslation,

but of a painfully close rendering of an Aramaic phrase.

We are asked to believe that Mt adds this Aram, clause to

the sentence in the Greek Mk, which he is following pretty

closely, and then translates it into Greek !

Lk P9 (h TToXti' 'louSa. Torrey {I.e. 290 flf.) solves this palpable difficulty

by supposing Hebr. mini rirTD ?X (better than Aram.

NHD'^TD n^nv") which should have been translated els r.

XODpav rijs 'lovdaias. During the first century A.D. the

meaning
"

city
"

supplanted the earlier
"
province

"
as the

force of nrno.
T •

;

2^ d7roypucf)eadai rrdaav ttjv olKovpevrjv. Torrey {I.e. 293) conjectures

P.^'';'"^?,
i-^-

"
all the land" (yijr), not

"
all the world."

11*^ TO. fi'oi'Ta Scire {\ft]pocrvvr]i', koI Ibov Travra Kadapa vplv eari.

For the first clause Mt 23^® has Kaddpiaov vpcoTov ro evros,

which alone gives the right sense. Wellh. (IP 36, ^27)

attributed the variants to a confusion between "'ST
"
cleanse,"

and ^3T
"
give alms." Torrey {I.e. 312) doubts such a use of

^3T in the time of the evangelists, but had independently

conjectured an Aram, original Np^V 1"l3y ijPT X^"^
"
that

which is within make righteousness." Here NpHV HDy
is the regular idiom for

"
give alms," and exactly repre-

sents 8iKaLoavi'r)i' ttouu', which has that meaning in Mt 6^'*.

On the other hand, Burney {Aram. Orig. 9) gives evidence that

in New Hebr. and Aram. ''3T means both
"
to purify" (as well

as the normal
''3"^)

and also
"

to give alms."

JJ47.
48

q{jqI ypli/^ oTi olKo^opdre ra pprjpela r. Trpo(pr]Tcbv, ol 5e varepes

vpcbv aTreKTeivav avTovs.
'

Apa pi'iprvpes eare /cat crvvevSoKelTe

To'is epyois tuiv Trare'pcoi' vpdv' on avrol p.€v an€KTeivav avTovs,

vpels 6e ot KoSojLieTre.

Torrey {I.e. 313) shows that vpds 8e olKobopelrf should
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be as Mt 23" vloi €(tt( {avTS)v). The Aram. Jin^ p32 J^riNI

" and ye are children of theirs," was misread, the noun PJ3

being easily confused with the participle pJ3 which had

come in the previous verse, and the word
lin?^

now taken

as the direct object, was omitted from the Greek as un-

necessary.

Lk 12*® Koi 8i.)(0TOfiT](rfi
avrov koi to fifpos avroi /xera rcov dnlardiv 0tj(T(i.

(
=Mt 24^^, where inoKpirwv for dnlarwv). Torrey {I.e. 314 f.)

suspects Aram, original spi^tr Dy rnnjO niiJjiD^I
"
and will

divide him his portion with the unfaithful," assuming that

) was inserted before nnjD through mistaking the indirect

object of the first suffix for a direct object. The verb "'b'''

would then be added to the sentence to complete the sense,

and the whole now ran D'b'"' NnpjE' U]} nrcoi nsj'ps'l
. . Y -

T
~ ' • T :

......

On the other hand, the commentators point to the

barbarous methods of punishing oriental slaves. Plummer

cites Herodotus for Siarf^vm, and Suetonius Calig. xxvii :

multos honesti ordinis . . . medios serra dissecuit. Moulton,

Exp T xiv. 430, Vocab. 165, quotes from a sepulchral inscr.

(iii/iv A.D.) 8i.xoTofj.ea> in a figurative sense.

In any case Q seems to have been followed by both Mt and

Lk without question.

12*^ KOI Ti dfXu) ft rjdr] dvT](f)dr] ; The required meaning,
" How I

wish that it were already kindled," can hardly be got from

the Greek, but appears at once if the two Hebraisms are

recognised, (a) HO not only=W
" what ?" but is used in

exclamations =" how," for exx. see G-K § 148. (b) eeXw d
found twice in LXX (unfortunately the underlying Hebr. is

not available in either passage), "to wish that" : Is 9^ Kal

6(\i]<Tovcnv (I eyfi'TjOrjcrav rrvpiKav(TToi
"
and they shall wish

that they had been burned with fire
"

(see Ottley Isaiah i.

p. 97) ; Sir 23^* kqi deXrjaeis d prj f'yfvvT]6r]S
"
SO shalt thou

wish that thou hadst not been born."

The exclamatory use of ti is found in MGr, rl KaXd
" how fine !

"
(Thumb Handb. 181).

Torrey (I.e. 315) finds that literal translation into Aramaic

gives the regular idiom for the meaning required N3V Hd

24'^ oix'^ h KUfjSia rjfjLcbv Kaiopevq rjv ; Variants for naiopevr) in D
and oldest verss. (syr. lat^^') testify to difficulty felt from

beginning. Torrey {I.e. 316) suggests li?^
"
heavy,"

"
slow to

understand
"

for n|T
"
burning" {KapBia = 2? = intelligence).
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Ac 2^^ 6 Sf KVpios irpo<r€Ti6ei roi'S crw^o/ieVov? kuO' rjfiepav eVi to avro.

Torrey (CDA 10 f.) rejects the ordinary meaning of eVl

TO avTo which is the LXX equivalent for HH^^ pointing out

that the Aram, word for this is N"nnp
"

together,"
"

into

one," and is indeed used in the Pal. Syr. in Jn 17^', and by
the Syr. verss. in Jn IP^, to translate els ev. But in the

Judsean dialects of Aramaic this word means
"

greatly," and

is used regularly in the Onkelos Targum for the Heb. TXD.

The original Aramaic is thus reconstructed : XIH PipiO N''1^1

NTn? UV ?3 p^Tl "'Ip,
The translator is then supposed to

have misread np as a direct object (vide supra, ap. Lk 12*®),

and to have taken the last word as=eVl to avTo instead of

(T(j)68pa :

" And the Lord added greatly day by day to the

saved."

The main objections to this conjecture are : (a) Such a

blunder is not likely on the part of one who could give the

right rendering in 6^ : kqi (Tr\rjdvv(To 6 apiOphs Tav p.adqrav

(V 'lfpov(raXi]p. a(p6!^pa. (b) A comparison of 1 Co IP^ awep-

Xopei'cov vpiov iv eKK.\r]mq aKOVco (Tx^crpara ev vplv VTrdp)(^eiv,

with V.^" (ri'i'€pxouei'u>v ovv vponv en\ to gvto ovk '4(ttlv KvpiaKov

bilnvov (payih', shows clearly that tVl to avTo and ev eKKXrja-ia

are synonymous terms. Indeed, we are inclined to account for

the juxtaposition of the two phrases in Ac 2*'' D eVi to ovto

ev Ti] fKK\r]aiq as a marginal gloss by a scribe who recognised

their equivalence. Mr. A. A. Vazakas (JBL xxxvii. 106 £f.)

shows that the phrase under discussion is an ordinary Greek

expression very common in the LXX, but in the NT (Ac P*

21- *^ 1 Co 1P8- 20
1423) and the Apostolic Fathers (Barn 4i»,

Ignat. Eph. 13\ Magn. 1^, Philad. 6^ lOS Clem, ad Cor. 34') it

has a technical meaning, signifying the union of the Christian

body. It might generally be translated
"
in church." Professor

Burkitt [JTS xx. 321 if.) repudiates Dr. Torrey's Aramaic

explanation and translates
" The Lord was joining such as

He had foreordained to be saved daily together."

J. de Zwaan (Beginnings of Christianity, i. ii. 55) accepts

this
"
splendid observation of Torrey." Dr. Foakes-Jackson

(HTR X. 358) is forced to the conclusion that
"
an Aramaic

original is at the back of this and other strange expressions."

Dr. H. J. Cadbury (AJT xxiv. 454), while not granting that

the intensive explanation of eVl to uIto is really necessary,

shows cause for thinking that, if it does seem required, "an

original Hebr. or even an extensive use of the Greek phrase,

like that familiar to Luke from its abundant use in the LXX,
would cover the case fuUy as well."

3^* Kai in\ TTj TTiaTfi tov ovofiaros avTOv tovtov hv dfcopdre Kai o'tSare
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earfpeuKTev to ovop.a avrov Koi
rj

tt'kttis
tj

fit avrov edwKtv airci

TTjv oXoK^rjpiav ravTrjv anivavTL TrdvTcav vfxu>v.

Torrey {I.e. 14 ff.) remarks that "the ugly repetition of

TO ovopa avTov obscures the sense and spoils the sound."

A literal rendering into Aramaic is given.

not?' npn j^irax pj;T"i nn^K prn "^ rinh r\j2^ •^n xn3o\-i3^

T T T t: T . T •
-;

•• -
-:

~ • T ••, T ••

By pointing HO^ PlJ5n (
= eWf

pe'coo-f to ovojjia avToi) as

nCE' Pli^ri (
=

{.yt^ inoirjtTfv avrov) the sentence now reads:
" And by faith in His name He hath made strong this one

whom ye see and know ; yea, the faith which is through Him
hath given him this soundness before you all."

Dr. Burkitt, however, secures excellent sense, as well as
"

characteristically Lucan rhetoric," by placing a colon before

TovTov and omitting eV/ with K*B. The passage now rims :

" Ye killed the Prince of Life, whom God raised from the

dead, whereof we are witnesses, even to the faith in His

name : this man whom ye see and know His name hath made

strong, and the faith which is through Him hath given Him
this perfect soundness before you all."

Ac 4^* 6 Tov irarpos rjpav 8ia nvfiifiaTos dyiov (TTOfiaTos AavelS TratSor aov

elnuyv.

Torrey {I.e. 16 f.) offers an Aramaic rendering

-t't;- -t t;' • T ; T":
and shows that the common confusion between x^n and Nin

has obscured the true meaning,
"
that which our father

David, Thy servant, said by the mouth (command) of the

Holy Spirit." The feminine XTI must be so rendered, but

the masc. XIH gave rise to the first clause in the Greek text.

IP^ Here, as in Lk 2^, Torrey would remove the rhetorical exaggera-

tion by supposing that an original XJ?"1X has been rendered by

olKovfifvrj instead of by yrj. In neither case is the explanation

convincing. The remaining instances given by Professor

Torrey are less impressive (Ac 8i<» 13^ 15'). See CDA 18 ff.,

and discussions by Burkitt, Vazakas, and de Zwaan already
referred to.

2. Burney {Aram. Orig. 103 ff.), in addition to the many examples
of mistranslated T, thinks that mistranslation is to be traced

in the foUowing passages : Jn l^s- 29 222 6«3 7"- ss 8^6 9" 202- 1^.

But since so eager a supporter of his thesis as Professor

Torrey confesses that he is
"
unable to follow Burney in any

one of these instances
"
{HTR xvi. 329), it will be enough to

take the two most important.
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Jn 7''- 38 Dr. Rendel Harris {Expos viii. xx. 196) followed some Old

Latin and Western texts {e.g. D) in redivision of verses,

which Burney, it seems {I.e. pp. 385 fE.), had already adopted
for Semitic parallelism. Thus the passage reads :

'Edv Tis 8i\l/a ep^fadco npos fJ.e

Koi Trii/ero) 6 Tria-revcoi' els ip.i,

KadiiS iinev
rj ypacprj, Ylorafioi en rrjs Koikias avTov

pevcrovaiv vBciros ^cjvros.

Burney's solution of this
"
scripture

"
allusion is gained

by a blending of Joel S^s (4i8 Hebr.) and Zech U^, together

with an identification of pj?0 the word for "fountain" in

Joel (also found in the Targum of Ps 104io, Pr 5^8 S^^)

and ]'V^ (Hebr. D^yo) used of
"
belly" (Dn 232).

Mr. G. R. Driver {Orig. Lang. 6 n.) quotes G. B. Gray's

criticism, that this explanation ignores the pronoun avrov,

whilst "Tliyo and H^yyo would not easily be confused either

by eye or ear.

Dr. Rendel Harris's explanation is drawn from the very

slight difference between the Syriac words for
"

belly
"

Karsd, and for
"
throne

"
Kurs'yd. His theory is that in

an early Aramaic Book of Testimonies a composite quotation

from Zech 14 8,

"
Living water shall go out of Jerusalem,"

and Jer 3^',
"
They shall call Jerusalem the Lord's throne

"

occurred, which may also be traced in Rev 22^- ^'. It is to

be noted that 6 6i\wv in the last passage corresponds closely

to 6 Triarevcov in Jn 1^^. Under this treatment the words

Kudcos fLTTfv . . . (a>vTos arc a comment by the evangelist.

For explanations dispensing with any emendation of the

Greek text, see W. E. Barnes JTS xxiii. 421, H. St. J.

Thackeray, The Sephiagint and Jewish Worship, 66 f.

8*® ^AjSpaap 6 narrjp vpmv TjyaWida-aTo Lva ibrj Tt)v rjpepav tvjv fpt]v,

Koi elBfV Koi €)(dpT].

Burney, observing that
"
rejoiced to see" does not give a

satisfactory meaning, suggests that "longed to see" is what

we should expect. This he finds in the SjTiac s-ivah, used in

the Pesh. for this verb. The ordinary meaning of s'^ivah is

"long for," but in Mt 12i8 "delights in,"
"

rejoices," where

in the quotation from Is 42^ it represents the Hebr. n^i").

He acknowledges that the verb is not known to occur in

W. Aramaic.

Torrey {HTR xvi. 340) improves on this by showing that

in the Targums yzi (V^S)
is the regular equivalent of the

Hebr. ?"'a and the Gr. dyaXkida-Bai, whilst the most common

Aramaic verb for
"
seek,"

"
pray," is Ny3. It is easy to see

how the final X might be dropped by haplography, Dn"13{< Xy3

VOL. II. PART III.—32
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" Abraham prayed that he might see," thus becoming
Dm^X y2

" Abraham exulted to see." Lagrange seems to

doubt whether the form y3 is found. In any case Bumey's

suspicion of an Aramaism in the iva clause is needless.

Dr. McKinlay quotes dyiaXXovTai f) '^V)^f) va fxadq 8ia. tt)v

Koprjv from a mediaeval romance, and eft. MGr ;(ai'po/iat vd

(T( 0a)p(o,
" I'm glad to see you."

It should be added that Torrey proposes {I.e. 338 ff.)

emendations of the text by working back to an Aramaic

original at V- " IP^- 38 142. 31 20".

Archdeacon Charles has shown with abundance of illus-

tration throughout his Commentary on the Revelation of

John that the successful resolution of difficulties in the text

lies often in retranslation into Hebrew. The following

examples are the most impressive :

Rev 10^ Kal ol rroSef nvTov a»f (TtvXoi jrvpos.

Hebr.
bi"}^

which normally=" foot," also means "leg"

(so rendered by LXX in 1 Sam 178, j)t 28"), whilst noSts

also translates U]Vy^
="

legs,"
"
thighs," Ex 29^', and other

passages.

This is obviously the meaning here. (See Charles Studies

97 ff., ICC i. 259.) [So often in Med. and MGr.—R. McK.]
13' Koi edavfidadrj o\t} t] yrj

inriaco tov drjplov.

That is n'nn nnxD pxn-f'3 nonni where nnso is

corrupt for niN")0 =^\eTrovcra. Cf. 17^ koL BavpacrdrjtrovTai 01

KaroiKovvTfs (irl tiis y']S,
u>v ov yiypairrai to ovopa eVl to

^i^Xiov Trfs fco^y dno KnTaj3n\rjS Kocrpov ^XeTrovrav to Orjpiov.

Also 176 (daipacra 18uv avr^v. (See ICC i. 351.)

13" KM e'XdXet U Spd/cwi/
= P3n3 "ISlril probably for P3ri3 *13Nni

= Kal aTTcoXXve or xal rjv dnoWvwv. This very confusion occurs

in 2 Chr 22i» n3^oji)n ynrb-riN -lanm opni (LXX dn^Xfaf,
T T :

- - "V T V •• ~
:

"
T T - ^

Vulg. interfecit, scribal error for 13^?ri1 2 Ki IP, Oxf. Hebr,

Lex. 1816). Cf. Rev 9^1 ovopa avTa 'E^pmari 'A/^iaSSwi/, koi (v

Tfj 'EWrjviKTJ ovopa ex^i 'AttoXXvcoi/. (See Charles Studies

lOOf., ZC'Ci. p. cli.)

15* {rjvoiyrj) 6 vaos ti]s aKtjvrjs tov papTvpiov (v Ta> ovpavci.

This very difficult phrase = D^DK'n nj?iO ^nx hyn which

may be a corruption of D^ClE'3t^' D^'^'^^{ ?3\n = 6 vaoi tov 6eov

6 iv rw ovpaixo. (Cf. IP^ where this very sentence occurs,

ijvoiyrj 6 vaos t. dtov 6 (v t. ovp.)

15' ei'SeSii/xf'i'oi \l6ov Kadapov XapTrpuv.
Aidou AC (defended as original text against Xlvov by WH

App.^ 139) is extremely difficult. Charles {ICC ii. 38) shows
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that iv8e8vixevoL \idov =^^ W^hlb. But mj = ^ia-CTivos in

Gen 41*2^ Ex 28=^^, whilst it seems to mean \ldos in Esth V,

and the phrase which is there rendered trrOXot Xldivoi

(^V '^Tltsy) is given as o-rCXoi [lapudpivoi in Cant 5^^. For the

same mistranslation as here in Ep Jer '^ see Dr C. J. Ball's

note OA. i. p. 610.

(222 l8ov ^d\Xa> avTrjv fls k\ivt)v
=

2^^'d>
Hnk b'&D

''33n,
where ^aXXo)

represents the causative of ttlwto) and 2'3^'up ?D3 =" fall ill."

See Charles Studies 99, ICC i. 71. Here retroversion does

not remove a mistranslation, but explains an obscure idiom.)

[But the pass, of /3(iXXa) = "to be laid up" occurs in Aesop
Fah. cclvii (cited Field iVoies 70 n.^) ; 77/7770 in Med. Gr.=

"to fall ill," and in MGr 7re0ra)="to go to bed," "fall

asleep."—R. McK.]

D. GENERAL SUMMARY.

1. Classification of Semitisms.

In the Introduction to this volume (pp. 14 ff.) Semitism has been

defined as
"
a deviation from genuine Greek idiom to a too literal render-

ing of the language of a Semitic original." The term secondary Semitism

marks a possible but unidiomatic Greek construction, which strains

ordinary Greek usage to conform to a normal Semitic construction.

Dr. J. de Zwaan^ has analysed the possibilities very carefully by dis-

tinguishing between (a) a
"
Greek," i.e. a writer with a perfect knowledge

of Greek, and (6) a" Semite," i.e. one who writes Greek with an imperfect

knowledge of the language. He then shows that either (a) or (6) may
attempt four things : translation from a Semitic dialect into (1) idio-

matic, or (2) Semiticising Greek ; original composition in (3) idiomatic,

or (4) Semiticising Greek. Primary Semitisms are said to be those

which a
"
Semite" commits in attempting (1) and (3), though his im-

perfect knowledge of natural Greek may betray him in (2) and (4),

Secondary Semitisms are said to be those deviations which a
"
Greek

"

may let pass in cases (1), (2) and (4)
"
through such factors as the exi-

gencies of his readers or of the documents he is translating." Another

factor is the degree of familiarity which this
"
Greek

"
translator has with

the Semitic idiom of the source which he is using. This subjective

aspect is important, but in many of the points in dispute we cannot say

whether the author, or the translator of the source which he is following,

is properly to be designated (a) or (b). We start from the objective

data and consider them in their double relationship to Semitic usage,

and to the tendencies that appear in the later stages of the development

of the Greek language. When all allowance has been made for the

coincidence of many Semitic constructions with those found in Hellen-

istic, the presence of a large number of apparent Semitisms in any writing

^
Beginnings of Christianity, i. ii. 53 ff.
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will justify the application of de Zwaan's term
"
Semiticising Greek."

But what criteria will enable us to determine whether this
"
Semiticising

Greek
"

is due to literal translation, or has found its way into original

composition in Greek through inadvertence, or habit, or design ? Pro-

fessor Torrey
^ mentions three methods by which the fact of translation

can be demonstrated in a document which resembles an original com-

position. (1) The precarious evidence of the feeling that certain phrases
and constructions

"
sound Semitic rather than Greek." (2) Mistransla-

tion, i.e. the removal of a grave difficulty in the Greek text by the restora-

tion of the Semitic original, which was thus evidently misunderstood or

misread by a translator. (3) The cumulative argument based on
"
the

continual presence, in texts of considerable extent, of a Semitic idiom

underlying the Greek." But obviously the first and third of these testa

will not enable us to distinguish between (2) and (4) in de Zwaan's classi-

fication, whether the writer be a
"
Semite

"
or a

"
Greek." Even a

translator may by force of habit introduce Semitisms into his Greek when
the Hebrew original is quite different, as many examples from the LXX
would show. But when once the LXX had become a standard of sacred

speech for Hellenistic Jews and proselytes, its idioms would easily find

their way into free composition. Dr. H. J. Cadbury
^
very aptly uses

the analogy of extempore prayer in public worship, and the use of Biblical

language by Bunyan and Lincoln. Torrey writes of the second test,

that it is
"
immensely valuable in the rare cases where it is convincing :

there is no other internal proof of translation which is so immediately

cogent." Certainly it is a method to be applied with caution, for even

Dr. Torrey confesses that
"

it happens in nine cases out of ten that renewed

study of the
'

mistranslations
' which we have discovered shows us that

there was no translation at all, or else that it was quite correct." ^ A
striking example of this difficulty is furnished by the Acts of Thomas.

This work survives in both a Greek and a Syriac text. Here there can

be no question that one of these is a translation of the other. But even

with the two texts available for comparison, Professor Burkitt finds most

of the more obvious lines of argument
"
double-edged," and points to

the
"
ambiguous nature of much that might have been expected to pro-

duce results."
" The only way by which we can prove the Greek to be

taken from the Syriac is to find instances where the Greek translator has

actually mistranslated a Syriac idiom, or has followed a reading which

rests upon a palseographical corruption in the Syiiac."
*

It is for this reason that so much importance attaches to such instances

of possible mistranslation as are collected in C above. Even here,

however, we must observe that the Semitists themselves are not in

agreement. Dr. Burney, in face of Wellhausen's well-marshalled evidence,

declares with regard to Mark,
" What is needed to substantiate the theory

1 C. H. Toy Studies, 283 ff.

* AJT xxiv. 453. An instructive contrast can be drawn between the

simple Biblical English of John Wesley's published sermons (see p. 9) and

the crisp conversational English of his Letters and Journals.
" C. H. Toy Studies, 284. * JTS i. 282.
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of an Aramaic original is some cogent evidence of mistranslation ; and this

has not yet been advanced." ^ In the same way Dr. Torrey, who promises

to produce such evidence of mistranslation in Mark as Wellhausen failed

to give, tliinks that the case for John is weaker.
"
Burney's argument,

for all its learning and acumen, weakens at the crucial point. Among
those who are inclined to demand in John what Burney demands in Mark,

I think the verdict is likely to be
' Not proven.'

" ^

Even when there is the strongest reason to suspect a translator's

error, we are often left in doubt whether this is due to a corruption in

the original document, to a mistranslation of the original text, or to a

linguistic confusion in the writer's mind with no documentary cause at

all. Thus in the notorious example referred to by Mr. G. R. Driver, did

the translator of Mommsen faithfully reproduce a printer's blunder

Feuerwerk for Feuerivehr, or did he, by some inexplicable confusion,

translate Feverwehr by fireworks ? We know that the book is a transla-

tion, and that the context requires fire-brigade. Only a reference to the

original German edition can settle the point.* But such errors occur

when there is no documentary explanation. I once heard so perfect a

bilinguist as Mr. Hilaire Belloc in a lecture on the French Revolution

speak of the
" sermon in the tennis court." Though the speaker in-

stantly corrected himself, the audience could recognise at once the con-

fusion between serment (oath) and the other French word indistinguish-

able in sound. There is no more brilliant conjecture in Wellhausen's

work on the Gospels than his solution of the difficult to. evovra Sore

fKfrjfxoavvrjv (Lk 11"). The sense requires Ko^apicroi', which is actually

found in the Matthaean parallel (Mt 23-*'), and, as we have seen above

(p. 471), Wellhausen makes this a moral certainty by restoring the

Aramaic. But what inference are we to draw ? There are three alterna-

tives, (a) Mt and Lk may both have translated from a common Aramaic

original, one correctly, the other incorrectly ; (6) Mt and Lk may have

had the same Greek translation, but whilst Mt knew enough Aramaic to

correct the mistranslation, Lk faithfuUy retained it ; (c) Mt and Lk may
have used different editions of a Greek translation of Q. Similarly, if

we are convinced that some of the idioms in the Fourth Gospel pre-

suppose Aramaic, we have still the further point to settle, whether there

ever was an Aramaic Fourth Gospel, elsewhere than in the mind of the

author who wrote directly in Greek. In other words, granted that
" John " was a

"
Semite," to which of de Zwaan's four classes does the

Greek Gospel belong ?

2. The Semitic Stamp in Translation Greek.

We have seen that Professor Torrey emphasises the importance as

also the precariousness of his first test. It is the starting-point in any

investigation. Nor is it entirely subjective, for it can be applied, espe-

cially where Hebraisms are concerned, by watching the tendencies of

1 Aram. Orig. 19.
^ HTR xvi. 332.

^ I have failed to discover the passage.
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translators when we know Hebrew originals to underlie the Greek. The

comparative study of the LXX with the Hebrew text is invaluable for

this purpose, and helps to furnish the list of suspected Seraitisms pro-

vided by the Oxford Apocrypha in the critical introductions to several

of the books. Still more valuable is the evidence which Canon Box

gives in his edition of the Ezra-Apocalypse to show that the Latin text

preserves a number of Hebrew constructions mediated through a lost

Greek text. But if the presence of many such constructions in any one

book raises a presumption of translation (or else suggests a deliberate

adoption of Semiticising Greek), the absence of such constructions will

tell against translation. The Semitic mind of the writer may, however,
sometimes betray itself by the repetition of a solitary Semitism,^ such as

the adverbial use of npoaridrjfxi in Josephus (see p. 445). Generally

speaking, the presence of numerous Hebraisms will suggest the influence

of the LXX, whereas numerous Aramaisms or idioms common to Hebrew
and Aramaic will point to a background of Aramaic. With the ex-

ception of parts of the Apocalypse and the first two chapters of Luke,

it seems hardly likely that Hebrew sources were translated by any of

the NT writers.

3. Conditions under which the Gospel Tradition became Fixed.

The four Gospels record events which happened on the soil of Palestine,

and preserve the sayings of One whose mother tongue was Aramaic.

The primitive Christian tradition was inevitably formulated and trans-

mitted with an Aramaic colouring. The second stage of the Christian

movement had Antioch as its headquarters, a bilingual city where this

tradition passed over into its Greek form. It was only after evangelists

and teachers had carried the Christian message into the world of Hellenism

that the paradosis was stereotyped in documents. It is hardly open to

question that our first and third evangelists drew material from docu-

mentary sources, and it is almost certain that these were written in Greek.

A factor often overlooked in discussions of the Semitic tinge of the Gospels
is the linguistic milieu in which the authoritative tradition grew up.

Its pre-documentary history lies in a region and a community where

there would be a tendency to fit the idioms of the Koivrj as closely as

possible to the Aramaic tradition.^ This was a community in which

the OT was not only studied in its authoritative Greek translation, but

widely used in the form of Testimonia, compiled first in Aramaic, then

translated into Greek.^ The leaders in those formative years when the

Church was acquiring a Christian vocabulary and phraseology were men
whose habits of thought were Jewish. It is thus not surprising that we

^ I recall a German friend who spent all his boyhood in London, and

speaks perfect English but for the German idiom,
"

I should hke to go with
"

{Ich mochte gem mitgehen, omitting the imaccented pronoun
"
you ").

*
See Schulthess Das Problem, pp. 43, 56.

^
J. Rendel Harris Testimonies, i. 125.
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find
"
Semitisms of Vocabulary

" ^ in the Pauline letters and in Hebrews,

where grammatical Semitisms are very rare and purely
"
secondary."

4. The Several Books.

1. Synoptic Gospels and Acts.

Mark is the most Aramaic of the Gospels. The very few Hebraisms

may be attributed to the use of the LXX in the Gentile mission, but they

are echoes few and faint. Burney's misgivings have already increased

the doubtfulness of Archdeacon Allen's claim that the earliest of our

Gospels was originally written in Aramaic. When Dr. Torrey's promised

list of mistranslations appears, a good case may be made out for the

partial use of Aramaic memoranda. But so far we remain of the opinion

so well expressed by Pere Lagrange,
"
His Greek is always Greek, yet

translation Greek ; not that he translates an Aramaic writing, but be-

cause he reproduces an Aramaic Karrj^^a-is.^^

When we turn to Mattheiv it is perplexing to find these two eminent

Aramaists in reverse disagreement, for while Dr. Allen bases his belief,

with most scholars, on the demonstrable use of a Greek Mk by the author

of the first Gospel, the French commentator argues that our Mt is a trans-

lation from an Aramaic original. This is perhaps largely due to the

great stress which the Roman Catholic scholar puts uix)n early Church

tradition. But his masterly array of the linguistic data is not convincing,

especially when one observes how many of the Aramaisms are found in

the teaching of Jesus. It is just in this part of the Gospel that we should

look for the Aramaic idiom to emerge, however free the author's Greek

elsewhere. There is one point, however, on which the present writer

thinks that fresh evidence may modify the judgment passed by Dr.

Moulton.2 Dr. Burney's remarkable study of the parallelism of the say-

ings of Jesus gives weighty support to Harnack's preference for the

Matthasan as the more faithful record of the discourses.^ Though this

is a matter of poetic structure rather than of syntax, it may well be urged

that the author of the first Gospel was familiar with Aramaic, and recog-

nised the Semitic form behind the Greek rendering that lay before him.

On two points only is it needful to add anything to what has been

written above (pp. 18 ff.), regarding the Lucan books ;

* for the Infancy

narratives, and more especially the hymns in Lk 1-2, constitute a special

problem, and the theory that we have a translation of an Aramaic docu-

1 See Proleg. Hi., also p. 26 above.

* See pp. 10 and 20 above. But in view of Burney's argument it is the

more important to re-read Moulton's two Exjmsitor articles referred to on

p. 10 n.*.

' See The Poetry of our Lord, 7.

* As a footnote to Moulton's judgment from the Hellenistic side that

Luke probably did not speak Aramaic, we add the opinion of a distinguished

Aramaist,
"

II n'etait pas juif de naissance ni d' education, et s'il etait Syrien

d'origine, rien ne prouve que I'arameen ait ete sa langue maternelle" (La-

grange S. Luc xcvi).
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ment throughout Ac 1-15 has entered on a new phase since Dr. Moulton's

Introduction was left unfinished in 1915.

It may be well to refer to Harnack's thorough investigation of the

linguistic phenomena in Lk 1-2,^ and to quote his emphatic judgment :

" The vocabulary and style characteristic of Lk 1-2 are so absolutely

Lucan that, in spite of all conjectures that have been made, the hypo-
thesis of a Greek source is impossible, for there is almost nothing left

for it. Two things only are possible : either Luke has here translated

an Aramaic source, or he was dependent for his subject-matter upon no

written source at all, but has followed oral tradition, with which he has

dealt quite freely, so far as form is concerned. At all events the two

great psalms of Lk 1-2 were not handed do^vn to the author (either in

Greek or Aramaic), but were composed by himself."
"

It is possible that

for the narrative an Aramaic source has been used, but this hypothesis
is not probable. On closer view the Magnificat and the Benedictus

present the form of a single complicated, correctly constructed Greek

period that does all honour to the author of the prologue. This period

is simply forced into its Hebrew dress. The hands are Esau's hands,

but the voice is that of Jacob. But if this is so, then it is plain that Luke

in composing these canticles has purposely kept to the language of the

Psalms and prophets (LXX). The Hebraisms, whether adopted or

inserted from the Old Testament, are intentional ; the whole style is

artificial, and is intended to produce an impression of antiquity." Now
Professor Torrey^ will not hear of such deliberate imitation of the

language of the LXX,
"
for the motive for such a grotesque performance

on his part is by no means apparent." But he is as convinced as is Harnack

that
"
the Gospel of the Infancy

"
is by every consideration of vocabulary

and style the language of Luke himself. In his judgment the only

satisfactory theory is
"
that the author of the Third Gospel himself

translated the Narrative of the Infancy from Hebrew into Greek."

The strongest argument for translation from Hebrew, either by Luke
or by the translator of his source, is the use of a phrase which does not

occur in the LXX and is yet a
"

translation of the painfully literal kind."

The example given by Dr. Torrey is Lk P^, enoiTjae Kpdroi eV ^paxiovi

avroii, obviously a rendering of iVi"!?? P]^ <^t'V
"
or (less probably) its

Aramaic equivalent." But if we examine this verse with care its diction

can easily be paralleled from the LXX. Thus, Lk 1*^:

eTTOLTja-fv Kpdros iv l3pa\LOVi avTov,

diecrKupiTLCrev vireprjcpdvovs biavoia Kapdias avrav.

Cf. Ps 8810 :

(TV eraneivaa'as wy rpavpaTiav vneprj(f)avov,

Koi iv rc5 ^pa)(iovL rrjs dwdpeais aov 8if(TK6pTriaas Tovi e)(dpovs crov,

and 11 7^^:

fiesta Kvpiov eTroirjcrev bvvapiv.

1 Luke the Physician, 96-105, 199-218.
2 See C. H. Toy Studies, 286, 295.
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The Hebraic phraseology is beyond question, but there is nothing that

lies beyond the range of composition by one who was steeped in the

diction of the Greek version of the Psalter.^

The theory that the first fifteen chapters of Acts are Luke's literal

translation of an Aramaic document has been urged with a mass of

detailed illustration by Professor Torrey, who claims that his argument
is cumulative. We have already considered some of his strongest in-

stances of possible mistranslation, and can only mention here one or two

reasons for the failure of this great Semitist to win general consent to

his conclusions. Several of the alleged Aramaisras can be paralleled

from Paul's letters and other writings in free Greek. Others are found in

the second part of Acts, where they are attributed to the influence of

the LXX on the writer's style. Others can be paralleled in Luke's

Gospel, but not from Mt and Mk, which are declared by Dr. Torrey to be

translated directly from the Aramaic. Finally, instances are given of

mistranslation although in the same part of the book the correct phrase
is found, thus proving that ignorance of the true meaning of the idiom

must not be imputed to the author.^

2. The Johannine Writings.

The case for an Aramaic original of our Fourth Gospel has been

greatly strengthened since the editor wrote the sentences on this subject

in the Introduction to this volume (p. 32). It was but natural to rely

upon the great authority of Wellhausen, as Dr. Torrey
^ has generously

allowed. But Dr. Burney's masterly work has proved convincingly

the Semitic cast of mind of the author. His attempt to prove that

the Gospel was written in Aramaic by one man, and translated into

Greek by another, has not carried the same conviction. The decisive

factor in the establishment of such a theory is a few instances of almost

certain mistranslation. Now, as we have seen above (p. 474), Dr. Burney
has furnished us with several plausible examples, but it is significant

that such highly competent Semitists as Pere Lagrange and Mr. G. R.

Driver recognise that even the most difficult passage can be understood

without recourse to this kind of treatment. Moreover, the most impres-

sive evidence which is offered for the confusion of the particles Iva and on

with the relative loses much of its force when this same tendency is found

to be increasingly prevalent in the later stages of the Greek language.

The weakness of Dr. Burney's case is that he has not allowed for the

coincidence of many of the Aramaic constructions found in the Greek

of the Fourth Gospel with usages that were equally common in the

colloquial Greek of that period. It is only to be expected that one whose

1 A striking feature of the Third Gospel is, to use a phrase of Lagrange's,

the
" nests of Semitisms

"
which we meet with here and there in Lk.

* All these statements are exemphfied in Dr. H. J. Cadbury's searching

examination of Professor Torrey's contention : see Luke : Translator or

Author? (AJT xxiv. 436-455).
3 HTR xvi. 324.
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native tongue was Aramaic would tend to fall into those forms of speech

when writing Greek which most closely resembled his own idiom.

Again, when we notice how many of the Aramaisms are found in passages

that profess to record the actual words of Jesus, we may well suppose

that John " was mentally translating, as he wrote, logia handed down

by tradition and current in Christian circles in Aramaic, from that

language into the Greek in which he was actually composing his Gospel."
^

Finally, it is only right to point out that Dr. Torrey, who is entirely

with Burney in his main contention, disagrees with all his attempts

at the recovery of a mistranslated original. The same might almost

be said of Dalman's verdict.'^ A written Aramaic original is therefore

by no means established.

The Hebraic style of many passages in Revelation was made clear

by Archdeacon Charles in his Studies in the Apocalypse (see p. 33 above).

Since the closing page of the Introduction to the present volume was

written nine years ago, Dr. Charles's incomparable edition of the Apoca-

lypse has appeared, with a wealth of material for those who study the

grammar of this book.

The solution of the tangled problem of the language of the Apocalypse

is said to be this : (a) The author writes in Greek, but thinks in Hebrew ;

(6) he has taken over some Greek sources already translated from the

Hebrew ; (c) he has himself translated and adapted some Hebrew

sources. The instances of mistranslation corrected by retroversion

which have been given above go some way to proving the third state-

ment, though they might still better come under the second heading.

One ventures to wonder whether the first assertion has been made good.

The writer's familiarity with Hebrew seems to lie beyond question,

but why should not Aramaic be his mother-tongue, the language in

which his thoughts would first frame themselves ? Many of the

peculiarities of idiom, such as the use of the resumptive pronoun after

a relative, the co-ordination of a participle with a finite verb, the casus

pendens, might betray an Aramaic cast of sentence. It is also note-

worthy that several of the instances of the very free use of "iva in the

Fourth Gospel can be paralleled in Revelation. All of these come

within the range of late Greek usage, and show that the writer was more

familiar with the vernacular than with literary models, and naturally

adopted such locutions as he found most in accord with his Semitic

habit of speech. But we are convinced that more importance should

be allowed to the influence of the LXX. One instance must suffice.

We have already referred to Dr. Charles's acute perception of the Hebraic

idiom behind the crux in 12'. But why should 7 c. inf. in Hebr. be

rendered by tov c. inf. by one who has to give a desperately literal transla-

1 G. R. Driver The Original Language of the Fourth Gospel, 1 n. (This

reprint from The Jewish Guardian is the most complete and competent

criticism of Dr. Burney's thesis that has yet appeared.)
* ThLZ, xlviii. 8.

" Die angenommenen Uebersetzungsfehler, von denen

oben nur eiae Auswahl mitgeteilt wurde, sind nicht zwingender Natur."
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tion ? He might have used fls to c. inf. Dr. Charles himself shows that

at Hos 9'' the LXX translates the same idiom in preciselj' the same way.^
Is it not likely that one who was trying to write in Greek, a language
with which he was not perfectly familiar, would prepare himself for

the sacred task of declaring his heavenly message by studivdng the

revelation of bygone seers, not only in the sacred tongue of the Hebrews,
but also in the version which was hallowed as the Bible of the Greek-

speaking Dispersion and of the Gentile Christian Church ? We there-

fore think that the material supj)lied in Dr. Charles's great commentary
would justify us in finding a solution of the linguistic problem in a

combination of factors : (a) a mind that thought in Aramaic and found

in the vernacular Greek of his world many idioms sufficiently close to

his mother-tongue for his purpose ; (b) sources in translated Greek and

in Hebrew, which he worked into lus book in Hebraic Greek ; (c) a

knowledge of the LXX and of various apocalypses already current in

a Greek form, which supplied him with a vocabulary and often sug-

gested an idiom.2

Of the remaining books of the New Testament there is little to add

to what has already been said in the Introduction. Those who think

that Paul's amanuensis or colleague, who was allowed a freer hand in

the composition of Ephesians than of any other letter, was deeply under

the Hebraic influence of the LXX, wiU find a few additions to the data

offered on p. 22. Secondary Hebraisms may be discovered in Eph 1*

evXoy^a-as fv naaj] eiiXoylq. Apart from the use of ev, we are reminded

of the group of pleonasms in this Epistle to which Dr. Rendel Harris

has called attention (p. 419). An unidiomatic use of the genitive of

definition may perhaps be termed the Hebraic genitive in 1^* roj nviv^aTi,

TTJs fnayyf'Kias (" the promised Spirit ") and 4^^ ras enLdvjjLias tijs

aTTaTTjs (" deceitful lusts "). The breathless sentence which spans the

second half of chapter 1 is built after no Hebrew model, yet a keen eye

may possibly detect Dr. Charles's construction (see pp. 34 and 429)
in 1^^ eyeipas avrbv . . . Koi Kadiaas . . . kui navra vnira^ev. The

next line shows us ebuxev (clearly jnj, cf. 4^^). Yet another secondary

Hebraism may lurk in the phrase (6^®) iv avoi^ei tqv a-Top-aros pov

(ll c. infin. "when I open . , ."). We have already seen (p. 453) that

exegesis is against treating the participle as otiose in 2^^ eXduv evrfyyeXia-aTo.

Nor does there seem good reason for agreeing with GuiUemard that

fiaprvpofiai fv Kvpia (4^') is the familiar 2 VDtJ'n. Rather is it analogous

to Paul's TrapaKdXovpev ev Kvplto 'irjaov (I Th 4^) and to the words in

Rom 16^^, with which another Tertius would now bring his pious duty to

a close, daTrd^opat vpas eyw Teprios 6 ypd\j^as ttjv eTrKrToXrjv ev Kvpiai.

^ For further exx. of tov c. inf. as common LXX equivalent for h c. inf.

in Hebr., see p. 449 above.
2 For a rather different explanation of the language of the Apocalypse,

see Lohmeyer's recent commentary, HNT rv. iv. 1 93 ff.
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(6) Old Testament.

N.B.—The numbering of the chapters is according to the English Bible ;

where the LXX differs, the numbers are added in brackets. So with
titles of Books.
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Sylloge Inscriptiojium Graecarum, ed. W. Dittenberger (Leipzig, ed. 2,

1898-1901, ed. 3, 1915-1924).
ed.2 i77(=ed.=»344) 66,

493 (

583 (

588 (

594 (

200

722) 178

996) 73,

307

om.) 328

1009) 178

ed.2 (=ed.

596 (

598 (

6is(
641 (

'

)

loii) 178

1012) 178

1024) 299

1044) 386

ed.''737 (ed.^iiOQ) 101,
467

757 ( II2S) 154

803 (
1 169) 83

805 (

901 (

1171) 132

1251) 108

Viereck SG
Sermo Graecus quo Senatus Populusque Romanus .

(Gottingen, 1888).

p. 16 . . . 199

usi sunt, by P. Viereck

Meyer Ostr.

Ostraka der Sammlung Deissmann, ed. P. M. Meyer in Griechische Texte aus

Agypten (Berlin, 1916).

no. 57 . . 380

Preisigke Ostr.

Die Prinz-Joachim-Ostraka, edd. F. Preisigke and W. Spielenberg (Strassburg,
1914).

no. 15 . . 114

Wilcken Ostr.

Griechische Ostraka, ed. U. Wilcken (2 vols. Leipzig, 1899).

1. 190 .

i- 255 •

306
339

1- 493
ii. 1084

339
I

ii. 1089
73 I

73

Melanges Nicole

Recueil de Memoires de Philologie, Classique et d'Archeologie offerts d Jules
Nicole (Geneva, 1905).

p. 184 . . 102
I p. 185 . . 210
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(/) Papyri.

N.B.—For the references given in brackets, see pp. 51 If. of this Index.
Wilcken and Mitteis's Chrestomathie is cited by volume and page.

P Amh
The Amherst Papyri, i. ii., ed. B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt (London, 1900-1).

PAGE PAGE PAGE
ii. 37 (Witk. p. 93) 189 I ii. 75 . . 119 I ii. 93 {Chr. i. 373) . 189
ii. 68 {Chr. i. 439) . 189 I

Archiv (see under (e) above)

ii. 126 . . 338
I
V. 232

V. 38 . . 286
72 VI. 104 344

BGU
Agyptische Urkunden aus den koniglichen (staatlichen) Museen zu Berlin :

Griechische Urkunden i.-vii. (Berlin, 1895-1926) Vol. i. nos. 1-361 (1895).
no. i6(Chr

2y(Chr.
Sel. p

38

71

145)

525.

lOl).

133

62

421
119

no. 86 (CAr. ii. 350) 205

93 . . 67

133 . 66, 170

163 . . 221

Vol. ii. nos. 362-696 (1898).

no. 38 5 (CAr. i.
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CPR
Corpus Papyrorum Eaineri, ed. C. Wessely (Vienna, 1895).

PAGE PAGE PAGE
no. I (Chr. ii. 240) 90 I no. 175 • • 21-1

21 . . 67
I

220 . . 66
no. 242 . 66, 170

P Fay
Fayum Towns and their Papyri (1900).

no. 82 . . 174
I

no. 108 . . 415 1 no. 347 . . 70

83 . . 174 I 109 . . 450
I

*  

P Flor

Papiri Fiorentini, i.-iii., edd. G. Vitelli and D. Comparetti (Milan, 1906-15).
Vol. i. nos. 1-105 (1906).

no. I [Chr. ii. 274) 66 1 no. 61 (Chr. ii. 89) 66 I 127 . . 76

37 . . 66
1

86 [Chr. ii. 282) 66 I

Vol. ii. nos. 106-278 (1908).

no. 160 . . 347 I no. 175 . . 70 I no. 177 . . 79

170 . . 359 I 176 . . 256 I 262 . . 141

P Gen
Les Papyrus de Geneve, i., ed. J. Nicole (Geneva, 1896-1900).

no. 24 . . 66
I
no. 54 . . 108

|

no. 74 . . 101

P Giss

Griechische Papyri zu Giessen, i., edd. 0. Eger, E. Kornemann, and P. M.

Meyer (Leipzig, 1910-1912).

no. 10
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P land

Papyri landanae, parts 1-4, edd. E. Schafer, L. Eisner, L. Spohr, and G.

Spiess (Leipzig, 1912-1914).
PAGE PAGE PAGE

no. 8 . . . 433
|

no. 9 . . . 431
|

no. 62 . . .68

P Leid

Papyri Graeci Musei antiquariae publici Litgduni-Batavi, 2 vols., ed. C.

Leemans (1843, 1885).

C . . 161, 162
1
G (UPZ 106) . 89

1

W . . 120, 443

P Lille

Papyrus grecs de Lille, i., edd. P. Jouguet, P. Collart, and J. Lesquier (Paris,

1907-28).

no. 5 . . 83,85 |
no. 11 . . 221

|
no. 17 (Witk. p. 28) 83

P Lips

Griechische XJrkunden der Papyrussammlung zu Leipzig, i., ed. L. Mitteis

(Leipzig, 1906).

no. 69 . . 346
J

no. 87 . . 174
|

no. 121 (CAr. i. 205) 72

P Lond

Greek Papyri in the British Museum, vols. i. and ii., ed. F. G. Kenyon ;

vol. iii., edd. F. G. Kenyon and H. L Bell; vols. iv. and v., ed. H. I.

Bell (London, 1893-1917).

Vol. i. nos. 1-138.
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Vol. ii. nos.
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P Petr

Flinders Petrie Papyri, edd. J. P. MahafEy and J. G. Smyly (in Proc. Royal
Irish Acad., "Cunningham Memoirs," nos. viii., ix., 3d. ; 3 parts, Dublin,

1891-1905).

Part i. (J. P. M. 1891).

PAGE PAGE PAGE
no. 29(p.78){Witk.

p. 30 • 270

Part ii. (J. P. M. 1893-4).

. 4(7)(P- II) •
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Vol. ii., edd. B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt, and E. J. Goodspeed. (nos. 265-689.)
PAGE PAGE PAGE

no. 421 {Sel. p. 107) 444

472 , . 163
Ostr. 6 . .66

P Thead

Papyrus de Theadelphie, ed. P. Jouguet (Paris, 1911).

. 265
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Witk.

Epistulae Privatae Graecae quae in papyria aetatis Lagidarum servantur,
ed. S. Witkowski (2n(i edition, Leipzig, 1911).

PAGE
no. 8 P Petr ii.

13(19)428,459
i6P Lille i. 17 83
18 P Petr i. 29 270

PAGE PAGE
no. 27 P Petr iii.

S3 (n) . 63

38 P Par 49 • 427

50 PAmhii. 37 189

no. 64 P Grenf ii.

36 . . 221

72 P Oxy iv.

744 . 63

ig) Greek Literature.

i. Classical.

Homer (? viii/B.c.)
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Thucydides (v/b.c.)
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Menander (iv/iii b.c.)- (Fragmenta, ed. Meineke.)

PAGE
Fr. 75 . .

PAGE
9

PAGE

Theocritus (iii/B.c.)

iv. 35 . . 69

Callimachus (iii/B.c). (S = 0. Schneider's ed., M= Meineke's ed.)

JS^ijr. 43(s),42(m) 435

Polybius (ii/B.c). (Cited by book, chapter and section.)

i-i3-3
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Appian (ii/A.D.)

PAGE PAGE PAGE
Hist. Rom. Praef.

lo . . 166

Lucian (ii/A.D.)

Bis Accusatiis De Syria Dea Dialogi Morluorum
17 . . 389

I 55 . . . 201
I

xii. 5 . . 425

Marcus Aurelius (ii/A.c)

vii. 3 . . 345

Vettius Valens (ii/A.D.). (Cited by page and line in W. Kroll's ed., 1908.)

113. 10 . . 405 ! 127. 6, 30 . . 405 I 240. IS . . . 367

Artemidorus (ii/A.D.)

Oneirocritica— I I

'

ii. 12 . . 361 I ii. 32, 66 . . 379 I iii. 54 . . 379

Athenaeus (ii/iii a.d.). (Cited by Casaubon's pages.)

474F . . 123
I 657D ... 352

•

Philostratus (ii/iii a.d.)

Vitae Sophistarum
ii. 13 . . 94

Sextus Erapiricus (iii/A.D.)

iii. 54 . . 166
I
ix. 406 . . 166

Diogenes Laertius (iii/A.D.)

iv. 5. 27 . . 122
I

vi. 2. 37 . . 345

Marcellinus (iv/A.D.)

Vita Thucydidis
57 . . 440

Pseudo-Callisthenes (iv/A.D.). (Cited, after Helbing, from von Meusel.)

ii. 41 . . 445

Pseudo-Chion

Epistolographi
16. 3 . . 440

Pseudo-Hippocrates

Epistolae 10. 6 . 440

Pelagia. (Legende der hi. Pelagia, ed. H. Usener.)

X. 12 . . 460

Anthologia Palatina

vi. 185 . . 166
I

vii. 72 . . 435
I

x. loi . . . 166

Aesopi Fabulae. (F= de Furia's collection, 1810 ;
T = Teubner, ed. C. Halm,

1889.)

257(F), 2 84(t) . 477

Scholia on—
Homer, Od. xii.

336 . . 407
Demosth., c. Androt.

17 . . . 444
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{h) Latin.

Varro. (Cited by book, chapter and section, Spengel's numeration.)

PAGE
De Lingua Latina



II. INDEX OF WOEDS AND FORMS.

(a) Greek.

a : origin 39—sound of 43—vowel

changes 65 ff., 253
-a as suffix 335
d- (=p privative) cpds. 280, 286—

(
= 5^-) 285

a^ftaaa^ (number of the year) 169

i^vaao^ : gender 122

dyaOoepyt^ 75— -epyeiv 91

dyadowoda 83

dyavaKrid} 281

dydirr] 335— -dw 384

dyyapevoj 67, 398

d77€roj' 344

dyia, ayla 60

iyKtcrrpov 369

dyfacpos 371

dyvevn^piov 343

dyvoelre or dYi/oefrai 70

dyvoia, -oiu) 281, 390

dyvwffTos 276, 280, 370

d76pa(os and dyopatos 57, 296, 337

dyopd(7Tpi,a 349

dyopovo/xetov 344

d7pau\^w 283

dypidLov 346

dypUXaios 276
'

Ayplinras 119

dypvirviw, -via 290

-07^7^w : cpds. in 388

d7wv 58, 136

(!i5eX0e 58—d5eX.^6s 285 (Jr^ys 367

dS-rjfioviw 281, 391

ci'577s22, 119

'ASpa/iurT^vdj 106, 157
dUvoLTos 280, 370
del and aid 81, 163
derds (not aifr6s) 81

-dfw : vbs. in 68, 404
"Afwros 106 f.

dijdta 348

dTjp 137, 363

deiiHTos 371

ddfpi^w 326

dOeiT/xoi 353
d<?eT^a) 393

ddpoi^w 407

d^i/yu^w 308

d^<J)os 84

at : fusion with e 80, and a 81

alyioKbs 361
di'Stos 157, 336
at'Sws 140
ttiV;' 136

af^ia 354

ai/j.apoou(xa for aZ/xo- 73

ai/j.aToeKXVcrloL 271
-atj'a as suffix 348
AiV^as 119
ttiVecrts 374
aiviw 386

aiuty/xa 354, 404
-aiVw: vbs. in 214, 401

-alot, -ai6s, -atos as suffixes 337

aiperi^Ci) 408

alpeTiKds 379

-ai'pw : vbs. in 214, 402

aicrxpoK€pdrji 284

aicrxpo\oyia 284

ai(Tx<Jvy}, -vvw 358, 402
alVto;' 341

alricofia 354

ai^vLdios, i<t>v- 70, 157

ai'xAtdXwTos 271, 352, 370 ei;w400—
-ifw 407

ai(hv 135
at'ti^'jos 157

dKaipiofj-ai 390
a/ca^/ea 118
dKardirao-Tos 87, 253, 317, 370

'A/ceXSa^tidx (-d/c) 108, 109, 153

d^'^pa^os 285

dsfiriv 163

dKo^ 335
aKoXovd^oj 285

dKpo^iaria 277

dKpo7to;'tatos 277

dKpOTJTTiptOV 342

dKpoeivia 277, 341
'A/ci^Xas 119

dXd/Satrrpos 122

fiXas, aXs 132, 136, 333
dXeeZj 76, 90, 142

d\eKTpo(f)ii)vla 271

dX^/cTwp 365, 387

'AX^Iai-Spos 291, -5pt»'65 (or -ivos) 359,
•
dp(V! 350

517
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dX7;i9^s 289, -ivS^ 359, -ei'/w 399

dX^^w 383

dX^^w 408
-aXis as suffix 362

aKiffyri/j,a 354, 387
dWd for el firi 468
dWdcrcrii} 403
dWr, 84

dXXTjXoutd 154
dXXos 336

dWoTpLoewlcrKOiros 63, 92, 272

dXXirpios 369
dXoaj' 100
-aXos as suffix 361

dXi'/ios, dXt\-6s 80, 377
&\vaii 100. 374

'AX0aTos 91

aXcj)^ for fiXws 121, 127

d\ibwT]t 130, 377

a/xa 328

d/xapTuXds 158, 361

dfxidvcTTos 370, 371

d/iTjj' 154

d/jLTjTUjp 276

d/j.v6s 135

djU(/)t 294—d/tt^t- cpds. 294

dyu^'dfw for ^vvv/j.i 10, 214, 228—for
-^fw 68, 228, 405

dfj.(pij3\7]aTpoi> 294, 369

dficpodov 123, 295

dfj.<p6Tepos 182, 369
dv for edv 91

-av: ace. ending 3rd decl. 129
-ai' for -acri in perf . 22 1

-dv (not -$v) 82, 84, 197
dvd 295—d;'a- cpds. 295
dudyaiov : Hellen. for -yeiov 70, 76,
296

dvayivwcrKw 29o
dvdde/xa and dvd6r]/xa 57, 354

dvaKaLvl^u, -6w 295, 394, 407

dvaK€(pa\ai6ij} 296, 395

dmXiV\-co, -X(iw 228, 296, 383

dfaXoyia 296, 339
dvaireidio 296
dvaTretpos 72, 296
dvaireae or -crat 70
dvaTTTvaaw 311
dvao-r for dvaa-fiei 89
d^'acrrarow 296, 394

dvaffTp^cpo/j-at., -crTpocprj 26

d«'5/)a7ro5t(77'^s 286 365

'Avdp^as 119
dvfKXeiTTTos (dv^YXiTTTOs) 108
&ve/j.os 351
di'^j'SeKTos 305

dz'e^i'/ca/cos 291

dye^iX^tacrros 311, 371
di/eu 328, 329

dvrip 136, 363, 433

dvdoixoXoyioixaL 297, 390

dvOpcjirdpecTKOs 271

dvepuTTos 364, 433

di'6'i'7raTos297, -eiJw 398

d;'ot7w 83, 188 f., 228, 294, 296
-av6s as suffix 359

"Avravdpos 297

diTaTriSo/xa 355
d^'Tt 296—dvTi- cpds. 297
di'Ttdfo) 68

dvTiKpvs 113, 328

'AiTtoxei^s 350
'AvTiiras 119,297
dvTiTripa 328

dyr/xptCTOS 297

dvTO(pea\/j.^u297, 390, 392
d^w or dvQ 58—dj/w 296, 330

dvcbyeiov 121

dvwcpeXrjs 287

d|i6w 397

d(5paTos281, 371
diraXds 361
dTrairdcti 296, 384

diravrrj 335 'ijcris 335, 374—eis dtrdi'-

TTjfflV 463

dTTtt? 286, 376

dwapd^aros 371

dirdpri, dirapri 299

dTrapri^w (-(r/x6s) 299, 387
dTras 285
dirdTiop 276

d7rai57a(r^a 298, 354

dweipos 72

d7r€K5i/(ns {-eyS-) 108, 373

dTreXevdepos 299
dTT^vaj/rt 328. 329, 465

aTTTjXXaxtis 298
dirXovs 285
dTTo 297—dTTo- cpds. 297 ff.—Semitic

uses 29, 31, 460
dirb /xids 28, 461

d7ro5eKa7(5u;, -ei'/w 394, 399
dwddeKTos 58, 370 f.

dwddwos, -iu} 192, 299, 311

diroSofMa 355

diroevri<TKO} 84, 96, 240, 298
dvoKadLtjrdvw : spelling 99

dTTOKadiarrjfn 10—double augm. 189

diroKapadoKia 274, 299

dTroKe<paXi^cj 288, 291, 408

dTTO/cpi^eis elTrei' 453

dirSKpifxa (for -cris) 355
dTTOKTeivu} 245
diroKv^cj or -i/w 60, 246
'ATToXXiiy 121

dvoXoyioiiiaL 192, 299, 389
dTTOcrreiXw or -crreXtD 70

aTTOcrro/xarii'ctj 299, 408

dTTocrvi'dyijjyos 299

"Attttios, "Awcp.,
'

ATr(pia,
'

A(p(p, 102, 109

dirpocriTos 324

d7rp(5(TK07ros 287

dTrpotrwTToX77/U.7rrw5"26

ap changed to ep 67
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apd, &pa, S.pa 58

dpa^os 335, 371

dpyds 158, 287, 309, 335

dpyvpom, 120
'

ApeowayiTT)^ 82, 151, 277, 366

dpeaKila 57, 339

dpidfios 351

-dpiov as suffix 346

dpicTTepdi 369

ipiaTov 271, 372

dpKaXos 112

dpKOS 112

d/)Ki/s 112 •

dpfj.6^(jj 410

dp/j.6s 350

fipj'as: stem 135

dpy/oj' 135, 345

dp^d/xevoi and ijp^avTo : Aramaic use
of 454

-apos, -apa, -apos as suffixes, 363

dpTrdfw : mixed stems 229, 404

dppa^diu 101 f., 136, 153

dpprjv, 6.pcTr}v 103 f.

dpaevoKolrris 367

dpTip.03v 136, 355

dpTtos 336

dpTOKdiriffaa 349

dprdKpeai 269

dpri'w 398

dpxe-, dpxt- cpds. 70, 277, 290

'Apx^Xaos 70, 289, 290

-apx^<^: cpds. in 388

dpxvyos 71, 275, 277

-dpxv^ and -apxos cpds. 124, 271, 276

dpxi-spa.TiK6s 379

dpxuepevs for dpxiepei's 91

dpxopLai : redmadant use of 454 f.

-as: nouns in 375
-as: names in, Greek 119, Semitic

146
-daai in 2 s. pres. mid. 9f., 198

'Acrd^ 109

daiXyeia 287

'Aaidpxri^ 124

d<7o4>os 276

dffTrd^o/j.ai 405

dtrcrdptoi' 347
dcraov 164
do-reios 78, 338—d<TT. ry ^ey 166, 443

da-TTjp 137, 368

dffxvf^^" 287, -fioviw 391
tfffwros 281

dre^t'fw 304

(Srep, 328
droTTos 287
au : sound of 43—changed to a 87

avdd8r)s 272

avdaiperos 272
avdevTiw 278
avdowrai 98
avX^u and -i^o/xai 409
a^^dj-w : augment 87

Au^i/j,r]T6petos, Aii^iffir6peioi 291

aii^w 185, 229

avrdpK-qs 272

avTOKaraKptTos 272

avrdixaTos 158, 272

aiV(57rTT;s 98, 276, 367
aureus 181

ai;r6s cpds. 272
ai-ToO (etc.) 87, 100, 180

avT6(pu}pos 272

avrSxei-p 283

avxiJ-VP^'i 87, 363

d(paipe/j.a 355

d(t>e5pdov 136, 299, 356

dfpeioia 348

d0eX6r7;5 287, 367

d(p€\Tri^(j} (for dTT-) 98

d(pir]fj.L 202-206, 241—d^ets for d(pL€is

89, 202—^0461' 189, 192, 202—il^es

(-erf) as quasi-auxiliary 210

d(pidu et sim. 98, 252

a^i^s 298

d(t)pwv 134

d^wi/ow 298, 394

d4>v(TTep^ui 298, 393

'Axata 84—'Axa''V<5s for
'

Axo-ukSs 81

dxpfros, -edw, -et6co 58, 81, 287, 338

«XP', -'! 113, 164, 329

dtpLvOo^, -diov 123, 343
-dw and -iui vbs. : mixed flexions 195

^ for a w sound 110

pddea and ^adia 60

/Sa^^ds for Attic /Sacr^ds 112, 351

^alvw : simplex nearly extinct in

Hellen. 11, 230—2 aor. imper. -^a,

-^T,di 209

/Sai'ov 342

/3dXXa; : see 230—causative of niirTb/

477

^apiai and /Sapi^j/w 230, 387, 402

Bapcra/3(/3)ds 102

pacriXiKos 378

^aaiXicTKOi 380

^aaiXiaaa 348 f.

/Sacrrdfw 10, 387, 405

/3dros 123, 153

/3arraXo7ew 68, 272, 389

;3aO =digamma. See F
pSeXvKX^uv 290

p5eXvKTpoiros 403

/3e/3aios 157, 337

/Se/Satcirpm 349

/3e/57jXo$ 158, 360

Bfes-e/3oi''X 105

BeXi'ap 103

^eXdvri 357

^eXriov 164

Bepi-tKT; 64, 92, 290

B7;^o-ai'5d 84

/377piXXoj, (SrjpvXXos, j3ripuX\iov 79, 362

^id^ofxai 406, -acrr^s 365
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-/3i;3dfw 405

pi^Xiov (^i'/3-) 79, 343, -ISiov 346,

-dpiov, -api5iov, -Ldapiov 347

^twTiK-6s 379

/SXdTTTW 403

iSXao-rdw {-dvw) 214, 231, 382

^Xaffcprjfi^u} 16, 290 fios 272, 352
8\^w€iv avdSl, 460

§\y)Tiov 224

;S(5^wos 358

BoppSs 92, 113. 119

^ovKivrripiov 343

^ov\o/j.ai 231 : augm. with 17 188—
2 s. pr. ind. mid. -ei for ji 97, 197

/3o0s 127, 142, 333

^ovaTpo(pT]56v 40

^padvTrXo^io 284, 390

^padvTTjs 368

/3wyu6s 350

7 as guttural nasal 41, 108

7d77/)aii'a 348 f.

ya^o^vXdKiof 272, 342
rdi'os not Faios 50

7d\a 133

70M^w, -ij-oj, -io-Kw 231, 383, 409

ya<TTvp 137, 368

7etrw;' 135

7e\dw 385

y^Xws 133

yev^dXta 112, 364

yiv7)fia dist. from yivvrip.a. 101

7e«'i'dw 356, 384

Tev{v)7)aapiT 102

7ew/)76j 271, -toy 341

7^
119

yrjpa% 140

ylvo/xai. 108, 232—7^701*0 220—yiyoviv
9—yevbixevoi meaning of 30—/cat

iyivero 18, 425—711'. c. part. 452

yivuKTKw 108, 185, 232, 383—forms :

7^04 2 aor. subj. 83, yvovvai for

yvQvai 211

7Xwo'0'a 348

y\(i)<Tcr6KopLov 6, 58, 272
yvacfievs 108, 349

yvujpl^o} 408

7i'«(ris 374

yvdicTTrjs 366

767;$ 127

roX7o^d (for -7oX^d) 105

TSfioppa 109

-yoviu} : cpds. in 388

7(5j'i' 133

70J'ii7renjs 271

ypa<peiov 344

ypa^ri 335

ypriyopecj 220, 386

7u^i'tTei;w 72, 399

7wat/<-eros 338

71/^7^ 129 f., 377

5 intrusive between v and p

Aa^i8 and Aaue/5 86, 110

5ai./j.ovidl^o/ui.ai 406

Sai/xdviov 341

SdA-pi'oi' and daKpv 127, 141

5dKTi/Xos 362

AaXfiaria (AeXya-) 67

5d/xaXis 362

5a;'is'-w (for -e(fw) 77

8€iy/j.aTii;'u 408^ -i(riJL6s 351

Sdvd, deiva : accent 58—dttva : flexion

179
deiirvoi' : gender 123

deta-iSaifidif 291
5eKa 107 ff.

—8€Ka8vo, deKa/xla 171—
BeKaoKTib 91, 171—deKdirpuros 276

5e/ca;'6s 276
dexardw 394

5e^toXd/3os 272, 334

5e^i65 336

B^ppis 104

5ecr/xa5 5ecryudy, 270, 439

5f(TM<5s 121, 351

Sea/ncoTTjptov 342

Sevrepalos 176, 337

devrepdirpuTos 175, 269

S^X^A"^') Ion. SeK- 108

•Srjfx^u: cpds. in 388

Srj/jiriyop^o} 213, 389

drjfXLOvpyds 278

drj/uos 351, 355

Srjfxoaiq. 84, 163

8i)vdpLov 347
St-

(
= 5ft-) cpds. 286

5id 300—5ta- cpds. 301 ff.
—

iripiireiv

did 29, 462—5td xev<5i 462

5(afeu7vi'/xat 301

Stafoij'i'iiyuai 301

diaKareX^yXonoLi 301

5ta/co^^w 192, 195, 303, 390

biaKpLvu} 302
5iaK(A}\vii} 302
SidXfKTos 303, 371
Stdfota 303

Siavi'KTepei/w 399

diaaatp^u 302, 391
diacreio} 301

Sidrayfia 355

Biaxeipi^w 302
5t5aKTi/c6s 379

SiSpaxMO" 280, 286
didvfxos 352

5i5wfjn : forms after -to and -(5w vbs.

10, 202-206, 5i5ol 83—Sots, So? aor.

subj. 83, 2lO—5uri, Scot? 83, 211—
SQvaL for SoOi'at 88, 211—8w(TU}fj.€f

75—5w(r7;218, 233

5ievdvfj.ioiJ.aL 302

Ste'^oSos 303
Sterns 280
dirjveKrjs 303
StKattito 397
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-Biov as suffix 346

Sidirep 303

8ioireT7]s 271

di6p6u}/xa -cts 303

AiocTKovpoi and -Kopoi 88, 271
di6Ti 303
SnrXovs 120, 156— diirXorcpos 166

SixoTo/jL^'^ 281, 392

SiVat^ 195 £E., 233. 253

di\pos : flexion and gender 125

SiuiKTris 366

doKl/JLUOV 78

doKifirj 352

doKipLLOi 336

56/ua 353-5

Aop/ids 375

d6T7]s 306 f.

bp6.Kwv 356

Si^ca/xai 234—augm. 188—5vvri 206
Si^var^w 390, 392

5ww214, 234—^5u»'208f.
Uo dvo210, 439

Sycr^dcrra/cros 2 76, 371

5v<T€VT€piov, -ia 125, 287, 342
dvcTKoKos 281

8v(Xfj.7j 306

Sucri'iTjTd Tiva 9

Swp^a, Sojpeia 82

diopedv 163

e : sounds 40 ff.
—vowel changes 68 fE.—e for t; 73

^dv for &p after 6's, etc., 92
eavrdv 87, 180f.

i^5ofX7]KovTdKi.s eiTTd 175

^/35oMos 353

ejSwi' 239

^yyvos 307

^7->i''S 164. 329

^yeipe or -pai 70

iyKaderos 386

iyKaKeoj 307, 392

iyKoXett} 305

^yKaraXeLTTu 305

^y/cXi/xa for -crts 355

iyKoifi-riTpov 369

iyKOfxl36ofj,ai, 305

iyKOTTTiO 306

eyKparrjs, -eia, -ei'o/uai 306 f., 400

e^Kiios 306

^yxpi<rai. or -Tcrat 60, 265

iha(pos 364
^S^fTo for f5erro 90, 199
Idero for ^5oro 212

-eSi'ijjcrai' or -edvcrav 209

-^fo;: vbs. in 68

^6'eXo^pl7o-^•ia 290. 339
e^eXw not Hellenistic 89, 188

idvapxt)^ 124

^6';'os 138 f.

l6ios 139

^fli^^T;
for ^Ti'^ij 112

ei negandi 468
ft ^117 for dWd 468
(T iJ.r}v 71

-e/a as suffix 339 eta 348
fiddiXiov 342
€LSo}\6evTOi21l

eiKTJ 84, 163

(iXLKpLv-ni, -la (or -eta) 100, 273, 348

ei/j.1 : flexion 201 ff.
—middle forms

10, 203—accent 203

-dfii see 235
-eivds as suffix 357
-dov as suffix 342, 344
-fios as suffix 338

eiTri, eiwov : accent 55, 57 f., 209

eipTjfjLai for -fjprj/xai 96, 226

-elpw : vbs. in 402
ds 134, 169, 333, 439—efs . . . Kal

eh 438
ftj (neither eUacj nor ^j in Koivtj) 82,

304—d<7- cpds. 304—Semitic uses
of 174, 462

eiaaKovoj 304

elaTpariiljTijs (prothesis) 89

elrev, ^ireiTev 68

iK, ^t 308—eV- cpds. 309—Semitic
use of ^K 460

e/cdrepos, fKaffros 182

eKaTovTaeTTjs 58, 286

eKarovrapxos 124 f.

^K70j'os sometimes ^77- 108

^KdiKOS 311
^/cer^'oj 89, 178

iK^r,Tiu3 310
iKKalu) 309
iK\eKT6$ 58, 371

iK\vo/xa(. (iyX-) 108
iKvevoj 309

iKVTi<po} 309
^/cTraXat 311

iKweipd^u} 309

iKirXrjTTO) or -(rcrco 107

^K-ptf6w 310, 396
^KT(3s 329

iKTpi<pW 310

(KTpwfxa 311, 354, 387

iK<pvri or -^utJ 60, 264
^/<:X^eTe265
e/cc6i' 158, 330
'EXattD;' or'EXatujj' 60, 152, 356
i\aK7}cre or iX&Krjcre 246
^Xa;' for ^Xalav in papyri 91
iXdaawv (or -tt) 107, 164
^Xarr^tJ 107, 396
Aaiij-w 235, 402

iXaxt-CTTdTepos, -raros 166
^Xedco and -^w 195-8, 235, 385
^Xeet;/65 92, 126, 357
AeXi^K-eto-a;' 10,221
aeos 126

iXevdepos 363
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i\e^ : accent 209
fXiffffo} and elXlaao} 236, 403 f.

A/coj 126, 129
?Xkw : stem eXKva- in aor. and fut. 236

AXo7dw (or -^w) 196, 198, 307, 385

-eXoj, -iXf] as suffix 361
Att/s (eX.) 98
^Xttiw for iXirlcru} 236
Ai/o-es 10
eXtD for aiprjau 226

-e/;(a for -7?/ia : nouns in 73

^/xar6»' 87, 180

ilx^aTfvu 306, 400

iix^pifj-aofjiai, -6o/xai 198-201, 305, 384,
397

^fj.Traiyfj.6vT]: iv ifiir. ifiiraiKTai 28, 420

f^TtTrXdw 205, 254. 384

ifiiropla, ifj.irSpioi' 78, 342, -evo/xai 305,
400

^pLTTpoffOev 329, 331, 465

iflTTVpLffflSs 351

i/j.<pavrih -i^u 236, 307, 408
^1' 25, 304—^«'- cpds. 305—^;/ or ^^z 60,

439—Semitic use of 23, 25, 27, 463—intrusive iv common in Koivr] 464
—(V Tu, c. inf. 25, 450 f., 464

ivayKaXi^'op.aL 406
ivdXios 336
^uavri 329, 465
ivavHoi 308

ivapxoixai 305
Ivaros 101

^j/S^Tjs 307

^fSo^dfo^at 305
^cSww 305

ivdwjjivcTis 73, 307, 374

ifiSpa, -evw 125, 307, 399

^v€Ka, -Kev, e'iviKev 67, 329

iv€vr,KovTa 101, 168, 172
^ye6s (spelling) 101

ivepy-qs, -eta 308, -iu 308, 388
^veo-Ti 309

iviX'^ 306
^z/^dSe 308
^j/^ec 308

€vev/u.4ofxai. 308, 392
^;'i 306
ivLavrds 308, 372

iflcTTTJfU 306
^fr^a 101, 167
ivvoia 307

'ivvvixL (obsolete) 228

^j'j'i'Xos 307

ivopKi^u 305

^j/oxX^w, 189, 306

ivracpidiio 307, 405
ivriXXo/xai, IvTaXna, ivToXr), 306
ivTevOev 308
^vroj 330

^^r/D^TTOMai, 306, 387

^j'TD7xdi'w, ^z'rei'ftj 306
ivTvXlacTO} 404

ivTVirbw 395
^ciJTri'ioc 291, 307, 341
^^ciTTto^ 15, 330, 465

ivuTt^ofxaL 308, 408

i^ayopdil'op.ai 309

i^altjivq^, iii<pvr,s 69 f., 81, 311

ikaXicjierival 227

^^aTrardw 311

i^dvLva 163, 311

i^airopovixai 310

^^ai'T^j 311

^i^pa/xa 311, 354

^feo-Ti 309

^^erdftj 310, 405

i^riyio/iiaL 310

e^larvfu 309

^^tcrx^'W 310

i^oXoOpevdrjaeTai 71

i^opKi^oj, -larris 309, 365

^|oi'5e;'^w -(jw, -deviio -6w, -divi^u} 72,

111, 310, 392, 396, 408
^fw 330
^^cDirat for iKjCccrai 108

eopxTj 92

-eos : Att. gen. sing. 160
iiraLv^crw 226

^7rd:'a7Kes or ^tt' di'd7Kaij 69, 315
iTTdvu} 315, 330

iirapxaoi, -x^a 157, 315

ivavpLov 315

'ETra^/jds 119, 314 65tTos 314
iireKeiva 315, 330

iirevdvTTjs 277, 366, -5i^w 313

iwripid^ui 314

iirripdidrjcrav, iiret-paffO-, iweipuid- 72

^ttI 311—eVi- cpds. 312 ff.— multipli-
cative use of 173—iirl to avrd 173,
473

iTrL^Xe\//ai or -^i/'at 60

^7r/7etos 157, 315, 338

{TnyivuicrKui 10, 312

iirtoi-yvvixevai. (for -Sei/c-) 108

iniSiopdou} 313, 395

IjTieiKrjs, -eia (or -ta) 89, 314, 348
iTTLOavdrios 315

iwLevp.ioo 192, 314

^7rti-7;7-^w 312
^TTU'AXw 243, 294, 312

i-KLKecpdXaiov 315

iiriKovpia. 314

iirlopKos, -io3 99, 314
^TTlOt'iCTiOS 91, 313

eTriaijfxos 314
eTTtcTKOTr^w 258, 386

eViVra/iat 312
ewicTacFTai for -aadai 110
eViVrarat for e'0- 99

e7ri(rT(5X(0!', -/Sioi' 346

eVioTo/xij'w 315, 408

tTTtcriicdtat 10

eiri<T(paXr]s 314

iTnTrj5ei.os 315, 338
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€iriTL/jLa.u 312

fiTKpavris, -eta 314

^TTl^JxTKU 263

fTTixeip^o}, 192, 315, 392

€w6iTTfjs 314, 367

tTToupdi'ios 157, 315

-ep- changed to -ap- 65

ipavvdoj 86, 356, 384

epyd^o/j.ai 189, 237

-epyeui: cpds. iii 388

^PT/Mos 58, 157, 352

epidda 57, 339

epts 131

ept^os 364, 387

-epos, -epa as suffixes 363

^ppeev 90

epped-nv 73, 102, 235

€p{p)i/j./j.ai 102, 193, 257

^ppuadf 102, 257

^PX^crOe or -o-^at 70, 200

e'pwrdw 385
-etrac in 2 s. pres. mid. 10, 198

ea-dris, ^adiiais 133, 374

fffdicd, icdoi 92, 238, 397

ecrowrpov 82, 304, 369

ecnrepLvds 358
ecro-ow : Ion. for Att. rjTTdu 107. 240,

396

ecrrdvai,, eorws 232 : ^crrriKei' or ^arrjKev

(impf.) 100

ecrxaros 329
ecro) 330

iraipoLS or irdpois 69

erepo- cpds. 284

e'repofi^w 284, 390

erepos 182, 329. 369, 437

-^TTjs as suffix 366
grt 293
'Erot/iSs for 'EXi/^tas 83

eTotfxos 58. 157, 353
eros 139

€TpoTro(p6p7](Tei' or erpocp- 109
ey : sound of 43—ev with augm. 191 f.

ev in comp. 281. 287

evayyiXiov 281, 341 ictttj? 365
eiidios 289
ev5oK€ij} 292, 392—ev8oK. ev 464

evepyerris 276

evdv5po/j.eco, 282, 391
eii^iis 164—inferential ei)^.

,
Aram, use

of 446
€vk6\us 441

euXove'cj 389 t/to's 371
evodurai 191,200,238
evirapeopos 320

evireplcTTaTos 282, 321
euTTOiia 83, 282

evpdfievos 213

ei/pe : accent 209
(vpe/j.a 73, 355

ei.pi'(rK:w 86 f., 192, 238

evpoicav 196, 211

-eus as suffix 349

€vTpaiTeKla 282

ev(p-q/j.os 287

Ei'0pdr7;s 281

evxcptaTeu 391

ei'xe'^o'' 344
-et/w : vbs. in 398
€vit)5ia 348

evuiuvfjios 287

ecpaira^ 315

e0' aiipioi' 98

^9i' eXTTiSi 9, 98 f .

'E^euii'os 359

i<p' (TOi 98

i(pevpeT7]^ 314

^0£5e?j' 98

i<plopKos, -iw 99, 312, 314

ifplaTaaOai for €wi<XTaa6e 100

i(pvLOLOs [alcpu-) 70, 81

((pbTTTT]^ (for fTTOTT-) 98

'E(ppe/ji, -paif.1. 50

^00a^d 102, 109

^Xfa215
ex^^s 87

^X'Sm 357

ex^'pos, -6w : Attic for 6x- 71

ei/'e/xa 355
-^w : vbs. in 385

eicpuv 188 f.

^ojs 330—ews orou 179—^ws 7r6re 14

F Digamma : origin and disappear-
ance 39, 41—wrongly used to

explain eXTrts 99—numerical sign

(otherwise stigma ?) for six 167—
preventing contraction 195—later

represented by /3 110.

FadTjs 272

-FaXris 408
Fa\i<TKu228, 297

Fapyjv 135

Fapiw227
Feddvri 357
Feid- 234, 251
FeiK- 235, FelKw 314

FeK-, F^/cwi/280, 330

FefxefXL 236
FeTT- 237, 247
Fe7ros280
fero? 279

F^pts 375

Fopda;281
-Fop6s and cpds. 273, 363

Fpii- 398

f : sound of 45—in Koivrj 106—sub-

stituted for a- before voiced sounds

106, 257—in transliteration 107

i^a<pdaveL 153

f/3-, tf^- in KoLv/) and in NT 106
Zeus 142

(-e'w 196. 239, 381

VOL. II. PART III. -35
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f^Xos 126

fTjXoiV^e, -creai 69. 200

fijXof'Tf : subj. 9, 75, 196

j^rjcTUfiev 74

triw 195 ff., 239

ftfavtoy 344

fi'v6j: gender 123

fwVpeo) 288. 392

^Vov 84, 343

fwirfp^w 284, 391

7j : origin 39 f.—in Attic, Ionic, Koif?)

71—replaced by et 71— r; extruded
after ot 73—v- preverb 188, 294—
augment with v 188— 77 48, 118

-V as suffix 33o

•nyiij], -rjyoi cpds. 68, 71. 275, 389

-rryopiw, -7770POS cpds. 389

i)5iu]'>: comparison of 165

ijSovri 357

Tidwdadr^v and -ri07)v 234

iideXov 188,294
iJKii! : flexion 221

TjKiKos 379

•rj\os as suffix 361

rifiels and iVfi^s : confusion of 73, 79

fjlJ-^pa : phrases with 440

r]fj,i.6avr]s 282

i]tii6\os 176

TJ/jLiavs: spelling and declension 10,

161, 176f.

rj/iiuipov 176, 280— -lOf 341

^v : subj. of ei/ui 113

-771' as suffix 356

-r]vos as suffix 359

-rjprjfj.ai or -elp7)fj.ai 191, 226

^po;/, but ^pa, ^p^T/f 84, 226

-r}pos as suffix 363

"Hpt^STjs 84

-^s: Semitic names in 146
'H<7oias 84

ijffffwv 107, 165

TjTTdoixai. 384— -Tj.ua 107, 354

Tjv- in augm. syllable 60, 86 f., 191

^X°^ "1> 1-5, 126

VX^ 126, 140, 143

-Tjw: vbs. in 68

^ and T interchanged 100, 110
-d- stem 133

eafx^ew 387, -os 126

dapped], but Oapaei, -etre. 103 f

dearpov 369
^erov 344
fleXw: augm. 188

^eyua 73

OffxeXios 122, -io;' 341
-Sev : quasi-ablat. suffix 164
deodidaKTos 271

^eds, ^ed 125

^€0(7ri-/7Js 273

depaireia 339

^epdTWf 356

Oipfxa. or -m'7 118, 352
-efTfo) : cpds. in 389
Gei'Sas 88, 91

^eojp^a; 363, 391

drjvcravpos : spelling 106

dripiov 343

d'kl\pis: accent 57

-^Mos as suffix 351

-evricKw 84. 240. 383

dpr]<TK€la 339

epiafi^evu} 400

<?pie 130, 333

-dpos, -6pa., -dpov 3(>4

GroTfipa 128

df^idrrjp 136. 368 f.

Ovuidii) and ^I'p.w 385, 395

0vfj.ofi.axf<^ 273

Ovpeds 347

iJcp/s 375

Oi'povpoi lb

eipup6s213, 363

I : origin 39— t subscript 50— 1 aveK-

(pwvifTov 84

I, 17, y), ei, 01, V approximating sounds

38,' 42
I for 17 72
L and e, i and 0, t and 01, i and et 76

t sounds : two successive coalesce 89

I : irrational final 113
-ta as suffix 338
-ittKos as suffix 377

'lau^p9js 103
-lavos as suffix 359

iarai, idrai 60
-tSioi' as suffix 346
iSios ISl—iSiq. 84. 163—Kaft' ISiau 98
Idov iov eUov 77. 190
;5oi': "Hebraic" use of 15, 23, 447—

ISd : accent 209

idpws 133

'lepaTToXij 278

iepicrcra 349

(fpoTrpeTT^s 284

'IepocroXi''/«i ('lep-), Ifpova^a\r|^Jl 101,

147f._
tepoi'p've(»' 91

iepdxTvvr] : Ion. for Att. lepeucrvvri 91

'Ie(70"ai 84

-ffw : vbs. in 406

-iTjfii 201 fE.. 241
•iKos as suffijx 377

iXdcTKOfj-ai. 283

iXaoT^ptof 342
IXecos 121

-tXos as suffix 361

i/jLas 134

i/idrtof 78, 341, 342

ifieipofiai 76, 251

•ifjioi: adjs. in 158. 353
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Lva for rel. pronoun 434 S.—for temp.
particle 469—c. fut. ind. 75

tva fi-l) 470
-(f6j as suffix .358— -ivos. Ivo's 359
•lov as suffix 340 ff.

I67r(7r)7? 102
-tos as suffix 336

'nnroT€Tp6<t>r]Kev 288
-tj: barytones in, flexion 131
-ts (-/5os) : nouns in 131, 375
iffaa-i 221
tffos: accent 58— {<ros cpds. 291 f.

tare: imper. or indie. 221 f.—iWe
yiud)aKovT€s 22

IffTTiKeii' for elcTT-i^Kfii' 77

idTrfKi), i<xTopyq (prothetic i) in certain
districts of Kolvi) 89

'iaryjfit ; see 241
•iffri: suffix 163

Irrjt as suffix 366

ixOvs 141, 333 dioy 346

i'xi'os 356

'ludvTjs : spelling 102

Iwo-^X 108

K : K and y
—

contiguous k and a, k

and X : Semitic words with 108

Kayd} 84

Kadaipw or Kadaipd 58 : see 241
/cd^oXoj 317

KaOapl^o) 67, 242, 406. 409
Kad' iros 98

Kddtjfiai 206 f.

Ka.dyi/jL€piv6$ 158, 291, 317, 358

Kadrjcrde or -T/u^e 60—Ka9rj(TTai for
-(T^ai 110

A:a^' iSi'ai' 98

/^a^ifw 242, 409
KaffoXiKSs 317, 378
K-a^ws 317
KaL spelt Kd in some MSS 81—various

syntactical uses of 34, 420 ff., 469
Kal iyivcTo: constrns. with 8, 18,
425 ff.

Kaiv 84

Kaivo(p(jjvia$ (for Kev-) 69
Kaiu not /cdo) 81, 242

KaKOTjdeia 284
KO-Kowadia 78

KaKovpyoi 91, 271

KaKovx^w 392

/cdXa/tos 351
/caX^w 242, 387
KaXoSiSdcr/caXos 278

Kd\(poi for /cap- 103

Kd/j.i\os for -T/Xos 72

/cayUMw 92, 243, 398
Ka^'ai'aros 109, 150

KairrfKevu 399

Kq.Ta 84
Kara 315—Kara- cpds. 316 f.

/caTa77eX6(''s 350

KordyXuiTTos 317

Kardypv/xL 189, 226

^•ard5eI'5pos 317

KaraKXrjpoSoT^o} 391

KaTaKpr)fxvl^oj 291, 317, 408

/caraj'TTjcreii' 216, 219
/caret'swXos 317
/car^fafTt 329, 46.5

KarevunTLOv 330, 465

KarewinTijv 316

/car^xff" : a-or. 91

/caT7j7opos, -e'w 192, 317— -fa 317

Karvywp 127, 138, 317, 363

KaTri4>eia 317, 326

Ka.T-t)x^^v '71

Karido) 395

/cdro^os 317

Kav9ri(TU)/u.ai 74, 219
KavffSu 242, 395

/cai/(r7-?7p(dfw 342, 405

/cauxacat 9, 198

Kfl/xai 206, 243

Kepaia, Kep^a 69, 81

K^pa/jLos 351— -toe 343— -t/crft 379

/cepaj 132— -drLov 343

Kep^iKdpLov 346

/cepSatvw 60, 74, 243, 401

KepfiaTiffTT]! 366

K€<pa\ai6u 395

K-qixbij} 395

/c^i/fl-oj 106, 155

Ktjirovpdi 273

Kr]piais 72

KTjpiov 343

/c^puf (/c?;pi;^at) : accent 67— -^ 130,
377 ffo-w 403

Ki^wrds 372

Ki6apip56s 271
/ci^w;' : Ion. for x'^w" 100

K^tl, -((r<Ta 349
kIvSvvos 358
/cti/ew 244, 382
K\aiu not /cXdco 51, 244

K\av9iJ.6s 87, 351
/cXdw 185, 382
/cXe/s 131
KXe6ffas and KXwTras 88, 91, 109

/cXi'/Sacos : Ion. and Dor. for Kpl^- 103

/cXt'/xa : accent 57, 354
K\i.vi5iov 346
/cXiJSco:' 136

Kvqdw 383
KoivwvtKds 378

KoXacpl^o} 364, 407

KoWv^iffT-qs 366

KoXMpiov 78, 343, 363
KoXoo-trei^s 73, 350

/con-dfco 387, 405
Kdirwa 39, 168

/c(5pos 153

KO(7/j.dpiov 347

k6(t/j.ios : flexion 157
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Kocrfj-os 351

/cpd/3aTTos 102

KpavLov 342

Kpdcnredov 278

Kparaidi 337— -6w 397

Kp^as 140

Kpelcraoiv, KpdriffTos 165

KpeTrdXt] (Kpai-) 81, 361

KpTjuKT^s and KX^yaTjs : flexion 134

KpldoTTVpOS 270

«-p/jua : accent 57, 354

KpivOVffLV, KpLVOVCTlV 60

KpiTTjplOV 342 f.

Kpi1/3w214, 245, 382

Kpv(p7j 84, 163

-K-Tej'(;')w 214

/cT^i/oj 139

KTiffii 374
K'u/cXei'o; 400

KuX/cu214, 246, 397
-KiWw 346, 382

KVTrdpKTcros 349

Kiip?)i'tos 72 »

KvpiaKos 377
Kuwf 134 f.

K(j}/j.6iro\is 276

/ctDyUor 351
KcDs 121

X 41, 45—variations between X and p
103

Xa/3^, \a^ov 55, 67, 209

Xai^pa 84, 163

Xaww, 246, 388
XaXe'w 388

\a/M^dvw : forms and flexion 103, 106,
246 f.

Xaos 68, 71, 121

Xctpi'l : spelling 108

Aac^a, -at'a 81

Ae^/Satos 86

Xe^ewj-, -iwr 76, 136, 155
XetTTw and Xi/xirducj 214, 247

Xeirovp76s 96, 278 ^w and -ia 278
XAwej 10

XetTtoj' 76
Afvei 86
Xeiz/caiVw 401

Xe<jiA77 for v€<p- 103
X^wv 356

\r]v6s : gender 123

Xtjctttjs 96

Xt^ara)T6s 123, 372

Ai^eprlpoi 359

Xido^oXeoi 392
X/6'os: gender 123

Xt/ios 123, 350

Xo^eia 339

-Xo7ew : cpds. in 398

XoyiKSs 378

X67101' 341

X6vot 9

-Xoyos : cpds. in 284 f .

Xoifxdt 350

-Xos, -X17 as suffixes 360

AovKcii, AovKioi, AevKios 88

Xv/xaivofjiai 401
Awaj/tas 119, 291
XvaireXiu 291

Xi'^X""* 122, 356

M : intruded -/x in XT/jfixf/o/xai, 4XT]ix<f>dr)v ,

-X-nixvT6$ 10, 246

-/It- stems assimilated to -v- stems 134

fiay8o}Xo(pvXa^ 414

fj.a6r]Trjs 366— -Tevui 400— -rpia 349
:siaeea:os 102, 144

fxaKpdv 163, 332

/naKpoxpovLOS 286

/uaXaKds 377

yafiXXo*", fidXt(TTa 165—elative use ot

juaXXoi' 165—/j-aXXov fj.S.XXoi' 270

Ma/i/Sp^ 103

nd/ji/j.7j 118

/tidiTis 374

ixapaivio 401

napavadd 154

fiapyaplrrjs 366

fxdpTVi 137 f.—iJ.apTvpi.ov 341

/uao-rds 110, 372

-/xar- : stems in 132

/utraios : flexion 157

/^tdxaipa : flexion 118

-/j.ax€u: cpds. in 389

MfYaXaios 338

fiiyas: flexion 160—comparison 165—
fxeyas fi^yai 30, 270

/n-eyiffrdv 135

/xedodela 318, 339

fiedopiov 318, 341

/j.€6v<TKii} 354, 383— -ytr/w-a 354

fiei^uv: flexion 113, 161—/xetj'orepos

166—/xei^ovs not contr. from -oi/es

161

/.tei^w, e/jL€i^a, /j.eiKrds 78

fjLfXavoo'TraXdKKrffa 349

MfXas 135, 160 ati/a 348

fi^XXcj : augment 188

/MeXos: flexion, 139

/j.efx\piiJ.oipos 289

jj.ipifj.va 356— -dw 384

fj.€(Tr]/j.l3pla 103, 278

/ieo"07eMjs 276, 286

fiecrovvKTiOP 341, 387—/xecra- for yy.ecro-

73

MecroTTOTa/x^a 291

fxicros 336

/x€(TOroixos 276

fiecTovpdvrj/jLa 278, 354

/Lterd 317—/xera- cpds.
uses of 466

fX€raKaXov/Jia(. 318

/iierafieXofiaL 318

p.eTavoiio 318

318 f.—Semitic
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/xera^v 317, 324, 330, 467

/xeTaTrefiwofxai 318

Hereweira 293, 318

fxerix^ ^18

/jL€Teo}pi^o/j.ai 318

fj-eTpiowadeu} 284
/MiruTTov 318

Hixph -'s 113, 164, 317, 330 f.

/j-ri as suffix 352

/j.T]Sei?, fj.i]d£is 111, 170

/jLTiXwryj 372

fji,-^v 136

MijTTjp 136, 368 f.

IJ,r]rpo\Jjas 68, 83, 85, 119, 274
^nat;'w401

fiiyfia : accent 57

•fj,lyvv/.u 249

yUepalov 342

jui/xuijaKoj (or -ya-KO}) 84, 249, 383
yutero- cpds. 289

MitiiXtji/t;, -ii/-)) 72—Mi^TtXT^v?;, -vXIvt) 7'J

-jU/itat for -cr/^at in pf. pass. 223, 249
/xpd 19

fj-oyiXaXos or fxoyyi- 106

MotxaXis 362, 375

/xoXi'yw 402

Mos as suffix 350, 355— -fxot 351 f.,

355

fxocrxo-ptoi' 346

fxviu 388

Mi'Xwj' 136, 356

Mup{p)a 101, 128

yUiiwTTdi-w 290, 405

fj-Qfxoi 351

ixwpaivb) 401 f.

fiupos 58—/^w/)^ 152

MwiicT^s 86 f.

f : assimilation of >* in ^v and (nV 104—insertion of v 106
V. movable -v 113—"irrational"

tinal V 113, 129, 139, 161

:!;^aiapd {-^T, -id) 107, 112, 149

"^a'^ap-qvos and Naj'wparo? 107, ] 50

Nai^di' {'i^e^idv), XaiV 84
yads 68, 71, 121

NdpK£crcroj 349

i-amYos 274 ^w 391

vavKXyjpos 274—vavKXr]pofxdxi;Uos 270
i-aOs 142, 333
veaz/t'as 119, 340
P€avtcrKos 380
XedTToXis 278

veofj.rjvia 91, 279
i'^oj: does not contract 91

vedcpvTos 279

veuKopos 71, 121

vews, J'?;6s 5. r. va6t

I'Tj^w 383

j'TjXfTjf 126

I'TjTTiof 280 ictfw 405

li7)p€vs 350

vriptTos 351

^'/>ris 132, 162, 287, 374

i/j^^dXios 76, 157, 362

j'/fw 250

v'lK-qfxa (for i/iKT?) 355
^/i/co- cpds. 289 f.

y^iKOfirjSeia : scansion of 94
vTkos and vIktj 126, 381
z/iTrrw 214, 250, 403 rnp 368

voixodirrji 366

-j'os, -vr; as suffixes 356
voacrds {-ia, -lov) : Hellenistic form 92

voa-rd^o] 405

vocrcpl^u) 408

j'oi'i'ex'7' 271— •ix'^'^ 163

fous9f., 121, 127, 142
VT- : stems in 1 34

Ni'-.u^ai/, 'Nv/j.(pav 58, 71, 118

vi-xOrj/xepov 269, 283
-i'i''a;: vbs. in, for -ru/it 202 if.

i'i2tos : gender 124

f : digraph 41. 45—advbs. in -f 376—
nouns in -f 377, 380

^evoSoKiii) 391

^^ffTrjs 155

^L^idiov 346

^vXdpLov 346

^ipaadai or -acrdiai 200, 250— -do-^w 199

: sound 43—o and a, o and w 73—
0(11) represents a w sound 110

6- (see preverb w) 294, 402

OjSoXdi from -eXoj 71

6700W (for -001^) in papp. 91, 175

odvyos 68, 71^ -^w 389

65fxy, Scr/xr) 112, 352

odonropos 271
oSd;/ 3.32, 459
odoTToiiu} 389
dSof's : flexion 134

ddvfTj 204, 358

6dvpo/xai, -pix6s 294, 330, 350

idovT) 357— -dj'ioj' 78, 343

017w 294
oWa : flexion 10, 22 1

oUi 97
oiKeios 338
oiKereia 339
-oiK^u: cpds. in 389

oiKi]Tij}p, -Trip 365— -Ti'ipiov 342
olKiaKdi 377

oiV'oSecTTrdTTjs 271

oiKo^ofxiw 250 5o/iT7 335

oUovpyos 274

oiKovpds 273

otVr^pw 78, 250, 402

olvdpi.ov 347

OLVoTroTijs 367
-oros as suffix 338
d/ceXXco 243, 294, 330, 403

dKTari/xepos 176, 286
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4X1705 : cpds. of 284

6X1705 for (5X- (with oiJx) 98

dXiyui 163

-bWvfii 251, 382

6\oepivu, -T1JS 71, 365, 399

oKdKavTOi 276
aXos : cpds. of 284
iXvvdoi 387

ofxeiponai 76, 100, 251, 294

bfJiiKos 335— -^w 386

tfj-vvfu iv 464

bixo- cpds. 284

o/xodvfxaSdv 164

6;uotos 58, 157

6iJ.o\oy4u) iv 29, 463

6/ttoO 328

ivaplSiov 346
6v€i5os 294

ivofxa 354

ovTiva.5r)iroTOvv 179

iwidfv, biriadev 311, 331

iirlcru 331

(57rTdvo/^ai 214, 382

dfl-cipa 279, 331

opdw 189, 193, 251, 384

opyvia : accent 58

Spiuv 91, 139

ipdoTOfiiu 274, 390

(Sp^ptfw 407

dpdpivds 358

bpKi^o) 407

opfiTjT-fipiov 343

Vf 108, 130, 133, and 8/)>'ts 133

-o/)oj as suffix 363
-OS as suflix 334
-oo-av : impf. and 2 aor. 9, 194, 209

6ffiosi flexion 167

6(Tov 8<Tov 270
daricov 91

6(TTis: oblique cases rare in vernao.

KoivT) 179
6(TTovv : flexion 121

-offijvr] as suffix 368

6cr<p6s 141, 333
Sti for rel. pron. 436—6ti recitativum

469—for temp, particle 469

&Tpvv(j} 402
01' : sound changes 87
ov fXT) : force of, in NT 23
ovSiU and oiideis 111

oy^a^atJ'os 359

oijKOVV, OVKOVV 60
-oCv not -oiv infin. 82, 197

ovpa.vo's 157

o5s 133
oiTws 112

ovx for ovK 98, 100

6<Pi\ov 191, 252

6ipea\/j.68ov\oi 271

a^piJs 141, 333

(5xi'p6s, 6xijp(JM-a. 71

rfi//^ 331

«V"?<r^e 218, 251

6\pLlxo% 353

6^tos 336

dt^uicioc 341
-6w : vbs. in 393 fif.

TT and 109

TrdOvrj : Ionic for (pdrvrj 100

TratSi'ov 345

vaidlffKr] 380
TraXatds 337
TToXi^ 113—TrdXti/ inferential, Aramaic

use of 446

wavdoxfvi, -eiov 108, 350

wavriyvpis 279
TravoiKei 163, 279
TTaroirXi'a 284

7rai'oiip7os 271

wavTaxv 84

TTavT-q 84, 163

iravTOKpaTup 284, 365

Trapd 318—in cpds. 319f.—subtractive

use in numerals 173— in com-

parison 467

TTapojSdXXw 319

Trapa^id^ofiai 319

Trapa^oXevo/xaL 320, 400

Trapadeiyfiari^w 320

irapaOaXdaffios 158, 320

Kapa.nioixa.1 319

KapaKaXiw 319 f.

TrapaKVTTTU} 319

TrapdXtoj 157 f., 320, 336

wapaXvTiKds 379

TrapaixvdLOV 341

TrapaTrXijo'toi' 331

TTapaffKevd^oj 319

irapa^poviw 320

TrapaxetM'^i''^, -ao-ia 319, 340

TrdpSaXts 362

Trapedpevw 399

7rap-eis- cpds. 320

vapeKTds 331

irapeXd^odav 9, 209

irape/ji^dXXu) 320 /SoXtj 307

trapiveyKe or -/cat 70

TrapewidrjpLos 26, 315, 320

TTCLpTiKoXovdrjKdTi avudev 20

7rapoip.ia 320

Trapo/xoid^w 320, 405

TrapoTpvvw 320, 402

Trapovaia 320

TTcipoi/'ts 320, 375

Trappyjaia. (-id^o/xai) 101, 192, 404

Trappdiv 102
ttSs : Semitic use of irSy 01' 22, 433 f.

Trarjjp 136, 368 f.

irarpidpx'jt 124, 271
warpis 376

TrarpoXwas 68, 83, 85, 119, 274

irarpoTrapdSoTOJ 271

warpuviffcra 349
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TTttTpi^os Si, 338
TreStvds 359

ire^rj 163—Trefds 336

Treidapxew 290, 388
Trei^ots or -mdoh 78
Tr€i6w : flexion 143
ir««' for Trterv 89 f.

Tretvdu 195 £E., 253

ireipdfo; 387, 404

Trifj-TTfiv Sia. 29, 462

TT^fTJS 162

weTToidriaLS 374

TT^pas 132, TT^pav 331

Trepi 321—in cpds. 32 If.

Trepiaipiw 321

TrepiaTTTw 321

irepiepydii'o/xai 321

irepiix'^ 321

Trepdaraixai 321

wepiK€<pa\aia 322

TrepiKpar-qs 322

irepLKpi'^o) 245

Wpi| 322, 376

Trepioi'cnos 322

TepiTroioO^uai 321

TreptpatVw 256

irepicra-evio 192, 399

Trepi<T<T6i, -drepos 167, 192, 321 f.

Trepltprjixa 322, 354

TT^pTrepos, -ei'O/xai 270, 400

TT^piw 163, 279, 331
Trereii'oj 357

7r7;5dXio;' 342

TTT/Xkos 8, 24, 179, 379

7r7;xi''s 140 f.—TTTjxf 'III' uncontracted
91, 141

TTidi'w 69, 254, 405

irt^i-a;69, 254. 311, 331

TTiKpaLvo} 401 f.

irl)xir\7}ijn, irl/j.irprjiii', insertion of

nasal 106

Tri/xirpa<rdaL or -ao-^ai 60, 207, 254
TTi^oKis 375— -Idiov 346
TTiareiJeti' eis 463—tt. ^r 464
TTlffTii 374 t/c(5s 379
TrXavdu 384

TrXdv?;? 162
n-\d<rcrw 404
ttX^o;/ 82—ttX^oj' ttX^oi' 270—7rXfO!'dj"a)

82, 405
irXfoyiKTr]s 82, 274
irX^ocra for tt^c- 103

jr\i]/xvpris'. spelling, 101—TrXij/u/xipa

274
ttXtji' 331

irX^prji : flexion 162

ir\r]po(popi<j} 215, 390

TrXvjcrtoi' 331
irXoCs 121, 127, 142

TrXovTos 127

vodrjpTjs 275
TToi'a (jraas) S3

TTot^w: princ. pts. and orthography.
255 f. TToi^w: cpds. in 389

woiiJ.vi.ov 342, 346
7roi(5s (ttolFos) : cpds. in .386

7r6Xf/xos 352
TToXI for -» in Ionic 89 f.

xoXirapx-n^ 124, 289

wo\iT€vofj.aL 399
TToXXd : adverbial 44G
TToWaKis 164
TToXXairXacriwi' 285
TToXu- cpds. 285

Tr6fia for TTWyua 354

TTopevofxai 400

Tr6pvu}v or TTopvQv 60

n-dppii} 163, 323

Trop(pvpoi's 347

Trorafxds 352

TroTa/j.o<p6pr]Tos 271
TToraTTds 112, 271, 375

7r6repos 181, 369
IlorioXot 76

TTords and ttotos 254, 370

lIoySTjs 134
TToi/s 131, 333

Trpayfji.aTei'(Taa6ai or -cr^e 70, 200

irpaoy 84

irpaaLal wpaaLai 270, 439

TTpdcraoj 403

wpecr^eia 339

TTpecr^eiT/Js, -lJttjs 86— -Orty 131, 376

irpea^vrepLOV 341

KprjvrjS 68, 323

Trpo 322—in cpds. 322 f.

TrpoaLpeo,uai 322

TTpoavXiov 323, 341

TrpS^arov 323, 372 loi/ 345 f.

TrpoSdrr/s 323

irpo'Cixoi 73, 353

TTpoicTTafiai 322

TrpoTrdrwp, 277

wpoTTofXrjTpLa 349

Trpds 323—in cpds. 324— = apnd 467

Trpoad^^arov 323

TTpoffayopevci} 399

vpoaairTis 365

wpoaaxeiv 71

Tvpocrevx'r) 324—Trpocreiix?? Trpocrj/i'faTO

23, 444

TTpoaei'XOfJ-ai 324

7ipocrr}Xi;Toj 237, 370

TTpdcTKaipOS 291

Trpo(TK€(pd\ai.ov 324, 337

TrpoffKvviu} 246, 382— -TjrTjs 365

vrpoaoxdi'^ij} 408

TTpoaTidrifXL : Hebr. use of 445

wpoacpdyiov 341

Trp6ff(paroi 323, 370

irpoauTToXrifXTrT-iji {•Trricj, -xpla) 275, 366

TTpdawTTov 277, 324—in prep, phrases
466

irpbcpaan 323
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TTpo^rjTeia 339

TTpo<pT]Tiv(j}: augm. 189, 192, 256

Trpo<p-fiT-n'i 3:? 3. 366

wpo(p^]TiK6s 379

7rpo(/)^7is 131, 376

7rpoxeipi'fojU.at 323

TTpvfxva 118

irpwt 84—Trpcoios 336

irpuiivos 73, 358

Trpi^pa 84

TTpuTos 167, 323

irpuTOTOKOS, wpuTordKos, -rdKia 58, 279

TTpUTUS 163

TTTepvyiov 78, 343
TTTO^O; 388

nToXeyUafj for -ai/t 81

-TTTcj : vbs. ill 403

TTiryfXi) 352

ttO/j 138

7riip(p)6s and Trvp{p)di^w 101, 405

irwpow 395

p 41, 45—variations between X and o

103

pp- -p- 102, 192 f.

-pp- -pa- 103 f.

-pa nouns in : flexion 118

-palvu} 100, 256
pd/v-os 152, 387—pa/cd 152

pafTt^o) 100, 256, 408

pd<rcrw 71. 2561, 403

Paxd/3 and'Pad|S 109

pidr] 81, 155

/5ep-, pep. 100, 192, 256

p-i^erji'ai 73, 235

pVo-w 71, 102, 214, 257, 403

pT^TCjp: flexion 137

pLTrriio, pliTTii} 257, 386

pL\pav : accent 57

'Po/3od^ 109

poL^7]S6v 164

-pos, -pa as suffixes 362

pi'/tT; 352

pvTTouj, -aivuj, -ap6s, -apei^'Ofiai 395, 40(> f.

<r 45—final -s movable 112—steins in

-tr- 138, 381— -crcr- and -rr- 104, 107

aa^^arov 128, 153

"^aXaixis 128, 136

o-dXTrt^t 108. 380— -ttiYw 257, 409
^a/xapelris 375

'Ea/j.odpgLKT] 84

'Lafx^ihv 103
crdi- or (TaMTt 39, 168
-o-ai' in 3 pi. impf. 194—aor. 209
aavSaXLOv 343, 387

1,dTr<p€ipa 118. 145

adpSiov 124

ixapdiouv^, crapdovv^ 90, 279
ffapKiKos, (TapKivos 378

<rap6u 395
a-drou 1 53

cauroi' and avrdv 180 f.

a^ivvvixi 106, 257

a€\rtvri 357— -id^o/xai 405 f .

(xe/i/SaXts 362

(Tef.ivo'5 : flexion 157

—epaTTis : spelling 65

<T7)IX€Lbu3 396

(Trifj.epov 279
adei'ow 396
-a-dwcrav in imper. 199
-tr/a as suffix .340

atdripovs : flexion 120

aiKapLos 347

ZiXas, ZiXouacos, 2tX^a»'6s 109 f., 146

(ti.ixlkIv6lov 72

-cri^ios as suffix 353

liifxcop 146
cr/z/aTri 68, 140

(Ttj'tdfw 405
-crios as suffix 337

(rtpt/c6s 72, 378

(r(p6s or creipds 78
-iTis as suffix 355, 373

cnTo/xirpiop 341

o-iros, 122, 372— -iof 343
(TAfdi'SaXoi' 361
(TKiTTTOfiai 2U, 258, 403
(TKePos: flexion 139

iTK\r]poKap5ia, 279—(TKKrjpoTpdxv^os 285
(r^-07^^w 258, 386

ffKopwl^ui 387, 407
(r/c6ros : gender 127— -eivbs 126, 357

CKV^oKov 275

(TKvepiOTrds 285, 364
(TKvKov : accent 58

-cr/ia as suffix 354

-(7^6? as suffix 350

"^oXo/jlQv 146

croi/Sapioc 347

aTrapdacro) 404
o-TTdto 185, 258, 382

crireXpa 117

(TTrepfioXoyos 275
a-TTiXds 360, 375
cTTTcXos 57, 360— -6u 396

crirvpii : see cr^-

-o-(rw : vbs. in 403
-(TTa and crTTjdi 209
crrdStov 122

crrd/xvos : gender 124
-ardvu 214

araT-qp 368

aravplaKw 383 pdw 396
ffreiXu} 214

(TTeipa 118, 157

crrej'dfa; 405

Sre^at'Ss 119

(TTTjKio 220, 259—(TT-qKere or -J^re 73

crrTjpij'w 259

ffTL^ds (oToi^ds) 76, 375
cTTod : flexion 118

crTpareia, -id : -ia 78
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arpareijofiai 400

ffrpaTrjy 6s 68, 71, 274

ffTparoTT^dapxos 124

aTprjuos 127, 381— -idu) 385
(TTvXos : accent 58

(rK77ei/7}s 131, 138 f., 142, 162, 325—
-eiVi 138, 350

(rvyyevls 131, 375

(Tiiyyi>d)u,ij 325

<7vyxpo.o/xai 325

ffvKo./u.Lvos 153, 359

(rvKO/xop^a, 81

cvKocpavTeu} 275
ffi'XXuTreo^ot 325

(Tv/jL^aifw 325, 427

ffv/LL^L^dcrei for LXX crvfj-^t^a 187

ffvfMjBovXioi' 341

(Tv/j.irdcnoi' 341—ffv/xirocna ffvfnrdcria,

270, 439

(xv/j.<f>4p(ij 325
o-iV 324—in cpds. 324 ff.—Hebraism

in Aquila's use of, 17-—assimilation

of J' in avf- 105

(ri'j'a7co77j 325
(rufaXXdcrcw 325

ffvvavTT] 335

(Tui/a^at 10

(TxivapixoKoyiuj 272

avviSpLov 325, 341

<ri;vet5r;<rts 325, 374

(jvveKbrifxos 311
(TweXai'^'w 325

(Tvvepyew 192

(Ti'cerifw 407
cri'cei'Oo/cew 325

(Ti'feuaixoi'/ttat 282

ffi'/'ex*'"' 91) 265
ffwi^r]Tr)T-fjS 365
(ri';/(9Xdw 240, 325, 382

ffvvirjfj.1 202 ff., 325—(Twlovaiv, -owlv
60

avvLCTTdvu) 325

awoixopioj 284, 386
(Ti'ireXeta 325

avvTeTp1(pdai not -rplcpdai 57

o"iirii7roup76w 389

"ZvpocpoLVLKLcrcra 279, 349
<ru<rTa(ns 355
cri/crraT-iKos 325, 379

avcrTTi/.ia, -£fj.a 57, 355

cr^- for o-rr- 109

<T(pdyiov 336, 341

<T(f,v5pdv 103, 112

o-^i'pis 109, 375

<7%e56i' 164

crc^fw
84, 260, 407

(ru>/j.a 355 : phrases with 440
CWTTCLV for (TiW- 90
<rws : cpds. of 285

'^ucFLKda/J.ios 291

a-wTi?p 137 36.5 rripLos 157, 336—
-rripia 336

r and ^ interchanged 100, 1 10

raXatTrojpos 282
TaXavTLalos 337

Tafxeiov 89 f., 344
Taveiv6s 357

rdxe'oj' {rdxioy) 164 f.

T^deiKa, T^drjKa 72, 261
TtdvdvaL 240

Teio-w, ^reio-a 78, 261

Telxos : flexion 139
TfKfov c. gen. : Semitic use of 27, 441

reXetos 82

reXeiwTTjs 365

TiKeacpopiu 275, 390
TeWu 261
reXuij'toi' 342
-t4os : verbals in 188, 224

T(pas : flexion 132

-repos as suffix 369

TicfcrapdKOVTa 66

TeacrapoLKovTaeTTji 38, 91, 286

Ttcrcrapes: spelling 66—ace. 130, 170

TfTapra^oi 176, 337

rerpa- cpds. 286

rerpaopxT/S 63, 91, 124, 276, 388

Terpd^Lov 176, 343

T^X^V 356

T7;\ai'77;s 283

tijXlkovtos 379

-TTjp, -Twp, -T7)s, -T^s as suffixes 131 f.,

365-369

-Trjpiov as suffix 342 f.

-TTipLos as suffix 336
-Tt/cos as suffix 379

Ti/io- cpds. 289 f.

TLfxijopbs 273
TOfocrSe 178

-To,u.^u : cpds. in 390

Toird^iov 343
-Tos: verbals in 188, 224, 370—abl.

suffix 329
ToO c. inf. 448 ff.

rpdxTfXoi 361

TpeiGKalZiKa 78

Tpi- cpds. 286

-rpia as suffix 349

rpi^os : gender 124

Tpoiro- and rpo(po(popiu) 390

-rpos, -rpa, -rpo;' as suffixes 368

Tpox6s : accent 59

TpvpXiov 342

Tp(f)ds 84
-Twaav in imper. 10, 195f.

1' : itacism 78 f., 82—diphthongs with
i^ 85 ff.—w not a diphthong 88 f .

va\os (vdXii'os) 67, 124
vaij.iv6s 359

ii/3pts 293

vy{€)Ta 89, 90

uytrii 281—Att. ace. sg. i'7ia 139

v8up 133
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•wa participles in : flexion 118, 159
vios c. gen. : Semitic use 441

vfieis and ijixfis : confusion of 73, 79

i>fjLU)v avTuv 181
•1JVU : vbs. in 402
viraKovu 327

ijiravdpos 328
viraTos 167

vir€Kwpo<pvyij}v 322

v-rcip 326—cpds. of 326

viripaKfiOi 326, 352

{nrepdvw 326, 331

virepiKeipa 326, 331

i/7repr]<papos 326

virepviKdu 326

viripoyKos 326

vrrepuov, 84, 326, 338

vTTTjp^rrjs 30, 328, 366
il'TTi 327—cpds. of 327 f.

vw68iKos 328

^TTofrYfo^ 328, 341
inroKaroi} 328

vTTOKpii'o/j.aL 327

iiTToXa/UTrds 328

woXtJi'ioi' 328, 342
virowodtov 328, 342
U7r6crra(ri5 328

i;7rw7ridi-w 75, 328, 405

-vpo^ as sufl&x 363

-vpu): vbs. in 403
Cs 142, 333
-Cs for -i''as ace. pi. 142
i/ffo-wTTos 100, 124

vcrrepos 167. 293

vtpaivu) 401

i/^^T/Xos 327, 361

vif/icTos 165. 327

^ : sound 45—misplacement of as-

pirate 98—doubled aspirate 102—
(p for TT 109

(pdyofiaL 238 1

00705 : accent 59

<pdvn or -rj 60, 262

(paPTd^u 387, 405

^aptxaKev% 349

0ai'cr/cco and (piliffKU) 263

^€\6vr]s, ^aiXoPTjs 70, 81, 106, 155

(peppdpLOP 347

4>^Ait : accent 57

-(prip.iw. cpds. in 390

^T^M'Tw 387, 407

<(>eu'07rwpiv6s 279, 358

0tdX7; 67

<pi\d5e\(pos 290

4>tXi7r7r77(Ttos 337

0iXo. cpds. 289, 291
^iXokX^up 290

(piXoTrpurevu 399

(inXoTin^o/xai. 391, 393

<p\oyitw 408

^Xi'apos 158, 363

0o/3i7^7>oi dfl-6 29, 460

(Pd^ridpop 1 10, 364, 369

'I'oiJ'i/ciO'cra, -vLaaa 349

(popicoifiip 74

(pdperpop 369

-(popiu : cpds. in 390

(poprlov 342

(ppayiWiop 103 XX6w 396

(ppiap: stem and flexion 133

(ppivairdTfji 275, 367

(pp^TOi from 0/3^op in inecr. 91

(ppoptw : cpds. in 391

<pp6pifj.oi 158, 353

(ppvdaaw 404

<l>ii7€Xos 101

(puXaKTrjpiop 342, 365

(pvaiovadf : subj. 9, 75, 200— -o-^t or
-(T^at 70

(pvreia 339

0a;Xf(5s 347

0WS : stem and flexion 133—accent
133

<f>u<r<f)6poi 271, 289

X and K 108—Semitic words with x
108

Xa/pco : form of fut. tense 264

xaXij^os : flexion 122

XaX/cei'5 85, 349

XaXKTjddip 376

XaXKiop 343

Xa\Ko\lliapos 280

XoXkoPj 121, 347
Xai/oj/a/a 109

Xo.pa.KTrip 368

Xapdi/ 102

Xdpts : flexion, 132—X'^P'" 331

xeTXos: flexion 139 Xiuv 91, 139

xelfjt-appos (or -ppovs) 121, 271

xdp 137 f., 333

Xfi-p6ypa(pop 271

X€LpOTOP4(j} 275

X^w 195, 215, 382

Xl^o';!/ 134

XiXiapx"' 124

Xtriii/ 100, 136

Xtw;/ 134, 333

xXiap6s 67, 363

xopvyii 71, 275 7^w 68, 71, 389

Xoprd^ia 405

XoprdpaKOP 270

XoOs : flexion 127, 142

Xpacdai or xp^c^at 200, 265

Xpeo<p€i\^TT]s 73, 367

XPVt'^ 4:08

XprjMftT'fw 265, 408

xpriofiai 195, 265

Xptlc^Tbi 265, 370— -f i/o^ai 400

Xpio^/j-o. 57

Xpfo-riapis 59, 72, 360

Xpi(rT6s 59, 371

X/'i'<''o5'i'i'''L'Xioj 285
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Xpvffovs 1201, 347— -euv 91

xpws 133

-Xwfw 191, 195, 214f., 265

XwpTja-ejv 216, 219

X<^piov 342

X^pls 331

^ : digraph 41—nouns in -^p 364

tl/aKddicrcra 349

fevSifis : cpds. of 280, 285

\j/y]<pos 364

^//ixiov 345

\f'iJXos 57— -i/'^x'^ 266

\pu3lxlov 345

w : history 39— sound 40, 44—
approximation of o and w sounds
73 ff.—confusion between w and oi/

75—w and a 76—i^ sound 191
w- preverb 243, 293, 330

-w5r;s : adJ8. ending in 283, 376
ihhlv 135
-a-^ew 189, 266
ci/ceai'6s 293, 330
-toX6s as suffix 361
-we as suffix 356—Semitic names in

146

(liveo/uai.: augm. and redupl. 189

(f6v 84

-vol as suffix 338

uipvo/xai 294, 330, 387, 398
-us adverbial : extended use in Hellen-

istic 163—in cpve. and superl. 163

-w(TOpr, : suffix 73, 358

-iorepos in comparatives 73, 165

-uiTTji as suffix 366
ihriov 346
-u;t6s as suffix 372

w0eX^w 294, 388 ia. 78, 348 t/uoj

158, 353

(6) Modern Greek.

a/yyapefiho^ 67

&S€(p\€, ddep<p^ 58

ddpWTTOS 52 ddpUTTOS TTJS fJ.TTKTTOaL'VlJS

440

ahOdvofxai. (pronounced eatdnome) 45
avd/j-eaa 64

dv^^a, -l3dT€ 210

dve^oKare^alvw 270
dTTo /Ut'td 462

lipK^OS 112
fis 210
ai'ros (aftos), (d)Tdj 87

7£»'ar\a rto;' 7e;'a(^'w^ 443

y^poPTas 145

7KX Kx /a^ 470

yvpaLKdwaiSa 270

5^/ca ivvid, SeKavv^d 171
5^Ka oxrai, deKOXTio 171

5^(re, d^crere 215

5i^w(»'e) 170

erSa 231
eri/ai

(
= ^(7x0 203, 306

fj-as 433
eirrd {eftd)

iprj/xos 58

^p-rrida 130

iTOlfXOS 58

^0eVos 98

i^fiapTo 214

i^juto-u (5i;6 V'c^i', •'"/)as rjimcni) 178

^ejueXtcij'w 395
^eo- superl. formations 166

Kadrjfiepvds 358
KaXXiOP 164

K\ecpTr]s 119, 145

Xioirdpi 347

fiaxcLipoTripova. 270

^le (for fxerd) 93

/xe7aXi''Tepo5 ciTro 467

/i^pa (rj/x^pa) 130

jueo'd^'uxra 73

Mt(T(5s 178

ij.wp6s 58

m 470, 476

^oXo^/3ei/(x) 71

oKTiI) (ochto) 45

6/ji,oiot 58

TTttTras 145

7re7d5t 43

TT^^TT? 174

iricpTu 4:11

TTidvu 69, 254

TTid, 7rX/;6 165

7r?(Trt(s) 130

Tr(\)e^dT€pos 166
TToO 435

TrpuTVTepos 166

aapdvTa 172

(T/cXd/3as r^s (rKXajBias 443
atripvio 214
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(TTCLVU 202
(rreKO) 43, 96, 259
ffr6v 275

ffvvi^yj, ffvve^r)Kf. constructions with

428

Teffcepis, rf(rcrd/)w(>') 171, 175

TpidSa 176

rpt'SiTrXos 176

(payas, fem. cpayou 59

(pe\6i>i. 155

<pdd.yw iftdno) 45

X€p(5repos 166

XtXtd5«s 173

(c) Hebrew a?td Aramaic.

[See pp. 143 ff., 152£E., for Greek spelling and inflexion of Semitic words,
also pp. 470-477 for retroversion of difficult readings into Aramaic or

Hebrew.]

Taiguaiio
of Hebr. '"J

[nK3, ]]-\^ Aramaic inferential

conjunction 446

(Aram, in) inx 439

pt3X 357

0'iJ?i) I'i!"? B^'iS 437

|3K, TJX 469

•^sjiB Vjh 443

j<^« 468

ex negandi 468

na'x 433

-iB'i? 434

3'rl^? 453

3 c. iiif., temporal 427.

4;50, 485

'j?^a 468

K^J M3 430

(y'3) i'3 regular

equiv.

475

xj;3 Aram. vb. =«eeA, ^'"y
475

K^JK 13 441

[P Vnj 467

1 sign of gen. in Aram.
431

'•i, 1 Aram, indecl. rel. =
Hebr. i^'^t 434—=
on or Lva 435-7, 469

'31 471

N^i Aramaic = Hebr. js 470

xn temp, use in Aram.

447

nnxrt . . . nnxn 438

1'pin c. inf. 445

n|-!N n3-)ri 444

1 consecutive 423, 425
—in apodosia 422

',-i;i
= Kal 4-yivero 425 £f.

npx'i jan 453

nt temp, use of 447

,1? . . . ni 438

'21 471

ir; . . . in 439

'?^n Hiph. of 455

•jx; Kiph. of 455

ci'i Di' 439

3 438

V3 425, 433, 438

1 x^3 Aram. = 7rai' 8 437

c:ni 476

^ predicative or re-

sultant 423, 462—
c. inf., germidival

448—jussive 450—
introduces new

subject 460

cri'jx'? added to adj. to give

force of superlative

442

"ibxS 454

m^ 467

Di*?^^ i"?. 463

^I'cs'^pS 463

'sxSp ',2ip?s^ 463

'':?b 15,465

nx-ipb 463

n-cpi nia 443

i:p Aram, temporal conj.

446

IP 443, 460

xiq ]P 28, 461

j'VP Aram. = Hebr. D'i'P 475

'49P 466
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nOKi

Vi 433

MS KV} 278

jm 485

i'lp 376

Sy 439

\4? Sy 466

. . ni]i 453

Dy icn n-j'i; 466

NiDijip's 380

19 470

'B'-jfj. B'np 443
' "

Sn 476

nVl 475

V^y 22

n:? n'rv* 29, 462

nV auxil. vb.

455

»v 477

K'jiif 446

in Aram.



III. INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

X—see Sinailicus

X in transliteration 108 f.

A—see AUxandrinus
Ablaut—see Voivel-gradation
Accent 49, 51 f.—rules of accentuation

53—recessive accent in vocatives

54, 59—accent of 2 aor. imper. 55,

57, 209—shortened penult of nouns
ill -ixa 57, 354~clistinguishing
words 57—recession of accent in

proper names 59—in fJ-vTrjp, OvyaTijp
368—accent of Latin and of Sem-
itic words 59—differentiation by
accent 60—in oblique cases of

monosyllables 129—of 3rd decl.

nouns in -5 131—barytones in -ts

131—of contracted adjs. in -oi's 156—of ^<7TL 203—of nouns in -lov 345
•—of nouns in r-qs 367 f.—in -T-qp 368—of verbal adjs. in ros 371—of

T.P. cpds. 392
Accusative : pi. in -es 170—sg. in -v

140 ff.—3rd decl. in -a.' 129—advl.
use 332, 444 f., 459

Acts of Thomas 365, 478

Adjectives : declension of 156—sim-

plicia with 2 terminations 157—
cpds. with 3 terminations 158—
comparison of 164

Adverbs : formation 163—comparison
of 164—advl. numerals 175—
Semitic substitutes for 443

" AeoUc "
forms 139, 216

Aeschylus 231, 275, 290, 292, 391 f..

398, 444—see also Index I
(gr) p. 512

Aktionsart 263
Alcman papyrus 56
"
Alexandrian

"
variants 63

Alexandrmus, Codex 127. 129, 181,

191, 198 f., 250, 258, 262, 428, 437,

440, 442, 449, 465, 476.

Allegro utterance 62, 92, 99, 250

Alphabet 37—history of 38 ff.—

numerical values 167

Ammonius (Grammaticus i/ii a.d.) 57

Analogy 91, 98 f., 106, 118, 126, 171,
198 f., 218, 252 f., 261, 272, 274 f.,

277, 282, 286. 308, 317, 337 f., 353,

357 f., 363, 382 ff., 388 f., 393, 396,

398, 400 f., 405
Anarthrous nouns : qualitative force

431
Anatolia 109

Ancyra mscription 437
Anlaut 280, 303, 374

Anthology, Greek, 122, 163, 292, 366.

394—see also Index I (gr) p. 515
Antiatticista 132

Aorist : strong 186, 208 ff.—weak 186.

214 ff.—mixed flexions 208 ff., 215—aor. for pres. 458

Apocalypse
—see Revelation

Apocopated forms 172

Appian 457—see also Index I (g) p. 515

Aquila (ii/A.D.) : Greek version of

O.T. 17, 198
Aramaisms 14 ff., 416, 419 f., 430 f.,

434 ff., 437 ff., 441, 445 ff., 461,
455 ff., 459, 461, 463, 467 ff., 471 ff.—see also Semitisms

Aratus 263—see Index I (g) p. 513

Arcadian dialect 310
Aretaeus (Medicus ii/A.D.) 123, 365

Aristophanes 7, 122, 246, 270, 275,

287, 290, 300, 346, 433—see aLso

Index I (g) p. 512

Aristophanes of Byzantium (Gram-
maticus iii/B.c.) 46, 48

Aristotle 48, 97, 122, 125, 127, 163,

170, 246, 280, 290, 335, 378 f., 381,

384, 390 ff., 395, 401, 407—see also

Index I (g) p. 513
Arrian 288—see also Index I (g) p. 514

Artemidorus 379, 399—see also Index
I ((7) p. 515

"
Artemisia

"
papyrus 46

Article : declension 117—unusual in-

sertion 430—omission 430—iv ri^

c. inf. 25, 450 f., 464^-toO c. inf.

448 ff.

Aspiration 97 ff.—successive aspir-
ates avoided 130, 262, 364, 369, 407
—analogous aspiration 46—see

Breathings, Interaspiration, Psilosia

Assimilation of e to o 71—of v to t, of

1 to V 79—of V in 6> aud uiV 104

536
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Attic declension. 121. 156—"
Attic

"

future 218—Attic dialect 3, 10, 43 f .,

58, 67 fif., 70 f., 77 ff., 84, 88, 95 £E.,

99, 103 f., 107 ff., 118 f., 124 f.

136 f., 139 £f., 160, 170, 189 f., 191,

196 f., 203, 209, 215, 218, 229, 233,

239, 242, 244, 255, 258, 272, 295,

303 f., 327 ff., 342 f., 350, 355, 355 f.,

362, 365, 368, 445

Atticism 2, 6, 127, 132. 138, 141, 217.

278 f., 313, 375

Augment : ei^ or r;i^ 86— witli ?? 188—
double augm. 189—syllabic for

temporal 189—dropped augm. 190
—temp. augm. for reduplication 191
—initial diphthongs 191—augm.
in cpds. 192—vbs ui p 193

Avroman in Media : parchments from

13

B—see Vaticanus

Babylonian Talmud 451

Bacchylides pajDyrus 46. 49, 56

Back-formations 68. 220, 228. 230 f..

238, 241, 250 f., 335, 338, 356. 358.

363, 382, 384, 386, 394, 402, 404 f.

Bahu-vrihi (B.V.) : Possessive Cpds.

283, 393

Barnabas, Epistle of 129—see also

Lidex I (d) p. 503

Barytones 118, 131. 142, 334. 367

Belloc, Hiliare : bilmgualism of 479

Benedictus : Hebraic style of 482

Bezae. Codex 31, 50 f., 56, 69, 75, 79,

98, 100, 102 f., 108, 110, 136, 145,

171, 194, 196, 208 f., 216, 240, 245.

262, 270, 301, 322, 348, 356. 364,

420, 4231, 430, 432, 437, 441.

475

Bilingualism iii Galilee and Jerusalem
12 f.

Boeotian 42 f., 77, 80, 82, 88, 95, 104,

107 f., 174. 304

Breathmgs 40, 45, 49—in MSS 97 f.

Bunyan, John : Biblical language of

8,478

Cappadocian
—see Pontic

Cardinals 169—Semitic use of 439

Carpathos 107

Cases : with prepositions 292—see

under the several cases

Casus pendens : followed by resump-
tive pronoun 423

Cato 360
Causative force m composition of di>d

295—of Kara. 316

Chalcedon 376

Charax, Joannes (vi/A.D.) 58

Chios 107

Chrysostom, 74, 282, 388, 443

Cicero 360, 390

Clement of Alexandria 441—Atticism
of 2, 6—uses yvior) subj. 211

Clement of Rome—see Index I (d)

Cleonae inscription 111

Cobet, C. G. 122, 189—see p. xvii

Combinations written as one word 63

Comedy: Old 444—Middle 385—New
317, 381

Common Greek 1, 4. 11, 13, 17, 62,
94 f., 130, 133—see also Hellenistic

Greek, Koivrj passim
Comparative particle after positive

adj. or vb. 442

Comparison of adjs. and advbs. 164—
doiible comparison 166—Semitic
substitutes for comparative 440

Composita 293-328

Compomid verbs : no evidence of

Greek culture 11—double cpds. a

tendency in Hellenistic 389

Compomids : Co-ordinatives (Dvand-
va) 269—Iteratives 270—Depen-
dent Determinatives (T.P.) 271-5—
Descriptive Determinatives (K.D.)
276 ff.—Possessive (B.V.) 283 ff.—

Verbal 288 ff.—Based on Prepo-
sitional Phrases 291 f.—Preposi-
tional Cpds. 294-328

Conative force 311

Confusion of Contracta 194 ff.

Conglutmates : with -lov 346—in -d/j.6s

353—with -a5-, -i8- 376

Conjugation and tense stems of vbs.

183—conjug. classes of vbs. 184.

381 ft".

Consonantal dissimilation 103. 106, 396
Consonants : single and double 101—

intrusive 103

Construct state (Semitic) 25, 440
Contract verbs 193-201—assimilation

in 75, 195 ff.

Contraction 89—reversion to im-

contracted forms 90—contracted
nouns 119. 127, 138—adjectives
120—of gen. plur. 139—contracted

fut. of -t'fw vbs. 218
Co-ordination of participle or infin.

with finite verb 428

Coptic influence 66, 87

Cretan dialect 296, 304, 329, 333—see
Gortyn

Cyril of Alexandria (iv/v a.d.) 74

D—see Bezae
Dative : Hebraic use of cognate dat.

443—dat. of agent 459—after

euoxos 460

De-aspiration
—see Psilosis

Declensions : First 1 1 7—Second 120—Third 128—of Semitic names 143—of non-Semitic names 150
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Definition : gen. of 25. 27 f., 440, 485

Delphic dialect 86, 194
Demosthenes 343—see Index I (g)

p. 513
Dentals 110—dental stems 131—

suffixes 364

Dependent Determinatives (T.P.

cpds.) 271—see Tatpurusa
Descriptive Determmatives (K.D.

cpds.) 276—see Kharma-dhdraya
Deteriorative force of suffix -lov 344—

of suffix -icTKos, -ia-KT] 380
Diaeresis 50

Dialects in Kotc^ 95, 125 f., 131, 139,

194, 196, 203, 210
Dialects of ancient Greek 66 ff., 71. 77,

119, 139, 170, 296, 304, 32 9 f., 365—
see mider Attic, Doric. Ionic, etc.

Dialects : pronunciation 41 ff.

Didymus of Alexandria (Iv/a.d.) 74

Difierentiatioii by accent 60

Digamma 39, 99, 110, 133, 135. 158 f.,

167, 185, 189 f., 195, 215, 227 f.,

263, 272 ff., 280 f., 285 ff., 294, 296,
300, 307. 314, 318. 330, 334, 338,

342, 344, 348, 355, 357 f., 360, 362 f.,

372, 382, 385 ff., 390, 398, 406, 408—see Index II under F
Diminutives in -lov 344 ff.—in -is 375—in -iaKos, -io-kt] 380

Diphthongs 44—with t 80—with i; 85
Dio Cassius (ii/iii a.d.) 151, 391
Dio Chrysostom (i/ii a.d.) 399
Diodorus Siculus (i/B.c.) 193, 200 f.,

379, 390, 392 f.

Dionysius of Halicamassus 389—see

also Index I (g) p. 514
Dioscorides (Medicus I/a.d.) 407
Directive sense in composition of ewi

312, 314—of irpos 323 f.

Dissimilation of vowels 79—of con-

sonants 103, 106, 274. 364—of

aspirates 130, 217, 262. 369—" pro-
hibitive dissimilation "401

Distributives 175, 270, 437-t40

Dogma cause of solecism 154
Doric 68 f., 70, 86, 98, 108, 119, 123,

130, 178, 238, 254, 281. 303, 329,

331, 367
Double comparative and superlative

166
Dvandva (Co-ordinative Compoimds)

269

Dvigu 276

Egyptian inscriptions 87, 170, 330—
KoLvr) 170

Elative 164 ff., 442
Elian dialect 71

Elision 61 f.

Enclitics 54. 180, 203

Epexegetic Infinitive 448

Ephesians : Epistle to 22, 419

Ephesus : inscriptions from 87, 330

Epic language 58, 329, 407

Eijicharmus (Comicus v/b.c.) 305

Epictetus 317, 374, 392, 395, 410. 437—see also Lidex I (g) p. 514

Epiphanius (Bp. of Salamis Iv/a.d.)
74, 439

Epsilon : origin of name 38
Erasmus 154. 335

Erythrae 330
Etacism 95
Etlmica 150, 350, 359, 366, 375, 378

Etymon 112

Euphemism 288

Eupolis (Comicus v./b.c.) 407

Euripides 52, 210, 292, 378—see also

Index I {g) p. 512
Eusebius of Caesarea (iv/A.D.) 126

Eustathius, Abp. of Thessalonica

(Grammaticus xii/A.D.) 390

Eustathius, or Eumathius, Macrem-
bolites (xii/A.D.) 365

Ezra-Apocalypse (or 4 Ezra) 455, 480—see Index I (<•) under 4 Ezra

Faded diminutives 345, 380

Faj^um 147—see also Index I (/)
under P Fay, p. 507

Final letters movable 112 f.

Formative suffixes 333
Fractions 174, 176
Freer—see Washington Codex

Frequentative verbs 385 f., 405
Future tense 187, 218 f.—"Third

Future " 187—future infibn. obsol-

escent 216 f., 219—"Attic "
future

218, 236—fut. subj. imaginary 218—fut. opt. obsolete 219—future for

imperative 458

Geminus 137
Gender: fluctuations of 121 ff.—of

proper names, 152

Genitive plural in -ewi/ or -C)v 139—
"
Doric

"
gen. 119—" Hebraic

"

gen. 27 f., 440—gen. of agent or

cause 459—gen. of object 440
Gentilic names 144, 150, 337
Gerundive in -reos 188, 224

Gortyn Law (Crete v/b.c.) 315
Gutturals 108—guttural stems 130—
and dental stems : confusion of

flexions 229, 257, 404, 407—suffixes
376

Haplology : syllabic 68, 336, 365
Harmonisation of Gospel texts 203
Hebraisms 14-34, 416, 421 f.. 425,

429 f., 434, 438 f., 440 f., 442 f.,

444 f.. 446, 451, 459 f.. 462, 464,
468, 471—see also Semitisms
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Hebrews. Epistle to : Greek style of

6. 11, 24f., 219. 221, 467
Hecataeus ililesius (vi/v B.C.) 407

Hegelochus, stoiy of 52

Hellenistic flexions 10

Hellenistic (Jreek : pronunciation of

42 f .
—accentuation 56 f .

—see Koivrj

Herculaneum 1 12 f.

Hermas 129, 166, 192, 195, 199—see
Index I id) p. 503

Herodian (grammarian ii/A.D.) 119.

140 f.

Herodotus KKi, 1 Ji), 151, 202, 204, 231 .

295. 304. 310, 338. 378. 381. 386,

389, 417 f., 472—see also Lidex I (</)

p. 512
Hesiod 209, 286, 295, 338—see also

Index I {g) p. 512

Hesychius (Lexicographus v/a.d )

297, 306, 396
Heteroclisis 124, 128, 132 ff., 136, 138,

141 f., 350
Hiatus 62, 91

Hippocrates (Medicus v/b.c.) 163,

170, 189, 191. 201, 209, 231. 250.

261, 370, 393, 405, 408—see Lidex
I (g) p. 512

Hippolytus (iii/A.D.) 335
Homer 131, 140, 234, 238, 263, 273.

292 f., 295 f., 303 f.. 331. 337 f.. 345.

350 f.. 353, 359. 367, 369, 386, 391 f.,

397. 405 f.. 408, 429—see also Index
I (g) p. 512

Hyperbaton 424

Hypocoristic nouns 344

Hypotactic force of kuI 420

Imperative flexions 195-223

Imperfect tense : flexions 194-206—
rendering Aramaic participle 457

Impersonal use of 3rd plur. act. 30,

447
Lideclinable use of Tr\rjp7]s 162—of

\eyccv (X^yovres) 454—Indeclinables

in -a 148
Infinitive : Semitic uses of 448 ff.—

Co-ordination of iniin. with finite

vb 430—e J' Tw c. inf. 25. 450 f., 464
—Tov 0. inf. 448 ff.

Litensive force of e^ in composition
309

Interaspiration 98

Interchange of ?i- and r- 401

Intransitive verb used in place of

normal passive 448
Intrusive consonants 103, 106, 137,

247, 366
Inverse attraction of relative 424
Ionic elements in Koivrj 4. 43, 66 ff.,

70 ff., 88, 91 f.. 95, 99 f., 104, 108,

118 f., 121, 125, 140. 174, 187, 195,

198 f., 202. 204, 221. 231 f.. 234,
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236, 275, 295, 303. 329 f., 355, 3G5,

374, 381, 387. 398. 407, 448
Iota subscript 5(t, 96. 113, 197. 211,
260

Irenaeus 251

Isaeus (iv/B.c.) 378
Isaiah 17—see also Index I (6) p. 501

Isidore of Pelusium (v/a.d.) 279
Isocrates 343, 378—see also Index 1 {g)

p. 513
Itacism 65 ff., 72, 74, 76 f., 80, 83, 88,

132, 190, 200. 205, 247, 339. 410—
—and Syntax 74 f., 96

Iterative Compounds 270—iterative

force of present 265, 386

James : Greek style of 10, 15, 26 f.,

222
Jerome (iv/v a.d.) 313
Jolm : Greek stvle of 13, 31 f., 162,

483

Josephus 86, 119. 143, 147, 152, 170 f.,

175, 190, 192, 356. .365, 375, 390,

408, 480—see also Index I (g) p. 514

Jude : Greek style of 27
Justin Martvr 202. 365, 390—see also

Index I (d) p. 503
Juvenal 279

Kalidasa 268

Karma-dhdruya (K.D.) Compounds, or

Descriptive Determinatives 276,

367

Ka^apei'orcra or Literary MGr. 465

Karrjxv^i''-^' primitive 481

Kidron : Greek popular etymology
149

Klaros : inscriptions from 274

KoifT) : vowel system in 64-95, 139—
rule of contraction 89—earlier and
later Ko^vr, 118. 122. 127 f., 1.30, 198—Eastern Kolvv 94, 121—Achaean-
Dorian 170—Egyptian 170

Kretschmer's Law 56, 64, 92, 290

Labials 109—labial stems 131—labial

suffixes 364
Laconian dialect 45, 353, 451

Language conditions of Palestine 12 f.

Latin : names 134, 155—loan words

103, 106, 128, 155, 347
Latmism 103
Lesbian dialect 119, 139, 318, 352, 357

Lincoln, Abraham : Biblical language
of 478

Lingua cottidiana in LXX and NT 2—
lingua franca 1, 12, 413

Liquids 41, 45, 103—liquid stems 136
—

lic[uid suffixes 360
Loan words 127 f., 375. 398—see also

Latin

Locative terminations : accent 53
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IvOgistic : alphabet iii Gr. logistic 169

Lucian 120, 135, 279, 365, 379-see
also Index I ((/) p. 515

Luke : style of 3, 7, 18-21, 138. 162,

216. 219, 222, 300, 357, 427. 432,

4471, 451 f.. 455, 473, 481, 483—
Antiochene or Philippian ? 19—
unity of Lucan writings 7

Lycian inscription 202

Lysias 189—see also Index I (g) p. 513

Macedonian dialect 102, 290, 307, 320,

348 f.

Magdola 415

Magnesia, 77, 80. 82 f., 90, 94, 125,

139, 181, 195—see also Abbrevia-

tions, p. xxii, under Nachmanson

Magnificat : Hebraic style of 417—
Harnack's judgment 482

Manuscripts of NT : orthography
tested 88. 90, 92, 111—see Alexan-

drinus, Bezae, Sinaitictis, Vaticanus,

Washington
Marcion (ii/A.D.) 74

Marcus Aurelius 400, 410—see Index
I ig) p. 515

Mark : style of, 11. 13, 28, 30, 446, 481

Matthew : stvle of 10, 29, 481

Medieval C4reek 425. 431, 433 f., 435,

438 f., 442, 446, 451 f., 401 ff., 465,

467, 469, 476 f.—see Abbrevia-

tions, 11. xxi, under McKinlay
Megarian dialect 331

Menander61. 122—see also Index I (gr)

p. 514

Metaplasmus 119, 124, 147, 151

Metathesis of aspiration 100, 108, 110
—of quantity 121—of consonants

106, 155
'

Middle voice 197 ff., 205 ff., 223 ff.—

middle forms of eijjl 203

Misplacement of h 98
Mistranslations of Semitic words and

phrases 470 ff.

Mixture : of declensions 146, 151 (see

Metaplasmus)—of conjugations 75,

194 ff.. 202 ff., 265
Modern Greek 5, 14, 42 f.. 51. 55 f., 59,

63 ff., 66 f., 76, 86, 92, 95, 101. 104,

107, 113, 120, 125 f., 160. 163 f.,

170, 172 f.. 175. 177, 183, 192, 194 f.,

198, 202 f., 209 f., 214 f., 253, 316.

318, 346 f., 353, 379, 387, 417, 420 ff.

425, 428 f., 431, 435, 438 ff., 442,

446, 448, 452, 456, 461 f., 465, 467,
469 ff., 472, 476 f.—see also Index
II (6) p. 533 ; Abbreviations, pp.

xxi, xxiv, s.vv. McKinlay, Thumb
Moeris (Grammaticus ii/A.D.) 57, 67,

80, 113, 123. 12.5. 132. 189. 192. 198.

206. 217 f., 221, 407—see Abbrevia-

tions, p. xxi

Mommseii 479
Movable letters -s, -v, -i 112

Multiplicative numeral adjs. 176—
multipl. use of iiri 173

Mutes 40, 44

Mysteries : e/n^anvu} a technical term
'of 274

Nasals 41, 45, 103—nasal stems 134 ft.—nasal insertions in verbal st«ms
184—suffixes 350

Neuter nouns in -lov 340
Xomina actionis 289. 334. 341 f.. 355,

373 f.. 392
Xomina agentis 289. 334, 337. 341 f.,

361, 364 ff., 368 f.. 377, 385, 391 f.,

402
Nominativus pendens 423 f., 447

Non-assimilation of v 105

Nouns : declensions 117—word-com-

position 268—suffixes 332

Numerals 167—numerical signs 108—arrangement of 172—abstract

numerals 176—multiplicative 176—"
Semitic

"
use of 439 f.

Nymphodorus (Historicus ?/b.c.) 317

Onkelos : Targum of 453, 460

Onomatopoeia 388, 410

Optative Of., 53. 196, 200, 204, 207,

211, 213. 215 ff,, 219
Orators : the Greek 295. 399
Ordinals 167. 173. 372

Origen 17.5, 313

Orthography 51 ff.

Orthotone words 54

Oxvtone .53. 57. 59. 209, 328. 334, 359,

307

Palestuie : language conditions of 12 f.

Pallis : ^Modern Greek version of XT
425, 429, 448, 470

Pamphylian dialect 323

Paragraphs 47
Parallelism 417 f.

Parataxis, 414, 420 ff.

Paroxytone 53, 59, 371

Participle : Semitic uses of 451—co-

ordination of participle with finite

vb 34, 428 ff.—redundant use of 452

Patronymics 356. 375
Paul : Greek style of 2. 8 f.. 21. 162,

221, 326
Pausanias (ii/A.D.) 151

Pentateuch : Greek of 17 f.—see

Lidex I (6) p. .501

Penult shortened in many nouns in

-yua 57, 354
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Perfect tense 187, 220 ff.

Perfectivising force in composition of

6.vd 296, dwo 297, 393, did 301, i^

308 ff., Kard 298. 316, triV 324

Pergamum 67 f., 72, 74, 77, 80, 82 f.,

90, 94, 99, 104. 118. 139 f., 151, 171,

181, 191, 199, 200. 206—see Ab-

breviations, ID. xxiii, under Schwyzer

Periphrastic tenses 224, 239, 451

Perispomenon 53 f.. 117, 119, 146, 156

Peter: First Ep. of 10, 13, 25 f.—
Second Ep. of 5. 27 f., 420

Philo 86, 292, 339. 365, 379, 391, 405—see also Index I (g) p. 514

Philodemus (Philosophus i/B.c.) 288,
390

Pliilostratus 94—see also Index I (</)

p. 515
Pliocis 194

Phonology and writing 37-114
Photius (Lexicographus ix/A.D.) 55,

131, 390

Phrygian uifluence 89, 102—Phrygian
Kotj'7; 323—mscrijjtion 126

Phrynichus of Bithynia (grammarian
ii/A.D.) 6, 57 f.. 67 f.. 72.^76 .81, 91 f.,

112 f., 123, 132, 141. 158. 166, 192,

195, 1981, 221. 272, 279. 315. 351,

354, 358. 365. 371. 374. 379. 381,

383. 385, 390, 395 f.. 398, 407, 410
—see Abbreviations, pp. xx. xxiii.

under Lobfck, Rutherford
Pmdar 277, 304, 326, 365—see also

Lidex I {g) p. 512

Pisidian inscription 177

Place names 147
Plato 163, 281. 310, 343, 378 f., 390,

395, 399—see also Index I [g) p. 513
Plautus 106, 284
Pleonastic use of dpxofjiai 455 f.

Pliny 292
Plutarch 111. 157. 250. 292, 310. 347.

362, 365. 370, 379, 386. 390, 392,
399 f., 406, 442, 454—see Index I (g)

]). 514
Pollux (Grammaticus ii/A.D.) 346, 365
Polvbius 122 f., 151. 157. 171, 176.

190, 234, 274, 303, 305, 313, 339,

343, 347, 379, 384, 390, 392, 396,

399, 407 f., 417 f., 457, 464—see
also Lidex I (g) p. 514

Pompeii 80, 94
Pontic dialect of MGr 43, 58
Position of vb in sentence 32, 416
Positive of adj. for superlative 30, 441
Possessive Compounds (B.V.) 283
Praeverbia 293

Prepositions 292-328 — Improper
Prepositions 328 ff.—elision 62—
Semitic use of 460 ff.

Present tense 193-207—Aramaising
use of historic present 456

Proclitics 54
Proclus (v/a.d.) 314
Pronouns : Personal, flexions 179 f.—
redundant use 431—miusual fre-

quency of oblique cases 431—con-

fusion of personal and demon-
strative 432—Reflexive 180 f., 432—Indefinite 179—substitutes for

432—negative of 433—Relative 179
— in Hebrew and Aramaic con-

structions 434 ft'.
—substitutes for

436—Distributive 437
Pronunciation 41 ft'.

— of the vowels
93 ff.—and Textual Criticism 93

Proparoxytone 53 f., 328. 337. 371

Properispomenon 53 f.

Prothesis 89. 363
Psalms: Greek of 17 f.—see Index

I (b) p. 501

Psephism 86
Pseudo-Anacreon 388
Psilosis 46, 181. 273, 329
Punctiliar force in root of Tre.uTrw 253
Punctuation 46 ff.

"
Q

"
7, 11, 20. 28. 30. 133, 203, 313,

419, 442, 447. 472

Quality of vowels : change in 94

Quantity-levelling of vowels : its date

56, 93

Quotations, Semitic 153

Recessive accent 55, 59, 368
Redundant verb : particiijle 453—

auxil. vb 455

Reduplication 100, 192—double, or
"
Attic

"
193—irregular redupl. of

cpd. vbs 288—of words to express
elative force 270, 442

Reflexive pronomis 180 f.

Revelation, Book of 3, 16, 33, 480, 484

Rhaga : transliteration of in Tobit 147

Rhodes inscription 127

Root determinatives 351, 364
Root norms 332

Sandhi {i.e. changes in initial and final

soimds of words when used in a

word-group or sentence) 130, 300,

304, 323

Semantics, semasiology 267 f.. 274,

305, 316
Semitic colouring of NT Greek 12-34,
419—see Semitisms

Semitic names : declension of 143 ff.

Semitic quotations 153

Semitic words : accent of 59—spelling
of 102, 108—transliteration of

106 ff., 110, 143 ff.
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Semitisms 1l'-34 : see 412—Semit-

isni defined 14—classified 14 ff.,

477^^" nests
"

of Semitisms in

Luke 483—Sem. of vocabulary 432,

481—"
Secondary Semitisms

"
15,

26, 414. 432, 437," 440, 451. 460, 470,

477, 481

Septua^int 2. 8, 15, 17, 21 ff., 25 f..

28, 30, 34. i\o, 67 ff., 71 ff., S3, 90.

99. 104, 118. 121 ff.. 126, 129, 132,

143-ir>0. 162, 177, 203, 212, 216.

248. 315. 322, 339. 362, 365 f., 384,

386. 388. 390. 392 ff., 399, 405, 415.

435. 438. 444. 447. 452 f., 458, 463.

465 ff.. 469. 473. 482—see also

LKlex I (h) p. 501

Sextus Empiricus 124. 396—see also

Lidex I ((/) p. 515

Shakespeare, 8, 468

Sibilants, 45, 106

Silco inscription 202, 425

Sinaiticus, Codex {^<) 47. 69 f.. 75 f..

78. 103, 110. 113, 129. 170, 191 f..

194. 198. 216, 256, 262, 266, 321,

395, 434. 437, 465 f.

Sophocles 276. 378—see also Lulex
1 (g) p. 512

Sophron (Comicus v/b.c.) 103

Sounds and writmg 37-114—classifi-

cation of sounds 40

Spelling no longer phonetic 51

Strabo 79, 85. 151, 278, 341—see also

Index I {g) p. 514

Strong Aorist stem 208

Subjunctive : itacistic confusions

with indie. 74—forms in contract

vbs 196. 200
Suffixes 332—primary and secondary

333 f.

Suidas (Lexicograi^hus x/a.d.) 72.

128. 27.5. .305

Superlative 164 ff.. 372—Semitic sub-

stitutes for 442

Suppletives 167. 235, 238, 252, 255.

258, 262

Syllabic augment 189 f.. 193

Syllabification 60

Symmachus : Greek vei-sion of OT
'366

Syncope 64, 92, 398

Syracusan Greek 58

Syriac 433, 436, 443, 445, 449, 453.

457, 459, 461 f., 464, 467, 470, 473

Syros : inscription from 86

Talmud 451. 457

Targums 450 f., 453, 457, 460. 469

Tatpurusa (T.P.) Compounds 271,

3()7, 370, 390, 392

Tautology 419
Tense stems of vbs 185 ff.

TertuUian 74, 175

Testaments of Twelve Patriarchs 362—see Index I (c) p. 502
Testimonut 419, 480
Textus Receptus (T.R.) 193. 264. :j(»3.

395, 399
Thematic verbs 183 ff.—thematising

tendency in Hellenistic 183. 194,

212, 245, 251
Theocritus 122, 273, 292—see Index

I (g) p. 514
Theodotion : Greek vei-sion of OT (B)

174, 366. 435, 452, 457, 465

Theognis (Elegiacus vi/B.c.) 428

Theophanes (chronicler viii/ix a.d.)
417 f.

Theophrastus (iv/iii B.C.) 124. 153

Theophylact (xi/xii a.d.) 282
Thera 86. 124
Thessalian dialect 108, 304
Thomas Magister (Grammaticus xiii/

xiv A.D.) 91, 113, 122, 132, 189.

326

Thucydides 378, 387, 417 f.— see also

Index I (g) p. 513
Tobit 17—see also Index I (c) j).

502

Towns in -a 147

Transitive force m composition of a.w&

298, of KaTo. 316 f.

Transliteration of Semitic words
106 ft".. 110, 143 ff.

Uncontracted vowels 90, 120 f., 139

Unthematic formations receding 183,

202

Vatican us, Codex (B) 15, 47. 56. 69,

71, 76, 78, 86, 103, 110, 113, 128,

130, 170, 197, 212, 216, 245, 262.

395, 434. 437. 458
Verbals in -rio's 188, 224—in -roj 188,

224. 370, 408
Verbs : changes in Hellenistic 182 f.—

Conjugation classes 186 f.— list of

verbs with princ. pts. 224-266—verbal suffixes 381^10—verbs

corned from prepositional phrases
408

Vettius Valens (astrologer) 408—see

also Index I [g] p. 515

Vocative : recession of accent 54. 59

—flexion 118 ff.. 129, 134 ff., 137

Vowels : 42 ft".
—vowel system in

KoLvf] 64 f.—vowel-gradation 64 f.,

128. 136, 138, 186, 220, 294. 324.

330, 369, 372—vowel suffixes 334—
vowel assimilation 378—vowel-

levelling 202 : see Itacism

W-soxmd in Greek 110

Washington Codex 47 f.. 61 f., 65 f..

83. 86 f.. 97 f., 100, 103 f., 108, 113.

419, 181, 212, 234
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Weak Aorists encroaching on Strong
Aorist flexions 183—stem 214

Wesley : John 2, 9, 478—Charles
154

Westcott-Hort 38, 48, 50, 58, 61, 69,

73 f.. 76, 78, 81, 87, 98 ff.. 103 ff.,

112 1., 129 f., 131, 143 ff., 146, 149,

170, 177, 188 fl:., 191, 197, 199 f.,

205, 209, 211, 238, 256, 259, 261,

265, 269, 273, 294, 315, 339. 348,

357, 389, 476
Western Text 31, 69, 107, 133, 211,

315, 362, 475

Word-division 60

Word-formation 267-410

Xenophon 151, 158, 290, 339, 343,
354, 378, 384, 389 ff., 395 f., 399 ff.,

407 f., 417f., 428, 454

Zaconian (Laconian ) dialect ofMGr45 1

Zeugma 450
Zonaras (Lexicographus i. B.C./

i. A.D.) 57

Zwaan, J. de : classification of Semit-
isms 477
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